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Aurinia rupeatria subsp. cycolocarpa & Aurinia 
uechriti ziana. 
31 Distribution of Alyssum linifolium var. linifolium & 
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Oriental distribution of A. aureum, A. meniocoideff & 
A. heterotrichuin. 
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.urkish distribution of A. tanthocarpum, A. cephalotes, 
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Distribution of A. repone aubsp. repens, subepe 
trichostachyum var. triohostachyum & var. stenophyllum. 
1: Turkish distribution of A. pseudo—rnouradicum, A. 
artwinense & A. erosulum. 
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ochroleucuin & A. armenum. 
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1: Turkish distribution of A. baumgartnerium, A. 
corningii, A. lepid.oto—atellatum, A. sulphwreurn & 
A. tetrastemon. 
22 / 
Isoflor of Species in Sect. Garnosepalurn, 
Turkish distribution of A. davisianum, A. discolor, A. 
cpnste11atuxii, A. msmenaeuni & A, ocaum, 
Turkish distribution of A. callichrourn, A. eriophyllurn, 
A. huber—morathij & A-9- longistylum. 
European and Oriental distribution of A. borzaeanum, 
J.. esriium, A. gehamenee, A. pateri subsp. pLaten, 
subp. p.rostratum & intermediates. 
Oriental distribution of A. condensatum subspe 
c,n3ensatwn, eubsp. flexibi].e & intermediates. 
Turkish distribution of A. anatolicuxn, A. cypnicum, A. 
filiforme, A. haussknechtii & A. syz'iacum. 
European and Oriental distribution of A. murale subap. 
rnurale var. murale, varo pichieni, var. hai'adiianii, 
var. alpinum & subap. stoijanoffii. Also A. 
akamasi cum, A. te ni urn & A. sub ai no sum. 
Turkish distribution of A. corsicum, A. crenulatum, L.. 
ciiicicuii, A. giosnanum & A. elatum. 
Turkish distribution of k. trapezifome, A. peltanioides 
subap. peltanioldes & subap. virgatiforme. 
Turkish distribution of A. canicurn, A. duborttii, 
A. floribunduxn, A. lesbiacum, A. pinifolium, A. 
jariferum & A. vigatum. 
(4) 	cparats of "Some New Alyssa from the Near East". 
'S 
I • INTR0IJCTI0N 
A lucid systematic survey of the genus Alysm= has long been 
necessary, because it is not only by far the largest genus of Crucifers* 
in Turkey (87 species represented, of which 51 are endemic) - accounting 
for approximately 20 of theCruciferao tarn in that area - but also 
because Alyss nas been the subject of a considerable amount of 
revisionary work (at least the perennial species of Sect • Alyssum and 
Sect. Odontarrheua) without attaining much consistency of treatment and 
taxonomic agreement • The very extensive, mostly unidentified, Near 
Eastern collections made within the past 20 years, primarily by Dr. P.H. 
Davis and his co-collectors and Dr. A. Hubeiorsth have added to the 
necessity of a re-aseesanent of the morphological characters, evaluation 
of variation, and a more stable definition of specific and infra-sp.oific 
tam, all leading to a more natural classification and a more convenient 
method of field and herbarium identification. 
Prior to the present study, the only practical procedure of 
identification was to painstakingly compare individual specimens with 
correctly determined herbarium material. This method wee found to be a 
very dangerous practice because of the lack of taxonomic agreement 
between the identifiers or monographers due to differing interpretations 
and stress placed on the taxonomic characters of the sane "raw" material, 
and / 
2. 
and the fact that as iniøh an 40 misidentification (in the author's 
view) exists in many herbaria. The lank of conformity or agreement 
resulting in extreme , taxonomic confusion since the first major contri-
bution to the taxonomy of A]ysstmi (D. Candolle, S7.t. Nat 2, 1821) 9 is 
pointedly exemplified by the taxonomic heirazohise of Baumgartner (1907 - 
with particular reference to A. montanum) and Nyard3 (1926-1949 - Sect. 
Odontairhena), which differ considerably from the systematic treatment 
proposed in the following study. Tam such as A. montanuin, A. aibiricum, 
A. tortuonn, A. murals A. minus, A. minutum. A. alyssoid.s and A. 
1inifolin have very wide geographical distributions and are subject to 
a considerable amount of morphological variation within and between pop-
ulations. This variation is difficult to evaluate unless the whole 
range of variation throughout the entire specific distribution, is 
subjected to careful analysis; otherwise, chaos results (of. Nyrddy, 
1926-1949) from the segregation and recognition of minor unoorrelated 
variation.. 
The safest, clearest and most useful taxonomic treatment of any 
genus, or for that matter, any group of plants, can only be forthcoming 
from a careful examination of all the tam in the distributional range 
of the genus. For this reason, in the following study those strictly 
ropean or Asiatic tam (accounting for 35 species) which are most 
closely allied to the Turkish representatives, are keyed and enumerated. 
However, the study must be considered as primarily a systematic revision 
of the Turkish species. 
It was found that in order to establish the limits of Alyssus as 
a genus, a subsidiary study had to be made of the limits and definition 
of/ 
3 . 
of the other genera in the Tribe Alsseae. The results of this study 
are given on page 9 . Likewise, a synopsis of Aurinia, a key and an 
enumeration of the Turkish representatives of that genus had to be 
provided. This was necessary because one of the major relevant 
conclusions of the critical survey of the tribe was the resurrection 
of Aurinia as a genus distinct from Llyss, to which Aurinia had long 
been subordinated as a section. 
The Synopsis of the genus Alyssum contains a systematic listing 
(as far as possible in order of increasing complexity) under the 
appropriate infra-generic groups, i.ee sections, subsections and series, 
of the accepted species over the entire generic range. This synopsis 
should be of value for future workers to place correctly any new taza 
in the appropriate natural group, and to determine to what groups the 
previously described tax& belong. In the synopses of Alyssm and 
Aurinia each species is followed in parenthesis by one or several 
capital letters which indicate the general geographical area in which 
these species are known to occur. These areas ares E - Europe (ex-
cluding the Balkan Peninsula ); B - Balkan Peninsula. (including the 
Aegean Islands and Crete); N - North Africa; T - Turkey (including 
Turkey—in—Europe); and 0 - the Orient (including Cyprus but excluding 
Anatolia). 
As far as the geographical limits of this study are concerned, 
the entire political area known as Turkey (including Turkey—in—Europe) 
as defined in Duren' a Buyelk Atlas (corrected and amended edition, 
Istanbul :1962) is followed; likewise, the place names in this Atlas 
are given whenever possible and necessary. The European and extra—
Turkish / 
4 . 
Turkian Asiatic boundaries and place names are used as given in The 
Times Atlas of the World, 2, 1959; k v 1956. Upon occasion the names 
of the Rn Provinces in Turkey have bsen used as detailed by Davis 
(1953). In addition to all the islands included in Reohinger' $ "0" 
district of the Aegean (of. Flom A.ga.a. 19,3), Imbros, Tmd.ros, 
Rhodos, Chalki and A imnia are considered in the treatment of Turkish 
tam. 
In the systematic revision (P.9272 ) the nomenclature, taxonomy 
and specimen citations of each tam are dealt with in detail • This 
revision is largely based on material available in the herbaria listed 
in Sections I and IV, in conjunction with very recent ooll.otions mad. 
in Turkey in 1962. Any additional data garnered from field data and 
cultivation experiments which pertains to the taxonomy and biolW of 
the tam is also included. Most of the 130 species of 	and 
Aurinia in this study are aaociapani.d by discussions of synonymy, 
syatematios and variation, when necessary. These discussions have 
been omitted when they were considered unnecessary and superfluous 
to the present studies. 
Distribution maps are provided for most of the Turkish tars 
(in the Appendix). In the construction of theae maps, the author 
departed slightly from the usual procedure of denoting specific or 
infra-epsoific distributions. Bather than using the various symbols 
(square, triangles or circles) to indicate distributional spread, the 
first letter or rarely the first two letters of the specific or infra-
specific epithet were used. For empl., on Map 2, the "C" refers to 
the / 
5. 
the first letter of aubsp. oyolooarpa of Aurinia saxatilis. Illustrations 
are provided for the major types of hairs from the least to the most 
complex and specialized. Similar illustrations are also furnished for 
the petal and filament types, and for the fruit, pedic.l and style types. 
These figures (lÀ, 13 and 2) as well as a floral diagram, and side and 
lateral views of a repreuentative Alyssum flower (Fig. 3) are to be found 
in Section VII, part 4. All the new species described, except Ao 
comin.i, are illustrated with figures in the Appendix. 
The following study attempts to combine the best information from 
the earlier workers, and the present knowledge of morphological variation 
in conjunction with patterns of geographical distribution and replacement. 
Vhen the systematic treatment of Sect. Alyssum and Seat. Od.ontsrrhena 
(as well as the other sections) in the following study is compared with 
those of Baumgartner (1907- 1911 ) and NyCIty (1926-1949) 9 the class-
ification proposed here should be found the most natural and workable 
for the collections now available. 
Of the 128 species of Alyssum keyed and enumerated, 87 are found 
in Turkey. Forty-&m of these are endemic to Turkey, and 10 are new to 
science. 
6 . 
Collecting in Turkey. 1962 
For two months in 1962 (May-June) the author had the opportunity 
to travel in Turkey under the auspices of a collecting expedition 
organised by Dr. P.R. Davis, University Department of Botany, Edinburgh. 
Apart from making a general collection (o. 1800 numbers, including 26 live 
collections) in Prkey-in-Europe, the Mediterranean and Irano-.Turanian 
vegetational regions in Asiatic Turkey, approximately 160 dollections 
were made from populations of AlyBsum. The study of these populations 
was extremely valuable to the following study, not only for extending the 
distribution ranges of many species (of the 10 new species described in 
the following text, 4 were oolleoted), but also in permitting an insight 
into the morphological variation among plants within contained populations 
and between separated populations. Of particular interest was the 
intensive study and collections in populations of Alyssum minus and 
A. strigos, which have previously been usually treated together as 
A. campestre". It was discovered unquestionably that these species are 
indeed very distinct with no intermediates occurring. The notes made in 
many populations of 	referring to ecology and associated species 
supplement considerably our pro-existing knowledge of them. The methods 
of fruit dehiscence and seed dispersal were also observed for a number of 
species. 
For two weeks at the beginning of the expedition the author was 
accompanied by Dr. Huber-Morath of Basel, Switzerland, whose extensive 
knowledge of the Anatolian Flora was invaluable to the author who was 
familiar with very few of the representative species, except Alyssum. The 
itinerary of this trip is shortly to be published. 
7 . 
r.wn:e 
'ithout the co—operation of the Direotoxi of aimerouu herbaria, 
clarification of the taxonomic confusion within the gems Alyssum or 
the detnitive typification of taxa could net have been attempted. From 
the following herbaria apoximately 4500  type and additional specimens 
were borrowed; British Museum (Natural History) London; Herbarium, 
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew; Hartley Botanical Iboratories, University 
of Liverpool; Rij aherbarium, Leiden; Muaizm National d 'Hi s'toire 
Naturelle, Paris; Universitetes Botanis&ce Museum, Bsrg.n (Afghanistan 
collections of W,nde); Insi1tuo Antonio Josi Cavanilles, Madrid; 
Conservatoire at Jardin Botanique, Geneva (D.less,rt Herbarium - 0, 
Herbarium of Barbey—Boissier - 0—BB, Eiiiiind Boi3eier Herbarium - 0—B 
and D.V.D. Post Hrbar!ium - 0-Post); Botanisoher Garton und Museum 
der Universitt, Zurich (Anatolian collections of Uarkgxat); the 
private collection of Dr. A. Huber-.Uorath, Basal; Botanisoh. Abt.ilung 
der WUrtenbergeschon Natural ienimlung, Stuttgart (Anatolian 
collections of Klihrie); Naturhistorieches Museum, Vienna (General 
Herbarium including the private collection of Rechinger - , HLaoey 
Herbarium - W—Hal.); Botanisohee Institut und Botani soher Garton dr 
Universitt, Vienna; Institut fur Spezille Botanik und Herbarium 
Hausskneoht, Jena; Slovenskd Mzaum Bratislava; Botanical Deartmsat 
of the Natural Museum, Prague Inetituttu Botanieuai Universitatis 
Carolinas, Prague; ltimvrov Botanical Institute of the Academy of 
Sciences, Leningrad; Botanical Institute of the Acadesy of Sciences 
of the Ukrainian S.SJ., Kiew; Departneut of Botany, Hebrew 
University, Jerusalem; and the Gray Herbarium and Arnold Arboretum 
of! 
a 
of Harvard University, Cambridge (Massachusetts). 
Acknowledgment is also due to the Botanisoher Museum, Berlin-
Dablem for sending photographs of important specimens in the rilld..now 
Herbarium; ltkewis, to the Institute àntiotiio Joao" Cavariilles, Madrid 
for sealing a photograph of a Ft6u type collected in Mesopotamia. 
When individual important collections are aeparate4 in various 
herbaria, for example the Edmund Boissier Herbarium in Geneva (G—B), 
the abbreviations given above for these collections are oi.ed in the 
enwieration of tax& mhen necessary. This should all or future workers 
to locate with ease the specimens referred to. 
Special thanks are extended to Dr. J.E. Dandy of the British 
Museum, Natural History, London; to Professor M. Geiger—Huber of the 
Botanisoher Institu't der Universitt, Baosl; L41d to Mr. 31. Burttp 
Royal Botatc Oardso, Edinburgh for their assistance regarding the 
typification of the bimial A. minus, and the dropping from usage, 
"A • oanipe sire". Acknowledgment is necessary to Miss K. Smith for her 
execution of Figures 3 1 4 9 5, 6 and to Mrs. A. Dyer for Figures lA, 
13 and 2. To Mrs. E.C. DudJ.ey, my wife, the author owes a very special 
gratitude not only for her drawing of Tables £, 6, 7, and Figures 7, 8 
but also for her continual encouragement • Thanks are due Miss Morag 
ILaoZenzie for her typing of the entire manuscript, and for the 
organization of Table 3. 
The author gives sincere recognition to Dr. A. Thiber.-Morath, 
Basel and to Di. J. Cullen of the University Department of Botany, 
Edinburgh for their useful suggestions and oriticimas. For his careful 
and constant attention and advice during the preparation of tuia 
manuscript, the author is indebted to his supervisor, Dr. P.M. Davis of 
the University Department of Botany, Edinburgh. 
9. 
II • Y Y and STNOPSI of PROPOSED EE-ORGA1iIZAPIO1 of the TRIBUS 
MT35FAE 
Tribue Alyeeeae !ayek, Fl. Steiem., 1 9 194, 242 & 506 (1909); fyek 
in Beih. Bot. Centralbl., 279 220-254 (19 1 1) 	Schulz in Nat. 
Pflansenfaa., In, 268 9 280 & 486 (1936); Janohen in @st, Bot. 
Zeit., 23.' 19-28 (1942). 
jZn.r Tribue Alyseineas DC., Syat. Nat., j, 147 & 280 (1821) 0 
Pro 
Tribue Jdya8eae Subtribus Piysein'.• Hayek., 71. Steisrin., 
1 9 242 & 506 (1909). 
(1) KFY to the OLD WORLD GI19A 
1. Flowers solitary in the axils of cauline leaves 	1. Buchinge'i 
1. Flowers in more or less ebracteate racemes 
2* Ptigma lobes spreading 
3. Ovary 10-40-ovulate; hairs bifid; seeds broadly winged 
2. Farsetia 
3. Ovary 5-8-ovulate; hairs stellate; seeds wingless or with 
narrow wing 
4. Sepale deciduous; seeds narrowly winged 	39 $trausie13 
4, Sepale persistent; seeds wingless 	 4 9 Claetops 
2. Stigma lobes cl3e1y thpreesed 
5. Sepsis strongly saccate 
6, Silicules strongly inflated, t . globes. 
7. / 
10. 
7, Liili cule valves soft; plant very canescent 
8. Si1im1ee c 20 mm. diem.; sepal. deciduous 
5. Phyaoptychis 
8. Siliculee 10-12 mma diarn.; sepsis persistent 
6. Degenia 
7, 	iliculs valves stiff; plants gx'eenieh or slightly 
cafl.ecezit 	 7. Alyssoidee 
6. Si1icuis compressed 
9. Petals yellow or purple; indumentum harsh, asperous; 
rosette and cauline leaves all linear-ob1nnceo1ite, 
often rep nd.-dentrite 	 8, Fibigia 
Petals white; indwsentum soft, not naperous; rosette 
lewes broadly spathulate, aauline leaves linear-oblong, 
Pill entire 	 9. Hormathqphilla 
5. Sepals not sacoate 
Bifid hairs present; stellate hairs present or 
absent 
Petals bifid; stellate and med.ifixsd hairs both 
Present 	 12. Berteroa, 
11. Petals entire; all hairs medifixed (few hairs 
4-f id) 
Filaments untoothed; 2 nectaries, 1 long and 
1. short at each side of short filament 
10. Lobularia 
12. Filaments with a basal tooth; 1 nectary at 
each / 
11. 
each aide of short filaments 
11. Bornmuel1er 
10. Bifid hair. absent (furcate stellate hairs 
occasionally present) 
13. Silicules indehiecent, winged or covered with 
barbulate hairs; always annu.1a 1. C1ypeoa 
13. Silicules dehiscent, or if indehiscent then 
plants perennial; silicuiea never winged in 
annual species; barbulate hairs absent 
14. Lower cauliue and sterile shoot leaves often 
repand—dentate, (20—) 40-60 (-100) mm. long, 
base, swollen and persistent on + indurated 
stock; calyx cup—shaped, buds spherical 
13. Aurinla 
14. Lower cauline and sterile shoot leaves entire 
(2—) 5-15 (-20) mm. long, bases never swollen 
or persistent; calyx not cup—shaped, buds 
elongate, + oblong 	 14. Alyssum 
(2) Enumeration of Genera 
Pucbinger )oisi'. R oberi., Dimmgn., 2 (8) 9 29 (1 349). 
Type species, B. ayillciria Boise* (monotypic). 
Distributions Iran, Caucasus 4 Russian Armenia. 
?arsetia Turr, fliss. Farsetia, 1, t.l (1765). 
Type speciess P. aeptj?a Turra. (12 species as recognised 
by/ 
12. 
by Sebuls, op. cit., 486). 
Distribution, A predominantly Saharo—SiMian genus extending 
from the Sahara to Noe. India. 
tr usl.ella Haueskn. in Mitt. Thur. Bot. Vero, n.f., ji g 69 
(1897). 
Type speei€as S. purpur*a (Bungs) I1ausekn. (monotypic). 
Tistributions Iran. 
Clastopue Punge & Boise., in Boise., P1. Or., 1, 261 (1867). 
Type species, Co veetjtus (Desv.) Boles. (2 species as 
recognised by Schulz, o. cit., 487). 
Distributions Iran. 
PhysqptZehis Boise., Fl. Or., 1 9  160 (1867). 
Type specie.: F. gnaph1odes (DC.) Boise. (2 species as 
recognised bySchalz, op cit., 488). 
Distribution: N. & W. Iran Russian Armenia & Turkey. 
61 Degenja Hayek in Oat. Bat. Zeit., 60, 93 (1910). 
Type speciess fl. velebitica (Degen) Hayek (monotypic). 
Distributions Yugoslavia. 
7. A]yaeoidEs Miller , Gard. Diet. Abr., ed. 4 (1754). 
Syn., Vesicaria Adans., Pam. don 11., 2, 419 (1763). 
C1.atocpium Spach, Riot Nat. v4. Phan., 6 9 471 (1838). 
Aurinia Sect, Leptocerattum Orleeb, Spic. P1. Rum. & 
Bith., I t 271 (1843). (leototyes "u. sinuata 
( A lyssum alnuatum L.)). 
Cistocarpum Spach emend. Hook. in Beath. & Book., Gen. 
P1. / 
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ri., ]., 73 (1862). 
Alyssum Sect. Scieroptychis Boles., Fl. Or., 1, 266 
(1867). 
Lutzla cand. in Bull. Soc. Bot. Fr., 	, vii (1920). 
Aly.3sum Sect. Chrysitee Schulz in Fngl.  Bot. Jahrb., 
66 (1), 94 (1933). 
Type species 	,1yssoides utriculatum (L.) Medik. 
(Alyssum vesicaria L.). This genus has been expanded to include 
Alyssoides creticum (L.) 	djk. (type of 17ssum Sect. 
Scieroptychia & Lutzia); .Alysoii1essinuatum (i.) (edik. (type 
of Alyssum Sect. Chrysite); A1ssoides macrocarpum (DC.) med. 
(Alyssum macrocarpum). 
Distributions S.W. Alps, Balkans & Turkey. 
Fibigia Medik., Pflanzengatt., 1, 90, t. 23 ( 1792). 
Farsetia Sect. Fibigia (Medik.) DC., Syst. Nat., Z. 288 
(1821). 
Type species: F. clypeata (L.) Medik. (12 species as 
recognized by Schulz, op. cit., 489). 
Distribution: S. Europe & Levant to Iran and Transcaspian. 
Hormathophylla Cullen & Dudley, gen. nov. 
Affinis Fibigla Medik. sed petalis albis, fouls dimorphicis 
maiorlbus rosalatis latis spathulatis, indumento molli, silloulis 
minpribus differt. 
Plantae perennes, fruticosae vel suffruticosae yel saltem ad 
basi lnduratae, caudicibus (yel minis) crassis lignosis 
tortuosis / 
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tortuosis oicatricosing in partibus inferioribue tenudatia, 
indumento albo obtectie. Surculi ateriles nuaeroei conferti. 
Folia oaulinr inferiors et omnia folia caulium eteri1iva 
rosulata onfrtt., ovato-5patku1ata, iutegr*, + obtusa v.1 tz'uncata, 
20-60 mm. longa (ewn petiolo) (5.- ) 7-30 ma. lata, petiolin longis 
(5-30 mm, longia) runita, in petlolum abrupte eonetrictun, W. 
nediano prominulo pz'oviea, piUs atellatis mollibus argenteo-albie 
denno obetectn. Csules floriferi ereoti vel 1ai, perce foliati. 
Folia caulina superior line ari-oblanceolata, basi seneim attentLata, 
+ acuta. Racemi contracti, subcorymbosi. Sepals lateralia saccata. 
Pet].a alba, ybovata st Integra vel spathulata et bifiia. Filaments 
oninia bilaterrliter 8lata, basi dilatata sa.pe brevitr dentate. 
Siliculee glabree vel glabreacentes, rhomboideo-rotundee, 4-10 mm. 
longae, 4-7 mm. latae, loculis 2-4 ovulatia, valvis compreesia valds 
reticul ato-nervosia • Semina el cta. 
Ty !~ c% U. riverohonhi (eg.n & Herv.) Cullen & Dudley, comb. 
nov. (type of Ptilotrichum (Alyssum) reverchonji Degen & Herv* 
in tag. Dot. Lap., 5. 1,  2 (1906) & in Pull. Aced. Tnt. Ge'ogr, 
Pot., 16, 224* 1906). "Mab. in fliepaniae meriUona1is provinola 
Jam. In saxosis cabarets yallem Barrancon de Valentine imminentibus 
alt. c. 1800 m.s.m. Julio 1904 friactiferum detexit dein a 1905 in 
pasruptia calcarsis montia Sierra do la Cabriula alt. c. 2500 
m.a.m. iterum legit eel. 'lisasu. Reverchon (rsicc. 1904 et 1905, 
No. 1365) cul species nova dicata." / 
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ticata." (orig. ? n.y., authentic specimens, 1906 & 1907 MA, K,). 
The genus includeas I, iyrnaica (Lap.) Cullen & udley, 
comb. nov.; He longioaule (Boise.) Cullen & Dudley, comb. nov.; 
H. cadeveilianw (au) inst. (no material seen); He spathulata 
(Steph. or wilid.) Cullen & Dudley, comb. nove l (type of Berteroa 
spathulata ('tepb. ex i114.) Meyer.) 
13tributior 	Spain 	1tai. 
Lobuleria 'esv., Journ. Bot. Appi., 1 9 162 (1814), non conserve 
Adana., 1ais. don P1., 2, 420 (1763)9 nomen reject. 
lysaum Sect. Lobularia (Deav.) DC., Syat. Nat-9 R , 318 
(1821). 
oniga R. Br., Ohs. 21. Denit. & Clap., App., 214 (1826). 
qlyce Lindl., Fynopso Brit. Fl. 26 (1328). 
Octadenia R. Br. 'x Fisch. & Meter., Ind. Some fort. 
Petrop., 1 9 41 (1836). 
Type Speciest L. maritima (L.) Pesy. (type of all synonyms). 
(M least two species following Schulz, op. cit., 494.). 
utrtbution: !. & .. Mediterranean from the tlontic Islnda 
and 1. Africa to rria. 
Bornmuellera f'uskn. in Pitt. Thor. l4ot. Vera, n.f., 11 0  70 
(1897). 
Type specieei 3 . tymphaea Haeekn. This genus has been expanded 
to include Be baldaocii (Degen) Heywood med., (?tllotxichum 
baldaccii pgen); Be dieckii (tiayek) Degen; Be cappadocica (DC.) 
Cullen & Tud1ey, comb. nov. (Ibf ne cappadocicum DC. & Ptilotnichum 
cap'ppdocj.cu* ('DC.) Boise.); Be glabreec€ns (oiss. & }z1.) Cullen & 
Dudley, comb. nov. (Ptilotrichum glabrenscens (Boiss. & Bal.) Boiss.); 
B. I 
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Be drboidep (Roche ui.) Cullen & ')u!1ey, cornbnov., ( - ti1otrichurn, 
Araboides Rech. ui.). 
Distribution: Greece, Albania & Turkey. 
	
12, 	Derteroa DC., Syst. Nat., 2, 290  (1821). 
Type species: Be incan6. (j.) DC. (6 species as recognised by 
Schulz, op. cit., 495, but Pxcluding Be epathulata Stoph. ax 
Wilid. which is to be tranafered to Hormathophyila, 
Distri.ttion: Widely distributed from Europe to central Asia* 
13. 	Iurinia Peev. in Journ. Pot. ppi., , 162 (1814). (cf. Synopsis 
of the genus urinia, page 167). 
Typo species: .u. eixatilia (Ia.) Teav. (Alyasum axati1e Ia.). 
Originally treted ae 	section of fr1yeum, but better regarded as a 
separate genus. The genus Lepidotrichua is Included here. 
ttstribution: S. Yranct, It1y, Balkans & Turkey. 
14. 	Alyssum Ia., Can. il., ed. 59 293 (1754). (of. Synopaiø of 
& nur, 'lyasum, page 181). 
L.ectotype epeciest A. mont r-aum L. 	About i60 species, 
including k,. caneecens DC. (leototype of Ptiiotriehum feyer); 
. &i-syc.r1um 12teph. ox Cilld. (type  of Psiloneia Beyer); 
P • tortuosum Willd. (lectotype of Odontarrherze 'eyer); 
A, linifolium Stepb. ax V1114. (type of Meniocus Peeve); 
A. lepic1oto—stol1.tuM (1ctotype of Gamoaepalum Raueskrt. & 
, epinosuia L. (leototype of ilyssum Sect. Tetredenia 
(Spach) Dudley; 	. pinifo1ium(Nyr.) Dudley (type of 
?jp1ope%alu / 
 
Triplopetalum 17aX. Six section. &re to be recognized in 
AlZasUas 	e nb cue, Failonews, 	 GamoaeDalum, Tetradeni 
& Odontarrhena. 
Distributions Widespread European and Ariatic genus, U208t17 
S. of 50 degrees latitude. 
Clypeola L., Gen. P1. 9 ed. 59 293 (1754). 
Type species C. jonthiaspi L. (8 species an recognized by Schulz, 
OPO cit., 497). 
Distributions Africs., E. Europe, Turkey, Caucasus, Iran & 
extending into central Asia. 
AthysanthUs Greene in Bull. Calif. cad., sere 3, 1 9 72 (1885). 
Type species. A, puzillus (Hooke) Greene (monotypic). 
T'iatribution: N. Amprica, (notsoon). 
(3) Discussion 
It became evident at the beginning of the following study of 
the 5nus 1yssum that the limits and definition of the other genera 
Tribus Alyaeae as recognized by Schulz must be subject#d to a more 
careful examination. This was particularly true of Ptilotrichurn 
Meyer, to which peat nd present workers have added numerous taza 
which have progressively widened the limits of the genus to such an 
extent tht all its distinguishing characters 're shared separately 
or in combinations with several other genera. These include Alyssum , 
Alyssoides q !urinie, RormthophyUa (gen. nov.) and flornmuellera, 
Into which all the species at one time or another included in 
Ptilotricbum hwe now been transferred. (see Table No. 2). 
Furthermore / 
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Furthermore, careful examination of the type specimens of 
Alyssum canescens -.nd Alys sum elongatum (L.  tenuifolium Wilid.) in 
Geneva (herb. Pie Candoile) which served as the basis of the genus 
Ptilotrichwn are ia all characters clearly correlated with and to 
be included in Alyssum L. Meyer distinguished the genus by the 
presence of a single seed per locule, unappend.aged filmenta, and 
white flowers. The presence of a single seed in each locule of the 
fruit is by no means consistent and does not serve to distinguish 
Ptilotrichum from Alyssum. In both ?tilotrlcbum ad Alyssum sect. 
Alyssum 2 ovules are always present in each locule, and the feature 
of only one developing into a mature seed also appears in Sect. 
Plyssum.. The character used by Schulz to distinguish tilotricburn 
in his key- the uitoothed nature of the filaments - is similarly 
shared by Alyssum Sect. Psilonema & Sect. Tetradenia. However, 
examination of 2tilotrichum sensu orig. (also ?t. purpur.um  (Lag. 
& 	!is.) has shown that the wings of tite filaments, parti- 
cularly those of the short filmenta, are significantly dilated 
towrrds the base and a small tooth frequently derelos from this 
basal rjlation. Flower colour is often tn unreliable generic 
character in the Crucifera.. Pale or white, or even pink coloured 
flowers not only occur In tilotric)ium sensu stricto but also in 
Alysua Sect. Alyssum, Sect. Gwaosepalum, and ect. Tetraclenia. 
The advisibility of recognizing Aurinia as a distinct genus 
from AlXssum has long been a matter of opinion It is notable that 
!otov in 'l. Ukraine, 19 329 (1953) follows the view maintained 
here. / 
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here. Uniueetionably the regularity of the habit, the form and aim 
of the levea, the percietant leaf bases, and the form of the calyx 
of all the component species of Aurinia enable it to be feasibly and 
easily distinguished from all the sections of A-lyssum. The other 
alternttive, that of maintaining Aurinia as a section of Alyssump 
is certainly less appealing than the former since it involves a 
widening of the generic limits of AlZ9sUm until it becomes nearly 
as heterogeneous as the ill-defined t1lotrichum øensu li't.2 Any 
present affinities of .urinia with Alyssum are tenuous, and no 
taxon in Alyssum shows the "semblance of facies which holds the 
species of !urinia tosther* there is some resemblance between 
Aurinla u.chtritziana 'nd Pprtero n . The overlap between Alyssum 
Sect. Ieniocus and Aurinia in the number of ovuee per locule is 
not significant, in that this feature is not associated with any 
of the other correlated characters which define Aurirtia, The beet 
rm'-'nt for maintaining Aurinia as a separate genus distinct from 
Alyasum is that it may be easily separated and identified using 
the diagnostic lef and facies and calyx characters. 
The trnsferring of !epidotrichum, which has previously been 
considered as a monotypic genus, to the genus Aurinia may be 
unpopular. Reference to Table $. 3 will show that on the grounds 
of the characters used, there appears to be no basis in maintaining 
Lepidotrichum an a distinct genus. The correlation of the 
distinctive habit, the form and else of the basal leaves, and the 
form of the calyx is especially convincing when all the represent-
atives / 
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reprentatives of Aurinia are compared side by aide. rhe inflated 
W24 globose silicule is not unique to Le pidotXichum s but is also 
present in Aurin.ia petraea nad Mi. cormboea. White flowers are 
likewise present in Pu. ruprestris. 
The characters of 1eniocus, retained here as a section of 
Plyssum, are less clearly defined than those which distinguish 
Aurinia and AlZssum. The distinctly marginal placentation and 
2-8 ovules per locule are characteristic of all representatives of 
!enioous and serve to maintain it as a natural section. There are 
no definite correlations of vegetative or floral attributes or 
overall reeembltnceg which may be used to define Meniocus as a 
distinct genus, ne is the ease with urinia and !orathophyUa, 
gen. nov., or which ally Yeniceus to ay genus of the tribe other 
than •lyssum. Meniocus shares in common many characters with 
Lzum :ect. Pcilonema and Sect. Alyssum, to whIch it is most aloe-
ci; "led. Lceniocus cannot be justifiably separated as a genus from 
the remaining sections of ftlyssu!n. 
The expansion of Alyssoidee (Vesicaria) from on,: , to four 	ecies 
is a departure from previously accepted interpretations of this 
genus. Eoweverp the obviously saccate sepsis, the large inflated 
eilicule with 4-8 ovules per locule, and the usully deciduous style 
of all the :;ecie to be included in Alyssoidee are unifying 
characters which are not to be found correlated in Alyssum. The 
removal of Alyssum creticu.m, A,. simiatum and A. macrocarium not only 
allows Alyssum to be defined with fewer exceptions to the general 
patterns / 
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patterns of variation but their inclusion in Alyseoie3es also permits 
a more convincing recognition of this genus s a natui'l group. 
The presence of simple and medifixed hairs, which has been used to 
distinguish Alyesoides from alyssum, was four-4 to have no correlation 
with the other characters which hold the species of klZaroides 
together. It is to be remarked that the bnbit of all the species 
of Alyssoldes is remarkably similar, and that the formation of the 
leafy rosettes at the base of the plant or along the stems is 
consistent. The view that fl.yssum creticum and einutum should be 
included as spades of AlZe soides is not a new one, for in fact 
Medikus (Phil oophiche otanik, 1 9 1891 1739) me the transfers. 
Lamarck (•ncy Meth., 8, 7701 1808) 1tkeie conaiered these two 
species distinct from Alypaum, but included thørn as species of 
Vesicaria, a later synonym of 	 (see note p.26) 
Another inmortant feature of this protoeed re—organisation is 
tbr 'conition of a new genus, namely Pormatb nphyllft with the rare 
and beautiful obasmophyte H. reverchonil (formerly Ptiltrichum 
(...lyeaurn) revrchonii. Pegen & Harr.) serving a-s the type. It is 
clear from the following bles No. 3 and 4 that the nffinities of 
this genus 're not with Alyssum or Ptilotrichun (no longer recognised 
a distinct genus), but rather with Fibigia and egenia. Akin 
to the separation of Purinia from AlZesua l, the separation of 
Hormathopm.11P from the allied genera is dependent in large part on 
its distinctive habit, and. the form and size of its leaves. 
Berteroa agathulata (Vi1ld.) Meyer ha.s long been an anomaly. 
Wilidenow / 
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Wilidenow (1800) described it as an Alyssum; Meyer (1831) trans-
ferred it to Berteroa, a placement accepted by chuls and others. 
More recently iyard (1929) considered it as a possible synonym 
of Alyssum obovatwn (Meyer) Purcz. However, in the Wilidenow 
S herbarium at Berlin, ilyaredy indicated on the original mterial that 
this species was to be cons14eree as a component of Alyssum 
Aurinie, presumably by virtue of the bifid petals FiW edentate 
(sic) filaments. It cannot be denied that the distributional pattern 
of the genus is very Aisjunct v with all but one species (H. spathulata 
from the Altai) occuring in Spain. This situation is not unique in 
the tribe; Alyssum nurpureum Lag. & Rokr. (Alyssum Sect. Alyasu) 
from Spain most closely resembles A!Zsaum esnescens PCe A Aly ez um 
tenuifolium Wilid., both of which are found in 2iberia, the Altai 
and as far east as India. 
The vegetative character, i.e. long petiolate, spathulate and 
'oRul5.te leaves and the habit of the plants which unite Brteoa 
spathulata to !4oriatbophylla are of higher diagnostic value than any 
floral or fruit characters. The diagnostic vegetative characters 
used to recognize. H -ormnt b ophylls ,  and Aurinia show a great degree of 
constancy in the respectiva genera, and are of infinitely greater 
value than the floral ptrts, which for exa'1e do not enablf, separation 
of these two genera from one another, let a1fl5 from any of the other 
genera in the tribe. Pliers is no reason, in such cases, why 
vegetative characters may not be used to delimit genera quite as well 
as characters of flower and fruit, and instead of the last two feature. 
if / 
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if these do not provide diagnostic characters. It is the and result 
that is important, i.e. the formulation of natural recognizable group. 
(genera in this case), composed of taxa which show definite affinities. 
Towards the accomplishment of this end vegetative characters often 
present evidence which msy be as important or in some cases more 
important than the floral morphology. The limits of any group cannot 
be established by individual dissimiliar characters, but are formulated 
by the eontsncy and correlation of comhinatins of characters which 
ultimately results in overall resemblances, either in the vegetative 
or sexual organs. 
In an attempt to use 3chul's key to the tribes, p.  268, it was 
found that the character of "Ma-are sinfech oder feler4" for the 
Luneriee nd "aars verzeeigt" for the !lyieae was not only 
unsuitable, but in fact was not true. Framination of several species 
of Pelta.ria and Ricotia revertle3 that medifixed hairs were definitely 
although very sparse. It was found that medifixed hairs were 
also present on Leptopls. Several species of ilyssr. Sect. Meniocue 
are unique in Alyssum by possessing simple setae on the sillrn.tlea. 
The removal of 	tr)-lax from the Alyszeae to the Lunnrleae is 
supportable on the basis of general resemblances including facies. 
It must be stressed that the hair character alone dose not distinguish 
these two tribes from one another, and it is imperative to utilize 
other chraeterr 	ociated with !'aciea nnd reserablanoe, and perhaps 
the iporitionin6 of the cells of the replum (often absent or very poorly 
developed in some genera of the Lunarieaej. however, we are not 
prepared to propose a re-organisation of the Luraieae or any other 
trib, at the present tima.. 
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Both Hayek in Beth. Bat. Centrtlb., 21, 220-254 (1911) and Janohen 
in set. Bat. Zett., 91, 19-28 (1942) bve organized the Cruciferae 
into a tribal anA subtribl classification which differs consider-
rbly from that of Schulz. Whereas chu1z recognizes no subtribee 
in the Alyssesm 1fioyek has six, namely the Reaperl.dinae, Prnyinae, 
Eucltditnaa, Lunariirira, P!ysine, and Trrbin. The only generic 
difference of note betwen }yek's Cubtribua i1ystnae aM Lehulz'a 
Tribue Alyaseas is that Vayrek includes "artetia .'. 	twnbr of the 
Subtribus Lunariine, rather than Zubtribur hlyr.iinae, 
Tribus Alyssee comprises or1y three subtribeup the Lu,taritnae, 
Alyseinac, and 'rbnre. To11owing 7 ebult however, he iieintdne 
Leptoplay in the ubtrtbua 21yosinae t rather than in the Luuarinae 
where it correctly belongs. 
*uch of this a,rtllary study of the generic limits must be 
understood to be provisional, until such time as addittonrl inateri - 1 
may be examined and ontogenetic evidence pertining to the floral 
parts, and possibly irnLu.mentum, may be gathsre59 There iii, however, 
no question that itilotrichu 	: 	niu :.tst le r r'uced t :yuflO57 
under .zum .ect. tlyusuay and t.t it:; C ccnt rci 	be 
dispersed into the other genera in the manner indicated in Table No. 
2 and in the preceeding Eynopsis. The provisional re-orgr.nisatian 
presented here is un attempt to brine order out of chaos, to present 
mor. natural and recognizable groups which are closely correl. atad 
by virtue of overall resemblances and continuity of fades. It is 
not cialmeM that these proposals are entirely corrsot, but for the 
purposes / 
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purposes of tb viusl recognition of the genera by the apeci33, and 
the tribe by the genera this re-orgnisatiori is certainly preferable 
to the pre-existing order. I would like to acknowledge that without 
the effort, thought, and time expended by J. Cullori, the proposed 
re-organization would not have materialized. 
Pe1e No, 1 3bo's a c3mparisn of the tax. considered by .chuls 
in the Tribus loeae, and those of the suggested re-orgaüzation. 
It is importunt to reoonize that the altered genera ere extremely 
heterogeneous 	defined by Zohul.%, nd whereas great stress was 
placed on the ch Laac ters of flower colour, filament stuoture end 
hair types, little attntion waz paid to overall resemblances and 
the correlation of characters. 
Table 1o. 3 tabulates the characters used in this re-Qrganiaition 
in one to three atater. for each taxon concr&ed. By following the 
states of the chractera vertically the similarities or deviations 
may be picked out, a ;lus marx indicating the presence of a state. 
For examle, for lyuLx creticw, character uo. 2 is in the "b" 
state, that iz z .t. iJ )fiC1, 	d bj following 	en vertically it is 
observed that state UbPI of this character occurs in all the four 
species to be regarded as lyu6oi3e8. Where several states of a 
character are pr'eieat Lu a taxon, a plus mark is used for them all. 
For example, in Alysaua eot. Psilonema, character no. 1 is present 
in 's, b y  and c" states. The arrow from one state to another is 
used to show a trend, but not a constant appearance. ?or example, 
in alyuu Zubsect. Od.ontarrhena (Beat* Odoutarh) character 
no. 9 / 
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no. 9 is predominantly in state b", pl:.nt3 perennial. However, 
a few species of the subsection ire biennials. 
?le Ho. 4 (after Cullen) illustrates in pictorialized form 
some generic affinitit3. The point strecoed in this table is that 
natural groups of species are dependent on similarities and overall 
correlations of chtraot&re, not on diaiuiil.ritieu of individual 
characters. The blank portina of the table are of equal value 
in the coreltins an the blocked portions. 
NOTE. All the taxa to be included in the widened interpretation of 
of Ajyasoidee have atipitate fruits. This character may be used to 
distinguish this geznia from Degenia, by8opiychia and Fibigia. However, 
the silioulee of most representatives of HoathophyUa are also 
furnished with a short stipe, and though the fruits of most 14.yaaa 
are estipitate, those of a couple of Anatolian specie. in Sect. 




Table 1, COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENCES B TwIlIES SCHULZ'S 
TREA?MENT OF THE PRIBUS AbYSS 	IN NAT. 
P?LAJZE1IFAU., fl, 486-497 (1936), AND THE 
PROPObD RE—ORGANI2.A?IOt, 
Schul 
	 Provisional Re—organization 
Farsetta unchanged 
strausiell—a unchanged 
Cl astopus unchanged 




Alyssum Sect. Chrysites into Alssoides 
Alyssum sect. Agrinia - Aurinia 
Alysoum Sect. Scleropty2hi4 into Alys3oides 
Alyssum Sect. Eualyasum - Alyssum Sect. Alyssum 
Alypeum Sect. psilonema unchanged 
Alyssum Sect. Odontarrhens unchanged 
Alyssum Sect. Meniocus unchanged 
Triplopetalum into Alyssum 
ptilotricbwn, eeno lat. 
it. canesoens (lectotype of 
ptilotrichum 
Meyer, & Pt, purpureum 
pt,glabrescene, Pt. baldaccii 
& Pt, cappn1.ocicum 
Pt, gyc1ocapum 
Pt. reverchonit & Pt.longicaule 




Pt. spinosum 	 into Iyaeum Sect. vtruenia 
28. 
Boznu1r& 	 unchanged, but with several species 
added from Ptilotricbua senso lat. 
Gamopepa1u 	 - :iyasum Sect. Gariiooeia1u 
Lobul aria 	 unchanged 
Bertroa 	 unchanged, except. B. apathu].ata 
removed to Rormathophylla 
Leitotriohua 	 into Aurinia 
Buohingera 	 unchanged 
Lei)toplax 	 removed to the tribe Lunarieae, 
where its closest affinities are 
with Peltaria. 
Athyeanthus 	 unchanged 
Clypeola 	 unchanged 
91 
(5). 




Pt. canescene (DC.) Meyer (1831) 
Pt. e1ongatw (DC.) Meyer (1831) 
Pt. 1ongcau1e Boise. (1838) 
Pt. purpureum (Lag. & Rodr.) 
Poise* (1839) 
Ft. apinosum (L,) Boise. (1839) 
Pt. cyclocarr'um Boise. (1842) 
Pt. emarkinatUBoise, (1842) 
Pt. cretaceum (Adsa.) Ledeb. 
(1842) 
. c.ppadocigua (DC.) Boles. 
(l87) 
Ft. glabrescen. Boise. (1867) 
Pt. 	pest= (Ten.) Boise. 
(1867) 
Pt. ssx:iem Jord. & Pourr. 
Pt. candgileaumm Jord & Fourr. 
(1868) 
t. peyrousianum Wilik. (1880) 
Ft. pyenaicum (Lap.) wilik. 
(1880) 
Pt, (onipa) uechtriziru 
Borne. (1888) 
Pt. baldacoit Tegen (189 6 ) 
Pt, 1ay-rousianu (Jord.) 
Jord. (1906 ) 
Pt. (Alyssum) revfrehonU. 
igen & J1rv. (1906) 
Pt. dj.eckii Hayek (192) 
Pt. / 
Fropoaf3 Trans fore * 
Alyssum Sect. Alyssum 
75SU!fl Sect. Alyssum 
(A. tenuifoliva ii1ld.) 
Hormathophylla gen. nov. 
Alyssum Sect. Alyssum 
Alyssum Sect. Petradenia 
Aur1ria 
Lepjpplax 
iormatbopbylla gen. nov. 






(Al. racrocarpum (DC.) Iried. 
A1yesoies 
(Al. macrocarJum (DC.) iued. 
Alyssum Sect. Petraden& 
i s 1apeyrpusianu Jord.) 
BortnathpDhyila gen nov. 
Auripi a 
Bprnmuellera 
Alyssum Beets Petradenia 
Bormathphy11a sen. nov. 
Borneuel 1ea 
t, an utifoUwu Rausskn. 
ex Bornm. (1936) 
Pt. thymope Huber-.Morath & 
Reese (1943) 
Pt. draboid.. Rech. fil (1951) 
Pt. cadevallianwn (Pau) Heywood 
(1962) (No material Been) 
flornuel1er 
(9 B. capadoejca (DC.) Jzied.) 
A1ysewn Sect. Geioepa1u 
$ornauel 1 a ra 
Roatbopby1 1 a 
There the taza described in Ptjlotrtchu* are regarded as synonyms, 
the valid binomials are placed b4neath the proposed transfers. 
The proposed recombinations may be found in the Synopsis of the 
Tribus Alysa?ae under their respective genera, and in the Synopses 
of Alyssum and Aurinia, where applicable. 
31. 
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Table 39 	TABULATIM OF CHARACTERS UTILIZED FOR THE TAXA INVOLVED IN THE Rif—ORGAiTI7APIOT 
List of Characters 
a 	 b 	 a 
 Petals entire bif Id emarInat. 
 Petals white yellow purple 
 Sepals sacoate not ssocate - 
 Sj].icules inflated subinflated compressed 
 Valves - 
 Siliculee less than 10 umi, diem, more than 10 	. diem. - 
 Seeds winged wingless - 
 Hairs simple bifid stellate 
 Plants annual biennial perennial 
 Silioules dehiscent Indehiscent - 
110 Sj]jou]es Winged wingless - 
 Leaves broadly spathulate not - 
 Pedicela erect horizontal deflexed 
 No* of ovules per locule - - - 
 Infloreaoenoe compound simple - 
'.tdzn azeo(j Scl te,çq* iXa*Oj I tiOttal 8.1MOtJ Sj $9 •IozT3 
•ea..zdoo £ttnvn 
•.tw;tTe $uuq tp..utSuT Clsvwc2 sainoTITO tpeoojq $ 
•ueoap*p e0T$wI;B suq tuoaqepu *Otn*TITB spoijaolq I 
•aIj.8 e.zq moo fluwjq tpT 	ItUV e.zpq sp.op if oloalo 
'etnoot zed aTflAo 
usel zo a suq *nooj tad a uq •.XoW BQtTtAO *PQ30Ic $a ajoijo 
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III • EVALUATION OF PRIOR WORK 
Before the detailed monographs of the perennial species of Sect. 
Alyssum (Baumgartner, 1907-1911) and of Sect • Odoritar.na (Nj(rady, 
1926..1949) were completed, several major accounts of Alyssum and attaupts 
to provide an infra—generic classification had been produo.ds Do Catholic 
(Systemae Naturae, 2.p 1821); Fenzl in Pohihatcheff (Asie Mineure, Bot. 
1 (3), 1860) ; Boissier (Flora Ori.enta1i, 1 .9 1867);  and Bunch (in 
Flora Caucasioa Critica 2  (i), 1909). 
The sectional classification of D. Candoile (1821) was extremely 
artificial and is based on decidedly unoorrelated and weak criteria, i.e. 
staminal configuration and flower colour. The result of this vas that 
Seot • A&yseton contains a scattering of representatives of Aurinia, 
Alyssum Sect • Odontarrhena, Sect • Psilonema and Sect • Alyssum; Sect. 
Anodontea includes species of Aurinia and Alyssum Sect • Psilonena; Sect. 
Lobularia contains a mixture of tam from Aurinia, Lobu1ai'i, Alyssum 
Sect • Tetradenia and Sect • Alyssum (Ptilotriohum canesoens and Pt. 
tenuifo1iu). Six peoies, among them three of Sect. Alyssum, were treated 
by D. Cand.olle as "Species non satin nota&'. Furthers he treated A. 
1inifo1i, the type species of Sect • I&enioous, as the sole component in 
the genus Mniocue, distinct from Alyssum. To preclude nomenclatural 
confusion, leototypes have been chosen for the applicable Dc Catholic 
sections and are listed under the respective synonymy of the Synopsis 
Aurinia (p.167) and the Synopsis of Alyssum (p. 18],). 
Fenzl (1860) like Do Catho2le, treated A. linifolium (and two 
additional Anatolian species) as the distinct genus, Meniocue; but 
accepted Aurinia as a genus separate from Dc and' a sectional class-
ification / 
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classification. Apart from that, Feuzl follows the sections as given 
by De Cat4olle, but of course including many Anatolian tarn not knownto 
the latter worker. Fensi reconstituted De Candofle's Sect. Odontoaton,, 
where vas originally based on Alyssum byperboreum L. (LesQusre1l), and 
ref arre4 to it two annual species of Sect. 	and two perennial. 
from Seat. Oiontaritena Bubsect, 0 Saz'arjf era. 
In drawing attention to many Anatolian tarn, F.nzl often established 
large and uianageabl. aggregates, because of his very wide species 
concept. For emple, his A. alpestre L. is interpreted very widely and 
contains six varieties whose components are not for the most part 
morphologically or geographically continuous. F.nzl 's recombination of 
Boissier's A. wlnutiflorum as a variety of A. aipsetre is entirely 
Anatolian and can now be refeired to as a synonym of A. sibirici; 
however, his A. alpestre var. obtusifolium from the Crimea, A. sibiricum 
from Anatolia, A. lanigem and A. bracteatum from Persia, A. euboeum 
from (heece, and A. tortuosum from Eastern Europe and Central Asia. 
A. alpestre vare tortuornnn, likewise, contains a mixture of A. tortuoa, 
A. obtusifolium (as A. sawmniaum) and A. sibirioum.. The other Fensi 
varieties of A. alpestre var. eerpyllifolium, var. nebrodense and var. 
mjnutulu7n, are composed of gatherings of A. s.rpyllifolium from W. 
Europe and N. Afrios, A. lanigerum and A. bracteatum from Persia, . 
tortuosum from Cauoaeia and the Crmeu, A. singarense from N. Iraq, . 
nebxodense from S. Europe, A. aibirioum, A. paterip A. syriaci. and 
A. oondensatuin from the Levant, A. rob.rtirn1Tn from Corsica and A. 
alpeatre senx st:riato from the Alp... 
In / 
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In spite of his very wide species concept, particularly with A. 
alpeatre, Fenzl presented in an easily used torn, the first emseeration 
of Purkieh tarn. 
Boissier (1867) was the first worker to utilise a natural sectional 
classification based on ovule iwmib.r in conjunction with filament wings, 
teeth and appendages (see Synopsis of Alyssum p.181), in what amounts to 
a monograph of the Oriental tarn, Sections leniocus, Psilonema ilyssum 
(Etial7aatsn) and Odontarrhena are accepted in this study, but Soot. 
Auririia and the monotypic Sect. Scieropychie (Alyssum crstiaum) are 
renrred by the present author to genera distinct from Alyssi.mi sensu 
stricto; the former as the genus Aurinia, the latter as paA of Alyssoidee. 
Boisøier' a analysis of the oriental species of Alyasua, which has 
served in large measure as the guide for the following study, is for the 
most part excellent and easily used. Several drawbacks need to be 
indicated, however, apart from the errors due to the lack of sufficient 
material • Though Boissisi" recognized many more species in Sect. 
Odontarrheria than 1). Candolle or Penzl, Boissier like Penzl maintained 
that A. alpestx'e (as various varieties) occurred in the Orient. In the 
light of much new material, Nyrdty'e conclusion (1929) and an examination 
of Boissier' a Hex'barium, it is definite that those specimens referred by 
Boissier to A. alpesti"e are distinct from the European alpine species and 
represent a number of tam. 
Some of Boissier' a own species must be carefully viewed in that they 
are often composed of discordant elements. For example, A. datum was 
initially based on three gatherings of three different species, i.e. A. 
corsicm, A. giosuanum and A. elatum. When this situation has been 
detected / 
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detected, leototypes have always been chosen. Occasionally when Boissier 
regarded a specific name as inappropriate, such as A. •roeulum, he provided 
a new epithet (in this case A. suffrutesoens) referring to the same material; 
in these oases the original epithet must, of course, be reinstated under 
the ruling of the International Code. Some of the synonymy which Boisei.r 
gives is suspect, for example, A. strigosum under A. hirsutuni, and A. polyodon 
under A. campe sire var. mioropetalum. 
Busch' a (1909) systematic treatment of A1yswn corresponds with that 
of Boissier but in the light of new material is much more detailed and 
complete for those spies occurring in the Caucasus. The descriptions, 
synonymy, and specimen citations in this work have been of git value in 
analysing the Caucasine species. 
J. Baumgartner' s "Die Auadauernden Arten der Ssctio Eualyssum" was 
piblished in four parts and represents a very comprehensive treatment of the 
perennial taza in Sect. Alysain. Unfortunately, this survey has not 
received, much attention because of its unavailability and publication in 
obscure annual reports of "high school." in Wien-Neustadt (part. 1-3) and 
Baden near Wien (part 4). In addition to the four new specie, described 
from the Levant, Bstagartner' a work is valuable for its carefully written 
and usually accurate diagnoses of the species and the often very long 
accompanying discussions • Excluding the tarn included in his A • 
"grex" or aggregate, the key (in part 1) may be used with considerable 
miocass. 
Baunigartoer' $ analysis of A. inontanui,. including 3 subspecies (mabsp. 
montarami, aubap. "pens and .ubsp. atlantiauw) with 27 infra-specific 
binary "proles", 6 varieties and i forms is taxonomically and nomenclat-
urally unacceptable. There is a definite problem as to the interpretation 
of/ 
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of Ruinigartner' a "proles" in his olastifioatory heirarohy of A. montanum. 
As he recognizes subspecies subordinated undr A. montanum, his proles 
within the latter cannot be treated as subspecies (of. Heywood, 1958); 
nor can they be equated with varieties or forma as these categories were 
also used by Bauugartnex'. Judging from iuugartner' s brief comments 
regarding his taxonomic concept t (lo a dad rith "Form.nlcr'eises" "Artonchwrms 
'6j2pen" and assen"), he used Wettetoin' s geographical-morphological method 
to establish the morphologically distinct and geographically separated "Rass.n" 
or "proles" of A. montanin; however, all the proles are closely related and 
presumably monophyletic. Any ta=n which Baumgartner considered to be 
morphologically distinct and pbylogsnetioally allied to A. monianum but 
without an exclusive geographical pattern, he regarded as varieties or 
forms, depending on the stress and variability of the differential characters. 
The basic assumption which Bauingartn.r makes of the derivation of A. repens 
from A. moritanum, thereby treating the former *axon as a large subspecies 
of the extremely polymorphic aggregate species (the latter), is not accepted 
here • On the basis of the completely different floral morphology and 
indumentum types, k. repene (including only two subspecies - subape r.pens 
and subepo triohosiaohy) is readily distinguished from A. montanum. 
Hayek' s !. • repeus subap. trichostachyum corresponds With Bauzsgartne'. 
A. montnum mbsp. repene proles triohoetaohsimi. 
As the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature (1961) makes 
no reference to intercalating groups except in Article l, paragraph 2 
("Further supplementary ranks may be intercalated or added, provided that 
confusion or or 	is not thereby introduced"), it is reciend..d that 
as the present author (and most other workers) find no need for an 
additional / 
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aIuitional binary and intercalating category, taxonomic recognition of any 
of Bauingartaer' s "proles" be preceded by re-combination of his epithets 
in the appropriate and universally accepted heirarchy of species, subspecies 
or varieties (or forms, if necessary). 
The contrast vihich can exist between taxonomic judgements and oono.pts 
is exemplified by the comparison of Batmigartner' s treatment of Sect. 
Aljswn (perennials only) with Nyx'dy'e exhaustive study of Sect. 
Odontarrhena (1926.4949). Whereas Baumgartner subordinated many distinct 
taxa as "proles" or moost  under three subspecies of A. montanurn a vast 
and indefinable areate, Nyllr(dJ recognized and applied epithets to a 
multiplicity of minor variations. The end result was often extreme 
naraenclatural and taxonomic confusion. 
It is extremely difficult to analyze and appraise briefly any 
monograpbio treatise, especially one of such magnitude as NrAy' s 
which was the result of 21 years of labour. On the credit side, Nyzr(dy' e 
accurate Latin or German descriptions usually give us a clear idea of the 
taxa he recognized and his detailed illustrations of stellate hairs, leaves 
floral parts, fruits and seeds, in conjunction with the many photographs 
of specimens cited in his works, have been of immense value for ident-
ification and for assessing the variation of many of the taxonomic 
characters. There is no doubt that Nyidy's descriptions and illustrations 
provide a valuable contribution to the study of the genus and draw 
attention to the value of certain subsacrocoopic characters in its 
classification. 
On the other hand, 5 major criticism of Nyr(dy' s revision must be 
made and discussed in order that the following classification and systematic. 
of/ 
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of Sect. Odpntarrhena c 	vi'ed impartially. These criticisms area 
1) the lack of a clear and convenient presentation; 2) the failure to 
typify any of his tam; 3) no consistent interpretation of many taxoncmia 
categories and ranks, and the assignment of a magnitude of infra—specific 
tazm to the wrong species; i) the taxonomic recognition of incon.sequsntal 
and superfluous variations withut reference to character or population 
correlations; anc 5) violations of the International Code of Botanical 
Nctienolature. 
C'iticisu Is The format and presentation of NyixE(dy' s ultimate 
Synopsis of Sect • Odontarrhena (1949) close not permit easy reference and 
accurate identification. The present author found Iry'drIC4 tc Synopsis 
to be extremely d.iffiouli; both to undorstand and to us.; it takes weeks - 
even months - of careful analysds not only to id.antify many of Ny(z'dy's 
specific and infra-specific tam, but also to understand .ot1y what 
characters he was using and emphasizing, The mechanisms of the keys are 
exoeptionally complicated (rmmbcre, letters,; asterioke, etc.) with the 
whole of the systematic treatment, inoluding synony, specimen citations 
and observations, beiig built into the key--. The usefulness and 
convenience of any monographic work should be among the measures of its 
euooes, and un!ort tely the Nyfr.Cdy presentation of 1949 has neither 
of these attributes. 
Criticism 2s It is ertremaly difficult, especially in oases where 
many specimens are cited, to choose a type gathering which beet fits 
Nydr(dy' a do ecriptiona. The problem of typification is further complicated 
by the extraordinary number of gatherings and duplicates in different 
herbaria which are referred by Ny1rdy to different taxa. The majority 
of these / 
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of these do not represent genuine mixed gatherings. 
Criticin 3* Nyir'dy some to have been unable to "see the wood 
for the trees". The basis species have often been obscured by a welter 
of infra-specifia taxa. His concept of species and affinity swta to 
have been unreliable and erratic. An example of erroneous assignment 
of an infra-speoiflo tazon is provided by A. obtusifoliizn subsp. 
oordatooa*im. It is clear after an examination of most of the original 
material constituting this taxon, that on the basis of its morphological 
ohamoisi's and continuities, it must be referred as a synonym to an 
earlier Nyfriy spseios, A. caliacrae. This evaluation is not merely 
a matter of opinion between two workers, but is directly related to 
observation and comprehension of the continuities contained by any given 
tazon, and the diagnostic discontinuities which delimit the taxa. It 
is pointed out that in the synonymy of the Turkish and allied species, 
that approximately 30 of Ny(rt(dy' a infra-specific taza were subordinated 
to the wrong species. An example of the lack of consistency in inter-
pretation of taxonomic ranks and categories is provided by his description 
of the Balanse gatring (No. 429) from An4olia. In 1938, NyrAy 
described a specimen of this gatbring in the BLusaknecht Herbarium in 
Jeria, and a duplicate in the Paris Rerbariin as A. murale var. alpinum. 
In 1949 (p. 104) he raised var. alpimmi to full specific rank, but in the 
same work (p. 109) he gave var. alpimvn subapeoiflo statue under A. mural*.  
Criticism 4' A. lepidulum (now treated as a synonym of A. sibirioumj 
was said (1949) to contain 9 infra-specific taza, including 3 subspecies 
and six forms. These taxa are morphologically indistinguishable. Very 
often NyrzCiy' s infra-.specific (anti specific) taxa occur in the same 
pop2latione / 
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po*ilitions, ar4 may even be -represented in different herbaria ao duplicates 
of the same gathering. A. murule was expanded by Ny(rhIy (1949) to contain 
27 infra—specific taxa, ic1u4.ing subop. dramense which is a ynonm of 
A. ccx nbcroides. In the following study of Turkish and a11id species, 
approximately 30 of Nyrd'  s full species in Sect. Od.ontarrhna and 130 
intra.-specifio tam are referred to synonymy. 
Cvitioiiin 5: The acceptance of epithets which are clearly synonyms of 
earlier legitimate names. For example, lyrdy (1932) claims that his 
A. lepld.ulum (1929) and 1i11denow'e L. sibirioum (1800) are synonymous, 
but continues (1949)  to refer to tris taxcn as A. lepidulum. Likewise, 
he maintains (1927 and 3949) Foinianek's A. rhodopense (189) 2 though 
freely admitting that A. oort1bosoideE Formanek (1895) is the earlier 
epithet. The appl±oztion of subop. "gcnuirnr" 02., vare ittyjcvt,  which 
appear frequently throughout Ny'rz(dy' s works, are not pexnit ted within 
the present framework of the In -  erntoral Cods of Botanical i'lomenclatum 
(Article 24:1961). 
The following study attempts to oc*ubine an emmended version of the 
classification of i.1yctmi as originally  proposed by Boissier with the 
best information from Baumgartner and Ny(rdy, the whole being interpreted 
in the light of patteras of variation and georaphiea1 distribution 
d.isoerr.able from the copious material now available. Advances have been 
made towards a more convenient infra—generic classification of Sect. 
0dontarrhej however, Sect • Alyssum (the perennial members) remains 
basically as it was considered by Baumgartner, without any subsectional 
or serial groups. It is to be hoped that future workers, perhaps through 
a more careful ezination of dispersal mechanisms, ontogeny of hair 
types, etc., may be able to present a more satisfactory classification of 
Sect • Alyssum than is offered here. 
IV. MATERIAL AND METh0] 
In addition to the material loaned from various herbaria, the 
author studied in situ the entire Alyssum collections (approximately 
6,000 specimens) in the Herbarium of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kowl 
the Herbarium at the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinbur, the Herbaria at 
the British Museum (Natural History), London (including the Clifford 
Herbarium); the Lituiean Herbarium; The Fielding, Druce and Sibthorp 
Herbaria at the University of Oxford; the private collection of Dr. 
A. Huber-orath, Basel; the Herbaria at the Conservatoire at Jax'dia 
Botanique, Geneva (including the Do Candolls Herbarium - a-DC.); the 
herbaria at the Naturhistorisohee Museum, Vienna; the herbarium of 
the Universitesi Pen Faklteai Botanik Bnstit1s, Aekra; Faraak-
obotanik vs Genotik Enstitffsd Pen Fk11tesi, Istanbul; and the Gray 
and Arnold Arboretum Herbaria, Harvard. University, Cazubri d 
(Massachusetts). 
During the course of this study flowers of approximately 1,500 
specimens have been dissected. After dissection the floral parts were 
mounted on stiff black paper so that they could be easily studied later. 
This procedure allowed many flowering specimens, which is the past 
because of the laok of highly diagnostic fruits would have been ignored, 
to be identified. The number of ovules, style length, type and amount 
of indwnentum on the styles and ovaries, and other diagnostic characters 
can be easily observed in dissected flowers, even if they are in the 
bud stage. The floral dissections were also of assistance in determin-
ing the shape of the petals and their apices, and the presertce or 
absence / 
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absence of an induientim on the petals (these petal characters nun also 
be easily seen when the flo'zcr hs reached full anthesis, without 
dieec$ion); iikewis, t4o confiirtion of the wings, teeth and 
appsndage of the fi:Lzrents s more asil' seen and apprni sod when theso 
lowers were diooted. The charactere of the filaments, though 
d.ianostio in establi-s-hing natural iroups within the genus and relatively 
constant for species, have been for the most part ctid.ttecl frzi the 
dtinuithing keys beoauo of the difficulty of observation. It is 
reocimend.ed that future workero g who are identifying Aymii se'imens 
in the herbarium or in the fild., aiould dissect tho f1oere if no 
fruits are present. 
The herbarium specimens which were seen were all analyzed 
morphologically, and whenever powible, gatherings from the same pop-
ulation (duplicates or different numbers) were oomupared, so that the 
amount and typo of character variation could be appraised, thereby 
minimizing the dan.r of recognizing superfluous taxa based on 
inconsequential and highly variable characters. 
Through the courtesy of the Royal Botanic Garden, rAinburgh t 
seeds of 35 recent gtherings were cultivated. The resulting plants 
were compared with their parents in order to cletennine the constancy 
of the population and specific criteria. 
Studios were conLIucted on the production of mucilage for seeds of 
about 70 representative species from Au=inia and all sections of Alyssum 
occurring in Tuxlmy 7 and allied. European and Asiatic species. The 
seeds were soaked in lukevazwi water and stained with a 4ilu%e solution 
of 50 	ueous and alcoholic toluidins blue. If mucilage wee produced, 
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a vLieow blue exu.1ato surouied the seed 	The resulte of this 
study are sumanarized in Gtia Viii, pr .. 
lorxnation regaITUng mhsizs  of 54.4 
species, 	toeon.pby aaC, ecology, walch wore observed in the fd 
for a number of species te carefully cccp.red and incorporated with 
the pre-exinting knowlee and inforrnation provided by herbarium labl$* 
All of the new species described here by the author are provided 
, 	 & 	r  rali butin  sap for aost 
of iz•:ih p;i. 	stmire to be found in the. &poo.ix. 
Laps were omitted for thu 	 which posasos such a general and 
amorphous distribution that a map would not have added to our present 
iow1e4e. The only European species listed in Section 13 which are  
furnished With maps are those whose distribution is ro1evat to the 
Turkish tam. 
Unfortunately tiiL' ii 	llow fir t-4 oyto1oica1 invest- 
ications of the genua.. or ti much needed .mtonical ztuc4 of the 
ontoeiy of the various typos of triohaoa. 
By virtue of the fact that a sound taxonomic frencior i.e 
neeeau.ry before axerimsntal ooedures can be usefully applied, the 
approach in the folloizing study is b.sioa11y "classical". By studying 
the correlation of continuous or disoontinious external charaotsrs fron 
all organs of the plant, it has boon poazib1e to provide a systatio 
orderiig of species into ntuml sections, subsections or series, which 
in the view of the author is the most "natural" (h tic" lzsif-
ication of the genus whioh has Loen proposed to date. 
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V. CONSIDERATION OF DISTRIBUTION AND ENDEMISM 
The area covered by Boissier's Flora Orientalis is the major 
centre of diversity for Alyssum. This fact is born out in the following 
table which lists the number of species and endemics present in each 
major geographical area. Europe is understood here to include all the 
land mass from England to the South Mediterranean and east to (but 
excluding) the Caucasus; however, for the purposes of a clearer 
analysis of the generic distribution, the Balkan Peninsula - sensu 
Hayek - is excluded from the European geographical area and is treated 
as a separate unit. The area of Anatolia includes all the politically 
Turkish Territory on the Asiatic side of the Bosphorous and some of the 
coastal Aegean Islands which are politically Greek. The Orient includes 
all the Asiatic areas eastwards to India, including Cyprus, but 
excluding Anatolia. Throughout this discussion and in the following 
table, an endemic is regarded as a taxon which is confined entirely to 
any one of the 5 geographical areas. The numbers in the table are the 
actual numbers of species or endemics that are known to occur in any of 
the geographical areas. 
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(1) Geographice]. Distribution of Species in Alyssum 
s present; E - endemic) 
No. of ho. of % o 
Rurope Orion* 
recegn. endsm- endea 







Balkans) Anatolia) in each group 
group 
P B F 	B P B P B P 	B 
Seat* meniocus- 1 01 0106 34 1 7 4 57% 
Sect. Pallonew s, 1 0 3 	0201 04 2 5 2 40% 
sect. Alyssum 7 221 4 26 11 35 1626 8 69 41 59% 
$eot.Oaieoeepalum 0 00 00010 8 2 	0 10 8 80% 
Sect.Tetradenia 2 1 2 	1 0 00 00 0 3 2 67% 
Seot.Otontarrhena 1 0 15 5 15 8 35 22 26 	13 66 46 73% 
Total No. of 
species in each 
geographical 
a" s, 
% of endemism in 
each geographical 
are a 
12 	3 42 10 44 19 87 49 62 	24 Total Noe of 
Recognized species 
161 
Total ho. of 
endemics = 105 
25% 	24% 	43% 	56% 	39% 	% of endemie in 
genus • 65% 
Distribution of Subsections of Sect. Odontarrhenp 
Subeect, Qdontarrhena 
1 	013 412620 1120 11 47 32 68% 
Subeect.Compresea0 0 2 	1 3 2 6 3 5 	2 11 8 73% 
Subseot. Sawarifera 0 	0 0 0 0 0 9 8 1 0 9 9 89% 
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Of the 161 species of Alyssum currently recognized throughout 
the whole generic range, 87 are found. in Anatolia, of which 49 are strict 
endemics to that area. The next area with a comparable number of species 
is the Orient which contains 62 species of which only 24 are endemic. 
The Balkans have 44 species and 19 endemics, and though having a smaller 
nuMber of species and endemics than the Orient (excluding Anatolia), the 
percentage of endemism is higher. Alyssum is represented in Europe 
(excluding the Balkans) by 42 species of which 10 are endemic. The 
percentage of endemism in Europe is lower than that of N. Africa which 
has only 12 species and 3 endemics. The Iberian Peninsula with 18 
species, of which 3 are endemic to Spain, 8 are shared with N. Africa, 
and 14 are found elsewhere in Europe g seems to represent a secondary 
centre of diversity in the European geographical area (excluding the 
Balkans). It is certainly the centre for Sect. Tetrad.enia which is 
known by only 3 species. The other centre of diversity in Europe 
appears to be a belt extending from Sardinia and Corsica, and Northern 
Italy eastwards to the Carpathian Mountains. It is evident then that 
Anatolia has more Alyssum species and endemics for each section than 
any other land area of comparable size - with the exception of Sect. 
Tetradenia whose components are never known to occur in Anatolia, and 
Sect. Psilonema which is represented in Anatolia by only one widespread 
species. For example, Sect. Meniocue contains 7 species, 6 of which 
occur in Anatolia and 3 are endemic; Sect. Alyssum contains 69 species, 
35 being found in Anatolia and 16 are endemic; the 10 species of Sect. 
Gamosepalum are all found in Anatolia where 8 are endemic; and Sect. 
Odontarrhena / 
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Odontarrhena has 66 species of which 35 are present in Anatolia and 22 
are endemic. Eighty—seven or over half the total number of recognized 
species of Alyssum are found in Anatolia. Keeping these figures in 
mind, it i8 evident that the centre of diversity in Alyssum is in 
Anatolia, and there seem to be no obvious reasons why Anatolia should 
not have been the main centre of apeciation as well. 
Further evidence corroborating this argument comes from an 
analysis of endemism and affinities. Section Meniocue, with 57% 
endemism, Sect. Alyssum with 59%, Sect. Gamosepalum with 80% and Sect. 
Odontarrhena with 73%, are all represented in Anatolia by the largest 
number of species and endemics. Of the total number of endemic species 
in the genus (105 or 65),  those occurring in &natolia comprise 49 9 or 
approximately 47% of the total. The predominant number of Anatolian 
endemics are perennial; 23 of the 49 endemic species pertain to Sect. 
Odontarrhena, 8 to Sect. Gamosepalum and 12 to Sect. Alyssum, The only 
endemic annuals are 3 species in Sect. ysum and 3 in Sect. Meniocus. 
Within Sect, Odontarrhena, Subsect. Compressa and Subsect. Samarifera, 
the most highly specialized natural groups in the genus, the largest 
number of species and endemics  for any geographical area are found in 
Anatolia. Likewise, the most specialized, species in Sect. Alyssum (i.e. 
A. aizoides, A. bornniuelleri, A. caespitopurn, etc.), which are very 
closely allied to Sect. Gamosepalum (a very specialized group centred 
in Anatolia - see Isoflor, Map 22 in Appendix), are confined to the 
central / 
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central Anatolian steppe. The closest affinities to these specialized 
components in Sect. Alyssum and Sect. Gamosepalum are found in the 
Balkans, namely the Greek and Yugoslavian alpines A. doarfieri and 
A. taygeteum. However, in the case of Sect. Odontarrhena Subsect. 
Compreasa, the closest affinities to the Turkish species are found in 
the Orient. In what is apparently the most primitive section of 
Alyssum, Sect. Meniocus (see Table under the heading of Habit in 
Section vii), the 3 endemic species in Anatolia have an almost unique 
type of fruit indumentum, which is otherwise only formed in the 
steppe—inhabiting A. heterotrichum of Iran and Afghanistan. A. 
aureum and A. meniocoides, both in Sect. Meniocus and with glabrous 
fruits, have continuous distributions from S. &natolia into Syria, 
Lebanon, Israel, Iraq and Iran. It is interesting that the type 
species of Sect. Meniocus. A. linifolium is one of the most widespread 
species in the genus, extending from England (where it was probably 
introduced) across Europe and Asia as far east as India. It has also 
been introduced in Australia. The species most closely allied to the 
11 Anatolian endemics in Sect. Odontarrbena Subeect. Odontarrhena 
are divided equally between the Balkans and the Orient; however, of 
the species which are not endemic to Anatolia, the largest number 
are shared with the Balkans. It should be pointed out here that 
Alyssum illustrates a strong floristic connection between the Balkans 
and Anatolia. This floristic feature is no doubt related to the fact 
that these areas were directly connected across what is now the 
Aegean / 
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Aegean throughout most of the Tertiary, the Balkans being in fact a 
peninsula of Asia. Anatolia has the largest number of species and 
endemics for Sect. Meniocus, Sect, Alyssum, Sect. Gamoepalum and Sect. 
Odontarrhena, and it is probable that these sections have had their centres 
of speclation, certainly their present centres of diversity in that area. 
Section Pailoneina is represented in Anatolia by only the type species, 
A. dasycarpum (also possibly A. alyssoidea but this species has not been 
seen by the author in Turkey), which1milar to A, linifoliwn is very 
widespread, extending from Europe to India. Two other species in Sect. 
Psiloneuia, A. damascenum and A. homalocarpum are strictly Oriental species 
and can be considered as Saharo—Sindian elements. The components of 
Sect. Tetrad.enia (once regarded as species of the indefinable Ptilotrichuni) 
are never found in the Balkans or in the Orient Including Anatolia. 
This section of 3 species is confined entirely to Spain, N. Africa and 
S. France. 
The role of environmental influences as a stimulus of speciation 
has been discussed at length by Mason (1946) and Stebbins (1952). The 
large number of Alyssum species endemic to Anatolia - more than in any 
other geographical area - point to a multiplicity of environmental 
conditions and habitats within which any given set of genetic potentials 
can operate, thereby leading to the establishment of many genetically 
determined and distinct populations. The genetic diversity or its lack 
controls the tolerance which a taxon may have for any particular envir-
onment and permits a taxon to become widespread or in the case of many 
of the endemics, to be isolated. Claiming that Anatolia in currently 
the / 
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the major centre of speciation for the genus, it appears that the 
influences of aridity have accounted historically (continued to the 
present time) for the accelerated evolution of taxa. The likelihood 
of this hypothesis is conveniently illustrated by the fact that the 
majority of the Anatolian species and endemics are confined to the 
Western and Southern part of the Mediterranean areas of Anatolia or 
to the Irano—Turanian steppe. The affinities of these taza are to be 
found either in the Balkans or in the Orient. The only species which 
occur in Northern Anatolia (the Euxin.e belt immediately bor'!ering the 
Black sea) are either those which are very widespread initially or 
those which inhabit Bpecial local habitats similar to those common in 
the Mediterranean or Irano—Turanian regions. 
In addition to climatic aridity as a stimulus for diversity, two 
other environmental factors connected with aridity act as "catalysts" 
in the development of species diversity in Anatolia. They are 
"preferences" for high altitudes and certain edaphic conditions. The 
42 species present in Anatolia which are not endemic all appear to have 
a wide range of environmental tolerance or are more or 1088 d.istribut-
ionally continuous into adjacent geographical areas having similar 
types of habitat. Examples of wide environmental tolerances are found 
among the perennials P. sibiricum and A. murale, and among the annuals 
for A. linifolium, A. d.aaycarpum, A. minutum, A. minus, A. desertorum 
and A. strigosuin. These widespread species could be interpreted 
historically as old taxa, as they have developed a series of genotypes 
which enable the species to survive and perpetuate in many diverse 
habitats / 
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habitats. Species with a more or less continuous distribution from 
Anatolia into adjacent areas, yet with a particular habitat preference, 
arn possibly of a younger evolutionary age than the former class of 
species, in that they possess the potential for survival and reprod-
uction within only one Bet of environmental influences. Examples of 
this type of species are the steppe or Irano-Turanian elements such 
as A. sulphureum in Sect. Gamosepalurn, A. szowitsianum in Sect. 
Alyssum,,A* ureum and A. meniocoides in Fect. 'eniocus and A. 
eriophyllum and A. crenulatuin in Sect. Odontarrhena. Interpreted in 
this light, i.e. the ability or inability to colonize diverse habitats, 
it follows that the endemics which are confined to a limited area and/ 
or a particular environment, such as all the species in Sect. Odontar-
rhena Subsect. Samarifera, and many of the Anatolian high alpines in 
Sect. Alyssum, have a narrower genetic potential than the more wide-
spread species, though often possessing as is the case with Subsect. 
Saznarifera, a set of very specialized phenotypic expressions. 
The species widespread in Anatolia and other geographical areas 
are primarily found in open communities and habitats, and are charact-
erized by a wide range of environmental tolerance. Likewise, the 
majority of endemics in Anatolia are found in spatially open habitats 
also (cf. Davis, 1951), such as the central calcareous steppe, mountain 
screes and Mediterranean maochie, but are characterized by a narrow 
range of environmental tolerance. The influences controlling the 
limited distributions of these endemics appear to be related to two 
factoras 1) the present tolerance of the taxa permitting survival and 
perpetuation / 
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perpetuation in one basic type of habitat and 2) their limited genetic 
potential to allow the development of a more general tolerance for 
diverse habitats. Most of the endemics illustrate a pronounced 
tolerance for only one type of habitat, and are seemingly unable to 
compete successfully in a different set of environmental influences. 
In the niches that they presently occujy competition with other genera 
is relatively low - thereby allowing for the maximum development of 
Alyssum in these habitats. This is especially true of the perennial 
alpinea in Sect. Alyssum and Sect. Odontarrhena which are confined to 
either calcareous or serpentine screen. These sorees are essentially 
open and mobile habitats, but competition with other plants is reduced 
to a minimum. 
The predominance of calcicole Alyssum in Anatolia, especially in 
Sect. Alyssum and Sect. Gamosepalum, is associated with the ability of 
these taxa to develop to the maximum extent, without the influence of 
competitive species, because of their genetically controlled unfavorable 
physiological responses to other edaphic conditions. As a few of these 
calcareous species have developed a tolerance for serpentine (and. in 
Sect. Qdontarrhe, a few serpentine species have developed a tolerance 
lb r calcareous substrates), it follows that such species have a wider 
range of tolerance than those which are strictly confined to either 
serpentine, or soft or hard limestone substrates. It appears that many 
species of Alyssum inhabit habitats which, though open to the Alyssum, 
are closed, because of altitudiial or edaphic factors, to other 
elements in the flora which would present a competitive threat. Nor 
in these habitats do the individual plants of Alyssum necessarily 
compete / 
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compete with one another for suitable niches because of the abundance 
of niches which are otherwise unfilled. This fact is especially 
/ important for the mainth.nance of the population and its gradual spread 
within the limits of the habitat provided. 
Some species, €speoially in Sect. Odontarrhena (i.e. A. pateri, 
A. çpndensatum, A. anatolicuia & A. filiforine, among others) ) have 
become ad;:.jter1 for survival in unfavorable steppic areas by growing 
in the protection of spiny Astrsalus hummocks. This is a common 
feature of a number of other steppe elements, and Is a method of overcoming 
the competition for moisture, and permits survival In the favorable 
micro—habitat created by the Astraalus. The development within 
clumps of spiny Astragalus has the added advantage of being a protective 
device against the marauding goats. A. murals, which is very widespread 
in Anatolia and other geographical areas, is notable in that it is one 
of the few components of Sect. Odontarrhena, in fact the only species 
in Subsect. Compessa, which has a tolerance for a multiplicity of 
environments and habitats; however, invariably in the Mediterranean 
region of Anatolia it is found either in biologically closed communities, 
such as limestone or serpentine rooks, or in the protection of and 
under sparse Quercus coocifera scrub. 
A, saniari ferum, A • f]. oribundum and A. carl cum in Sect. Odont arrhena 
Subsect. $aznarifera and A. &IscQloT in Sect. Oclontarrhena Subasot. 
Odontarrhen.a show their best development in biologically closed 
communities. A. floibundum and A. discolor are eaxatile in the crevices 
of ledges of weathered limestone crags, A. caricuxn and A. samariferwn 
are/ 
are confined primarily to serpentine and other igneous steep rock 
formations. It is interesting that these four species In Sect. 
Odontarrhena are also among the woodiest in the genus, often being 
fruticose subabrubs. 
The following table lists the numbers of species and percentages 
of endemism within these numbers for Alyssum, occurring in Anatolia. 
A definite association emerges from this table. In Anatolia, the 
percentage of endemism tends to increase With altitude, a fact which 
appears to indicate that altitudina]l, isolation has played a role in 
maintaining specific differences, if not in specific differentiation 
itself. Even with this association, it is seen that the percentage of 
endemism is greater In the uncultivated steppe than It is in the ruderal 
and segetal habitats. 






8 	 1 
(endemics (endemics 
13%) = 1000%) 
10 6 
(endemics (endemics 
..70%) . 8 3%) 
0 0 
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(2) 	Comparison of Numbers of Anatolian Species, Habitats 
and Percentages of Endemiem. 
Montane and Alpine 
Groups 	 Ruderal & 	Steppe 
Segetal up to 1000 1000-2000 over 2000 
meters 	meters 	meters  
Sect. Meniocus 	 6 	6 	3
(endemics (endemics (endemics 
50%) 	=50%) 	=0) 
Sect. Psiloneina 	 1 	 1 	 1 
(endemics (endemics (endemics 
=0) 	=0) 	mO) 
Sect. Alyssum 
annuals 	 4 	14 	12 
(endemics (endemics (endemics = 0) 	=20%) 	= 1 7%) 
perennials 	 3 	10 	10 
(endemics (endemics (endemics 
70%) 	.70%) 
Sect. Gamosepalum 	 0 	 9 	 1 
(endemics (endemics : 0) 	= o) 
Sect. Odonjarrhena 
Subeect. Odontarrhena 	3 	10 	 9 
(endemics (endemics (endemics 
- 33%) 	- 70%) 	- 78%) 
Subsect. Comprepa 	1 	 1 3 
(endemics (endemics (endemics 
.0) 	.0) 	67%) 








- 60%) - 75%) 
8 5 
(endemics (endemics 
= 88%) = 80%) 
Total Number of Species 
in Each Habitat 	 18 	51 	41 	 46 	21 
Total Percentage of 
Endemism in each 
Habitat 	 22% 	39% 	51% 	61% 	71% 
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A table of the numbers of species represented in Anatolia and 
their edaphic preferences reveals that the maximum concentration of 
species is to be found on calcareous substrates, and that 15 of these 
may also be found on serpentine. Nineteen species are found solely on 
serpentine rock, and it is particularly interesting that 17 of these 
are members of Sect. Odontarrhena, the other two being components of 
Sect. Alyssum. The 17 serpentine species of Sect. Odontarrhena are 
all endemic to Anatolia, primarily in the S.W. and We Mediterranean 
area, with the exception of A. murale in Subsect. Compresea which has 
a very wide geographical distribution and environmental tolerance, 
being found In Anatolia (and the Balkans) and all the substrate 
categories listed in the following table, The edaphic preference of 
21 species of the total number found in Anatolia are either not known, 
or are of volcanic or igneous nature (probably excluding serpentine). 
A special type of soil, included in the last category of the table, 
which very few taxa cm tolerate, is that which is impregnated with 
salt. This type of substrate extends for a relatively wide areas 
primarily around Tuz Golf! in Central Anatolia. The very widespread 
A. linifolium In Sect. Menjocus and A. dasycerpum in Sect. Patlonema 
are known to tolerate and occur abundantly in the salt steppe. The 
only species in Sect. Odontarrhena (in addition to A. mural.) which 
appears to have the adaptive potential to survive saline conditions 
is the widespread, but entirely Anatolian A. pateri. This species was 
found to form very sparse populations, in the protection of spiny 
Astagalus, not more than 10 km. from the margin of Pus Golf!. The 
author / 
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author has described a very unusual variety (var. albiflorum) of 
A. P?BSCOX in Sect. Alyssum which forms a relatively large but local 
population on the margin of a small salt lake to the east of Tuz Gold. 
The typical expression of A. praecox is found in montane and alpine 
areas on calcareous or igneous substrates. Variety albifloru, 
deviates from the typical variety by having white flowers and possibly 
more succulent leaves (both characters noted on the label). These two 
characters, particularly the latter, are possibly direct results of 
adaption to the saline environment. It is notable that more than 
half of the 15 species occurring on both serpentine and calcareous 
substrates also tolerate other types of soils. All six species of 
Sect. Meniocus found in Anatolia are predominately plants of calcareous 
substrates, a fact which is correlated with their preference for the 
steppe, which is mainly of limestone structure. Only A. linifolium 
in this section is tolerant also of both serpentine and saline 
substrates; likewise A. blerbarocarpum is known to occur in the salt 
steppe. The 10 species of Sect. (Jamoeea1um all show a marked 
preference for soft calcareous substrates, especially chalks; but a 
few of these taza appear to be gypsicolous. However, A. baumgrtnerianum 
has been recorded as occurring on igneous rooks, and A. thymope in the 
salt steppe. Our information on edaphic preferences is necessarily 
very imperfect, and the following table may only approximate to the 
facts. 
59. 




Groups 	 calcareous  & 
including 
only only calcareous saline 
& 
unknown 
Sect. Menio cus 0 6 1 2 
Sect. Peilonema 0 
Sect. Alyssum 
annuals 0 16 5 5 
perennials 2 14 2 6 
Sect. Gamosepalum 
Sect. Odontarrhena 
Subsect • Odontarrheria 
Subseot. Compressa 
Subsect. Samarifea 
0 	 10 0 	 2 
8 	 12 3 	3 
4 2 1 1 
5 	 3 2 	 1 
Total Number of Species 
in Each Substrate 	 19 	 64 	 15 	21 
Auririia is r riite'i in .-int1ia Lr 3 	ecie, nue if which 
are endemic 	11t 	 contain tL 3 	 o : 	 iL.t the 
gen (6), of which, however, only Au. coiyinboaa is endemic on serpen-
tine. The 3 species found in Anatolia are also found in the Balkans. 
Europe shares 4 species of Aurinia with  the Balkans; however, only 
Au. halimifolia is cotfined to Europe, in the Maritime Alps of S. 
France. thu. 8aatili5 subp. orient alie and ubsp, megalocarpa are 
confined in vleotern Anatolia and the Aegean Islands to calcareous 
substrates, usually never more than 1500 meters. These te.xa are for 
the most part saxatile on vertical cliffs which are biologically closed 
communities. Au. rul)estris subap. cyclocarpa is a taxon of Central 
and Eastern Anatolian caloarcou ccreee, usunlly 2000 meters or over. 
Au. uechtritiana in Anatolia and the Balkans is a maritime species 
which is confined entirely to sandy areas along the Black Sea and the 
Sea of Marmara. 
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VI. TAXONOMIC GROUPS 
Much has been written about the interpretation of the taxonomic 
groups we use today, especially of the species and infra.-specific 
taxa (cf. Du Riet, 1930; Hedberg, 1957; Valentine & L8ve, 1958; 
Runemark, 1961; Raven, 1962 9 among others). Generic concepts have 
been discussed and explained lucidly in a series of papers by Bartlett, 
Anderson, Greenman, Sherff and Camp in 1940. The production of a 
natural or "general" (Gilmour and Turrill, 1941) classification of the 
genus Alyssum should be accompanied by a brief statement of the 
definition of taxonomic groups and the assignment of ranks. Two 
mental processes come into play; 1) the synthesis of all available 
information about taxa which leads to their aggregation, because of 
morphological continuities and over-all resemblances, into genera, 
sections, subsections or series; 2) the analysis of morphological 
data (and other information when available) from populations of plants 
which will allow distinction of these population into species, sub-
species or varieties - based on the degree of their morphological 
discontinuities and the emphasis or weight placed on the characters. 
These processes do not contradict each other, but rather are comple-
mentary and should be regarded together  as comprising the mental 
criteria of any taxonomic judgement • The characters used in the 
evaluation and assignment of taxonomic groups are twofold, and through-
out the following treatment f Alyssum constancy has been maintained 
by using white's (1962) qualitative definition of characters. 
Character expressions (basic characters in the sense of Runemark, 1961) 
may / 
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may be diagnostic - i.ee they are present inery individual of a 
taxon being referred to, and in no individuals with which the taxon 
is being compared - and that there is a complete discontinuity in the 
patterns of variation. It is these diagnostic characters which delimit 
genera, sections, subsections # series and species. The differential 
characters are less constant than those which are diagnostic and have 
a continuous variation pattern or, in - other words, their discontinuity 
is incomplete. Differential characters may not be used singly to 
discriminate species or higher groups, but frequently the analysis of 
correlated differential characters will yield a discontinuity which 
can be used with safety for definition of species. It must always be 
kept in mind that when we refer to characters, either diagnostic or 
differential, we are implying the expression and/or variation of 
characters within the fundamental unit of classification which is the 
species (of one or more populations) and not the individual specimen. 
By the genus Alyssum, the present author means to imply that 
all the species share in common the largest number of diagnostic 
characters enabling this taxon to be conveniently distinguished as a 
unit from other groups of species or genera by distinct and different 
combinations of characters. The genus is accordingly a grouping 
together of allied taxa which expresses a naturalness in over—all 
resemblances and is likely to be monophyletic in origin. This is 
the basic criteria of our present generic concepts and should, by 
virtue of overall resemblances and correlations of features, over-
rule errors which could stem from misinterpreting convergence. The 
limits / 
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limits of Alyssum as a genus as proposed by Boissier and Schulz have 
been accepted here, with a few changes ateTmñng from a reorganisation 
of the Alyaeeae based on over-all resemblances and presumed affinities 
(cf. p.9 ). The only major changes in the concept of Alyssum from the 
two above workers have been; 1) the inclusion of the type species of 
Ptilotxichum, Pt. canescene into Sect. Alyssum; 2) the reeurrction 
of' Sect. Tetradenia, including A. spinosum, A. cochleatum and A. 
lapeyrouslanum; 3) the transfering and reduction of Sect. $cleroptychi 
and Sect. Chrysites to Alyseoides;4)the treatment of Aurinia as a genus 
distinct from Alyssum rather than as a subordinate section. 
Within the genus Alyssum, the present author has adopted the use 
of 3 infra-generic categories, i.e, section, subsection and series. 
The use of these categories in the following study is an attempt to 
represent natural lines of evolution for their component taxa and they 
differ only in the quantity and emphasis placed on their diagnostic 
expressions. As Alyssum is an extremely large and polymorphic genus 
(approximately 160 species), it has been advantageous and convenient 
to apply infra-generic ranks, within the accepted heirareby, to groups 
of taxa which show an over-all morphological similarity amongst them-
selves and which by virtue of resemblances and character correlations 
are assumed to be closely related. 
There are presently 6 recognized sections in Alyssum which are 
easily separated from one another by prominent and correlated discon-
tinuities (see Key to Sections, P. 219 and Synopsis of the Genus Alyssum 
P.181)! 
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p.181), but of course the components of each section are provided with 
numerous characters which allow their distinction as separate species. 
Itis because of their easily recognized discontinuities that all the 
currently recognized sections of ALYSSUm have at one time or another 
been treated as distinct genera. Even two of the components of Sect. 
Tetradenia, though never as a separate genus, were subordinated to 
Ptilotriohum. The natural sections of Alyssum being the primary 
convenient divisions of the genus contain the largest number of species, 
and the additional subsections or series subordinate under the sections 
have a fewer number of species. 
The only section which has been successfully subdivided into 
subsections is Sect. Odontarrhena. These subsections possess all the 
diagnostic characters of the section, but in addition they possess some 
diverging expression which, when correlated, allow the natural grouping 
together of related taxa. For example, Subsect. Samarifera is char-
acterized by samaroid, indehiscent and wind—dispersed fruits pendulous 
on deflexed and aigmoid pedicels; however, the fruits of Subsect. 
Compressa, though with equally compressed valves as those of Subsect. 
Samarifera, are always smaller, dehiscent and never samaroid. Sub-
section Coinpressa has been further subdivided into series (smaller 
groups of allied species); the presence of a crenulate fruit wing 
characterizes all the components of Series Crenulata. The fragile and 
sigmoid pedicels of Series Crenulata are not unlike those always 
present in Subsect. Samarifera, but the totally different type of fruit 
and dispersal for Series CrenuJ.ata seems to indicate that the fragile 
and sigmoid pedicels have evolved more than once. 
The / 
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The only other use of Series is found in Sect. Gaiuoseialum whose 
components are divisible into two natural groups; i.e. Series 
Gamosepalum characterized by cohering long filaments, whitish petals 
and few—rayed stellate hairs; and Series Libra which may be recognized 
by free long filaments, yellow petals and many—rayed lepidote or 
sublepidote hairs. We must not fail to point out, however, that the 
present infra-generic categories may at a future date be subjected to 
a more critical examination, and depending upon the opinions of the 
workers and the discovery of new taxa, the present status of these 
categories may be changed, but the facts of affinities and relationship 
expressed by the present orientation of species are unlikely to be 
altered. At least for the present time, the infra—generic classific-
ation proposed here presents the most natural and convenient classif-
ication, particularly of Sect. Odontarrhena, that has been proposed to 
date. 
The most important criterion of a species in the normal taxonomic 
sense is that it must be morphologically recognizable. This morphol-
ogical recognition is based on the fact that the species must be 
permanently separated from other species (and their infra—specific taza) 
by a set of distinct morphological discontinuities within the whole 
biotype range. Taza to be granted specific distinction in Alyssum 
must express discontinuous variation in 2 or more independent and 
correlated characters (Hedberg, 1957; Runemark, 1961). 
Within the species unit, there may be considerable amounts of 
variation / 
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variation and it 2 (or more) populations which are more or less 
regionally and/or ecologically separated possess at least 1 discontinuity 
and are usually connected by intermediates, these populations are given 
the rank of subspecies. They form a more or less distinct regional 
(in terms of geography or ecology) fades of the species. This is true 
of the allopatric subspecies, such as A. ohtusifo1iuu eubap. heli.oec- 
poivi.es and subep. obtuifolium as well as the nu-f-rouz partially 
sympatrio or eyinpatrio subspecies. The allopatric subspecies may be 
distinguished by only one character or several interepenent (often 
quantitative) characters which morphologically seem to represent an 
extension of the range of variation from the typical subspecies, but 
which have by some means or another become isolated from the rest of the 
species. The allopatric subspecies is very rare in Alyssum and the more 
usual type is that which is partially eympatric (i.e. A. condensatuin 
subep. condensatum and subep. fleibi1e), and whose variation seems to 
intergrade with intermediates occurring in the sones of overlap. A. 
etrigosum subsp. cedroruni Is an example of a syrnpatric subspecies which 
is found entirely ,.Ithin the geographical range of the typical subspecies, 
In its normal expression subep. cedrorum is well distinguished from 
subsp. strigosum; however, the numerous intermediates cannot be ignored 
and accordingly subapecific rank is applied. 
In addition to the subspecies, the only other infra—specific group 
which is recognized in A1ysum Ia the variety. The varieties of a 
species / 
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species or subspecies tend to be found in more or lose purely by localized 
populations of one biotype, or rarely more. Varieties are Usually 
sympatric within the specific or subapecific range and form what could 
be called a local specific expression. Such is the case of A. praecox 
var. albiflorum which is known as only one population in Central 
Anatolia. The sporadic occurrence of more or less stable, but small and 
local populations throughout the whole or part of the specific or 
subspeoifio range have also been treated a va_etiea. Intermediates 
are, more likely than not, to be found distributed sporadically in the 
same pattern as the variety. This type of variety is illustrated by 
A. minus var. m1cranthum and A. linifolium var. cupreum. These 
sporadic and local patterns of variation could not be interpreted in 
terms of subspecies, as that category is more or less a geographical 
race which in its typical expression is well distinguished from the 
typical form and intermediates are confined more generally to the zones 
of over—lap. 
VII. TAXONC(IC CHARACTERS 
Before the systematic. of Alyssum (primarily those of the 
Anatolian tam) are presented, it is necessary to examine the diagnostic 
expressions of the characters (analytic and restricted) which comprise 
the discontinuities delimiting tam, and the continuous widely occurring 
expressions (synthetic) which allow the grouping together of species in 
generic and infra-g.nerio levels. Whenever possible, evolutionary 
trends, i.e. advancements by specialization or reduction, are indicated. 
Figures iA, 1B, 2 illustrate the rang* of speolali z a tion for hairs, 
petals and filament., and fruits. 
(1) Vegetative Characters 
(a) Habit 
The habits and life forms present in Alyea= can be divided into 
two basic types; the annual or therophytes which comprise all species 
of Sect • Meniocus, Sect • Psilonema, and part of Sect • Alyssum; and the 
perennials or clvmaephytes which always have a more or less woody stock 
or oaud.ioea and constitute the rest of Sect. Alyssum, Sect • Gamosepalum 
and S.øt • Odontarrhena. Boissier records 3 biennial. in Sect. 
Odontarrhna with a hemioryptophyte life form - A. oriopb-yllum A. 
oilicicum and A. cassiuni - however, among these, recent collection* 
show that A. casaiwn is the only one with a genuinely biennial habit. 
The biennial habit in rare in Alyssum and appears to occur only in 
A. crenu3atum, A. cassium and A. libanoticum of Sect • Odontarx'b.na, 
and in A. wierzbicicii of Sect. Alyssum, though the non-Turkish species 
of Aurinia (Auo oorymbosa and Auo petra.a) may be described as "short-
lived" perennials and appear to be hemioi-yytophytea. The Turkish 
representatives / 
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representative. of Aurinig, i.e. Au. eamtilis, Au* rupestris and Au. 
ueohtritziana, are all perennials possessing thick woody caudioss. 
The only annual in Soot • Odontarrhen, A. bungeii (described by Boissi.r) 
was based on a mis-observation of the number of ovules in the fruit 
loou]..s and is now treated as a synonym of A. het.rotrichum in the always 
annual Sect •Meniocus. The fact that some plants of annual species, 
A. alyssoidos (Sect. Psi1onem) and A. strigosum (Sect. Alyssum) may not 
accomplish their life cycles in one growing season in artificial 
environments, is not relevant to the fact that the annual habit prevails 
in natural habitats. These species may, under cultivation, because of 
adverse growing conditions, fail, to flower or to produce viable seeds 
within a prescribed, growing season s but in the field this phenomenon 
is never observed. The feature of rare "pseudo-perennation" doss not 
invalidate the basio definition of species which are biologically annuals. 
The herbaceous annuals of Sect. Meniocus, which are usually 
sparingly branohed and of short stature are treated in the following 
study as representing the most primitive morphological state, and 
accordingly can be regarded as historically the oldest natural group 
in the genus. The annuals of Sect. Pailonema and Sect. Alyssum p and 
the perennials of S.øt • 4yesuni, Sect • Ganiosepalum and Sect. 
Odontarrhena which show various advanced morphological expression. 
(see table below) are considered to be more advanced (specialized) 
than the members of the anna1 Sect. Meniooue. The conclusion that the 
annual habit is a "primitive" feature in Alyssum is a definite 
departure from the usually accepted view (e.g. B.ss.y, 1915; Babcock, 
1947) that the woody perennials represent the "primitive" and 
precursor / 
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precursor stock. It must be recognized that the morphological criteria 
with which one is able to judge "primitiveness" or "advancement" in one 
gem.is or grip of plants may riot be readily applioable to other groups of 
plants. 
The acceptance of the hypothesis that the annual habit represents 
a "primitive" state is, however, acknowledged in the Crucifersas 
(Leaciuerella, Payson-.1921) and in the allied family, Capparidaoeae 
(Cleanella, Iltia1956 and Cleocn, Ilti.1959). Payson (1921), in his 
monograph of I,esauerella oomrxente that the woody perennials with a 
rosette—forming habit are clearly derived from an ancestral annual stook 
which was devoid of any woody tissue. Utie defines the annual habit as 
"Primitive" for C1emiella (1956) and C1•ome Sect • Thysostemin ( 1959). 
The assumption that the annual habit is "primitive" in Alyssum stems 
not only from the correlations with other supposed "primitive" expressions, 
but also that the woody perennial habit has evolved time and time again 
(convergence) for survival in particular environments. Duration of life 
form is an adaptive expression - in Alyssum the extreme condition in the 
long—perenniating species of Sect • Od.ontarrhena - the significance of 
which is that as a general rule, annuals by definition grow and perpetuate 
their race in ecologically open habitats, but perennials can survive and r—
produce in open or closed ooemunities. Iltis claims that an annual 
finding itself in a closed ounity can either face extenotion because 
of its inability to compete suooeaefufly, or will adopt a perennial (or 
even biennial) life form. The perennial habit (iltie claims, 1959) in 
Cleans is a "pseudo—primitive" specialized condition which has evolved 
from the adaption of precursor annuals in closed environments. This 
is not/ 
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is not to claim in any way that the development of perennials is 
monophyletic, or that in fact all annual. are "primitive". In high 
alpine and rocky scree environments, the perennial Alyssa are much more 
common than the iinmi'l species. It appears that the perennial chamea-
phytee have a selective advantage as the a]titude increases, and are 
better enabled to survive under the influence of snow protection than 
are most of the annuals. Many perennials (o.gt. A. argyrophyfl) 
have developed a specialized type of trailing habit. The long, slender 
and woody cauciloas of these plants trail among the stones of the acrees. 
The evolution of growth forms has probably occurred many times in 
different phyletic lines, and 'whereas the habit of a plant may remain 
annual it may possess expressions of other characters which may be 
highly advanced, or vice versa. An emple of the retention of the 
annual habit but with other advanced morphological characters is the 
fact that all species of Sect. Pailoneraa have al.ye wingless, toothless 
and unappendaged filaments • Likewise, some annual species in Sect. 
Alyssum have superimposed on the annual habit the very specialized 
ombroohorous and hygroohastic dthisoanoe and dispersal mechanisms. 
In Sect. Meniocus the "primitive" annual habit is correlated with 
several other expressions which may be considered as "primitive". 
In the presence of these correlations, as in Cleomella (fltis, 1956), 
the assumption that the perennial habit is a specialized state is 
entirely feasible. Reduction of the number of ovules in the fruit 
locules has been recognized in the Crucifereae and in the Dicotyledons 
in general as coincident with specialization. This evolutionary criterion 
is accepted by Payson (1921) for Lesuer.11a and by Ilti. for Cleom•lla 
(1956) / 
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(1956) and Cleoine (1959). LiIr.ewise, the simple granular, papillae and/or 
stiff setse occurring on the fruits of 4 out of the 7 species of Set. 
Meniooun can be considered as the "primitive" type of triehie (Payson, 
1921). The development of the stellate hair (with or without branched 
rays) and ultimately the lepidote scale is discussed under the heading 
of inthunentum • The occurrence of the more or lees sparse over—all 
undifferentiated indumentum of the species of Sect. Msnioous is 
considered less specialized than denser and often differentiated 
indumentzn. Indumentum may be differentiated in terms of density (a 
manifestation of d.imorpbin) so that the leaves of many species of 
Sect. Alyssum and Sect. Odontarrhena may be termed as bioolouz'ed. 
Diffeientation of the indumentum can also be the result of a dimorphizn  
of the types of hairs present, leaves, stems, sepah or fruits. 
The above and other correlating expressions are listed in the 
following table. when appropriate the evolutionary trends of these 
expressions are discussed under their respective headings. In the 
following table (P) indicates supposed "primitive" expressions; (s) - 
definite advanced specializations; and (R) - a manifestation of a 
reversal of evolutionary trends. It must be stressed that the direction 
of trends of some of the expressions used in this table, such as 
mucilage production by the seeds, are subject to controversy, and should 
always be viewed in the light of correlations with other characters such 
as the anemoohorcus fruit dissemiruilee of Subseat • Samarifero (sect. 
Odontarrhe) which obvlov sly represents a specialized state in Alyeewii. 
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Expressions Seat. Meniocus Sect. Psilonena Sect. A3.ya* Sect. 2emo.eia1 Sect. Odontsrrhena 
a?n1H1M porarnialø Subaeot • Odontar'rhena Bubøect . Conipresia Subaeat . Saznarifera 
life farm ai''al therophyt.. (P) annual therophytes annual thexophytes (P) per 9nnial c hmtaephytss perennial oh.ap1qt.s (s) (p) or (R) or (R) ((--) (s) perennial chamaepbytu 
habit slender, few-.ted, slender, few-stoned slender, few-stemmed, ± muy st*iaed, Caeree many stoned and copiously + many ateanied, + copiously branched, always woody (s), sparing3,y branched sparingly branched spaninl 	branched ant copiot sly branch- branched, woody cend.ioea, caudices, often caespitose, pulvinate or sprawling 
or ascending (R) sterile shoots always present or erect herb. 	P herbs (P) or (R) herbs (P) or (R) ca, woody caudioee, often amespitos., pulvin- 
often omespitos., ate or sprawling; sterile (s) 
pulvinate and spraw- shoot, always present (s) 
liig; stezile shoots 
always prta.nt (s) 
roots slender, fibrous with slender, fibrous with slender, fibrous with wooy, percnnating with woody, per.nnating with net woody, perennating with net system or strong 
tap root; 
developed (s) few and short second- few and abort sea- few and short second- net systat or strong system or strong tap root; secondary roots strongly 
any roots (P) ondary root. (P) or any roots (P) tap root; secondary secondary roots strongly 
(R) roots atrrgly devel- developed (s) 
oped (s) 
overall indu- + sparse, homomorphic, ± sparse, homomorphic, sparse, hoisomorphia spaae or 	onse homo- dense, homomorphic (P) or usually dense and homomorphic, concolorous or bicolored s) m.ntum oonoolorous () conoolarous (P) (or (P) or dimorphie (s); morphia (}) or dimor- dimorphic (S); oonoolor- (P, R or 
disposition heteromorphic on A. conoolorous () or pii.ic (s); nonoolorous ous (P) 
dasycarpum - s) rarely bicolored (s) (i) or bicolored (s) 
hair type minute, few-rayed few to many and often few or many, often few or man, often few or many, often branch- few or many often branched rays or lepidote scales 
(P) branched usually branched and long rays brnnhed i1 long rays ed and long rays (P or s) (P, R or s) 
long rays () or (s) (P) or (s) or s) cr lepidote or lepidote scales (s) 
s.les () 
fruit indu- glabrous or papillose, glabrous or stellate glabrous or stellate 
- 
gI:.bxoue Or stellate stellate hairs on lepidote glabrous or with stellate hairs or with lepidote scales 
a) 
mentum and/or simple setae hairs (P) or (s) hairs (P) or () hairs (P or s) or scales (s) (P, R or s) (rarely papillose, i.e. A. chondroynum - 
(P) lGpicote roales (s) 
fruit d.his- anesochorous (P) anochoxaua (P) (or anmoahoroua usually anemochoxot 	(p) anenoohos (p) usually anenochorous () dehiscent 	whole fruits act as 
canoe and d.hiscent (F) ombrochoroua and (P) or ombroohorous dehiscent () dehisoent (p) (P) 	 wind dispersed disaem{?nhles (a) dispersal hygrochastia in Ae and hygroohastio (s) (s) indehiacent daxnaaoenum - s) dehisoent (P) 
dehiscent (P) 
rnzmber of 4-8 (P) 2 (s) 2 (s) 2 (3) 2 (s) 1 (s) 
ovules in 
each looule 
placentation distinctly lateral apical (s) apical (s) apical (s) apical (s) apical (s) 
(p) 
seed mucilage present (F?) present (F?) present (P?) pris.nt (ri) 
(rarely absent - a?) 
present (F'?) usually absent (3?) 	 occasionally present 
(rarely present - a?) (a?) 
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(b) Roots 
The roots of Alyssum play very little part in the present 
systnatios of the genus. Most of the annuals ar characterized by a 
fibrous net system with short and slender secondary roots; at the most, 
the whole root system usually measures 10 cm. long. Annuals growing in 
very dry and sterile habitats, i.e. the Central Anatolian steppe, form 
a stronger development of secondary roots than the asme species which 
are found in more favourable environments. The perennials which all 
have woody cawilcee and sterile ahoota are characterized by strongly 
woody and long-ex.ndtng roots either of the net anastcinosing type or 
with a strong tap root • Many of the long peranniating species of Sect. 
Odontarrhena (i.e. A. cariaum and A. disoolpr have lignos* tap roots 
which may measure 2-.3 inches in diameter just below the ground level. 
Often these roots attain a length of 2 feet or more. The coarse primary 
and secondary roots of the sprawling perennial A. stribrn.y (sect. 
Alysawn.), growing in sand dunes in Purkey-in-.Europe, were measured by 
the author to extend (just below the soil surface and more or lees 
horizontally) for 3 feet from the oentral axis of the plant. Infcrmation 
is not available to show how much difference in the form of root systems 
is environmentally controlled. 
The roots of all the Turkish species of AMrinia are of the coarse 
and woody tap type with very few secondary roots. 
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(o) Stems  
The fertile stems of most anaaals are slender and sparingl.y branched, 
erect or ascending. Those of aaz'- perennial, in Slot. A1ysw, Sect 
Gaao..i*las and Sect. 9nrsr axe most ct ten. copiously branched, 
d.bent (or pxoauab.nt); however, the tallest fertile stems in the 
genus are found among the pex.n'illa of Beat* Odontarih.na. The height 
of textile sterna was used by Boissier (1867 : 264) to divide the then 
knomn species of Seat • 0 dontaxrjiema into two major groups; those with 
"oaulee P=11i" and those with "cW94 elati". Thougti the stem height 
Of 	species of Sect* 2kaUrmbhanx is relatively atabi., it cannot be 
relied upon with certainty as the prry distinguishing character of 
two natural groups (at. Nyár4ys 1929 & 1949), as it is subject to environ-
mental influences (e.g. A. airigarense). Jrdy (1929 i 20 & 1949 s9) 
used the heightof atesm not only for a primary key division in Seats 
24ptsra ("Ruaflioree" ver$ "Elattox'.&'), but also for implying 
that the section could be divided into two natural groups. B. (1949) 
refers to his "ThamiUore&' and "Latior" as "tribes" within the section; 
however, his use of "tribe" appear, to impart a messing to a group of 
plants epaivalent to subsection or series rather thexi to tha genuine 
Tibus idLich In the accepted torn for a synthetic grouping of gumm in 
a fLdly. 
After eeeentiug a mere natural and conveniently stable division of 
Seat. Odon$arrh 	Into subsections (see Karp p. 276) based on fruit type, 
inflation, dehjsosne (ex lack of dehisoence) and the configuration of 
pedioels, the nsaent author uses the height of fertile stems, in con-
junction! 
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junction with their number and the ever-all facies of th. plant (includ-
ing the length and disposition of sterile shoots) to separate out species 
In the key (of. couplet 16a, P. 251aM couplet 16b, p. 254). Two species, 
4# fi' 	and A. ,riwX*mp are very polnohic regarding the h.ijit 
and zmmbsr of fez'tile et, and are accordingly keyed out twice. It 
emsi not be assumed that the author's group of species in Sect* 
which is oharacterised by having tll fertile stems (among other th{i,gs), 
is equivalent to Iyârády' • "lstiore&'; or *at the dworts&, mat-forming 
and often oaspitoss plants constituti a group homologous to 'ThMUOre.". 
All of the species with eamarsid, in&iabisoent fruits were included by 
Nyrdy, because of their tall fertile stems, in 	 however, 
the present author treats then as forming the natural group, Subseot. 
Likewise, the dchisaent-fruited species (with compressed 
fruit valves) which were included in "Eaatipr.e are now referred to the 
natural 3i.baect • Canpressg. 
Whether fertile stems are strictly saoeii&ing or erect, or decumbent, 
procumbent or laxly sprawling (trailing) is used as a oonveniaut character 
to separate groups of species in Sect 	(I.ei key, couplet 24*, p. 230 
and couplet 24b, P.234). This expression is, however, always used in 
conjunction with other feature., .ieh as the consisteney of fruit valve., 
habit of growth (is.. ny-etmed and cushion forming or few-.teem.d and 
erect or ascending), types of indusentum and the length and disposition 
of the sterile shoots. 
One particularly noticeable feature of most perennial species of 
is that they are basally woody (suifrutesoent, suifruticose or 
frutioose/ 
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fruticos.). The most extems woodiness in exemplified by such subahrubs 
as A. aari, At discolor, A. maenena, A. SEM&gn and A. troodi, 
among others, which form large o.iMone often measuring a. 3 feet in 
diameter. The basal woody aauiioe of many species become elongate, 
erect, copiously branched and leafless (aphyllous) as the plants grow 
older. Some of the alpine species, such as A. jEW2 pjzjLW ,  have woody 
and aphyllous though slender caudioes which trail along the ground and 
between the stones of the sores. • lany of the suffrzt.soent, sprawling 
and deoumbent or er.ot-.t.meed perennial species in Seat. 	(i.e. 
At 	mou4. A. .roeu1n, A.. repena subep. triohoitacbyw and 
the erect-stemd fruticose components of Sect • 019nt.rrhsua 
oorsic, A. masmeiae, A • carioum. A, murals and A • elat, among 
others) have single, often very thick unbranahed caudicas at soil level 
(which N$r44 terms the "Muttexetooke"). Ph..e single caudicee, as the 
plant increases in also and age, produces a strong, diffuse pattern of 
branching above the base. Some mat-forming and Oaespitose perennial 
species (particularly alpin.s and steppe inhabiting plants), such as 
A ., aurantj&M A. na*ooz. A. aiseldes. A. osesitom in eat • Alrsawa, 
all species in Sect. Q.iaoeepaluia. and A. davisi*m (Pig. 41 22) 9  A,  
enoer, A. pateri, 	 A. sibtrio. and  A. flhtforme. among 
others, heye caudioss which are copiously branched, in some oases the 
branches originate from a woody stock below the .il surface. 
That a plant is a perennial can slays be seen (on well collected 
material) from the woody oaudioes and the presence of leafy sterile shoots 
*toh are comforted on the crown of the plant (in the case of mat-forming 
M. 
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and oasspitoae species) or along the lower parts of the oaudioee or fertile 
atoms (in the case of maw- srect-ated or d.cbeut ep.oi.a). As the 
plants increase in ago, the stoma branch abundantly upeards. 2w perm41 
habit can also be recognised by the "girdles" of leaf ecaaa, or the soars 
(and tramsnts) of old atom present on the woody osuttices. 
The disposition of loaves on the fertile stone is often of value in 
Listiaiehisg species (homophylloue versus heterophyllona). A. fuiforne. 
A, cor4omeatun. A, wir&atum and A.* obtusifolium of Sect. ASMINahm and 
A. cal y eocarpun of Sect.AlOgE have basal cauline leaves aggregated in a 
ns distinct from the evenly distributed upper cauline leaves. The sane 
situation ney occur also on the sterile shootse tonophyUy or heterophylly 
should not be confused with the different character of gradual sisal increase 
or decrease of loaves upwards on the stems • he increase or decrease of leaf 
also as well as the dimorphism of leafy mones, on the ateme nay be used to 
distinguish taxi. For .xmiple, the oauline loaves of A. harwtiouw and 
A. nivma (Seat. Gamosogila Series Libr) increase in size upwards, but 
those of A • j.yoaonicu, in the sane natural group, decrease in time in the 
sane direction. The leaves of the sterile shoots nay, likewise (depending 
upon the tancn) increase or decrease in also upwards. 
Occasionally the presence or absence of indumentum on the fertile 
stems can be used to distinguish taxi; for *vnrple, A. borzaea'rnrn has 
stems (upper portions) which are generally covered With a whits and matted 
induromtum, wi.tle those of the allied.. aibiricua are greenish or brownish 
With a sparse indumontun. The fertile stoma of Agri 
 
ni u.qhtritwtana are 
consistently whitish with a dense indusentun, but those of 	tills 
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are greenish with a sparse hair covering. Reddish pigeentat ion in the 
spidemal cells of the frtile stern is 000esionally of value in dietin-
gui1ig tam, but this character must be used judiciously as it may often 
be inconstant and ezbj act to .nvirons.atal influences or reflect the age 
of the plant • The frtile stems of A o.ira'i, A. bebor-ncrdhii. 
A, oa1jchrous. and A. eriopbljw* are generally a deep wise-red '-tny 
colour for 3/4 - their length, but the fertile stow of A. ooMetua. 
A. %)an.*netjj, A. fi3.j2rms and A. anato].ica are greenish, brownish 
or yellowish or, if dull red, then only for the lower J of the stems, It 
was once thought that the beet character to distinguish A. rubz'iomile 
(;ord. & ?ourr.) 3irtt from At zur%je was its reddish fertile atens 
(accounting for tisipecific spithet). The author bee obeerv.d, however, 
that reddish ateened plants of A. wuralo oemu troujiout its whole 
specific range; accordingly it is not justifiable - in the absence of 
other diagnostic features to give tazonomic recognition to 
A. rubricaul.. 
In addition to their mxAy caudicee, perennials also form a more or 
less copious development of sterile shoots (i.e. leafs' shoots which in 
the onz'r.nt year are vegetative, but became fertile stems in the next 
growing season, or in any succeeding s.asons). The nnmbei', length and 
disposition of sterile shoots, in conjunction with other exreaaions are 
of value in the construction of distinguish'ig kays; for example, couplet 
25a 9 P. 231 and couplet 25b, p • 232 in the key of Soot q  Alysogm or couplet 
2a 9 P. 247 and 2%), ;48 in the kay of Subsoot. O4ta1. The form and 
disposition of the leaves on sterile shoots, as well as the type of 
indunentum / 
jn'uta on the le-aves and aters (e.g. t. erior:hyllum., V1. lA f) 
may be important In separating taxa. Occasionally plants composed 
entirely of sterile shoots occur individually and Inependent of a 
woody caudex of a fertile plant. These are known to occur in popu-
lations of A. corcicu, A. ingarense and A. eriophyllun and must be 
considered as juvenile plants. Because of the similarities between 
sterile shoots of many species, care should be e'ercised in using the 
characters of the sterile shoots alone for identification. They 
should be evaluated in conjunction with other diagnostic or &tfferen.-
ti ,i. cresions. 
The fertile status of all Turkish representatives of Aurinia are 
erect or aRcending from very thick, indurated and sparingly branched 
caudices. These caudices are always densely foliate with linear and 
narrow rosulate leaves or rosettes of leaves. The caudices of the 
perennial Alysaa  are most usually naked, the only evidence of leaves 
having been preoent being the remaining scars; however, the caudices 
of .Aurni. axati1is, Au, rupestris and Au. ueatritziana are covered 
wi - i' a more or le dense layer of persistent and swollen leaf bases. 
According to Metcalfe and. Chalk (1950)  and TTollendonner (1909) the 
blades and most of the petioles of Au, eaxatilis become detached when 
the leaf has matured and at the close of the crowing season by the 
development of an aboision layer of cells. After detachment, the 
remaining petiole bases develop a large amount of phellogen. 
Little is known about the anatomy of Alyssum stems, but Metcalfe 
and Ch).k (1950)  indicate that the stems of A. spinosuin (Sect. Tetradenia] 
have / 
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havc a rather anomolou-axuJay. In this 	cios, th. aturs wood is 
composed of alternating concentric rings of 1) large—vesselled lignified 
xylem and. 2) small—vesae1led uxilignified. xylem. The cambium forms a 
continuous ring and medullary bundles are absent. The stems of 
Aurinia Saxatills have bundles of xylem of the same concentric pattern, 
but are sparated from each other by lignified. pazhyma (formed from 
the primary tiue), and a broken cambium; however, Rollendonner (1909) 
records the resenoe of an inner cambium in the older stems of this 
secje (as Alysuin arduini). Nyrd,y (1949) draws attention to the 
difference in stem anatomy (inflorescence rachis) of A. obovatum (Meyer) 
Turcz. and A. microphy11um (eyer) 'Meyer. The central pith of A. 
obovtu ..)stitutes the major part of the stem, outside of which there 
is a relatively wide band of xylem and a narrow ring of cortex. The 
band of cortex in A. microjthy11w is very wide and the ring of :'r1er 
and central column of pith are reduced. A more d.et.iled exi - .ination 
of stem enatoy f repre2entative opecies of Alyssum would be rewarding 
as an aid. in elucidating relationships within the genus. 
(d) Leaves 
The long (up to 100 mm.) linear leaves of Aurinia with repand, dentate 
or even pinnatifid margins and persistent petiole bases (densely imbricated) 
which are situated on indurated oaudioes constitutes one of the major 
diagnostic characters distinguishing this genus from Alyssum. Among other 
considerations, these leaf characters - which are possibly "primitive" in 
the Cruoiferae (Payson, 1921) - have led, to Aurirtia being placed before 
Alyssum in the following systematic treatment. 
The leaves of Alyssum are always entire (with the rare exception 
of A. hosialocarpum) and are exceptionally more than 20 mm. long. A. 
bcmaiooarpum in Sect. Psilonema has leaves which have, infrequently, mall 
dentations on the margins towards the apex. For different parts of the 
plant, i.e, sterile shoots, basal and upper portions of the fertile stems 
and leaf size and shape, condition of the apex (acute, obtuse,trunoate or 
muoronate), whether long petiolate or eesile, and the inthsaentwa type, 
disposition and density are constant for any given species and may be used 
diagnostically once the range of variation and the features of each leaf 
zone are understood. An example of cauline leaf differences being used to 
distinguish tarn is seen in the key of Sect. Alyssum (couplet 31a and 34b, 
p.233). All the oauline leaves of A. montanum are oblanceolate and acute, 
but those of A. stribrnyi are dissimilar; its lower cauline leaves being 
obovate, spathulate and obtuse, its upper cauline leaves oblaricoolate and 
acute. This type of leaf dimorphism may also occur on the sterile shoots. 
The fact that the cauline leaves of some species increase or decrease 
in size upwards has been ignored by past workers, but it was found to be 
of definite distinguishing value for many species. For emple, the 
cauline leaves of A. murale p A. tenii, A. akarnasioum and A. subepinosum 
in! 
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in Sect • Odontarriera Subsect • Ccmpressa gradually increase in size 
upward.s, whereas the lower cauline leaves of A. cassium, in the same 
subsection, are much larger than the upper ones, though of the same basin 
shape. Very often the attenuation of the petiole, associated with leaf 
shape, may be used to distinguish species or groups of species; i.e. the 
usually linear-oblancoolate cauline leaves of A. murale are gradually 
attenuate to their bases and do not have noticeably differentiated 
petioles, but the obovate, spathulate-orbicular cauline leaves of A. 
tenium and A. akenisicum are abruptly constricted below their blades into 
relatively long and well differentiated petioles. 
The disposition of leaves may be important in distinguishing taxa, 
that is, whether they are evenly distributed along the stems or whether 
they form distinct zones. The latter condition is an expression of 
heteromorphiain (or dimorphism) and can be further subdivided into 2 typess 
i) the lower-moat cauline leaves forming a distinct, contorted basal zone 
and 2) the upper-moat cauline leaves being involuorate and subtending the 
infloresoence. An example of (1) is found in A. virtum which in many 
features resembles A. peltarioid.e, but can be separated from it by 
possessing a zone of congested basal leaves on the fertile stains. The 
presence of involucm.l leaves can be used with certainty to recognize among 
other species, A. troodi, A, chondrogynum. A. borzaeau, A. emoliIn'rm, 
A. obtusifolium, A. bracteatum and A. gebamense in Sect. Odontarrhena; 
A. tetrastamon, A. l.pjdoto-stellatu, A. paphiagonicum and A. baumg-
artnerianum in Sect. Gamosopalum; and A. ariotum. A. contemiptum. A. 
umbellatin, A. ezo'wjtaianum, A. marginatuta and A. oephalotss in Soot. 
Alyssum. Frequently combinations of leaf characters can be used advac-
tageously / 
advantageously to distinguish taxa; i.e. though both A. molikamn and 
A. obtusifolium have inv-olucrate leaves, the fertile stems of the latter 
are always heterophyllous, and those of the former hosnophyllous. 
The type of indumentwn present on the leaves of any particular leaf 
zone is constant. A homomorphic and concolorous indumentum of stellate 
hairs is found uniformly on both leaf surfaces of all components of Sect. 
Meniocus. The leaf indumentum may also be expressed in two &imorphio 
statesz 1) the presence of two types of hairs (dimorphio); 2) density 
differences on the upper and lower surfaces. The upper cauline leaves 
of A. baungartneriantun, A. oorningii and A. suiphureum in Sect. 
Cainosepaium Series Libra have an ind.umentum composed of appressed lepidote 
or sublepidote hairs, and divergent—rayed, often furoate and tuberoulate 
hairs. This is an example of dimorphic or heterosnorphic indumenttvn. 
Differences in indumentum density between the upper and lower leaf 
surfaces (though usually of the same basic type of hair) are also of 
distinguishing value, depending upon the leaf zone referred to. In the 
key of Subsoot, Odontarrheia, A. mnolikanum is distinguished from A. 
ocarpum, among other differences, by having bicolored osuline leaves. 
The sterile shoots of A. ano].ikanum are also bicolored, and though the 
cauline leaves of A. ooarpum are aizays concolorous, its sterile shoot 
leaves are as often bicolored as concolorous. The oauline laves of A. 
floribundum and A. samariferum in Sect. Odontarrhena Subseot. Samarifera 
axe of the same size and shape, and have the same type of ind.um.ntum 
covering (conoolorous); however, the sterile shoot leaves of A. floribundum 
are always strongly bicolored (upper surface bright green and sparsely 
pubescent, and lower er.face silvery—white with a dense pubescence), while 
both / 
both surfaces of the sterile shoot leaves of A. saniariferum are always 
silvery-white and oonoolox'ous. 
Very few taim are distinguished by having imbricated leave., such as 
found on A. spbaooticirn. In addition to some other obvious oharacters, 
this species may be separated from its allies (i.e. A. laseiticum and A. 
propinguum) by having two zones of cauline leave.; the lowe3!nost densely 
foliate zae ir oompo.ed of broadly ovate or obovate leaves which are 
appressed vertically against each other and the stem, the upper zone has 
leaves which are 2.3 tImes narrower than the lower ones and more or less 
patent • The leaves on the conferted sterile shouts of A. lepid.otan are 
larger than its cauline leaves, and are imbricated against each other for 
more than j their surface area. 
The leaves of most species of Alyssimi are flat; however, some 
species in Seat • Odogtaa'rhena have leaves (particularly the lea-viz of the 
sterile ch3ots) that are always folded or condupliaate. This is tme of 
the linear-oblanoeolate and acute sterile shoot leaves of A. huber-ziorathii 
and A. heldreiohij, and the spathulate, obtuse or truncate sterile ehoot 
leave. of A. o.ypriou. This expression, which involves the folding of 
one h,1f of the leaf over the other half v is not to be confused with the 
mibterste leaf type which is also very rare in the germs. In cross-section 
the aubterete leaf is superficially cylindrical (though grooved) and 
appears (according to Ny(r&y: 1925, Pilopetap) to have resulted from 
the folding over of the leaf margins and by the gradual reduction of the 
central tissue surrounding the midvein of an ancestrally thicker leaf. 
Superficially cylindrical leaves of this type are diagnostic for A. 
pinifoijum (Prjplopet& a) and appear occasionally, though not ooneist.ntly, 
on the / 
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on the sterile shoots of allied species of Sect. Odontarrena Sube.ct. 
Samarifera - namely A. virgatum and A. sumarifezum, A. haz'pitioum in 
Sect • Gamosepalum Series Libra is also characterized by the long 
superficially cylindrical leaves of its cauline and sterile shoot • There 
is also a tendency for the sterile shoot leaves of the related A. tb.moc's 
to be subterete. It is not difficult to viialize that the development 
of this type of leaf - particularily for the species in Sect. 
Gamosepalum 'which inhabit very and steppe - is a specialization 
assoojatad with water conservation. 
The excellent illustrations of representative species from Sect. 
Odontarrbena provided by Nydy (1927: Tables 5 & 6; 1949: Tables 1 1, 2, 
3 & 4) are very useful for identifying taxa, determining the constancy of 
and evaluating the variation of leaf size, shape, etc. These illustrations 
are especially Important because 1yer4d.7 has recognized that different 
forms of leaves oon on different parts of the plant, i.e. leaves of the 
sterile shoots, lower oaulin.e leaves, and upper cauline leaves. Likewise, 
his illustrations (1927: Tables 3, 4 & 5 - as B) of the types of hairs 
occurring on the leaves are very informative. Care must be taken to know 
exactly what part of the plant a leaf has come from before using its 
characters for identification. 
87. 
(e) Inflorescence 
The inflorescences of Airnia saxatiliø and Au, ueohtritziana are 
conpoun4 and cormbose characterized by much seoon.daxy awl tertiary 
branching. The other Turkish representative of the genus, .u, x'upestrie * 
has simple and unbxanohed raceces. 
The irifioi'escences of Alysø are basically raoenose, but there are 
several modified types of simple unbraseh.d recenea which in the keys are 
called spicate, cylirnirical, ooioal, pyramidal, umbellate or candelabriforn. 
The oandelabriforu raceme (on which the fruits are held in a different 
direction to the pe(Uoela, and the divaricate pediosla decrease in length 
upwards on the raceme) characterizes al] components of Sect. Thtradenia. 
The pedicels on this type of infloresoence are armats and reourvel - the 
lowermost are 2-4 times longer than the upper ones - c.rid the fruits are 
born horizontally or areot • Most of the annual species of AjZtMhave a 
simple recemose inflorescence which is basally branched and can be regarded 
as a simple panicle, in that the branches are seldom equivalent to the 
length of the main axis. 7hen branching deSB occur, the ultimate 
infloresoences are racenose. A specialization of the raceme is observed 
in the hygrochastic species of Sect • Alyssum, such as A. strict! A. 
szowitsianurn. A. uubellat., etco whose raoenes are pyrsmid.al, cylindrical, 
umbella-te or spicate with imbricated fruits and appressed pedioe]s (when 
dry). The form of the raoems is diagnostic for these species. A simpie 
racens may be few_fruited and aornnboee, as it the case with A. idaeum 
fact which will help to separate that species trmi its relative, 
A. mouradiown, which has elongate, many—fruited and raoemuie inflorse-
cenceu. Likerise, the separation of A. praecox from the sympatric A. 
arropKyllmi / 
A • arg3rohjllwn is facilitated by the foxiner having elongate raeemes, the 
latter condensed moernes. 
The general i loresceoe, instead of being a simple racane, may ba 
compound, with many branches, in 'ich case it can be corinbose or paniculate. 
The branches (excluding the ultimate racemes) of these iiffloreseenoss may 
either be raooee or oornnboss. The aceinose type of branches occur on 
such species as A. t'tuosnu and A, 'ongistyluna; the cormbose 2n the 
infloreserices of all components of Beat. Odonterrhona Sulsoct. Samarifera. 
The general infloz'esoenos of the species in $eot. Odoatarrhana are primarily 
cormbose or pariiculate: the forier if the secondary and tertiary branches 
terminate at roughly the same height, the latter if the branches ds net 
terminate at the same height • A few species in this sotion have simple 
and unbrariohed mca.as vhich may be elongate (i.e. L e'ibosu) or condensed 
(i.e. A. bracteatuz and A. gehmsnse). 
The ane].e and length of the inflorescence branches may be of 
significance in distinguishing tam; for example the oorymb braahss of 
4,ca1lcbron are long, arcuate and flezuose, but those of its close ally, 
A. oonste1latu are always rigid., ascending or divergent, and are shorter 
than those of A. calljchroum. Another important infloreoenoe character 
which is of use in the construction of keys is the disposition of the 
fruits on the in.floraacenoe branches. As can be seen frmn oouplets 35a and 
35b, p.262 in the key of 5ubseot. Od.ontarrhena, the fruits of A. tortuosizm 
and A. loniatyli.= are evnly diattibut.1 on the infloresoenee branches 
(raoevioae) for a ditane of 8 xi.; however, the fruits of A. condensatum. 
A. inflatma , A. gatezL and A. lanigersn all of which have branched oorjmbe, 
though often InorG ootnot than those of &. tortuosts and A. longistylum - 
are/ 
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are confortod at the apices of the branches (oorrmbose) for a maximum of 
3 cm. The cnpon e nts of &baeot • fuarif era all have more or lees widely 
brunched ocsipouM corbs oi 	 (:xoept I. • virgatum rhoee inflor-. 
escerioss .are freqaently oomat wd  br 	no more than 5 cci. lonaj), 
but their ssroid fruits are aggregated together fox- a short distance 
near the branoh apiece (as single oo".yxths). This situation is illustrated 
on Fig. 6 for & oarou (no. 1) and on ,'ig. 7 for A. dubertrsti± (no. 2). 
Very often the longth and tiokness of the peiicele can be used 
advantageously in keys; likswiae, the angle of di'rergsrioe from the 
Oreso3ioo ah, i.e. ;eths diversnt (as Pig. !, ), ascending 
(as Pig. 2 9 o), hoorital (L,s Fia. 2, ) or defleed and sioid. (as 
Pig. 2 ; o & p). once the full raflge of expression of podicel length, 
width and manner of disposition is established for each &eo1es, these 
oiraat ore can be used safely to separate allied species (of* key of Seat. 
Alyss 	couplets 506 and 50b, p. 239) or to cUstitguish iroups of tarn 	as 
done in the key of Soot. A1ys, oouplet 9a, p. and. oouplet 9b, P-227 
In the hygroohaetio annual species of Sect. Al.yssum, the p-sd±oels 
(when dry) are appreesod to the infloresoenos axis (Fig. 2, ) but in the 
presence of moi5turo, spread to a more or less median and horizontal 
position. The basso of these bygroohastic pedicela are much wider than 
their apices, and th3 lowermost pedicela are 2-4 times longer than the 
upper ones. The anatomical basis of the hygroabastio moveizent is explained 
in Section VIII, pert 2 aM by Zohary and Palm (1941). 
The pedicels of the species of 9eot. Odoiiari'henz, Stibseot • Samarif.ra 
are al'vmys slender, brittle, deflexed and siioid or S—shaped (Fig. 2 1 p). 
This iS a specialized condition associated with the rind dispersed ind.ehisosnt 
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and e'nroid fruits of the group. The more or less eiiotd and brittle type 
of pedicel is also 0110 of the diagnostic features of the speoiei ocpriing 
Sei'iss crenulata of Seat. 1 tgria Subeot. Canpreea ig. 2, ,). 
The padicels of the components of the tyioal series of this subsection are 
a1ye rigii, stout and more or lees spreading. Also, the p3&toels of I3st 
species in 3boeot. onar1wm are ai.weys rigid and stoivt, and ae uially 
aeoeriing, spreading or horizontal. A. Denjwinsneis is an exception to 
this pattern by having pedicels wbioh, thouh rigid anI straight, are most 
of'ten ieflexed. The pedieels of this species also illustrate another 
character which merito some recogdtion, that is, their distance apart on 
the inflorescence brsncbes. Among other obvious characters, this species 
mey be distinguished from A, oonstellatuin, a close ally, by its pedicele 
being always 3-5 mm. apart ani evenly distributed, The pe(Ucels of A. 
coast 	axe never more than 2 mme apart sad are usually aggregated at 
the apices of the branches. 
The type of indentum present on the pdic.la and inflor.so.noe 
my reflect that iihich is found on the fruits, such as the dimorphic 
indumentuni of A. strigosu. L. hirsutum (Fig. 2 9 t) aad A s xanthocarpun, 
or the hananoiihIc, irduntm of A. minus and A, stafi.i (rig. lÀ, a) 
The pedicel inclumentum may also be, as with A. idasum. A. mouradicum p  
A. raecox and A. &iropbyllum, of the sas• over—all type (for these 
6peciea9 lapidote scales). Often the pedicele are only very sparsely 
pubescent and are greenish or broiiah; those of the species of Seat. 
Oontarrhena uzb8eot • amarife2'a Pro all of this nature. 
Y11 
(2.) Flower. and Fruits 
A floral diagram of a representative Alysewi flower (A. fulvoscons) 
is provided in Figure 3, This diagram and the lateral and face views (with-
out perianth) show the basic regular pattern of an Alyssum flower and the 
relative positioning of the parts. The poitioning of the parts is import-
ant when comparing the structure of the short filaments to that of the 
long filaments, as confusion can readily result if the two types of 
filaments are mistaken for one another. It is seen from these illustrations 
that the calyx is composed of two whorls, 2 outer sepals in the vertical 
plane (opposite the fruit sutures), and 2 inner sepals in the horizontal 
plane (opposite the fruit valves). The corolla is of one whorl of 4 
separate petals which are positioned opposite the points of over-lap (or 
near-overlap) of the sepals. The stamens are of two whorls (tetradyno.ous); 
the outer whorl is composed of two short stamens each of which is opposite 
an inner sepal and is subtended by one nectary or gland at each side; the 
inner whorl is of 4 long stamens which occur in groups of two, each group 
being opposite an outer sepal • The ovary in the centre of the flower has 
a well developed replum in the vertical plan., with the valves, and is 
alwe.ya bilooular. 
(a) sepals 
The calyces of the Purid.h representatives of Aurinia are all cup-
shaped and made up of spreading, ovate and obtuse sepsis which are more 
or less as long as wide. The calyces of all species of Alyeswi are 
oblong with ereot, ovate or lanceolate (rarely obovate), acute or obtuse 
sepsIs which are aliwye longer than broad.. 
The sepsis of Alyssum are never of two distinct types or sacoate, 
though / 
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though they occur in two whorls, with the exception of an the species in 
Sect. Gamo..pal*m. The sepsis of these tam are always distinctly 
dimorphic; the outer two sepals being wider and longer than the two inner 
ones. The persistent calyces in this section may became more or isas 
inflated as the fruits mature, a condition exemplified by A. lyoaonicum. 
The size of the sepsis, as related to the over-all size of the 
flower, is frequently of distinguishing value, as well as their shape and 
condition of apices (of. couplets 35a and 35b, p.262 in the key to Subsect. 
Odontarrh.na) • The fact of having persistent or deciduous sepsis is often 
a constant and convenient character to separate tam or groups of tam; 
for exaple, couplet 33a, p.233and. couplet 33b, p.2331n the key of Seat. 
Alyssum • It must be remarked that few species in Sect • Odisntarrheua have 
long persistent sepals as occur for many species of Seat • Meniocu. Seat. 
PBiloflIa, Seat. ALyasan and Sect. 	 The only Anatolian 
exception in Sect. O1ontarx'bena is A. lesbiacum (Subsect. Sanarifera) 
whose sepsis are more or less persistent when fruiting, a feature which 
helps to distinguish this species from A. dubertretii. 
A discussion of the phenemonon of the "pseudo-connation" of the 
sepsis of Seat. Oazaosepalum, due to interlocking hairs, is found on p. 208. 
The sepsis of all other sections of Alyssum (with the exception of A. 
osospitoajia in Sect • A2ysaurn) are always fro.; their indwaeritum Is never 
interdigitating so as to cause the sepsis to appear fused. Mother 
unique feature of the dinorphic sepsis of Sect. (Jatsosipalum is the 
presence of an inthinentuin on their inner surfao.e, which may be of diff-
erent types of hairs depending on the species. The inner sepal surface 
of A. tetrastemon is covered with two types of hairs, stellate hairs with 
lcng/ 
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long sericeaus rays of unequal lengths and minute stellate hairs with short 
and equal rays. The inner sepal surface of A. lepctdoto-stellatum and. 
DalagQnictm is covered only with hairs rith long sericeous and unequal 
ray.. The sepsis of no other tam of Alisaum possess this feature (with 
the rare exception of A. passpitosum which is closely allied to Soot. 
Gamosepalum t see tables 6 & 7). 
The margins of the sepsis are often hyaline and membranous. The 
width of this margin or wing can be used conveniently to separate tarn, as 
in the case of A. montanun whose hyalins sepal margins measure 0.1-0.2 mao 
wide, while those of the allied A. stribrnyi measure 0.3-0.5  mm. wide. 
The hyalins sepal margins are also of taxonomic importance in Sect. 
0amoaepsi, not only as far as their width is concerned - iae those of 
A. baurngartnarianum are 0.3-0.4 mm* wide and those of A. oorningii and A. 
six1phure= are 0.1...0.2 ma. wide - but also that they may or may not be 
obscured by an indumentum. The species of Series Libra which have a 
completely homomorphic inthinentum (A. harputioum, A t nivetsa and A. 
l,omonjoum) have hyaline sepal margins which are obscured by the inter-
looking jpmentum, but those species with a dimorphia inthsaentum (at 
least on the upper parts of the plants), such as A. bawrtneriamam, 
A. oorningii, etc., have hyaiine sepal margins which are not obscured by 
hairs, but merely ovcz'lap. 
The indumentum on the sepsis is often of assistance in constructing 
keys and recognizing tam. Per emaplo p the sepal. of A. aizoidee, A. 
boi'rmiuellerj, A. d.oerfleri and A, *Upton have an apical tuft of 
furoate, sericeous and often tuberculate hairs intelMired with lopidoto 
or eubiepidote scales, but the sepal inthwaontisn of A. oaespitosum is 
always / 
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alys hor&iio, oanpoeet of only lepidote scales. The sepals of most 
species of Al.Uo= are densely pubescent, however y those of the ep.oi.s of 
aubeect. Samaa'ifem in Seat. Od.ontarri.na (as well as their pedio.le) 
being often only very sparsely pubescent. In the case of A. pinifolium in 
this group, the eapla are almost glabrous and are furnished with pellucid 
dots ,thioh upon closer examination *an be identified as crystal. in sose 
epidermal cells (of. Nyz(r47 9, 1925). 
95. 
(i,) Petals 
It has long been maintained that the petals of Alyssm were alwayi 
yellows and plants with whitish petals must aut(naticall7 be referred to 
"Ptilotriahn". ?tiloti'iohuin as a genus is no longer recognized by the 
author and its ocmponents have been distributed among other genera 
(of. p. i8),  including Alyssum. Petals of all members of Alyssum Seat. 
Tetradenja (once as Ptilotricha) are whitish and very often purplish or 
reddish on their claws • Id.kewise, the petals of Ptilotriohum caaseaens 
and Pt. BIMEem, now referred to Sect. A2.ysmm (see p.29 ), have 
whitish flowers, those of the latter species becoming more reddish as 
the altitu&inal range is extended. Most species of Seat • Gamosepalun 
Series Gamosepalum have whitish petals which are p21pli3h veined, 
especially at their throats; this feature is discussed more fully on 
p20 9 • Petal colour in a notoriously difficult character to appraise 
from dried specimens - a fact which accounted for the initial description 
of A. thno;2s in Ptilotrinhiw because its pale Gleam colored petals 
appeared whitish when dry but as a general rule, it can be said that 
the petals of most Alyea species considered in the following study are 
yellow. There may be various degrees of yellowneu', howevery which can 
be used to aid the distinguishing of tam; for examples the petal. of A. 
goUrploucus are ale dullish and pale yellow, while those of the allied 
A. araetmm are always deep flavous. A rmmber of Rrnmal species, such is 
A. linifol1um in Sect. Menicous. A. alyssoides end A, dae7oaam in Sect. 
Psilonna, and A. desertorum and A. turkestanicuin in Sect. Alyssum have 
very pa].e petals, a condition which has often been referred to as 
pallid.. Care must be taken, however, that the color of petals on dried 
plants / 
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plants is actually as it vas bofors the plants were pressed and dried. 
Accurate field notes are very valuable for evaluating the flower color of 
dried rr&terial • Two Turkish species of Aurinia. Aue u.chtrjtaiaaa and Aue 
rupertris_, have white petals but the other Turkish representative of the 
genus, Au. saxatil, alwe.ys has deep yellow flowers. Izo1y, whits 
petalled variants of normally yellow petalled species occur; one such 
example has been described by the author as A. praeoox var.albifl.ru . 
The shape of the petals, the configuration of their apices, and the 
attenuation or dilation of their claws are of taxonanic significance, 
particularly in Sect, Meniocus, Seat, Alyssum and Seat, Oaaos.palum. These 
features are constant for any given species. The major petal .hp.e, apex 
shapes, claw attenuations and dilations are illustratod in Figure 1B 9 in 
order of increasing ccmiplety and elaboration. The imse of the petal 
terminology in the keys conforms to that in the explanatory legends 
a000inpanying this figure. The apex of a petal may be entire (as Jig. 13 9 
a) truncate (as Pig. 139 g), retuse (as Pig. 1B, a, b & f), marginate 
(as Fig. 13, d) or bibbed (as Pig. lb, e) • The shape of the petal may 
be olassified as 1) obovate (as Fig. 13 9 b & a) or 2) apathulate (as 
Fig. 13, e, f & g). As a general rule the author has applied the term 
epathulate to any petal vliich has a relatively wide limb, and idlish is 
constricted or often abruptly attenuated at the middle. The claws of 
petals may be gradually attenuate from the limb to the base (as Jig. ib, 
a) or abrruptly attenuate (as Pig. 13, a). The claws mey be narrower 
than the limb (as Jig. 13, a, b & 0) or may be dilated and almost as 
wide an the limb, following a central eonetrioti,n (as Jig. 13, d, e, f 
& g) • The margins of these dilated claws may be entire (as Pig. 139 
t & a), deatioulate (as Fig. 1B9 t) or pointed. (as Fig. 1B, g). 
It would be exceedingly risky to interpret the various petal shapes 
z.ra-  different elaborations in simple evolutioaary sequence, The trends of 
evolutior of petal type and foia have probably proceeded in several 
directions - specialization both by increasing complexity and by eizplif -
ication. The simplest type of obovte aud gradually attenuate petal is 
found in the annual mnall-flowered. species, while some large-flowered annual 
species q, such as A, stapfii (Fig. 1B 9 e) and A. hireutum, have a more 
elaborate, zpat)mlats type of petal which is centrally constricted end *ie 
claw is widely dilated.. This elaborate fora of petal is also found in many 
large-flowered perennial species in Sect • Airesuin and Sect • C}amosepalum, 
but is never knows to occur in any of the mall er-flowered species is Sect. 
Odontarrhena. There is an interesting correlation beteEn the number of 
flowers, size of inflorescence and the size and shape of petals. The 
inflorasoences of Sect. Alyssum and Sect* Ga mosepalum are generally much 
shorter and fewer-branched with fewer flowers than those of Sect. 
Odontarrhena. The more elaborate and larger petals are associated with 
the fewer-flowered and mialler infloresoonces. The petals of the species 
of Sect • Odontaitena are basically of the simple obovate shape with 
abruptly attenuate claws, with only rare exceptions (i.e. A. gehamense 
whose ptal claws ai'e gradually attenuate). The large petals of Aurinia 
satilis, however, are associated with a large panioulate infloreaceno., 
but thoui these petals are bifid, their claws are gradually attenuate 
the awe applies to the petals cf 4. rupestri s, whose inflorescence is 
a simple racie. 
A petal character which is of considerable taxonomic importance, but 
has/ 
has long been ignoz'eci, is the esence of LLfl ind.umentum. This feature is 
constant for any given species and can be used with certainty to distinguish 
tam; for eznple, in Sect. Alyssum the petLis of A. aioid.s. A.ori-
eileri, A. therfleri and A. taygetem , are al&.ya glabrous or if sparsely 
pubescent, the hi's 000ur only an the limbs, but the petals of A. oa•epit-
osumare always densely pubwcent c&.y un the claws. In the absence of any 
significant petal shape differsno.z for most species of Sect • c)itontarrh.na 
(though sisal differences can be used), the presence or absence of 
i3j.m&entin is a convenient character (of. couplets 19a and 19b, p.251&252 in 
the key to Subsect. Oontamtezmi. 
Appendages at the baes of petals are diagnostic for two species in 
Sect • Od.ontarrhena Sibsect • Samaxifera,  namely A. lesbiacm and A. pinifolius 
(tie. 13 9 a); however, ta*Vh, and appendages oear sporadically on the 




Though the size of the stamens and the configurations of their 
wings and appendages are consistent (within the established range 
of variability) for any given taxon (a question of debate, e.g. 
Baumgartner, 1907; Nyr1y, 1927) and are valuable aids for 
identification if fruit is lacking, these characters have been 
omitted for the most part from the following keys because of the 
difficulty of observation and the necessity of floral dissection. In 
only one case A. pateri are the infra—specific taxa distinguished 
on staminal characters. The wings of the long stamens of subspe 
pateri are narrow with few apical teeth, while those of subep. 
prostratum are wider with many apical teeth. 
From among all the sections of Alyssum, only one - namely Sect. 
Psilonema - is characterized by wingless, unappeudaged and edentate 
filaments (Fig. 1B 9 h). Both Nyriy (1927) and Payson (1921 - for 
Lespuerella) maintain that staminal apendages, wings and toothing 
are "primitive" expressions. If this in fact Is true - a question 
which the present author is not prepared to settle at the present 
time - the lack of these structures on the stamens of the species of 
Sect. Psilonema probably represents a reduction trend towards 
simplification. It must be pointed out, however, the presence of 
staminal appendages and teeth in Alyssum, though possibly "primitive" 
and ancestral expressions in that genus, certainly must be regarded 
as specializations in the Angioapermae as a whole. Also, within 
the Cruciferae, if one accepts Zohary's (1947) conclusions, based 
primarily on evolutionary trends in fruit development, that the 
Sisyinbrieae / 
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aie,inbrieae is the moat "primitive" tribe in the family, it follows 
that staminal appendages and teeth are specializations. The genera 
in the Ste" 
 brjeae never have etaxzinal appendages or teeth, Neither 
do the Papaveraceas which are thought to be ancestral to the 
Cructfera.. Most genera in the Alysseas do have staminal 
appendages or teeth, with the exception of Lobularip. The lack of 
these structure. for Lobularia could be interpreted in the same 
manner as the, lack of them for the component, of Alyssum Seat. 
Pailonema, i.e. a trend towards simplification. 
It was found that even the stamen. of Ptilotriphum caneecen. 
(the type species of Ptflotrichum) were basally toothed, thereby 
abolishing one of the supposedly diagnostic characters of edentate 
stamens of that genus, and permitting this taxon and other to be 
established as components of Sect. Alyssum. Ph. stamens (both long 
and short) of Aurinia are also basally toothed (cf. GUnthart, 1902* 
Table 5 as Alyssum saxatile and NyL(raty, 1927* Table 7 9 fig. 104 - 
Au. pe tree a, as Alis um micro cerpum) • Likewise all stamens (part-
icularly the short filaments) of the species of Alyssum Sect. 
Tetradenia (e.g. A. .pinosum and A cochleatum) have small basal 
teeth, or are dilated towards their bases or are furnished with 
rudimentary teeth. 
The basic diversity of the winga of the long filaments is 
illustrated in Fig. lB (h—r) that of the short filament appendages 
in the same figure (3-7). These are the main type of configurations 
found in the species considered in the following study. The long 
filaments may be unilaterally winged (characteristic of all 
species / 
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species in Sect. Meniocus; as Fig. 1B, i), or bilaterally winged 
(as Fig. 1B 9 k, 1, in, n g p & q), a condition which is characteristic 
of all the other sections of Alyssum (excluding Sect. Psilonema). 
The unilateral wings may be unidentate at their apices (a. Fig. L13, 
i) or occasionally dentate. The bilateral wings may also be 
dentate (one or both wings) as illustrated in Fig. 1B 9 k, 1, mg n 
o, p & q), and may be of unequal widths (as Fig. IB 9 1). 
Within Sect. Alyssum, a number of annual species have long 
filament wings which are gradually narrowed towards their apices 
and dilated towards their bases, i.e. A. hirsutum (Fig. IB I k), 
Many perennial species of Sect. Alyssum and all species of Sect. 
Gamosepalum possess this type of long filament. The only fused 
filaments occurring within the genus are found for the components 
of Series 0 ama sep alum in Sect. Gamosep alum. Their gradually narr-
owing long filaments are fused along their wing margins; the 
amount of fusion being diagnostic for some of the taxa, i.e. the 
long filaments of A. tetrastemon cohere for their entire length, 
while those of A. lepiclote—stellatum, A. paphiagonicum and A. 
thymops are fused for only j or rarely more of their length. 
Another trend in the wing development of the long stamens is 
the length to which they extend on the filament, and the extent 
to which the wings are connate to the filament. The latter feature 
is of particular importance in re cogni sing species in Sect. 
Odontarrhena, and is x1sed in the key to Subsect. Qdoiitarrbena (cf. 
couplet / 
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couplet 31a, p.259 and couplet 31b, p261). The wide, bilateral and 
multidentate long stamen wings of A. filitorme (Fig. 1B, p), A. 
aingarenee and A. anatolicum are connate to the filaments for less 
than their length, while the unilateral, narrw and usually 
unidentate wings of the long stamens of A. toxtuoswn, A. longistylum, 
A. gebamense, eta* are connate for more than their length (often 
their entire length - as Fig. 1B, q). The long stamens of A. 
inifo1ium are rather unusual in the genus in having short deeply 
bifid or trifid appendages which are connate to the filament bases 
(Fig. lB, r). 
The appendages of the short stamens (so called because they 
are always shorter than the long stamens comprise the outer whorl) 
may be as long as the filaments (as Fig.1B, a & t) or shorter 
(as Pig. 1B, u q  v, w & x); they may be simply acute or variously 
dentate at their apices (as Fig. 1B, a, t, x, & y). If free, the 
short stamen appendages may be easily separated from the base of 
the filaments (as. Fig. ]B, t & u), or they may be connate for 
various lengths (as Fig. 1B 9 a, v, wq x & y). The constancy of the 
configuration of the short stamen appendages for any given species 
is well illustrated by 0ntbart (1902) who provides figures on 
the short stamens of A. montanum with appendages which are all 
lanceolate or ovate, 1-3—dentate at their apices and connate at the 
filament bases. 
The filaments of both stamen types are usually more or less 
erect at the time of anthesia; however, some species (especially 
those / 
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those in Sect. Odontarrhena which have unequally inflated fruits 
that are S-shaped in cross-section) have filaments which are bent 
and incurved over the pistil (cf. key to Subsect. Odontarrhena, 
couplet 12a, p.249 - 	borzaeanw). After antheaia, the unwinged 
part of the filaments (terminated by the anthers) move to an erect 
position. This feature Is noticeable for A. barzaeanum, A. sibirioum, 
A. corymboaoid.es , etc. and is illustrated by Nyrdy (1927* Table 7) 
for the former two species. He also indicates invurved filaments 
for A. obtusifolium, but no specimens of this taxon, which the 
present author has examined, have the incurved type of stamen. 
There appears to be no difference between the anthem of the 
short and long stamens. As a general rule the anthem are obtuse; 
however, some species have acute anthem. Upon closer examination, 
this acuteness is attributable to a prolongation of the connective 
between the anther sacs. This is a very rare feature in the genus, 
but is known for A. discolor (Sect. Odontarrhena), and A. tetrastemon 
and A. co mi ngii (Sect. Gamo asp ali). 
(a) Nectaries 
These floral structures which subtend the short stamens (one 
on each side) pia' but a small role in the taxonomy of Alyssum; 
however, several distinct forms need to be pointed out. As 
illustrated by Nyrddy (1927* Table 7 9 fig. 106), the nectaries 
of A. alyssoides (Sect. Psilonema) are aubulate and erect, meas-
uring up to 1 um. long4 They are particularly notable by being 
appressed / 
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appressed to the valve surfaces when the fruit is mature. This type 
of nectary, which is very, rare in Alyssum, has occasionally been 
confused and interpreted 58 free short stamen appendages. The 
nectaries of the other taxa in Sect. Psilonema are all inconspicuous 
and reduced. The only other species in the genus which has erect 
and subulate nectaries (frequently basally dilated) Is A. deertorum 
in Sect. Alyssum. Because of the similarity of the nectaries of 
this species to those of A. alyssoidee, some botanists (cf. Nyrdy, 
1927) have treated A. desertoruin as a component of Sect. Psilonema; 
however, the presence of bifid and basally connate appendages on 
the short stamens (Fig. 1B 9 x) and the often toothed or abruptly 
constricted wings of the long stamens clearly indicate that A. 
desertorum should be referred to Sect. Alyssum. The erect and 
subulate nectaries of this species aid in distinguishing it from 
its close ally, A. turkestanipum, which has very reduced and globose 
nectaries. The nectaries of all other species of the genus are more 
or less inconspicuous and are either short and peg—like or globose. 
The components of Sect. Gamosepalum are characterized (as well as 
some allied species in Sect. Alyssum, such as A. aizoides, A. 
bornmuelleri, A. caepi'tosuin, etc.) by having large and frequently 
noticeably lobed nectaries. These are the only species in the genus 
with distinctly lobed nectaries. 
Fahn (1953) in his paper on the topography and phylogeny of 
nectaries claims that those of Alyssum are placed n the receptable 
between the sepsis and the stamens. The present author, however, 
finds that the nectaries of Alyssum are always located immediately 
at / 
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at the base and to each side of the short stamens, not in a definite 
zone between the perianth and the stamens. 
(e) Fruits and Styles 
Certainly the most useful and easily observed characters for 
identifying taxa are those provided by the fruits and atyle8. The 
major fruit shapes, apex shapes, types of symmetry and style types 
encountered for the species of Alyssum considered in this study are 
illustrated in Figure 2. The fruit characters may be divided into 3 
main categories: 1) size and shape, 2) symmetry which is related 
to the amount and type of valve inflation, and 3) the type and density 
of the indumeritum. 
Auninia uechtnitziana is the only Turkish representative of 
that genus having globose and turgid fruits with equall inflated 
valves. The fruit valves of Au. rupestris and Au. saxatilis are 
compressed or occasionally symmetrically inflated at their centres. 
This type of centrally inflated fruit with a raised central portion 
and wide compressed margins is characteristic also of a few species 
in Sect. Psiloneina and Sect. Alyssum; for example, A. alyssoides 
and A. desertorum (Fig. 2, b). The turgid and globose types of 
fruit with equally inflated valves, such as that of Auninia 
uechtritziana, is very rare in Alyssum and is known only, among the 
species considered here, for A. foliosum, an annual in's ect. Alyssum. 
Uniformly compressed fruits (their valves not being inflated 
to any marked degree) are characteristic of all species in Sect. 
Meniocus (Fig. 2 9 a), the species in Sect. Odontarrhena Subsect. 
Compressa / 
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Compressa (Fig. 2, n, rn & o) and Subsect. Samarifera (Fig. 2 9 p). 
That the fruits of the last two natural groups may often be undulate 
and appear asymmetrical in side view (i.e. A. caricum, Fig. 6 9 3; 
A. dubertretii, Fig. 79 4) does not influence the basic fact that 
the valves of these fruits are uniformly compressed. 
The types of valve inflation, controlling the symmetry of the 
fruits, which are commonest in Alyssum are: 1) both valves eual1y 
inflated so that the side and transverse views of the fruits are 
symmetrical (as Fig. 2 9 C, d & e), and 2) the valves unequally 
inflated so that the aide and transverse views of the fruits are 
asymmetrical (as Fig. 2 9 f, g, b, I & 1). When both valves are 
equally inflated - at least at their bases - the cross-section of the 
fruits may be transvers4y elliptic, as in the case of A. Inflatum, 
A. aurantiacuni, A. xaritbocarpum, etc. or orbicular, as for A. 
haussknechtii (Fig. 2 9 k). The types and degrees of asymmetrical 
inflation are diagnostic for any given taxon; for example, the 
valves of the fruits of A.umbellatum are extremely unequally inflated, 
one being concave, the other convex, but the valves of a related 
species, A. contemptum, though inflated unequally, are both convex 
(as Fig. 2, f for A. hirsutum). A. spinosum, A. cochleatum and 
A, lapeyrousianum, the components of Alyssum Sect. Tetradenia, have 
inflated fruit3 similar to those of A. pseudo-mouradicum in Sect. 
Alyssum (Fig. 2 9 h), with a concave and convex valve. The fruits 
of Sect. Tetradenia, however, are always glabrous and boat-shaped; 
they / 
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they are also oriented in a different plane to that of the pedicels, 
which causes the inflorescence to be candelabriform. The fruits of 
all other species of Alyssum are never conspicuously boat—shaped and 
are always oriented in the same direction as the pedicels. A group 
of species in Subsect. Odontarrhena, including A. borzaeanum, A. 
Bibiricum, A. euboeum, A. caliaerae and A. coryxnbosoides can be 
recognized by their fruits being S—shaped in cross—section (Fig. 2 9 1). 
In these species, the asymmetrical fruit configuration applies not 
only to the unequal valve inflation, but also to the distorted S—shaped 
replum. The repla of most other species of Alyssum are straight, even 
when the valves are extremely unequally inflated (as Fig. 2, 1 & j). 
The size and shape of fruits and their apex shapes are diagnostic 
for taxa and can be used conveniently to separate groups of species 
or allied species. For example, the fruits of A. murale (Fig. 2 9 m) 
are usually orbicular or elliptic—rotund with obtuse or truncate 
apices, while those of the allied A. cassium are distinctly obcordate 
(heart—shaped) and deeply emargiriate (Fig. 2, n). The fruits of A. 
azowitsianum and A. marginatu, though of the same basic shape, 
have different types of apices; the former species has obtuse or 
truncate fruits (Fig. 2, g)  and those of the latter are always 
emarginate (as Fig. 2, b & h). Likewise, the distinction of A. 
erosulum from A. pulvinare is facilitated by the former having broadly 
elliptic or ovate and retuse fruits, the latter more or lees orbioular, 
merely emarginate and smaller fruits. A group of species in Sect. 
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Odontarrhena Subsect. Odontarrhena, including A. filiforme (Fig. 2 1 j), 
A. anatolicum and A. singarense have fruits which are oblong and 
narrowly elliptic, and though their valves are unequally inflated, 
the basal cross-section of these fruits is distinctly rectangular or 
quadrangular. A. haussknechtii (Fig. 2 9 k) has unique conical fruits 
whose valves are equally inflated and eacate at their bases the 
cross—section being orbicular. This type of fruit with saccate and 
equally inflated valves is known for only one other species in the 
genus, namely A. fedtschenkoanum Busch. 
Occasionally the consistency of the valves has been used in the 
keys. A group of species in Sect. Odontarrberia Subsect. Odontarrhena, 
including A. coricum (Fig. 2 0 i), A. masmenaeum, A. syriacum, A. 
d iscolor. A. troodi and A. chondrogynuin have thick, leathery and 
frequently glaucous and rugose fruit valves. This condition is 
contrasted with the much thinner and delicate valves of such species 
as A. davisianum, A. sinolikanurn and A. oxycarim. Aurinia ruprestris 
may be distinguished from the other Anatolian representatives of the 
genus by having thick leathery valves which are always provided with 
raised marginal (especially towards the apex of the fruit) papillae. 
This type of marginal papillae is known in Alysaum only on the 
fruits of A. homolocarpum in ect. Psilonema and A. euboeum in Sect. 
Odontairhena. Very few species of Alyssum, have etipitate fruits 
(or what Payson, 1921 calls a gynophore). A. discolor (Fig. 8) and 
A. baussknecktil (Fig. 2 9 k) in Sect. Odontarrhena are notable in 
having / 
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having their fruits raised above the receptacle by a prominent stipe 
similar to that found in all taxa in Alyssoides. All the tam 
comprising Alyssum Sect. Tetradenia also have shortly stipitate fruits, 
The presence of a distinct crenulate wing on the fruits is 
diagnostic for all species in the compressed—fruited gToup of Sect. 
Odontarrhena Subsect. Compreasa which the author has describei as 
Series Crenulata. This natural group is typified by A. crenulaturn 
(Fig. 2 9 o), the species which has the best developed fruit wing. 
All fruits in the genus are dehiscent with the exception of 9 species 
which comprise the natural group, Subsect. Samarifera in Sect. 
Odontarrhena. These taxa can always be recogni Ad by having the 
largest fruits iu the genus which are compressed and flat (however, 
often undulate), indehisceni and pendulous on brittle, deflexed 
pedicels. 
The presence or absence of indumontum and the type of indumentum 
on the fruits are stable characters for most tam within the genus; 
however, a few normally glabrous—fruited species in Sect. Odontarrbena 
(i.e. A. amolikanum and A. heldreichii) sporadically produce fruits 
which are sparsely pubescent. This ind.umentum is especially 
noticeable on the immature fruits and is deciduous by the time the 
fruits are mature. One pubescent—fruited variant of a normally 
glabrous fruited species which forms recognizable and distinct pop-
ulations has been described by the author as A. desertorum var* 
himalayensis and is distinguished from the typical variety by consi-
stently / 
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consistently having a marginal row of stellate hairs. The very 
asymmetrically inflated fruits of A. pseudo —mouradi cum are glabrous, 
at least on the valve surfaces; however, these fruits are always 
furnished with a sparse marginal row of hairs. The type of indumentum 
present In the fruit Is usually consistent with th over—all hair 
type, with some notable exceptions. A. stylare, A. b1ephrocarpum, 
A. huetii and A. heterotrichum in Sect. Meniocus all have stiff 
simple setae as well as apparently granular and minute paplllae. 
This type of fruit indumentum permits easy distinction of these 
species from the related A. linifolium, A.  rneniocoidea and As aureum, 
whose fruits are always glabrous. Though the fruits of A. alyssoides, 
A. damasecenuri and A. dasycartwn in Sect. Psilonema are always 
pubescent, the Indumentum on the fruits (and styles) of the latter 
species is dimorphic and strigose. The dimorphic type of fruit 
tMumentum is relatively rare in the genus and in addition to A. 
d.asycarpum, it is possessed by 7 other taxa In Sect. Alyssum,  namely 
A. macropodum var. heterotrichum, A. strigosum, A. xanthocarpum, 
A. hirsutuni, A. bulbotrichum. A. trichocarpurn n' A. cehalotep. 
Only one species in the genus is known to have a fruit indumentum 
entirely composed of papillae; that being A. chondrojyrrum from 
Cyprus. The significance of this type of trichome is discussed more 
fully under the heading of indwnentum. 
The length and width of the styles is frequently of value in 
distinguishing / 
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distinguishing taxa; for example in Sect. leniocus, the styles of 
A. at1are and At b1epharocarum are always slender (filiforin) and 
1.5-2.5 mis. long, while those of A. huetit and A. heterotriclium are 
stouter (in diameter) and only 0.5-1 mm. long. Likewise, the 
separation of A. linifol.iuin from A. menocoirez and A. aureun is 
facilitated by the first species having very short styles; the last 
two species can in turn be separated from each other by having styles 
of different lengths. 
A comparison of the basal diameter of the styles with their 
apical diameter is also significant. Many species are characterized 
by having dilated styles, that Ia, they are 2-4 times wider in 
diameter at their bases than their apices; for example, A. dasycarpum 
(Fig. 2 1 c) and A. haussknecktii (Fig. 2 9 k). 
The absence or reence of an indumentum on the styles (as well 
as on the fruits) can be used to 0-i2tinguieh taxa, as it can be 
easily seen macroscopically and is apparently stable for any given 
taxon. The styles and fruits of A. .l7owitsianurn are always pubescent, 
and though the fruits of the allied A. marginatum are also pubescent, 
its styles are always glabrous. The type of indumentum on the styles 
is also a constant feature of many species. A. bulbotrlchwn and A. 
trlchocarpum have a style indumentum of appreaaed and minute stellate 
hairs though their fruits are densely covered with a dimorphic 
induinentum, but the styles of the related A. cephalotes are densely 




Some tata are characterized by having rostrate styles, i.e. the 
upper parts of the style is bent over in a hooked fashion. This 
condition is diagnostic, among other species, for A. fulyescens and 
&. rostrtum. The stigmas terminating the styles are of a stable 
expression for all Aljrsurn species, and have no taxonomic significance. 
The stigma is "ore or less globose and wider in diameter than the 
immediately subtending part of the style (see Fig. 5 9 ). 
(f) Seeds 
Auri.nis saxatilis and Au. rupetris have widely winged and 
compressed seeds which are nearly orbicular, and those of Au. saxati1i 
subsp. megalocarpa measure up to 10 mm. long and wide (including the 
wing). The seeds of u. uecbtritziana are wingless and are not as 
compressed and flattened of those of the other Turkish representatives 
of the genus. The seeds of this taxon are transversely elliptic in 
cross—section, but the other Turkish species of Aurinia are flat in 
cross—section. 
The seeds of Alyssum are usually longer than broad (elliptic 
or rotund) and are pendulous on filiform fund des from near the top 
of the repluin in all sections, except Sect. Yeniocus which has 
distinctly lateral 1centation. The seeds of the compressed—fruited 
tai-a in Sect. Odontarrhena Subseot. Comnpressa and Subsect. Samarifera 
are always considerably more compressed, flattened and larger than 
the seeds from the inflated fruits (symmetrical or asymmetrical) of 
most / 
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most of the other sections. The largest seeds in the genus occur in 
A. muiale, measuring up to 4 mm. wide (including the prnuirient wing). 
The smallest seeds in the genus occur in Sect. Keniocus. It is 
noteworthy that the smallest seeds in the genus are found in the 
section which has the largest number of ovules (4-8 in each fruit 
locule, and that the largest seeds are found in a group (Sect. 
Ociontarrhena Subseot. Compressa) which diagnostically has only one 
ovule in each fruit locule. Seed size has not been used in the keys 
because of the difficulty of assessing the maturity of the seeds on 
dried material. 
Not only is the presence or absence of . wing on the seeds of 
diagnostic value (cf. couplet 5 in key to Sect. Men oc]),  but the 
width of the wings (when present) is also a stable character for any 
given species. For example, A. handelii has seed wings measuring 
0.5-1 mm. wide, while those of th3 allied A. praecox and A. 
rgyrophyl1um measure 0.1-0.3 mm. 
Though the number of ovules present in the fruit locules is 
diagnostic for the sections (see Key to sections), frequently the 
number of viable seeds which develop does not correspond with the 
number of ovules present. Many species in Sect. Odontarrhena 
uhsect. Cornpresa though having two ovules in each fruit, develop 
only one seed. This situatin is also suite c.mmon among the species 
of Sect. Alyssum which have asymmetrically inflated fruits. For 
example, within the extremely convex locule of A. pseudo-mouradicum 
(Fig. 2 9 h) two viable seeds are formed; however, the two ovules 
in/ 
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in the concave locul, usually abort and never develop. Very few 
examples are known where the number of ovules in the fruit locules 
in inconsistent with the sectional descriptions and diagnoses. 
A. akamasic-um in Sect. Odontarrhenn Subsect. C.ornpre2za rarely 
produces fruits which have two ovules in each locule (both from the 
same placenta); of 40 fruits exsined from specimens of the type 
gathering of this species, only 4 contained an unexpected number of 
ovules. In any case, only one of these ovules present 8evelopes into 
a viable seed. The reasons for this "proliferation" of ovule number 
is not known; however, it is possibly a result of an abnormal 
division of a single placenta into two. 
k rietailed study of mucilage production is summarized in 
Section VIII, part 2. 
(3.) Idneritt 
The hairs comprising the indum.ntum on all parts of the plants of 
Alyssum are stellate, except for the fruit inthunezlttm3 of 4 species in 
Sect • Meniocus 'which have simple stiff setas and often granular papilla. 
(smaller but similar morphologically to the papillae on the fruits of 
A. chond.rorium in Sect • Odontarrhena: Pig. la, a). The grades of 
specialization frcm2 the simple papillae and stiff meta* (Pig. lA, a 
and b) through hairs with few and unbranched rays (Fig. 1A, o), branched-
rayed (Pig. 1A, d, e, and f), many-rayed ]'airs (Fig. 1A, j)  to the 
lepidote scales (FIG. 1A, Ic and i) are well illustrated from many species 
of Alyssum and are presented in Figure iA. 
The papillae on the fruits of some species of Sect. Merioou.s are 
clearly a loss specialized type of triohome than the stellate or 
lepidote hairs present on the other species of Alyssum; however, It 
must be rarked that the dense papillae on the fruits of A. ohoidro'nua 
(Sect • Odontarrhena), though similar to those found. in Sect • Ieniocus, 
are a condition derived from the lepidote scale. This is known becaus. 
the immature fruits and styles of A. chondrogynwn occasionally bear early 
deciduous lepictote scales terminating the papilla.. 
Two trends of evolution are displayed in the development of the 
inthmiontum of A1yasn (Payson, 1921 - for Imaquerella) z 1) the increase 
in the number of rays (Fig. lA, j) and the branching of rays (Pig IA, 
f and Ic) in conjunction with the centripetal ooneresoeaee of these rays 
to form sublepidote hairs (Fig. lA, Ic) and ultimately lepidote scales 
(Fig. lÀ, 1 and zi); 2) the development of two types of hairs 'èich 
intermixed / 
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inter-mixed produce a dimorphic or hetarmorphio indiznentum (Fig, IA, 
h and i). The dimorphic induzuenium is composed of merely et.11ate hairs 
with appressed (as Fig. IA, i) or divergent (Fig. 1A, h) rays situated 
around the furcate or simple single rayed tuberculate hairs which are 
always erect (Fig. LA, g, h and i) or if present on pedloels are often 
horizontal (Fir. 2 0 r). It may be hypothesised that the furoats or 
simple tuberculate hairs such as occur on the fruits and pediosla of 
A, hirautum, A, strigosum , A. zant'hooarpuin, A. bulbotriohun, A. 
tricbocarum and A. ephaloto.; evolved from a simpler stellate hair on 
which the basal stalk elongated and thickened (similar to Nyi1y's 
abnormally developed, hairs from A. murals, - of. discussion of 
Moz'pologioal Abnormalities) to form tuberculea. On these hairs from 
among the few rays present, 2 (rarely more) have beQczae more elongated 
than the others. Intermediate conditions between the strictly fuioats 
and stellate hair may often be seen on the 	of A. str gosum 
(Fig. LA, g), where fore.hQr'tene& basal rays are present beneath the 
furoate hairs. Ocoasionally very short and reduced rays have been 
observed on the tubercule of the simple single—rayed hair of A. h 1.rsutua 
(Fig. lA, i). 
The types of hairs and disposition of induxnentum (i.ee conoolorous 
or bioolored) are of diagnostic value for species and of synthetic 
value for groups of species. An empl* of the latter case is found 
amoung the annuals of Set. Aljssp, including A. strigo., A. hiroutum, 
etc. which alys have a dimorphic fruit indaentum composed of simple 
stellate hairs and furoate or simple tuberculate hairs. Likewise, among 
the perennials of Sect. Alyssum. including A. mouradioum (Fig. 3k, m), 
A. praeoox / 
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A. praecox, etc. the induinentuni is composed of always many-rayed 
aublepidote or lepidote scales. The similar types arid/or dispositions 
which characterize these groups in Sect. Alyasun could permit an 
interpretation, in conjunction with correlation of other character 
expressions, that species in these respective groups constitute natural 
species eomplsxes which have had a ocomon ancestor, i.e. are monophyletic. 
There is a tendancy for the many-rayed hairs and lepidote seal.s 
to have a Copious accumulation of lime (particularly Sect. Od.cntarrheca - 
of. yr4dy: 1926-1929) which ouses the zverall irithsnentm to be 
silvery or wMtta, rhereas the rays of the simpler and less specialized 
typea of trithotes are more often trais1uent with only a minor 
accumulation of lime. The development of a lie-ivy lime coating is 
particularly noticeable on the lopidoto scales diagrotic for Series 
Libra of Sect. moeialum. The accumulation of lime and the increased 
nurber of rays combined with ultimate fusion to form lepidote scalps 
appears most frequently on those species whioh inhabit and habitats. 
The specializations of the trichomes appear to impart to the plant an 
advantage for survival in othorrise unfavourable habitats by reducing 
the amount of water loss by transpiration. 
The centres of the stellate hair or lepidote seals are often 
*notate. This piitctation is caused by the enlargened apex of the 
central axis (or stalk) of the hair fro.-n which the radii radiate. Its 
presence or absence is diagnostic for a number of species in Sect. 
Mer4ocus, Sect • Psil onaa and Sect, Od.ontarrhsna, but it is always 
present for those species of Alyssum which have lepidote scales. The 
supporting stalk of the stellate triohome is in some taxa elongated 
(o./ 
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(c. 0.5 mm. long), as in A. epons subsj. trichostacyum (Sect. Alyat) 
or some speciea of Sect. Gataoa1um (e.* a. lyonicu); In 
other species the stalk is very reduced and the Lr ajeniesi1.. 
It is seen frcia tho table under the category of Rabita, that the 
specialized bicolored disposition of indument= and the advanced rse of 
mazy-rayed, branched hairs and lepid.oie scales occur correlated with 
SC1!15 other 9peC1511Z4X 8Xpre35jQfl$ in the perenri..1s of Sect. J.1yesu, 
Seat. Onmosepalurn and Sect • Odontarrhena. 
The hairn ithioh make up the wLitish or silver in3.umentum of the 
LLrkizth peciei Of tutin1a are generally smaller and more slend.i-ray.d 
than those v±.ici are present on most species of 1ysui. Zua prominently 
lepid.ote hairs of Au. rupre43tris are Unique for the TurlLirih representatives 
of the genus, though the earlier generic name (L,pi..otichum) of 
Au. icbtritziarY3 would imply that it also posessed lepie hairs. 
The hairs of Au. uechtritzianp and Au. sati..is are of a similar 	a, 
with few and bmnchr i-_'_'ys which occsona:!.ly appear &ublopidots 
macroscopically. 
The inS. niuni (oi' absew of it) on the cotyl.don and hy-pootyl 
of a few tam of Alyssum and Aurinia grovn in cultivation is diagnostic 
and can be used to advantage for recognition of seedlings. Me following 
table strrizas the data of the speo1e3 which have been eamia.d in this 
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4. Figure lL  
Fig. lÀ: Hair types. 
Fig. lBs Petal and Filament types. 
Fig. 2 z Silicule, Pedicel and Style 
types. 
Fig. 3 : Floral Diagram, lateral and 
side views of a representative 
flower. 
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FIGURE lÀ: HAIR TI±8. 
A. ohond.rogymmi (Davis 3083),  simple papillae on silioule surface, 
X 200. 
A. huetii (Dt4ley D. 35230) 9 simple seta• on silicuJe margin, 
X 200. 
(o) A. stapfii (Davis 28694) 9 stellate hair with few and unbranoh.4 
rays on siliou]e surface, X 50. 
A. zanthoosriurn (Davie 19411) 9 stellate hair with few and branched 
rays on lower surface of a leaf, X 50. 
A. pseudo-fnouradicizn (Davis 38893)9 stellate hair with few, 
branched and + unequal rays on upper aurfaoe of a sterile shoot 
leaf, X 50. 
A. eriophy1lum (iuseIcneoht) stellate hair with long, ainuate, 
a.rioeous and branched rays from a leaf of sterile shoot, X 50. 
A. sjrjgosizn subap. strigoawn (Dudley D. 34638), bifurcate and 
stalked stellate hairs with unequal rays on the stein, X 50. 
A. strigosum eubep. strigoswn (DucUey, 1). 34638), bifurcate and 
stalked hair with accompanying divergent—rayed stellate hair on 
silicule, X 50. 
A. hirsutum var. hirauttmi (Prescott), simple tuberculate hair 
and acoompanying stellate hair on ailicule, X 50. 
A. ooraioum (Dudley, D. 3283) 9 many—rayed stellate hair from 
lower surface of a sterile shoot leaf, X 50. 
A. atribrnyi (Dudley D. 34558), eublepidote etsflat• hair on lower 
surface of a oau]ins leaf, X 50. 
(i) A. aizoidee (Davis 20328), lepid.ote scale with long peripheral 
rays / 
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rays on upper surface of a basal oau].ins leaf, X 50. 
() A. mouradici (Balls 186), lepidote scale with short peripheral 
rays from lower surface of a basal caulin. leaf, X 50. 
(n) A. ezowitaiauum (Th.dAey D. 35210a), appreas.d etellate hair on 











PIOURE 13* PETAL AND FILAMT TYPES . 
a-g, petals 
h-r, long filaments 
a-y, short filaments 
A. desertorum war. desertorum (Davis 27622) 9, obovate, retuse, 
gradually attenuate petal, X 20. 
A. daaycar*mi war. daayoarpam (Davis 29378), obovats, ± retuse, 
abruptly attenuate to bass, X 20. 
A. pinifo1i.un (Kirk), obovate, entire, abruptly attenuate petal 
with basal appendages, X 20. 
A. minutum (Davis 18940) 0, enarginate petal with narrow limb and 
widely dilated claw margins, X 20. 
A. stapfij (Davis 28694) 9 spathulata, blobed petal constricted 
at middle with widely dilated and entire claw margins, X 20. 
(r) A. lepidotum (Davis 18391a), spathulate, retuse petal constricted 
at middle with widely dilated and dentioulate claw margins, X 20. 
A. Pseudo-moumdioum (Davis 38893), spathulate, truncate to retuse 
petal constricted at middle with widely dilated and pointed claw 
margins, X 20. 
A. d.asyoarpm var. dasycarpum (Davis 29378), unappendaged and 
edentate long filament, X 20. 
A. huetil LThiclley, B. 35230), unilaterally winged and unidentate 
long filament, X 20. 
A. minutum (Davis 18940), bilaterally winged and unidsntate long 
filament, X 20. 
(Ic) A. xanthooazpim (Davis 19141), two long bilaterally winged and 
gradually dilated to the base long filaments, one edentate, the 
other / 
other unidentate at apex of wing, X 20. 
(i) A. lepi4otum (Davis 18391a), bilaterally winged long filament which 
is dentate on one wing, X 20. 
A. aizoides (Davis 20328), bilaterally winged long filament, dilated 
at the base and abruptly constricted towards the apex, X 20. 
A. striotian (Sintenis 5614), bilaterally winged and arbor.ously 
dentate long filament, X 20. 
A. repens eubap. triohostacyuzn var. triohostaoiyum (Davis 30295), 
bilaterally winged long filaments which is multidentate at the 
apex, X 20. 
A. filifozue (Davis 29072), long filament With multidentate 
appendage oonnate o, fr its length, X 20. 
A. 4osnanum (Mme1381), long filament with multid.ntate 
appendage connate for more than fr its length, X 20. 
A. pinifo1i (Kirk), long filament with 2-3—fid, broad basally 
connate appendage, X 20. 
A. huetil (Duduley. D. 35230)9, two short filaments with basally 
connate appendages, one acute, the other bifid, X 20. 
A. atribrnyi (DwJlsy, D. 34558), short filament with free, broad 
and multidentate appendage, X 20. 
A. pseudo-mouradiouin (Davis 38893), short filament with free, basal 
and anall appendage, X 20. 
A. oorningii (Siehe 241), short filament with small basally connate 
appendage, X 20. 
A. mimitum (Davis 18940), short filament with a unilateral tooth oe 
at the middle, X 20. 
A. deeertoxwn / 
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A. desertorm var. desert on (Davis 2(622)9  short filament with 
oonnate bifii appendage, X 20. 
A. strigoem subap. strigosum (il.y D. 31638), short filament 
with oonnate bifid appendage, X 20. 
I c 7 
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FIGURE 2: SIUCULE, PEDICEL AND STYLE ffPJ. 
(In order to concentrate more thoroughly on the different silicule uhap.s 
and configurations, the indnenti.un which normally is present on the 
silioulas of numbers, a, c, d., e, f, gs j, k, 1, m, n and o has been  
omitted). 
A. huetii (Ptth.]ey, D. 35230)9 elliptic, obtuse, valves equally 
compressed, placentation distinctly lateral, p.dioel spreading X 8. 
A. deiertorn var. d.esertorum (Davis 27622), orbicular, emarginat., 
valves equally inflated at centre, widely marginate, placentation 
from near the top, X 8. 
(a) A. dasyoari*ni var. dasycari*n (Davis 29278), rotund, truncate, 
valves equally inflated, pedio.ls ascending, style dilated at 
base, X 8. 
(ci) A. xanthooarpim (Davis 19411), ovate, attenuate to apex, valves 
equally inflated, X Be 
A. aurantiaczn (Davis 16192) 9 rotund, trunoate or smarginate l  
valves equally inflated, X 8. 
A. hirsutum var. hirsutum (Prescott ), broadly ovate, obtuse, 
valves ± equally inflated, pedicels horizontal with strigos. 
inthznentum, X 8. 
A. .zowituianum (Dudley . D. 35210a), broadly elliptic or rotund, 
truncate, valves unequally inflated, siliculi and p.dia.1 
imbriosted and appreased to the main ad.a (in the dry state), 
base of pedioel dilated, X Be 
A. pseudo-naouradio (Davis 38893) 9 oblong and broadly elliptic, 
omarginat., valves strongly unequally inflated, X 8. 
A. corsic= / 
(i) A • core jot.0 (Davis 13283), oborvate, obtuse, valves unequally 
inflated, X 8. 
() A. filiforme (Davin  31609) 9, oblong, narrowly elliptic, marginate, 
valves unequally inflated, cross—section quad.rqagular, X 8. 
(k) A. hauseknechtii (—Davis  20351), conical and acute, valves squally 
inflated and eacoate at base q cross—section orbicular, X 8. 
(1) A. sibiricum (Dudley D. 35860) 9 orbioular or oboordate, truncate 
or emarginate, valves strongly unequally inflated, oroes—asotion 
strongly S—e1aped, X 8. 
(in) A. murals subep* murale var. mural. (Dudley , D. 35551) 9  orbicular, 
undulate, valves equally ocmprsss.d, 1 8. 
(ri) A • cassiurn (Mme 1446), oboordat., marginate undulate, valves 
equally compressed, I 8. 
A, orerm1atin (Pina4), orbicular, emarginat., valves squally 
compressed with a wide orenulate margin, p.diosl slender and 
deflexed, X 8. 
A. f1oribundn (Dudley, D. 36151), broadly elliptic to obovate, 
i. undulate, valves equally compressed, p.dio.l slender, deflexed 















Fig. 3. Floral diagram, lateral and face views (without perianth) of 
the flower of A. fuJ.vescens var. fulvescens; A- sepal. 
B- petal. C- long filaments. D- nectaries. B- short 
filaments. F- silicules. 0- repluin. H- looule. I- ovule. 




Very little information is available about the pollinators or 
breeding systems of 4ssum and time has not allowed a first-hand 
analysis of these subjects. There are, however, two papers which deal 
directly with the floral biology and pollination mechanisms of A. 
montanuin, a perennial in Sect. Alyssum Gftnthart (1902) investigated 
the pollination mechanisms of Alysum wulfenianum (possibly A. ovirenee) 
and Aurinia saxatilis, as well as that of Alyssum montanum. Bergdolt's 
(1930) very difficult paper deals with questions of phylogenetic 
interpretation of the floral parts of Alyssum montanum and the role 
that some of them play in pollination. Gtlnthart claims that the taxa 
he investigated may be insect pollinated when their flowers are open 
during warm and bright weather, or may be automatically self-pollinated 
when the flowers are closed during dark and damp weather. He also 
maintains that the styles and stigmas of these species are always 
situated below the anthers at the beginning of anthesis, and that this 
feature facilitates self-pollination, in that the force of gravity 
causes the pollen to fall directly on to the receptive stigmas. Bergdolt 
accepts most of Gtlnthart's conclusions with a few exceptions, and 
indicates that the flowers of Alyssum montanum may be pollinated in 
several other special methods, additional to those detailed by (Inthart. 
Bergdolt rejects rather pointedly Glinthart's claim that the 
appendages and teeth on the filaments (forming what Gfinthart calls 
the "Insektrflssel", or insect channel) have a function in guiding an 
/ 
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insect's proboscis to the nectaries. 3ergdolt maintains, on the other 
hand, that these structures have no function in the process of poll-
ination, but merely represent vestiges of petaloid structures from 
which the filaments presumably evolved (sici). Whether this view is 
correct or not cannot be debated here, but the fact that all species in 
Sect. Psilonema have wingless unappendaged and toothless filaments, 
and that many perennial representatives in Sect • Alyssum and all species 
in Sect. Gamoaepaluw have a minimum development of long filament 
appendages and teeth - but yet are fully fertile in nature - seems to 
support the view that the appendages and teeth of filaments do not play 
an active role in the mechanical process of pollination. Bergdolt also 
contradicts 	thart's statement that at the beginning of anthesis the 
styles and stigmas are lower than the anthers; he claims that the 
styles and stigmas of A. montanum elongate equally and at the time of 
arithesis are more or less at an equal level. It is worth noting that 
the styles and stigmas from flowers of the representative annual and 
perennial species in Sect. Alyssum and Sect. Oamosepalum which the 
present author has dissected, are always exserted beyond the anthers at 
the time of anthesis, but that those of most of the annuals in Sect. 
Meniocus & Sect. Psilonema, and the perennials from Sect. Odontarrhena 
are either at the same level as the anthers, or very frequently are 
situated below them. This would appear to indicate that the taxa in 
Sect. AlZssum and Sect. Gamosepalum may be cross—pollinated, and that 
outbreeding is a general occurrence, as well as the possibility of 
being self—pollinated and inbred. It follows then, that Sect. 
Pailonetua / 
Pailonema, Seat. Menlo cue and Sect. Odontarrhena, as a general rule are 
self-fertile, self-pollinated and inbreeding. However, it must be 
understood that in the absence of any conclusive data on breeding patterns, 
the above statements are conjectural. 
Bateman (1955) indicates that 5 out of the 9 species of Alyspum 
which he investigated carefully were self-sterile, thereby implying that 
they are outbreeding, and that 4 were self-fertile, implying that they 
were inbreeding and self-compatible. It is most unfortunate that 
Bateman gives us no clue as to what species or sections of Alyssum he 
investigated, nor whether they are annuals or perennials; accordingly 
the value of his conclusions is considerably reduced, at least for a 
picture of the breeding systems in Alyssum. The only tentative 
conclusion that can be reached from Bateman's small sampling of the 
eenus is that both outbreeding and inbreeding are present In the genus, 
and that the balance of these two processes has been an advantage for 
the survival, perpetuation and evolution of the genus as a whole. The 
outbreeding species presumably provide a store of variation which is the 
source of new genotypes for adaption to new environments, and the 
inbreeding species axe significant for the survival of "pure" taxa or 
populations in a particular present set of environmental conditions. 
What is very important is the extrapolation that the larger flowers 
(presumably more attractive to pollinators) have a direct correlation 
with an Increasing amount of outbreeding and self-sterility. The 
flowers in Alyssum are found among the species of Sect. Alyssum and 
Sect. Gamosepalum; this being associated with the fact (see above) 
that / 
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that in these species the styles and stigmas are exeerted beyond the 
anthers at the time of anthesia. These facts, coupled with the 
observation that the nectaries (which have the sole function of 
pollinator attraction) in these groups are larger than in any other 
group of species in the genus, and are often lobed (as in Sect. 
Gamosepalum), would make it credible that Sect. Alyssum and Sect. 
Gamosepalum are pollinated by insects and have probably a long history 
of outbreeding. It is not known, however, if these groups are self-
incompatible as well, but the sparse data which Bateman provides 
appears to indicate that this is probably the case. 
On the other hand, the smallest flowered section in the genus, 
Sect. Odontarrhena (also highly specialized morphologically), has 
styles and stigmas which at anthesis are hardly ever exaerted beyond 
the anthers, and have considerably smaller and more reduced nectaries 
than those found in Sect. Alyssum and Sect. Oemosepalum. Further 
evidence for self-pollination and self-compatability within Sect. 
Odo nt arrhena is found in a particular  group of species (whose fruits 
are very asymmetrically inflated and are siginoid in cross-section), 
including k. borzaeanum, A. sibiricum, A. corymbosoid.es , etc. In these 
species, the upper free portion of the filaments terminated by the 
anthers is always incurved over the stigma or is often touching the 
stigma at anthesie. After anthesis and presumably after self-
pollination, the filaments straighten until they are in an erect 
position. Only after this process has been completed do the styles 
elongate, the stigmas being at the same level as or higher than the 
anthers / 
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anthers. Presuming that these species are inbreeding, an assumption 
supported by their floral morphology, it must, however, be pointed out 
that they may not always necessarily be self—fertilized, because as 
they do have functional neotariecj - though small - the possibility for 
cross—pollination exists, no matter bow limited. Section Odontarrhena 
appears, then, to show a strong correlation between the perennial habit 
and self—fertility and inbreeding; but the perennials in Sect. Alyssum 
and Sect. Gamogepalum ezibit a reverse trend in the breeding system by 
being strongly correlated with outbreeding and probably self—sterility. 
Bergdolt suggests that failing cross—pollination by insects, the 
flowers of A. montanum will automatically become self—pollinated by a 
movement of the stamens to a position which facilitates the easy transfer 
of pollen to the receptive stigmas of the same flower, or by the closing 
of the flowers at night. He claims that self—pollination in this species 
is the direct result of the lack of cross—pollination, and also that the 
flowers will automatically close if cross—pollination has not proceeded 
within a certain length of time (not given). This phenomenon implies 
complete self—compatibility. Geitonogamy (pollination with pollen from 
other flowers of the same plant), Bergdolt also maintains, can result 
by the elongation of the individual flower ped.icels, so that the flowers 
in the same or different inflorescences come into contact, and the 
pollen from these adjacent flowers falls indea criminate ly on the 
receptive stigmas of the also elongating stiles. The action of rain-
drops, he thinks, may also bring about self—pollination, by the water 
washing the pollen from the anthers to the stigmas in the same flower; 
geitonogaviy / 
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geitoriogazny may occur by the same method. It is not known how wides-
pread these various mechanisms are in Alyssum, but it certainly appears 
that in the absence of insects which would bring about cross-pollination, 
many species will be self-pol1ited (and self-compatible) by their 
intrinsic morphology. 
All the annual and perennial species in Sect. Alyssum grown in 
cultivation produce 1 fruits and viable seeds. It was noted that 
around the flowers of these cultivated plants and wild populations of 
many species, there was an abundance of insects (primarily Diptera) 
at the time of anthesis; however, it was never observed if these insects 
were the direct agents of pollination. Very few perennials in Sect. 
Odontarrhena were cultivated, because of the length of time needed 
to bring them into the flowering stage and the unavailability of viable 
seeds; however, A. elatum (Sect. Odontarrhena Subsect. Compressa 
Series crenulata) was successfully cultivated and set seed. The insect 
activity around the flowers of this species at the time of anthesis was 
negligible* 	rmerous species of Sect. Odontarrhena which were 
observed in Anatolia, likewise, do not appear to be associated with a 
large insect congregation at the time of anthesis. This was particularly 
true of A. corsicum, which exists in very large populations in Caria and 
Lycia. The author could find no evidence that insects played a very 
active role in pollination, In any of the populations visited of this 
species, for though flies were present in limited quantity, they did not 
appear to show a particular interest in the floers. A. linifolium in 
Sf at. Meniocua and A. daaycarpum in Sect. Pailonema (both arvtuale) 
were/ 
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were cultivated and observed in the field. They flowered and produced 
fruits without the observed agency of external pollinators, though 
these plants were cultivated alongside species in Sect. Alyssum (A. 
diffusum, A. repens, etc.) whose flowers were fre,uent1y visited by 
insects. 
Several putative hybrids have been recognized within the genus, 
but as they are thought to be the result of crossing between very 
dissimilar and only remotely related species (often in different 
sections), their hybrid origin is unlikely. Before proceeding further, 
it is necessary to explain that the term "hybrid" is understood here 
to be the result of crossing between taxa (species, subspecies or 
varieties); in other words, hybridization 18 the exchange of genetic 
material between Individuals belonging to normally reproductively 
isolated populations, which within their respective variation ranges 
are morphologically separable. A.hybridwn Huter from Spain is said to 
be a cross between A. atlanticun Desf. in Sect. Alyssum and A. 
serpyllifolium Desf. In Sect. Odontarrhena Subsect. Odontarrhena. 
From the description of A. hybridum and material which is morpholog-
ically similar, it is evident that this taxon cannot be equated with 
its proported parents - though closer in fact to A. atlanticum by being 
in Sect. Alyssum - but is possibly equivalent to A. fastigiatum Heywood. 
Haueskriecht (1897) claimed that his A. fallacinum was a hybrid between 
A. heidreickli and A. ch1orocarum (a minor variant of A. murae) - 
see discussion under A. fallacinum, p.215. Examination of the type 
material / 
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material and additional gatherings of A. fallacinuin reveals that it 
cannot be regarded as a hybrid, but should be treated as a distinct 
species in Sect. Odontarrhe4a Subsect. Odontarrhena (characterized 
by asymmetrically inflat'd fruit valves). Though A. heldreichui and 
A. murals are both in Sect. Odontarrhena Subsect. Compresa (charact-
erized by compressed fruit valves) and are found together in the 
Pindus of N. Greece, there is no evidence of hybridization between 
them; in fact, the crenulate fruit wing of A. held.reichii clearly 
establishes it as a component of the natural series in Subseot. 
Compressa, namely Series Crenulata. A. pannulosurn was described 
initially as closely allied to A. condeneatum to which It is now equated 
as a synonym; however, Nyriy (1938) thought of A. pannulosurn as an 
inter-sectional hybrid between A. bornmuelleri in Sect. Alyssum and 
A. gehamense (his A. obtusifolium subsp. typicuin var. a]pinum) in Sect. 
Odontarrbena Subsect. Odontarrhena. Morphologically A. pannulosum 
has very little in common with either of these proposed parents, but 
fits satisfactorily within the normal range of variation of A. condensatum. 
Another putative hybrid is A. decipiens Nyr. (1927) which is described 
as being a cross between A. smolikanuin, a distinct usually glabrous-
fruitod species in Sect. Odontarrhena Subsect. Odontarrhena and A. 
rale, the pubescent-fruited and type species of Sect. Odontarrhena 
Subsect. Compressa. The reasons for Nyry's claim of hybrid origin 
ares 1) that the two supposed parents of A. decipiens are known to 
occur In the same geographical area (Mt. SmolikR in N. Greece), 2) an 
intermediate type of stellate hair Is found on the leaves of A. 
decipiens / 
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A. decipiens, 3) the habit of A. ckeripins resembles superficially that 
of A. emolikanum (fruticose), and 4) the leaves of A. decipiens are of 
a similar shape and size as those of A. murals. A. decipiens is known 
by only 2 fragments of the some plant mounted on the same sheets as the 
type gathering of A. emolikanum; and as far as the present author is 
aware has never been found again in its type locality - though A. nura].e 
has been frequently collected. Examination of the material of A. 
decipiens reveals that It in no observable character deviates from the 
range of variation expressed by the widespread A. murals. Furthermore, 
though A • mural e and A • smo 1 ikanuin grow in the £ axne peo graphi cal area in 
N. Greece, A. smolikanum is a localized high altitude and serpentine 
endemic whose population never comes into physical contact with the 
always lower altitude populations of A. murals; accordingly the chances 
for hybridization and genetic exchange seem remote. What is more 
probable, is that Baldacci, who made the original collections of 
A. smolikanuin and A. decipieria, collected A. murals (A. decipie) in an 
area near the base of Mt. Smolika, and unwittingly included these plants 
in the same gathering as those of A. smolikanum, which he collected at a 
higher altitude. Most of the Ny(dy proposed intermediate tata, such 
as A. rechingeri - A. vranian!!i "sp. trans. nov. " can be precluded as 
representing the result of hybridization between specific (or infra—
specific) taxa, as most often the proposed parental species are 
taxonomically and nomenclaturally synonymous. For example, A. 
rechingeri and A. vranjanum are clearly synonyms of A. corymbosoides 
(A. rhodopeneg), and A. rechingeri - A. vranjanwn easily fits into 
the / 
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the range of variation present in A. corrnbosoiee. 
In the absence of any clear evidence of hybridization between 
populations of sympatrie species (closely allied or not), it seems 
likely that hybridization as an evolutionary force has played a very 
minor role (if any) in species differentiation in Alyssum.  It follows 
that the development of species has proceeded along the lines of 
£r84ual speciation, that is, that the processes of divergence have 
advanced without the influences of any basic cytological alterations, 
such as polyploidy (of. Valentine Love, 1958). This conclusion 
appears to be a safe one when the known chromosome counts (see 
Section VIII, part 3) are compared. Of the 21 counts for species of 
Alyssum (out of the currently recognized 161), only two, A., alyssoidea 
and A. wulfenianum yield a tetraploid count of 2n - 32. It can be 
presumed then, on the basis of our present karyological information, 
that abrupt speciation is very rare in Alyssum as a whole, and that 
the infrequent infra-specific polyploidy (i.e. A. tesaaluin, a synonym 
of A. moflta![ var. hymettiu.m and A. repena - probably subap. 
trichostachYt4rn) arc examples of abrupt differentiation which has been 
superimposed on the fundamental gradual pattern. From the distinctive 
distribution patterns of allied species and endemic distributions - 
geographical and ecological - it appears safe to assume that geographical 
and/or ecological isolation have been the major factors in the diff -
erentiation of species and infra-specific groups. These factors, as 
well as the accumulation of some internal barriers at present imperfectly 
known (possibly self-compatibility, especially probable for Sect. 
Meniocus / 
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Meniocus, Sect. Psilonema and ;eot. Odontarrbena) have prevented any 
large amount of gene flow, with the result that there is little 
evidence of hybridization between more or lees "pure" species populations, 
though these may be mor.holoically variable depending on the environ-
mental influences on the genotype and the stability of the genotype. 
However, it must not be assumed that the morphological variation within 
any given taxon is always and invariably environmentally induced. The 
type and range of variation in many species is certainly genetically 
controlled. For example, A. murale in the Pindus of N. Greece and 
Euboea is made up of a number of geographically intergrading micro-
populations which when examined individually can be identified as A. 
chlorocarpuin, A. chalcidicuii, A. orphanides, etc. because of the 
stability of the genotypes and phenotypic expressions within these 
presumed inbreeding populations. There is, however, sufficient 
outbreeding and re-combination to break down the micro-populations 
as distinct entities, and allow the various genotyzos and resulting 
phenotypes to fit into a pattern of wide but relatively stable 
variability. 
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(2.) Fruit and Seed Dispersal 
(a) Methods. 
Seed dispersal in most species of Alyssum is of the anamoohorous 
type (Zohary, 1949)9 that is, the valves of the fruits (which are 
brought into a median position at an early stage of development) are 
detached from the replum after maturing (late fall or spring) by the 
formation of a separation tissue. The valves and seeds are thin 
scattered by wind action. It is probable that this method prevails in 
most specie, of Aurinia and Alyssum (sect. Meniooua, Sect • Pailoneas 
- except A. Aamasoomn q Sect • Ganiosepalum and Sect • Odontar'rbena - 
except Subsect. Samarifera). Many of the species that are dispersed in 
this manner have winged flattened seeds which facilitate wind dispersal 
(i.e. Aurinia saxatili, Alyssum murale, etc.). The anamoohorous 
method can be conveniently detected on herbarium specimens (if mature 
fruit is present) because the valves have either fallen away from the 
r.plwn or are easily detached. 
A specialized form of wind dispersal is peculiar to Seat. 
Od.ontarrhena Subseot • &maritera • The compressed., indehi scent and 
thin—textured fruits of the components of this natural group are large, 
saroid, usually undulate and pendulous on brittle, sig.oid and 
deflexed pedicels. As the largest type of fruit in the genus, the 
sRn1rOjd jndehisoerit ones found in Subseot. Samarifera catch the local 
wind currents like a sail • As the author has observed  the action of 
the wind knocks the fruits together (in a compound corymb) and detaches 
them from their easily broken pedioels. Because of their increased 
surface area and light weight, the fruits tumble in the wind currents 
float to the ground at least several feet from the parent plant. Once 
00/ 
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on the ground, the soil moisture q dew or rain e..pe into the thin valves 
and causes the seeds to swell and exude mucilage (at least for A. 
oarioum and A. f1oribundin) prior to germination. The swelling of the 
seeds, mucilage production and a gradual decomposition of the valves 
assist in loosening the valves from the replum. The samaroid indehisoset 
fruits of the cliff-inhabiting and sax9tilo A. floribundum were 
observed (one* on the ground) by the author to be dragged into soil and 
rook crevices by large black ants. A few fruits of A. floribundum and 
A. Peltarioide s , while sill attached to the plants, were noticed to 
contain seeds which had started to germinate in situ. This phenomenon 
a probably due to the absorption of moisture into the loculee before 
the fruits had been detached. 
Within the Cz'ucifer Me- , simaroid., indshisoent and wind-dispersed 
fruits that are pendulous on d..flexed or reflexed and fragile p.dioel., 
are not unique to Subsect • Sanarif era • A similar method of dispersal 
is observed for Peltaria anistifolia DC., D.genia velebitica (Degera) 
Hayek and Fjbig.a pendula (Boise.) Boise., Isatie Sect. Samararia, etc. 
Obviosuly the incishisoent nature of the fruits represents a 
secondary specialization (2ohary, 1948) which is presumably of value for 
added protection of the seeds during their after-ripening period. (1-2 
months) necessary after fruits have matured. Wind dispersal of these 
indehisoent fruits probably ensures a wider distribution, especially 
when more often than not only one viable seed is present in each fruit 
(thou,&i two ovules are present). Zohary's claim (1948) that reduction 
in ovule number in Cruciferous fruits is often accompanied by a 
decrease / 
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decrease in fruit size does not hold for Subsect • Samarif era, the 
species of which have the largest fruits in the genus; but his 
hypothesis that the lack of dehiscence through abortion or inhibition 
of separation tissues (to detach the valves from the repluin) is a 
specialization is well illustrated by the species of Alysom with 
indehiso.nt .aroid fruits. The enlargement of the fruits in theee 
species in evidently a further specialization for wind-dispersal* 
Within the nrpis1 species of Sect. Alyssum, some of the components 
of the A. minus ("A oacatr ) complex possess yet another method of 
fruit dehiscence and seed dispersal, ombroohory v which is more 
specialized than the simple anemochorous (or wind dispersed) type. 
The fruits and pedioels of the early maturing and annual A. iminus, 
A. strigosum and A. staDfjj (observed in cultivated plants, and the 
fonne2 two also in the field) are brought into a median and spreading, 
more or less horizontal position at an early stage of development* The 
separation tissue which forces the valves away from the replum in the 
anemoohorous species is poorly developed or lacking in the ombrochorous 
species. The upper valves of the fruits are usually more concave than 
the lower valve., and often only one seed develop, in the upper locale, 
while two seeds are aly. found in the lower locale. During the 
rainy periods, usually in the fall or spring, the mechanical effect of 
the rain drops loosens the valves from the replum and moisture penetrates 
into the locules. The more or less concave surfaces of the upper valves 
seem to magnify the shock action of the rain drops, thereby increasing 
the of fiei.ncy of the rain in loosening and washing the valves and seeds 
to the ground. This feature is especially important if the rain is of 
ahort/ 
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short duration, The moisture which has penetrated into the locuiss 
causes the seeds to swell and exude a large amount of mucilage (produced 
by a special layer of cells). The mucilage and swollen seeds push the 
valves away from the repiwn to the extent that further impact of rain 
drops wash the loosened valves and mucilaginous aside to the ground. 
Because of their envelope of mucilage, the seeds adhere strongly to the 
soil partial.s that they have dropped upon, and gemination occurs. 
The ombroohorous method of dehisoenoo and dispersal was observed I. 
be accomplished in approximately j hour or less from the time that 
water was first applied. Often, annual species, which posse.s this 
method of dispersal, produce two generations in the same growing season 
if rains have occurred during the suer mouths. 
Only further study will elucidate how widespread the phenomenon 
Of cmbroohory is in A]ysai; however, it was definitely observed in 
conjunction with hygz'oohasiy (Zohary and Palm, 1941; Zohary, 1949) 
for two species in Sect. Alyasui, namely A. szowitaiaremi (as A. 
pyrwidatulum), A. warginatuni, and in A. damasoenum of 3eot. Psil3nema. 
Zohary and Palm (1941) suggested that hrochaaty might also be 
present in A. umbellatum and A. striatum of Sect • Alyssum • The 
present author has confirmed (from cultivated plants) the occurrence 
of the ombr horus—bygroohastic method of ilehisoence and dispersal 
for A. umbellatum. A. striatum and A. oontenptum. 
Among the annul species of Seat. Alyssum A. szowitsiamwo  
A. narginatum. A. umbellatum. A. striotum and A. contempt appear to 
form a natural morphological group, characterized by hygroohasty. The 
mature fruits and pedloela (the lowermost pidioele being usually 2-3 
times / 
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times longer %hn the upper ones) of the.e species are appres.ed to the 
fruiting axis, and are often overlapping and imbricated. They remain 
in this position throughout the dry periods following maturity until the 
first ruins (usually in the fall and spring). In the presence of moisture 
the pedioele spread horizontally bringing the fruit. (with strongly 
concave upper valve.) into a median, more or less horizontal position 
where the impact of rain drops loosens and washes the valves and 
mucilaginous seeds to the ground in a manner identical to the process 
described for the etriotly ambrochorous species. The processes of 
pedicel movement and ambrochory q from the time water is applied, take 
approximately one hour or le..s. 
The anatomical reasons for the movement of the pedioels of the 
byoohastio species are described and illustrated by Zohary and Febn 
(1941); however # a brief wwry follow.. It is as easily seen on 
herbarium material as on living planto that the ped.i eels of the hygro-
chastic species are swollen at their bases and are oval or broadly 
elliptic in cross-section. The mmllen ped.icel bases are duo to a 
thick layer, in the upper surface of the ped.ioels (the surface which 
is apineassd  to the raceme axis when in the dry state), of thick 
walled aclerenohma fiber cells which have a dense pattern of 
transverse pitting. In the lower surface of the psdioels, the layer 
of elongate solorenohwa cells is thinner, and the component fibers 
are thin walled and are furnished with only a few, scattered, 
diagonally disposed pits. Zohary and Fahn (1941) point out that the 
thick upper layer of transversely pitted fibers is the "active" element 
1eei to the hygroobastic movement of the pedicel, and that the 
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lower and thinner layer of fiber's with sparser and diagonally oriented 
pits constitutes the actual strengthening element which aount.r-.balano.s 
the hygroahastio movement • The absorption of eater' by the thick layer 
of fibers in the upper surface of the pedicelu causes the whole pedieel 
to move in a purely mechanical manner. 
The significance of hygrochasty is directly related to the and or 
semi.-axid .nviroan.rrtn in which the plants grow. Zohary (1949)  regards 
hygoobasty as & means of exposing the fruit for the maximum extent to 
a single and Limited dispersal factor, namely rain. Seed dispersal 
accordingly is limited, to the rainy periods, for during the dry months 
the fruits by being appresseil to the raoeme axis are not stibJected to 
the dispersal factor of wind. Furth.i,nore, the extant of dispersal for 
nbroohorous and hygrochastic species is ]imited to the "eosen and 
favourable" habitats in which the parent plants grow. This is what 
Zohary (1937) terms an &nlitochorauc phenomenon # that is, seed dispersal 
is limited to the rainy periods during which long distance dispersal 
is generally impossible. 
Zohary (1941:129 & 161) suggests that the hygrocIiastio and 
broohorous method of dehiscence and dispersal is unique to those 
species of Alysstnn in Sect. Alyas.mi and Seat. Psilonerna which he 
,rmined, and that it might be possible to recognize a special subsect-
ion (Subsect. "ygroohastiaa") within Seat. Alyssum which contains the 
species characterized by a unique podical anatomy and a hygroohastio 
form of dispersal. This is a feasible suggestion for the species in 
Sect • Alyssum exibiting hygrochasty: this feature can be detected on 
herb.riina specimens as well as on living plants by the fruits and 
basally / 
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basalll swollen pedicele being imbricated (when dry) on pjxemldal, 
epioate or cylindrical racenas. In a4dition., if fran.nts of the 
raones are soaked or sprayed with water, the movement of the pedicele 
can be observed.. However, the inclusion of A. damascemse (in Sect. 
Pailonena) in a new taxonomic group of Sect. Alysetia is untenable. 
Though A. dmsoenuni possesses a hygrochastic means of dispersal, its 
filaments are always edentate, unwinged and unappendagett - the diagnostics 
of Sect. Pailonerzia and this species car-not be regarded as a component 
of Sect • Alyssum, v.liose species always have winged and/er dentate and/or 
appendaged filaments. It is not denied that Sect. Pailonama and Seat. 
Alyssum are closely related, even to the extent that upon occasion some 
species of the latter section, i.e. A. desertorum, have been referred to 
the former section; but the fact z'aiiiainz that the filament characters 
are al.ys constant and diagnostic. 
The occurrence of liygrochasty in A. damaseeaum can be thought of 
as an example of convergence with the dispersal and d&iisc.nce 
mechanins prevailing in the bygrohastic species of Sect. Al&wa. 
In addition to the fact that the fruits and pediosis of A. daaaacenum 
are not markedly inzbrioated and appressed to the moene axis, the 
pedicels (not strikingly swollen at their bases) have a different 
anatomical structure (Zobary and Pahu, 1941) to the pediosis of A. 
ezowi sianum and allied, species. The thick walled fiber cells which 
constitute the "active" elasent of hygroohasty are, in A. damascenum 
not confined to the upper (apprassed) surface, but are distributed in 
a more or less unifora circular ring round the terete p.dioela. The 
strghiing element of thin walled fiber cells is enclosed within 
the ring/ 
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the ring of thick welled *nest and is always located in the outer surface 
of the pedicela. It uvat be mentioned that the p.d.tcel anatomy of A. 
azoit sianurn and allied species in Seat • Alyssum might have been 
derived from the A. dMscent= type merely by concentrating all the 
thick welled "active" fibers to the inner surface of the p.dioel, and 
increasing the amount of thin wealed strengthening cells in the outer 
surfaoe; however, this is a matter of conjecture. Apart from any 
consideration of bygroohasty or pedioel anatomy, the overall resemblances 
and external morphological characters clearly indicate that A. dai.osnwn 
should be referred to Sect. Psilonama. 
The question of recognizing a subsection within Sect* Alyea= whose 
diagnostic is a 	ocastic-ombroohorous method of d..hisoenoe and disper- 
sal, must be left in abeyance until many more annual and perennial taxa 
can be studied as critically as Zohary and ?ahn (1941) and Zohary (1949) 
examined 4 szowiteiarnmi A. maWnatum and A. damasceriUt. Furthermore, 
only to recognise a "3ubseot. Ibgrocbaatioa" would not solve the problem 
of what to do with the rest of the large Soot. £y!,  whose subdivision 
presents ntunerous difficulties. 
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(b) seed Nuoilap. 
The production of a mucilaginous sheath around the seeds of the 
ombroohorous and hygrocastio species of A1si, in the presence of 
moisture, is important in fruit dehisoerice, dispersal of disseminuiss, 
and the retention of the seeds in a favourable environment for 
germination (Zohary and Pahn, 1941; Zobary, 1949), but this phenomenon 
is by no means united to the striot1y hygroohas$io species as 
suggested by Zchary (1937). The produotiori of muoi1as is a relatively 
stable feature in many anwiochorous dispersed species, i • e • Sect. 
Menjocue, Soot • PsiloAama o Seat, AZYSSuXA and Sent • Qamoseialuvn and is 
in fact widespread in the family, ino1udin. the supposedly primitive 
Tribe Sysyinbreae. 
Seeds from recent collections of about 70 representative specie. 
of £tyse*nn and Aurinia wre soaked in likeeamn water for about three 
hours, and were then removed to a 5Q' aqueous-alooholic solution of 
Toluidine blue and left overnight. If aw,ilage was produced., a dark 
blue gelatinous sheath was observed enveloping the seeds on the following 
day. It must be commented that the seeds investigated were usually not 
more than two or three years old; older seeds produced no mucilage 
though seeds from recent collections of the sass species yielded a 
definite mucilage layer. The use of old seeds accounts for errors 
similar to that of Schulz (1927) who claimed that the seeds of A. 
bormnuelleri did not eide nci1age. 
In the following table the results of the present author's studies 
of mucilage production are summarized. The formation of a mucilaginous 
sheath is graded into three categories: 0 - no production; + - a slight 
sheath / 
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sheath, measuring c. 0.1 mm o wide or less; and ++ - a thick sheath, 
measuring 0.3 un. wide or more • The method of dehi scenes and djeprsal, 
when known, is given for each species studied. 
Genus Speoies Mucilage Dispersal and D.hiso.no. 
AURThIA aaitilis 0 anoohory 
rupestris 0 annoohox 
ALXSS1L 
Sect. Mex4ocuc linifolium ++ anochory 
meni.ocoid.ee  ++ anoohory 
stylare ++ an.moohory 
blepharooaruui ++ anenochory 
Sect. Psilonna dnnrtscenum ++ ombroohory and hygrochasty 
dasyaax'wm 44 anenoohor7 
halooarizm + anasochory 
Seat • Alyssum deeerto ++ anomoohory 
turkeatanicum ++ ariswoohory 
++ 
minutuiii 9+ anenochory 
fulvesoeri 4+ anainochory 
striotum 4-f ombroohory and hygrocbasty 
oontaiptum 4+ cezbrochory and hygrocha sty 
umbeliativn +4 ombrochory and hygrooha sty 
szowitsiamnn 4+ cmbroohory and hygrochasty 
marginatum 4+ cimbroohory and hygroohasty 
rostrattun 4+ anemoohory 
rnaoropodum ++ 
minus 4-f ombrochory 
stapfii I-f cmbrochory 







repene ++ anoohory 
pseudo-moura43.ioum ++ anochory 
4+ aiiemochory 
idaetun 0 an.mochory 
mourad.iawn + 
handelii 0 
auzw.ti -:~icum 0 anealocheI7 
,vllum  0 anoahor 
praecox 4+ anernoohory 
iepidotuw 4+ anoohory 
1anccoiE.tui1 4+ annoohory 
mue11e 4+ an.mnoøhory 
aizoid.es + an.nochory 
bornznuelleri ++ an.moohory 
caespitow,aa + aflflOGhQrr 
Sect • Gwaosepaltuu 	I epilot ct11atwn +4 aneinoohory 
pbiagonlcimi 4+ an.noohor 
bauzngartnerianuiu #4 araeinoohoi'y 
oorningii 4+ anenoohory 
u1phur ++ anohory 
soot * Olontarrhena 
Subeoct. Odontarrhena coreioum + aft2OOhO17 
trood..t 0 anamoobory 
discolor + anoohory 
orjearun 0 aneoohory 
davisianum 0 anoahory 
oallichroum 0 anochoz'y 
oypricum 0 annoohory 
hubei'-norathii 0 aneioohory 
1aniez'wn 0 anemoohory 
itari 0 anochory 
borzaeanuzn 0 ansoohor7 
sibirioum / 
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sibirlem 0 annochory 
condensatm 0 anioahory 
anatolicuin 0 anochory 
hausskneohtji 0 anw.ochory 
Sbs.ot • Coipr.sse, 	murale 0 aisnochory 
c.asjo + anainoohezy 
oassium 0 anoohory 
giosnanuin 0 anenoohory 
elattzu 0 anamoohory 
!Axbseat , Samarifera 	fioribundum +4 anochory of the 
trapez if orms 0 dieninul a, which 
Poltarioides + in this subsection 
oariouin ++ is the whole 
saiaarifex,im 0 fruit 
Prn the above table it can be seen that mucilage is not produced 
by any species of Aurinia osn{nad., but is well developed in Alyssum 
Sect • LUY2B12U, Sect • Psilonwa s Soot • Iieniocus and Sect • Gamoe.palum. 
The inhibition of mucilage in A. ida.um, A. handeiii, A• auranticcum 
and A. ar'rophyllum - closely allied species in Soot. Alysom - is 
oorrleated with the very specialized type of triohan., the large lipid—
etc scales which these species have in coon, but the physiological 
and phylogenetic reasons for the inhibition of mucilage in this group 
of plants are still a matter for conjecture. It is thought that the 
general lack of mucilage production in Subseot • Odontarrh.na and 
Subeect • Conipres8a of S.ct • Odontarrhena is an advanced state correlated 
with the reduction in ovals number (to one in each loeule - diagnostic 
for Soot. Odontarrhena) in conjunction with a general decrease in the 
size of the fruits (Zohary, 1918)9 On the other hand, it could be argued 
that / 
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that the sporadic oc_'rence of mucilage in Sect • Odontarh.na represents 
a reversal of trend or the retention of a primitive feature, if the 
mucilage 4VeB the plant a 3peoial and particular dispersal advantage. 
Such is the case in the l3peOieS of 3ubseot • Samarifera whose seeds are 
always enclosed in eroid ind.ehiscent fruits which act as the diese.-
innise tnd are dispersed by wind action. 
Th.s anatcnioal basis of mucilage production (or its inhibition) 
needs to be studied in detail; however, Abraham (1885:617-621 and Fl. 
26 9 fig. 65-81) invatigated mucilage production in the soods of A. 
alyssoides. (A. ca1yoirnzrcj. ri his work and the present author's own 
observtioris, it appears that the outermost layer of cells (of the 5 
cell layers) in the testa is the active components in mucilage 
production. It is these epiderial cells which give the seed surface 
of all Alyssm species a mitely papillose appearance. As these cells 
increase in size during clongantion g their contents become viscous p and 
two types of walls are differentiated. The top wall of the epidsrnal 
cells is thin and ragi1e, bu 	runC. b:ia1 	1TL 	thick 
and rigid. .hen the seo. 	'turo 	'e orotht aito c.nLct with 
moisture the osmotic movement of rater into the cells and the internal 
force exerted by the now distended cell contents rupture the thin outer 
(ox' upper surface) i&1a, and allow their Tiscid contents to esoap.. 
Vien this process is multiplied b the number of epidermal calls, it 
can be easily viaialized how the individual cell contents can ooaleeoe 
into a sheathing envelope of muoilage. Abraham (1885) observed that 
the gelatinous sheath vs not uniforvi, and after staining it with oozing 
nctioed / 
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noticed that definite "rays" which took the stain heavily were embedded 
in a lighter coloured amorphous matrix. Under suitable light conditions 
this feature can be observed, superfially ciliate, macrozooploafly 
without staining; the present author noticed it in the mucilage of the 
seeds of A. blspharooa 	in Sect. 1enooua. The observation of 
"ciliate seeds" account for Forizne' a description of A. corymbosoides 
f. ciliata. The membranous wings (if present) of seeds do not possess 
the layer of muoilage-relesin oells. It is possible that the amount 
and eot composition of the mucilage would constitute additional 
differences which cou.lc. be used in a classificatory mmmer, but a study 
such as this would require comparative biochemistry. 
1 7, 
(3.) Kaiyo12gy 
Em.rat ions of chromosome numbers of Alysem species may be 
found in Jaretsky (1928 and 1932), Manton  (19321 Darlington and Wylie 
(1955) 0 L)v. and Love (1961) and in the Index to Plant Chroinoauae 
Nurnbers, 1 (14)9 1958-1960 2 (5-6), 1961. It is difficult to assess 
many of the A1gssua counts because of the taxoncanio confusion within 
the genus, and consequent risk of misidentification. It is not 
possible to verify the identifications of material usd for counts of 
taxa attributed to Alyssum in the following table. 
Genus 	 Species 	 2n 	Authorities 
AURIJIA 	 saxatilis subap. 	 16 Laiback (1907) 9 Jarstzky 
saxatilis 	 (1928), Manton (1932)9 
(as Alyssum saxatile or 	Baksay (1961)* 
A1yssun arduinil or 





Sect • Psilonna 
saxatilis subep. 
orientalie 
(as Alyssum oriental*) 
oorymbosa 
(as Alyssum corymboeurn) 
etraea 
(as Alyssum petraeum or 
Alyssum edentu.ltsn 
pyrenaica 




(often as A. oa1yci) 
16 Jaretzky (1932), Manton 
(1932) 
16 Jaretzky (1928) 
16 Jaretzky (1928 & 1932) 
32 Jaretzlcy (1932), Manton  
(1932) 
14-16 Manton  (1932) 
16 Jaretzky (1932), Manton 
(1932) 
32 Jaretzky (1928), wanton 


















mont iurn subgp. 
montanum 
thessalum 







Seot • Tat raderiia spinosum 
2n Authorities 
16 Jaretzky (1932)9 Manton 
1932 , Bdoh.r & Larson 
1958 , Garde- & Gard i- 
1953 , Ball, University 
of Liverpool (unpublished) 
16 Ball, University of 
Liverpool (unpublished) 
16 Manton (1932) 
16 Laibach (1907) 
32 Manton (1932) 
16 Manton (1932),* Mattiok 
in Tiechier (1950) 
16 Manton (1932) 
32 Manton (1932) 
16 Manton (1932) 
16 Manton (1932) 
16 Manton  (1932) 
16 Jaretaky (1932) 9 Manton 
(1932), Qj.az.1 (1957) 
E&her & Larson (1958 
32 Manton  (1932) 
16 Jareteky (1932), ? Manton 
(1932) 
16 Jaretaky (1928 & 1932) 
16 Manton (1932) 
16 Liabach (1907) 9 Contandrio 
poulos (1962) 
16 Contamiriopoulos (1957) 
16 Contandriopoulos (1957) 
16 Contandriopoulo. (1962) 
32 Manton (1932) 
* after the date of the authority indicates counts from material of 
known wild, origin. 
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The, difficulty in placing much reliance on the chromosome counts 
of Alyssum is eiamplifiecl in Darlington and W71i. (1955) who record 2n a 
32 for A. alysoidas. Their count was taken from a horticultural 
cultivar of I.,obularia aaritiia called "Small Alison". Manton' a record 
of A. tortuosuxa, 2n - 16, cannot be relied on because she cites the 
authority of that species as Raprecht, rather than Wilidenow or Waldteiu 
& Kitaibel as it had been previously known erroneously. The count of 
A. mural. (2n 16) attributed to Laibach (1907) by Jarstalcy (1928) and 
Love and Ltva (1961) is erroneous. Nowhere does Laibach mention 
having examined A. mra, but he did count A argenteua, a species very 
distinct from A. xaurale. It iz obvious that the workers iho are attri-
buting the record of A. murals to Laibach are confusing that species 
with A. argenteum. 
It can be seen from the above table of chromosome numbers that 
though very little cytological work has been don. on Alyssum or Aurinja, 
and the counts that have been made are very unrepresentative, the 
general pattern appears to be relatively stable with few sporadic 
deviations from n - 8 uid 2n 16. Jaretsky (1932) indicated that the 
structure of the ohruzioaoiaes mae very similar for all of the 27 species 
he investigated (he did not e however, enumerate then all 1); of those, 
21 were 2 n 16 and only 5 were tetraploid.. with 2n - 32. Maniac 
(1932) cents That because of the uniformity in number and morphology 
of the A].ysmim chromosomes she examined (c. 1.8-3 1 long at metaphase), 
it was doubtful if a ojtological study of Alyssum would be of much aid 
in overcoming tanomio difficulties. 
It is impossible to evaluate the occurrence of the tetraploid 
(2n-32)/ 
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(2n - 32) number in A. repena and 2n - 16 in A. trensei1variotgn (the 
latter is regarded in the following study because of iaorphological 
continuities as a synonym of A. repens subape r.peuj) as recorded by 
Manton (1932). The count of A. trantsi1vanicum is the only Manton record 
based on material of known wild origin; it wea however, been verified 
by an additional oouut by Mattick in Ptsohler (1950). There are no known 
counts of A. repens subp. trichostaohywn. The diploid number of 14 
from A. linifolivai l the only species in Sect. leniocus rhich has been 
eined, is probably due to an error in oountin. 
The tetreploid count for A. thesea1.xa (treated in the following 
study as synonymous with A. niontanuia var. hymettium because of morph-
ological continuities) ie interesting because it illustrates a obromosomal 
difference between infra-speoifio taxa. This difference helps to confirm 
the taxonomic recognition of var. hmettium. In a similar manner, apart 
from morphological characters, different chromosome number3 serve to 
distinguish A. oviren8e (2n 16) and A. wulfenianum (2n - 32). These 
species are very closely allied, to the extent that Baumgartner (1908) 
entertained the poseib lity that the latter could be treated as an 
alpine variety of the former. 
Some of the polyploidy recorded in 	may be due to what 
Manton (1932)  terms local vegetative polyploidy, such as occurs 000as-
jonah7 in the genus Cranbe, bat only more extensive cytological 
studies within a aound taxonomic framework will clarify the significanoe 
of polyploiJy. It would be especially valuable to compare the 
chromosome number and morphology of the tars which compose the A. minus 
("A. cainpestre") complex, i.e. A. minu4, A. stapf, A. etrigosum and 
A. hireutuzn / 
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A. hirautim. No chromosome counts are knoiau for any of the known 49 
species of A1yseuni endemic in Turkay. 
Most of the count, of A1yss* and Aurinia have been made on 
mitotic root Eaterial or meiotic pollen mother ce11*. L.ibao (1907) 
used an unusual method and counted the mitotic obrcmoecai.s fxi young 
trichce oefle of Au inir sa.Lti1ic Alyssum wlerzbickii and 'suni 
argentetun. A cytological investi.tion of the primordial triohce cells 
of Alyssum could be combined advantageously ,ith an ontogenetic study 
of the types of h'iohomes. 
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(4.) Morphological Abnormalities 
On this subject Ny(r&y (1927) has much to say about a special 
type of stein formation in Sect • Odontarrhona for which he invented a 
new term ("caulcinania"). In place of an infior.sc.noe bearing flowers, 
more and more stains are produced with densely leafy short shoots 
("phylinmania") occurring in the leaf exile. He interprets this form 
of growth as a hypertrophy of the stains. The present author has not 
seen any material illustrating this abnormality, and Nya(r&y did not 
give any details for the gatherings which he observed. 
The undulation of fruits, which Nya'rdy treats as an abnormal 
expression, is diagnostic for a mnber of species of Sect • Odontarrhena 
whose fruit valves are equally compressed. Many species in Subsect. 
Compressa, i.e. A. mum].., A. RJI'masioum, A. cassium, A. heldreichii, 
A. elatum v etc., and all components of Subseot • Samarifers consistently 
have more or less undulate fruits. 
NrIdy (1927) reports cleistogamy occurring in flower, of 
A. mark.'afii Schulz, but does not indicate if viable seeds are 
produced from these flowers. He ocuanenta that normal ahaemogamous 
flowers develop on the same infloroac.noe as the oleistoganous ones. 
The floral parts of thee. "cleistogamous" flowers are considerably 
different from those of normal flowers, namely that the petals and 
sepsis of the former are larger, their stamens are very reduced and 
frequently aborted, and the styles on their seemingly aborted and reduced 
ovaries are very short • The stimuli triggering the production of the.. 
"cleistogamous" flowers (if in fact they are truly oleistogamous and not 
just an abnormal development) are not known. The present author has not 
observed / 
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observed oleistogamous flowers on any specimens of A. markgrafii or 
any other species. 
N1i4y (1927) points out that occasionally the usually many-flowered 
and many—fruited raoes of A. a rgenteutn All • produce only 1-3 mature 
fruits; the other flowers maintain an immature stage of development s dry 
up and fall amay. This abnormality or stasimorphy (arrested development) 
he continues, is not attributable to the absence of pollination, but 
rather to an unequal distribution or lack of "nutrients" within the 
plant. A similar example of an usually many—fruited racne producing 
very few fruits was observed in Anatolia, rarely, in large populations 
of A. strigosum. 
The development of sterile shoots in the axils of the infloresosnoe 
branches of A. borzaeanuxa is thought by Nyrdy to be an example of 
reorud.esoense. This is not an uncommon phenomenon for sand—dune or 
steppe inhabiting plants 'which normally produce densely oonferted and 
basal st.rile shoots, i.e. A. sibirioum, A. caliaora. A. stribrnyi, 
etc. A specimen of A. eriophyllum from Anatolia (Stainton et. al. 
5478) 'whose basal sterile shoots had been annihilated in the field by 
insect damage, showed a strong development of sterile shoots in the 
axLls or the irtfloresceaoe branches, or from the axils of the subtending 
leaves. 
Occasionally A. murals (in Romania) will have t.ratologioally 
formed hairs sparingly mixed with the nor* abundant normal ones. This 
is a very rare condition and has been seen by the present author only 
once; however, Nyrdy (1927)  illustrates 12 types of abnormal hairs 
from A. murale, The major process in the formation of these hairs sews 
to/ 
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be the elongation and thickening of the supporting stalk or atipe, and 
the reduction in the number of rays, so that infrequently the hair 
appears simple or only once or twice branched. Nyr&y found on the 
leaves of A. heldr.iohii and the fruits of A. borsaeanum and A. sibirioum 
(as A. halacsyi) a type of abnormally developed hair which he calls the 
"5urx'otwn" hair (substituting hair). Theae are developed in matted 
indnentuma and lie underneath the normal long—rayed hairs, and are 
furnished with short, thick and few rays. Nyxdy h.ypoth.siaes that 
these "irrotum" hairs have developed from the need of additional 
water conservation in extreme xerophytic enronm.nta, and that if the 
outer and larger hairs are lost due to wind action or other reasons, 
there will still be an inner layer of much smaller and appressed hairs. 
The occurrence of teeth or appendages on the petals is quit* a 
constant feature, though not diagnostic for a number of species in 
Sect • Odontarrhena. In A. borzaeanum, teeth may occur on 2-3 petals 
out of 4 in individual flowers. Other species in which the petals 
are sporadically toothed are A. oaliacra, A. aibiricuni, A. murale, 
A. obtuaifoli, A. oondnsatuui and A. virgatum. Nyd'rdy (1927) 
claims that the toothing of the petals of A. borzasanuin, etc. is a 
formation hcmologou.a to the toothing and appendages of the filaments, 
and is an atavia (1925) or the beginning of a progressional sequence 
(1929). The petals of A. pinifolium (jplopetalum) and A. lssbiacum 
are always appendaged. N.ya'rIdy (1925) claimed that the diagnostic 
petal appendages of Triplo:petalum were not homologous with the teeth 
or appendages that occurred sporadically with other species, or to the 
toothed structures of the filaments, but were rather derived in a 
totally / 
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totally different manner (see discussion under A. pinifolium, p.641- 
It is interesting that in addition to diagnostic appendages occurring 
on the petals of A. lesbiacum, a close ally of A. pinifolium in 
Subseot • Saxaarifera, appendages or teeth are also known to occur on the 
petals of A. vratum, yet another ally in Subeect. Samarifera. 
Another teratology of floral parts in pointed out by Nyrdy 
for a collection of A. inurale (Richter, Rcmania). The petals in many 
flowers (but not all) approach the morphology of the stamens to the 
extent that often some of them have rudimentary anther's and toothed 
appendages. A gathering of A. sowitsianum (Sect. Alyssum (Lace, 
Baluchistan) was observed by the present author to have consistently 
very unusually developed flowers. The petals and ovaries of these 
flowers appeared normally developed, but the stamens(or ihat should have 
been stamens) had no anthers and were large, flat, greenish and covered 
with a dense indumerrtwn. The cause of the malformation of the stamens 
in the case of this collection appeared to be presence of insect galls 
on the stems and infloresoenee. A study of teratologioally formed 
petals and filaments might be very rewnrdiug in elucidating the origin, 
structure and function (and morphogenesis) of the filament and petal 
appendages. 
Galls caused by insects have been observed by NyErdy on A. murals 
and A. markgrafii - in the latter case possibly causing the "o].eistogaaous" 
flowers • Rrmples of galls have been seen by the present author on 
A. azowitsianum and A. eriojtylluin. Houard. (1908) records that 
A. alyssoides (A. oalycinu) from Central Europe and A. hirsutum from 
Russia and Caucasia form abnormal greenish or whitish flowers, the parts 
of / 
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of which are covered with a dense ind.umentum due to the formation of 
galls oaused by the mite, ]riopbyee drsbae lal. Galls caused by 
the beetle, Couthorrhynohus constrictue Marsh. are formed on the roots 
of A. alyssoities (}Iouard, 1913). Raaaz'd (1908) also records large, 
swollen, fuaifoxn galls (the size of a sittet head) with a central 
cavity as forming on the stems of A. alyssoider3. These stem galls are 
caused by the fly, i'arrisia alyssi Kieff. Large gall. (10-15 x 6-8 mm.) 
are formed on the stem and infloresosnos branches of A. zaontanum 
subep. gnelinii. (an A. arenarium Gaelin), from Germary, by the fly 
Janetiella fallax Kieff. (Houarcl, 1908). The large, hollow and  
fusiform galls recorded by Houard (1908) forming occasionally at the 
apices of the infloresoence branches of A. b.rtolonii ]).sv. and A. 
argentetm All, were noticed by the present author on Anatolian 
collections of A. mural.. These galls are said by Houard to be formed 
by beetles. 
A1buo oandjda (Pars.) Ktze, is reported by Ny&&y to occur on 
A. murals in Roiaania. Iryaiphe oarwnanis (Vallr.) Link has been seen on 
plants of A. oontampturn from Anatolia. NyCrdy reports Ouscuta 
europasa L. growing on an Alyssuu in Romania, but doss not say on which 
species. 
The teratological formations caused by insects or other reasons 
have not caused any iatonauio confusion within the geaza: however, the 
interpretation of the ontogeny of petal appendages of A. pifc'lin 
(Trip1opeta1uin) is subject to some controversy - which in the case of 
NyiLrr&y (1925)  lead to the description of Triplopetalum, a genus 
supposedly distinct from Alysnuza. 
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IX. SYtIOPSIS OF M, 	.UINl 
tJRINIA (L.) Deev. Journ. 1ot. 4 ,pl. 3, 162 (1814); Schulz in Nat. 
?flnzenfa., 17b, 491 9 f. 298 (1936). 
syn.1 Plyum sect. notont 	DC., Syst. 	t., 2, 317 (1821) - 
1ectoty'pi Au. petraa (csyn.t P1Jum edentuium Waldat. & 
lit. ) 
nodotitea (DC.)/Don, Gen. Riot. !'i.chl. '1., 1, 180 (1831): 
Alyssum Sect. Aurinia (1e8v.) Koch, Synop. F].. Germ. & 
flelv., it 58 (1836)? 
iurinia Seot. Coriocertium Oriseb., rpic. '1. Rum. & !3ith., 
I t 272 (1843)2 
Alysøuni Subgen Aurinia (Teiv.) Le Me-out 	'eciiane, Fl. 
rlw. Jard. Champ., 1 9 (1855). 
I,epiotrichtm Vi,].. & Born. in Ost, B0t. Zeit., At 324 (1889): 
Plants perennial or biennial. Lower caultrie and sterile shoot leave s 
e:.ly rosu1te at apicos of thick stem atocks q often repand-
dentate or pinnatifid, up to 100 am.  long, bases rwollon and persistent. 
Inumentum of teil'te or lepisiote stellate hairs. Inflorescence 
meemose or corybose or ia!1cu1ata. !edtce12 divergent and spreading. 
Calyx cup—shaped. With 4 9  ree and spreading sepsis, not .aooate. 
Petals yellow or white, spathulate and clawed, bifid or entire. Long 
fil'mente 4 9  always free, bilaterally winged and di1rted to base, often 
with small baal tooth. 	hort filaments 2 9 winged with small basal 
tooth. Anthers short, obtuse. Nectaries 4 9  globose or triangular, 
1 at each aide of short filagients. Styles of varying lengths, often 
widely dilated to base, persistent. Silioules dehiscent, latiseptat., 
bilootilar / 
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2. uchtitana (B,?) 
1. Infloreacenss, simple, raceaoee; margins of basal leaves entire and 
smooth; stellate hairs on leaves strongly lepidote; silicule valves 
cartilaginous, margins prominently ridged at apex 
3. rupestrie (E,B,?) 
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(2) Systematics and Enumeration of Turkish Tais 
1. A. atarstilis (L.) TIosv. 9 Journ. Dot. Ap.l. 19 162 (1814). 
Key to subspecies 
1. 	ilicules elliptic or obovate, obtuse or acute, rarely emarginate, 
(3-) 4- (-.6) x (7-) 3-4 (-5) mm. 9 alaye larger thun broad; style. 
0.5-1 mm. long, not significantly dilated at base; margins of basal 
1evea elnuate or sparsely dentate, teeth c. 0.5 mm. deep 
saxatili. () 
1. Silioules orbicular or transversely elliptic, emarginate or truncate, 
(3.5) 4-8 (-10) x (4-) 5-8 (-10-15) mm. 9 usually wider than long, 
or if apex obtuse or acute then rilicu1es o. 8-10 (-15) mmo long 
and wide and etylbr6 2-2.5 mm. long; styles (1-) 1.5-2  (-2.5) mm. 
long, strongly dilated at base (base 0.5-0.8 nwe diamsp apex 0.1-
0.2 mm* diem.); margins of basal leaven dentate, often appearing 
pinnatified, teeth (0.5-) 1-3 (-5) mm. deep, or if smooth then 
plants very reduced, 5-10 cm. tall 
...liculea (6-) 7-10 (-12) x 8-12 (-15) mm.; pedicels (7-) 
10-15 (-20) mm, long; atyles (1.5-) 2-2.5 mm. long; petals 
(4.5-) '-7 x (2-) 2.5-3.5 mm.; sae/ wings (0.5-) 0.7-1 mm. wide 
galoçtr 	(B,?) 
2. $liculea (3.5-) 4-5 (-6) x 4-6 ('-7) mm.; psic.1s 4-10 mm. 
long; sty1a 1-1.5 mmo long; peta1a 3-4 (-4.5) x 1 .5-2 mm.; 
seed wings 0.4-0.5 mme wide 	 orientalie (E,B,?) 
subep. 	ati1isetchenb., Icon. Pot., ,t. 232 (1825) 	Reichenb., 
Ic. Fl. lera. & !qelv., 2, t.20 f 4280 (1837-1838); Fritsch in 
Kerner, Schad, P1. Aunt*-Hnng., 9p 24 (1902); Jay. & C.ap., Ia. 
iagy./ 
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Nagy. P1. 1 1. 213, f. 1600 as . aruini (1934); Gauckler in Ber. 
Beyer. ?0t. e5e11. 	121 (1938); Xw=feld in ?elde Rep. Sp. Nov., 
46, 115 (1939);  ?1. Ukr. 5.t 3299 p1. 75 (1953); fl. Rep. Pop. Row., 
Is 327 9 p1. 56 9  f. 2 (1955); Preelia, ', 360 (19(0). 
AlysLnvn eaxatile L., Sp. r'i. 2 9 650 (1753)1 
urinia media Sahur p !num. P1. Tr.nes. 61 (1866)2 
1ysuurn sati1e var. ubsinuatuni rb 	In th. ?rm. 
}1. 9 159 178 (1872 
lyeguw ardulni Frit2ch, 'xc. Fl. Oet., 253 & 628 (1897)2 
Aly ssum s7ti1e var. typic%Lm Beck in Olsen. Zem. Muse L!osn. 
28 9 129 (1916). 
ysurn •zti1e var. Erduini (rita) Ujk, 1raC. r' • P&1 . 
a1c. It 430 (1925)1 
A1tn zx'ti1G subs. rthin.t (rite) Pa,3., Fl. Tatroum, 
2. 325 (1956)2 
1,—herb. Roycn, Herb. Lugb. Rct., No. 901050 (901.212-211 & 
901.212-215); 2 sp€cicneu2 col1cted by Royen in tha ieiden Botanic 
(rden. 
r1tribition: Widespread in C5ntral Find .Eo ur0Pe,  extending N O 
into the Ukraine and the upper Cauouu, and N. into Poland. Map 1e 
e'ub. oi 	t1i 	(rd.) £u.d]ey, comb. novel 	ibth. & Smith, Y. Or., 
, 	21, to 62A as A1yewa eaza;ile (1830); 	ioias., 11. O. 1 9  266 
172. 
Zro 	(1867); Velan.,, !1. !ulg.., 37 (1891) 	Tial., Consp. Fl. 
(r. I t 90 *e flyewt earatile (1900); Borne. in Witt, Thur. '.Rot. 
Vr., 4, 11 9 f. 2 (1909); !4ey'ek, Proc. Fl. Pen.PP-1c. i t 430 
pro species(1925). 
Syn .s 	 Anima4. Opee. /it. 2, 32, to 159 f. 
1 (1764)! 
Cly-peola tomentosa L., !1rntia, 92 (1767).*  
iyeeum f!ine Ten., 711., 315 (1831)! 
Auln1r1ent91ie (r4.) arieeb., Sp. vl. Bun. !c!ith., 
1, '!72 (1843)! 
jeu otent1 var. aaiue Hauskn. in Mitt. 7hdr, Tt. 
'1yiur ,a-ti1e var. alpinum Ral, .n nenks. Akach Naturwiaeen. 
Wien, 61 9 499 (194)! 
41isew 'tzti1e vr. -,31 anifolium fle1r., ChloT. 	 13 (1899)1 
41yum ieuticuint ,;m ?orn. in Verh. L.tur. Vero ?rinn., 219 177 
( 1 99). 
!iyeun saxatile vir. rnrtjus (iuskn.) Ral.., 'onsp. Fl. Or., 
1 2  91 (1900)! 
!lyeaurn ryati1c vi. albithim 'PUzi!. in 7ot. !!iii., 9, 266 (1909). 
j1yum srx.i1e var. orient1e (frch) Beck in 0]aan. Zee. 
!z. Born. }'€reeg., 28, 129 (1916). 
Aly cum  Gnmtile vir. orientale f. Rails (flusskn.) Hayek, 
be. cit.! 
iyseum aaxatile aube. orientale (rd.) Rech. 111. in Ann. 
Nato / 
173. 
Kate Hofmua. Wiens 4, 300 (19 29) 2 
Alyssum orent 	f. humus. Vierh, in t. Bet. Zit., 84 9  
137 (1935)1 
ft.1ysum orientale f. eleft Hal. ax Viexh., o. cit., 138 9  
pro ayn.Z 
Alyesum 	varo canum f. linnanum Tuz. ex Vierh., 
op cit., 137, pro eyn.Z 
Type, "Orients". Seeds given to irduino by UL Leonardo Seeleria 
were cultivated at the Padova Botanic Gardens, and Arduino states that 
his description and figure is based on two cultivated examples in his 
herbarium. The authentic specimens seen are in the herb. LINI and 
C—DC. The  specimen sent to Linnaeus by i.r4uino in 1761 (No. 828:3) 
may be regarded as a duplicate from rduino'a herbarium. It is 
designated by Linaeans as "Ard.", indicating its origin, and is 
determined as A2yiasum eaxatile. This specimen, together with Arduino's 
description and figure of ALyssum rierrta1e formed the basis of 
C1IDeOXa tomentoes L., a later aynonym. Pho specimen in the C-DC. 
herbarium is also presumably a duplicate from Arduino 'a herbarium. 
Other cultivated Arduino specimens representing this taxon axe probably 
extant in the harbaria of C,fl, and PAD). 
Distributions Be Italy, Greece, Aegean Islands, Crete, Turkey—in--
urope and the W. ooat of Anatolia. laps 1 and 2. 
TURKEY. A2(E): Prey. Istanbul, Bosporous, ni'. Panar ('e), Sibthorp 
(ride Penal in Tchth., Asis gin. Bot. L (3), 2961860). Bit Pxov. 
ç.nakka1e, Oiaow Riseai, valley of Ehodius (nr. ganakkal.), Apr. 1856, 
Kirk / 
174. 
Kirk; Prov. Isidr, nr. Isair, 27 Apr. 1870, Pernin; ibid., 3 Apr. 
3 Jun, 1854 9 Balansa 62; ibid, Whittall 414; ibid.,Mt. Sip7lG 
(Mnisa dat, 250 m., 19 May 1906, Borlle? 9084. C2, Prov. 
Denizli, Denizli—Acipayaa, 25 km. from Denisli, 860 m. v 2 Jun. 1962, 
Dudley (D.35340). Numerous intermediate specimens between sip* 
saTatilie and asp. orientalis occur in Romania and Hungary. 
Habitats Saxatile on calcareous substrates; alt. 250-1000 as Fl. 
Apr. —May. 
Three well developed subspecies are present in this polymorphic 
species. As seen on Map 1 9 subap. orientalis is partially syapatric 
with subsp. saxatilis,, and in the areas of overlap (Romania and 
Hungary) populations of intermediates occur. The density of the indu-
mentum, amount of leaf dentation or lobation and stem length of subap. 
orientalis are subject to considerable variation; these minor variations 
account for the numerous varieties listed in the synonymy under that 
subspecies. Often the indumentuin is denser, stem length is diminished 
and leaf dentations lessened at higher altitudes, but this is not a 
constant pattern. 
Fritsch recognized that under Alyssum saxatile, Linnaeus in 
Species Plantarum ad. 1 (1753) cited the Tournefort polynomial "Alyssum 
creticum saxatile, foliis undulatis 1ncani" (from Tournefort, Corollariuia 
institutionuin, 15 1703)9 which is synonymous with Arduino's Alyssum 
ientale. Fritsch applied a nornen novum. Alyssum arduini, to refer to 
Linnaeua's Alyssum saxatile based on Royen's polynomial "Alyasus caulibu 
frutescentibus paniculatis, foliis lanceolatis undulatip jntegris" (from 
Royen, Florae Leydensis, 331 $ 1740). 
175. 
8Ub1. 	1ocr (Bekn.) Thi!ley, comb. nov.; boram. in Ingi. Bet. 
Jehrb., 52, 449 (1925); 	fil., 1. 	223 (1943). P1. 1. 
A lyssum ricntz1e var. 	1ocsr- um ff&usn., loc. cit. X * 
!'umrphp v ium Rornm. In Mitt. 	Bot. Ver., 
f. 1 (1909)1 
1yscui 	tibo eubp. eg1ocaru (Hauakn.) Rech. in Beib. 
Dot. Centrtib., 5A, 611 (1936)! 
Typo l i 	-r It1and 	Dl: CMOB)a in 	roIs iris. Chios, 1853, Pauli 
(holo. 7 J:' n.y.) 
- istribut-J oAj ^ycladee j Sporadea q W. Aegean Islands, . coast of 
Anto1i.. 	' 	I snd 2. 
rURK1T. l; Frov. LrLin, 7ulns of Pri're, 150 r. 1 25 !isiy 196 9  Dudley 
(T.34972a); 1bd., Epheseus, 1 Jui. 1906 9 &rnm11er 903 (o1o. . 
epheciui JE n.y., Izo. OXF). 
AEGEAN 	 Bli Chins, Pal nr. Livadi, 500 m.9 Rechinger 5311; 
nr. Pbilia, Cndarr (1ie Lech. fil., Fl. 	 io. 
cit). C1 	s, 	pheadlu nr iyli, orytb-oi 4; ibid., ;t. 
7ikioa j, 903 m., .:chinger 8023 & 7981; 	iOL, 't. rakie, 610-1219., 
1 May 1940 0  Lvi 1672Ki ibid., 	 700 ., Rechinger 3913; ibid. 
It, Kerki p 102i) m., Recir 196 & 4 1 25; ibid., i.odocbua Rii, 
Rechinger 371 5. 
Habitats 	axtile on calcareous substrates; alt. 150-610 (-1219) m. 
Fl. Apr.—.!&y* 
w in Mitt. Thur, Bot, Ver., 	4 9 112 (1893)! 
176. 
This subspecies is distinguished from aubep, oxientalis, with 
which it is sympátric, entirely by quantitative characters. The range 
of distribution of subsp. megalocarpa is very limited, confined, to a 
few Aegean Islands and the Mediterranean coast of Anatolia. Some 
gatherings of subep. orientalis (Alyssum af fine) from Calabria in Italy 
(e.g. Rigo 312) have fruits which approach in size some of the smaller 
fruited gatherings of subap. megalocarpa from the Aegean Islands (e.g. 
Forsyth—Major 642 from loo). A gathering from Prov. Aydin (Davis 
25231) in W. Anatolia is not determinable as subsp. megalocarpa due to 
its smaller fruits; however # this may be a reflection of immaturity as 
the other differential characters of eubsp. megalocarpa are present. 
Dudley D. 34972a was collected near the area of the Davisgathering, 
and is easily distinguished as subsp. magalocarpa. 
177. 
2. Au. ueehtritziana (Borne.) Cullen & 7ludley q comb. nov.; Velen., 
1. bulge  42 (1891); Azn. in Bull. Soc. Bat. 	j, 165 (1897); 
Velen. 9 Suppi. Fl, BuIg. 1 9 27 (1898); Schulz in liatur. Pflansenfem., 
fl, 495 9 f. 271, m—o (1936); Hayek, Prod. Fl. Pen. Baic., 1 9 428 
(1925); Stoj. ê Steff., Fl. Buig., 532 9 p1. 585 (1948). 
Ptjlotrichum (r<oniga) uechtritziarium Boron, in øet. Bet. 
Zeit., 38, 10 (1888)1 
Lepidotrichum uechtrjtzirrnam (Borne.) Velen. & Bornm. in 
Oat. Jot. Zeit., 	, 324 (1889)2 
Types (Bulgaria); Oat—Bulgarien, massenhaft under Bucht von Varna 
ewiechen Pontue und Devno—See, bei Galata, Bornm11er 1885 (holo. JO,'  
n*v* g iso. W, X). 
Distribution, Black sea coast in Bulgaria, and one coastal record 
from Asiatic Turkey. (Three* 1 fide Hayek, be. cit.). Nap 2. 
rURIET. A2s Istanbul, Bournov (Jun Burnu ni'. artal), 8 Sept. 1895 1P  
Nemets 178 (G—B.V.D. Poet). 
Habitats Maritime sands; fi. Jul.—Aug. (—Sept.). 
The reasons for treating this rare and distinctive taxon as a 
component of the genus Aurinia, rather than as the monotypic genus 
pidotrichum, are stated on p. 19 . The Turkish record has previously 
been considered as coming from Turkey—in—Europe; however, in the 
original publication of this record, Aznavour (1897) clearly states 
that liematz collected this plant from near Kartal, a village on the 
Marmara Sea on the Asian aids of the Bosphorus. Unfortunately this 
specimen is merely a portion of an inflorescence, but its floral structure 
and induinentum leave no doubt that it is correctly referred to Auririia 
uecbtrit zi aria. 
178. 
3. Pu. ruPestris (Ten.) Cullen & Dut!ley, comb. nov. 
Key to subspecies 
Silicules pubescent, at least when young 	 rupestria (!;,B) 
Silicules always glabrous 	 cyclocarpa (T) 
aubsp. rupeatris. Ten., 71. Nap., at 72 9  t. 60 (1820); DC., Syst. 
Z' 320 (1821); Ten., $711. 11. Neap., 316 (1831); Bertol., 71. Ital., 
6 9  498 (1844);  Fiori & Paoi., Ic. Ti. Ital., 1, 166, f. 1451  (1899); 
Hal., Conap. 71. Cx., 1, 87 (1900); Hayek, Prod. Fl. Pen. Bale., It  
442 (1925). 
.Z!•' Alyssum x'upestre Ten., 71. sap., it 37 (1311-1815)2 
Kpnip rjr2tri' ('c.) trynh. , 	ot. port., 1, 43 
(1840)! 
Lobularia rupestria (Ten.) Steud., Nom. Bot., ed. 2, 64 (1841)1 
Koniga ecardioa Griseb., Spic. Fl. Rum. & Bith., 1.9 278 (1843)2 
Ptilotrichum rupeetre (Pen.) Boise., Fl. Or., 1 0 288 (1867)1 
Ptilotx'ichuin rupeatre vr. crdicum (riaeb.) Hal., l o c. 
cit.! 
ntypes: (Italy), in rupibus editioribue Aprutii, )forrone, Gussone 
(orig. NAP n.y., iso. 0-DC); Majells a Sarimaravallo, Tenore (orig. 
NP n.y., too. 0-DC); Monts Armaro, Schouv (orig. C n.y., iso. 0-DC). 
Distributions Italy, Yugoslavia, Albania & Greece. 
Habitats Alpine of calcareous  acrees; alt. 1850-2700 a. Fl. Jun.- 
Aug. 
179. 
eubp. cc1ocarpa (Boise.) Cullen & Dudley, comb. & stat. nov.; Boise. 
Fl. Or., 1 1 288 (1867); Groaeh., ?1. Xavk., ad. 2 9 j, 211 (1950). 
Syn. s Ptilotrichuin cyclocarpuja Boise. in Ann. c. L3t., sere 2 9 
1129 159  (1842)2 
Types (Turkey, B?, Prove Tuncsli) Kurdistan, (Mounsur D.gb), 
-ucher (bob. 0—B n.v. Lea. K). 
Distribution, !ndemic in Turkey, known from the Armenian Highlands, 
the Anti—Taurus nnd the Cilician Taurus. Nap 2. 
TURKEY. Al, Prov. 0UmUaue, Zarahiseartasob (or. 1ias dag), 19 May 
10 Jun. 18949 Sintertis 5505; ibid., Gdmtame, BouEeau 33; Ibid., 
Ardas (Torut) - Becklise, Sintenis 92; £8, Pray. (1iutane/Ersurum, 
Bayburt—Ersurum, 1500 met  Rut. B5s Prov. Kayseri, Fakir dad,  are 
iko1uk Tayla, 2500-2700 a., 29 Jun. 1952,  Davis 19346. 36, Pray, 
Kayseri, PInarbasi, 2000 me t 26 May 1960 9 Stinton at. al. 5167.; 
Pray. lame, Bent dad,  2800 a., 14 May 1934, Balls 1087; ibid., 
distr. Oftsun g Binboga dad,  above Yslak, 2000 a., 14 Jul. 1952 9 Davis 
19977; ibid., 2200-2300 m.p 17 Jul. 1952,  Davis 20155; ibid., on 
Isikabove Kant ysyla, 2800 a., 15 Jul. 1952 9 Davis 200213; 
37, Pray. Tunceli, Munar ash, above Ovacik, 2800 m,io 17 Jul. 19579 
Dnvia 312419 C5s Pray. Ice1/Nie, Ksi1 dspe above luighar leaden, 
2800 a., Siehe 457; ibid., Buighar Itagara, 2600 a., 18959 Sisk. 
573 ibid., Buighar Itae4en, Aug. 1855, Balansa 418; ibid., Gysil 
dope— Ketsiebele, 2580 a., Kotachy 126c. 
Habitats Alpine of dry limestone ridges and &creel alt. 2000-
2800 a. Fl. lay-Aug. 
180. 
It was obvious that following the rejection of Ptilotrichum as a 
valid taxonomic category (p. 18 ), its components had to be re—assigned 
to other genera (Table 2). The correlated characters in Table 3 (p. 31 ) 
show that Alyssum (or Ptilotrichuis) rupestre, Koniga ecardica and 
Ptilotrichum cyolocarpuia all share the generic diagnostics of Aurinia, 
in particular, the very long, linear, often repand and dentate basal 
cauline and sterile shoot leaves whose bases are swollen and persistent 
on indurated stem stocks, and the cup—shaped calyces. 
The only consistent difference between the Italian and Balkan 
rupestris and the Anatolian cyclocarpa is that the fruits of the latter, 
even when immature, are always glabrous; the fruits of the European 
taton are always pubescent, at least when young. This constant 
character coupled with the completely allopatric distribution justifies 
the retention of the Anatolian cyclocarpa at eubspeoific rank. Many 
specimens from Albania and Greece morphologically link the two subspecies. 
The mature fruits of these intermediate plants (often known as 
Ptilotrichum ruprestre var. scardicum) are glabrous, resembling the 
mature fruits of subap. 	o1ocarpa; but their young fruits by being 
pubescent resemble the persistent pubescence characteristic of typical 
subep. rupestris. The variation pattern might be interpteted as an 
interupted dine. 
1 1 1 . 
X. 	3ToP!IS 0? ?ftE ) HUS ALYSSUM 
kLYSU* L. Gen. Yl. s ed. 5, 293 (1754); ichu1s in Mat. Fflnscnfam., 
17, 490 (1936). 
Syn., Meniocus Desv., Journ. Dot. Appi., b 173 (1814). 
Ptilotricbua Meyer in Ledeb., Fl. Alt. 9 3.9 50 (1831)1 
Peilpneiaa Veyerp loc. cit.1 
Odonterrhena Meyer, opo cit., 58. 
Gamosepalum Hauseka. in Mitt. Phr. Pot. Ver., n.f., fl, 
70 (1897) 
ri21opetaluw Ny.r. in Meg. Bat. Lap., 24t 97 (1925)1 
Plants annual, biennial, or if perennial then always with sterile shoots 
or rosettes. ivuntum of stellate hairs with branched or unbranohed 
rae, often sublepidote or lepidote scales, simple setae or simple 
tuberculate hairs rarely present. Leaves simple undivided y entire, 
maximum c. 20 mm. long. I4florescence racemose or coryinboss or paniculate 
or umbellate or candelabra--form. Pedicels straight or flezuose, ascend-
ing or divergent and spreading or deflexed, arcuate recurved or sigmoid. 
elongate, with 4 free (or appearing connate due to interlocking 
hairs) and erect sepals, monomorphic or rarely dimorphic, never truly 
saccete but often persistent or inflated in fruit. Petals 4, yellow or 
white or rarely reddish, obovate or spathulIte, entire or emarginate or 
retuse or bibbed, clawed, gradually or abruptly attenuate into claw, 
rarely with basal appendages or teeth. Long filaments 49 winged or 
rarely unwinged, free or rarely connate along wing, usually variously 
toothed and/or appendeged. short filaments 2 9 winged or unwinged, 
usually / 
1S2. 
usually with appendages or teeth. anthers elliptic or triangular, 
intros., aedifired, obtuse or acute at apw. Sectaries 4, one at 
each aide of short filaments, erect and peg-like or globose or 
triangular, infrequently lobed. Pistils sessile on receptacle or 
rarely atipibate, bilocular with prominent repiwa, loculee 1-6 (-8) 
ovulate, placentation from 	near the top or distinctly marginal. 
Stylse of various lengths, slender or stout, often widely dilated to 
base, persistent. Siliculee latisptte, dehiscent, or rarely indehie-
cent, glabrous or pubescent, rarely papillose, held in the same or 
apposite direction as the pedicels, or pendulous, valves compressed or 
equally or unequally inflated. Seeds winged or wingless, often 
mucilaginous. mbryo notorrhisal or p1suroizal. 
Lectotype speciees A. montanun Ta. 
(1). 
ect. 4 j1OCU- 1.( Desv.) Hook. in Benth, & Hook., Gen. Fl., 1 9  74 (162); 
Schulz in Nat. Pflansenfam. 17b, 192' (1936). 
Syn.: Iteniocus Desv., Journ. Bot. Appi., , 173 (1814). 
.lyatun :ubgen. Maniocus (Deisv.) IjeMut & Decajans, Fl., 
Jard. Champ., 1(1855). 
Plants annual. Long filaments unilaterally winged and toothed. 3hort 
filaments with free appendages. Ziectaries globose. Siliculea 
dehiecent, always copmssed, glabrous and smooth, or pubescent with 
simple setae, or papillose, held in same direction as pedicels, 2-4 
(.8) ovules per locule, placentation distinctly marginal. Seeds 
winged or unwinged, mucilaginous. 
Type / 
183. 
?ype apeciees A. linifoliwa Steph. eT Willd. 
Component species: 
A. linifoliva Steph. ex Wilid. (,B,N,P,O). 
A. aeniocoides Poise. (T,O). 
A. aareu (Penal.) Boise. (T,0). 
A. huetii Boise. (P). 
A. style" (Boise. & Pal.) Boles. (T). 
A. heterotrichum Poise. (0). 
A. blephrocarpum Dudley & Huber—orath (T). 
(2). 
Sect. 	IL0N!MA (Moyer) Hook. in Beuth. & fook., Gen. P1.9, 1 9  74 (182); 
Sehuls in t. Pflaneenfam., 3, 491 (1936). 
Syn.i 
 
T'silonema l 	in Ledeb., Fl. Alt., 3t 50 (1831)2 
Alyssum Subgen. Tetratrichia Gay in Coeson, Fl. Atlant., 2 9  
236 (1885). 
Plants annual. All filaments u 	tged, edentate and unappendaged. 
Nectaries peg—like or globose, Ulicules dehiscent, equally inflated, 
glabrous and smooth, or pubescent, held in same direction as p.d.icele, 
always 2 ovules per locule, placentation from near the top. Seeds 
winged or uriwinged, mucilaginous. 
Type apeciest A. dasycarpum  Stepb. ax Willd., 
Component speciee 
A. alyssoides (L.) L. (E,B,P?,O). 
A. damnacenum Boise. & Gaul. (0). 
A. dasyoarpun Steph. ax i1ld..  
A. / 
184. 
granatense Boise. & Rout. (F,N). 
A. homa1ocrpum (Fiach. & Mey.rr) Bois. (0). 
(3). 
beat. .:LY !'. 	rhulz in 	t. Pflanenfm. , Jj, 491 (1936). 
Syn.z Koenchis. Roth., Tent. Ti. Gaza., 1 9 273 (1788). 
Alyssum sect. Ad.yseton PC., Syat. Nat., 2 9 302 (1821) - 
leetotype, A. nontanum L.Z 
Adyseton (DC.) Don, Con. Hist. Dichi. P1. 9 1 9 177 (1831). 
AdyBStQn sect. Disodprrtea Don, be. cit. - leototyp.s A. 
monttnuxa L. 
Ptilotrichum Meyer in Isdeb., Fl. i.1t. 9 It (1831)2 
A1yu :­"cot. Lualy8$Um Criseb., :jc. Fl. Rum. & Bith., 1 9 
274 (1843). 
Koaiga U. Bre Sect. iltilotrichum (Mayor) Griseb., pp. cit., 
278. 
Alyssum Sect. Pti1otrichua (Meyer' .ok. in Bcnth. & Hook., 
Gen. P1., Is 74 (1862). 
Plants annual, biennial, or if perennial then vith sterile shoots or 
rosettes. .epals monomorphic, free, but often persistent in fruit, 
ventral surface glabrous. Petals always yellow, often pals* All 
filaments free, unilaterally or bilaterally winged and/or dentate and/ 
or appendaged. Ulicules dehiscent, equally or unequally inflated, 
glabrous or pubescent, held in the same direction as pedicele, 2 ovules 




Lectotype speaie8t A. mont9nutn L. 
Component epeciess 
A. deeertorum Stapt. (!,B,N,T,0). 
A, turkestenicumege1 & Schealb. (0). 
A, ematierw* Durl*u (i) 
A, macrocalyx Cossn & Bur. (N). 
A, foUoeum Dory * Chaub. (B,T,O). 
A, mirutum 3cbleot,ez DC. 00 9!(,r,0). 
A. smyrneum  Meyer ( ,T). 
A,_fu1vecene Slbth. & Sm, (B,T). 
A. stricturn IilH. (T,4. 
A. octetu cehott  .4 X. (P,O). 
A. umbellatum !)eev. (E,B,T 90). 
A. ezowitsianum Fisch. Sc 11eyer (T,0). 
A. uiarinp%utn teud. or Boise. (0). 
A. rostr.tum tev. (E,B). 
A. mac?opoduu Boise. & Bal. (P). 
A. minus (L.) 2othi. ( ,B,N,T,0). 
&. stapfii Vierh (T,o). 
A. etriioum Banks 4 o1. ( ,B,,T,o), 
4. xauthopaxpu.n Boles. (T,o) 
A, hirsuturn Mareoh,—Bi•b, (E,B,T). 
A. bulbotrichum Raueskn. Sc Born. (i') 
A. trjcbpca.rpwii Dudley I Rubex-4torath (T) 
A t ceihalotes Bolas. () 
A. / 
186. 
!, caneacens DC. (0)-lectotype opecisel Pti1otricbum Ieyer 
e teuèifolium Wilid. (0). 
A. purpureum 	Lag. & Rodr. (E). 
A. fiheri'num (DC.) (E,O). 
A. lenense Adams (r,O). 
!, repene Feumg. (F,B,T,O). 
A. scardicu* cetta. (B). 
A. wulfenianurn Bernh. in '7i1ld. 
A. ovirene Kern. 
A. wierzMckii Heuff. (B). 
A. ca1ycoc.rQrn Rupr. (,T,O). 
A, plvinr ¶1en. (B). 
A. 
 
pseudo-moura&&cuuL Bausskn. & Borna. ex Bauag. (P). 
A. STosulna Gennar & Peatal. ('i'). 
A, monianun.L(1,B). 
A. nevocenae Wj1ott ex Ball (). 
A. fatigiatum Heywood (E). 
A. diffusum Ten. (1,B?). 
A. argenum Boiss. (T,0). 
A. oohroleucum Boles. & Bust. (T). 
A. artwinenie'Busch (T). 
A. cuneifo]ium Ton, .(E,P) 
A. erenarium Loisol. (T) 
A. tt1anticwn tesf. (E,IA). 
A. moollendorfiamm Aechera. (B) 
A. / 
187. 
A. trtbrnyi Velo.. (B,r,O) 
A. idae -tim Boise, & Heldr. (B). 
J. aouridiva Boise. & Bal. (T OO),  
J. hade1ii Hayek (B) 
A. - aur4tiacam Bois*. (T). 
A. ar&yropbylluin Schott & !y. () 
A. praeeox Boise. & Pal. () 
A. 4ensite11atwn Dudley () 
A. liotuin Bai8E. (T) 
. 1s5iticu.m W. (B) 
. e2haciaticum 	& Heldr. M.  
A.  
A. lanceQlatwn Bauag. (o) 
A. perdcra Boise. (0) 
A. muelleri Balsa. & Buhas (0) 
A. iranicum HLuaau1. ox .Ba=g. (0) 
A. id.-ciidea Bois. (T). 
A. borninue11ej hausskn. ax Degen (T) 
A. tjreteum Iialdr. (b) 
A. doeruleri D..gen (B). 
A. paeaitosU.* Bauag. (11) 
188. 
(4). 
3eot. 	4O'2LIJI ('-usakn.) !'uley, comb. & stat. nov.; Schulz in 
Jet. Pflansenfaa., j3, 494 9 (1936). Map 22. 
Syn. , 	osetlum Reueakn. in Mitt. Thir. Bot. Ver., n. f. 11 9 73 
(197)2 
Plants always perennial with sterile shoots. Sepals distinctly 
dimorphic, always persistent and often inflated in fruit, appearing 
connate due to interlocking tndumentua, ventral surface pubescent. 
Petals whitish with purple veining Rt b,e of limb or yellow. Long 
filaments bilaterally winged, edentate, xn4 unappezi4aged, coherent 
or contiguous but free. Short filemente with basal connate tooth. 
:ilicules dehiscent, equally or unequally inflated, always pubescent, 
held in mc 4 irection as pedicela, 2 cvii].s per locule, plaoentation 
from near the top. Seeds narrowly winged or wingless, mucilaginous. 
(a)3eries GAO$PALU1 
Filaments longs oonniventia. Indumentua e pius etellatie pauci-
ra&ittia (radiis ramoais) coapositum. Petala albida vel pallide 
fls'va, limbo ba'i saepe purpureo-venoeo. 
Lectotyzpe species: A 1 lcpidotp-te11atum (Hauaskn. & Bornm.) 
Dudley. 
Component species: 
P. tetrr-zteroon Boiaa. (r). 
A. 1eido-atel1atum (Hauaakn. & Boron.) Dudley (P). 
A ,  papt1anioum (Hausskn.) Dudley (T)e 
A thyso 	(Huber-Morath & Reese) Dudley (T). 
189. 
(b) 
-eries LI 	 eiis nov. 
A crie Gawee palo flhirenite longiu coiitjguja Ubris (non conniventibug), 
iniumnto pills 1epiIotia multo—xadiatis, pete.lia sulphureis haud 
cwrpureo—vnots recedit. 
?ye apecteat A. bumartr*ianu Borna. or Baumg. 
Con4n pctea $ 
A s bpvmgartnarlanum 3orni. 'ix Baumg. ( ,O). 
A. cormiMdt ud1ey (?). 
A. culphureum Dia&ley & Huber—Moratb (T,O). 
A. hrput.cun Dudley  (T). 
A. niveurn Dudley (T). 
. ij o'uin (-:chu1z) Dudley (f). 
Igo. 
(5). 
' 'rT'.T (prch) rtniley, ronb. nov.; chu1 in Nat. finn-
snfam., 27 	493 9 t. 300 Fte Ptilotrichum spinomun! (1936). 
Syn.i Tonig Adme. Sect. Tetraàenia cplch, Hint. Nat. v4. Phan. 
it 49 (188). 
Plants perenniF1, often spinose, with sterile shoots. Pruiting 
racemes cenelbrs-torm. Pecilcele arcuate and recurved. Petals 
whitish or reddish, Long filaments free, narrowly bilaterally win 1ged, 
edentate or with a awl1 breal tooth. hort filaments with eal1 basal 
tooth. Neetrrieo distinctly bibbed. siliculem
, 
 alwye glabrous, 
conspicuously boat-ebped, held erect or horizontally in opposite 
direction of pedicels, valves strongly and unequally inflated, 2 ovules 
per 	 1 eentation from near the topo Seeds, wingless, not mucile- 
aginous. 
!aectot3rpe species- A. erinosum L. 
Component speciesi 
A.. .iapeyroucistium Jord. (i). 
A. coph1eatrn Coseon & Dr. (N). 
. 5'iUOSuU! L. (',ii). 
191. 
(6). 
Sect. 0DONT.119NA. (N.yer) Koch, Synop '1. .;erm. H1v., 59 (1336); 
Hook. in B.ntk. & Hook., Gen. P1., 1, 74 (1862); Nya. in 'u1. Grfi. 
Rot. Cluj, 1 (1927); 8 (1928); 2 (1929) 9 Schulz in Nat. 
Pflanzenfan., 12b, 491 (1936). Nyi&. in Pule Gi4'd. Bote cluj, j 
(1938); 1y&. in Anal. Acad. Rep. Pop. Ron. Sect. Stiin%e Geol. 
Geog. qie Biol., sere A s n.m. 3 	( 1 949). 
Syn.t Odontarrkena Meyer in Ledeb., Fl. Alt., 19 58 (1831). 
ile.nte perennial with sterile shoots and rosettes, rarely biennial. 
Pedicels divergent and spreading or sigmol.d and deflezed. Petals 
usually obovate, rarely with basal appendages. Long filaments 
unilaterally or bilaterally winged and variously dentate. Short 
filaments with free or connate appendates or teeth. Siliculea 
dehiscent or indehiecent, glabrous or pubescent, held in sane 
direction as pedicels or pendulous, valves compressed or unequally or 
equally inflated; or samaroid, often undulated., 1 ovule per loculs 
with placentation from near the top. Seeds winged or wingless, 
rarely mucilaginous. 
(j)Sbet. ODO1TARRHEJA 
Pedicels divergent and spreading. Siliculea d*hiscent g valves 
unequally or equally inflated, not undulated, veinetion inconspic-
uous. 
Lectotype species, A. tortucaum Wilid. 
Component species, 
1920 
i. 	earelc'u!r 	u'by 	(;,r). 
L• b.rto1onh1 !øv. (v,). 
A. 	Tafi 	c)iu1 	(v!) 
A . gyriReu* Ny. (",O? 
L2 troodt Poise* (0). 
A. itgco1or t'uiil.y & 	ubr—r tb (T). 
A, lib 	1u 	!y4 (it)). 
A. robc'rttan'..m Bern. ex (ren. & Gocr. (E). 
A. tvo11  
A. 	smolikanum 	;yt. 	(ii). 
A. 	 ______ 'Mn ('). 
A. fr 	flhjinwa (Bald.) 	ab, til. (B). 
A . c1onrogyuui ru?tt (o). 
A.  
A. d&vit4rAn 	ud1ey (r). 
rah1a1zmt3 flaug3kn. (B). 
A s 	en.1wienst 	Du11.'y (0). 
A. 	oont"Ii .tnn Boise* 	(T,0). 
A. c811ichx'ou 	:i' • 	 . 
A. p7pvicu 	Li%. 	l,)) 
A. bubo r.'.aorathj.i Tn1ej (P). 
io:byh14m Boise. & Hnuakn. 
(). 
!. tortuosumWilld, (',?,o). 
,. 1249101,711-0 1  (3oai. & Lev.J 	:rot. 	c 	ohihk. 	( 	 ,,O). 
A. 	ery1.ifo)iva D.sf. (E,N) 
A/ 
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A, -apeatre L. 
A, 1.  
A. inf1u. P4yr.  (0). 
P. 	ter1 Nyr. (i). 
A. obtu1f1tum 3tev. ox DC. 
Turc. (:.,0). 
A. 3r11ac 	y'. (0). 
A. bv1a1icun i'Tyr. (o). 
A.ehamem3e 	der3v (,o). 
A. hrctaui 	I Buhe (0). 
A. co r:mbo soils e, 0 TTfl. (B). 
A.  
A. sibiricum '7i111. 	2 1- 4 9 T 9 0 
A. cal iacr 	:yr, ( ,B). 
. euboeum fl. (i). 
A. 	 & Hauaskn. ( ,)) 
A. uiiiiore 	
() 
A. zirgarx13e oje. 	F.aukn. (0) 
A. anato2icui Hauaakzi. ax tyai (T) 
A. haussknechtii Boles. (T). 
*. f.tacbtnkoauuru Busch (0). 
194. 
9*brct. (:T?Y Pu4loy, gut-sect. nov. 
.A subenct. Ofiontprrhøfla s1'iu1in coupresei vel r1inflatis 
undu1t1a ser conrptcue nervosta differt. 
(a)eri 	CO!41ITrcTj% Dw'.ey, ceries nov. 
Silicula rnirg1nftu6 apteris integris pelicellia rigidi 	.tu1i. 
auft'1t'. 
Type pec1ee 	1.. mur1e W.t1dt. & flt. 
Component 	eieat 
A. murle W,- l6t. 3c 'tt.  
A. argenteum All. (1. 
A. tea -lum Hs1. () 
iuHey (0). 
A. akarnasicuffi Burtt (0) 
A. csi 	Boise (T oo). 
(b) Scricz, :i :':Lxm iu1ey, serie3 rv. 
A aerie Conji's&a alliculin marginibus alati8 orenialatia pedicello 
carillari flexuoao tef1exo Suffultis differt. 
Type apeciess A. erenuntum Boise. 
Component speciezs 
A Cili çj ç 	Boise. a au . (T). 
gin.flum Nyaro (ji), 
A. heldrcicW RauskA. (i). 
A. 1at" ioi.s. è Meldr. (T). 
A. ceuLUatu* Boles. (T90). 
195. 
(iii) 
S*abaeot. SAIARIFLR.A Dudley, subsect. iov. 
A eubeect. Odontarrhena siliculis indescentibuz namaroideis un4iulatia 
pendulie papyraoeis semper compressia pedicello caA'illari flexuosO deflexo 
euffultie differt. 
Type specieat A. eenariferun Boise. & aau8n. 
Component speciess 
A. floribundum Boist. & Pal. (i). 
A, trapeziformo Borna. ex (T). 
A. peltcrioides Boie&. CO. 
A. vira%u N7ai'. (T). 
A. caricum Dudley & Hubr-.r_tli (?). 
A. pinifoliurn (NY.) ;udi 	(T). 
A. samaxiferum Boise. 	Hus1ui. 
A. dubertretii Gom.(T). 
A. lesbiacum (Cando) ilecai. ..iJ.. 
196. 
( 7.) Binomials Known only from Literature and of 
Uncertain Status 
(Monies in parenthesis indicate thepossible 
disposition of the bincmiial). 
A. algeriensia Pomel, Nou'v. Mat. Fl. Ati., 232 (1875) - N. Africa-
(? A. atlantiotmt) 
A. ainericanum Greene in Pittonia, 2 ., 224. (1892) - N. America. 
(? Lesguerella) 
A. aanoris Coinoy in Thall. Herb. Boise., 3. 168 (1895) - Spain. 
(?A. UZiflLLB) 
A. antjat1antjci 1nb. & Maire in Bull. Soc, His. Mat. Afr. Nerd., Dj 
165 (1932)  - N. Africa. 
A. aroticum Wormsk. ex Horneun. in Oeuisr, Fl. Dan., 2j 59 t. 1520 
(1820) - Greenland. 
(? Lesguere].la) 
A. argenteoides Nr. in Bul • Grad. Dot. Cluj, L 77 (1927) - Siberia. 
A. atlantioum Rim& & Muir* ox Pau in Cavanillesia, 6  156 (1931) - non 
Deaf, - N. Africa. 
A. bilimekij Wi].lk. in Willk. & Lang, Prod., , 832 (1880) - Spain. 
(? Honnathoray11) 
A. boliviense Musoh].er in Engl. Bot. Jahrb. Q, 275 (1908) - Bolivia. 
(? Lesguerella orxdeuna) 
A. brasi Loret ex Rouy & Fouc., Fl. Pr., , 192 (1895) - France-
(? A. peiraeum) 
A. brughieri Brein & Cofla, Herb. Psd*n., L 142 (1833) -? Italy. 
A. coatei S•nn.n & Pau in Bull. Acad. Gog. Bot., 1.8, 452 (1908) - Spain. 
A. 
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A. deccloratuju Pitne1, bUy. Mat. Fl. Atl., 236 (1875) - N. Africa. 
(? A. atlantiown) 
A. djuzdjui'ao Chod. in Thill. Soc. Bot. Fr., 	19 (1889) - N. Africa. 
('t A. atlantiçurn) 
A. emarginatum Zahl. ex Via., Fl. Thlni., 1 117 (1852) - Yugoslavia. 
A. nbergerj Quze1 in Bull. Soc. So. Nat, Maroc, 31., 254 (1953) - N. Africa. 
(Sect • Odontarrh.na) 
A. filifolius Wahlb. in Isis, 21 v 998 (181+0) - Asia Minor. 
A. f1ahau1tirnim Bab. in Bull. Soc. Sc. Nat. Maroo., Irb 199 (1935) - N. Africai 
(Sect. 0dontarrhen) 
A. fonigueri Sennen in Nann. Soc. Linn. Lyon, n.s., j, 12 (1925) - Spain. 
A. gintlii Beak in Glazn. Zein. Mum. Bose. i Herc.gov ., 38 , 132 (1916) 
- Yugoslavia. 
(? Berteroa) 
A. g1oboa.rn Groash. in Izv. Azerbaid.zh. Fil • Ak. Naulc. S.SS.R., 5j 74 
(1934) - Caucasus. 
A. hikaszkii Ny.r. in Anal. Aced. Rep, Pop. Born. $eoj. tiin. Geol. 
Osog. Biol. sere A, rna. 3, , 32 (1949) - Altai. 
(Sect. 0dntarrh.a) 
A. heideri Krooh., Supple 11. Silos., , 169 (1823) - Poland. 
A. beinzi Ullep in Oat. Bot. Zeit., 21v 307 (1885) - Yugoslavia- 
(? A. ovireise) 
A. hieronini Seneca in Bol. Soc. Arag., 111p 259  (1916). 
A. hybridim Hut. in Oat. Bot. Zeit., 5k (1904) - Spain. 
(described as an inter-sectional h.yrid between A • atlantiourn (Seat. 
Alyeat*n) and A. serpyllifoliurn (Sect. 0dontarrhe)- ? A. fastigiaturn) 
.L
1 Q n 
 
A. jonaaiaman Cost. & Sennen in Bell. Soc. Bet. Fr. j, 426 (1900) 
- France* 
(? Lobularis aaritia) 
A. 1at1fo1iuin Via., Fl. Dalm., , 118 (1852) - Yugoslavia. 
(9 A. minus) 
A. leiooarpum POsnel, Nov. N at. Fl. Ati., 235 (1875) N. Africa. 
(9 A. atlantiotm) 
A. loj.aeleuxi Fourn., Qmatre 11 • Fr., 425 (1932) - Fran". 
(?A. arenai'i) 
A. luteolum Pomel, Nouv. Mat. Fl. Ati., 234 (1875) - N. Africa-
A, atlantioumj 
A, marizij. Cout. in Bol. Soc. Brotez., 3Z 189 (1910) - Portugal. 
A. inicropetalum Kit. in Linnasa, 32, 4.97 (1863)-non Fischer ox DC. 
- Hungary. 
A. murioatum Kit., op. cit., 498. - Hungary. 
A. mutabil. Vent., Jard.. Cola, 85 (1800) - Italy. 
(9 Berteroa) 
A. ayrioithyllum Lojoc in Maiphigia, p p 113 (1906) Sicily-
(? A. aren4) 
A. nanuui Pomel, Nouv. Mat • Fl • Ml •, 236 (1875)  X. Africa. 
A. nimaid.icum Pomel, op. cii., 377 - N. Africa. 
A. oboordatum (Deav.) DC., byst. Nat., , 324 (1821) - 9 Habitat. 
(?Aurinia eaxattlia) 
A. orbioulattun Urv. in Mom. Soc. Linn. Paris, 1j 335 (1822) - Greece. 
A. Mrvulum Sohxa4t. in Linnaea, !Q. Literb., 69 (1836) - 9 Habitat. 
A • patulum Pomel, Nouv. Mat • Fl • Au •, 238 (1875) - N • Africa. 
(9 A. alyasoidea) 
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A. pflanzii Musohiar in Engl. Bot. Jahxb., Ijqj 210 (1913) - Bolivia-
(? Losquerolla or iud) 
A. 3arigenua Timb. in I*icante Rev. de Bot., 101, 54 (1892) - Francs. 
(? A. rontanura) 
A. soabzwi Weinm., Cat. Hort. Dorpat., 215 (1810) - Hungary. 
(? A. uinbellatuzn) 
A. somidodecandm Sobrank, Bai.r, Fl., 11 (1789) - Czechoslovakia. 
A. simplex Bud. in Sohrad., Journ., 2.v 290 (1790) - ? Habitat- 
(? A. minus) 
A. sethulafo1ium Form. in Vez'h. Nat • Ver. Brthin, , 176 (1893) 
- Bulgaria. 
(? A. stribrn,i) 
A. speciosn Pomol p Nouv. Mat. Fl. Ati., 237 (1875) - N. Africa-
(? A. atlanticum) 
A. subbaicalioum Nyr. in. ArR.1. Aoad. Rep. Pop. Born. Seal. qtiinlo 
Goole Geog. Biol., cer. A., mern. 39 & 18(1949) - Siberia. 
A. tubercu1ati Kit. in Linnaea, 12j 498 (1863) - Hungary. 
A. urbaniamyn Muechier in Engl. Bot • Jahrb., , 275 (1908) - Bolivia. 
(9 Leaquereula or Th4eina) 
A. vi1kanmii De Roan. ex Vi11k. in linnasa, Z5.0 8 (1852) - Spain. 
(?A. granatens.) 
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XI. THE TAXONOMIC POSITION OF SECT. GAMO3EPALU 
The genus Gwnosepalum (Haussknecht, 1897) when originally 
described contained, four species (0. lepidoto—stellatunz, 0. 
pah1agonicum, G. confine and G. alyssoitIe). Schulz (1927) when 
describing Go lycaonicuxn, correctly asserted that G. alyssoides and 
G. confine were synonymous with other species. The present author, 
after examining the classical collections and recent material, 
concludes that four new species are necessary to encompass the 
bigherto unrecognized distinct discontinuities found in the F.Toup y  
and that A. tetrastemon, A. corningii (originally as A. tetrastemon 
var. cappadocicun aensu 1867) and A. baumgartnerianum should be 
transferred to Gamosepalum. 
Haussknecht pointed out the bewildering similarity of 
Gamosepalum to Alyssum, and accepted that a close relationship existed 
between the species he described. He thought that these species 
comprised a natural group held together by the gamoeepalous (,j) 
dimorphic sepals and the whitish petals. He further indicated that 
though this natural complex might be included as an anomolous section 
of Alyssum, recognition at generic level was recommendable. This 
conclusion was satisfactory to him, for the consistent characters 
illustrated by the Gamosepalum material at his disposal combined 
with the almost entirely Anatolian distribution were not shared by 
any Alysea. 
Schulz cast doubt on the validity of the whitish petals being 
used as a diagnostic generic character, as his U. lycaonicum 
possessed / 
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possessed yellow flowers. After examining several species of Alyssum 
(A. bornrnuelleri : Siehe 423, among others) Schulz claimed a close 
relationship to Gamosepalum. However, for him, the adhering dimorphic 
sepals constituted the major generic diagnostic, and accordingly 
maintained the generic rank, but with some reservation. 
Neither Haussknecht or Schulz considered the characters or 
taxonomic position of A. caespitoauni (Baumgartner, 1909) . This species 
shares some important characters with the species of Gamosepalum. 
This character correlation, when evaluated in terms of a sequence of 
specializations, indicates a closer affinity of Gamosepalum to Alyssum 
than was previously realized. The discussion of A. caespitosum, 
accompanying the description, correctly assures an affinity of this 
species to A. bornmuelleri, and also points out a definite similarity 
in habit and leaf shape with A. corningii (A. tetrasternon sensu 
Baumgartner). The inference that a very close relationshij, exists 
between all of the cushion—forming species is shared by the present 
author, but it is regrettable that Baumgartner did not consider the 
species of Gaxnosepalwn as forming a natural group having a direct 
relationship with Alyssum Sect. Alyssum. 
The question of rank for Gamosepaluxn, which troubled the earlier 
workers, is no less of a problem now, but it is safely established 
from the following survey, that the species of (]amosepalum have a 
closer relationship to a species complex within Alyssum Sect. Alyssum 
(of. Table No. 5) than to any other group of species. To grant 
Gamoeepalum generic status would divorce these species, without 
justification / 
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justification, from those Alyssa which they most closely resemble by 
virtue of important character correlations (Table No. 5) and to which 
they are undeniably allied. sectional rank for Gamosepalum within 
Alyssum relates not only to the fact that the species of Gainosepalum 
have a number of constant character expressions in common, but also 
that a trend towards some of the gamosepaloid expressions is found in 
some species of Sect. Alyssum (i.e. A. casapitosum). 
A method suggested by Wagner in Hardin (1957) and Stern (19 61 )9 
utilizing specialization indices calculated from correlations of 
significant characters, produces a plausible evaluation of the 
relative positioning of the natural series within Sect. Gamosepalunz 
to one another and to the closely related species complex in Sect. 
Alyssum. The characters were chosen to establish them as correlated 
differential or diagnostic specific expressions - such as may be used 
in a key to define one species from another. In addition, the 
consistent character expressions furnished similarities, due either 
to convergence or homologous variation, which when judiciously 
correlated elucidate the relative systematic placement of the taxa. 
In Table No. 5 and as indicated in the following explanation of 
characters, each character is graded into a sequence of increasing 
complexity and specialization; from the less advanced (respective 
to the other states) or primitive (0) to the intermediate or rare 
morphological express' -in (1) to the highly specialized (2). A 
specialization value of 0 or 1 or 2 was given for each character 
accordingly; the character values when totalled giving a combined 
sum/ 
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sum of specialization (the specialization index) for every species 
considered. A graphic presentation (Table No. 6) of 
these specialization indices, combined with an interpretation of 
the significance of correlated characters, indicates a presumed 
affinity among the species of Sect. Gamosepalum and a possible relat-
ionship of these species as a whole to Sect. Alyssum. 
Tables No. 6 and No. 7 show that A. casapitosuin of sect. 
Alyssum has a remarkable resemblance to Series Libra of Sect. 
aamosepalum, in particular to A. suiphureum (of. P.478). The argument 
for maintaining A. caespitosum in Sect. AlXssum rather than for trans-
faring it to Sect. Gainosepalum rests primarily on the stress and 
taxonomic weighting of the differential characters and an inter-
pretation of similarities. Lacking the correlation of the important 
filament character (a) in its advanced or intermediate states with 
the other advanced Gamosepalum expressions of A. D and H (see below), 
A. caespitosum should be accepted as a specialized species within 
Sect. Alyssum. It offers an example of what a Gamosepaloid precursor 
in Sect. Alyssum might have looked alike. It 10 not to be presumed 
that any integral part of Sect. Gamosepalum arose in an evolutionary 
manner from A. casspitosum or from any other now existing species. 
Table No. 6 9 synthesized from present knowledge, merely illustrates 
a logical association which, whep viewed phylogenetically, may help 
to explain some of the processes leading to a morphological advancement 
along a particular line or series of taxa, in this case a similar 
pattern of variation and morphological continuity. 




TABLE No. 5z SPECIALI,.ATION VALLIYS FOR THE TEN SPECIES OF SECT, 




SECT. ALYSSUM A B C D E F U H I .1 TOTAL 
1. A. aiidee 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 
2. A.Irrdum 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 3 
3.A,bornmuelleri 0000001101 3 
4.A.dorf1eri 0000000211 4 
50 taygeteum 0000001211 5 
6. A. cPs21toRum 1 1 2 1 0 0 1 2 1 1 10 
ShVr. 	CId'ALUM 
riet (isosepa1n 
7* At tetrastemon 2022222001 13 
8. A. lepidoto—ateilatum 2 0 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 13 
9. A. pph1on1cum 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 1 14 
10. A. thsops 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 0 1 2 15 
Series Libra 
11. A. baumartnerianum 2 1 2 2 0 1 2 2 0 0 12 
12. A. suiphureum 2 1 2 2 0 1 2 2 0 1 13 
13. A - niveum 2022012221 14 
149 A. cprningij 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 15 
15. r 	!'r;uticiw 2 0 2 2 0 1 2 2 2 2 15 
16. A, lycaoriicum 2 2 2 2 0 1 2 2 2 1 16 
* Explanation of character expressions in text; specialization 
irtdicea of each species In plotted in Table No. 6. 
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d.1agrtio oonstruotion used to in4ioat. posaibi. specific inter-
relationship.. No c  aim is se4e for the direct evolution of mW in&t-
viAi 1 species frse &W other, or any natural complex from any other 
ooep1.x. An explanation of the transformation of one species into 
another, if this in fact does 000ur, is not thin the resin of a 
correlation of moxihe1ogica1 expressions. The best that sea be 
soocnplished hers In a fair picture and ortrapolatory appraisal of the 
relationships and affinities in the present, rather than an inferesae 
Of past, evolutionary developssnts. 
As a aaw of obooking the conclusions implicit in Ublo No.5 
and No.6, an iidLttional pictorial intejzotation (Table No.7) wee 
oonstruct.d utilising selected correlated character eresaions. 
This table gives supporting .vidsncs for the validity of the species 
and group relationships established 'then the specialisation indio.s 
were used, and further pormite a clear diagreesatia representation of 
the natural groups of species based on morphological continuities. 
The danger of misinterpreting trends of evolution must be borne 
when morphological. .p.oialieations are judged for the purpose of 
assessing supposed affinities or relationships. Every character 
expression that is to be graded in a specialisation sequence should be 
subjected to a critical evaluation in the liit of the established 
"Principles of Evolution" (Bsseey, 1915). Theae principles ares 
that evolution doss not aiweys oscar in an upward dirsotion, i.eb it may 
involved "degradation and degeneration* (simplification and reduction); 
does not proceed at an equal rots for all organs or characters, i.e. 
mom.' 
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some characters may be static or advancing by simplification or 
reduction, while others may be progressing in a very specialized and 
elaborate manner; and according to selection pressures, the direction 
of advancement may be reversed during the development of or after the 
fulfilment of any given morphological trend. For example, the 
"primitive" hair type contrasted to synsteinony in Series (}amosepalum; 
the free (intermediate) filaments contrasted with the very specialized 
hair type in Series Libra; and the specialized inflated calyx 
contrasted with the less specialized, petal colour of A. lycaonicuin. 
As seen from Table No. 59 the specialized morphological 
expressions in Series Gamosepaluni of sepal dimorphism and coherence, 
filament fusion, entire filament wings and whitish petals are 
correlated together; also correlated are the advanced sepal 
dimorphism, coherence and inflation (at least in some species), 
entire filament wings and lepidote scales in Series Libra. It would 
epear that because of the differences in their specialization 
correlations, the two natural series of Sect. Gamosepalum did not 
arise from one another, but rather diverged independently from a 
basic stock in Sect. Alyssum (see Table No. 6). A caeapitoaum in 
Sect. Alyssum, with a specialization index of 10, is the most highly 
specialized, of all the species allied to the Gamosepala and has the 
greatest number of characters approaching those which are diagnostic 
for Sect. Gamosepalum 5e'ris Libra - in particular to A. baumgartner-
ianum, the type species of the series, which has a specialization 
index of 12. 
In conclusion, the graphic presentations (Tables No. 5, 6 and 7) 
based / 
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based on morphological continuities, trends of specialization and 
over—all resemblances sharply show that Gamosepalum is a natural group 
of allied species which is further divisible into two smaller groups 
or series. The occurrence of a species (A. caespitosj intermediate 
in some character expressions, between Alyssum and Gamosepaluin 
stresses the consanguinity of the two groups and the advisability of 
recognizing Gamosepalum at the sectional level. 
Explanation of the character expressions. 
Sepal dimorphism. The presence of two outer sepals of different 
size and shape than the two inner ones is characteristic of all 
species in Sect. Gamosepalum, and is directly correlated with the 
advanced specialization values of characters C, P and H. Sepal 
dimorphism, interpreted as an expression of asymmetrical growth, is a 
specialized condition arising from homomorphic or symmetrical sepsis 
(Bessey, 19151 Dictum 18). 
Table lb. 5 	 Table 	. 
uniform in size and shape - 0 	
$ 
intermediate - I 
8 
dimorphic - 2  
Calyx inflation. Inflation of the sepals may be presumed to 
assist, by some means, fruit dispersal and protection of the floral 
parts, and is a specialization from the subiriflated or uninflated type. 
The full expression of inflated calyces is attained only in A. 
lycaonicum and is correlated with the largest and most highly evolved 
type of indumentum. 
Table No. 5 not inflated - 0 1 subinflated (intermediate)— 1: 
strongly / 
strongly inflated. - 2. 
Sepal connation. The generic name, Gamo gap alum, owes its origin 
to the interlocking induntum of the sepsis causing them to appear 
fused. The earlier workers who maintained Gamosepaluin as a genus 
distinct from Alyssum (Haussknecht, 1897; Schulz, 1927; Bornnii1ler, 
1936) did not appreciate the true cause of the sepal coherence, but 
rather attributed it to a true fusion of the sepal margins. In any 
case, the pseudo—conflation (as well as true fusion had it occurred) 
of the sepals represents a specialized departure from free sepals. As 
indicated on Table No. 59 the interdigitating hairs on the sepsis 
prevails in all species of Sect. Gamosepaluni, and is directly correlated 
with sepal dimorphism (A) and the presence of induinentum on the inner 
surface of the sepsis (D). In A. caespitosuxn of Sect. Alyssum the 
occurence of pseudo—connate sepals is correlated only with the 
intermediate expressions of characters D and H. 
Table 5 
free - 0: intermediate - 1: connate - 2: 
In Table No. 7 this characters is applied as the horizontal axis. 
Sepal indumentuxn. The occurrence of indumentum on the inner 
surface of the sepsis is common in all species of Sect. Gamosepalum, 
and is only rarely observed. in A. caespitosuxn of Sect. Alyssum. It 
would be difficult to interpret the lack of indurnentum in this 
position of all other species of Sect. Alyssum as a repression or 
retrogression. Accordingly, the presence of iudumentuxn represents a 
special development of some unknown adaptive value. 
Table No. 5 
absent / 
209 0  
Table No. 5 
absent - Os rarely present - is always present - 2. 
Eeta]. colour. Yellow is the predominating colour in the less 
advanced species, while white, pinkish or purplish tones are usually 
of more recent origin (Payson, 1921). The whitish petals with reddish-
purple veining especially prominent at the throats of the corollaa, 
are found in Sect. Alyssum only in A. iranicum and all members of 
Series Camosepalum but one (that being A. thymops which has inter-
mediate coloured petals.). Most of the components of Series Libra 
have yellow petals. 
Table No.  
always yellow - 
Intermediate (pale cream) 
 
0 
whitish with reddish-purple v i ii r. - 1 
Fusion of the long filaments. Three states are observed in the 
species examined, First, the completely free and distant filaments, 
a state present in all species of Sect. Alyssum. Secondly, closely 
adjacent and often overlapping or touching filaments which infrequently 
(A. corningil) may cohere at the very bare. Thirdly, closely adjacent 
filaments which always cohere to one another by fusion of the filament 
wings. The third state is of diagnostic value for all taxa compris-
ing Series Gsmoseta1u.m the second state being characteristic of 
all components of Series Libra. Any synatemonous condition is a 
specialization from the normally free filaments (Bessey, 1915: 
Dictum 25)9 
Table No. 5 
	




Table No. 5 	 Tabi' N. 7 
free and distant - 0 	 A  
c1o'I. y 	j 	nt , 	vrlL. 	or touc'hi E' 
rre: bdly chrErlt - ] 
always coherent - 2 
Dentation of the wings of the long filaments. The presence of 
edentate, uniformly winged filaments in Sect. Gamoaepalum is directly 
correlated with the high specialization values of characters A l C, D 
and G. This filament state may be considered as a suppression of the 
normal expression of toothing or abrupt constriction of the wings 
present in most of the other Alyssum species (Fig. 1B, 1 and is). 
Table No. 5 
always toothed - 0 
occasionally edentate, but always abruptly narrowed - 1 
always edentate and uniform - 2 
Hair type. Payson's conclusion (1921 ) that the most highly 
evolved trichome is that with many rays is accepted. The sequence of 
elaboration from the few—rayed stellate hair (Fig. 1A, c) to the 
].epidote hair (Fig. LA, 1 and m) through the eublepidote hair (Fig. 
1A, k) is well developed in Sect. Qamosepalum and the allied species 
in Sect. Alyssum. The lapidote scale of all species o series Libra, 
is correlated with the specialization value of 1 for character G. 
On the other hand, the presence of the simpler type of trichome with 
few, often furcate and divergent rays in Series C.ainosepalum is 
directly carrEl 'ten with thc fusion of thc loe fi] 	nto. TbnEe 
corre1atiuri' / 
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correlations support the natural ordering of the series within the 
section. The jndumentwn character is evaluated in terms of the 
predominant type or hair. To species in Sect. Alyssum considered 
in this survey, A. al so idea and A • bornmuelleri have roughly an equal 
amount of both basic types; the simpler form more prevalent on the 
upper portions of the plant, while the lepidote scales are commoner 
on the lower cauline and sterile shoot leaves. 
Table No. 5 
few—rayed but often branched stellate hairs - 0 
equal quantities of both types - 1 
many—rayed lepidote or sublepidote hairs - 2 
In Table No. 7 this character is expressed as the vertical axis. 
I. Indurnentum Disposition. Only three species in Sect. Gamosepa1u. 
(Series Libra:A. harputioum, A. niveuxn and A. lycaonicuta) have a 
completely homomorphic indumentum made up entirely of lepidote scales. 
The hcsomorphic condition is thought to be an advancement from a 
mixed indumentum because the homomorphic condition Is expressed with 
the most specialized type of trichome, the large lepjlote and peltate 
scale. Furthermore, in A. harputicum the advanced type and disposition 
of the hair type is correlated with the most specialized leaf form; 
in A. lycaonicum it i correlated with the very specialized inflated 
calyces. All the other taxa treated in this comparison have a devel-
opment of tuberculate hairs with divergent and furcate rays (this 
conditions itself being an expression of elaboration) on the upper 
parts of the plant mixed with short—rayed stellate or lepidote hairs. 
This / 
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This dimorphism of tndumentum disposition may be expressed strongly 
or weakly and are given specialization values of 0 or 1 respectively. 
Table No. 5 
strongly dimorphic with prominently tuberculate and long-rayed stell- 
ate hairs on the upper cauline leaves, pedicels and sepsis - 0 
weakly dimorphic on the upper parts of the plant with short rayed and 
only slightly tuberculate hairs - 1 
always homomorphic of lepidote scales - 2 
J. Leaf shape. Among the species of Sect. Gamosepalum and the allied 
members of Gect. Alyssum, the more or less oblanceolate or lanceolate 
leaf is commonest. The very narrow, line ar-obl anceol ate leaf of A. 
thymops and A. harputicum (involute and almost cylindrical in the 
latter) may be derived from the commoner shape by some process of 
surface area reduction related to the conservation of moisture in 
arid habitats. The intermediate shape presumable stems from the 
1rger, apathulate or broadly obovate type illustrated by A. baumgart-
nerianum. It must be stressed, however, that the leaf shape while of 
some value in deterrirdng specialization values and establishing 
inter-relationships of Sect, camoser'alum, it may be of no use in other 
species complexes (Babcock, 1947). 
Table No. 5 
broadly obovate or spathulate - 0 
more or less oblanceolate or lanceolate (intermediate) - 1 
narrowly line ar-oblanceolate. rarely involute and cylindrical - 2 
Several other characters might be considered in this study. 
For example, it could be interpreted that the broadly spathulate 
petals / 
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petals which are constricted at their middle and are furnished with 
conspicuously dilated and denticulate claw wings (Fig. 1B 9 f) of 
species numbers, 1 9 2, 3 9 4, 69 7, 8, 9 9 10 9  11, 12 and 14 (see Table 
No. 5) constitute a departure from the obovate and gradually attenuate 
ones which are gradually attentate and are furnished with entire and 
narrowing claw wings (Fig. 1B, a and b) to ward. an  increase  in 
complexity. The example of sepal fimbrlatic,n (Stern, 1961) sets a 
precedent for this conclusion. It is, however, difficult to visualize 
thc relatively simple, obovate petals of k. lycaonicum, the most 
specialized representative of ect. Gosepalu., having evolved in 
any manner except as the result of a reduction process from a more 
elaborate type of petal; especially in A. lycaonicum where the simpler 
petal shape is directly associated with the most specialized inflated 
calyx. Unfortunately, the petal shape throughout the whole genus, 
though of value in distinguishing species, is not a satisfactory 
chnrrrter to judge evolutionary trends. Most of the components of 
Sect. Odontarrhena have the obovate simple form of petal. This fact 
implies that the development of petal shape at least in that section - 
a relatively advanced section with the nunber of ovules in each 
locule reduced to one - follows a trend of reduction and simplification, 
rather than elaboration. But it must always be kept in mind that what 
is applicable to one groups plants, in this case an entire section, 
may not be at all applicable to other groups or sections. 
It is also interesting to point out that most of the Gainocepalu 
and related Alyssum species have caulins leaves which Increase in size 
upwards / 
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upwards and are often involucrate. This is not the case with A. 
lycaonicum, whose cauline leaves decrease significantly in size 
upwards and are never involucrate. It can be safely assumed that 
the involucrate cidition has a particular value for the protection 
of the floral part's and developing fruits. The diminishing size of 
the leaves of A. lycaon.tcuin may well represent a reduction process 
associated with the development of the strongly inflated calyces which 
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XII. KEYS TO ALYSSUM IN TURKEY AND SOME ALLIED 
EUROPEAN AND ASIATIC SPECIES. 
The first key encountered is to the natural sections of the 
genus. Any difficulty which may arise in placing any given specimen 
in the correct section (or into the correct subsections of Sect. 
Odontarrhena) can be resolved by referring to the sectional or 
subsectiona] descriptions or diagnoses given in the Synopsis of the 
Genus Alyssum, p.181 . Reference to Figures lA, 1B 9 2 and 3 with 
their accompanying legends, and to the morphological criteria in the 
Introduction (p.68) will clarify any misconception of the morphol-
ogical details which are used in the keys. 
Some of the terminology requires explanation. The state of 
being pubescent (or having pubescence) is to be understood in the 
braid sense, implying any state or type of indumeritum. The term 
"plicate" refers to any kind of leaf folding which in the case of 
Alyssum is concluplicate. "Homomorphic" is used to indicate that 
the indumeritum is composed of only one type of trichome; "hetero-
morphic" or "dimorphic" indicates that two types of trichomes are 
present. "Bicolored" refers to the state of the indumentum on the 
leaves; the lower surfaces being densely pubescent and silvery 
or whitish, and the upper surfaces usually greenish with a sparse 
indumentum. "Concolorous" iiidicates that the indumentum on both 
leaf surfaces is more or less uniform and of the same colour. 
"Homophyllous" versus "heterophyllous" are convenient descriptive 
terms; the former denotes the state of having leaves of essentially 
one/ 
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one shape and evenly distributed on the fertile sterna or sterile 
shoots, while the latter refers to the occurence of leaves of 
different shape and size, conferted below on the fertile stoma and 
sterile shoots. The condition of fruits being undulate, especially 
in Sect. Odontarrhena Subsect, Compresap and Subsect. Samarifera, 
should not be confused with the state of asymmetry caused by the 
unequally inflated valves of most species in Subeact. Odontarrhena 
and many species of Sect. Alyssum. The valves of the species of 
Subeect. Odontarrhenp and Subseot. Saniarifera are equally compressed, 
but are often wavy, a situation best expressed as undulate. Wherever 
possible, characters of filatsent wings, teeth and appendages have 
been assiduously avoided, because they are difficult to observe and 
are not conducive to convennt identification although important in 
classification. It should be pointed out that a number of characters, 
such as fruit indumentum, ovule number and even fruit shape and 
inflation, are often as easily observed when only flowers with 
immature pistils are available, as when mature fruits are present. 
The tars distinguished in the following keys are numbered 
systematically, and this numbering is followed in the formal 
enumeration of each species. As a guide to correct identification 
the epithets in the key are acompanied by an abbreviated summary 
of the broad geographical areas (in parenthesis) where the taxa are 
known to occur. E represents Europe, T- Turkey, 0- anywhere in the 
Orient excluding Anatolia but including Cyprus. But for one species 
(Ae macropodum vare macropodum and var. heterotricb) all infra-
specific categories are keyed out in the enumeration of their 
respective species. 
219. 
(1) Key to Sections 
1. Plant annual 
2* silioulee always compressed, glabrous and smooth, or pubescent 
with simpie sets or papilla.; placentation marginal, 2-4 0) 
ovules per locul. 	 leniocus 
2. Siltaules always inflated, glabrous and smooth, or pubescent 
with itellate hair.; placentation near the top of locule., 
alway. with 2 ovules per locule 
3. Filaments unwinged, edentate and unappendaged 	Psilonsaip 
3. Filaments always winged and/or dentate and/or sppendaged 
A1188w1 pro part. 
1. Plant perennial or biennial 
4. Locules always irni—ovulate 	 Odontarrhen 
4. I,oculee 2-4.-ovulate 
50 Pedicels arcuate, reourved; silioulee boat—shaped, valves 
strongly and unequally inflated (one valve strongly convex, 
the other strongly concave); silioules not held in the sass 
direction as the pedicels, horizontal or erect; fruiting 
racemes candelabra—farm 	 Tetradenja 
5. Pedioele straight, spreading or horizontal; silicules 
never boat—shaped, valves variously inflated; ailiculos 
held in the sass direction as the pedicels 
6. Sepals dimorphic, appearing connate due to interlocking 
hairs, always persistent, ventral surfaces pubescent; 
long filaments edentate, unap.ndaged, always closely 
adjacent / 
WOP 
adjacent, free or coherent 
Oaaopepa1u 
6. Sepals Wnomorphjc q always free, but often persistent; 
ventral surfaces glabrous, long filaments always dentate 
ant/or appendag4, always tree 	 Alysewi pro part 
221. 
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(2) KOY  to 	ct. MENIOCUS 
1. Silicules glabrous, smooth, without papillae 
2. Seeds wingless; styles 0,1-0 9 5 ma* long; petal. 1.2-2(-2.4) 
x 0.5 ma.; sepal. 0.7-1.7 ma. long 	1. linifoliura (E,T,o) 
2. Seed wings 0.1-0.4 ma, wide; styles 0.5-1.8 ma. long; petals 
(1.5-)2-6 x 1.5.2 mm.; sepal. 2-3 mm. long 
3. Style. 0.5-1  mae long; petals entire (1.5-) 2-3.5 mm* long; 
leaves usually 0.5-195  (-2.5) mm. wide 29 mnioçoide (? )o) 
3. Styles 1-1.8 mm. long; petals retuse or bibbed, 4-6.5 mme 
long; leaves usually 2-4 mm. wide 	 3. eureum (?,o) 
1. Siliculew pubescent with setae, often with minute papillae, 
or if setae absent on valves then always present on eilicule 
mz'gins 
4. Styles filit'ore, 195-2.5 mme long; petals deeply bibbed 
(lobe 0.-0.8 ma. d..p), or retuse to eubretuse; sepal. 
2-30 mm. long 
5. Silioule, elliptic, or broadly elliptic, (4.5.-) 5.5u7 mme 
long, obtuse, densely pubescent with setee 0.5-1  mmo long, 
papillae not present; seeds wingless; petals deeply 
bibbed 	 5. atylare (?) 
59 Siliculea orbicular, 3.5-5.5 mme long, emerginate or 
.ub.marginst. (rarely obtuse), sparsely pubescent with 
sets 0.2-0.5 mme long, or if only on margins papillae 
often present; seed wings 0.2-0.3 mm, wide; petals retuse 
or subretuse 	 7. b1pbarocapu (T) 
4. / 
222. 
40 Style. stout, 0.5-1 	. long; petals shallowly bibbed 
(lobe 0.3-0.5 mm. deep), or eRSX'ginat.; sepal. 1-2 m. long 
6. Petals shallowly bilobett, 2.5-4 mme long; ...d wing. 
0,1-0.2 m. wide; sepals deciduous io fruit; plants 
ascending or erect 
4. huetli (?) 
6. ?*tale ..arginate, (0.7-) 1-1.5 mo  long; seeds wingless; 
sepals,,,.persistent in fruit; plants procunbent or 
decumbent, 
6. heterotricbum (0) 
223. 
(3) Key to Sec PSILONEMA 
1. .ilioules orbicular or rotund, emargiriate or obtuse, pubescent, 
margins ntire and smooth; sepals persistent in fruit; 
leaves always entire 
2. Indwsentum on silicules homomorj.hic of appressed stellate 
hair.; seeds winged; styles 0.5-1  mme long, slender 
3. Stellate hairs on ailiculae short—rayed, not overlapping; 
styles glabrous; petal. retuse 	 8. rlyseoidea (E40) 
3. Stellate hairs on siliculee long—rayed, overlapping; styles 
pubescent t base; petals deeply bifid 	9. 4amacenum (0) 
2. Indumentum on etliculee heteromorphic of appreased stellate 
hairs, and long, unequal-rayed stellate hairs, appearing 
strigose; seeds wingless; styles (1—) 1.5-2  mm. long, stout, 
strongly dilated at base 
10. du.carpum (E,T 90) 
1. siliculea broadly obovate, truncate, glabrous, margins 
papillose; sepals early deciduous; leaves often denticulate 
110 homalocarpum (0) 
224. 
(4) &.y to Sect. ALYSSUM 
1. Plant annual 
2a Silioulee glabrous or rarely with sparse induaentua 
3s. Sepals early deciduous; induwentwn of sublepidot., short 
many-rayed stellate hairs, 0.2-0.3 mm. diam.; leaves 
linear, oblanceolate, gradually attenuate into petiole 
4a Uppermost leaves not involucrate; silicules orbicular, 
emarginate, (2-) 3-3.5 (-4) z ( 2-.) 2.5-3 (-4) am., 
inflated only at centre, flat margins 0.5-1  mm. wide 
5a Glands erect, .ubulate, conspicuous at base of 
filaments; petals "tune or emarginate, 0.5-.1  mae 
wide; hyaline margins of sepal. 0.2-0.4 mm. wide; 
illicules glabrous or rarely with few stellate hairs 
only on margin. 	 12. de.ez'torua (E,T,0) 
5b Glands reduced, inconspicuous at base of filaments; 
petals deeply emarginais, 0.2-0.4 mm. wide; hyaline 
margins of sepals not more than 0.1 mm. wide or absent; 
silicules always with sparse but uniform indumentum 
13. turkeatanicum (0) 
4b Uppermost levos involucrato; siliculee rotund or 
ovate, truncate, 3.5-6 (-7.5) x 495-5 (-.6) mm., uniformly 
inflated, flat margins 0.2-0.3 mm. wide 
14. foliosum (E,T,0) 
3b Sepsis long persistent; indumentum of long, few-rayed 
r rely branched stellate hairs (0.4-) 0 .5-0 .8 (-1) mm. 
dias./ 
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diem.; leaves obovat.-spsthulate, abruptly constricted 
into petiole 
6* Styles 0.5-1 (-1.5) ma. long, strongly dilated at base, 
2 I wider at base than apex; petals densely pubescent 
with long-rayed, etrigose, stellate hairs emarginate 
0.5-0. 6  mm. wide at apex, claws dilated, 2-3 I wider 
than apex, pale yellow 	 15. winutum (E,?,0) 
6b Styles (1-) 1.5-3.5 (-.4) mm. long, slender, often 
roatrat., not dilated at bass or only slightly so; 
petals glabrous or sparsely pubescent with short-rayed 
appressed stellats hairsp bibbed, (i-) 1.54 mm. wide 
at apex, gradually attenuate into claws, deep yellow 
7* Styles 1-1.5 mm.  long; petals 3-3.5 x 1-1.5 mm.; 
hyaline margins of sepals 0.1-0.2 mm. wide; long 
filaaents edentate 	 16. ayrziaeum (T) 
7b Styles 2-3.5 (.-4) mmo long; petals (4-.) 4.5-7 x 
2.5-4 mm.; hyaline margins of sepals 0.3.0.5 mme 
wide; long filaments always dentate 
17. fulvem2gns (E,T) 
2b $ilicules always pubescent with &.n*e, homomorphic or 
heteromorphic indunentum 
8a Indumentum on silicules homomorphic, only of stellate 
hairs 
9* Uppermost leaves involucrate, 2-4 1 larger than lower 
leaves; pecticele swollen at base, appreesed to main 
axis / 
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axis when mature 
lOs Silicul.s greenish, with stellate hairs of ±. unequal, 
few an divergent rays; fruiting racemes umbellate 
or long spiost* or widely cylindrical 
11* Fruiting racema long epicate; petals entire, 
1.5-2 mm. long, glabrous 	 18. atrictwu (T,0) 
lib Fruiting racemes strictly umbellate or widely 
cylindrical; petals retuse, 295-3.5 one long, 
sparsely pubescent 
12a Fruiting racemes widely cylindrical; styles 
0.5-0. 8  mme long silicule valves + equally 
inflated 	 19. conteptum (T 90) 
12b Fruiting racemes strictly umbellate; styles 
1-1.5 ma. long; silicule valves strongly 
unequally inflated 	 20. umballatum (E,T 90) 
lOb Silicules whitish with stellate heirs of equal and 
many rays, appreesed; fruiting racemes abort or 
elongate, pyramidal or conical, or narrowly 
cylindrical 
13a Style. pubesoent, (0.3-) 0.4-1 (-1.5) me. long; 
silicules obtuse or truncate; fruiting racemes 
pyramidal or narrowly cylindrical, (2-) 4-10 cm. 
tall 21. (T90) 
13b styles glabrous, 0.2-0.3 (-0.4) me. long; 
ailicules emarginste; fruiting racemes short 
conical / 
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conical or pyramidal, 1-2.5 cm. tall 22. ma.rgintua (0) 
9b Uppermost leaves not irivolucrate, lose than 2 X larger than 
lower leaves; pedicela slender to baas spreading, or 
horisontal to dfiexed 
14a Styles strongly dilated at base, 2 X wider at base than 
apex, ro.trat., (194-) 2-3.5 mme long; petals strongly 
or weakly corstrtcted at widdle,(2.5-) 3.5-5 x (1-) 1.5-
2.5 mm. 
l5a Sepsis early deciduous; petals *marginate or retuse, 
lateral margins denticulate; siliculee elliptic or 
ovate, truncate or obtuse; stellate hairs on 
siltoules minute and many-rayed, or if few-rayed then 
ray. unequal 
16a Seed wings 0.3-0.5 mme diam., petals densely 
pubescent; siliculea 4-4.5  x 3.5-4 mm.; ped.ic.1. 
912 mm. long, strictly ascending; fruiting racemes 
up to 20 ciae long, branches if present j or less the 
length of primary axis 	 239 roatratu* (E) 
16b bed wings absent or rarely rudimentary; petals 
glabrous; ailicule. 295-3 x 1.8-2.5 mm.;  pedioels 
3.5 am. long, divergent or horizontal; fruiting 
coryab. (3-.) 5-10 cm. long, branches as long or 
longer than primary axis 
24. macropodum var. mao?OPo&W* (?) 
15b Sepsis persistent in fruit; petals bibbed, lateral 
margin. / 
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margins entire; silicules orbicular or broadly ovate 
emarginate or retuae or truncate; stellate hairs on 
ailioulea coarse with few 9 equal and long ray. 
26. .tapfii (T,o) 
14b Styles not dilated at base nor roetrate, 0.5-1 (-1.6) 
. long; petals gradually attenuate to bas• 2-2.5 
(-3.5) x 0.4-0.9 mm. 
17a Leaves greenish with induner 4 r" of long and few-rayed 
stellate hairs; styles pubescent at least at base, 
0.7-1.6 mm. long; silicule valves + unequally 
inflated 
	
25. minus (jr,o) 
17b Leaves civareus with isdunentum of minute, 
eublepidote, many-rayed stellate hairs; style. 
glabrous, 0.5 mm* long; ailioule valves equally 
inflated 	 13. tui'kestanicuta (o) 
8b Indumentum on silicules always heteromorphic with 
simple tuberculate and/or bifurcate hairs intersited 
with stellate hairs 
18a Tuberculate hairs on silicul.s always bifuoate, with 
equal coarse, rarely sericeous rays, (0.2-) 0.5- 1 
(-1,5) mm. long; tuberculate base of hairs on 
siliaule., sepsis and pedtcels 0.5 mm. long or leas, 
(rarely more) 
19a Styles densely pubescent with beteromorphic 
indumentum similar to that on siliculee; silicules 
elliptic / 
229. 
elliptic, truncate s 2.5-3.5 x 1.6-2.3 mm. 
24. sacrpodum var. beterotrichu (T) 
19b 	Styles glabrous or sparsely pubesoent at base with 
minute stellate hairs; silicules orbicular or 
broadly elliptic or ovate, retuse or obtuse or acute, 
4-7 x 3-6 mm. 
20* Styles 0.5-1.5  mm. long, slender but rigid; 
silicules orbicular, retuse or eubretuso; petals 
2-3 (-3.5) x 0.4-0.9 (-1.4) mm.; pedicels 3-5 mm. 
long; fruiting racemes coryabose 
27. atrigoum (J,T,0) 
20b Style. (2-) 2.5-3.5 (-4.5) mm. long, strongly 
dilated at base, rostrates atliculee broadly 
elliptic or ovate, obtuse or ;.oute; petal. (4.5-) 
6-7 x (1-) 2.5-3.5 mm.; pedjoele 5-8 (-12) mm. 
long; fruiting racemes simple 
28. xantbourpum (T,o) 
18b Tuberculate hairs on atlioulea aim;.-le t slender, 
esriceous, 1-3 mm, long, or if bifurcate then rays 
uneual; tuberculate baas of hair, on silioule., 
sepals * and pedicel. 0.7-2.5 (-3) mm. high, (rarely 
less) 
21* Styles 1.2-2.2 mm. long, not Mated at base, or 
only slightly so, glabrous; sepals early deciduous; 
fruiting oorymbe usually compound; siliculas 
(4.5-) / 
230. 
(4,5...) 5-6 m. wide; pediosle spreading or horizontal 
.9. hirsutua (s,?) 
21b Styles 3-4 m. long, strongly dilated at base, pubescent; 
sepals persistent in fruit; fruiting raceasa staple 
and cylindrical or obuliform; atliculea 3.5-4.5 me 
wide; pecUcels strictly erect, or arcuate and deflered 
22* Fruiting raceaes elongate and cylindrical; petals 
bifid or retuse, densely pubescent; levea 
decreasing in size upwards; styles pubescent with 
only minute appressed stellate hairs 
23* 2ilioulea ovate or broadly elliptic; petals 5-6 .n. 
long; seed. wingless 	 30. bulbtricbum (i') 
23b Silicules orbicular; petals 6-3 mm. long; seeds 
winged 	 31. trichocaruis (T) 
22b Fruiting raceaee congested and globuliforiap petals 
entire, glabrous or rarely sparsely pubescent; 
leves increasing in also upward., upperao.t 
involuorate; styles pubescent with heteromarphic 
indumentum similar to that on siliculee 
32. cephalote () 
lb Plants perennial or biennial 
24* Indumeritum of few-rayed, + branched, sparse or oopious 
stellate hEirs, appearing + strigose and greenish-grayish 
(rarely whitish), overall uer cauline is ves never 
bracteate-involucrate; fertile stems arcuate ascending 
or / 
231 
or erect, never cusbion-tor!ing, (10-) 20-60 (-100) cm. long 
(rarely less); sterile shoots arcuate ascending or erect, 
never couferted, J—f the length of fertile stem., or absent 
25a Stellate hairs on pedicele appearing hirsute or atrigoas 
(especially in the upper half), with divergent unequal 
rays, 1-2 an. long (rarely isa,) 
26a Sepals, persistent in fruit 
27a Plant biennial; cauline leaves acute rtnd long 
attenuate, lowermost greenish; ped.tcela 10-20 mme 
long; siliculea eu&arginat. 	34. wierzbickii (E) 
27b Plant perennial; cauline leaves obtuse or subacute, 
lowermost whitish; pdioels 5-10 mm. long; 
silicules obtuse or tTuncate 35. calycooarpum (E,T,O) 
26b :pals early deciduous 
28s Petals spathulate, bibbed or retus., 2-3.5 rain, wide; 
fruiting racemes elongate, 10-20 (-30) cm. long; 
cauline leaves decreasing in size upwards 
29s Silicule valves densely pubescent, grayish or 
whitish p asabranous wing absent; styles pubescent 
below 	 33. repens (s,T,o) 
29b Silicule valves glabrous, greenish, but with sparse 
minute, stellate hairs on margin., membranous wing 
(c,0.3 mm. wide) with sparse minute atellate hairs; 
styles glabrous 37. peeudo-noura.dicu* () 
28b/ 
232. 
28b Petals obovate, entire, 1-1.5 mme wide; fruiting 
raceme condensed, not more than 4 (-6) cme long; 
cauline leaves increasing in also upwards 
30a Fertile steps lax, sparingly leafy; pedicels 
ascending or spreading; cauling leaves 15-20 z 
2-3 mm.; indumentum of all partn of long and 
few-rayed, rarely branched stellate hairs, 
grayish-green and strigoee 
31e Silioules orbicular, euiarginate, 4.5-5 x 3-4 (-.5) 
mee long; styles 2-3 mm. long, glabrous or 
rarely sparsely pubescent at base 
36. pulvinare (E) 
31b bilicules broadly elliptic or ovate, deeply 
retuse 6-6.6 x 4 mm.; styles (3-.) 3.5-4 mme 
long; always densely pubescent up to b1f their 
length 	 38. erosulum ('r) 
30b Fertile stems erect or aacending,+ densely leafy; 
pedicela horizontal or deflexed; caulino leaves 
3-10 (-15) r 1-1.5 (-2) me.; indumantum of upper 
cauline isayes of short and few-rayed, (branched 
appearing many-rayed), oppressed stellate hairs, 
grayish-green, that of lower cauline and sterile 
shoot leaves whitish 40. asezm (T,0) 
25b Stellate hairs on pedicels appreesed, or if vith 




32s, Silicul.s broadly elliptic or rotund or ovate or 
obovate 4.5-5 x 4-5 . (rarely less); styles 
2-4 mm. long; petal. golden-yellow 
33a Sepsis persistent in fruit; petals retuse; 
oaxaline leaves decreasing in size upward. 
34. Fertile stems 10-20 cr. long, deoumbent to 
erect; cauline leaves all narrowly 
oblanceolate, acute; petals densely 
pubescent; y1ine margins of sepsis 0.1-0.2 
mm. wide 	 39. £1Oflt8flWfl () 
34b Fertile stems 20-30 (..to) cm. long, sprawling 
to arcuate; lower cauline leaves obovate to 
upathulate, + obtuse; upper cauline leaves 
ob1anceolate-obovate, t 'cute, longer and 
narrower than lower ones; petals glabrous; 
hyaline margins of sepsis 0.3-0.5 mm. wide 
44. otribrnyi (E,r,o) 
33b Sepals early deciduous; petals entire or 
aubemarginate; esuline le!ives increasing in 
size upward. 
35a 2ilicule valve. + equally inflated; cauline 
leaves broadly oblanosolate or obovate, those 




35b 8ilicule valves strongly unequally inflated; 
cauline leaves line er-oblanceol ate , those of 
sterile shoots about A the eisa 
ochro1euc (P) 
32b Silicules orbicular, 2.5-3 = long and wide; 
styles 1.5-2 ai. long; petals pale lemon yellow 
artwicianee (T) 
24b Indumontum of isany-rayed, strongly branched, leidote 
or subleiidote, dens* stellate hairs, aipearing 
silvery-white, or ashy (rarely greenish), that of 
. 	 - 	 v- 	+ 	1 - i 
! . "I! (  
taaa ou ion-forwing or jrocuibnt or decumbent or 
laxly spi'.wling, or if erect and ascending never 
more than 15 (-20) cm. long; sterile shoots 
confsrted, never more than the l*ngth of fertile 
atm 
36a Sepsis early deciduous; induaientum on all leaves 
of .qusl-reyed, appreseed, and lepidote or 
eublspidote stellate hairs 
37a Siliculee &1brous 
38a Fruiting r.oaes condensed, few-fruited, 
au'wnbe1late; petals obovate, entire, grcidually 
att-nuate into claws, 1-1.5 mme  wide; fertile 
iatea procuabeut or decumbent, slender, frgi1e, 
5/ 
235. 
5-7 em. Long 	 45. idapus (E) 
38b Fruiting racemes elongate, many-fruited; petals 
apathul ate, retuse, or subretuse, abruptly 
constricted into claws, (1.5-.) 2-2.5 	. wide; 
fertile stems stout, erect or aeceniting, 10-15 em-  
long 	 46. mouradicum (,o) 
3Th Siliculee always pubescent 
39a Cauline and sterile shoot leaves broadly ovate 
or obovate or spathulate or orbicular, + 
obtuse 
40a Ulicules broadly elliptic or rotumt, obtuse 
or truncate, 7-10 i 5-6 .; styles 1.5-2 . 
long; seed. wings 0.5-1 	. wide; silicule 
valves equally inflated at centre, compressed 
at margins 	 47. bandelli. (B) 
40b Biliculse ovate or obovate or orbicular, 
emarginate or rarely acute, 4-6 x 3-4 (-4.5) 
mm.; styles 2.5-3 mm. long; seed wings 
absent or 0.1-0.3 mm.; silicule valves 
strongly unequally inflated 
41a Fruiting racemes elongate, 4-6 (-10) cmo 
long; culine leaves increasing in size 
upwards: fertile stems stout, indurated, 
ascending or erect; petals retuse 
42a Stellate hairs on ailioules sparse with 
sparingly / 
236. 
p&ring1y brsnohed Or ubrancd rays; 
seeds winged; stellate heirs on 1eaee 
of sterile shoots 0.7-1 Mao dtat., not 
lepidote 50. praecox (T) 
42b Stellate hairs on siliculea dense, with 
prominently branched raa; seeds wingless; 
stellate hairs on leaves of sterile shoot. 
1epi1ete or eubleptdotr, ).3-).4 mm. 11am. 
51. 	is.tstel1at 	(E) 
41b 	ruitirig racemes condensed, uburibel1 ate, 
2-3 cm. long; cauline leaves decreasing in 
eisa upwards; fertile stems slender, 
fragile, arcuate or procumbent or decumbent; 
petals entire or eubemarginate 
49. 	 (T) 
39b Cauline and sterile shoot leaves linear-
oblaneeolate, or lanceolate, or narrowly 
ovate 
43a Styles stout, 0.5-1 (-1.5) mm. long; margins 
of petal claws denticulate; leaves of 
sterile shoots lanceolate or narrowly 
elliptic, closely imbricated 52. ler14otum (?) 
43b Styles slender and roatrate, (2-) 2.5-4 (-5) 
w. long; margins of petal claws entire; 




44a Fertile sterna depressed and ecutahert, 
al'nder; sterile shoots confrteci, 1 cm. 
long or lea.; cauline leaves 3-6 (-10) x 
0.5-1 (-2) am. 
45a petals .patliulate, retusu, abruptly 
constricted into clairs, 2.5-3  wra. wide; 
styles 2.5-3 	long; %Apellata hairs on 
sI1iCU1eB few-rayed, not le,.idote 
48. eurant1cum (T) 
45b Peti.lz oovte, entire or u1.ar.1nate, 
gradually attenuate into claws, 1-2 mme 
wide; styles 4.5-5 	. lo; 	t11ate 
hairs on siliculas many-rayed and 
lepidote 	 55• ;uum (?) 
44b Fertile stems arcuate-ascending ci re ct, 
stout; sterile shoots laxly ascending or 
d.cuxabent, 2 cm. long, or more; caulinc 
leaves 8-20 x 3-7 a. 
46a Fruiting raceinse condensed, umbellte, 
few-fruited.; ailicules obtuse or 
truncate, 6-7 x 5-7 mm. 	53. 11aiticuL!I (P) 
46'b iruitiug racemes elongated, often reduced 
but never usibellate, always many-fruited; 
ailicules smarginate, (3-) 4-5 mzi. long 
and/ 
238. 
and wide 	 58. muelleri (0) 
36bepa1e persistent in fruit; indumentua on 
upper cauline leaves (upper nirfncee and 
margins) appearing strigose with unequal-
rayed .telJste heirs, that of lower cauline 
and 3terile shoot leaves with only equal-
rye' ppreesd lepidote or rublepidote 
stellate h ,!-ire 
47a csuline leaves imbricate, strongly 
eppeed to stems; styles densely 
pub°cert their entire lpr.-t!': pediowis 
11-15 (-20) mm. long, alrey's horisontal 
or de 	xd; 3ili'ules oeorate or 
trncversely elliptic 54. sphacipticu (E) 
47b Cau1ine leaves lax or sr'rtng; styles 
glabrous or sparsely pubscent to no more 
than their length; pediccis (3-) 5-10 
(-15) mm. long, divergent and apreading 
or ascending or apprezcd to main axes; 
siliculea orbicular or elliptic or ovate 
or rotund 
48a Fruiting racemes elongate, (10-) 15-20 
fruited or tore, may be rMuce, but 
novcr umbellate 




50a Pedicehe 4-6 sime long; .etals pale 
yellow, deeply bibbed; ?leflt email, 
individual, few—etemecl, not more 
than 10 Ciii. dinm.; fertile wtecis 
5-10 Ciii. bog 
43. moelleuaorrlanum (E) 
50b Pe&icelii 10-15 si. 1rg; petals 
golden—yelbo, r€.tute; plant large, 
uoy—iitemmed, uP to 70 c. diam.; 
ftilc stems 20-30 (-40) cm. long 
44. stribrrgi (.,T,0) 
49b ilic1.a obtukle o. truncate; petals 
entire or rarely subretiise 
1a .fliciiles elliptic or JLQtU4jdj 4-5 x 
3-3.3 ma.; ped.icela strongly 
ascending or a reaid to eteme; 
petals esthulate, w±iti&h, tinged 
pink—purle at thro._, abruptly 
constricted into claws, margins of 
claws denticulate 	59. jxanicum (0) 
51b,ilicles orbicular (4—) 5-6 m. 
long and wide; pedi eels reading 
and divergent; petals ouvat, 
yellow, gradually attrwate into 
01 awn / 
240. 
claws, margins of claws enre 
52a. Fruiting racemes basally brenched; 
petals 1.5 mm. wi'e; plant erect 
(10-) 15-30  cm. tall; sterile 
shoots few, erect 57. p.rsteu (0) 
52b hutting racemes si1e, unbrutcheti; 
petris 2.5-3 mm, wide; pient 
spraining and 'eeibeit to 
ascending, (3-) 5-10 (-15) ar'. ti'tll; 
irile shcots nwwrous, f'uaMo.- 
5. 	ne1r 	(0) 
4b T'ruiting raca corrrte, r1late 
or 3ubube1lat, 5-10 (-15) fruited 
53a Petals glabrous or sparsely 
ubescent on limbo, not r1 claws;  
irww tum on sepale hetromorphic, 
apearing strigose or hir'iute, or 
11 homoriorh1c with o&y lc,tiote 
stellate hairs, then sepale nev'r 
appearing connate; lepttote hairs 
on leaves sith long peripheral 
rays 
54a Petals broadly 6patbulate g 
bilobed or rstue (rarely !-ntire), 
abruptly constrioted into claws, 
margins / 
241. 
margins of claw denticulate; 
etylae (2.5—) 4-6 urn. long 
55n PetJe 5-7 mm. longT styles 
2.5-4 (-4.5) i. long; upper 
caul me leaven 6-8 065.-1 mmej 
indumavrturn on upper yecatative 
partt strigoce with long and 
uuei_rvø4 ,t,1late haire; 
wiutmi1p e'jtic to broadly 
a 1 iytie, (rarely )bovt), 
obtuse or truncate 
56e. 'ty1 	X viborter than 
iii1e 	ltnth tmad width 
of Tilimles + -uivlent; 
fertile ertems cnf"rted, not 
more thnn 5 'a. above cushion—
forming sterile-?hoots 
60. aizoi 	(r) 
56b tylee 2-3 T  atort'r than 
etlicta1ne; ajlieuer at 
least 2 ! longer than broad; 
fertile ot- 	pct, up to 
10 cm. above sterile etoota 
61. 	?4?i (T) 
55b Petals 8-10 in. lo'i; styles 
5-6/ 
242. 
5-6 mm. long; upp: caulin 
leaves 10-20 x 1-2 rfl; 
jndumentuii on upei vegettiv* 
parts 1Qpidotc with equal and 
short rayed stellate h*tr3; 
1i.ieuJ.eb ovate or brod1y 
tu.rgiAat 
3. 	flEii (L) 
54b 	obovte, tire, gradually 
attxaiate into claws, mrgin of ciaw 
ntir; 	t'1e. 1— 	long 
, 
53b 	'etJ.8 	y3 '!en1i 	c'rt n 
claws, zLever u 1iti; induxntum 
on .apaLa howoir-hic, 	ase 
leiaote stellate Lair sepals 
o.j cAate (rarely 
with divergeat raja at apex); 
lekidot hairs Gn laves with short 
peripheral raja 	64. cpitosum (T) 
243. 
(5) Key to Beat. GAMOSEPALUM 
1. Indumentum of few-rayed, branched stellate hairs; long 
filaments coherent; petals whitish, often purple-veined at 
throat (or pale cream in A thymops)(serjes GacoeeDalum) 
2. Indumentum on sepele of strongly tuberculate, interlocking, 
long, undulating, eericeous rayed (rays 1-1.5 un,,  long), 
densely tomentose, stellate hairs, and dense eubappreseed 
stellate hairs; petals broadly epatbulate, retuse or bibbed, 
sparsely or densely pubescent; isavie obovate or oblanceolate, 
abruptly constricted into petiole, 10-20 x 2-4 mm. 
3. Long filaments coherent for their entire length; ventral 
surface of sepsis with long aerioeoue rays and apprecsed 
equal-rayed stellate hairs; petals 2.5-3.5 sn. wide 
65. tetratmøn (T) 
3. Long filaments coherent for only jrn.- their length; ventral 
surface of sepsis with long sericeous rays only; petal. 
1.2-2 mm. side 
4. Petals retuse y sparsely pubescent; styles 1.5-2 nut, long; 
fruiting racemes condensed; pe&ioele + horizontal 
66. lepidoto-atellatum (T) 
4. Petals bibbed, densely pubescent; styles c. 3 mm. long; 
fruiting racemes elongated; padic.1e ascending or 
spreading 	 67. paphiagonjaum (T) 
2. Indumentum on sepsis of aparseq only slightly tuberculate, 
stiff, +short-rayed (rays 0.5-0.6 urn, long) stellate 
hairs / 
244. 
hairs, and sparse oppressed stellate hairs; petals obovate, 
entire or rarely .ubretuae, glabrous; leaves linear, 
narrowly oblane.olate, gradually attenuate into petiole, 
5-10 T 0.5-1 	, 	 68. tbisopa (T) 
1. Iniu.entu of many—rayed, lepidote or sublepidote stellate 
hairs; long filaments closely adjacent, but never coherent; 
petals deep or pale yellow (Series Libra) 
5. Indunentum on sepal., pedicels, and cauline leaves 
h.teroorpbic with apprsaeed lepidote or sublepidote 
stellate hairs, and divergent or erect, long—rayed stellate 
balm; hyalins, margins of sepsis obvious, not obscured by 
stellate hairs 
6. Petals entire or aubretuse; hyaline margins of sepal. 
0.3-0.4 sme wide; styles densely pubescent; upper 
cauline leaves involucrate 	69. bauagartnerlanum (?,0) 
6. Petals bibbed; hyaline margin, of sepsis 0.1-0.2 mm. 
wide; style, glabrous or only sparsely pubescent, 
upper oauline leaves not iuvolucrate 
7. Petals pale yellow, 5-5.5 x 1.5 wa.; styles always 
sparsely pubescent for i their length; sepsis greenish 
with spars. inthiaentum; ventral surface of sepsis with 
sparse, short—rayed stellate hairs 	70. corningli (i) 
7. Petals deep yellow, 6-7.5 z 2,5-3  mm.; styles glabrous 
or rarely sparsely pubescent at base; sepals grayish—
white with dense tndusntum; ventral surface of 
sepal. / 
245. 
SPpR18 with long scriceouB rays of unequal lengths, 
and few-riyei stellate hairs 	71. suiphureum (T,O) 
5. Incumentum of sepals, pedicels, Rn,3 cauline leaves 
homomorphic with only lpidote stellate hairs; hyaline 
margins of sepi1e obscured by interlocking hairs 
S. Sepals not inflntea in fruit, 2.5-4.5 mm. long; petals 
5-7 mm. long, sparsely or densely pubescent on claw, 
not on lirb, constricted at middle, or if grwua1ly 
atttrpjate margins of claw denticulate; cauline leaves 
Increasing n eiz upwarte; plantfl cushion-forming or 
decumbent, 3-11 cm. tall 
9. Cauline leaves very narrowly 1inear-cb1noeolate, 
0.5-1.5 mm. wi"e; petals 5-5.5 x 2 mm., entire 
72. harpnticti ('i') 
9 ,  rauljne 1eves oblanoeclate or spathulate, 2-3 am- 
v ie; petals 6.5-7 x 3-3.5 mm. 9 retuse to subretuse 
73. nIveum (?) 
, S'nla greatly inflated in fruit, 6-8 cnn. long; petals 
8-9 (-10) mm. long, densely pubescent on limb, not on claw, 
gra4uiily attenuate, sargiri.e of claw entire; cauline 
levee decreasing in size upwards; Plants ascending, 
10-20 cm. tall 	 74. lZeaOnicum (]) 
246. 
So ct • ODONTARRHENA 
(6) 
Toy to Subsections 
1. Siliculee dehiscent, not sameroid; p.d1.cele divergent and 
spreading or aigmoid—deflozed 
2. Silicule valves unequally inflated and S—shaped in cross 
section at base s or equally inflated and cross section at 
base orbioular, or quadrangular or transversely and narrowly 
elliptic, veination tnconapiououa 	 Odontarrhea 
2. Silioule valves oompre3eed or slightly and equally inflated, 
+ straight in cross section at base, veination + prominent 
Cprnpresep 





(a) Key to ubsect. Odontrirrhsna 
I& 4liculee glabrous or papillose 
2a Valves of eiliculee thick, glaucous, or papillose; plants 
usually fruticose; fertile ctems arcuate-ascending or erect, 
(10-) 25-50 (-60) cvi high, rarely lees; atri1e choote 
arising above the long, aphyllous, and ii, nose base, erect 
or a; cending (seldom absent), 10-i) cm. ion.., rarely less 
3a Fruitin.. coryoba many-branched and widely apreadin, 
never with subndin involucrate leaves; silicules 
rotund, or elui. tic. or obovate, or orbicular 
4a auline leaves broadly obovate or siethulate, obtuse, 
rarely subacute, abruptly constricted into petiole, 
decreasing in size upwards; plant peren!'ia1, many-branched; 
fertile stems stout, arcuate-ascening 
5a Cauline and sterile shoot leaves dissimilar in form, 
both concolooue; petals 2-295 mm. long 
6a Siliculee orbicular orobovate (3-) 3.5-4.5 mm* long; 
styles slender 0.5-1 rim. long 	75. coraicum (T,P) 
6b 3iliculas elliptic to broadly elliptic, 5-6 mm, 
long; styles  stout, 1.5-2  mm. long 
76, *ae.enaeum (r) 
5b Ceuline and sterile shoot lenves similar in form, both 
bicolored; petals 3.5-4.5 mm. long 
7a Styles 1.5-2 mme long; silioulee smooth, sessile; 
fertile stems 10-20 cm. long; osuline leaves 6-10 
248. 
(20) ir 3-4 (-6) mm. 	 77. eyriacum (T,0?) 
Tb Styles 2-3 mm. long; zilicules prominently rugse, 
atipitate; fertile stems 25-40 cm. long; cauline 
leaves (15-) 20-35 x (4-) 6-8 mm. 	79, discolor (?) 
0 Cauline leaves oblenceolat., acute, gradually attenuate 
into petiole, increasing in size upwards; plant biennial, 
branching inconspicuous; fertile stems slender, strictly 
erect 	 809 libanoticum (0) 
3b Pruiting corymbs condensed, subtended by broad involuorate 
leaves; siliculee ovate or oboordate and papillose 
8a Silicules smooth, ovate, acute, or attenuate; styles stout, 
1-1.5 (-2) mn, long; pediosle divergent or ascenting 
18. troodi (0) 
8b Gilicul•e strongly papillose, obeordate, obtuse, or 
truncate; styles slender, 0.5-1 mm. long; pedioels 
horizontal to deflsx.d 	 82. cbondronwu (0) 
2b Valves of ailioules thin, never glaucous or papillose; plants 
sufirutesoent; fertile stems sprawling or decumbent, never 
more than 15 cm. long; sterile shoots conferted at base, not 
longer than 8 cm. 
9a Silioulee orbicular, ezarginate, 2-2.5 (-3)  mm. long; 
style. 0 .5-1 mm. long; leaves linear-oblanc.olat., greenish 
with sparse indumentum of few-rayed stellate hairs 
84. davisianum ('F) 
9b Siliculee elliptic, acute or obtuse, 4-6 mm. long; styles 
2-2.5 / 
249. 
2-2.5 (-3) am.-long; leaves obovate or epatbulate to 
rotund, silvery—white with dense indumentus of many—rayed, 
sublepidote stellate hair. 
lOa Seeds winged; leaves of sterile shoots spathulate to 
rotund, abruptly constricted into petiole; oaulin 
leaves bicolored, uppermost involucrate 
81. smolskanum (i) 
lOb Seeds unwinged; leaves of sterile shoots obovate, 
gradually attenuate into petiole; cauline leaves 
concolorous, uppermost not involucrate 83. ocarDu (P) 
lb Silioules pubescent, never papillose 
lie Upper cnuline leaves spathulate or broadly obovate or rotund., 
(rarely oblncealnte), always obtuse, prominently 
involucrate, persistent 
12a Siliculas orbicular to obcoxdate, earginate, strongly 
S—shaped in cross section at base; styles 0.5-1 . 
long; short filament appendages connate at base; all 
filaments incurved 	 101. 	 (E,P) 
12b Si].icules elliptic or ovate to rotund, obtuse or 
truncate, only slightly S—shaped or transversely and 
narrowly elliptic in cross section at base; style. 
1-3 mm. long; short filaaent append0 free; all 
filaments straight 
13a Fertile stems arcuate ascending to erect, (6=) 
15-40 ca. long; sterile shoots few, arcuace 
ascending / 
250. 
ascending to erect, arising from along woody caudex, 
(1-) 5-10 cm. long 
14s Fertile stems bomophyllous, leaves evenly 
distributed; style. 2-3 mm, long; silicules 
elliptic, 46 am. long; stellate hairs on 
silioules sparse, long-rayed, easily displaced; 
seeds winged 	 81. smo1ikanu () 
14b Fertile stems beterophyllous, lower cauline leaves 
congested, forming a distinct zone; style. 1-1.5 
(-2) mm. long; silicules ovate to rotund, (295-) 
3.5-4 na. long; stellate hair, on allicules dense, 
short-rayed, pa rat atent; seeds unwi nged 
97. obtuetfolium (E,O) 
13b Fertile stems sprawling decumbent, or procuiubent, 
rarely ascending, 5-10 cm. long; sterile shoots 
densely confertsd on cushion-forming crown, 1-2 cm. 
long (rarely longer) 
15. Styles slender, always glabrous; ailicules broadly 
ovate 2.5-3 mm.  long and wide; petals abruptly 
constricted into claws, emarginate or retuse, rarely 
truncate, 1.5-2 (-2.5) x 0.5-1 mm.; involucr*d 
leaves enveloping inflorescence 	99. bracteatum (0) 
15b Styles dilated at base, sparsely pubescent at 
least when young; etliculee elliptic or narrowly 
ovate, 3-4 x 2-3 mm.; p.tals gradually atterniat• 
Into / 
251. 
into claws, obtuse or truncate, 3-3.5 x 1-1.5 (-2) 
ma.; involucral leaves not enveloping inflorescence 
98. gehimpnse (r,o) 
lib tipper cauline leaves oblanceolate or narrowly obovet. 
(rarely spathuinte), acute, never involucrate, but 
frequently bracte ate, early deciduous 
16* Plants few-stemmed, never reduced or dwarfed; 
fertile stems erect or arcuate ascending, (15—) 
20-60 (-100) cm. long; sterile shoots conspicuous, 
erect or ascending from base, or borne along fertile 
stems 
17* Induaentum on ailicules dense, whitish, with 
many—rayed stellate hairs; styles pubescent at 
base 	 107. sinarense (0) 
17b Indumentuni on silicules sparse  greenish or 
tawny, of few—rayet, (often branched appearing 
many—rayed), stellate hairs; styles glabrous 
18a Cauline and sterile shoot leaves similar in 
form, both oblanceolate, acute, flat or 
plicate, or if spathulato, then obtuse or 
truncate and always plicate 
19s i1icules orbicular or oboordate or broadly 
obavate; sepals acute; petals densely 
pubescent 
20a Siliuules orbicular or obcordate, emargiiiat. 
or / 
252. 
or truncate, 2-3 (-3.5) x 2-3 mm.; 
styles slender, not dilated at base; 
long filament appendages narrow, uni-bi- 
lateral, irregularly dentate, connate 
only for - their length 
100. corymboeol.dea () 
20b Silicules broadly obovate, obtuse or 
attenuate, 3.5-4 z 295-3 (-4) mm.; styles 
stout, dilated at base; long filament 
appendages wide, always unilateral, 
minutely denticulate, connate for their 
entire length 	 85. fallaginum () 
19b 2ilicules ovate or elliptic, or narrowly 
obovatep sepsis obtuse; petals glabrous 
or sparsely pubeeont 
21a Indumentum on leaves of sterile shoots 
pannose-toteentose with long, sericeous, 
undulating, unequal, and few-rayed 
stellate heirs (2-4 mm. dies.); caulime 
leaves gradually decreasing in eisa 
upwards; stellate hairs on ailiculee 
coarse with divergent, unequal rays  and 
branches (0.4-0.6 mm. diam.) 
91. erioDhyllum (i) 
21b Indumentun on leaves of sterile shoots 
with / 
253. 
with equal and + many-rayed, apprsased 
eublepidoto stellate hairs (0.3-0.5 nme 
diazz.); cauline leaves gradually 
increasing in size upwards; stellate 
hairs on siliculas delicate, appreseed 
with equal rays (0.2-0.4 mm. disis.) 
22a Petals 2-2.5 x (0.5-) 0.6-0.7 mm.; 
siliculee elliptic to narrowly elliptic; 
leaves of sterile shoots linear 
oblanceolate, acute, (4-) 10-20 (-25) 
am, long; .e,d narrowly winged 
90 bubr-morsthtt (T) 
22b Petals (2-) 3-3.5 x (0.8-) 1-1.5 mm.; 
eiliculei ovate or broadly elliptic; 
leaves of sterile shoots spathulimte, 
obtuse or truncate, less than 10 mmo 
long; seed unwinged 	89. cypricu (,o) 
18b Cauline and sterile shoot leaves 
dissimilar in form, cauline leaves 
oblanceolate, acute or obtuse, those of 
sterile shoots obovate or epatbu3ate, 
obtuse, both always flat, never plicate 
23a Silicules 2.5-3.5 mm. long; petals 
retuss or emaiginsto, rarely entire; 
fruiting corymabe with arcuate and 
flezuoze / 
254. 
flexucee branches, branches (5-) 8-15 
(-20) cm. long 	88. callichroum (T) 
23b Silicules 4-4.5 (-6) mm. long, (rarely 
less); petals entire, rarely eubretuse; 
fruiting corymbs with rigid, ascending 
or divergent or spreading branches, not 
flexuose or arcuate, branches 4-7 (-10) 
mm. long 
24a Seeds unwirtged; petals sparsely 
ubeso.nt; pedioele 3-5 mm. apart, 
horizontal or deflexed; silicules 
ovate or broadly elliptic 
86. 	njwinensts (o) 
24b Seeds winged; petals glabrous; 
pedicele 1-2 mme apart, always 
divergent; siliculea obovate or narrowly 
elliptic 
87. conctellatum (i) 
16b Plants + !ir.ny-at.mmned, reduced or dwarfed; 
fertiles stems lax, decumbent sprawling 
or procunibint, or if arcuate ascending 
then widely divergent or divaricate and 
tortuose, 3-20 (-30) cm, long, rarely 
strictly erect; sterile shoots numerous 
decumbent or procumbent or laxly 
ascending / 
255. 
ascending and + tortuese, rarely 
strictly erect, arising from thick 
conferted crown 
25* Sil1.oulea nlvnye broadly obovate to 
ob cordate or orbi ciii ax' s strongly 
5—shaped in cross section at base 
26* Plants fnutioose, sthy11ous at base; 
stellate hairs on loaves of sterile 
shoots lepidote, appressed, 0.15- 
0.2 (-.0.3) sm. iiiim.; fruiting 
racemea unbrancbed; siliculee broadly 
obovate, obtuse to attenuate, 4-5 x 
3-4.; petals 4xl—l.5mm. 
104. uboeum (E) 
26b Plants aulfnutescent, leafy at base 
at least when young; stellate 
hairs on leaves of sterile shoots + 
sany—rayed but not lepidote (0.4—) 
0.5-1 mm. diam. with auberect rays; 
fruiting cor3rmbs always branched, 
ii1iculen orbicular or oboordate, 
ewarginate or truncate, rarely 
obtuse, 3.5 (-.4) mm. long and wide; 
petals 1.5-2.5 (-.3) r 0.5-1 	. 
27* Cauline leaves graLua11y 
decreasing / 
256. 
decreasing in size upwards; 
fertile stems hetexophyllous, lower 
cauline leaves densely aggregated, 
forming a distinct eons; atsilate 
hairs on silicules persistent; 
seeds narrowly winged 
103. caliacra. (E) 
27b Cauline leaves gradually increasing 
in size upwards; fertile eteffie 
homophyllous, leaves evenly 
distributed; stellate hairs on 
silicules easily displaced; seeds 
unwinged, or rarely with a 
rudimentary wing 
28a Siliculea 3-3.5 (-4) x 2-3.5 .; 
stellate hairs on aillculee 0.4- 
0.7 m. diain, with divergent 
unequal rays; stellate heirs on 
loveE of sterile shoots appear- 
ing + tomentov with unequal 
crjceoua rays up to 1.5 mm. 
long; short filament appendage. 
free 	102. sibiricum ( 9 r,0) 
28b Siliculee 2-3 mm. long en'i wide; 
stellate hairs on siliculee 
0.15 / 
257. 
0.15-0.4 rain, diaia, with equal 
rays; stellate hairs on leaves 
of sterile shoots subappressed with 
equal stiff rays 0,2-0,5 mo long; 
short filament appendages connate 
at base 	101. bpraeanu (E,?) 
25b Silicules ovate or elliptic, or 
oblong, or narrowly obovate, only 
slightly S-shaped or transversely 
and narrowly elliptic or quadrang- 
ular or orbicular in cross section 
t base 
29a Pruiting racemes congested or 
pyramidal; silicules conical, 
acute, orbicular in croz3 section 
at base; styles strongly dilated 
at base, 2-3 X wider at base than 
apex, densely pubescent at base 
109. hauspkxAeohtii ('i) 
29b Fruiting corynbe obpyramidsl, but 
often reduced and contracted; 
ailiculea ovate or abøvate or 
elliptic or oblong, truncate or 
*marginate or obtuse, rarely 
acute, quadrangular or transversely 
aud/ 
258. 
and narrowly elliptic or slightly 
5—shaped in cross section at base, 
styles slender or if dilated at 
base, only slightly so, glabrous 
or only sparsely pubescent at base 
3Da Plants forging a lax fruticose 
cushion, aphyllous at biee; 
fertile stems rigid, erect or 
arcuate ascending; eanline and 
sterile shoot leaves both silvery-
ithite, epathulate, always plicate; 
valves of alliculsi equally 
inflte, or one valve convex, 
the other concave, cross section 
at bsee transversely and narrowly 
elliptic or slightly s—shaped 
89. c,i,ricum (?,o) 
30b Plants suffruteecent, sprawling, 
seldom forming a cuehioni fertile 
stems spreing or 4ivaricate or 
decumbent or prostrRts; leaves 
of sterile shoots wMttah-.gray 
canitno leaves greenish, both 
oblancoolate or obovate or 
spathulate, alwayt flat; valves 
of / 
259. 
of sili culeg unequally inflated or 
if + equally inflated, cross 
section at base transversely and 
narrowly elliptic or quadrangular 
31a Silioules oblong, narrowly 
elliptic, 2-3 X longer than 
broad, quadrangular in cross 
section at base; cauline leave. 
line aroblanceo1 ate , always acute, 
15-25 (-30) x 1-2.5 (-.4) mm-; 
long filament appendages + broad, 
bilateral, deeply 2-.3-.many-dentate, 
usually connate for leee than 
their length 
32a Lower cauline leaves densely 
aggregated, forming a distinct 
sons; petals gradually 
attenuate into claws, 0.5-098 
mm. wide; silioulea greenish 
with coarse, end few-rayed 
stellate hairs (0.4-) 0.5-0.7 
(-.0.8) mm. rjsm. 
106. filiform. (P) 
32b Lower oa.ul the le ve e Pvenly 
itributed, not aggregated 
or / 
IM  
or forming a distinct zone; 
petals abruptly constricted into 
claws, 1-1.5 m. wides silictUes 
shy or whitish with delicate 
and many—rayed •tellate hairs 
0.2-0.5 (-0.6) mm. &iam. 
33a Fertile sterna condensed, 
dwarfed; sepals obtuse; 
silicules obtuse or attenuate; 
branches of fruiting corymba 
c e 5 cnze long, rarely more s 
always spreading 
105. conenatu. (P,O) 
33b Fertile stems arcuate—scending 
or divaricate; sepals acute; 
siliculeø emarginate or 
truncate; branches of fruiting 
oorymbs divaricate or horiz-
ontal, more than 5  cm. long 
34a Sterile shoots erect, often 
branched or forming separate 
rosettes, 5-10 ci. long; 
styles 1-1.5 (-2) mm. long; 
podicelc 4-6 mm. long, 
rarely less; stellate hairs 
on / 
261. 
on silicules with branched 
and aubc-re.ct rays, 0.4-0.5 
(-0.6) m. diam. 
107. sinarenee (0) 
34b 2terile shoots confErted at 
base, less than 2-3 ca. long; 
styles 0.5-1 mm. long; 
ped.icelii 2-3 ma, long, rarely 
more; stillaie h4rn on 
ailicules appre*sed, lepidots 
to sublepi'ote with sparingly 
branched rays, 0 • 2-0 • 3 mme 
dis. 	108. angtoltcuvn (P) 
31b silicules ovate or narrowly 
elliptic, only slightly longer 
than broad, s1tg.t1y '-shaped 
or transversely and narrowly 
elliptic in cross section at 
base; cauline leaves obovats 
to ob1nceolte and acute or 
apatbulate-orbicular and obtuse, 
5-10 x 2-3(-4) c., or if long, 
then always obtuse; long 
filaezit appendages + narrow, 
unilateral uni-dentate or 
minutely / 
minutely denticulate, connate 
for at least j its length or 
more 
35a Sepals lanceolate, acute; 
indun:'ntu.ii on sterile shoots 
bicolored; fruiting coryabe 
lax, not congted, ailiculee 
evenly distributed in 
branches for (2-) 3-5 (-8) 
c. 
36a 	ty1ee 0.5-1 rnt. long; 
seeds narrowly winged; 
petals 2-2.5 (-3) x 0.5-1 
i.; siliculea 2-3 (-3.5) 
*m. long 
92. tortuosu (E,O) 
36b Styles 1.5-2 sin, long; 
stecig wingless; petals 
(3-) 3.5-4 z 1-1.5 mm.; 
eilicule (3-) 3.5-4,5 
(-5) am. long 
3. loiity1uw (E,T,O) 
35b Sepals ovate, obtuse; 




coryiibe + compact s milicul.s 
conferted at ap.x of branches 
for 1-2 (-.3)  cm. 
37a Inflorescence, simple or 
sparingly branched, 1-2 cm. 
long ArA wide; 1eves 
broadly epathulate—orbicular, 
abruptly constricted into 
patiola, obtuse, 5-8 mmo 
long; fertile atoms 5 cmo 
or ieee long s densely 
foliate; etliculea 295-3 mm. 
long 	98. ehemenee (T,O) 
37b Infloreeoence compounud ± 
abundantly branched, 3-5 cm. 
tone' and wiie, or more; 
leaves oblanceolate to 
obo'vate, gradually 'ttenuate 
into petiole, t route, (5—) 
—15 ,rn. long; fertile 
steme 11 -15 (-20) e, long, 
arareely 	'i11cules 
(2—) 3.5-4 (-6) sn — . long 
38' 'ili'ulee ovete or 




(-4) x 2-3 (-3.5) m. 
styles 0.5-1 (-1.5) m ,  long; 
pet*tls 1.5-2.5 (-3) x 0.5-1 
lUM. truncate 
39a Valves of ailioules slightly 
and equally inflated; 
silicules trtnsversely and 
narrowly elliptic in cross 
section at bmsep whitish 
with dense in4untum of 
many-reyed stellate hairs 
95. inflatuzn (0) 
39b Valves of silicules always 
unequally inflated; sili-
culee elis!htly 3-shaped in 
cross section at base, 
greenish witb + sparse 
inumentum of few-rayed 
stellate heirs 
96. pateri () 
38b Silicule. elliptic, (3-) 
35_5 (-6) 	2.3 im.; 
styles 1-1.5 (-2) Mm. 10np; 
petals 2.5-3.5 (-.4) T 1-1.5 
em., roturu, (or if all pRrtB 
smaller / 
smaller, then plant densely 
conferte'I - 105, f* 
cone no atum) 
40 	Styles glabrous; fertile 
ste'ns rigid, ascending 
or divergent, unbi'anched, 
arising from dense crown, 
not con4enaed; ,,,ices of 
long filament pen!ages 
usually uii—denttte, 
1-1.5 n. long 
94. lieru (0) 
40b Styles sparsely pubescent 
at base, at least when 
young; fertile etna lax, 
decirnbent, often copiously 
brancbed, or condensed and 
dwarf; apices of long 
filament appendages 
iulti—ientt, 
1 19 	less, 
al5om uit—e't1te 
115. c-ndenc'tum (P,O) 
265. 
266. 
(b) ley to Subseet. Coapresea 
1. silicules tanwinged, nztrgtna smooth and .ntire; pedicele stout, 
rigid and spreading (series 
2, 	mute perennial; silicules elliptic or orbicular or rotund, 
rarely obovste, e.srginate, or obtuse or truncate; cauline 
leaveo gradually increasing in site upwards, or if decreasing 
then plant. epinoee 
3. Fertile etsas arciaste-ascending to erect, occasionally 
sprawling-decumbent, rarely def1.ed or proc'wabent, sterile 
shoots arcuate-ascending or erect, always more than 1 ce. 
long, often or occasionally as long as fertile .teaa; 
caulini leaves strongly bicolored; pedicele (2.5-.) 3-8 
(-10) ws. long 
4. Fertile stesis (1-.) 4-10 (-15) in number, (10-.) 30-50 
(SO) es. long; osuline leaves linear, oblanc.olat. 
(rarely obovate), grsduil1y att.ma't. into petiole, + 
acute, upprmo.t not invoiuoz'ste; seed wing. prominent 
(0.2-.) 0.4-0.7 m. wide 	 110. aurale (E,F,0) 
4. Fertile sterns always 3-6 in number, never longer than 
10-30 cm.; eauline leaves broadly obovate or orbiculer- 
epathul ete, never linear-obi nuceol at. abruptly 
constricted into petioles, obtuse, uppermost always 
conspicuously in'voluerat.; .e.' wings icon.piououe, 
0.1-(-0.2) ma. wide 
5. ii1ieu1ea obtuse or truncate, always flat, greenish 
with / 
267. 
with sparse few-rayed stellate hairs; styles 0.5-1 
mm. long; sepsis elliptic, obtuse, 1-1.3 mm* long; 
petals entire, pubescent, 1.5-2  x 0.5 mm. 
111. tonium (E) 
5. Siliculee deeply emarginate, strongly undulated, 
silvery-white with dense many-rayed, eubiepidote 
stellate hairs; styles 1.5-2  mm. long; sepsis 
lanceolate, acute, 2-2.5 mm. long; pet;la emaiginate, 
glabrous, 3-4 z (0.6-) 1-1.5 mm. 113. akamasicum (0) 
3. Fertile stems rigid, divaricate and zig-zag, ultimate 
branches always epinoae; sterile shoots conierted on 
stems, 1-4 mm. long; cauline leaves conco]oroua; 
ped.icels 1-2 mm. long 	 112. subepinosum (o) 
2. Plants biennial; siliculee broadly obovate or obcordate, 
always deeply emarginate; cauline leaves abruptly 
decreasing in size upwards 	 114. casai (T,0) 
1. Siliculee winged, margins cremalate; padicela slender, brittle, 
+ eigmoid-deflexcd (series Crenul ata) 
6. 	i1icu1es always pubescent, veination inconspicuous 
7. Petals pubescent; styles pubescent at least at base, 
0.7-1 (-1.5) mm.  long; sterile shoots decumbent; leaves 
of sterile shoots obovate or epathulate, silvery, 4.55 
(6) ma. wide 	 116, pjosnanum (T) 
7. Petals glabrous; styles glabrous, 1.5-2 mm. longs sterile 
shoots absent, or if present erect or ascending; leaves 
of / 
268. 
of sterile shoots oblancolat., greenish, 2-3 sm. wide 
ilicules obo'vate or elliptic, membranous, with narrow 
erenulat• margins (091-).3 em. wide); stellate hairs on 
silioules few-rayed, unbranch.d; plant perennial; 
115. ci1icicui (i') 
80 SAlicules orbicular, cartilaginous, with wide crenulate 
margins (0.5-0.8 mm. wide); stellate hairs on silicules 
branched, appearing many-rayed; plant biennial; 
119. cronulatuxn (P,o) 
6* Silicules glabrous, or very rarely with few stellate hairs, 
veination always prominent 
Siliculee obovate, truncate or obtuse, 4.5-6 mm. long; 
petals 3-3.5 r 1-1.5 mm.; cauline leaves increasing in 
sire upward.; leaves of sterile shoots oblanceo]ate, 
5-10 x 1-3 mm., plicate or subplicate; plant 25-35  cm. 
tall 	 117. heldreichij (E) 
9. Siliculas orbicular, retuse, (2.5-) 3-4.5 mm. long; 
petal. 2-2.5 x 0.5-0.8 (-1) mm.; cauline leaves 
decreasing in sire upward.; leaves of sterile shoots 
obovate or epathulate, 15-20  x 6-8 mm., flat; plant 
60-80 cm. tall 	 118. datum (P) 
269. 
(c) Key to Subsect. aarifera 
1. Alicules and ovaries glabrous and smooth, or papillose with 
ephaez'oid crystals 
2. Petals with basal denticulate lateral appendages; floral parts 
with aphasroid crystals ppeeririg as pellucid dote; ovaries 
minutely papillose; filaments all unwinged and with basal 
appendages; leaves involute 	 125. pinifoliva (T) 
2. Petals without basal lateral appendage.; floral parts without 
crystal formations; ovaries smooth; long filaments winged 
and with basal appendages; short filaments with basal 
appendages; leaves linear-oblanceolate, or obovate to 
spathulate, flat or plicate, never involute 
3* Alicules elliptic, subundulate, veination inconspicuous, 
reddish-purple when dry; 8-10 z 5-7 mm.; indumentum on 
leaves appearing etrigose, with coarse, long-rayed stellate 
hairs 	 121. trapeziforme (T) 
3, 4licules ovate or oboordate or obovate or rotund or 
orbicular, strongly undulate, reination conspicuous, 
greenish-yellow when dry, (5-.) 6-10 (-17) x (3.5-) 4-10 
(-16) mm.; thdumentum on leaves with slender + short-
rayed, 1epid.ote or sublepidote, .ppre.ed stellate hairs 
4. Leaves of sterile shoots obovate or spathulate, obtuse 
or truncate, abruptly constricted into petioles, 
(1.5.-) 3-5 (-10) mm. wide; petals (3-) 3.5-4.5 x (1-) 
1.5-2 (-2.5) mm. 
5. / 
270 . 
5. Cauline leaves increasing in size upward.; 1eives of 
sterile shoots ooztcolorous; silicuiss obovate or 
rotund, valves fragile, membranous; short filament 
appendages (091-.) 0.2-0.3 mm. wide 
6. Petals glabrous or rarely sparsely pubescent; styles 
1-1,5 mm, long; short filament appendages +-4 as 
long as filaments; lower caultne leaves evenly 
distributed, not congested into a distinct zone 
122. peltarloidea (i') 
(. Petals densely pubescent; styles 0.5-0.8 (-1) m* 
long; short filament appendages as long as 
filaments; lower cauline leaves congested, forming 
a distinct zone 	 123. virgatum (P) 
5. Ceuline leaves decreasing in size upwards; leaves of 
sterile shoots strongly bicolored.; silicules obeordate 
or orbtoUlar, valves stiff, cartilaginous; short 
filament appendages 0 • 4-0 • 5 ma. wide 	124, carl cum (T) 
4. Leaves of sterile shoots linear-oblanceolats, acute, 
gradually attenuate into petioles, (0.5-) 1-2 (-3) mm. 
wide; petals (1.5-) 2-2.5 x (0.5-) 1-1.5 (-.2) mm. 
7. Cauline leaves increasing in size upwards, lowermost 
congested, forming a distinct zone; fruiting corymba 
compact, not widely spreading, branches not more than 
5 cm. long 123. virgatum (T) 
7. Csu.line leaves decreasing in size upwards, lowermost 
evenly / 
271. 
venly distributed, not congested into a distinct sons; 
fruiting coryabs widely spreading, branches 5-10 (-15) 
cm. long 
8. Styles 0.5 mm. long; siliculfe ovate, 5-8 x 4-4.5 
mm.; leaves of sterile shoots strongly bicolored; 
pedicele 2-3 (-3.5) mm. long 	120. floribundum (?) 
Be Styles (0.5-)  0.8-1 ms. long; silicules broadly 
obovate to rotund, (7.5-) 12-17 i (9-) 12-16 mm.; 
leaves of sterile shoots cncolorous; ped.icels 
(3.5-) 5-8 mm. long 	 126. aamariferu* (T,o) 
1. Silioules and ovaries pubescent, never papillose or with 
•phaeroid crystals 
9. Silioulee obovate, retuse or aubemarginate, aubundulate, 
5-5.6 x 4-4.5 mm.; styles 1-1.5 mm. long; sepals early 
deciduous 127. dubertretii (T) 
9. -;ilicules orbicula.r or transversely elliptic, deeply 
emarginate, strongly undulate, 7-8.5 mm. long and wide; 
styles 0.2-0.3 mm. long; sepal. ± persistent in fruit 
128. 1esbiacu ('I') 
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Y-Til. SY!ATI0S OF ALTS-MM I! TUMMY AND S!E 
p T.LTD SLJPEM AJD ASIATIC SPECIES 
The 	kieb taxa are provided with lists of representative specimens. 
The method of citation of ths specimens in convenient grid squares is 
based on land areas enclosed by 2 0 of latitude and 2 of longitude. For 
example, as seen on Map 2 (of. Appendix) the land mass enclosed b.treen 
400 - 142° latitude and 28° - 260 longitude is given the grid epithet 
of Al. In order that readers may be able to place specimens cited for 
id squares Al and £2 in Purkey-in-Europi or Asiatic Turkey, the litter 
and number of the grid square is followed by (B) or (A), the former 
indicating occurrence in Turkey-in-Europe, the latter occurrence in 
Asiatic Turkey (Anatolia). Turk"-in-Europe is defined from Anatolia 
by the Straits of Gallipoli (Dardanelles), the Sea of Maiara and the 
Bosphorus. The letter and number of the grid is followed by the name 
of the Turkish provinces (Viiyets), then follows the exat (when 
possible) place of collection, the altitudinal information (if any), 
the date, the collector and at the end the collection number. When 
modern Turkish names eun be equated with the older Greek, Ran or German 
place names, the modern name is put into parenthesis after the former. 
When a place name cited on an herbarium label or in literature cannot be 
equated with a modern site, and when there is no indication of the 
genera], area of collection, the place me is followed, by a question 
mark (?) in parenthesis. In the specimen citations when more than one 
specimen is cited for a given grid square, and if the province or locality 
of collection is the seme as the preceding specimen, the abbreviation ibid. 
is used; if the grid square is identical but the province is different 
the/ 
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the preceding citation is separated from the next by a. semicolon. Unless 
indicated otherwise, all zaecimens cited, have been •xanined. Much 
additional niterial h- , of co-.irsa, been emin.d and iteined in 
numerous herbaria, but is not cited in the formal enumeration when it 
is regarded as unnecessary to the whole distribution pattern anl would 
lead to many superfluous oitation3 from identical localities. The 
collections mad.e by the author in 1962 are numbered in the aaciuence of 
the Davis Anatolian oolleotion3 i.e. )udly D. 25680 was ool].soted by 
the author, but is numbered as a part of the Davis material. 
Type specimens are listed for all the taxa enumerated - as 
holotypes, syntypes or lectotypea when necessary; however, for the 
European and Asiatic specie3 allied to the Turkish representatives, the 
type specimens are the only ones cited. The Linnean species included 
in this study have all been typified. The herbaria in which the type 
specimens are to be found are clearly indicated, using the abbreviations 
listed in Index Eerbariorum (part 1 1 .d.. 4:1959). If the original 
material (either holotypo3 or syntypee) has not been seen, the herbaria 
where it is to be found is followed by n.y. (non vidi). The isotypse of 
the original material are listed for the various herbaria in which they 
have been seen by the author. In the case of most syntypes it was 
advantageous, because of taxonomic and typification confusion, to indicate 
the herbaria where the specimens which the original author examined are 
to be found. This is especially important in the emam,ration of the 
types of synonyms of Turkish material in Sect. Odontarihena, because 
Nyáry very frequently treated duplicate gatherings in different 
herbaria as different tam. For ample, under A. sibiriciu (p.568) 9  
the/ 
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the Sintenis 6ather1mg(no. 3684) in the Museum of Natural history, 
Depatrit of Botany, Bucizapast. (not seen) serwed as the holotype of 
A. lepjdalui subepe 	ia!%gatum f. minoristeUatu & f. xi.aioristsllatum; 
a duplicate of this colleotiun in the Inwtutit ftLr Zgezielle Botanik 
und Herbarium Hsuasbieoht, Jena (not seen) served as one of the original 
syntypee of A. 	roorum. Other 	Liote were seen in the Herbaria 
of VJU # 1, C-1B, K and 11. Very often (especially in Boissior's species), 
the data furaished in the original reference as to data and area of 
collection (even collector) can be suppleaonted by infomation from the 
labels of the original or duplicate material • Sben this is the case, 
the added information i, jxit in renthesia. 
A few words are needed regarding synonymy. The important European 
synonymy is cited, as well as all synonyms based on Turkish material • If 
the original types of the synonyms or duplicates of these specimens have 
been seen, the synonym is followed by an explanation mari (t). For 
example, the first synonym of A. sibiriein (p.568) reads "A. minutiflorum 
Boise., Liagn., 1  (1), 73 (1842)"; thereby indicating that the type 
material (in this case - as can be seen in the euLzmeration of speaimens - 
the bolotype and two isotypes) has been seen. Synonyms of which the type 
material has not been seen are only included when there is no doubt 
whatsoever regarding their equation. These citations are not furnished 
with an explanation mark. Only rarely are doubtful synonyms listed, but 
if present they are preceded by a question mark (?). 
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(1) scot. kZ41OCUS 
1. 	1inil'o1i 	;teph. ex 1i11d., Sp. P1., 39 467 (1800). 
Key to Vrjetjes 
Plant erect, stout—stemmed; stellate hairs + sparse with long and 
few rays; fruiting raoemee elongated, 3-7 cm. long 
1inifoliui (E,P 90) 
Plant reduced, prostrate, slender—stemmed; stellate hairs dense with 
short and few or many rays; fruiting racemes condensed, 1-3 cme long 
oupreuu (,O) 
var. lirtifoliwn. T1ea., Ic. sel. Fl., 2, 13, t.42 (1823); Boise. 
Fl. Or., 1, 286 (1867); Busch in Fl. Ceuc. Crit., ,(4)9 607 (1909); 
Popov, Man. Fl. Tashkent., fas. 1-2 9 f.222 (1923-1924); Groseb., 
Fl. Kayk, q ed. 2 9  4 9 220, t.259 f.7 (1950);. 1 . Ukr., , 3459 p1 . 
80 (1953). 
P.eniocus seavilifollur, Desv., Journ. Bat. Appi., 39 173 
(1813)9 non Dsf. 
4. linrarifolium Lagasca, Oen. & Sp. Fl., 19 (1816)2 
Mentocus linjfoljus(Staph. ex 1116.) DC., Eyste Nat., 
, 325 (1821)2 
A. austr ensiat'urcs. in Bull. Soc. Nat. Moac., RIMP 
297 (1854). 




1 istributiofl, rlidesproad in Central, .. & b. uxope, S. Africa, 
Turkey, ::yria, Lebanon, Israel, Iraq, Caucasus, Iran, Afghanistan, 
Pakistan, India, Siberia and introduced in Australia. Map 3. 
?UBK.T. A3.s Prov. Ankara, N.W. of Beypazari, - Nalliban, 29 May 
1957, Xnne 395. A4v Prove Kastawonu, Sikeker eker-4pr (Kre 
and Kaetamonu), 4 May  1892,  Sintenie 3773. A5, Prove Amasya,  A maeYaq 
400-600 a., 14 May 1889 9 Bornmhler 1340. A6a Provo Tokat, ?okat, 
600-700 a., Apr. 1893 9 	 3244. A7 , Prove Gumusane, 
yburt-rajane, 1700 a., 20 !pr. 1960, Sttinton 8222, A9, Prove 
r1iatnan.Jriaz1uca, 16 Apr. 1957, Sauer 269. A/B 81 Prove 
rsurum/Gmafle, Bayburt-X' 	May 1853, Ruet. B2, Prov. 
Ouchak (Uçak), 910-940a., 24 May 1857, Balansa 1251 (229 & 3C ; ,. 
B3s Prove .skjsehir, L,-.i9k1jehir q 2 May 1945, Turicieb Sugar Co. 475 
& 477; Prove Afyonkarahiaar, distr. idrda', ,mirda-Bo1vadin, 10 ca. 
S. ofmirde, 1100 a., 12 May 1956 9 Huber-Morath 13726. k14s Prove 
Ankara, An(ora (Ankara), nr. Ju4yie (?), 385 in., 4 1a 19299 
Borrudhler 13853 ibid., Ankara, 10 lhay 107, Friirs .C. 244. 
prov e Konya, Ya9an Mealehasi nr. Pus 	Jun. 1952,  :via 18691; 
Prove Nie/xonya, 4 km. past Ba.lkanli Vo', we side of TUB Gi1i, 
1000 m. 1, 17 Jun. 19i2, 'Dudley (t.35928). B51  Pray. Kseri, plain 
of Csare (ICayssii), 1107 a., 25 Jun. 1856 9 Balansa 990. B(, Prove 
*ara 	1bietan, 1500  a., 7 lay 1957, Davis 27642. B7s Pray. 
El&EL, igin (Leaaliys), Jun. 1853 9 Rust. P8. Prove rzurum, 
•rzurua. Jun. 1853 1p Huet, C2s Prove Antalya, ilaali.-?orkuteli, 5 
miles from k1malip 1120 met 31 May 1962, Dudley (.35211;. :3 
Provo / 
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rove Burdur, Puldar (fiurdur), 1*7 1845 9 leidreteb; Prov. Yourat 
$*y,ehir-Kos, 4  ku. from 1e,ebir, 15 Jun. 1962, 7 udley (r).35840). 
C4s Prove FonWas, Konya-$iltsnbani, 18 miles from rony, 1050 net 
17 Jun. 192, :udly (I). 35918a. 
Habitat: Disturbed end rud.rel situatiri., eultivat.4 and fellow 
field., vineyards, •aaIy bills, gravelly plain., calcareous and 
Zypsua outcrops Arteai.ia, salt 'znd liatrgalul steppe; alt. 
(120-) 350-2000 (-2700) rn. Fl. Iar.-Jul* 
var. cujrQum (1'myr* * int.) Dudley, comb & stat. nov. 
.rtu.um Yreyn & Stat, in ihall. Herb. Boinse s were 2, , 
'9 (O3)1 
A. teherRnicua oram, in Bull. Verb* Foiae., zero 2, 
1269 (1904)2 
Meniocue hinifolius is microcarpu. $u.'b, op. cit., 610. 
Typu (Russia): 1egio 'traneesai4ca, !rasnowod.k, 17 Mar. 1900, 
tntez4a (bolos B1MU n.y., iso. 	 ). 
V'ittr1hut.'u 	1. 	c   
Afgbii1t-, 	n 	•::t. . 
?1JlY. A2(E):, roY. Istanbul, Rul Hisser, 16 May 1915, Post. 
A4: Prey. tinkara, Ankara çubuk, 1000 a., 	 $4. Prov. 
Ankara, Ankara, 7 Apr, 19589 jLjjM, C4s Prey. Komwa s Agios 
ii:o (L :io; hilibos, nr. 	nyt), 	pr. 1)139 	Be 15. 
Cii 	roye, ie/ ina, Wui,la-; 'znti, 900 m. 9 2 	:. 19579 
Divis 263)0. Lila Minor, 	4100 & 280. 
Habitat / 
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Habitats 1,rtrem steppe conditions and loose gravel; alt. 400-
1300 .. Yl. Feb.—ar. (—May). 
As the type species of Sect. Meniocue this species possesses all 
the essential characters of this section, and though one of the widest—
spread species of the genus, it shows very little variation. It may be 
easily distinguished from A. meniocoides and A. aureum, with which it 
has often been confused, by wingless seeds, much shorter styles, and 
smaller floral parts. 
Zohary (1941) claims that A. minimum L. is the correct binomial 
for this taxon. Examination of the Linnasan Herbarium proves that this 
is not the case. A. minimum L. can only be treated as a synonym of 
Lobularia maritima (L.) Deev.; A. minimum sensu Wilid. is 	synonym 
of A. desertorum Stapf. 
One variation worthy of notice but not of formal rank is the 
occurrence of narow and often folded leaves resembling those of,A. 
meniocoides, on plants which grow in saline conditions (Davis 18691; 
Dudley; D. 35928). Immediately outside the salt areas the leaves 
assume a normal appearance. 
Varietal rank applied to A. cupreum as the differential characters 
of this taron are consistent in small but sporadic populations in the 
south—eastern range of the species. The type gatherings of A. teheranicum 
(entitled by Bornnzller as A. linifolium subsp. teheranictun) are identical 
to those of A. cupreum and are consequently regarded as conspecific. 
Bornm11er allied the name A. linifolium var. metallicum, referring to 
dense indunentum, to material collected from the same locality as Ae 
teheranicum, but fortunately it was never formally described. 
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2. A, mmniocoidee Boise, in Ann. Sc. Nat., eer. 29 j3 9 158 (1842); 
Doiss op Fl. Or. 9 Lq 286 9 (1867). 
jnot Keniocue fi1ifo1iu Jaub. & Spach, Iii. P1. Or., Ir 107, 
t. 53B (1843): 
A. tetraspermum Bertol. in Nov. Comm. Acad, Sc. Inst. Boron., 
6, 226 (1844): 
A, kermanshahensi Cowan ox Parsa, no Ix., 1 9 733 9 f. 607 
(1951): 
Plant annual, stems slender, 0.5-1 1. diem., 3-10 cm. long. leaves 
(5.5-) 10-18 T 0.5-1.5 (-2.5) mm. 9  -i- involute. Fruiting racemes 
often reduced, 2-5 cm. long. Sepals 1.4-2 (-2.5) mm. long. Petals 
obovate, entire, (1.5-) 2-3.5 x 0.5-1.5  (-2) mm. Long filaments 
1.5-2 mm. long, unilateral wing connate for - the length of filaments 
or more, with free, always bifid apex o • 3-0.4 (-0.5) mm. long. Short 
filaments 1-195 mme long, with always bifid appendages 0.5-1 mm. 
long. Styles 0.5-1  mm. long. Seeds 1-198 x 0.5-1 mm, wings 0.1-0.2 
mm. wide. Flowering Feb.-Apr. 
Typ., (Purkey or sria) Mesopotamia, Aucher 281 (bob. G-B, iso. 
G,,BM,OXP, hole. U. filifolius P n.y.). 
Distribution: In the Irano-Turanian and Saharo-Sindian regions of 
S.E. Purkey, Syria, Lebanon, Israel, Iraq, Iran and Afghanistan. 
Nap 4. 
TUIT. C6, Prove Gasiantep, Port William (Be of Birecik), IIai'. 
1836 1, Chesney 25 (bolos A. t.traeperaun 1O n.y., iso. G,K); ibid., 
Yonas on the Euphrates, 25 km. E. of Aintftb (Qasiantep), 914 m., 
Apr. / 
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Apr. 1908 9 M!uadjian 1770a; ibid., Bel Zus (Balki.) ni. Birecik, 
1200 m*9 Apr. 19079 ifaradjian 1043; ibid., Biredijik (Birecik), 
Nesra (Yezreo), 26 Mar. 1888 9 Sintenie 131; Provo Hatay, Plain of 
Murk (nr. Hassa) between Mt. Amanus and Kurt dai t Apr. 19079 
Raradjian 889. C?. Provo Gasiantep, Rum lab (Ralfeti), 21 May 
1888 9 Sintenis 157. C7/8s Prey. Urfa/Hardin g Djebel Paktak (?), 
(Urfa—ardin), Hausaknecht. C8s Provo Yardin g Yardin g Mar. 18949 
Post. 
Habitats In dry situations s fallow fields steppe and limestone 
elopes; sometimes in association with (uercus asgilops; alt. 1)-
1200 (-2000) m. Fl. Feb.—Apr. 
Differing from A. linifolium by winged seeds, longer styles, larger 
floral parts, and generally much narrower and frequently folded leaves. 
Meniocue filifoliva is based on the same material as A. meniocoidea, 
but being described one year later is regarded as a synonym. Duplicates 
of Chesney 25 which served as the basis of A. tetraspermum when examined 
at the Kew herbarium and PelesBert herbarium in Geneva presented no 
discontinuities contrasting with the characters of A. meniocoides; 
likewise, the type material of A. kermanshaheneis. 
It should be pointed out here that the petals of a couple of 
specimens (Sinteni.s 131 & 157)approach those of A. aureum in also. The 
leaves of these specimens also are typical and more or lees resemble 
those of A. aureutu. However g in collections containing these two species 
together (Haradjian 1770a - A. meniocoides, 1770b - A. aureui) the 
diagnostic / 
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diagnostic characters are quite clear; in addition A. meniocoidee 
has mature fruit while A. aureum is still flowering. 
In South - Central Anatolia, Western Syria, Lebanon and Israel 
the two species occur in the same population with no apparent ecological 
or altitudinal preference indicated for either. A. aureum, however, 
replaces A. meniocoides in Central and Eastern Anatolia, while the 
latter species completely replaces the former to the east. 
Since the enumeration of specimens was written g a recent gathering 
from Afghanistan (Hedge and Wendelbo 3418) has been identified as A. 
1l%fn4 fl(flj 
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3. A. uxeum (Penal) Boise., Fl. Or., 1p 286 (1867); Zohary in 
Pal. Jourri. Bot,, Jere sere , j, (2/3), 162 (1941). 
Sms enio cue auretza Penal, Pug. P1 • Nov. Syr. & Thur. Occid., 
1 9 13 (1842)1 
Meniocue grandiflorue Jaub. & 2 pach, Iii. P1. Or., it  105 9  
t. 53* (1843)1, pro parte erci, p1antm a Auchor 41001 
As pleiospermum Penal, Ill. 4 ')sc. P1. tov. Syr. & Pur. 
Occid., 54 (1843) 1 
A. meniocoidea 3oiz. var. aureum (?enal)  ohary, loc. cit.2 
Plant annual s stems stout, 1-2 mm. di am, (3-) 5-20 cm. long. Leaves 
(8.5-) 12-30 x (1-) 2-4 mm., always flat. Fruiting racemes + 
elongatett, (4-) 6-13 cm. long. Sepals 2-3 mm. long. Petals spathulat., 
retuse or bibbed, 4-6.5 z 1-2 mm. Long filaments 2-4 mm..1ong 
unilateral wing connate for half the length of filaments or less, with 
free, lanceolate or bifid apex 0.5-1 mm. long. Short filaments 2-3 mme 
long, with lanceolate or bifid appendages 1-1.5 mm. long. Styles 
1-1,8 mm. long. Seeds 1.5-2  x 1-1.5 mm.,  wings 0.2-0.4 mm. wide. 
Flowering Mar.-Jun. 
1'ype: (syria). Circa Aleppo, 22 Mar. 1841, ICotachy 27 (bob. 1 9 
also bob. A. pe1ospermum 9 iso. 0,(;-B, K, BM,0XP,, nyat. W, 
grantli florus P n.y.). 
tistribution: An Irano-Turanian element of Be & S. Turkey, Syria 
and Israel. Map 4, 
TURflT. B7s  Prove Erzincan, Seek (?), 20 Apr. 1890, Sintenis, 130b; 
Prove Elazig, Eflzi.-Kale, on the Euphrates, 22 miles Be of Elazig, 
1300/ 
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1300 m-9 4 Jun. 1957, Davis 28938; ibid., Harput q Jun, 1852 9 Nae 
857; Prov. )Lalaty-a, Malatya, 1000-2500 m. p 5 Oct. 1932, Aitaikovach; 
ibid., Arapkir.-Denizli, 28 Apr. 1889, Sinten.is 153. C4s Prov. 
kouya, Ayes Philibos (Hagios Philippoe), nr. Ionya, Apr. 1913, Post 
B16, ibid., çumra distr. Kt1ok kDy; 3 May 19629 lielback  2400. 
C6, Prov. Gaziantep, Tonas, 25 km. E. of Aintab (Gaziantep), 914 not  
Apr. 1908 9 Mare&lian 1770b, C7/8s Proy. Urfa/Uar&1n, Assyria, 
Djebel et Tektak (?)(Urfa—Mardmn) Apr.—Jun. 18671 Haueakn.cht. 
Habitat: In dry, sterile desert—like conditions and many vineyards) 
.1t, 396-1300 (-2500 ) a. Fl. Mar*-Jun. 
Differs from A. meniocoidas with longer styles, larger and retuse 
or bibbed petals, usually larger fruits, and flat wider leaves. 
Meniocus pleioeperaum and M. grandiflorua were based on the same 
type material as M. aureus. The other syntype of M. grandiflorus 
(Auoher 4100) 18 identified as A. linifolium van. eupreurn. 
Zohary considers that the differences between A. aureum and A. 
meniocoidee are very alight, and that it is preferrable to treat the 
former as a variety of the latter. There has been a considerable amount 
of misidentification of these tara attributable to the failure under-
stand the constancy of the diagnostic characters. Though the distinction 
in petal size and leaf form occasionally breaks down (cf. A. meniocoidesj, 
the longer styles and retuse or bibbed petals remain diagnostic for 
A. aureum, In view of this, the retention of their identity in so nee 
of overlap, and the different flowering times of the species, it seems 
more / 
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more advisable to retain A. aureuin at specific rank. It is suggested 
that the reason why only a few specimens of A. aureum appeared in all 
the material from Israel examined by Zohar'y, is that A. aureum, in 
fact, is a much rarer plant in that particular area than A. meniocoides. 
285. 
4. 1jtiiBoiss., !1. Or., 1.9 287 (1867). Fig. 1A,b; fig. 13, 
i,e: fig. 2 9 a. 
Meniocue hir1utuB Boise. & Huet, Diagn., 3 (5)9 32 (1856)1 
Lectotype, (Turkey, B8s Prove Eraurua); in neglectis circa 
Erroum 1829 met Jun, 4 Jul.  18539 Huet (1240) (orig. 0—B, iso. 
0 9!,B 9 0XP). 
Distribuvions Endemic of the steppe areas in W. & Central Turkey 
and extending into the Armenian Highland.. Map 5. 
TURKEY. A3s Pro. Ankara, 10 ka. W. of Beypasari, 2 kis. W. of 
Zavi3e, 1000 Me l 26 May 1957, 1Chne 202. A8, Pro',. Ersunia, 
Tortum p 1853, Calvert 1240. k1B4s Prove Ankara, Ankara, nr. 
Indiae—au('), 800-900 a., 4 May 1 9299 BornmSIler  13853. 32, Provo 
Uak, Cuahak (Uak), 910-940 met 21 May 1857, 13alana 1252 (230 & 
368) (holo. U. hirsutue 0—B, iso. G,W,l,BM). 34, Prove Ankara 
Ankara, 7 May 1933, lotto 1021; ibid., fit. Heymana, 9 ka. W. of 
Haymana, 1080 mo 3p 11 May 1956, Huber—orath 13723. 35, Provo 
Kayseri, Argaei. (Erciyaa dad) ix. TpshaHi (?), 1600-2500 a., 29 
May 1859, Kotqcbz 206. BBs Prove Erzurum, Frgurum, May 1867 9  
Calvert & Zobrab. C2: Pray. Antalya, 1ea1i dat, 11 May 1869, 
ibid., Elaali—Torkuteli, 5 ka. from E].aeli, 1100-1120 a. 
31 May 1962, Dudley (D. 35212 & D. 35230). 
Habitats Diatrbad situations, cultivated md fallow fields, 
vineyards and open steppe; Lite 800-2500 me F1• Way —June 
286. 
The presence of simple setae (Fig. 1A, b) on the fruit of 
this species indicates that it belongs to a group of Sect. Neniocus 
which includes A. stylare, A. heterotrichum and A. blepharocarpum. 
From A. stylare, its closest ally, this species may be easily 
separated by its stout shorter styles, considerably smaller floral 
parts, and sparse, short setae interspersed with granular—appearing 
papillae on the surface of the fruit valves. 
As Iarsoha]l—Bieberstein (1808) described A. hirsutum, Boissier 
and iluet's specific epithet hirsutue (1856) may not be applied to our 
species in Sect. Meniocus because it would create a later homonym. 
It may be due to under—collecting that no specimens of A. huetii 
have been seen or recorded from the vast area in Eastern—Central 
Anatolia which intervenes between the two present distribution areas 
of this species. 
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5. i, ety].are (Boise. & Bail.) Boisa., Fl. Or. , 287 (1867). 
Wenioeus stylerii Boles. & Bail., Diegn., 3 (6), 16 (1859)1 
ype: ('urky, T5 	Toy. 	yaeri). Inter 	 hrcr :ixntit 
ramaadi (5 lieuec 	u 	 quinque leucis Y orintea 
urbie Casare.e sit!, al t, a. 1500 m., Jun., 2 Jul. 1856, Balanea 
486 (991) (bob. C-B, iso. 0,?i 9 },OXP). 
Distributions 2ndemic of 1. & Central Turkey, rarely in the Cilician 
Taurus. MaQ 5. 
TURIGT•e, A6: Prove ivas t Taghsian-Jrchoudak (nr. Kayulbiear), 1600 
1858, Tehihatcheff (tide Fensi in Tohib., Asia !iin., Pot. 1 (3)9, 
294* 1860). A7s prov e Gm1ne, 0ivane, 21 May 1362, lourgsu; 
ibid., Volirva-mesere (nr. Sorda), 31 May 1894 9 intnis 5656. A8* 
Prove OThm,ane, diet. Bayburt, 	1ane - Bayburt, 21 kin, from 
Bayburt, 120 a., 15 Jul. 1958, INuber-rorath 14302; ibid.., 
Bayburt, 11 Jul. 1862, BouriMau 171. A/T46i Prove Sivae,4Pokat, 
Sivas - Tokat, N. side of ±\rtova passp çamlibel dad',  1850 m. 14 
Jun. 1939 1, Reese. B6: Prove Jarsy, diet. i'lbiatan, 1bistan- 
:ren4e, 28 km .. of Ibistan, 1300 m,, 27 Jun. 1953, ber-orath 
12821. D7s Prove - rzincn, iikor d ' (nr. Yei 	nr. 
Jerbata.n, 1 Aug. 1890 9 Sintenis 3123. C5i Pray. Hie, Pursuk 
(Porsuk nr. Ulukisla). 1300 a., 9 Jun. 1898 9 iehe 89. 
Habitat* Neglected fields, high steppe, and often in association 
with uercuo-Po%erium scrub; alt. 1300-1850 m. l. May-Jul. 
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Of all the members of Sect. Meniocug, this species has the 
longest styles and the densest indumentum composed of the longest 
setae (up to 1 mm.) on the fruits. Aside from these characters, the 
lack of any granular papillae on the fruit surfaces., larger flowers, 
winged seeds, larger and broader leaves, stricter habit, and longer 
racemes of A. stylare distinguish it from A. huetii and A. blephaxocarpum. 
Its larger, obtuse and elliptic fruits and deeply bilobed petals also 
conveniently separate it from A. blepharocarpum which in the eastern 
part of its disjunct range is sympatric with A. stylare. 
An interesting phenomenon is noted with the setas on the fruit. 
For the most part these setae are simple and swollen (tuberculate) at 
the base, but occasionally bifurcate or trifurcate hairs are present 
(Sintenis 5656). This forking of an erect and stiff simple hair, 
thought to be a primitive type, illustrates a possible line of elaboration 
which leads to the stellate hair. An analogous situation occurs with 
A. strigosum, but in this case the furcate hairs have probably been 
derived from a stellate hair by reduction of some rays and lengthening 
and strengthening of others. 
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6. i.heterotrichum Boiss. 9 Liagn., 1 (6), 15 ( 1845); 	 ?l. 
Or., I t 287(1867); Fl. £asakh., At 281, t.359 f.10 (1961). 
yri.: A, bungej Boise., op. cit., 2742 
A. betpakdalense Rubtz. in Bull. ec. Nat. Moseep sere 
Biol., 12 (2) 9 87, f.1 (1947). 
Types (Iran) ad muros hortorwn prope rutnae Pereepolie, 11 Apr. 
1842, Kotech 224 (holo. 0-B, iso. G,BM,OXJ,i) 
Tisti'jbution, Iran and Easakhstan in Russia. UP 4. 
i;cbitati In extreme steppic conditions. 
The type material of A. bungi in the Boissier Berbarium at 
Geneva can only be regarded as 87flOflfl1OU8 with A. heterotrichum, and 
does not appear to deviate in a single character from the earlier 
described species. The uniovu].ate conditions in each locule, recorded 
by Boisgier and necessitating treatment as the only annual within Sect. 
Odontarrhena, is attributable to faulty observation. The present author 
examined numerous fruits of the authentic material of A. bungei and 
consistently found four or five ovules in each locule. It is true, 
however, that infrequently only one seed developed in each locule, the 
others for some reason having aborted; but when this is the case the 
undeveloped ovules are always visible. 
The inclusion of A. betpakdalenae as a synonym was initiated by a 
comparison of its type description and figure and the figure in Flora 
Kazakhstan (1961) with the type collection and description of A. 
heterotrichum. No diagnostic characters exist enabling recognition of 
the former species. 
Al 
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A. haterotrichuca is the only species in Sect. Meniocus having 
setas on the fruits and an entirely extra—Anatolian distribution. After 
the species account was written, a collection from Afghanistan (Hedge 
and Vendelbo, 3005) provided a new specific record for that country and 
the most easterly station for this species. 
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7. 	.b1epharocaxpum Putiley & 'ubor-Morath, ar , rv. 	1. 2 9 Vigo 
49 1-13. 3ap  5, 
Affinia A, huetii Boise. sad habitu diverso, fructibus minoribus, 
etylo longiore, petalia majoribus, g1ant1'lia globosie (hsnd subulatis) 
differt. 
}4trb& annua, 7-15 (-18) cm, alts et late, e basi rosa caulibus 
tenuibus erectis vol patentibus parse foliatis. Plants ox toto 
vireacens vol cinerso-cana lp asepe ad maturitatem rubro-purpurea, 
indu.mento Pills atellatie appreasis minute purictatia brevibus 
ramosia 4-6-rad.tatis ut videtur multi-radiatis 0.2-0.4 mm. 
veotita, 	olia linearia, oblancoolate vol rare subepatulats, obtusa 
vol acuta, geseilia, vol ad basim sonata attenuata, (3.5-) 8-20 
(-25) mm. longs, 0.5-2  mme isuta, suramum versus decrescentta summa 
.ubbracteata. Infloresoentia 5-12 (-20) cm. alta et late, simplex 
v•1 oorymboaa, remulie sim1ioibue ascendentibus 2.5-5 (-8) cm. 
r.tltis. Pedicelli 3.5-7.5 mm. lorigi, subborteontales vel dtvergentea 
inter as 4-7 mm, di stanteo g pills atellatia minutia appessis 
paucibus radile inasqualibue parce vol copiose proviat. Se gala  
elliptico-ovata vel lanceolata, (1.5-) 2.5-3 (-3.5) mm. longa, 
0.8-1 mm. lata, argine hyalina anguata, pills stel]atis appz'eaais 
pares vol coj4ose yestita, interdum dorsaliter carinata 1-5 pills 
atellatla basi anifesta tuberculatis provisa. Petals in aicco 
f1va vol subflave, obovata, retusa vol subretuna rare integra, in 
ungU4m brevem anguetum sonata attenuata, glabra vel solum in Ungue 
Pills ete11tia pzovisa, (2.5-) 3-4 (-5.5) mm. longs., 1-2.5 (3-3.5) 
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We lats. F11menta 1ona (1.5-) 2-3.5 mm. longe, bilateraliter 
slate; ala una quaa s1tea latior, 1-2-3-dentioulata, spice libro 
0,5 an • lo ngo. 71lamenta brevi a 1-5-2 , 5 mm. longs, appendi oe ad 
baaim connato acuto vel minute 2-3-deutioulato (0.5-) 0.7-1 (-1.5) 
mm. longo. Anther-Re auriculata., spice obtuaae v.1 acutee, 0.5-
0.6 mm. longae. Clanñul ae ben, evoluta., globoese, ].obatae. Ovulae 
in placentatione latarali inaertae, 2-3 (-4)  per loculum. Stylus 
glaber, rigidue, tonuis, (0.7-) 1-1.5 (-2) mm, longue, stigmata magno 
provisus. 	11ictt1a ovato-orbioulata v.1 elliptica, obt.0 v.1 
truncata, rare acuta vel emarginata, 3.5-4.5 (-5) mm. ion, (2-) 
2.3-3.2 (3.8) mm. lets, aemper setts tenuibu3 vel robustie aritrorsia 
basi dilatatis ad margineit provisa, valvis membranceia manifesto 
nervoele aequaliter compreasia minute muricatuliu vel glabris vel 
setia eia ad margineum similibue copiose provisis. :;emina brunnea, 
in aqua limosa, 1.5-2 mm. longa, 1-1.5 mm.  latft, ala (0.1-) 0.2-0.3 
mm. lata. Fl. Apr.-Jul., fr. May-Jul. 
PURIFY. Us'rov. Iranya q distr. Yadinken, arayonu
"I,
-Cihanbey1i, 
Iveisenfeldx'exid, 13 km. nord8atlicb Saray8ni, 870  a., 1 Jun. 1956, 
Huber-Morath 13722 (hclo. Hub.-or. iso. E). A3$ Prove Ankara, 
Ankara-Seiy ar, akaryat al, 139 km. we etli ch Ankara auf Tertilrboden 
26 Apr. 1955 9  11alte r 1359  (Hub.-More); ibid., westlich Beypaxari q 
Y.nik8y-arar7r -3raaee, Eteppe v 500 m. 9 27 VaY 1957, i(inne 267 & 
263a (OTU); ibid., Bypazari, NRhe Abzweigung nach TepekBy, Feld, 
1 Jun. 19579 	hne 496 (STU); ibid., Uytspe, Oipfelgrat, steppe, 
7 Jun. 19579 Kahn. 733 & 726 (sTiJ). A8, Prove tma,ane, distr. 
Bayburt / 
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Bayburt, Umt;lne Bayburt, Linsenfeld, 21 km. vor Bayburt mit • As 
stylare, 1620 a., 15 Jul. 1958 9 Huber-Morath 16485 (Hub.-Ior.). B4t 
Prove Kona, Cihanbez,li, steppe, fl. lutsa, 7 Jun.  1952,  Davis 
18636 (F,K,BM); ibid., Angora (Ankara), Fricha a Kodja-dagh 
8 Jul. 1908 9 ' Freres E-C., 458 (G-B.V.D. Post, F g as A, anoaalua, 
A, eatheo carum in ass.); ibi ci., Kavaki i Dere, Steppe im Gel nde 
der Deutachen Botachaft g Andesitleha, 900 a., 30 May 1958, arIcgratf 
(z, as A. huetii); ibid., Steppen-Probenflflche, 7 May 1958 , 
arkgraff (z-. one sheet as A. linifolium, other sheet pro parte with 
A. parvif1oru); ibid., Borgateppe, Hussein bei Ankara, 4  Jun. 1932, 
Kotte 171  (K); ibid.,**grand am alten Flugplatz von Ankara g 850 a. 
11 Jun. 1949, ffuber-Morat 9317 (Hub.-Uor.); ibid., distr. eref1i 
Ko9hiser, vereal zte Steppe am Pus gi1tt, 114 km. eId1ich Ankara, 
11 kme sUdlich, Sererkdr s 920 me # 26 Jun, 1959, Huber-Morath 16079 
(Hub.-4or.); ibid., Ankara-Glkarindan, saws yol Lenari, 21 Jun. 1953, 
Birand & &2hary 2928 (AJK, as Ae stylers). Bit Pray. Ersinoan, 
Bak6yukten, 6 a. somas Skim taz'lan L.nari, 1020 a., 30 Nay 1956 9  
Birand 141 (ANI). 
Habitats Disturbed situations cultivated and neglected fields, 
&atragalu.a and salt steppe, gypsum outcrops and tertiary rocks; 
alt. 500-1620 a. P1. Apr. Jul. 
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A. blepharocarpum grows in small scattered populations in 
Central and Eastern Anatolia and is closely related to A. buetii 
with which it is broady sympatric. It differs from the latter by 
consistently being a more delicate and spreading plant, having 
smaller and often orbicular or ovate fruits with sparser setae (or 
none) on the valves, longer style, larger petals and globose glands 
(A. huetil possessing subulate, peg-like glands). 
In the eastern part of its range A. blepharocarpum is partially 
sympatric with A. stylare (Puber-Morath 16485). A stylare has its 
center of distribution further south in the Cappadoolan steppe and may 
be distinguished from the new species by its longer style, larger and 
bifid petals, and larger and elliptic fruit with consistently longer 
and denser setae on the valves. 
In Sect. Meniocus, A. huetli, A. blepharocarpum, A. stylare and 
A. heterotrichurn all possess simple stiff setae on the fruit, but A. 
blepharocarpum is the only species showing a wide range of variation 
in fruit indurnentum. When the specimens were examined Individually 
it appeared that three different combinations of indumentum types 
were present on the fruit (Fig. 4, 2-5). These indurnentum states ares 
1) marginal setae 0.2-0.4 mm. long and valve surfaces minutely 
papillose (Davis 18636); 2) marginal and surface etas 0.4-0.5 mm. 
long, and papillose or glabrous valve surfaces (Huber-orath 13722); 
3) marginal setae 0.2-0.4 mm. long and glabrous valves surfaces 
(Huber-Morath 1359b). It was soon evident when the gatherings were 
compared with one another that the indumentum on the fruit could not 
be employed to distinguish three distinct taza. No geographical 
pattern / 
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pattern emerged to correlate with the three indumentum states which 
sometimes occurred not only on different plants from the same 
population, but also on fruits of the same plant. 
This new species was first pointed out to the author by Dr. 
Huber.-Morath in his private herbarium; however, it was first 
collected near Ankara in 1908 by Freres des ),C.and named twice (2) 
by Aznavour; as A. anomalum Azn. and A. aetheocarpum Azn. Unfortunately 
the Latin and French description which Asnavour attached to the 
original Fre res des E.C.collection was never published, and Dr. 
Fuber-tdorath suggc sted the specific epithet blepharocarpum (Greek-
blepharia, eye-lash) referring to the short setae on the fruit. 
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(2) 	P1.OLMJ 
8. At a11s0ides (L.) L., syeteea, ed. 10 9 Z9 113 (1759); Jacq., 
Ice P1. Mast., At t.338 (1776); Reich. Ice Germ* & fTelv., 2 9 t.18, 
f.4269 (1837-1 838); Meyer in 	Aoa. '-Co Ptrsb., sere 6, ,, 
(2) 9 p.12 (upper) (1 845); Boise., Fl. Or., 1, 285 (1867); Schins 
& ?hell. in Bull. Herb. Boiss., sere 2 9 79 406 (197); Busch in 71. 
Cauc. Crit., 	(4), 601 (1909);  Boznm, in Beth. Bot. Centraib., 389 
479 (1921); Nyó. in Keg. Bet. Lap., jAW t.1,f.24 (1924); Mansfeld 
tsp. Sp. Nov., Ad 114 (1939); Hyl&Mer in Uppe. Univ. 
7 1, 182 (1945); Oroesh., 1'1. Kavk., ed. 2, A t 2209t.259f. 6 
(1950). 
Clypeola al3rosoides L., Spo P1., 2 9  652 (1753)2 
C1peo1a eanpstrte L., op. cit., 652 & 1231. 
A. calycinum L., p. P1. ed. 2 9 2 9 90 (1759)2 
A s campestre 1., OP. cit. 9 909 9 pro prtJ 
peilpnema ca1ycinuu (L.) 'cyer in Bull. icid. •c. Peeterebe l 
J, 132 (1840)1 
A. ca1ycinun f. Iectduuu Busch, op. cit., 602 9 605 & 606. 
A, ealycinwn f. siliculosue Busch, op. cit., 603 
A. brodense sap. in Pospawy Wyds Pat. Prosyr. Akad. Uniejet., 
12, 423 (1912). 
Type; (Lu.rope)s in Austria et Oallia, Clypeola No. 2, sub. 
"Alyseon inoanue luteum serpilli folio." (BY—Hart* Clifford). 
:istr1butions Widespread in W., Central, S. and E. Europe , N. 
Africa, 1fghanista.n, India and introduced in N. America* Doubtfully 
recorded / 
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r ccrred from 	urkey, .yri', !jowr 	orth Ir ri. 
I li h 	. 	) 	rov. bursa, J3ithyni' 3ly - :o 	lu 
Sestini (.de Fend in Pch.th., Asic Yin., Bot. 1 (3), 313, 1860). 
Ala Prove Prabzon,Bos—tepe, 21 Jun. 19179  Schiechkin (fide P.R. 
Davis in L)); Prove Prsbon'0{1mane, ar. Viechera, Kalanema 1)ere, 
500 in. Jun. 1908, Blumencron (fide 	rr4e1—'fizzetti in /nn. Hofimas, 
Wien, 319  156, 1909). R1): 	rcv. 	"rhsyazit, Dutach—Eurnubulak, 
26 May 1916 9 Sobiecbkin (fide Schiachkin in Der, Tha.k. Staate- 
Univ. 	O, 465, 1929) & P.R. Davis in LE). C6s Prove Gasiantep, 
Killis, 7 Apr. 18939 Poet 335 (fide Post in Bull. Herb. Boles., , 
163, 1895). ?okat—Frzuruin, Aucher (fide Penal, icc. cit.). 
Rabitata Ruderal and disturbed areas. 
Though this species was described before A. dasycarpum, the latter, 
following Meyer's (1831) circumscription and citation, is the type 
species of the genus Psilonema - a group later reduced to a section 
of Alyssum. A. alyssoides Is seldom confused with A. dasycarpum due to 
the dissimilar fruit shape, wingless seeds, longer and basally dilated 
styles, and hertermorphic fruit indumentum characteristic of the latter. 
More often A. alyssoides is confused with A. minus (A. campestre mult. 
auct. and A. parviflorucn). The filaments of A. alyssoides are subulate 
and wingless, edentate and unappendaged. In addition, the always 
persistent sepals, sparsely dispersed and short—rayed stellate hairs 
on the fruit, usually smaller fruit, and always glabrous styles of 
A. alyssoides distinguish it from A. minus. 
The / 
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The valid specific epithet for this taxon was furnished by 
Linnaeus (1753) under Clypeola No. 2. He transferred it to Alyssum 
in his Systema Naturae, ed. 10 ( 1 759). In the second edition of p2ecie s  
Plantarum (1763) Linnaeus re—described the same material but called it 
Alyssum calyciriumo lost botanists now accept the binomial A. alysaoidep 
which is typified by a specimen extant in the Clifford Herbarium (B&). 
There occurs in Species Plantarwa ed. 1 an example of a Linnaean 
nomenc 1aural confusion. Clypeola No, 3 (p. 52) is published without 
a trivial epithet the name campestris being provided in the Errata 
(p. 1231.). In this work Linnaeus cites Sauvage, Methodue Foliorum 
Monspelieneis..., 71 (1751) which reads "No. 405 Clyp. annua siliculis 
bilocularjbus dispermis calyce persistente...". That Linnaeus later 
altered Sauvage's circumscription in the second edition of Species 
Plantarum to read"...calyajbus caducis" is not relevant to the problem 
of typifying Clypeola cn.mpestris or p as it later became, Alyssum campestre 
in Systema Naturas, ed. 10 (1759).  Even though no specimens of Alyssum 
or Clypeola exist in the Linrisean Herbarium which are marked with an "M" 
to indicate their origin from Sauvage (of. Savage, 1945; Stern, Introduction 
to Species Plantarum, facsimile, 1957)9 the Sauvage citation must be 
regarded as the basis of Clypeola campostris. It is also logical to 
assume that the mention of persistent sepals for Clypeola campestris could 
only apply to As alyssoides, rather than to the other taxon generally 
referred to 38 Alyssum campestre. 
Further evidence is gathered from the citation "Alyss. incanum 
aerpilli folio minus" given by Sauvage as referring to Tournefort, 
Institutiones / 
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Institutionea rei herbariae, 1, 217 (1700). Tournafort in this work 
refers to the polynomial "Alysson dictum carnpestre minus" in C. Bauhin, 
Pinax, 107 (1623). This Bauhin polynomial is cited by Linnaeus (1753) 
as a synonym of Clypeola campestris and as a possible synonym of 
Clypeola alyssoides in Rortus Cliffortianus, 329 (1738). 
In Nat}'iort's Flora Monsperliensis, 21 (1756) - the dissertation 
edition not that in the Arnoenitates Academiae1 4 (1759) - Linnaeus  
refers Clypeola campestris to No. 1137 in Magnol, Botanicam Monspelienee, 
edition of 1688. Linnasaus's own copy of this work. (at the Linnaeus 
Society, London) is numbered and No. 1137 falls on the entry on page 251 
reading "Thlaspi dictum campastre minus..." which refers to the same 
Bauhin polynomial cited by Tournefort. At the same time (1756) Linnaeus 
established Clypeola minor referring to No. 1138 in Magnol. This specific 
epithet should be regarded as representing the Alyssum campestre of 
Species Plantarum, ed. 2, pro parte and of Systema Naturae, ed. 12, 23 
1767. (Rothinaler, 1941; Briesthoffer, 1956; Heywood, 1961). See the 
discussion of A. minus. 
Professor H. Huber of the Botanical Section of the University of 
Basel in Switzcrland (in a letter) states that though there are no 
authentic specimens of "Thiaspi Alysson dictum 35mpestre minus" in the 
Bauhin Herbarium, C. Bauhiri wrote in Catalogue plantarum circa Basileam... 
(1622) that itisoomnon in the fields around Basel. As only two species 
of Alyssum re known from near Basel, the alpine A. montanum and the 
common weed A, alyssoides, it r'izly be inferred that the Bauhin description 
refers to the latter. 
Rather / 
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Rather than complicate further this nomenclatural confusion, it 
is preferrable to retain the binomial A. alyssoides (1753) for the 
species with persistent sepsis. Clypeola campeetris (1753) is 
rejected and treated as a synonym of A,, alyssoides because of the 
taxonomic and nomenclatural confusion which surrounds Linnae u s's use 
of the name A. canpeatre. 
That there should exist approximately 30 taxonomic "splits" from 
A. alyssoides at species, varieataa or forma rank and almost twice as 
many recombinations is taxonomically untenable. In such a widespread 
species a certain number of single character deviations are bound to 
occur but seldom on the population basis. Type material has been 
examined of most of the taxa described by Jordan, Sennan, Nyrtdy, 
Prodan, etc. It is obvious that differential characters are minute 
and inconsequential and often not constant on individual plants. 
Possibly A, calycinum var. pumilum Hal. in Denk. Math. —Naturwiss. 11. 
Acad.. Wissen. Wien, 61, 496 	A. calycinum var. minus Velen. in 
Sitz. B8hm. Gesell. Wissen. t Z19 3: 1902; A. conglobulatum P11. & Jay, 
in Nag. Bot. Lap., 2 9 146; 1910; A. alyssoides f. pumilum (Hal.) HEyek, 
Prod. Fl. Pen. Dab., It 1 925) which forms small sporadic populations 
in S.E. Europe, might be accepted at infra.—specific level. It differs 
from the typical A. alyssoid.es  in Its reduced habit (not more than 
3-5 cm. tall), few—fruited condensed racemes, and smaller metallic 
colored leaves. 
It is strange that no specimens of this widespread European and 
Asiatic species have been seen by the author from Anatolia, though 
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recorded several times. Pornm011er (1921) claims that it is very rare 
in the regions covered by Boissier's Flora Oreieita1is. The only 
Anatolian specimen cited by Boissier was taken from Meyer; the specimen 
from near Damascus (Gaillardot) should be referred to A. demascenurn. It 
seems safe to assume that A. alyssoides does occur in Turkey, though 
very rarely. The reliable Handel—Mazzetti record (Bluinencron) from 
Trabzon coincides with a Schiachkin gathering from the same area. 
Hedge collected this species from the first time (No. 31469 1962) in 
Afghanistan, and assures the author that the nature of the locality 
precludes the likelihood of its being an alien. 
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9. A. damascenun Boise. & GaUl., I)iagn., 3 (6), 18 (1859); Boise., 
Fl. Or., 1, 285 (1867); Bouloumoy, Ti. Jib. & 87?., p1. 38 9 f.2 
(1930); zohary in Pal. Journ. Dote  Jere a.r., ! (3/3), 161 (1941). 
Types (syria), in cultis inter terre at Damascum (Jardin a 
Ganohedulu), 18 Mar, 1847, Gaille.rdot 817 (bob. G—B). 
Distribution and Habitats a Saharo—Sindian species of dry hillsides, 
cultivated and fallow areas from Syria, Jordan and Israel. Fl. Mar.—
Apr. 
This species, which has never been recorded from Turkey, is 
sometimes confused with A. minus (A. campestre multo auct. and A. 
prviflorum) which it resembles in its fruit indumentum and shape. 
A. damascenum may be quickly distinguished by observing that its 
filaments are always narrowly winged, edentate and unappendaged; those 
of A. minus are widely winged, dentate and appendaged. Occasionally 
specimens of A. contemptum collected in Israel have been confused 
with A. damecenum, due solely to a very superficial fades resemblance. 
Upon closer examination, A. contemptum (Sect. Alyssum) has widely 
winged, toothed and appendaged filaments, elliptic fruits the valves 
of which are unequally inflated similar to those of A. ezowitsianum 
(Fig. 2 9 B), very small globose nectaries, and entire or merely 
emarginate petals. The fruits of A. dainaacenum are orbicular with 
equally inflated valves, erect and peg—like nectaries, and deeply 
bifid petals. 
-10 3. 
10. A. dasyca?Dua Staph. or Villd., Sp. p1., 1 (1', t  469 (1800). 
Key to varieties 
Inflor.sc.noe elongated, sany—flowered; plant erect; leaves 
obi anceol ate to obey ate 
	 daeyc*rpa (E,?,O) 
Inflorescence condensed, few—flowered; plant prostrate; leaves 
broly epathulate 
	 minus (0) 
var. dascarpum. Boise., Fl. Or. I t 285 (1867); Busch in Fl. Cauc. 
Crit., I (4), 600  (1909);  Popov, Nan. no Tasob., faa. 1-2 9 f. 221 
(1923-1924); Groesh., Fl. Kavk., ad. 2, 4 9 218 1, t.259f.5 (1950); 
Dudley in Notes Boy. Bet. Gd. 1din., 24 (2) 9 157,  f.1B  (1962). 
Fig. 1B, b, h; fig. 2 9 c. 
Feilonesa daeyc&rpa (Staph. ax i11d.) Boyer in Led.b., 
Fl. Alt., , 150 (1831) & Let!eb., Ic. P1. Fl. Russ., It 
t.202 (1831)2 
A. dasycarpnn var. pteroppermum $ordz. in Bull. Jardiri 
Bet. Kieff, 	17 (1928). 
A. calycinoi.dee Hauaakn.in Bornm., Sywb. ad. l. Anat., 
58 (1936), pro synt 
Piie, (Russia), in Siberia ad Kaman at Volgea fluvium, tephau 
(hole. LE n.y., iso. 0—DC, K,BM). 
Distributio ns Widespread in J. hurope q Caucasus, Turkey, Syria, 
Jordan, Lebanon, Israel, Iraq, Iran, Pranaoaspian, Afghanistan, 
Pakistan and India. 
TURXY. A2(E)s Prov. Istanbul, Xalaniohe, 7 Jun. 1916 9 Aznavour .  
*4/ 
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A4i Provo çankiri, in valley of Cakmakli-dere, 800-900 me t 4 9 59 
6 Jun. 19290 BornmAller 18860 & 13859, A6s Pray. Pokat, Zokat 
.2k!z 4096. A7t rov. 0imhane  (Im&sne Pt Guano ni. 5obran 
(Iovana), 4 Jul. 1894, sinte nis 6143. i8s Prey. rurun, Roraaan, 
1600 mop 13 Jun. 19579 Davis 29378. A/38s Provo Oane/Lrsurum, 
Bayburt-rzurum, valley of Xasauk1u 1 524-1 829 no t may  1853 9 Huet. 
B 3/4: Provo Ankara, Ankara-Polatli, 40 km. from Sakarya, 13 km. 
S.W. of Polatli, 720 mop 11 Nay 1956 9 Huber-Norath 13732. 34: Prove 
Ankara, Angoredur Monasteri, Ankara, 10 Nay 1907, Fre'ra s.C.; Pray. 
Xori.ya, Tavaan MEnlehasip ni. 'I'as G81um p 8 Jun. 19529  D,%vig 18706 , 
ibid., Pray. NiIe/1Conya, Sul tanhani-Cihanbeyli, 4 km. from 
lialkenli, W. side of Puz 081i& 9 1000 is., 17 Jun. 1962, PudleZ (1). 
35927). 35: Pro,. Kayseri, Ineeu-Deve1i, 3 km. Be of Inceu, 
1050 not 17 Jun. 1951-  Buber-arsth 10984; ibid. çnlaaee (Pa1ai, 
ni. Kayseri g '7 Jun. 1856 9 Balanea 489; ibid., Erdachia. Dagh 
(rciyae ds), Lerea degInro Kononia, 1600 a., Nay. 1902, Zedebour; 
Prov. Kayseri/Tosgst, Kayseri-Yosgat, at Kopr411 9 1200 a., 23 Jun. 
1890 1, 	 1936. B6s Prey. Sives, 4 km. W. of Sivas, 13 
Jun. 19399 Reese; 37:  Provo .rsinean, Erzincan near Albuechikehan, 
7 May 1890 9 Sintenis 2176; Prove Erzurum, FIrsurum v Sohrab 3759 
C2s Pray. Denisli, Tavaa-Denizli, 800-900 a., 10 Jun. 1962 9 DudleZ 
(D. 35560a). C4: Pray. Konya, Konya, 4 Jun. 19379 Reese C5s 
Pro,. wiE., Nie-U1uki1a, Be side of pans 47 km. to U1uki1a, 
1450 a., 10 Jun. 19539 Huber'-llorath 12818. C6z Frov. Konys, Konya, 
2 Apr. 1913s, Poet 14 (20). 
bitRik / 
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Habitats Disturbed and r'ud.rel situations, roadsides, fallow and 
cultivated fields, vineyards, limestone ridges and acrees, salt and 
Artemisia steppe; alt. (100—) 720-2000 (2580) a. Ti. ar.—Jun. 
var. minus.Dwiley, 1o, cit., f.1*. 
Types Qran)s inter Ispahan et Hamadan, ad pegum Mohameedi, 1800 
U-9 17 Mar. 1892 9 	 2174 (holo. !', iso. w,O,K,BJ,O'F). 
Distribution and Habitat, Sporadic in desert—like conditions, 
fallow land and stony hillsides in Byriap Iran and Afghanistan. Fl. 
Mall.-.Apr. 
A. dasycarpum  may be distinguished from all other oriental species 
in Sect. Psilonema by its dimorphic and strigose fruit indunientum, 
longer and basally dilated styles, and wingless seeds. The sparser 
and longer hairs of the dimorphic fruit indumentum of the Spanish and 
North African A. granatense Boiss. & Rent., also in Sect. Psilonema, 
resemble those of A. hiraututa (Sect. Alyssum) more than those of A. 
dasycarpum. The fruits of A. granatense are at least twice as large 
as those of A. dasycarpum.  A. strigosur!1 (Sect. Alyssum) is sometimes 
confused with A. dasycarpuni because of its dimorphic , indumentum. 
However, the longer furcate hairs, larger fruits, winged, dentate and 
appendaged filaments, larger floral parts, winged seeds and widely 
divergent pedicels Rre diagnostic for A. strigosum. 
No specimens have been seen from anywhcre in the range of this 
species with winged seeds, the character on which the Caucasian var. 
pterospermum / 
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pterosperium was based. The light colored, often translucent radicles 
on immature seeds of A. dasycarpum and many other species of Alyssum 
could be misinterpreted as a wing formation if the structure was only 
superficially examined. 
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11. A, hoa1ocarpum (Fisch. & Meyer) Doiss. 9 Fl. Or., 1 9 285 (1867); 
Bunt in Kew Bull., 283 (1949); Reche file in Ark. F8r Bot., 	(1), 
169 9 f.14 (1959). 
(sj1onema homalocanpum Fisch. & Meyer in lad. Some Hort. 
Petrop., is 63 (1839) & Linnasa, jj, Literb., 163 (1840)1 
A. horebicum Boise. in Ann. Sc. Nat., sere 29 3,, 156 (1842)3 
At ausili Velen. in Sitab. B8him. Gesell. Wiasen., 11 9 12 
(1911) & in Pedde Rep. Sp. Nov., U9  25 (1915)1 
A. nomiemooarua Rech. fil e  Aellen & sfand. in Phyton, 19  
56 (1951)1 
y' (Egypt): semina in Arabia Petraea (cultivated from seed in 
the St. Petersburg Botanic Garden), Schiaper (halo. LE n.v. p iso. 
Distributions Lgypt g Arabia, liweit, Iraq,, Iran, Beluchistan and 
rarely in Syria, Jordan and Israel. 
Habitats A Sabaro-.Sindian species of dry silty river beds, limestone 
and sandy elopes and calcareous cultivated areas. Fl. Feb.-Uan. 
This is the only glabrous fruited species in Sect. Psilonema 
which has early deciduous sepals. There is a considerable variation in 
the fruit size, the smallest measuring C. 3 x 3 mm. 9 the largest 7 x 7 
ran. A. nomismocarpum is said to differ from A. homalocarpum by having 
longer racemes, fragile stems, larger silicules and shorter pedicels. 
None of these characters is satisfactory to warrant specific separation 
when the complete range of morphological variation of A. homalocarpum 
is / 
8. 
is reduced to eynonomy. Likewise, . ilusili (type from PRC) and 
A. horebicum (type seen at CI - Bolesier Herbarium) do not possess any 
morphological discontinuities sufficient to eøparate them from A1 
homalo carpum. 
Eechlnger draws attention to the tendency of the leaves In this 
species to hove minute teeth, a feature which is not known to occur in 
any other known Alyssum, although it is a common characteristic of 
.Aurinia satatilis (.lysaum saxatile). At the snme time, he comments 
that the papillose fruit margin is also unique in Alyssum. In fact, 
though this condition is ver' rare in the genus, it is found in at 
least one other species, A. euboeum. The papillose fruit margins of 
these species are similar to those of .Aurinia rupetris (iyssum 
rupestre, Ptilotrichuin scardicum and P. cyclocarpum). 
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(3) SECT. MTSW 
12. A, desertoruifi Btapf in Denke. Math.-Naturw. raiser. Akd. isen., 
.519 302 (1886) 0  
Key to varieties 
1. Siliculea glabrous 
2. Plant erect or decumbent; fruiting racema elongated, (3-) 
4-10 cm. long, many-fruited 	 desertorua (E,T,0) 




1. Siliculea with minute stellate hairs on margin 	bimala.yeeneie (0) 
var. deaertorum. Reich., Ice P1. Germ. & Rely., 2 9 to 18, t. 4268 
(1837-1838); Meyer in Mm. Acad. Imp. So. St. PAersbo y sere 6 9 kv 
p1. 2 (upper) (1840); Bunch in Fl. Cauc. Crit., I (4)9 584 (1909); 
Nyr. in Lag. Dot* Lap., 2A# to 1 9 f. 25 (1925); Groeeh., Ti. layk., 
ad. 2 9 j, to 24 9  f. 9 (1950); Dudley in Notes Roy. Note Gde Sdin. 9 
j (2) 9 158, f. 2B (1962).  Pig. 1D, a l x; fig. 2 9 be 
A, minimum i.11d., Sp. P1. 	(1) 9 464 (1800) 9 pro pane, 
non i.. (1753)1 
Peilonema minimum (i11d.) chur, num. l. Iranes., 62 
(1866). 
A. vindobinenee Beck, Ti. Lied. 8sterr. 9 469 (1893). 
A. eartorit Heidi. ax Laura & Peitit., Matr. Etude Fl. 
Qeog. Biol. Or., A# 33 (1908). 
9 k# deaertprum f. sareriate Busch l, op. cit., 588. 
1. / 
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A. algAmoides , Pau in Trab. Mue. Nat. Cienc. Nat. ?&adrid, 
ear. Bot., j, 15 (191 8)1 
A, deertorum var. persicum Frodan in Cant. Bot. CluJ., 
(17)9, 4 (1930)1 
A. do ser torm var. ponticum Prodan, bc. citZ, 
A. dsaertprum var. roasiva rodan, OD. ott., 3 
1ectptype, (Caucasus-.Azerbaydhan): in d•serto prop. Je1iabethpo1, 
(Kirovabad) 5 Apr. 1882 9 Pichler (orig. W9 iso. K). 
Itptributioriz Widespread in Central, E. and S. Europe, Aegean 
Islands, Cyprus, Turkey, Caucasus, Syria, Lebanon, Israel, Iraq, Iran, 
Afghanistan, Beluchietan, and India. 
TURKEY. A1(E) s rrov. Tekirde, Istanbul-Pekix'tta, 5 km. W. of 
Maraara.rglisi, 0-15 a., 11 May 1962 9 Dudley (D. 34639). *2(E), 
Prove Istanbul, Terkog gSlitI, E. side, Iaraburum-Tahliaiye, 50-60 a.p 
8 May 19629  DudleY (D.34546). *2(A): Prov. Bilecik, river Kara 
nr. i1ecik, 300-400 m. 9 Bornm111er 13850. *3: irov. Bolu, 3 km. 
. eben, Bakular daI, 650 ii., K&w 2056b. *4. Prov. çankiri, 
çanklri, 900 a., Jun. 1929, Born*11er 13858. A51 Provo Aaaeya, 
jtmasytA l, 500 in., 15 Apr., 1889, Bornrneller 1342. *6. Prove Samsun 
Samsun-Amasys, Karattad, 5 Key 1890, Bornmf11er 1938. Ot Frov. 
Gmdaue, 30 km. S.E. of Otmtane, 1500 a., 15 Jul, 1958 ,  Huber- 
Korath 14805; ibid., Godena (nr. Basben), 8 May 1894,  intenia 
5498. A8/9s irov. Ersurum, Pasinler-Horaean, nz. Arsa river, 
1700 a., 12 Jun. 19579 Jyie 29456 . *9, Prov. Kars 	rikeai nr. 
Kars, 27 Jun. 1914 9 twinov. A/28s Pray. Gitnqane/Eraurum, 
Ba.yburt-Frsurum/ 
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Bayburt-Exzurum, are Meiniouseur, (?) 1829 me  lay 1853, Huet. B2s 
Prove Ktahya, tahya-rav;an1i, 10 km. from Tavanhi, 800-900 rn. 0 
23 Jun. 1962, TmadloZ (D.36113); Prey. lJak, Uak, 910 rn. 0 23 lay 
1857, Balanea 1248, 23s Prove Eekiehir, diet. Sivrihisar s 2 km. 
. of Sivrihiear, 1100 rn. 0 11 May 1956, 	 13729. Us 
Prey. Ankara, Ankara, 14 Apr. 1958, Merton 3281; Prey. Kenya, 
Cihanbeyli, 7 Jun.  1952,  Davis 18631. 36, Prey. Mara, Mehast hey, 
10 km. from G6an, 1350  m. 5 May 1957, Davis 27594; Prove Sivas/ 
Malatya, 31 km. S.E. of Gdrdg 1500 rn., 15 Jul.. 1958, Hubr-orath 
14805. C2t Prey. Donizli, Cadmus (Bones dag), W. of Cadmus, 1800-
2000 a., 3 Jun. 1938, Huber-Morath 5646; Prove $41a M4fa..Xa1e, 
35 miles from "udia, 900 ii. 9 Jun. 1962, Dudley (.35544b); Prove 
Antalya, i1ma1i-Korkute1i, 5 miles from Fimali, 1120 a., 31 May 1962, 
Dudley (D. 35213); ibid., Fethiye-Elnaali, 150  km. from Pethiye, 
20 km. to Elrnaii, are Sutlegen, 1050 ia., 30 May 1962, Dudley (D.352 08). 
CU Prey. Antaly'a, Morkute1t-lizi1cada, 10 miles from Zorkuteli, 
1400 mop 31 May 1962  Dudley (D. 25265); ibid., Adalia (Anta].ya), 
Mt. Soua-Sous (A1ada m.8 may 1860, Bourgeau. C4. Pray. Ponya, 
çumra diet., Koftk k8y, 29 Apr. 1960 9 Helbak 2362a ibid, Agios 
Philippe. (Bagios Philibos) ni. Kenya, 30 Apr. 1913; Post 282 (13). 
C5s Prey. Adana 0 Posanti, BUrIcek, 1300 a., 31 Jun. 1957, Davis 
26334. C8, Prov e M.rdin 0 Nardin g Mar. 1867, Hauasnecht. 
AEAN ISLANDS. Bit Lesbos, 400 a., 18-24 May 1934, Rechinger 
5889. Cit Samoa, 500 rn., 18-20 Jun. 1936, Reehinger. 
labitats Disturbed and rwteral situations, cultivated and fallow 
fields / 
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fields sandy banks and dunes, dried river beds, gravelly banke 5 
salt steppe; often associated with Juniperua,.uercue coocitera and 
0. pubesc.na macchic and Pinus brutic or Pinu.a nigra woods; alto sea 
level-2000 me# P1. May-Jun. 
var. prostratum Pudley, op. ct., 1599  f. 2A. 
Types (Iran)s ad Teheran in d•eertie, c. 1200 m., 26 Feb. 1892, 
Bornm11er 2170 (holo. E, iso. Vp 0, K, 31, OX?). 
Distributions Sporadic in Turkey, Iraq, Iran and Russian Armenia. 
TURKEY. Al(E) * Pray. Istanbul, Hatia-Fenerbagtuh. (F.n.rbuhçe - 
g.E, of Kadiic6y on Warmers sea), 25 Apr. 19179 Aznavour. a6, Prov. 
Takat, Tokat, 600-700 mo g 6 Apr. 18939 Bornmaller 3245. 34, Prove 
Ankara, Ankara g 14 Apr. 1956 9  Marion 3282 pro parte. C2s Prov. 
Burdur, diet. Yeilova, Solda G1U , Yeilova, 1100 a., 4 Apr. 1956 9 
Davis 2 5622. 
Habitats Gravelly plains, sand dunes, stony hillsides and steppic 
situations; alt. 600-2153 a. P1. Mar.-Apr. 
var. himlyensia Dudley, ope cit. 158, f. 3C. 
Types (Tibet), Hugel 1 191  (holo. w). 
Distribution and habitats Mountain sore* in Tibet, India and 
Turkestan; alt. 1219-1845 a. 71. Mar,-Apr, 
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This species has sometimes been put into the genus or Sect. 
Psilonema (Schur, 1866; Nyrd.y, 1925 & 1927), presumably because 
of its erect, subulate nectaries similar to those of A. dasycarpum 
and A. alyssoidee. However, the long filaments of A. desertorum 
are always winged and dentate or abruptly constricted towards the 
apex, and the short filaments always provided with a bifid appendage. 
These filament characters clearly indicate inclusion in Sect, Alyssum. 
A. desertoruni has occasionally been misidentified as A. alyssoides, 
probably due to the similar size and shape of their fruits. A. 
desertorum may be distinguished., apart from the filament characters, 
by its deciduous sepals and its glabrous fruit (or rarely sparsely 
pubescent on the margins— var. hinialayensis). Among the annual species 
in Sect. Alyssum, A. desertorum most closely resembles A. turkestanicum 
in facies and habit, but the always uniform fruit indumentu.m, very 
narrow and deeply emarginate petals, inconspicuous sepal margins and 
minute reduced nectaries are diagnostic  for the latter species. 
Jilldenow did not appreciate that A. minimum L. does not apply 
to any species of Alyssum, but rather refers to Lobularia maritima (L.) 
Desv. (fide Linnasan Herbarium and Stapf, 1886). Though Willdenow 
refers directly to Linnaeus's A. minimum and cites the same polynomial 
synonyms, his added description could only apply to a species of 
Alyssum. Stapf (1886) supplied the binomial A. desertorum to include 
A. minimum aensu Wilid., non Linnaeaus. Evidently neither Beck nor 
Pan knew of Stapf's name when they provided additional nomina nova 
(A. vindobinense / 
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(A. vinobinenee and A. minimoidee, respectively) for the taxon which 
Wilidenow misunderstood as A. minimum. Fragments of the type 
collection of A. minimoides kindly sent on loan by the keeper of the 
Herbarium at the Instituto Botanico Antionio-Jose' Cavanilles, Madrid, 
Spain are identifiable as A. desertoruw; likewise, type material of 
A. vindobinense which was seen at Vienna (w). Duplicates of the 
type gatherings of Prodan's varieties have been examined (IC,G, and w), 
and it is concluded that the discontinuities defining these taxa are 
not significant or consistent when the pattern of variation for the 
whole species range Is considered. 
In small but sporadic populations certain characters apparently 
related to extreme xerophytic habitats are constantly expressed. It 
Is convenient to give the plants in these populations the epithet 
var. prostratum, to distinguish them from the common, usually erect 
and more robust, typical variety. 
Another variety, var. himalaysensIa, appearing only In the 
e.stern-most part of the species' range, differs from the type variety 
by having a row of minute stellate hairs on the margins of the fruit. 
This feature morphologically links A. desertorum to A. turkestanicum 
which has stellate hairs of a similar type uniformly distributed on 
the fruits. 
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13. A. tu?keetanicum tcgel & ohmnlh., Done, 11. Nov. 	r., 6 
(1882); Lipsky in iota fort. P.trop., 229 79 (1904); Loch , filet 
Syab. Afgh., j, 31, f.10 a. A. atchanicua ( 1959). 
11 
 w A. d.sertora Stapt var. aralo-caaptua Lipskj, op. cit., 
A. 	 %nicum 	ch. iLl, in hyto, , 55 ( 1 951)2 
1.ctotii., (Russia) $ 	amerkand, sb., Fedtechenko (orig, H Cr L 
n.y., Lao. K)-chosen by Lipeky, lea. cit. 
1)istribution and habitat, Rigb y dry steppe of the Pranseasian in 
Russia, Iran and Afghanistan; alt. 1600-2743 a. 71. Jun. 
Rech.nger correctly allied A. afAchwalcum to t, desartorun, but 
apparently did not r'aliae that his tazon had been described earlier 
as A. turkestanicw. Lipsky realized that the material cited with the 
*eaorition of A. turkestanicum was mixed: one gathering with glabrous 
fruits, the other with pubescent fruits. The pubescent-fruited 
collection bent fits the type description, and Lipsky correctly concluded 
that it was the actual basis of A. iurkeetanioum and that the j1abrous 
fruited specimens clearly represented A. leseitorum. The type desc-
riptions and specimens of A. turkostanicuis and A. ifbaniou* (oe1e, 
halos ) compare favorably and do not appear to deviate in any char- 
ctera sufficient to necessitate specific separation. Lipsky also 
described A. desertorum varo aralocaspicus differing from the typical 
form by having pubescent fruits. It is strange that he did not compare 
his variety to A. turkeate.nicu*, for the pubescent fruits could only 
apply to that species. 
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14. A. folios 	Rory & Cha.ub., xp. Sc. de Kore, 1659 to 23 f. 1 
(1832); ibid., Nouv. no .Pelop. cycle, 42 9 t o 25 f. 1 (1838). 
Key to varieties 
i1icu1ee 3-4.5 mm, long an id.; fruiting racemee condensed, 1-2 
cm. long, 10.-fruited or less; upper involucra] leave. c. 5 mme 
long, rarely longer 	 fo1iou (E,T,0) 
Siliculee 5-7 mm. long and wide; fruiting racemes elongated 3-4 ca., 
always more than 10-fruited; upper involucral leaves 10-20 mme 
long 	 aelocarwi (E,?) 
var. f1ioaum Boian. 9 no Or., 11 282 (1867).;  Hal., Conep. Fl. Or., 
it 97 (1900 ); Thyek, Prod. ?1. Pen. Palo., 1 9  438 (1925); Roche file 
Fl. Aegea., 224 (1943). 
P. aucherl Boise. in Ann. So. Nat., sere 2 9 jj, 156 (1842)1 
A. subtumidua Boise. & Reldr.eX 1,5man4oflp, Fl. Turop., .1 
56 (1878)S 
 (Greece): in rupestribue (Jra.cia, leseenia, k. Phiga1e, 
Bori (P,n.v) 
Distribution: Greece, Crete, Cyprue q Aegean Islands, and the 
Mediterranean coast of Anatolia. Map 6. 
?URLET. Ph Prov. Ismir, Koukouloudja (?), nr. Izair, 3 Apr. 1854, 
Belanea 64; ibid., Imsir, It, Thnhtalii Dash, 240-270 mop 26 J4n. 
1906 9  BorimmUler 9082. C3s Prove Antalya, ?chandeer (4, side of 
çalbali da), F9rbes 113* 	aia kinor, Aucher 256 (holo. A. sucheri 
G-, Lao. G,K). riamphylia t 1846 9 Peøtalossa. 
A;OEAN / 
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LIAi ISLANDS, Cli Samos, Mt. Korkia, 1219 a., 2 May 19409 
Davis 1662K; ibid., 700 met 10 Apr. 1934 1, Rechinger 3877o; lalyanos, 
Mt. ilagh Hias, 12 Apr. 18879 P'orsyth-M ajor 640; 	Ko, 800 a., 7 Jtin. 
19359 Rechinger ,  8048; Ikaria, Peranora Vouno, 650  map Bwasaark et. 
al. 16425; (rid.. Runeaark in Note Not., •, 433s 1960); C1/2: 
Rhodo., 1200 a., 16 May 1935,  Rechinger 7343b; ibid., 10 Jul. 1936, 
Rechinger 1935. 
Habitat, Calcarsus acres; often in Pinus brutia woodat alt. 
240-1219 a. Fl. (Jan.-) Mar.-llsy. 
Tar. meKalocarvum Hal. in Meg. Bot. Lap., 10 9  123 (1912). 
Types (Greece)z e I. a1evo Laconiae (prop. Hayoe Joannis, rare), 
2 Apr., 20 May 1850 9 1067 maj, Orphanides 646 (holo. W-Hal., iso. N, 
G.-BB). 
Distributions Greece, 1, egean Islands, and the Mediterranean coast 
of nt1ia. Map 6. 
TUBIET • Bi; Prove çanakk.ala, Renkosi (:renky), Menderes Dagh ur. 
Dumbr.kk6y, 3 Apr., 8 May 1883, Sintenia 223; Provo lasir, Taaanlar 
1000 rn. 5 22 May 1962, Dudley (D. 34890). C2s Prove M41 a, 
iu1a-Kale, 16 km. from MuILa, 125 0 ., -28 May 1962, Dudley (D. 35088a); 
ibid., Pethiye-Elaali, 8 miles froi Fetbiy., 1120 a., 30 lay 1962, 
Dudley (i. 35182a). 
AEGEAN ISLAJDSs Samothraks, Mt. Phenogari, 1000 rn. 5 18-20 Jun. 




Habitats Limestone scree, river bees, grassy meadows in the shade 
of Pinus nigra often in Phlpaia or uerouft scrub and Pinue niflra 
and Cedrup libani forests; alt. 1000-1250 a. Fl. Apr.-Kay. 
The large globose strongly inflated fruits with very narrow 
flattened margins, and the occurrence of involucral leaves distinguish 
this species from A. desertorum and all the other glabrous-fruited annuals 
in Sect. Alyssum. 
The fruits of A. aucheri are slightly larger than those on the 
type material of the typical variety of A. foliosum; those of A. 
subtumiduin (and some of the material from Cyprus) are slightly smaller. 
However, In the absence of any other visible difference or geographical 
correlation, these alight quantitative differences do not merit formal 
recognition. 
The epithet of this species has been applied erroneously to A. 
minutum occurring In Italy (Fiori & Paoletti, 1899 and Fiori, 1924). 
Whereas A. foliosum is entirely restricted to Greece, the Aegean Islands 
and Western Anatolia, A. minutum is a very widespread European and 
Oriental species which is coon in Italy. 
Varietal rank is maintained for the infra-specific tars of A. 
foliosurn because the differential characters, though constant in 
limited populations, are all quantitative and directly related to one 
another. The distribution areas of these varieties are partially 
sympatric; var, foliosum has a wide distribution extending in a 
southernly / 
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southernly clirection into Crete and Cyprus, and var, inegalocarpum has a 
more northerly distribution prttern, rep1cing the typical variety in 
N.T. Greece and N.W. Anatolia. 
The turgid type of inflated fruit characteristic of A. foliosum  
is unique in the genus and resembles closely the inflated fruits of 
Auririla corymbosa and Au, petraea. Infrequently some specimens of both 
varieties of A. foliosum (Sintenis 223 and Davis 1662) have a few minute 
stellate hairs on the apex and styles of the immature fruits. These 
hairs are deciduous, causing the mature fruits to be completely glabrous. 
A similar occurrence his bn ibeerved in an allied taxon, A, fulvescens 
var. fu1vescen. 
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159 4. m.utum 3ch1ect. e IC., :yit. Nat., 2 9 316 (1821); Meyer 
in Mm. Acad, Sc, Ptereb., were 6, 6 (2), t.1 (upper) (1845),Bois*. 
Fl. Or., it 281 (1867); Velen., no Ruig., 41 (1391); Fiori & Psol., 
Ice 11. Ital., 1 9 166 9 f 1448 as A. folioswu (1899); Busch in 
Fl. Ciaio. Crit., 1 (4), 583 (1910); Vi€rh. in Vrh. oo—Bot. Geell., 
, 258 (1914); liegodi in Nuovo Gioxn. l4ot. Ital., u.s., 	454 
(1931); Bornm., Symb. ad Fl. Anat., 56 (1936). 	ig. lb, d, J 9 we 
A. eovnpsctua Do Not. ex Ces., Ic e Stirp. Ital., fasc. 3 9  
159 t.5 (1843). 
A. psjlooarkurs Boise., Voy. Bot. apagna App. II, 718 (1845)1 
A. modestu Bois.. & i-a]., T5iagn., 5 (6) 1, 17 (1859)3 
A. potemkini Akin. & Schival., Fl. Cent. & S. Russ., 1, 20 
(1889). 
A. n,nutuiu var. condeapritum Post, Addenda Fl. .iyr., Pal., 
Sinai, 4 (1892)1 
A. poratipua Velen. in Nacht Sits. Ba hm. 	Wiesen., 
, 9 (i893) 
A. minutum subep. oeeicum Valen., be. cit.Z 
A. minutum var. iuoesiacwa (Velen.) Velen., Supple Fl. }u1ç., 
1 1, 27 ( 1 898)1 
A. tainutua var. klonticum (V€1en.) Vln., l oc. cit.) 
P. clycinum L. f. subettivum BolFj in Mern. Roy. Accad, 3c. 
Torino, ser. 2 9 	, 207 (1909)3 
A, folioaura Bory & Chaube var. coctua (Pe Not. ex Cs.) 
?Lori in Bull. Soc, Bet. Fr., ], 105 (1924)1 
3216 
A. areun Bornm., be. cit.1 
Tes (Buesia?)s ad rupee iberiae? "Schiect. in be i11. ex 
Stev.Z obe. med."; Steven (holo. B, n.y.). krty-s - "v.e.sp* 
In he Steve or Pallas"; Pallas (H, nave). There are fragants 
rollectel in 1820 by Steven in 0-DC. 
Distributions Widespread in !. and S. Europe, N. Africa, Crete, 
Aegean Islands, Cyprus, Turkey and Syria. 
TURKEY A2(E)s Pray. Istanbul, Sooumroukeuy, Domudere, 18 Apri. 
1897, Asnavour; A2(A)s Provo Burea, Burs a-So.skpine.r, 10 km. from 
Soakpinar, 500-1000 a., 16 May 1961, Dudley (P.34747); ibid., Mt. 
Olympo (Xeschierh dagh- Iregil ts(- Uludaj'of 1itbynia, not of Jraenia) 
1200-1400 a., 22 May 1899, Bornmdller 4116. A3s 1rov. Bolu, 5 km. 
M.. of S.b.n, N.E. of Solakier, OW a., 10 May 1958 9 Kebne 2116; 
A4/5s Prove. £aetaaonu, ?oeya, ni. Tzulak-'fschesm. (Suluk Ceme), 
21 May 18929 Sintenis 5183. Ms Pray. çanakkale, Thymbra, hagluh 
dagh (Dwabrek valley, Troy - Esine), 23 Mar. 1883 9 Sintenie 224 
pro parts; erov. Balikesir, Ya dat,  eypinar, 1500 m., 20 May 
1962 9 ud1e (P.34841); Pray. Izmir, Pergea (Bergaaa), Jun. 1833, 
Montbret. B2s Prove Uak/Ktahya, Alma dJ,  N. of Ouchak (Ugak), 
3 Jun. 18579  Balen,a 370 (orig. eynt. A. modeetuxD 0-3, is** 0). 
B4s Prove •kri, He3ern ni. Ankar, 1000 rn., 5 May 19339 Kotte 
1039, B5s Prove Kayserip Mt. ArgO (rciyna cij, Cekir yaila, 2117 
Mop 9 Jul. 18569 Dalansa, 484 (992)  (orig. synt. A. modestum, 0-B, 
iso. W 90); ibid., ni. ieohaaekii (f), 1600 a., 30 may 18599 
Xotsch.y 260; ibid., 2300 a., 13-16 Jun. 1890 9 Bornmeller 1939 (holo. 
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J, na y * q iso, W, G—B3); Pray. 1tg.e, Haaan dat,  rir. 
Taspinar yayla, 2100-2300 m., 16 Jun. 1952, Davis 18940. C2, 	rov. 
u41 a, diet. Fethiye, 1bis d4, ysyl&—Elaait, 1 Apr. 1956 9 Davis 
255729 C3s Prov. Antalya, çalbali da ', 0ae1 ça, 1500 m., 24 Apr. 
1958 9 Karkgraf pro parts. C4a Provo Konya, Agio. Philippos (Hagios 
Philibos are Xon.ya), 30 Apr. 1913, Post 281. C6s Prove Adana, diat. 
BaIie, Dildel dan'  above øaiuniye, 1000 m.g 18 Apr. 1956 9 Davis 26102 
pro parte; Prove Hatay, E. aide Hassan B.yli page, 6-12 Apr, 18939 
Poet 336 (to1o. A. isinutum var. condensatum, G—BP, iso. W. K). 
Bithynia, 1825 9 Thirke lorige, synt. As modastum, 0—B) 
M:GEAN ISLANDS. Bit Lesbos (fide Candargy in Bull. Soc. Bot. Pr. 
j, 1101 1898). 
Habitats Fallow fields, serpentine or limestone acros s sandy slopes 
and shale ledges, metamorphic rock ni. melting en; oft'n in Pinus 
nigra woods and uercua isacobie; alt. 800-2300 m. Fl • Iier.—Jul. 
A. rninutum is closely allied to the annuals in 3ect. klyssum, 
i.e. A. smyrnaeum and A. fulvascens with persistent sepals and usually 
glabrous fruits. The shorter and strongly dilated styles, and the 
smaller, pale to almost white, emarginate and densely atrigoae petals 
distinguish A. minutum from the other species. 
The reasons for treating A. oompactum as a synonym of A. ininutuis 
are stated at great length by Nego4i (1931). The view of Busch, who 
had seen type materiel of A. poteinkini , is followed here. Though the 
present / 
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present author has not seen type material of this binomial, its desc-
ription does not appear to offer any conclusive evidence warranting 
specific separation. Type gatherings of all the other synonyms have 
been examined and must be regarded as conspecific with A. minutum, 
especially when the sum total of the variation pattern is considered 
within the complete species range. 
The application of the binomials, A. calycinum (. slyszoides 
and A. fol1osu, to this species can most certainly be attributed to a 
misuw.erstanding of the specific limits of the taxa concerned. 
The petals of A. minuturn are very unusual (Fig. 1B 9 ). Aside from 
appearing strigose with a very dense indumentum, the petal limb is 2-3 
times narrower than the claw. No other species of Alyssum is known to 
have this petal type. 
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16. 	ernaeurn Meyer in Bull. Acad. Sc. Pe'tereb., , 132 (1840); 
ibid., in Mba. Aced. 1,3 ce Ptereb., set. 6, j (2), 12 9 t.1 (lower) 
(1845); Boies., Ti. Or., 1 9 281 (1867); Vierh. in Verb. Zoo-Dot* 
Gesell., §A j 259 (1914); Borna., Syab. ad Fl. Artat., 56 (1936). 
pps (Turkey, Bis Prey. Irair), in collibum S rUae, Mar. 18279 
ileisoher (bob. LE, n.y., iso. G-B, M, K, B, E). 
Distributions Greece, Aegean Islands, Turkey-in-Furope and the 
Mediterranean coast of Anatolia* There is one record from E Turkey. 
lap 8. 
PuaDT. z1(E)s PreY. ctnekkale, Relies, 23-24 Apr. 19239 Ingo1db 
91; ibid., Prey. !dirne, Kavakli Ksui (Mertç), $itenis & Bornmdller. 
A5: Prov. Aaasya 1 ni. Kbausa, 500 a., 2024 Apr. 1889 0 Bornrn11er 
1339. 31: çanakksl., Thymbra, rate, above Ke1r-0ba (in Duabrek 
valley, Troy - Esine), 27 Var, 18839 Sintenia 224b pro parts; ibid., 
Fuglub dagh, 23 Mar. 1883, Sintenji 224 iro parte; ibid., Alexandra 
Pros. (Prey) Apr. 1856,  Kirk, pro parts; frov.. Balikesir , Edremit-
Las dat,  15 k.., Beypinar - Zetunli, 500 ma g 20 May 1962, Dudley 
(D. 34868b); Pray. Izmir, Taaan1e.r-daë 300 m, q 22 May 1962, DudlgZ 
(P. 34869 & P. 34877a); ibid., lair, 17 Apr,, 1854 9 I1ansa 67. 
32: Prov. B1ikeei, Bigadiq, 150 a., 21 Kai. 1956 9 Davis 25143, 
Us Prov. YugAay IIu1a-ICe1e, 1 km. from Mug1a, 720 a., 28 Vaq 1962 9 
iAz (P. 35055); ibid., 20 km. from MuiIa, 1100 a., 28 May 1962 9 
Dudle.v (D. 35107a). 
AEOA4 ISLANDS. 31, Lesbos (ride Cand. in Bull. Soc. ot. Pr. 	, 




Habitat, Fallow fields, limestone shale, scree end wet ledge, of 
S. exposure; often in Pinue brutia woods and Oluercus and ?hlois 
macchie; alt. 150-840 m. (-1250) m. Fl. gar.—Apr, 
Differing from A. fulveseens by its shorter styles, smaller petals, 
narrower sepal margins, edentate long filaments, shorter pedicela, 
generally smaller fruits, few—fruited condensed racemes and shorter 
stature. 
The (reek record (not seen) of this species (Vierhapper, 1914) 
may well represent A. miriutum. A. smyrnaeum may be easily separated 
from A. minutum by its longer and slender styles, and its larger, 
glabrous or only sparsely pubescent, bibbed and flavous petals. 
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17. A fulyeecepaibt.h. & ...rnith, Prod. F].. Graec., Z. 13 (1813). 
Key to vritta 
Fruit always glabrous 	 fulvescen ( 
Fruit with sparse indumentum of short, few.-rad1te, smuts stellate  
hair. 	 stellatocaipum (T) 
var. fulvescene, Veyer in Mern. Aced. c. Pternb. 6, ser 2 (2) 	12 9 
to 2 (lower) (1845); 	Boise. Fl. Ox, 1 9 280 (1867).  1iori & Paol., 
IC. Fl. Ital., 166 9 1. 1445 (1899); Hal., Conep. £1. Or. 1 9 97 
(1900); Hayek, Prod. Fl. Pen. Ba].o., 19 437 (1925); I(eeh. filet 
Fl. Aegeas, 24 (1943). :'ig. 3. 
. flveacens Ioxy & Chaub. 9 limed. 	cle ''ore 185 (1832) 
ê ibid., kiouv. Fl. Pelep. Cycle, 42 (1838). 
A. fulvescens vare eu-f lveecan (Sibth. & Smith) Hubex'-
Korath in Yedde Rep. Spa 11ev., 4, 274 (1940)1 
(Levant), in Peleponr.eso et insula Cypro, Sibthorp (ho]o. 
OXF). 
Distributions Southern Greece?, Aegean Islands, Cyprus, and the 
Mediterranean coast of Anatolia* Map 7. 
TURKEY* Bis Prey. Izmir, Mt. ?ague ni. Izauir, 15 Mar, 1866 9 3alanaa 
1363; ibid., Tanlar da 5 1000 a., 22 May 1962, Dudley (I). 34877b & 
D.34878); ibid., Iir, at. above Bournebet (Bornova), May 1842), 
Boisuier pro part.; ibid., Iaaanlar da1,  900 a., 22 May 1906 9 
Bormn11er 9075 pro part. Cl; Provo Ayd.in, Mesogis (Aydin da6 above 
Thralles (Aydin), 1842 9 Boissier; Prove Mu1a, Mi1a.J41a, 25 ha. 
from / 
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from Mila3, 700 m., 27 May 1962, Davis 35045. C2: Prove Mu1a, 
Marinaria, 30 in., 24 Mar. 1956, Davis 25284; Prove Aydin/(41a, 
çine-Yata 'an, 400 in., 23 Mar. 1956 9 Davis 25206. 
AEGEAN ISLANDS. B1: Lesbos, 1200 in., 16-23 Jun. 1932, Rechinger 
2045b; Chios, 1822 9 Oliver; ibid., Aucher 273; ibid., Aghios 
Georgios Sekonia, 350 in., 29 Mar. 1939, Platt 38; ibid., Mt. 
Aropos, above Vrontendo, 305-914 in., 10-22 Apr. 1856 9 Orphanidea 
645. Cl: Saaoa, Mt. Kerkia, 914-1829 in., 1 May 1940 9 Davis 1670; 
ibid., Mt. Ambelos, 700 in., 10 Mar. 1934, Recbinger 3941; Kalymnos, 
7 Apr. 1887 9 Forsyth-Major 73 
Habitat: Limestone scree miccashist slopes, open dry sandy hi11ide, 
sand dunes and often in the shade of Pinus brutia; alt. (30-) 400- 
1200 (-1829) in., Fl. Mar.-May. 
var. stellatocarpum Huber-Morath, loc. cit. 
Lectotype: (Turkey, Bbs Prove Izmir): Lydien, çiplak Dagh ob 
Arinudlu ins westlichen Tholus (Boa dat), 980 in., 22 May 19359 Huber.-
Morath 2576 (orig. Hub.-Nor.)* 
Distribution: An endemic race confined to the Mediterranean part 
of Western Anatolia. Map 7. 
TURKEY. Bli Prove Izmir, Mts. above Bournebet (Bornova), May, 
Jul. 1842 9 Boissier pro parte; ibid., Yamanlar dad,  900 in., 22 May 
1906, Bornm11er 9075 pro part.. B2s Prove Izmir/Manisa, Boa da 1 
K6y, E. Tmolus, 1300 in., 23 May 19359 Reese & Wall (synt. Hub.-Mor.). 
Lycia Ugunklu da'i, Luschan. 
Habitats Limestone mountain scree; alt. 900-1300 a. Fl. May. 
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This species is closely allied to A. smyrnaeum (which was first 
designated as A. fulveccens) but differs from that species in possess-
ing much longer styles, larger petals, dentate long filaments, usually 
larger fruits, longer pedicels, wider sepal margins, longer fruiting 
racemes, and a more robust habit. 
Following Articles No. 24 and No. 26 in the International Code of 
Botanical Nomenclature (1961), theithet eu-fulvescens roust be 
rejected for the typical variety. A. flavescens by being based directly 
on the citation of Sibthorp and Z'Zithls A. fulvescens, is probably an 
orthograhic error. 
The infra-specific taxon with a very sparse but uniform and persi-
stent fruit indumentum, var. stel lat o c has been observed to form 
very small population units of 5-10 plants which are sometimes collee A. ed 
within the larger populations of the typical variety (e.g. Boissier and 
Bornuitller 9075  from Yamani ar dat). 
Though this species was originally described from S. Greece and 
Cyprus, the author has not seen any Greek specimens or records; the 
species is known definitely to occur on Cyprus. The original collection 
extent in the Sibthorp Herbarium at Orford dces not furnish any clue to 
the area of collection. 
Occasionally a few minute stellate hairs occur at the apex and 
on the styles of immature fruits of a few specimens of the typical 
variety (Davis 25284; Dudley: D. 34878). As in A. foliosum, these hairs 
are deciduous and the mature fruits are entirely glabrous. 
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18. A. strictum Wilid., Sp. P1., jr  464 (1800); Boise., Fl. Or. 1 9  
283 (1867); 	Busch in Fl. Cauc. Crit., 3 (4), 590 (1909); Bornni., 
Symb. ad Fl. Anat., 57 (1936); Zohary in Pal. Journ. Bot., Jar. 
ear., 2 (2/3)9 161 (1941). Fig. 1B, no 
A. densiflorum Desf. in Ann. Mus. Hist. Nat., 11, 379 9 p1 . 
35 (].8o8), 
A. confertum Willd. ex Boles, in Ann. Sc. Nat., sere 2 9 
179 155 (1842) 
Type: (Turkey): in Armenia, Tournefort (holo. BM, holo. A. 
densiflorum P, n.y.). 
Distribution: Central, S. and E. Anatolia, Syria, Lebanon, Turkish 
Kurdistan, N. Iraq, Iran and Caucasus. Map 6. 
TURRET. A?: Prove Gdmdqane g Stadodopi (nr. Elias da), 28 Jun. 
1894, Sintenis 6064; ibid., Charawak (7) 9 24 May 18949 Sintenis 5614, 
Us Prove Ankara, nr. Ankara, 800-900 m., 4 May 1929, Bornmttller 
13855. B5: Prove Kayseri, Develi, 22 Jun. 1952 9 Davis 19176B; ibid., 
Bakir dai above Kisge, 1400 a. 9 28 Jun. 1952 9 Davis 19284; ibid., 
lassanoglu nr. Gorumunae (in. Bakir dad)  1219 in., 12 May 1859 9  Kotsehy 
39; ibid., Erdechias dagh, (Erciyaa da), Alu dagh, 1600-1900 m., 
Jun. 1902 9 Zedebour. B6, Prove Sivas, Mt. Tschneinli—bel (çamlibel 
dad) 1400-1500  in. 29 May 1 Jun. 1890 9 Borninaller 1706 (19349 1933). 
B?: Prove Tunceli, Tunceli to P1flinir, o. 30 miles from Tunceli, 1300 
in., 7 Jun. 19579 Davis 29252; Prove Erzincan, Sipikor dad, 5 Jul. 1889 9 
Sinteriis 1195. B8 Prove Erzurum, Ersururn—Teroan, 1800 m, Arigir Adin, 




bolt) , 22 Jun. 18559 Balansa 428. C6, 	roy. Yra, Voyunoluk dago 
Nara- Goksan p 1200 ., 4 May 1957, Davis  27582  pro p rte; ibid.., 
ni. Teals dad, 600 m. 3 May 1957, Davis 27421; ibid., Ahir daj' 
above Ira, nr. Kandil, 2 May 19579 Dvte 27474 Provo ilatay, 
Ak-Dagh (.menus *t. Akma Dagh or A1*ft dagh), Puchor 262 (holo. . 
confertu:, 	iso. (, K 9 	Cit Prov. 1.1rf, diet. Eiverek, 
E. of iverek, 800 m., 19 ay 19579 avis 2 829". 
Habitata An Ira o-1'uranian species of cultivated and fallow fields, 
steppe, eroded shale elopes, disturbed forest c1eringa, gravel 
terraces, on limtstone, metaaorphic and basaltic substrates; alt. 
(600-) 1000-2057 a. P1. .Apr.-Jun. 
This taxori is closely allied to A. contemptun, A. unbellatun, 
A. szowitsianum and A. marginatum, all With an ombrochox'oua and 
hydrochast1io method of seed dispersal (Zohary, 1941 and 1949). 
A. strictum !nay be distinguished fro-m dl of these species by its long 
spicate racemes, glabrous petals and dendroid teeth on the long filaments; 
from A. azowitsianum (with which it has often been confused.) by its 
greenish fruit with a sparser indumentun of few-rayed and divergent 
stellate hairs (those of A. ezowitsiamim being whitish with a dense 
appreesed indumentum of many-rayed stellate hair). The entire petals, 
larger elliptic fruits and longer styles of A. strictum periBit it to be 
separated easily from A. contemptum. Judging from the notes of the 
record of A. atrictum cited by Lohary (1941), the specimen with shortly 
toothed / 
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toothed long filaments, sm11 fruits and whitish flowers probably 
represents A. contemptum. 
A. densifloruw was based on the same Tournefort collection which 
defines A. atrictuin. The type collection of A. confertum does not appear 
to differ from any gatherings of A. strictum except by having smaller 
fruits. ks these smaller fruits are obviously immature, A. confertum 
must be treated as synonymous  with A. strictum. 
The range of distribution of A. strictum is entirely contained 
within the ranges of two of its close allies, A. asowitsianum and 
A. conteraptum. 
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19. A. contemptuin Schott & Ky. in Ost. Rot e Wochbl., A (22), 177 
(1854); Fenzl in Tchih. Asie Mm. Bot. 1. (3), 315 (1860); Rech. Lii. 
in Ark. F6r Botoq ser. 2, 1 (1) 9 168 p1. 11 (1959). 
Syn.  s A. oampestre L. var. coiupactum Turrill in Kew Bull., 297 
(1930)1 
A. davisti Cowan ex Parsa, Fl. Ire  1 9 749 9 f. 623 (1951)2 
A. minus (J..). Rothme var. cocnpactum (Turrili) Briest in Bull. 
Soc. Bot. F?! 103 (2) 154 (1956). 
Types (Turkey, C5: Prove Içel), in Tauro Ciliciae (from seed 
cultivated at Vienna), Kotschy (In Tauri Bulgar Dagh, ad enolytas 
angustus Gullek (K1ek bog) Boghae in reg. in. 1158., 1853) (halo. W. 
iso. 0—B, G.-BB). 
Distribution, S.E. Anatolia and the Cilician Taurus, Russian 
Armenia, Syria, Lebanon, N. Iraq and N. Iran. Map 9. 
TURKEY. A7s Prov e 0m1Iane, Gtmeqane, 3 Jun. 1862 9 Bourgeau 167 
pro parts. A9: Pray. Kars, Yagmurlu dad,  Karaurgan—Sarikamis, 
2200 in., 13 Jun. 19579  Davis 29484, P6, Prove Kayseri, Seris—Pinarbasi, 
Mt, pass at Sopan dat, 24 km. S. of Pinarbaai, 1720-1750 in., 22 Jun. 
1955, Huber—Morath 10986, P7* Pray. Tunoili, Pftltlmur, 1550 m., 8 
Jun. 1957 9 Davis 29266: Prov. Malatya, 7 km. from Malatya, 1400 rn., 
9 Jun. 1960, Stainton et. al 455, Prov. Ma1atya/E1zid, Arapkir - 
Den.tziu baseki (Denizli, 7 km. No of Keban), 28 Apr. 1889 9 Sinte. 
193 pro parts. 39, Prove Van, Van, 1899-1900 9 Maunsell. B/C5s 
Prove Adana/Icayseri, nr. Poke, Bakir dad on top of noan dare, 
2200 in., 30 Jun. 1952, Davis 19412. C5: Prove Içel, Gusgutatha] 
(sir. / 
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(rir. Klek), 1400 net 1895 9  Siehe 244. C6z Prov e *araq, Odksun-
YI1aky, 1300 rn, 4 May 19579  Davis 27570: ibid., Ioyunoluk dag 
between Mara - Gdkaun, 1200 m., 4 May 19579 Pavis 27582 pro partes 
ibid., .Akher dagh (Abir de), 1 829-21 34 M. p Aug. 1908, Ilaradjiaft 
2334; Prove fitay, diet. Belan, Xa1ik tape above y Soguk Oluk, 
1200 ma t 23 Apr. 1957, Davis27091; Prove Gszientep/syria. Aleppo-. 
Aintab (OaziRrltep), May 1865 9 Rauasknecht. 
Habitats Vainly a plant of the I'anoJurtriian region, growing in 
disturbed and rud.eral situations, cultivated fields, eroded shale 
eliffs ) ehalky hillsides and metamorphic and igneous slopes and acre.; 
tit. (180—) 1155-2200 a. !1. Apr.—Jun. 
Considered by loissier (1867) as a synonym of A. ezowiteianum, 
A. contemptum though sympatric with the former, is morphologically 
distinct (Samuieilsson in Rechinger, 1959). The fruit indumentum of 
A. contemptum is composed of stellate hairs with long, few and divergent 
rays and is very much sparser than that of A. azowitsiaflun. The fruiting 
racemes of A. contemptwn, though not as long as the spicate ones of 
A. etrictum, are broadly cylindrical in contrast to the usually congested 
and pyramidal ones of A. azowitsianurn. ?'urthertnore, the ovate fruits of 
A. contemptum are usually smaller and the long filaments are always 
furnished with bilateral wings which may be dentate or edentate at the 
apex. The long filaments of A. szowitaianum and of all the other 
hydrochastic annual species in Sect. Alyesu!r, excluding A. contemptum, 
are provided with a unilateral wing usually less than the filament 
length / 
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length, or 11 hi1rter1ly winged, the apex of the wings are "arboreously" 
dentate as is the ease in A. strictum. 
The type atheringe of A. campestre vare compactum and A. dvieii 
are from the same general area in Iran and do not differ visibly from any 
collections of P. contemptum except in their smaller fruits. While the 
fruits of P. davi;ii .re smaller because immature, the smaller ones of 
A. campestre var. compiotum appear to reflect the depauperate condition 
of the plants growing in very dry and sterile environments. 
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20. A, umbelltum 1)sev., Journ. Bot. App., At 173 & 184 (1814); 
Dotes., Fl. Or., 1, 282 (1867); Rouy, Ill. Pie Furs Bar., 2, to 45 
(1895); Busch in Ti. Ce*ac. Crit., 1 (4), 588 (1909). 
to br'cb72t.ehythI Karech.-Dieb., Supple ?l. ?ur. Cauc., 19 
434 (1819): 
,, umbellatu.m var. coryinbulosum Boiss., be. cl.t.2 
1 ripbocarcum Cando in Bulb. coO.  Dot. Fr., sere 3, it 153 
(1897). 
A. cpeztx'e I. var. subumbellatum Rech. file t leu Beitz'e. 
sur Ti. greta, 77 (1943)1 
A. mints (L.) Rothm. subsp. subum'beilatum (Rech. 111.) Priest. 
in Thall. Soc. Pot. Jr., 103 (2) 9 154 (1956)1 
Tyi (ruia-Criea), in Tpurias maxtme meridion1te glrreosjs 
ad torrentium laters. (hole. LE n.y., holo, t.  brtcbytacyu , iso. B). 
Distributions Yugoslavia, Greece, Crete, Aegean Island., Cyprus, 
Western Anato1i and the Crimea. lap 9. 
TURXET. A2(E), Pray. Istanbul, 17 Apr., 20 Way 1904 9 Asnavour; 
ibid., nr, i)racos 7 l;  19059  Aznavour 274; ibid., (Y), Plorya, 
1 Apr. 1894, Pznvour 174., ibil., (T), l'herapia, War. 1866, Schmutt 
3369. A2(A)s Prove limit, Wicodmedioum (Izmit)- Hirsek, Grisebach 
(fide Penzl in Tehth., Asie Yin., Dot. 1 (3), 311s 1860). Bit Prove 
çannakkale, Renkol (Erenk8i), Dumbrek valley, 12 Apr, 1883, Sintenia 
274; Prove 1a1ikesir 1 Edrenit-ras dad,  15 km. B.ypinax' — Zetunli, 
500 is., 20 May 1962 9 Dudley (n. 34868a); Pray. Vanisa g bet*en 
Menemen (P) and lanisa, are Detrmen4sre, 100-200 is., 8 Way 1906 9 
Bornistiler / 
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Bornm11er 9072; Prov. Ieair, gulf of lemir, 4 r., 8 May 1854, 
Falansa 63 (holo, var. corymbulosum G.-, iso. G, 1 9 IC, BI); ibid., 
Yamanlar da 600 a., 13 May 1906 s, Bornatlller 9071. B2, Prov. Uk/ 
Tetahya, Alma de, . of Ouchak (TJ;ak), 3 (13) Jun. 1857, Balansa 
1250 (371). Asia linox, 1833 1, Auchex' 272/ 
A1QEA1 fl31ilJDS. Bis Lesbos, 6 May 1877, Poet 196; ibid., 940 m. 
19 May 19349 Rechinger 5564. Cl; Ikaria, 18-24 Apr. 19349 
Rechinge? 4326. 
Habitats Pound along the sea coast, in cultivated fields and on 
calcareous rocks and sore.; sit. sea level-940 a. Fl. pr.—T's7. 
Among the o!nbrochorous and hydroohastic species of Alyssum, A. 
umbellatum has the largest floral parts and the only strongly umbellate 
racemes which are broader than long. Occasionally this species has been 
confused with A. azowitsianull (A. pyrirunidatu1w); however, in addition 
to the characters stated above, the sparser fruit indumentum of stellate 
hairs with long and divergent rs, and usually longer styles are 
diagnostic for A. umblatum. A. uI!bellatum is completely allopatric 
from all its allies. 
The material used to typify A. umbellatum ws also used to define 
A. brachystachyum, and the letter being published at a later date must 
be regarded as a synonym. Though the fruits of A. umbe1iat var* 
corymbulosum and A. campestre var. subumbellatum are sm"ller than the 
typical fruits of most collections of A. umbellatum, this feature is 
the only apparent morphological discontinuity and does not appear to be 
associated / 
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is33ciatod ith iny geogra;hical j-tterri. The ty'e mL.trid of A. campestre 
var. subumbellatwa does not appear to differ from any of the numerous 
collections of A. unibellatum from Crete or from any of the Greek and 
izaatolian gatherings. The collections of Candargy from Lesbos have never 
been located (Rechinger, 1943). However, as the type description of A. 
xiphorcarpuin fits very closely the material of A. u!abellatlam collected 
from Lesbos, there is little doubt that Candargy's name is best treated as 
a synonym of A. uinbellatust. 
It should be remarked here that the lowermost peice1s are approx-
imately 2 or 3 times longer than the upper ones in all of the hydrochastic 
species. These basally swollen pedicels are appressed to the rachis of the 
raceme when in a dry state; the mature fruit overlap and appear imbricated. 
In the presence of moisture, the pedicels diverge widely bringing the 
fruits into an almost horizontal position. The rain then washes the 
loosened valves and mucilaginous seeds to the ground (Zohary, 1941 & 1949). 
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21. A. azowitsianum Fisch. & Meyer in Ind* Sem. Hort. Petrop., j, 
31 (1837); ibid., in Linuaea, 12 9 Literb., 151 (1838); Hohen. in 
Bull. Soc. Nat. 1oac. 9 6, 373 (1838); Boias., Fl. Or. 1 9 283 (1867); 
Busch in Fl. Cauc. Crit., 3 (4), 590 (1909); Rech. fil e in Ark. 
Før Bot., ear. 2, 5 9 168 9 p1. 3 as A. pyramidatulum (1959); Fl. 
Kazak., 4, 280 1, to 35, f. 11 as A. stenoetachyum (1961). Fig. 1A, n; 
fig. 2, g. 
A. pyraniidatulum Bornm. in Beih. Bot. Centraib., 38 (2), 
481 (1921)1 
A. pyramidatulum var. druzoru.m Zohary in Pal. Journ. Bot., 
Jere ser. 2 (2/3, 161 (1941). 
A. stenostacbyum Botech. & Vved., Bot. Mat. Herb. Bin. Uzb. 
Fil AN SSSR, 3 9 181 (1941). 
Syntypess (Caucasus), Altioribue montibus Talscb, Meyer (orig. 
LE n.y., photo. E, iso. 0—B); and (Turkey, 1310: Prove Adrl); in 
monte Araret (Mt. Ararat— Ari dad),  Hohenacher (orig. LE n.y., iso. 
Distribution: Widespread in S., Central and E. Anatolia, Caucasus, 
Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Israel, N. Iraq, N. and Central Iran, 
Kazakhastan, Afghanistan and Pakistan. Map 8. 
TUBICE'!. A6s Pray. Sivas, Yaghsian (are Koyulhisar), 1858 9 Tohihateheff 
736 (fide Fenzl in Pchih., /sie Mm., Bot. 1 (3)9 3141 1860). A?: Prove 
Gfimane, Stadodopi (nr. Elias dat),  10 Jul. 1894, Sintenis 7495. A/B6s 
Pray. Sivas, çamlibel da, 1400-1500  m., 1 Jun. 1890 9 Borninilller 
1706. Us Prove Ankara, Ankara, 14  Apr. 1958, Merton 3288. B5: 
Pray. / 
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Pioye r'sert, ni. T'veli, 27 Jun. 1952, Davis 19193i. BE: Prove 
Ix';, Mehmet fry, 10 ka. N. of (6ksun 9 1300 a., 5 May 19579 !vi 
27592; Provo tr.1tya, Doan;ehir, 1200 m. 10 'y 1957, !)vis 27701. 
B71 Prove 1-1zi1, Ilarput, ni. Saro1bun.i (?) 17 My 1889 1  Eintenis 
392; Prove Ma1atya/E1ri, .krskir Daniel baseki (Deni1i, 7 cm. 
N. of Keban), 28 Apr lf89 9 3inten&s 193 pro parts. B8z Prove 
Trzincan, '.rzurum- rsinean, 'rercn, 6 Sept. 1957, Rechingar 15112. 
MO, Frove art, ni. Th,jubsyasit, 2000 a., 4-5 Nov. 1957, RechiaM 
14983. C2, Prove I)enizli, Honas daI,  Huber-Morath; Proy. !nte.lya, 
1ma1i-Yorkute1i, 21 miles from Flae1i, 1300 a., 31 May 1962, Dudley 
(i. 35239a); ibid., Elinalt d, 8 May 1860 9 Bourgepu 70. C6s I-roY. 
Hatay, Alanus, fn y"ylaai, 1600 mop 22 Apr. 1958, YA&Lkgraf 11186 
!'rov. Mara, Ahir ttak q above Mara;, 1300-1500 a., 2 May 1957, Davis 
27379; ?x'ov. Oasiantep, Xlllis (Kilts), 6 Apr. 193, Post 335; 
ibid., Caiiantep on S.% elopes of D116k Baba, 1900 not  11 May 19579 
Pavia 27822. 	7: Provo Urfa/ Diyarbakir, IstIverek ni. ;radjadagh 
(!aracada), 25 way 1888 9 Sintenie 712. 1)5/6, Pxov. H.tay, Mt. 
Ce-arms (tkra dat), 9 Jun. 18879 Post-  
Habitats An Irano-Turanian element of desert and ateppic conitiona, 
volcanic, serpentine, conglomerate and limestone slopes and scree, 
loamy M sandy river beds, fallow and cu1tivted fields s mtr1y 
vineyards; often associated with Juniperus, Poterium snd Cedrue; 
!1t. (200) 900-2800 a. P1. !eb.-Jun. 
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iffrs from '.. uth1latum by its ;yramidal racemes which are 
longer than bro4, consistently smaller floral parts, and much denser 
appressed fruit iMumentum; from P. marginaturn by its larger obtu9e or 
truncate fruits, pubescent aM largv?i' stylc3, wider seed wings and usually 
longer racemes. 
The type collection of A. pyrami'latulum (Post; April 12, 1900 from 
Babeska in Syria) h--, s been examined. Th only ifference between this 
taxon and most of the gatherings of A. szowitslrtnurn is the difference in 
style length; the longest styles of J. pyr:iatulurn measure up to 1.5 
mm. long. Some 0-itheriags of A. szowitsianum collected in Anatolia 
(Davis 27822; Dudley: D. 35239a) show a considerable variability in 
style length on inriivldual plants, measuring from 0.4-1.5 mm. long. No 
significant difference in raceme length or form is noticeable between 
A. pyrarnidatulum and A. czowitsinum. This author sees no necessity for 
maintaining .. -,yramidatulun as a distinct species. 
For the most part the aifferences between A. pyramidatulum and A. 
umbellatum which are cited by Bornm11er and reiterated by Zohary (1941) 
are identical with those separating A. ezowitsianum anti A. uinbellatuin. 
it must be pointed out that the long filaments of all the long—
styled plants which could be identified as A. pyrmidatulum are not 
bilaterally winged or even occasionally edentate as sugeoted by Zobary 
in his 'mended description of this species. Though not having seen the 
material which Zohary cited, the form and measurements of the long 
filaments  led this author to suspect that these specimens should be 
referred / 
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referreO to P. contemptum, ane that the material with smaller fruits and 
shorter styles probably re',resents depauperate forms of P. szowitsianurn. 
A comparison of the type description of .atenoatachyum r , nd the 
description and illustration in ?lora KazakbRstan (1961) idth material 
of A. ezowitsianu co11ected from the same general area, and from N. Iran 
and Caucasus, provides no discernable differences which cc'uld he used to 
maintain A. stenotachy at pec1fic rank. 
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22. A. mg.ntum teud. ex Poise. in ibn. So* sat., sere 2, U2 
157 (1842); Walper, Rep. Pot. Syat., 1 1 144 (1842); Boiss., Fl. 
Or., 1 9, 282 (1867); zobnry in pal. Journ. Bot.,Jer. ser., 2 (2/3), 
161 (1941); Rech. file in Ark. V8r Bot., I M. ii. 12 (1 959). 
Syn .# !. marginatum Steud., Noisen, Pot., ed.. 2 9 68 (1841), nomen 
nuthim: 
P. eM.topetAlum Punge in Arb. !fat. Var. Rega, 1 9 142 (1847)1 
A. mrrginstujn v. cryptopatalum  (Bunge) Boise., or. _cit. , 
2831 
?ypet (Vg3'pt)s in monte inat inter sr.za et rupee u.nio itr, 
11 Apr. 18359 chiner 126 (halo. 2TU n.y., iso. 0-B, 0 1 W, K, PM, ). 
Distribution and Habitat: Sandy deserts, steppe and low hills in 
vp+., Arabia, Syria, Lebanon, Israel, Iran, Iran, Kaakhaetan, 
Afghanistan, Pakistan and India; alt. 390-2134 m. P1. are—Jun. 
The type description of A. c ry—ptopetaliim states that it differs 
from A. mArginatum mainly in having longer racemes, shorter petals, 
larger fruits nntl wined seeds (sic - the eeese of A. m'rginatum are 
always narrowly winged). The depaurerate type material of A. cr'ptopetamum 
in the Bolesier Herbarium at Geneva and the Natural History Herbarium at 
Vienna do not shoe any of these differences, and is easily equate" with 
A. marginatum. Before Zohary realized that A. naginatum was easily 
distinguished from A. azowitsianurs, he app1ie the name A. szowitsianue 
var. brevistylum (never described) to cpec1mena of P, marginatum from 
Syria and Israel. 
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23. P. roetr tuw Stev, in Me. /crt1. PtC?Bbe , 295, t.15 f. 1 
(1809)! Reich., I. 11. Germ. & !Ielv., 2, p1. 20 f. 4272 (1837-
1838)z Poise., Fl. Or. j, 280 (1867), Pro iarte; Busch in P1. Cauc. 
Crit.) 1 (4), 57 (1909). 
.z•' 	. rnr8ehr11iRnua Andrz, e7 DC., 'yst. sat., 2, 308 (1821)1 
P. vernule Stev. in Bull • Foc. Net , vlose. 299 296 (1856) 9 
.!pn Tit. 
Type 	(PuRii—Ikrine): in Pesrnrmbia d agorum versus circ 
Bender, in rupibus cale. ad Tyram fluvium, tsvn (H, n.y.). 
rietrbution! Yu90a1avi, !Iuigry, Roumania, Bulgaria,, West'rn 
Russia, Caucsue. 
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24. A. macropodum Boise. & Bale  Diagn., 3 (6), 18 (1859); Boise., 
Fl. Or., 1 9 280 (1867); 	j.jb-Morath in Fedde Rep. Sp. Nov., 48 
275 (1940). 
Key to varieties 
Silicules with homomorphic indumentum of minute stellate hairs; 
styles with + sparse indumentum similar to that on siliculea on 
lower J j often glabrous 	 macropodum ('r) 
Silicules with heteromorphic indumentum of bifurcate, tuberculate 
hairs intermixed with minute stellate hairs; styles with dense 
indumentuin similar to that on ailiculea at least their length 
beterotriohum (T) 
var. macropodum 
Synot A. macropodum var. eu-macropodum (Noise. & Bal.) Hub.-Mor., 
loc. cit. 1 
A. macropodum vare eu-macropodum f. genuinum '-Iub.-Mor., 
loc. cit.! 
A. macropodutn var. eu-maoropodum f. bongistylurn Hub.-Mor., 
be. cit.! 
Types (Turkey, B5s Prove Kayseri), in planitie Caesareae in 
Cappadocia alt. 1100-1107 m* 9 Jun., Jul. 1856, Ba1asa 987 (986 & 490) 
(hobo. G-B, iso. Hub.-Mor., W, 0, K, E). 
Distribution: Endemic to the S.W. and Central Anatolia. lap 7. 
TURKEY. B5: Prove Kayseri, layseri-Incesu, 27 kin. W. of Kayserim, 
1040 in., 9 Jun. 19539  Huber-Morath 128201 ibid., 5 km. S. of Incesu, 
S. of Kayseri / 
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R:ayseri, 10 Jun. 1939, Reese; ibid., Kayseri, 1000-1300 n., 21 Aay 
1890, Bornmftller 1931 (holo. f. g2nuinum Hub.-Mor., iso. '-B, w,); 
Provo Nide, betPeen Nude and Tapinar, foot of Haean dal,  15 Jun. 
1 952 , Davis 18871. F6, Provo Sivas, Giri Sivas, 5 Km- N. Gflrfin, 
1520 m., 22 Jun. 19539 Huber-Morath 12819. C2: Provo Antalya, 
Elmali-Korkuteli, 17 1cm. from Elmali, 1100 ii., 31 May 1962 1, Dudley 
(D. 35231); C3: Provo Antalya, Korkuteli, 18 Apr. 1936 9 Tengwall 
383. C4i Provo lConya, Lre1i-ICarapinar, 22 km. N.W. of Erli, 
870 m., 29 May 1956 9 Huber-Morath 13730; C5: Provo Nide, Mt, 
above Nijde q 10 Jun. 19379 Reese (holo. f. longistylum, Hub.-4Eor.). 
Habitat: Disturbed situations, cultivated fields, chalk slopes and 
rich soil; alt. 870-1120 m. El. Apr.-Jun. 
var. heterotrichum Huber-Morath, loc. cit. 
Lectotype: (Turkey, B/C2: Provo Afyonkarahisar): Steppe zwischen 
Dinar und Denizli, c. 35 km. vestlich von Dinar, 1 Jun. 19351 Reese 
& wall 1805 (orig. Hub.-Mor.). 
Distribution: Endemic to S.W. Anatolia. Map 7. 
TURKEY. C2: Provo Burdur, Tefenni-Burdur, 18 km. from Tefenril, 
1100 m., 10 Jun. 1938 (orig. synt. Hub.-*or.). Turkey, Provo Konya 
(1), Kalamich (?), 2 Jun. 1916, Post. 
Habitat: Neglected fields and steppe; alt. 1100 m. Fl. Jun. 
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In over—all fades, shape and size of its leaves and fruits and 
wingless seeds, this species (especially its var. beterotrichum) with 
dimorphic fruit induaentum, very closely resembles A. dasycarpum in 
Sect. Psilonema. The diagnostics which separate A. macropodum from 
A. daeyoarpwa are its larger deeply emarginate petals which are 
furnished with denticulate claw margins, winged, dentate and appendaged 
filaments, longer and often rostrate styles, and longer more widely 
divergent pedicela. From its closest ally in Sect. Alyssum, A. staptii, 
A. macropodum may be distinguished by having smaller elliptic and 
obtuse or truncate fruits, deciduous sepals, smaller emarginate petals 
with denticulate claw margins, usually longer styles, and minute 
stellate hairs on the fruits or, as is the case with A. macropodum 
var. heterotrichum, dimorphic indumentum. 
Since the length of the styles on individual plants of this species 
varies considerably, from 2.0-3.5 mm-9 It does not seem feasible that 
f. longistylum should be granted any formal rank. The presence of two 
types of hairs on the fruits, styles and pedicels is consistent in 
local populations occurring in the north—westerly extension of the 
species. The plants with this characteristic induinentum were described 
by Huber—Morath as var. heterotrichum. A recent gathering of var. 
macropodum (Dudley, D.35231) from Pieidia contained one plant on which 
the fruit and style indumentum tended to be slightly dimorphic. This 
intermediate state, however t did not prevail on the pedicels. 
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25. t . minus (Ti.) oth. In reede !e 	ç. Nov., 	, 77 (1941)i 
Turrill in Journ. flot. 	fl, 261 (1935); 1.11 ire in  Pull  soc. 
Iict. Ht. .fr. eu Nort., 30 9 258 (1939); Zohary In Psi. Joui, 
Bat., Jere sore s 2 (2/3), 161 (1941), 	ech. ft"'. in Irk. r8r Bot. 
2 (5), 345 (It'53); Brient. in Bull. oc. Bat. rr., 	(i), 153 
( 1 956 ). 
5 crc. t1 1. Lerlve2 ob neeo1 rt' or obt-
ethu1t, c. 5 n. wiu. rr'u±ting racemes strict, up to 15 
long, branches when present divergent or r.oeeneangp rrre1y divaricate. 
?U.cle with ± strigose induDentwzt. epa18 deciuoua. Petals 
gradually attenuate, ernrgIntte or entire, 2-2.5 (-3.5) x 0.4-0.9 mm. 
Long filemantv narrowly or widely, winged, 1-dentate at apei or 
,det.'.te, 1.5-2 mm. long. Short tilmiment 1.5-2 mm. long, with 
connate, bifid. or lnceolrte 	eMe.gen j the length- of f4.1,mørite. 
Styles r1gi., less than 2 X wider at base than apex, pubescent, 
o.7-1.6 rim. long. 	i1icu1ea + unequally inflated, with boraomorphc 
izidumentua of equally or unequally rayed, large or small stellate 
0.2-) .3-0.4 mu. wine. 
-!;' 7'ritic' 
tyles :J.7_1.3 (-1.)i. 1nig, dere1y pubescent the itire length 
with apreseett, minute short-rayed stellcte hiirs; rays  of 
stellate hairs on ailteulea equal, overlapping, 0.3-0.5 imn. long; 
alliculee elliptic-ov&te, 3.3-4.2 ( -5.5) x 2.8-3.6 (-4,5-5) am., 
obtuse or rarely esarginate; pedicele divergent or iacending; 




tylea 1-1.6 *m. 1on, sparsely pubescent at base with 1onr-!tveient-
rayed etelleta hEitre; rp ys of stel3*te hairs on silicules unecrnai, 
not overlapping, 0.5-0.8 mm. long; ailioulee orbicu1r, 4-7.5 mm. 
long and wide, onFirginatel peicele hortsontl; long ft1mnte 
0.3-0.4 mm. wide 	 -rntburn (E,P,O) 
var, minus. Doles., Icon. Select. P1. 9 	2, 	t. 39 (1824): bth. & 
Smith, Fl. (Ir. 	7 9 t. 626 (18-30); Tel ohenb., Ic. 	r1l. *t FIFAv., 
2, t. 18 9 f. 4270b (1837-1838); 'yar. in !ag. Mt. Lp. 	, t. 1 
f. ?8 (1925. 
yeo_1e minor L. in Nrthorst !1. onap., 21 (1756)9 
dissertation. 
A.. cepestre L., p. P1. e. 2 9 It 909 (3763) pro jrte, 
non 1753 
oenobia Roth. cempetris (L.) Poth., Tent. Fl. (Ierm., 1 
273 (1788). 
A. parvifloxiza Marsohe - Bieb., 4Uppl. Fl. Taur. Cauca, at 
434 (1 819): 
A. collinum Brot., Phyto. Lusit., 2 1 209 $ t. 180 (1827). 
A. cepestre var. hirtum Koch in F1o, 	(2), 463 (1841). 
P. miropet.ilum ?ische ex rC o vr. procumbo ne PC. ex Ledeb., 
Fl. Roes. 1 9 139 (1841)1  
. c'mpetre sen. iviflorum (Yfarseb-Bleb.) Semal. 1p Fl. 




• r. ' 	 pv&rorur ( 	h--ieb.' ic1' in TL. 
Cuc. Cr17., 3 (4';, 593 19O 9'2 
. anipestre var. at3ri,1 	1dr. x øl. in 1 ag. ot. 
Lap., 11, 123 (1912)2 
b, epre var. aibiguwn hZfl. in Y'. ot. tp., 12 9  158 
(1913)2 
.• 	 cu bc ns (DC. ex Web.) Bricat., p. cit. 
1542 
A. cam itre ;Tnalto allCt , pro max. parte2 
Original leacription and circumscri?tian in M*gnol, 11ot ani cum  
MoneUen3e, e. 7, 251 (168). "Th1aapiAyseon A ictum mi'.is, 
cap3uli aJoribus roiunic, non foliatie; Thiaspi montanum luteuin 
1.11. . 	 riori juxta oesu1am quat'ior adsunt foliola viritii8, in isto 
voro nulla 5unt, crau1ae etiam mtittum elfferuntl in iisem lode 
reperitur, & sodtm teaore floret. Adit I.. Tblaepi montanum 
mininwn 14onspeli c nsium folio 1'cinito, circa outonct cofleetwn, 
uii sit ignoramus." 
T~Jg tributioni Common wideeread weed of '., Central, S. and Ka 
i:urope, the Atlantic Islands, N. Africa, Aegean  Is1.n4s, '. and 
Central Russia, Caucasus, Turkey, Oyria q Lebe.non, Israel, Iraq, Iran 
and Afgh anistan. L'a 109 
TURKEY. A2(E)s Prov. Istanbul, Pohenguelkeuy, 14 May 18969 znavour 
(holo. g. , campestre var. ambiguum 04; ibid., Therapie, 11 Apr. 18879 
Aznvour 175: ibid., Iciathane, 30 Apr. 1903 9 znavour; ibi., 
3 Apr. 1864 9 cuman; ibid., hula S. of Bosporous, Apr. 1906, 
poet / 
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ost t  1b1., 'ume1 !liuiar, 7 '-.rr. 1906, Foet 	2(') 	nki' 
(1w1k 
	
	 1876, "m-nn 711 ibi6. t Pitkipo Lda (1y6k 
1 "ey 1904, ftznwour 1751 Prov. ure, 0ly,po Bithyni ('flu 
18449 1e; ibid. , t1u 	10 kn. from hotel, 1000 n., 16 May  
1962, 	 . 34716b). 	!rov. Polut 3 kin. '. of Seben, 
Bekirlsr 850 rn., 9 !y 1 958 , vf1hne 2056a. A6, Prov. Tokat, iikear, 
26 Iaz. 1957, !uer 168. Elt Fray. çnkka1e, Thyinbra,  Renkfi (renk6y), 
I!'nbrek v2Jy, n. 'v1rr-tA Tepe, ' ' 4 	5 !,,y 1983, intrniq 996 & 
996b projrt'. D2t Prov., Thiaa-Ve1ø' 9 20 km. from Y1e, 1000 in., 
17 !!y 1962 1 7,u47ey ('. 34793); nrov. Ayonkh1', 'eni1i-Buz'dur, 
11 kin. befo 	)Inr, 1000-1200 in., 10 Jun. 1962, )u1ey (r. 35643). 
P6i Pi-ov. Ktaeri, above Pinarbasi, 1829 in., 18 Jun., 1954, 1vie 
'?)• v8: "Toy. '.'zLncan, P o'n-ka1e, above Percan, 1650 in., 
8 Jun. 1957, 	1e 29350;  Piov. u/Trzurum, RInV.l th', valley of 
0850h1FT, 1524 in., 9 Pug. 1859 1  otrcy. C2? Prov. !)enizli, Ronaz 
Thvs, 18 kin., A. of Tavas, 1300 m., 4 Jun. 1939 !!1rMorath 
5569; i'rov. Mullap Huila-Kale, 16 kin. from Mu1a, 1250  m., 28 May 
1967, Tud1ey (t. 3518%); Pray. u1a/Inta1ya, Pethiye-1ina1i, 
120 km, from r.thi75 pr'•t Kt9nova, nr. i1t1een, 1250 in., 3D May 
1962, Dudley ('. 35195); Prov. &uAa,  1maris-u '1:i, 20 miles from 
!arinaris, 9 Jun. 1962, Thadlei ON 35504a); Prov. Pur'ur, Eurdur-
Prttalya, 5 ni1n from Duck, 720 m., 11 Jun. 1962, Dudley (T.  35694b); 
Pray. Denizli , Cybra (nr. çto1i), Forbes,47. C3: Prov. AntalYat 
t. 6it. !ianavgat, 	riivat-Feriinu1uni, 700 in.,B Apr. 1959  Pviz 
25771B; Ibid., ç1b1i dat, Offsel cam, 1500 in., 24 Apr. 19589 
htrkgraf / 
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m, 2 	1958, 	 :16 	 C5: 	;aut, Pozanti, 
7/) to. 9 1 1 17, Christian; ibid., VonPeke, 550 ., 12 Anr. 19579 
Dv1ri 26593. C6, Provo Mane, 4ist. B19e, Tn1i d - , above 
Hartrniye, 100 in. 19 Apr. 1957, ivis 26833; Pray. Vreq, Vra, 
762 m., 6 ay 1934 7 Belle 981 pro perte. Turkey-in-}'urope, 1846 9  
Ede 350; 
GT 	IL. rr. P1 	rcr summit Mt. Prophet !iies nr. 'athy, 
5.0 m., 1. Jun. 1934, Rechinger 362. C1 	Phurl3i, 25-26 pr. 3934 9  
Re cI1 nge r 4628 & 4710 • Cl /2 RhodoL, Mt. Prophet Fl i 	(pt. Pro fet a), 
nr, 	 " '., 1. 	1935, Tec}in€r 7181. 
"bitt 	tubc 	r' ru xl itutions, limestone acres and  
serpentine sme c1q out-crops, conglomerate slopes, 
metamorphic le% fW elopes, gTtee7 msaows, neglected mek cultivated 
fields, vinezrds, borders of forests, sand dunce, river banks p steppe; 
fre'uent1y eaocited with Ahte, linus bruti8, P. nlgra, (-tirus, 
uercus ae zilopa ,  and Q. coocifera and Phiomis. alt. (100-) 500-1500 
M. i1. .P?,JUt. 
The application of the binomial A. mimic (L.) Rothaal.r requires some 
explanation. If the assumption is correct (cf. discussion under 
soides) thatypeola campeetrie, which first appeared in Species Plautarwn, 
ed. 1, 2.0 652 & 1231 (1753) and later served as the baaionym of l"gum 
campeatre (Systenia Neturae, ed. 10:1759)  can be referred to Clypeola 
a1ya.ojd.s of Species Plantarum, ed. 1 9 2: 1753 (transferred to Alyssum in 
Syatna / 
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Systems, Naturae. d108 1759), than the next unambiguous bincial uazat be 
found and applied to the plant that has long mawLumd.d as 4 catatr.. 
Turxill (1935) recognised the confusion implicit in the Linnaean 
"A. o.pet" and olalned that as Linnaeus himself used the name in 
different senses, and that this initial confusion has been a persistent 
sau'co of error, "A. campestre" must be rejected as a nom 9oi4.pn. 
Turrill advocated the application of A. 2MMUlcM *arsoh-Bi.b. (1819). 
Degsn in PIS Yelebit. (1937) rejected A. i*rviflorua and instead favoured 
the application of &., oo11ipa bot. (1827). It is interesting to not. 
that Karsohell von Bi.birat.in (1809) used A. 	p. atre in the sense of 
A. al7saoj40e9 Tb* vie, that A. DarvIfl armis the correct epithet for 
this species has been followed by a amber of authors subsequent to 
Turrill (see above for important references). Ho.ver, Purrill and the 
other workers not only included A. iaiaroet*1ua despite its obviously 
dimorphio fruit indumentum - a diagnoatio feature of A. atriRosi - as a 
'nozn or variety of A. *rvifloxum; they also mad, no mention of 
Linnais's Q].ypeola minor 81756 (41ysiu* minus (L.) Rotbaslars 1941). 
Rotbmiiler (1941) in his extensive izaeration of I-Innasan Uzz in 
the 	-tow and the Amoesitati. Acadsialces. pointed out that 
Clypeola oami*stris on page 21 of Nathast's Flora MonsDelisu.ja (di.- 
sertation edition of 1756) was to be ret.rrM to ClyDsola a3sssoides 
(1753). That is more important is that Rothm&ler recombined the epithet 
1rpso1a minorp ousiarring on the same pags, as UUM mjmia. It is 
clear from an .mint ion of the pr'otologues that Rotbnsler' a equation 
Of 	p.o1s jnr (Alyssum mum,) with Alyssum omipesixe in S7atams 
Iatura, ed. 10s1759 (the ban'm of which is Clypsola campestriss 1753) 
is' 
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is incorrect (of. Heywood, 1961). 
At this point it might be useful to hypothesis. that Linnaeus 
recognised the confusion surrounding his usage of the epithet campestre, 
and attempted several times to rectify it • In the second edition of 
Species Plantax'urn (1763) he altered Sauvage' a original diagnosis of 
C].ypeo].a oarnpestrjs to read "... oaly-cibua cadnois", thereby hoping to 
exclude Clypeola alyasoidea which has persistent sepals. In an attempt 
to drop the epithet abasoides entirely from use in the same work, 
Linnaeus redeecribed Cly-peola a].yeao ides (or Alyssum as it had now 
become) as Alyssum calycizium. Unfortunately, the specimens which 
Linnaeus (L1ri.an Society, London) used to describe Alyssum campeetre 
in the second edition of Species Plantarin are mixed; among them is a 
plant (828:10) of A. alyssoides which is labelled in Linnamia' a hand- 
writing as A. eampestre. In the republished version of Nathorst' a Flora 
Monapeliensia in Anzo.nitatea Academica., 4 (1759) Linnaeus deleted 
Clypeola minor, which appeared in the Dissertation edition, and substi-
tuted Clypeola alyssoidee in its place. Though Linnaena here tried to 
drop the name Clypeola minor, priority rights must be applied and 
Rothnuiler' a combination of this epithet as Al,ssum minu, is to be accepted 
as referring to the tazon with deciduous sepals. 
In the Dissertation edition of Nathorst'a Flora Monape]iensjs, 21 
(1756)9 Linnaeua refers Clypeola minor to No.1138 in U.gzo1, Botanicum 
Monnpelienae, edition of 1688. Because of the discordant elements in 
the LlvinAen Herbarium, none of which can be directly applied as the 
lectetype of Clypeola minor, tagno1' a description or references are 
accepted as the basis of Clypeola minor
, 
 (i.e. Alyssum, mInu). In 
Linn eua' / 
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Idaaaus's aunbid ooW of Meguo1's work (T4w.sn 8eci.t, London), 
%o.1138 fall, on pagu 251 ad reeds "1saDi Alrueen dtotun 't4 	oniau1i 
ioz'ibus rotundie. non foliatia. • .' • Magool. back.-refsr.s this 
citation to two po1jia10 In J. 	h4,i, RLSIOTIA P4px. (1651). 
The first of this. poljnsu.jals, w=HA pt 	..." Is fsM on 
page 90 of Psnh4it i . aM is a.00w*ni.d br a firs *ich can be 
iduetified as the tsn oommmlr reforr.d to as 	 a sdr.R with 
d.etèic'ma sepals and large fruits. This figure ownut be applied to 
As ,*aoMi id  has  porsistuet sepsis and Mailer  fruits. 
The sstsblimsat of Clypuels atir as the basiospa of this species 
nsos.aitat.s reducing to arnoraw LIME 2&z=gma and A. oo114 
iftimb at ens Use or another bave been suggested as the sorriot mm for 
,oaui*stre a* Into as us.d 1W MW authors (e.g. DUS014 1909) 
bas long been an an1y with regard to its specific 1iit.. Our Inter-
prigtation of A t HUM is in the nai'z s.ns and is applied to tb. wide-
spread European and Oriental ainwani need with himiwrD1tc ilitua 
(onl.y one tp. of heir) on the fruits. The tsz* (A., 	 j4ptta. 
eta.) with diawrvld.a fruit IM*asnti of .11 itollate hairs with sp'IaaM 
or divorgunt reys in addition to Awonte or sinpis, 10mg aM tubez'culat• 
heir., are .'Indad from 	(of. ku,). In addition to thebmo- 
morphle fruit and style I t1 nenw, the usually milor, elliptic or cyst., 
and aqtrioallj' inflated fruits of ALJOM waro nines distinguish it 
from both subspecies of &g gICLSIOW Some diffionity vmW be .zp.rienoed 
In distiagut.hing A. ri4 v'e waro vLgMLtM
,  from At v1ZLEM unb.pe 
beasmse the .heps, also and infintien of their fruits are similar, 
but/ 
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but the d1orphio irri"inths of the fruits and pedicel is alw.7s diag-
nostic for A. .trisam mabap. .trjgos. Though the pediosi iM.iimsntiw 
Of A, minus var. micrautjaum frequently appears atrigos., this condition 
Is 	thie to the preseace of two types of hairs, but to the ipread.irg, 
divergent and unequal rays  of the stellate hairs. The gIa.ous and 
shorter .t1es, and the divergent-.pr.ading pediosla of A.etrjgoaam 
aibspe strInm= we also of value in separating this tan from j1j 
var • miaranthum. 	The earns differential characters used to sipe.rst• 
A. atria mi m subep. o.dro from A. sUlLown *tbsp. ILVI&IM distinguish 
A. skjagnum subep. oedrox'um from both varieties of A. minus. It must  
however, be stressed that the no.-4t reliable disostio of A. etrjgoem is 
the occurrence of dimorphic izthunentum on its fruit and pedicels. This 
character is easily observed on 1—ture fruits and ovaries as well as on 
those vhiah are fully developed. 
Though A mjie is extremely polymorphic with respect to habit and 
fruit .i.., probably attributed to the diverse .nvixoaasnts  in Tkiah this 
species growsp the specific 1bdts  are no longer as confused as indicated 
bv Reohinger (1953)0 The exclusion of A. atzImam with its diworphio 
inihnm.ntum allows A. miis to be conveniently defined in a narrow seoes. 
The fruits of 4, oaDeatre var. ambiMux are larger than those 
flØ!a$ll7 sipsoted in A. IgM The type  collection of At Oatre var* 
aabiia*m appears to be a shade form with stout and very robust stems, and 
broadly obovate sparsely *zbescent leaves. A shady habitat provided with 
an abundance of moisture probably accounts for the large fruits. 
The minute appreesed stellate hairs on the fruits of A. ceapestre 
var. hirtum Loch are consistent with the attributes of A. minus var. 
mimic 
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mimo and a000rdiiigly Xoch'. vari.ty in r.g'd.a as a mynoWn. The  
dwarf habit aM sm&I1 fruits of A. gEREtro vare aartorinwm fros 
Xythaos (Cyolad) are not tpioal of an 	populations ou'i1iig 
on that islaM. Furthermore, thee quantitative characters are found 
throughout the whole range of the ep•oi., especially in dry and sterile 
.nvtroait., ec that taxonomic recognition in not warranted. 
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var. micranthuin (Meyer) Dudley, comb. nov. 
!.. rnicranthurn Mcer in Ind. Sem. Petrop., 1, 22 ( 18 35) 3 
Fisch. in Linnaea, 10 9 Literb, 83 (1836); Hohen, in Bull. 
Soc. Nat. Moe., 6, 373 (1838) 
A. cainpestre var. micranthum (Meyer) Boles., Fl. Or., 1, 
284 (1867), pro partel 
!. oarnpestre var. radiatum Busch, Krim. Papers, A t  125 (1906)1 
A. campestre var. einarginatum Andreano in Ind. Hort. Bot. 
Univ. Budap,, 1# 29 (1938). 
A. campestre var. edentulum Andrean., loc. cit. 
A. minus subsp. micranthum (Meyer) Briest., op. cit., 1541 
Types (Crimea and Caucasus): In Tauria, in Iberia et in Campis ad 
Mare Caspium. (Meyer (12 n.y., iso. "Lenkoran" 0—B, w). 
Distribution: Sporadically in N. Greece, Crete, N.Afrioa, Crimea, 
Caucasus, Transcaspian, Turkish and Russian Armenia, N. Turkey, Syria, 
Lebanon, Israel, Jordan, N. Iraq and N. Iran. Map 10. 
TURKEY. A3s Prove Bolu, 15 kin. S.V. of Seben, Kurtdunianitepe, 1000 m. 
14 Apr. 1958 9 Kdhne 2234; Provo Ankara, 15 km. W. of Beypazari, Ukyuda, 
1100 in., 31 May 1957, Kflhne 472. A4s Provo Ankara, Ravli, Cubuk Su, 
4 Jun. 1954 9 Davis 21433; Provo Kastamonu, in. Seidler (nr. Kttre), 4 
Apr. 1892,  3intenis 3184. A7s Prov. O1mane, Gimane, 1400 in., 18 
May 1960 9 Staint on et a]. 5054. A/BiOs Prov. ICare, Casteli. Chorvirab, 
nt. Aras, 823 in., 25 Mar. 1902 9 Alexeeriko (hobo. A. canipestre var. 
radiatum LL n.y., iso. E). B3: Provo Fskigehir Loki ehir—Ktahya, 
3 km. from Eskiehir, 900 a., 22 Jun. 1962, Dudley (D. 36060). P4: 
Provo / 
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Tuey (". 35936b. 	"roy. 7rzurtra o Truru, nr. Pernia (?), 
Jun. 1853, 'tut. 1; 	rov. 7an. Van, 1899-1900, !'aunacll. 	1t 
'roy. 7onyi, qumra elptr. 	c!1c ky, P 	px. 192,  
TIio following npeclvsen is tnt ri 1 1 - te between the vriti' C2: 
Prov. ien1zl'i, Wiffus, 1TcflL7 ds4, 300 mo 4 Jun. 1938, Wuber-Moreth 
5568. P number ,f intermed1'.tes occur in N. !frica, Iran :nd 
Lebanon * 
W-bitatz Taste law, cultivated fields and peure, . te;ic 
hillside, river v1loy, forestry plantations, dry 3o f=in 
igneous, 11ct3ne anA gyprum elopes; alt. (30.-) 500-1600 (-2200) 
m. 11. (Feb.-) pr.-Jun. 
The major features distinguishing this tazon from the typical 
expression of A. minus are its larger orbicular fruits, sparsely pubescent 
and longer styles, and the coarse and sparser stellate hairs with long, 
unequal divergent rays on the fruits. The long filaments of vare 
m.lcranthum are more often edentate than those of the typical variety. 
The differential characters of the varieties of A. minus are 
obvious when typical material of each is examined, but in some areas, 
intermediate specimens are quite numerous, i.e. North Africa, Iraq and 
Iran. In the light of the occurrence of intermediates, and the fact 
that var. micranthum occurs sporadically as small populations, recognition 
at subapecific rank would not be justified. 
Type gatherings of A. campestre var. radiatuis (E) from the Criui 
have been examined, and do not appear to differ in any feature from the 
original / 
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original material of A. minus var. Micranthum collected from the 
Crimea and Caucasus. 
The erect—rayed stellate hairs on the fruits of A. minus var,, 
inicranthum superficially resemble the strigose fruit indumentum of 
A. atrigosuin., However, the homomorphic indumentum of A. minus vare 
micranthum and the dimorphic induinentum of A. atrigosum are easily 
observed and can be used with certainty to distinguish these taxa. 
360. 
26. 	A. stapfii Vierh. in Verh. Zoo.-Bot. Gesell., §A9  261 9 t. 	79 	f. 
1 (1914); 	Groeh., Fl. Iavk., ed. 2, 4, 218 9 f. 4 as A, buechianum 
(1950). Fig. 1A, a; fig. 1B, e. 
A. pampestre I. var. g2nuinuum Dotes., 71. Or. I t 284 (1867), 
pro partel 
A. ptapfii f. pereietena Bornm. in Beth. Pot, Centraib., 
18 (2), 479 (1921)2 
A. buechianum Grosah. in Journ. 3oce Bot. Russet li (3), 307 
( 1 929)2 
A. peudo-oalycinum Zohary in Pal. Journ. Bot., Jere sex. 
?' 
160, f. 11-15 (1941)1 
A. antiljbanoticum R.ch.fIL.xi&rk.. F6r Bot., sex. 2, 1 (5), 
3059 p1. 11 (1950)2 
A. minus (L.) Rothm. eubip. atapfii (Viexh.) Briest. in 
Bull. Soc. Bot. Fr., 103 (2) 9 154 (1956)1 
Plant annual, up to 20 cm. tall* Leaves broadly 
obovate or apathulate, up to 10 mm. wide. Fruiting racemes widely 
spreading, up to 10 cm. long, branches divaricate. Pedicele with 
+ sppreaeed indumentunt. Sepals persistent. Petals constricted at 
middle, bibbed, (2.5.-) 3- 5 x 1-2 mm. Long filame nts widely winged, 
1-3-dentate at apex or edentate, 2.5-3.5  mm. long. Short filaments 
2.5-3 mm. long with connate bifid or denticulate appendages the 
length of filaments. Styles roetrate, at least 2 X wider ht base 
than apex, 1-2 mm. long, sparsely pubescent. Siliculea equally 
inflated, with homomorphic indumentum of + long, few-rayed stellate 
hairs / 
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hairs. Seed wings 0.1-0.2 mm. wide. 
Leototype: Iran unter der ephemeren Vegetation am Fusse des Kuh Bil, 
19 May 1885 1 Stapf (orig. W, iso. K). 
Distribution: SeFo and S. Thrkey, The Armenian Highlands, Caucasus, 
Syria, Lebanon, Israel, Iraq, Iran and Afghanistan. Map 12. 
TURKEY. A8 	Pray. GfimfIane, ar. Bayburt, 20 Jun. 1862, Huet. A9s 
Provo Kars, diet. Sarikami, nr. monastery Surp Oganes, 18 May 1916, 
Sehischki. A8/91 Provo 1, rzurum q Pasinler-Horasan, 1650 in., 12 Jun. 
19570 Davis 29413 pro parte. B51 Provo Kayseri, Calasee (Tales) nr. 
Kayseri, 1300 in., 27 Jun. 1857, Balensa 481 (993  pro parts). B8: 
Provo Erzurum, Frzurwn, Jun. 1853 9 Ruet. B9: Prov. Mu, diet, 
Malazgirt, 1500 n. 1 Jun. 1916 9 Schischkin. Ot Provo Gaziantep, 
S.W. slopes of Df11k Baba, 900 in., 11 May 1957, Davis 27830; ibid., 
Aintab (Gaziantep), Apr. 1886 9 Post. C?:  Provo tlrfa, Urfa-Fiilvan, 
8 km. from Urfa, 100 m., 18 May 1957, Davis 28202. C8s Pray. 
Diyarbakir, çinar-Diyarbakir, 700 m. 9 27 May 1957 9 Davis 28694. 
Habitat: Limestone slopes and screes of S.W. exposure, gravelly 
hills, calcareous vineyards, in thorn hedges, river banks and dry 
Astragalus steppe; alt. (100-) 900-2600 (-3048) in, Fl. Mar.-Jun. 
This species belongs to the omboroohorous complex of species which 
includes A. minus (previously known as A. campestre). A. etapfii differs 
from A. minu, with which it has often been confused, by its persistent 
sepals, lax inflorescence with branches almost as long as the main axis 
and with widely distant and spreading pedicels, broader obovate to 
apathulate leaves, styles strongly dilated, basally larger bibbed and 
deep / 
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deep yellow petals appror4ntely twice as large as the sepal., and ± 
symetrically inflated fruits which are furnished with an indumentum of few-
rayed., unblanoh.d and appressed stellate hairs (Fig. lA, c). 
Boissier (1867) designated one plant of this species (Boissier from 
Palestine) as A campeatre var. gertuinum; however, the rest of the 
specimens in his herbarium under this name have dimorphic indumentum on 
the fruits and are easily identified as A. a trigosum. Both Zohary'. 
A. pseudo-calyoinum and Reohinger's A. antilibanotioum were allied to A. 
xantiiooarj*im (, maorostylum 	On the basis of its homomorphic ind.waentum, 
A. stapfit is more closely allied to A. min, than to any taxon posseising 
dimorphic inc3.uinentum, such as A. xanthooarpum, A. atrigosum and A. hireutum. 
Type oolleotior sod descriptions of A. pseudo-oalyoinua and A. antilibanotioum 
when compared with those of A. stapfii and all the additional material 
available today, do not appear to show any constant differences to justify 
retention as separate tam. 
The styles of A. antilibanotioum are often somewhat longer than the 
usual ones of A. stapfii, but as with A. pyramidatuluzn and A. szowitsia, 
this quantitative difference is not significant in all populations or even 
on all plants. A photograph of the coype of A. buachiamum (B, ) and 
additional material labeled by Groesheim as A. busohianum have been seen 
(, GH). Though of dwarf stature, and (in type material) more canesoont 
indumentwn, A. busohianum is clearly conspeciflo with A. stapfii. 
Bor.di11er's A. stapfii f. persisten.s from Iran was first identified 
by him as A. alyssoidee, and has slightly smaller fruits than those of most 
collections of this species in the western part of its range. A number of 
gatherings, including one of the original gathering, of A. stapfii from 
Iran! 
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Iran, differ from the Anatolian, Syrian and Israeli collections of this 
species only in having slightly smaller fruits and shorter styles. 
The extension of this species into Anatolia has never before been 
acknowledged, though Sohieclikin specimens labeled as A. buechianum from 
Eastern Anatolia were seen by P.R. Davis in the Leningrad Herbarium. 
364. 
7. A. atrigosum Banks & Soland.r in Russell, Natural Hist. Aleppo. 
257 (1794)s DC. Syst. Nat., 2 9 325 (1821); DC., Prod.. syst.9 
Sat. 1 9 15 (1824); Rig in Journ. Bot. Lond., 	. 188 (1937); 
7.ohary in Pal. Journ. Bat. Jer. ser., 19 (/3)0 161 (1941). 
Plant annual, up to 25 cm. tall. 	Leaves oblanceolate or obovate- 
epathulate, c. 5 mm. wide. FruitLnx racemes strict, 2-10 (-15) cm, 
long, branches when present divergent or ascending. Pedicela with 
strigose indumntua. Sepals deciduous or persistent. Petals 
gradually attenuate, entire or emarginate or bibbed, 2-3 (-3.5) x 
0.4-0.9 (-1.4) mm. 	Long filaments 1.5-2 (-2.5) mm* long with connate 
1-2-dentate appendag.d J4 the length of filaments* Styles rigid., 
less than 2 X wider at base than apex, glabrous or sparsely pubescent, 
0.5-1.5 mm. long. Silicule. + equally inflated, with heteromorphic 
induinentun of coarse or sericeous unequally bifurcate, slightly 
tuberculate, elevated hairs 0.5-1.5 mm. long and appreased stellate 
hairs • Seed. wings 0.2-0.3  (-0•4) mm. wide. 
Key to subspecies 
Sepals persistent on immature fruit only; stiff bifurcate heirs on 
zilicules 0.4-0.6 (-1) mm. long; styles 0.5-1  mm. long; petals 
entire or *marginate, 2.5-3 mm. long; ailicules 3-5.5 mm. long 
and wide 	 striosua (E,P,O) 
Sepsis long persistent in fruit; bifurcate hairs on silicule. 
aericeous 1-1.5 mm. long; styles 1-1.5 mm. long; petals bibbed, 
4-4.5 mm. long; sibiculee 56.5 x 4-7 mm. 	 ceroz'um (,o) 
.ub.p. / 
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eubsp. strigosu. Sibthorp & Smith, Fl, r, 	, 20 t. 62 as A. 
campeatre (1830). i1. 3. Fig. 1k, g, h; fig. 1B 9  y. 
A. micropetalum Fisch. in Besser, Cat. Hort. Crem., 8 (1816), 
noxaen ziudumi 
A. micropetalum DC., Syst. Nat. 2 9  313 (1821)0 
A, campeere L. var. mjcropetalum (Piach. ax DC.) Koch in 
Flora, 24 (2), 463 (1841)2 
A. campeete var, piloaws Post, Fl. Syr., ia1. Sinai, ed. 
1, 1, 85 (1896)2 
. camieatre, Dulto augt)O rniri. parte! 
Types (Syri)s environs of Aleppo, Russell (halo. BM). 
Distribution: Widespread in N. Africa, S. and E. Furope q Crimea 
Aegean Islands, Crete, Cyprus, Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Iarael 
A rabia, Iraq, Caucasus, N. and Central Iran and Afghanistan. Map 110 
TURKEY. A1()g Prove Tekir dat,  Tekirda-Kalekara, above Kuaba 
30-50  m., 11 May 1962, Dudley (I). 34669). ibia., Prove çraiakkale, 
Dardanellea q May 18679 Calvert. A2(E)s Prove Istanbul., Antigone, 
Wiper 256;  ibid., ?endik, 29 Apr. 1892 9 znavur 175;  A2(A): P?ov. 
latsabul, Prinkipo (byflk ada), St. Nicolas, 23 May 1909, znavQur 
1754; ibid., Diakos-Kartal, 2 Kay 18979 Asnavour 176B; Provo Imit, 
Nicodemia (Izidt), Aucher 4092; Prove Burea g lmudanya t 12 May 18999 
4114; ibid., Ulu dat,  10 kmo from flu d 4 hotel, 1000 n. 
16 May 19629 Dudley (D. 34716a). A): ?rov. Rolm, 3 km. E. of 
Raazebsv y-ayla are Yakuplar ysyla, 1150  ne t 19 Jun, 1957 !iihne 906; 
Prove Ankara, Nallihan-Beypasari, 15 km. W. Beypasari, 750 net 29 
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19579 Davie 27340;  ibid., Hassan Peyley (nr. Mara), Apr, 18939 
oat 333 (synt. A. canpeatre war. pilosum, O-BB); PTOV. Hatay, 
above IekeM.run, 300 me t 23 Apr. 19579 Davis 26990 ibid., 
Vt. Amanus l. Apr. 19139 Raradjian 4555; Lrov. Gsiantep, Yona, 
25 km. from Aintab (Gaziantep), 610 m., Apr. 1908 1, Haradjien 1769; 
Prov. Urfa, Bel !us (Balkia ni'. Birecik), 366 a., Apr. 1906 9 
Haradjian 1062. 
AFGEAI4 ISLANDS. Cit Samoa; !aamariatuea ni. Chorio, 18-20 Jun. 
1932 9 Rechinger 9702; ibid., 500 a., 1 May 1934, Hechinger 3562. 
C1/2i Rhoda., 600 a., 11 May 19359  Reohinger 7181; Ibid., 15 Apr. 
1886, Forsyth-Major. 
Habitat: Disturbed and ruderil situations, weathered limestone 
serpentine and igneous rocke, slopes and acre of S.W. exposure s 
cultivated and fallow fields, river banks, sand dunes, eroded clay 
elopes, vineyards, Aetragalus steppe; often in mixed iuercus scrub, 
Citts scrub, and Pinus brutia, and P. nigz'a woda; .lt. (2-) 50. 
1500  a. (-1829) a. Fl. (Feb.-) Iar.-Jun. 
Though described in 17949  this binomial has been ignored until a 
relatively recent date, when its application to "_campesti." aensu lato 
with dimorphic indument (on the pedioe].e and sepsis as well as on the 
fruits) was indicated by Big (1937).  Until Big rediscovered the Solander 
type of this species most workers have considered the plants with 
dimorphic iidmentuin as components of A. oampestre aensu ].ato, most 
ue.inlly as war, or aubap. mioropetalum (e.g. Boissier, 1867); Buschp 
however, (1909) erroneously treated it as A. oanpsstre var. jarrifloram  
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Boiseiei' (1867) realised that A. atrigomam and A. o.d.rorua (now A. strigosum 
subep. oedroruwj had a pronounced dimoxio fruit indumentum, and naturally 
encragh in the absence of the abundant material which is available today, 
treated these tars as synonomous with A. hirautum. Zokary (1941) following 
301 asier' a example considered A. atrigosuzn and A. hireutum synonomous, but 
chose the earliest name, A. strigosua, as the correct epithet. 
The characters distinguishing A. strigosum from A. hiz'sutum are its 
always bifurcate usually stiff hairs, the rays of which are of equal lengths 
and never more than 1.5 ma, long, and the short tuberculate bases of these 
hairs measuring o. 0.5 mi. long. The tuberculate hairs on the fruits of 
A. hiraut.un are usually simple and seriowous, measuring up to 3 mm. long; 
the tuberculate bases of these hairs measure also up to 1.5 mm. In 
addition to the characters of indumentum, A. strigosum is a plant of shorter 
stature with shorter racemes; its styles are shorter and its petals are 
mnaller and gradually attenuate (as in Fig. 13, a). The petals of A. hirsutum 
are constricted at the middle and are furnished with dilated claws (as in 
Fig. 13, e). The distribution area of A. hirsutum is much narrower than that 
of A. strigosu, being seldom found south of 37 degrees latitude and not known 
at all from Syria, Lebanon or Israel. 
Examination of the fragmented duplicates of the type material of 
Fischer' a A. mioroipetalum in the De Cando]le Herbarium at Geneva reveals that 
this binomial should be treated as synonymous with A. strigosum subsp. 
atrigosum rather than as a separate species or as an infra'-sp.oific tars of 
"A._caznpeatre". The immature fruits on the authentic material of As 
mioropetalum are furnished with a prominent dimorphic indumentum (indicated 
in the type description), and as this character is not diagnostic for A. 
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A. can set" sensu strioto (now A. minus) the application of A. aiorop.tala 
to that taxon is erroneous (of* discussion under A. sinus). 
Poet (1896) followed Boissi.r' s guide by regarding A. strijMsm as a 
synonym of A. hirsutima. but also described A. canipestre var. pilau to 
contain those plants of "A. campeetre" from Southern Anatolia and Lebanon 
with long—rayed stellate hairs on their fruits. The material Post used to 
describe this variety has been seen by the present author, and by possessing 
the diagnostic characters, including the dimorphic indam.nt, of A. stigoaum 
subape strigosurn., must be regarded as synonymous with it. 
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euhep. ce41rorum (Schott 4 Li.) Dudley, stat e nov.; Fenz3 in Tch.ih. 
Asie Mm., Dote 1(3)9 314 (1860). 
A. cedrorum Schott & Py. in Cat. 1ot. rochbl. , 11, (21),169 (1852+ ) 
A. strigosum var. macrocarpurn Zohery in Pal. Journ. Dot., Jere 
sex., Z (2/3), 161 (1941)2 
A. strigosu.m var. cedrorum (Schott 4 iy.) Priest. in Bull. 
Soc. Dot. Fr., 103 (2) 1, 154 (1956)2 
?pei (Turkey, C51 Prov. Içel)s in Pturo inter Cdros, Jotschy 
(originElly cultivated from seed in the Vienna Botanic Gardens, bob. 
W, iso. 0—B). 
Distributions Founi mainly in the Lycian and Cilicin Taurus, and 
extending into Cyprus and 4.E. Anatolia. Map 11. 
TURKEY. A7 	Prove 0thfiane Jyreme—bogas (rir. :liae da', . of 
0mane) 10 Jul. 1894, sintenja  018. B5s Prov-. Kayserip 3rdschias-
dagh (Eretyas dad'),  Erd, ni. Erverek, 1300 a., Jun. 19029 Zedebour. 
Bi Prove Mane, dist, Sidabeyli, Caimbeyli p 1100 a., 13 Apr. 19579 
Davis 26685. B7s Prove Sivas, Kirkgelz (in,. rtvri) 1300 a., 12 Apr. 
19369 Pengwall 310. C21 	rove uèa, IutLa—Kale,  c. 35 miles from 
10 miles from Kale, 900 a., 9 Jun. 1962, Dudley (D. 35544a); 
Prove 1)enizli, Cibyra (ni. çameli), 'orbea 45; ibid., Ti1ova-
Danish, c. 40 miles from Tei1eva, c. 40 miles from enishi, 1090  m. 
1 Jun. 1962 9 Dudley (1). 35328) Prov. Antalya, Antiphellus (Ka), 
Forbes 44; ibid., Pethiye-1mali, 150 km. from Fethiye q 20 km. 
from L1m&li, beyond sut1ejn, 1050 a., 30 May 1962 9 Dudley (0. 35209); 
ibid., 1aali, 11 May 1960 9 Bourgeau 69. C3t Prove Isparta, diets 
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A1tofilr Cimer Ova on W. aide of Sarp de', 1500 m., 28 Jul. 1949, 
Davis 15804; Prov. Burdur; Burdur-Antalya, 5 km. from Bucak, 720 m. 
11 Jun, 1962, Dudley (D. 35694a); Pray. Antalya, Korkuteli-!Cizilqadai, 
10 miles from Korkuteli, 1400 not 31 May 1962, 	jj (D. 35262); ibid., 
çalbali 44 ni. Cukur Ardic yaylct, 1700 ni., 15 Jul. 19499  Davis 
15358; ibid., diet. Akeeki, gorge below renkeya, Manavgat-Akseki, 
700 m., 10 Apr. 1956 9 Davis 25814; C4i Prov. Ie1, dint. G1nar, 
Bozaac-Akirini, between U1nar-0ilind1re, 700 m., 14 Apr. 1956, Davis 
26049. C5t Pray. Ijel, Naarun-em1ar, 500 m., 4 t.pr. 19579 Davis 
26386 ibi,Msn, 9ay 1855 9  Balansa 165; }rov. Adana, diet. Koraisali, 
ni. BtrUoek, Pozenti, 1000 !l., 21 Apr. 1956, Pavia 26142; ibid., 
Kamecbly (ICsmuli), 15 Jun. 1850 rn., Balansa 482. C6, Pray. Yaraq q  
Mara, 6 May 19349 Balls 981 pro parts; Prov. 	tay, Belen, 1933 
Zohar (halo. A. atrigoawa var. morocir.pua RJJ, n.y.). 
Rabitats Disturbed and ruderal situations, neglected and cultivated 
fields, lime-atone elopes and acres, volcanic plateaus, steppe; often 
in 4uercus scrub and Pinus brutia woods; alt. 300-1700 m. Fl. Apr.-Jul. 
The following specimens are intermediate between the two eubspeciesi 
A3z 1'rov. Ankara, 10 km. W. Beypasari, 2 km. LZaviye, 880 m., 26 May 
1957 KUhne 198. B1, Provo Izmir, Smyrna (Izmic), Apr. 18279 Fleischer 
pro parte. P3* Erov. r8kiehir, Sivrihisar-Eskiehir, 80 km. from 
F,ekiehir, 900 rn., 22 Jun. 1962 9 Dudley (D. 36046). P5*  Prov, Kayseri, 
Frechias dagh (Frciyea dal), May 1902, Ze&ebour. P6, Pray. Mare, 
Gkeun, 1250  m., 6 May 19579 Davis 27621. B7* Provo Tuneeli, Tunceli-
P1mr, 6 miles from P1dmtr, 1000 not 7 Jun. 19579 Davis 29215. 
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02: Prov. Bardury Teilova—Deniz1i, 4 miles from Ysi1o'va, at Salda g51, 
1100 in., 1 Jun. 1962 9 Dudl2Z (1). 35308). C33 Prov., Anta1a, Adalia (Antalya) 
May 184.5, Heldreich 1465. C6s Prov. (Jasiantep, S. of Iinilhiear dere, 
Gaziantep—Ki1is, 30 kin. S. of Gaziantep,  750  m-P  13 May 1957, Davis 28008. 
Much of the material from Cyprus appears to be intrnediate in morphology, 
however, with a predominance of subep. cedronun characters. 
This taxon was originally thought to be a species (A. cedrorumj 
distinct from A. strigosu, but the presence of a large number of intermediate 
speeiaena from Anatolia and Cyprus (mostly occurring within the distribution 
range of subsp. cedrortm) indicates that .ubepecifio rank is more appropriate. 
The relatively limited distribution of subap. ondrorum is oc.pletely contained 
within the such wider area covered by eubep. strigosum. By studying plants 
raised from seed of wild gatherings in Anatolia, it appears that the populations 
of subepo aedrorum maintain their morphological idevtity. This is true also of 
populations of subep* atrigosum and the population, of intermediates. Subspecies 
srigosum, subap. oedrox'um and the intermediates do not appear to grow in mixed 
populations; the plants in each population are always identifiable as one 
subspecies or the other s or as intermediates. At present for convenience of 
identification the aubspeoifio classification I. acceptable, but a biosystematio 
study of the processes leading to the differential and then stabilisation of the 
expressions of the subepeoifio and intermediate populations would be rewarding. 
A. strigoawn would be an excellent experimental medium because it is easily 
cultured aM under cultivation can fulfil its life cycle in not more than two 
months. Within the framework of a bioeynteaatio project it would also be 
valuable to incorporate a critical anatomical study of the tuberculate furcate 
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hairs on the fruits to provide some kffxnation in regarding their ontogeny and 
possible phylogeny. 
Zohary' s A. strigomm var. maarooarm was collected from the Amanus 
in Turkey where subap. cedrorum normally occurs. The fruit measurements of 
A. strigomzn var. rnaerooarwm correspond exactly with collections of eubap. 
oed.rorum from the Manna, the Lycian Taurus 	15388) and Cyprus. Though 
not having seen the type material of A. strigo sum var. maoroaarpum,, it is 
probably safe to mgard it as conapeoifio with eubap. oed,rorua. 
The omibroohor'ous method of dehiaenoe and dispersal (Zohary, 1941) of 
both subspecies of 	strigosum v A. minus and A. stapfii was observed on 
cultivated plants and in the field in 1962. The valves of the fruits of these 
species do not fall off automatically when mature as in the ana,noohoroue 
method (most species in Sect. Odontarrhe). The separation tissue which 
forces the valves from the replurn margins in the arieisochorous species does not 
form (or only to a limited extent) in the oinbrochorous species; the valves 
of these species remain adhering to the rep1n margins throughout the dry 
period until the first rains. The splashing of rain or from a watering can 
loosen the valves so that moisture penetrates to the seeds. This moisture 
causes the seeds not only to swell but to form a thick layer of muuilage around 
themselves. This process pushes the valves away from the replum from the 
inside, and allows the continued action of the rain to wash the valves and 
seeds to the ground.. In some oases when the rain is of very limited duration, 
the mucilaginous seeds elide out from between the loosened valves and replum 
and fall to the ground. The whole process, from the time moisture is first 
applied till the time that the seeds are fastly adhering to the soil particles, 
was observed to take lees than an hour, and usually not more than a half hour. 
The/ 
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The h3groahastio movement of the pedicel characteristic of the 
ci'ochoxoua and hygroohastio species (i.e. A. szowitsiarni, A. aarginatum 
and A. umbe11at!fl) is not evident for the strictly oabroohorois speciess 
their fruits and pedio.].s when mature are already in a median position. 
375. 
28. A. ,anthocarurn9oigs. in Ann. Sc. Nat., ser. 2, 	154 (1842); 
Boise., Diagn. 3 (5), 37 (1856); Busch in PI  Cauc. Crit., 1 (4), 
582 (1909); ' - rnxa., Symb. ad 1'I. Anat., 55 (1936). Fig. lA, d; 
fig. 13, k; fig. 2 9 d. 
A. macrostylum
,
Boise. & Iluot, in Boise., rl. )r., 1 9 279 (1867)2 
Lectotype: (Turkey, C6: 'rov. Gaziantep): Akdagh (ar. Gaziantep), 
Aucher 2(3 (orig. a—B, iso. BL,K - aynt. A. maorostyiurn). 
istribution: Central, S. and Y, Anatolia, extending into the Areian 
Highland8, the Cuoaau, 1* Syria and rarely into Lebanon. Map 13. 
TUR(TY, A42  Prov. çankiri/Xaatarnonu, Ilgas daft 22 km. N. of Ilgam, 
1550 m. 20 Jun. 1955,  Iluber—'Jorath 14806; Prov. Ankara, distr. 
Kizi1chasam, 2 km. from Rizilchamam, 1070-1100 m., 18 Jun. 1955, Euber- 
oratb 14808. A5s Pro'v. Kastarnonu l Oiaur dagh (above Toca), 17 VaY 
1892, intenis 3862; ibid., N. side of Ilgaz 1,49 1500 m., 28 Jul. 
1962, Davis 38285. A6,, Prov. Tokat, Pokat, 600-700 (1300-1400) is., 
Apr. 1893 9 Bornmliller 3246. A7: Prov. Gthnf1ane, o11rva—meschem 
(rir. sorda), 31 May 1894, Sintenis 5656 pro parte; ibid., tghakoi 
(nr. oxda), 31 ]ay, 20 Jul. 1894, Sintenia 5558. A8: Prov. Gn;ane, 
B&yburt, 18 Jul. 1862, Bourgeau 166 (orig. synt. A. iuicrostylum, a—B). 
A9i ?rov. çoruh, nr. ?sn3at, 10 May 1907 9 Wcronov4 Irovo Yars q  
distr. Kgizaan, ar. Karkurt, 	Iay 1914 9 Turkevicz; B6: Prov. 
Sivas/Tokat, çamlibel dad, above Yenioban, 29 Eay 1890, 1rnm211er 
1929. A/B81 Frov. rzurum/03f1ue, Askale—Bayburt, 20 km. LW. of 
Askale, 2000 is., 27 Jun. 1951, uber—Morath 10988. B5:  Prov. 
Kayseri, Bakir dad,  nr* top of 3eneandore, 2200 in. 30 Jun, 1952, 
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1"avis 19411; ibi3. 9 Vt. ICassen Oghia (?), aoruinse at Tscheschme yy1a 
(nr. Bakir da), 2134 m., 19 May 1859, Kotechy 130 (orig. synt. . 
aacrostyluis C-B, iso. 0 9 0.-BB 9, 	 ibid., rdachiae Dagh 
(Erciyas dat)  above Hadechilar, 2200-2500 in., May 1902, Zedeboir. 
Bs Prov. ivas, Bey dad, . of Zara, 1 Jun. 19609 taintori at. al, 
5304. E7s frov. rzincan, 1(inartschar (nr. &zanduk), 10 May 1890 0  
Sintenls 2211 9 ;:ro prte. B8 Prov. T:rzuruin , rzururn, 1829-1900 n., 
Jun. 1853, iluet (orig. synt. A. macrostylwn, 0-B, iso. 0,K,Bt). C6, 
J'rov. Mara, \kher thigh (hir a4), 600-1000 in., Jul. 1907, 1arjin 
1668; Taurto Orient, 1834, Montbrct. Armenia, Pokat-'rzurum, Aucher 
4089J (orig. synt. , ranthocarpum, & A. inacroetylum, C-B, iso. v). 
Habitats 	tepe, metamorphic acres, dry calcareous rock, sandstone 
elopes, mountain mtiattows; often in mixed Pinus and Abies forests; 
alt. (600-) 1500-2500 in. Fl. Apr-Jul. 
The dimorphio fruit indimientum of coarse, stiff, furoate and shortly 
tuberculate hairs and smaller stellate hairs of this species is similar to 
that of A. strigosu. A. zanthooarpm is easily distinguished from the 
latter by its much longer basally dilated, styles, longer floral parts, long-
er pedicels, simple unbranch.d racemes, and usually larger, broadly elliptic 
or ovate, obtuse or acute fruits. 
It is not knoen why Boissier did not approve of his earlier spithet 
A. .nthocarpum and redesoribed both its syutypes, plus additional material, 
as A. maorcty1urn. He thought that possibly the variation in density and 
length of the furcate hairs, noticeable in the additional material rendered 
the epithet nanthooar*zm unsuitable. 
The fruit iclunentuzn of this species shows an interesting variation. 
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That of some of the Southarn and Central Anatolian collections (Aucher 2639 
flaradjian 1668 and. Davis 19411) is quite dense and the nature fruits appear 
brownish-yel].ow - the feature accounting for the apsoific epithet. The 
iadumen'twn of some of the Northern and Eastern Anatolian gatherings (urgsau 
166, Huber-Morath 10988 and Davis 38285) is oomparitiveiy sparse; the mature 
fruits appearing greenish. It is also interesting to point out that the 
tuberculate furcate hairs on the ieee pubescent fruits show a trend towards 
reduction in length of the major erect rays and are provided with more subsid-
iary basal rays, but the fu'oate hairs of the densely pubescent form are seldom 
lose than 1 i&a. long and are only rarely furnished with any subsidiary basal 
rays. The variation in the fruit indumentwn of this species allows some insight 
into the gradual elaboration of the tuberoulate long-rayed furoate hairs from 
the stellate hair. It could be hypothesised that the prototype of this species 
had fruits furnished, with two dissimilar types of stellate hair, one tuberculate 
and the other sessile. In the process of time and the action of selection 
pressures the tuberoilate hairs gradually e].onged and strengthened two of their 
rays at the oxpenee of the other rays, coupled with an increase in the density 
of indimeutum. The end-product of this process is examplified by some of the 
southern populations of the species, while the northern populations have retained 
a relatively lees advanced condition. As the other specific diagnostic char-
acters do not seem to vary, and both indomentum states occasionally occur in 
southern and northern populations, it is not feasible to recognise this variation 
as an infra-apecifio taxon. 
The choice of the ].eototype for this speoies atoms from the fact that the 
Aucher 263 syntype is much better material than the other syntype (Aucher 4098a) 
being provided with flowers and fruits and more accurate information regarding 
the area of collection. 
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Borufl1ez' (1936) correctly maintained that A. macroetylum var. 
oalycocarm Baussim. (1904-1905) vas not to be eajiated with A. 	thooazs*1, 
but vas rather oonspeoific with the closely allied A. bulbotxiohum. 
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299 A. hirsuturn Mareoh.-Bieb., Fl. Taur. Cauo., 2. 106 (1808); ibid., 
Suppi. Fl. Taur. Cauc. ,, 433 (1819). 
Plant annual, up to 40 cm. tall • 	Iayee oblanceolate or obovate ofroa 
5 uin, wide. Fruiting racemes strict, up to 20 cm. long, rarely reduced, 
branches divergent or ascending* Ped.ioela with strigose indumentum. 
Sepals deciduous. Petals constricted at middle, bibbed., (2.5-) 
3-4.5 (-5) x 1-1.5 m. Long filaments widely winged, 1-2-dentate at 
apex or edentate, 3-4 mo long. Short filaments 2 .5-3 mm. long, with 
free, or rarely connate, 1-3-dentate appendages, + as long as filaments. 
Styles roatrate, less than 2 X wider at base than apex, glabrous, 
1.5-2 .5 mn. long. Silicules ± equally inflated, with heteromorphic 
indumentwn of simple or unequally bifurcate, sericeous, strongly 
tuberculate, elevated hairs 1-3 mu. and appreased stellate hairs. Seed 
wings 0.3-0.5 mu. wide. 
Key to varieties 
Plant 12-40 cm. tall; fruiting racemes elongated 8-13 cm* long; 
silioule. 3-4-seeded; petals sparsely pubescent (3_) 3.5-4 mne 
long; styles 1.5-2 mm. long 
	
hireutum (E,T,o) 
Plant 2-4 cm* tall; fruiting racemes condensed, 1-2 cm, long; fruit 
consistently 1 - seeded; petals densely pubescent, 4.5-5 mu* long; 
styles up to 2.5 mu, long 	 caespitoaum () 
var. hireutuni. Delos., Icon. Select. Pb., to 40 (1824); Boise., Fl. 
Or. L 284 (1867) 9 pro parts; Velen., Fl. Bulgop 40 (1891); ibid., 
In Sits. B8hn. Gesell. Wiesen., 7, 10 (1893); ibid., Suppi. Fl. 
Buig., , 26 (1898); Busch in Fl. Cane. Crit., 	(4)9 597 (1909); 
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Hayek, Prod. 71. Pen. Halo., 439 (1925); Grossho g Fl. Ka*., ed. 2 1 ,, 217 
to 25, f. 2 (1950).  Fig. lA, i; fig. 29 f. 
a A. caivestre L. var. hirautum (Mareoh-.Bleb.) Xoch in Flora, 
2.4 (2), 463 (1841)! 
A. polyodon Boise. & Buhee in Nouv. Hem. Soc. Nat. Hose., j,, 17 
(1860)! 
Psilonema hirsutum (Marech-Bieb.) Schur., Pipim, P1. Tranas., 
62 (i866). 
A, oampestre aubap. hirsutuin (Maraoh.-Bieb.) Sohmal., Fl. 
Srednee I Yuzhnse Ronsie, Krimia i avee. Ka*aza, 	88 (1895)1 
A, minus (L.) Rothm. subap. microDetalum (Fisch. ox DC) Driest. 
var • microi,etalurn f. polyodon (Boise • & Buhse) Briest. in Bull. 
Soc. Bot. Fr., 103 (2) 0 154 (1956 ) 1 
Type * (Caucasus and Crimea) $ orescit in ?auriae at Iberias oampia 
aprioia, Msraoha].l a Bieberetej (orig. LE, phoo. E). 
Distributions Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Romania l W. Russia, Crimea, Caucasus, 
Turkey-in-.]k*rope, Central and Be Anatolia and Russian Armenia. Map 12. 
TURKEY. A2(E)s Prove Istanbul, Fenerbergtsoh., 25 Apr. 1917, 
Azraavour. A38 Prove Ankarap 10 1cm. W. of Beypazari, 2 km. W. of Zaviye, 
820 m., 26 May 19579  ICflbne  176B; A4 3  Prove 9ankiri, gakmakliderep 
800 m. 9 16 Jun. 19299 BorrmtUer 13857, A5: Prove Kastamonu, Toaya nr. 
Karavak-Techeeme (m. Men) 10 May 1892,  Sintenis 3687; Prove Amaeya, 
400-400 rn,, 2 May 1889, Bormiflller 1338; ibid., Merzifon, 4 Apr. 1891, 
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y ani sd j ian 30. A81 Prove 0imdane, Bayburt, 20 Jun. 1862 9 Bourgeau. 
B4i Anka-raq Ankara, 14 Apr. 1958 1, Merton, 3283; ibid., Aflkara-SivX'ihiaBr, 
10 miles from Ankara, 21 Jun. 1962 9 	(T. 35996a); P5s Prove 
Kayseri, !arahiear to ilLrapli, 14 km. S. of Terahisar g 1200 m., 9 Jun, 
1953, Huber-vorath 12822. Ms Prove Erzurum, rzurum, Jun. 18539 
Huet; Prove Ping61 9 54 km. W.S.W. of rsurum, 'xzurum - :rzincan, 6 
Sept. 1957, Rechinger 15084. C3: Prov. kxttsiya, T1mdi-Torkutel1, 
21 miles from Elmali 1300 m., 31 May 1962, Dudley (. 35238). C4 
Prove Vonya, above Sills, 1100 m., 5 Jun. 1948, 1iuber-.!orth 9278. 
CS! Prove Içel, Bouloukli (?), nr. Mersin, 9 My 1855, BRiansa. 
Habitat: Disturbed and ruderal situations, steppe, neglected fields, 
river banks and limestone rock; sit. 400-1200 ti. ?1. pr.-Jun. 
var. caespitosum Thadley, var. nov. P1. 4, Map 12. 
A typo habitu valde diver-so, infloreacentia umbelliformi oougeta 
paueif'ructa, indumento siliculorum d.eneiore pUts simplicibun basi 
tuberculiitte longioribus differt. 
TURKEY. C2s Prov. 13urdur, !ethiy.-Dirnti1, Passhbe, 7 km. vor 
Dirmil, 500 m qq 9 Jun. 1938, Rub€'r-Morath  5150 (halo. Rub.-or.) 
Though this species, together with A. strigosum has often been 
regarded as a component of the "A, oaapeatre' aggregate and the two 
have been mutually confused, they are on the basis of their prominent 
dimorphic fruit indumentum of long simple (A. hirstum) or short furcate 
(A. strigosum) / 
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(A. striosum) tuberculate hairs and appreseed stellate hairs more 
closely allied to A. xanthocarpum, A. bulbotrichui, A. trichocarpum 
and A. cephalotee, than to A. minus ("A. campestre" sensu stricto) or 
A. stapfii both of which have homomorphic indumentum. 
Boissier (1867) not only considered A. strigosum and A. cedrorun 
as synonyms of A. hirsutwn, but also thought of A. polyodon and A. 
parviflorum as synonyms of A. campestre var. aicropetalum. A. strigogum 
with its subep. cedrorum is specifically distinct from A. hirsutum; 
A. micropetaluxa with its dimorphic fruit indumentum is a later synonym 
of A. strigosum eubsp. strigosu.m; and A. parviflorum is referred to 
A. minus in the narrow sense (cf. discussions under A. minus and A. 
strigosum). 
A. polyodon differs from the typical expression of A. hirstum only 
in its reduced stature. In all other diagnostic characters, the type 
material of A. polyodon is consistent with the normal A. hirsutum. The 
reduced habit of A. polyodon is very similar to that of a number of 
other Crimean collections (e.g. Callier 19 & 538) which appear to have 
been growing under unfavourable conditions and accordingly are depauperate. 
If the very dwarf plants of A. hirsutum from Pisidia did not have 
any other correlated differences, namely denser fruit indumentum with 
longer tuberculate hairs and umbellate few fruited racemes, it would be 
taxonomically unsound to grant such plants any formal rank. At least 
onecpulation in S.W. Anatolia, however, constantly maintains these 
expressions, and by doing so, justifies the recognition of the very rare 
but distinctive var. casapitosum. 
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30. A.bu1botr.ehurn 	auikn. & Bornm. in Mitt. ThtD. ?ot. Ver. a. 1., 
10 9 3 (1904-1905); Bornm., Syuib. &a Fl. Anat. 51 & 55 as A,  mcro8ty1um 
(1936). 
Zyn.t P. mmcroBtylum Boise. & fluet var. calycocarpum flaueekn., 
a;. cit., 4. 
. montanum L. nubsp. repena (au1n.) proles bulbotrichum 
(iauskn. &. Bornm.) Butag. in Beil. Jahreh. ied-3st. 
L4tad.-Lehrora. qien. -lie ust. 319  15  (1908)! 
yntyieas (Turkey, A5, Provo  Amasya) 	Amaeia in declivibus 
lapid.oeis zdpinie aontia Akdah, 17-2000 m., May 1889, Borni011er 
13439 (JE n.y., iso. 	& 12 May 1890, Pornrnttllor 1930 (J: n.y.). 
Liatribution: 1are Jntemic to 1zmto1ia. Map 13. 
TURLT. k4l irov, Ksatamonup Tosya, Glaur dagta (above Toaya, above 
Fkintschik), 29 May 1892, OAntenis
, 
 4027 (holo. A. macrostyiwn var. 
ca1ycocarumJE n.y., iso. K,.i,G,BJ,0BB). A5; I'rov. !asya, Amaaya, 
Ak da, ', above Tafra (Ja1ry:y1a), 25 May 1890, 1ornm111er 1820, ibid., 
Prneya, Ianisidjian. 1193.  B7: 	. rzincan, iCainartachar (nr. zanIuk), 
10 'lay 1890, SiLltenis 2211 pro p&rte. C5z  Praye, Içel, Purabeich 
(Derabra) pass, M..rain, 2000 a., Jun. 1909, Siehe 402. 
Habitat, 	ontane; alt. 1700-2000  a. ?1. May-Jun. 
This specie, was originally dssciibd as perennial; howsver, as none 
of the duplicates of the original Boreller gatherings er .ubssquest$ 
ooll sot ions shows any dsvelont of sterile shoots (the charaotsristjo 
feature of all the perennial Al.ysa) it most be asaunsd that A. Udj2W dIy= 
is' 
384. 
j5 an anwal p but of a sprawling diffus. habit • Its sprawling habit 
is similar to that of A. repine. and its original description as a 
perennial led Baumgartn.r to consider that A.balbotrichan was closely 
related to A# MM and gave it the renk of "prol.&' uz4ar the latter. 
That A. repine is perennial can always be observed by the formation of 
copious sterile shoots. The amial habit, dimorphic , fruit indumait, 
larger fruits, unid.ntate narrowly winged long filanente, unbranohed 
li,wiz'ioal z'aoames, densely pubsecont petals and longer basally dilated 
styles of establish it as distinct from auonly remotely 
allied to A. i'epems. 
The closest ally to A. kqjMU1OUM in the anmial Al.vssa with 
di.aorphic fruit ithumentum appears to be A. trhooapt. iProm the 
latter, A. balbotrizum =NT be distinguished by its wingless seeds, 
larger ovate or broadly elliptic fruits, y.11owiah-'een appearance and 
srrowly winged ünidentate long filaments (the long filaments of A. trich-
pcaipum are widely winged eat multidsntate at the apex.) 
Boriler (1936) cast doubt on Baumgartn.r' on conclusion that the 
Sintouja collection (Jo. 4027), the type of A. maorostylu* var. O*lioo, 
oarnas was oonap.oifia with A. bulbotrAchm.
. 
 Bormller claims that 
this gathering cannot be identified as A. bu1botr*c1 because the fruit 
inituasntuin does not appear to be strongly diaorphio, nor can be identify 
it as A. maoroetyjum (Ak. 	 uiocarp). With these two possibilities 
rejected, he advocates the description of $ new species. Dup.ioatss of 
the type gathering of A. encroaty3.um war. oaly000arwa were exinad in 
various herbaria. Their prominent dinerphic fruit i'ent, persistent 
sepals/ 
38. 
ssi*1s and densely pubesoest styles point to their inclusion, as advocated 
by 3auagartn.r, in A • bulbotrIcbm. Why thin did Borller think tbat 
the fruit indumentum of this gathering me not dimorphic? A clue to this 
question is provided by on* duplicate in the Deleesart Herbarium in Geneva. 
In addition to the typical A. habotrich= there are mi zed in this gather-
ing fragments of another species vhioh with its bouoeorphio fruit ivlu-
inentum and deciduous sepals is referable to A.. uaiz*ie I The presence of 
A,j 91M i'4d with A. bg1koridbum. (possibly more &bur4antly in the 
original gatherings In the Hausskn.eoht Herbarium In Jena) oou1 account 
for )ormfler' e view. The mention of persistent sepsis and the 
inference of dimozh.tc fruit izmentum implied by aesiijng var. caly-
gooar 	to A. oroetylum (4 ,  azrthooerpzm), indicates to the present 
suthom t 	he baste of this variety can only be the specimens of 
A. bulborj'*vn, which oaaprias the laz'gaz' part of the type gathering. 
386. 
31  A. triohocarpia atwasr & Ruber-ortth 	P1. 5 Pig, 6, 
12-22. May 13. 
Afflnis A. c.$aloti Boise., at A. zanthooarpo Boiseo sod a prior. 
mood 01csgati (hau4 globoso-congeeti), habitu sinus robuato, foliis 
owsma versus dsorsecertiia hand Involuoratis p at7lo pills etsilatie 
sinoribos at paroioriboa differtl a posteriors fruotibos mSnoribua 
forms divers" it inthsuto d.ansiore radiis pilorum st.1latoi 
longioribos r.oadite 
snmza, patsus, . base multframo.a, (8.-) 15-20 (-jo) cm. sits 
st lata, radios prinoipali longa, CMAes d.iouabsutse v.1 seaerLdtsa 
basi hand rasosi, zubTo-purpursi* 	post anthesin daoidus, sessilia 
v.1 breviter pitiolata, obovata vol oblano.olata, ad basin eein attan-
usts, acuta, 10-15 (-.20) an. longs, 2.564 (-.7) an. lata, swamaversus 
d.orseceritia, pills etsilatis parole v.1 dansia ser basi tubrculstis 
radiie ant rores auberectis paucibus longie ina.qualibus rare rasosis 
v..t its. !2 	5-10 cm. longu., eiip1.x, oy1iMicu8, ereotus, in 
statu florandi 1-1.5 cmo late, dsind• dense fruotifez'ua spies globoso. 
L.t1L rigidly &tvarioati 'vel awandentee p rsourvt, 4-7 r. 1oni, 
induminto d.tuorpho parco v.1 dense pilLs etellatis radtis longis ant rem. 
mibsreotia insequalibus, it radiis longlesine simatin eeriosie basi 
tuberculatis inssquslibus t.oti. 	eubpersistentia, bad anguisto- 
esocata, miboarinata, margins .ngusta h.yalina, ovata, 3.5-1 an. longs, 
1 . lats, iriiaeste danso dimorpho pills etillatis radiim langis 
parole azbereotis it prassertia spices versus pills pazois vol cmliis 
longissinia antroree sr.ctis sisplicibue v.1 bifureatis bad manifesto 
tub.rculstis/ 
387. 
tub.roulstie teota. Z!IQ& obovata, bast am.sts, rotuft Vol bitIda, 
(ii..) 54 . 1ig&, 1-2 sme late. in tmgu.m steia ettivata, thd.ito 
d.neo eo1a pills .t.11stia radiis crasais parole rare r.ao.Ia teat.. 
Pj1smits lc7lge inasqualiter bilat.relit.r alatia, 3.5-4.5 (.5) im. 
1csge, ale ima qua. alters 2-p2o latter dMritiboa minutia 263 wapm 
.dtta jroviea, .3. alters qVicam, verses abrupt. oontraota v.1 deatets, 
Filwneats brevia 3.4 (4.5) . longs, appandice 0.8-1 (63) . late, 
In d4  .idio mi riore ostao Gl4pWAg vald.o conapiouas ;i obosae. Ovtilae duae 
per loculiza. $t1ue aibroatratus, baai mudfaste dilatatus, 2-3.5 a& 
1agua, dates pilosia in diMdio inferiors pills atelistie ainutis rsdiie 
psuoia br.viboa divez'gsttibua prasditue, Iti8mate magno globoso proviats. 
all ioula duosatinds, psilids f1avo-iridis, orbicrulate, santa v.1 ad 
basin attatnata, (3.5-) 4-5 (-6.5) a.. 1iga, 3-4.5 a.* lets, valvis 
cart ilagineis diffiolliter esparabilibus maboanpr.eaia 	qualitsr 
inflatie lndimaitto damso dtau'rplio pills etellatie eppressis v.1 sib.-. 
preset. ramosis radtktie st puts ei1icibua v.1 bifuroatie (i.-) 2-3 rn 
longis sitrores aesandattibus elnustis eerioeie bad tuborculatie (tuber-  
=Its globoda inflatle (1.5-) 2.5-3  one aiti.i) provisa. Semen fusem 
v.1 azbr*igrua, 2.5-3.5 now longia, 2-2.5 a.* latus, ala 0.05-0.1 was late, 
valde ori1ata. Ti. Mai'Jim., ti. Am. -Ju1. 
1VT. 36. Prov, Malatya, Dsrmtde-Akda, a 50 ka eatlich Durends, 
Kalk-aergel, 1450-1480  069 20 Jun. 19499 )er-orath 923 (hole, flub.-
Ior., Lao. E), 351 Provo Toigat, Akdaaadaid, Aktsp, Jim. 1960, 
Curtis 124 (E). 
333. 
There is no doubt that this rare and uwstuLl smuel belces in the 
spesies ool.x of sot. MyM which includes A. 	A. ztho- 
,A. hirsut. A.- bulbotriakwa and A. ohalots. The now species 
shares with an of those an aui  habit and a dinorpia in stt on 
the fruit. It ma7 be distinguished from A. cephalotse, one Of Its 
desist all!.., by the elongato fruiting racise, a more reduced form 
of growthl Uppermost leaves whiioh are not involuorate but are, in fact 
'l.r than the basal leave., and the induasatum on tbe style being 
composed only of RjIq$ et.11at. hair.. Tbe new species say be e.paz'e-. 
ted frn A. xanthooar!pum by =&33or end orbicular fruits with deiner 
Sndumsrtum primarily composed of ich longer and strongly tuberoulate 
hair.. 4 tdahooay may further be &tstiuguiahed fron all species in 
the complex by the outmardly aromate pediola and the v=7 thick fruit 
valves which may be separated only with difficu21;7. 
329 A. cephalotes Boise., Dien. 3 (1), 34 (1853)p Boise., Ti. Or., 1. 
280 (1867). 
Syntypaz (Turkey, C2s Prove Denizli)s in pinquizs areiosis mantis 
Cwlm4 Hanam 44 Asias minoris, in jugo ad orlaniwa urbis Geyra sitio (orig. 
0-3, Leo. W O K) et in oscuinine at orietten urbis Dedelh (Denizli) supra 
Thcnas (Honaz) (orig. 0—B6 iso. w,L) Jun. 1842, Boissier. The type 
citation covers two collections which were distributed under the one label, 
"Codmi in Orienti", 
Distribution and habitat: Rare alpine edeinio to Honaz 44 biown only 
from Boissier's type collections. Map IN 
It is strange that this species has never been found on the well 
botanized Mt. Cadmus (Honaz dad) or anywhere else since its discovery 
by Boissier in 1842. Judging from its type gatherings, A. ceiphalotes is 
distinguished from its allies in the annual complex of species (all with 
dimorphic fruit indumentum) by having extremely reduced a1id globose 
racemes surrounded by broad involucrate 1eves, and styles densely 
pubescent with a dimorphic indumentun similar to that on the fruits. 
The records of A. cephalotes from Europe (delak., in Siteb. B8hm. 
Gesell. Wissen., 	, 531:1887; Toel and Rohena in Sitzb. Mbrn. Gesell. 
Wiesen., 4, 6:1902; Hayek, Prod. Fl. Pen. Baic., 1 9 483,1925) are 
most certainly incorrect. Bornml1er (1921) states that the Tool and 
Robena record represent3 A. foliosun; however, material labeled by Balkan 
botanists as A. cephalotea in the Kew Herbarium, London and The Natural 
History Herbarium, Vienna are definitely identifable as A. etrigoaum 
subap. strigosum. 
_) 
33. A. rasns Ba*ag., Rome Stirp. Trans.., j2j 237 (1816); Bs*ag. in Beil. 
Jahresb. t4d.-e.t. Imnd.-Irer.. Wisn'Jeuat., , 9 (190 8 ). 
er to infra-epeoitic taxa 
1. Sterna sprawling, d.ecunb.nt to a.o.nding, rarely more than 25 one long; 
fruiting incomes up to 10 cm. long; petals deeply bibbed, 3-5 me 
wide; iilii1es orbioular, deeply .iiarginate, greenish with spares 
iw!waentian 	 eubep. repona (E,O) 
1. Sterns erect to ascending, up to 60 cm, long; fruiting raoes up to 
30 cm* long; petals retu.e, 1-2 (-3)  ome wide; ailioulee ovate or 
obovat., obtuse or trunosto rarely subomarginate, oax s aent with 
dense iridumentum 	 aubap. triohostaoby (E,T,O) 
2. Stems stout; siliculea 395-6  z 4-5  em.; stellate hairs an lower 
guxfaos of oaulin. leaves 0.5-1 eme disme 
var. trichoetaCh2Um (E,T,o) 
2. Sterna slender; silioules 2.5-3  eme long and wide; stellate hairs 
on lower surface of cauline leaves 0.2-0,5 em, dism, 
var. eteppby1lwa (E,?) 
subep. r.ena. Rsiohenb., Is, Ti. Qrm. & Rely., .2j to 19 9 1. 4273b as 
A. roahelU. & f. 42740 an i2t (1837-1838); Dsgen in Dsnk. Aksd 
Wiesen. Wien, g, 707 an A. transa112anim (1897); Javorks & Csap., Ia. 
Fl. Hung., p1. 18 9  f. 15959 to 212, f. 1595 (1935); Fl. Rep. Pop. Born., 
Ap 335 9  p1. 57, f. 4# 5 (1955). 
A. deoumbane Herb, in Oat. Bat. Woohbl., 1  (1855). 
A, montann 1. var. remorto Heuff. in Vrh, Zoo-.Bot, Gesell, 
UFA 
91. 
., 56 (1858). 
A, roobelii Andre* ox Schur Emm. P1. Trans., 63 (1866)1 
A. tz'ansailvanj.cuna Sohux, bc, oit.1 
A. etiriaaum Jord. Sc Pourr., Breve P1. Nov., fag, 2 1 7 (1868). 
A, repena subap. transsilvanicuw (Schur) Nyi., Conap. Fl. mar., 
, 56 (1878)1 
A • montantnn L. subepe reimms proles su—repens Baumg., OP, cit., 
221 
A. montanwa aubipo 	proles tnaejivanicim (Schur) Blum o f 
OP, cit., 181 
At ontsas aubape repena proles tranasilvanjoum f. eerpentinioun 
Be 	e s Op. cit., 211 
At tz'ioho.taohyi var, braohyatachyuin 3ordz. in Feddo Rep. Sp, 
iqov. 21 376 (1932)1 
?.ves (Romaqia)s in caloazeo-eaxo.js nnpe post Braseo ibidami in He 
Soh1.r bthge ibtdea inter rupium fiasursa., Banagprtefl (hole. w), 
Distributions Be aM Be Europe and Caucasus. Map 14. 
As the typical subspecies of 4, repens is not known to scour in Turkey,, 
a discussion of its synonny is postponed, to a later date. 
A. bulbotriohLm, which  Baumgartner (1908) allies to A. repena as a 
"proles", is not a perennial, though indicated, as such in its original des-
cription. It is a diffuse and spreading annual and is closely related to the 
species which have a dimorphic fruit indiaentum, namely A. )Ursutum, A, 
strig2sum, A. zanthooarjiin, A. triehooarpum and A. aephalotes. 
-)9 2* 
subap. triohoetaohiw (Rupx.) Hayek, Prod. Fl. Pen. Bale., 	436 (1925). 
var. triohostaohjun. Boise., F].. Or., b 275 as A. x'epena (1867); Busch 
in Fl. Cauc. Crit., 1 (4), 573 as A. repans (1909); Fl. Geoxg., , 166 
(1948 ); Groesh., F].. Ka*., ad.. 2 9 , t. 24, f. 7 (1950 ). Fig. 1B, o. 
.i A. trichotaohyum Rupr. in Mm. Acad. So. PJtersb., JU (2), aer. 
79 101 & 290 (1869)1 
A. montazntm L. subep. repins proles triohostaob.yuin (Rupr.) Baumg., 
OP. cit., 10! 
A. repene f. micranthum Busch., op. cit., 575. 
A. repena'a,.a1bif1orum Busch., op. cit., 578. 
A. repene. oeohtenicuni Busch, be. cit. 
A. oeohtenicum (Busch) Charkey in Not. Syst. Herb. Petrop., , 
84 9 (1953). 
Synty-peaz (Caucasus): In promontorio at reg. subalpina Cane. 000id., 
914-1829 m.p Meyer 1608 (ong. LE, n.y.); ed].,  in rupthts oaloareis 
versus nivulum Kaseaul 1300-1829 in., 3 Jul. 1829, Meyer 1608 (orig. LE, 
n.y.); ad Fl Ardon pr. ostium f. Sadon, 1000 in., 21 May, Ruprecht (orig. LE, 
n.y.); Radeoha pr. Slaward.al].i in., Prick (orig. LE, n.y. iso. OR, K); 
in in. Gorso!n].ia Ouniae, Nordmann (orig. LE, n.y., iso. G-B); pr. Tiflis, 
at in mont. Talysoh, 914-1097 in., Meyer (orig. LE, n.y.); e Georgieffek 
at a f].uv. Kuban, 18179 Steven (one. H. n.y., iso. a-Dc). 
Diatnibutts Balkan peninsula, Crimea, Turkey, Caucasus, Syria, Lebanon 
and rarely in N. Iran and Transoaspian. Intermediates between aubep. 
repene / 
,_) J. 
?ST4flS aM aubep# tEjcbogi&-ghY-= 000nr in Romania as Ae tx'anaai13ani. 
Map 14. 
TUfET* it2(E)s Prove Istanbul.. Constantinople, Comaw A2(A)s Pray, 
air.a, Mt. O1.yapl. (Ulu dad), 200 a., 26 May 1899, BorI11.r 4112; ibid., 
Bz-Soakp1nsr,10 k*. from 3oakpinar, 500-1000 no t 16 May 1962 9 1izd1sv 
(D. 34748); ibid., it. Olympus, Mher 261. A3: Pray. Bolu s,12 ca. N. 
Bolu s, S. of Cajlikdars, 1150 not 15 Jun. 1957, Bb.ns 811 £41 Pray, 
Zonguldak, Ballkielk, rn. Tentae, 150 a., 22 Jul. 1962, D avis 37971; 
Pray, K:aetamoaz, KUr-Mahas (Ore) ur • Pkjlsohar (idai?), are Taeohlik 
th.n (?aiik- 17 ka. X,W. of Kastamoza*), 3 May 1892, Sintenie 3776. L51 
Pray. Aaa8ea, Sam D&At 15 May 1890, Born111er 1943. A78 Prove Giresun, 
Balaatja.jjawi t above P.mdere, 1800 not 6 Aug. 19529  Davis 2050e, AS, 
Pray. çoruh, Mftrg1, 300 not 17 Apr. 1960, taintoa et. & 1. 8199. A9s 
Praye gomhg diet. £rdanu, Xordsvan d44 (Ta1nizan dad), 2400 not 28 Juno,  
1957, 	30376; Pray. rare, Ziyaret da (Tiinian dat), nr. Ar'dahan.. 
Artvin, 2200 a., 29 Jun. 1957, AAR 30295; ibid., Taur1u d* 
E.raurpa-S.r1kaii1,, 2350 not 13 Jun. 1957, Davis 29476, Ws Pray. 
'trua, 1830 net Jun. 1853, Rust. C51 Pray. lcd, Ibe1& pass, 
Erej1i4iarain, 1800 a., Jun. 1914, Siohe 326; ibid., Mersin, 1250 a. 
28 May 19579 1irta 640. Armenia, Siowita 55. ?urksy in 1uapa, 1845, 
Thirke match., Wiedemannp 
Habitat Caloarsous or siliceous substrates, stony i.ous and lime-
atone slopes, gravelly and grassy banks, volcanic elope.; often in F31zus 
acrub, 	i'oua macchiep Piaa. a,lvestria woods and sited Cadrup and Ables 
forest.; alt. (150-)  500-2000 (-2400) a. P1. May-Jun, 
H A 
.-7'f. 
Though A. trichostachyum, in its typical expression, is well 
distinguished from the partially ayapatrie A. rep ensP  the occurrence of 
intermediates (often identified as A. transeilvanioum) in the area of overlap, 
primarily in Romania, indicate that eubepecifia rank is preferable to full 
specific reoognition. Subspecies triohoetaohyum replaces subsp., repee.s in 
the southern and eastern parts of the specific range. 
The types of Busch' a infra.-ap.cifio taxa of A. repeal have not been seen, 
it their descriptions and distributions clearly allow their equation with var. 
triohostachyzn. 
395. 
var. St iby11uzn hal., Conap. Fl. Gr., ja 94 (1900)t 
.s A. vfre8cena Hal., 100. oit.L 
A. WptjW, L. eubep • reps proles triobostac&iva f • AgStIMP ILVIIAM  
(Hal.) Doug., op. cit., 14 
A. mont.nii subap. 'epen proles vixeacew (Hal.) Bauag., OD. alt., 
16t 
A, moat== aubep, repeni prole. transsUvaniaua (So]iui') Psuag, f. 
aaoadoniia Bitwag., pp,  cit., 211 
A, rena vare callierj Busch  in F].. Cauc. Crit., (4), 577 (1909)$ 
A. LEM eubep • trioboetaohyum aubf. etenop1y11wa (Hal.) Hayek, 
be. oit.t 
A. repene eubap. trichoaruu var. vieoena (Hal.) Hayek, loo. 
eototyps (Graeoe) * Thessalia, at • Turnara (in eubalpina) pr. Chaliki 
?undo, 26 Jun. 1896, Sintenie 794 (orig. W-Hal., iio. W,K,344. 
Distributions Central and!. Greece, N. Anatolia, Cauaauus and the 
Crlaa. !ap 14. 
T'JRfEi'. *3* Pxov.Bo1 kbant g1ft, 11 Jul. 194U, Po3t ij4. al1- 
adurnu, Mt. above I4udurnu, 1250 no t  9 Jul. 1962, Tavie 37087. *41 Pray. 
Xaetaiinu, Ilgaz Q (rn. ?oeya), 200 no t 23 Jun. 19299 BowdI1ler 13861; 
ibid., Ifire-Inebolu, 732 met 7 Jun.  1954, Davis 21598; Pray. ngu1dak, 
?efan-Yenioe, 50-100 mop 19 Jul. 1962, Tavi. 37763; ibid., 1e1 tsp. 
above Yenio•, above Sor&un yayla, 17 00  m* q 20 Jul. 1962, Tavia 37890; 
ibid., 1.1 Tsp. above Esrabük, 1950 M-9 3 Aug. 1962 9  Tavl.a 38921; ibid., 
800m. 9 3 Aug.  1962!j38815. 
Habitat / 
Habitat: Rocky igneous slops., S. facing limeatone slope, and dry 
hillsides; alt. (50-) 100-1950 m. Fl. Jul. 
The smallest fruits in A. repns prevail in this taxon. Baumgartner 
(1908 ) recognised that its erect stems,, petal andfruit shape and size allow 
var. stencpbyllum to be placed in closer relationship with .ubep. trioho-
stachyum (or his "proles') than to subsp. repens. At the same time Ra16r 
described var. atenophyllum,, he established A. viresoens which cannot be 
morphologically separated from the former; in fact, the type localities of 
these two taxa are virtually identical • The Crimean var. callieri is in-
distinguishable from the Greek A. vireaoena and from the type material and 
many Anatolian gatherings of var. stenophyllum. 
The distribution of var. stenophyllum is entirely sympatria with var. 
triohoatacbyum but is confined to a much more limited area, primarily in 
the Pnrine territory of N. Anatolia, Lazistan, Caucasus and the Crimea. 
The small, scattered populations of Tar • stenophyllum appear to be constant 
in their morphological expressions. 
397. 
34. A. wiersbjakjt Esuff. in Flora, M (1), 242 (1835); R.iehsub. to. 
Fl. a.x, & Ee]v., 2. t.20, f.11272b (1837-18); Reuff. in Verb. Zoo-
Bat. G...ii , 58 (1858); Iyr. in lag. Bat. Lip., go t o 1, f.D 
(1925); Fl. Rsp6 Pop. Rae., 1 328 1p t. 589 1.1 (1955). 
.: A. mmt m= L. var. menr Wildt. in Verb. hat. Var. 
, 258 (1906). 
A. repana Ba, asp. wierabickli (Reuff.) Hayek, Prod. Fl. 
Pen. Bale., Is 436 (1925)3 
A. roatrattun Stevo var. 	Prodaii in Cent. Bal, Bat. 
CluJ, 1 (17), 4 (1928)1 
A, rostratum var. f. eaeaoui Prodas, op. cit., 51 
l'yp; (Roman.tn): rupestz'ibue in montanie Tilts mare dtatie Omvioaas 
in Banatu, 1a7-Jun., Heuff.1 (halo. I, is** I,!). 
Diatribuiticn and habitat: Rars alpine biennial usually an voloanic 
rook in !U6oalavta, Rmenia, Balgaris, Thmgary and Ca.ohoelovskia. Ti. 
398. 
35. A, calycocarpum Rupr. in M6tn. Aced. Sc. Pe"tersb., D1 (2), sere 7 
103 & 291 (1869); Busch in Fl. Cane. Crit. 9 3 (4), 579 (1909). 
A. montanum L. var. genuinum Boise, , Fl. Or., 1 9 274 (1867), 
pro parte puoad plantain a Steven lectam2 
A. rotundatum Aggenko, Fl. Thur., 1, 40 (1889); ibid., ed. 2, 
1249 t. 1 (1894). 
A. calycocarpum f. rotunclatum (Agg.) Busch, op. cit., 580. 
A. montanifolium Pan in Trab. !Jius. Nat. Cienc. Nat. Madrid 
sere Bot., j4, 15 (1918)2 
Syntypess (Caucasus and Crimea)s in Taurise et Caucasi collibus, 
Steven (orig. N, n.y., iso. G—DC, orig. synt. A. montanum var. genuinum 
G-B); e Jaila pr. Nikita, Steven (orig. H. n.y.). 
Distributions Crimea, Caucasus, N. Iran and rarely in Turkish 
Kurdistan. 
TURKEY. C9s  Prove Van, diet. çakak, Kavuseahap dj, 3200 m., 23 
Jul. 1954, Davis 23107. 
Habitats Limestone mountain scree and mountain steppe; alt. up to 
3200 m. Fl. Jun.—Jul, 
This rare species has often been oonfue.d with At repens enbsp 
jxiohoitaiw* which 'u In the same areas of the Crimea and the 
Caucasus • The persistent sepals, obovate.-spathulat• and obtuse basal 
osul.ine id sterile shoot leaves, lens. silveryibits 1..f indumentu 
of appree.d st.11at, hairs, larger floral part., longer and basally 
dilated style. (often up to 6 me long), very mi larger seed.a, gharter 
raoeaee, / 
rsoeS, usually d'.rf it&tur., and .hcstsr depressed sterile shoot. 
distinguish A. oa1y000sx* from 	sub.p. tr1cboi$aahj. 
A. montanifoL1 to known to the anther by its type description and 
$ phots'aph kindly sent by the Zeeper of the Herb.a'ium, Inst ituto 
Botanico Antjonjno-Joaé' Cavl lies, dr'id, Spain. Thu short des ,- 
uript ion and photo'aph of the type epeo1mer (Pac*1ea, Itor Pereiim, 
Kah-S.fid, 3000 ma t 1899) comparen favourably with other collections  
of A. MLMMgjMM from N, Iran and S • Cauoaaia, and with the only 
thering from Turkish lurdiotan (DavL. 23107). 
400. 
36. A. pulvinare Velen. in Sitz. B5hm. Gesell. Wiesen., ) (2), 30 
(1889); ibid., Fl. Buig., 39 (1891); ibId., In Sitz. Bhm. Gee11. 
Wiseen,, 37p 8 (1893); ibid., Suppi. Fl. Bu]g., 1 9 25 (1898); Bauing. 
in Bei]. Jahresb. Nied.—st. Land,—Lehrera. Wien—Neuet., 	, 15 (1909); 
Hayek, Prod. Ti. Pen. Bale., it 431 ( 1 925); Fl. Rep. Pcp. Rom., , 
3409 p1. 59, f. 3(1955). 
Ty-pet(Bu1garia) 	In rupibue aridia calcareous supra vicuns Kinjovo, 
Aug. 1887 9  Velenovaky (holo. PRC). 
Distribution and habitat, Uncommon on calcareous substrates in N. 
Greece, Bulgaria and Romania, 
, I , 
37. A. PO 4o-mouradi 	Haueakm. & BozIR. ex Bam g. in Boil* Jabre.b. 
Nied.-0t, IAM.-Lehrexs. Win.-N.uet., , 6 (1909);  Borni., Sjmb. ad Ti. 
Anat., 53 & 54 (1936). Tig. lA, •; fig. 1B, g, u; fig. 2 9 h. 
yn' As 	zdo-mouradiam Ilausakn. & Born. in Verb. 'co-Bot. (3.ell., 
, 552 (18 )9 MMMeust 
A. aontje-øtej1a Auyukn. & Borr* los., cit., 	en mtdtvt 
A, monti*stellso Rau*n. & Bori* ex Doumg., o. cit., $t 
Løototr.s (Puikq, AP Provo 0nan.)s Armenia Turoioa 5 Ckia.han., 
Irso. rai (ni. Sorda) (in prascius aipinis monti.), 6 Jun. 18940 Sinteni. 
5759 (orig. W, Lao. 0 9G-BB,K,). 
r4atx'ibut ions Present on a few mountains in Central Anatolia and Armenia. 
UP 15. 
TUBKET, 14* Ploy, Zonguldak, Kel tsp. above Ksxabtk, 1950 no t 3 Aug. 
19629  1vie 38893; Provo 9ankiri, 9nkiri, 9 Jun.  19549  Davis  217470 
16. Provo Tokat/Sivas, Yildis ds, Tekat-Sivas, 1900-2500 rn., 7 Jun, 18909  
Box'i,idLJ1ø' 1940 (liolo. A. rnontie-st.11as, V?, n.y., iso. 0433). 17* 
Provo Qünan, Dranorva in Moa1dssda& (laidaa, 7j km. 8.3.E. of 
0nane), 20-22 Jun. 1894 9 Sintenia 5930 (orig. nyn! W, iso. G.0BB,K 9  
,E); ibid., A"JTi1i*gb (ni'o fuss da4), 15A 20 Jun. 1894, 	teJ218 
5557 (ong. ajnt. I?, n.y., iso. E); ibid., OUniani, Ut. Brothaooliva (7), 
9 Jun. 1872, Bourgssu (175) (orig. a7nt. A. armesum G-B, 'so.  w); 
Karagve11ada (Karag6l dads, 30 km. W.3 .W. of oezeyane), 3 Aug. 18949 
Sintenis 7314 (onig. .nt. I, is** a-BB). Us Pro,.  Adana, Ra&jins 
(Sainb.yU)- Xamkliasa, 9 Jul. 1906 9 lost 223 & 2500 Kurdistan, 18409 
Strsn,gyg =a Darts. 
'-p) 
Eabitats Montane and mountain steppe, gyps= hills and N. facing ro*7 
limeston, slopes; alt • 1900-2500  no g Fl • Jun.4u1. 
On the basis of its ob].anoeolate and acute leaves, its sprawling habit, 
and especially its intumentum of large few-rayed but often branched stellate 
hairs which always appear strigose on the upper parts of the plant, this 
species is more closely allied to A. eroeulm and A. pulvinare than to A. 
mouradiewn. The only noticeable similarity between A. mouradioum and As 
pseudo-mouradiaun is that their fruits are roughly the same shape, though 
those of the latter are larger and much more asymmetrically inflated. Baumg-
artner claimed another sJudlar1ty — their glabrous fruits - but as pointed 
out by BoUller (1936) 9  though the valves surfaces of the fruits of A. 
pseudo-moumd.icum are always glabrous, the fruits are always furnished with 
a distinct marginal row of diverent-rayed stellate hairs. This is a very rare 
feature in Alyssirn (the fruit surfaces are usually either pubescent all over 
or are glabrous), and is diagnostic of A. pseudo-nx't'adioum. 
In addition to its glabrous valve surfaces with a marginal row of 
stellate hairs, A. pseudo-mouradiaum can be distinguished from A. erosulum 
and A. pulvinsone by its larger broadly spathulate and bibbed petals, 
elongate fruiting ruowise, longer styles, cauline leaves decreasing in size 
upward., and a sparser over-all Jnd)mentux making the plant appear greenish 
(that of A • erosuliun and A. pulvinare is very dense and whitish or gray.). 
The type gathering of A. montie-stellae has been examined and in found 
in no significant features to differ from the Sintenis gatherings of A. 
pseud.o-niorad.ioum. Though Baimigartner maintained these two tam as separate 
species, he discussed the possibility that A. montis-stellae might be better 
considered / 
Jêtj 3, 
considered as a variey of A. pseudo-mouradicimi, and went further by citing 
the type collection (Boz'nmller 1940) of A. montis-stellae under both speciesi 
He states in his discussion of A. montie-etellas , that he could find no 
difference between these species except that the stems of A. pseudo-mouradica 
appear to be shorter than those of A. montis-stellae, and that the appendages 
of the short filaments of the latter were short and free, while those of the 
former were longer and connate to the filaments. Floral dissections of the 
type material of both binomials and of additional material reveals that their 
short filament appendages are identical, i.e. small q basal and free. It is 
interesting to note that Baumgartner claimed the connate short filament 
appendages were diagnostic for A. pseudo-nouradiu, and that the appendages 
of A. mouradictan were free. Flowers from every specimen cited in the 
enumerations of these species have been dissected and the parts mounted; 
it is apparent that the short filament appendages of A. pseudo-mouradi.cum 
are free, those of A. mouradioin are connate. 
The binomial pseudo-suouradicum is accepted in pr.ference to montis-stella* 
which was published at the same time. Baumgartner did not doubt that A. 
pseudo-mouradicum could be distinguished from other species as he did with A. 
montic-stellas • Furthermore the epithet pseudo-mouradiourn though slightly 
misleading by referring to a possible affinity to A. mouradicum, is of less 
obscure derivation than the epithet montis-stellae which is the Latin 
equivalent for the Thridsh name of the mountain (Tildie da- Star mountain), 
ez'e the type of A. piontis-stellae was collected. 
Frcm all the specimens cited with the description of A. pseudo-mouradicum. 
the Sintenis number (5759) is chosen as the leotot:rpe of the species. It is 
the only original gathering with both mature fruits and flowers; also the 
only' 
1O 4. 
only original gathering entirely ooiaoast of one taxou in all the herbaria 
where it bas been seen (mi-riy duplicates of the other cited specimens have 
fraaenis of other species of Alyss= mid. with A. peeudouradic). 
One of the original ayntypea of A4 aeaa (urgeau from Omiiane) 
is to be referred to A. pseidonouraaicxn. 
5. 
38. A, sz'o*a1 G.mar & Postal* in 1. t.11s Ra1• Aaoad.. dill. Be. 
Torino, air. 29 IL 248 (1855); Bat. in Boil. Jaiirub. Jisd..-Oat. 
L.nd..-Lthr.re. W.-Foust. , Vj 10 as A. mffrutsoons (1909). 
Syn.. A. *ilfetiiaxnan B.rnh. ox Wilid, var. m1ffrutieoaa Boise* in 
Ann. Sc. Net.,  asr. 29  11152  (1842)2 
A. almtre L. var. !dE.*Aun Fss1 in ?ohih., Asia Mm., 
Bot. j (3), 303 (1860)1 
A, sfxt.o.ip Boise., 1. Or., j, 275 (1867)2 
A. suffrategoga var. olymplow Boise., OD, oit., 2761 
Aq v4ftMM , Tax. Bois4ori Ba=g* ,, loco  gLt 9 pro 	I 
Syntyp.es (?u*q, A2(A)3 Provo Bursa). in OlyTzipi  Bithynioi (Ulu 
r,4on. alpina hadliori, C1amsnti (orig., TO, n.y.). (Turka, C33 
Provo Antalya), in Asias minoxie Adalis (Antalya) prop. Berek.t 4a 
(a1ba1i d4), 1846, Pesta].ozza (orig. TO n.y., iso. Gi 0-BB), 
Dtxizti. Rare eMio to the Mediterransen region of Anatolia, 
Map 15. 
i±.ez. A2(A) s Provo Bores, Bithynia O1jp (mu daj, 18359 bwhor 275 
(hole. A. Mamim  var. exctmAigm 0-39 orig. gw6o A. eutruteos 
, oljmpima, (1-3, isoe a,x,ai); ibid., Auoher 75; ibid.., Jul. 18749  
Pii2er 1259 Xt Prey. B.likssir, Ut. Ida (Las d.g), Outi-Sjus da& p 20 
Jul. 1883, S tv4s ON 021 Prey, Antalya, Elmali, 10=11 d* 9 Jim. 
18609 Bou'gesu (52)(02U. synt. A. sWfrut.eco. (lu-B, Leo, G,W,Hub.-or.). 
CJs Prov. Antalya, çslbali dat,  2100-2200 Not 14 Jul. 1949, AX68 15303; 
Ikidop Sogut Csi 7sy15, T*e da-ça1ba1i d4',  1400 n., 13 Jul. 191 90 
Davis 1521,0. 
habitats Alpine, or caloareous sore.; ut. 1400-2200 a., P'l.Jun. Jul. 
The lax habit, linear, aoute and oblanc.o]at* leave., and the indu. 
aentun of long rayed strigose stellate hairs of this species are 
reminiscent of , pua&oicuradja. Ar its densely Pubescent and 
smaller fruits with densely pubescent style., smaller obovate and entire 
petal., condensed few-fruited raeme. t strongly maffrutioo.e stock, 
der and VnWish over-all 4iiIn.ientum, and osulins leaves which increase 
In size uprda, A. ero*thna cen be readily distinguished from A. D51d0-
mouredi 
Though the epithet *ro.uj (referring to the Insect damage of the 
petals) way be inappropriate, (Boissier, 1 867), it in the earliest 
validly published nwwof this tszon. The typs collections of all the 
name have bean .insd and do not differ in any significant feature.. 
Boisaier considered Clam.nti'i gathering from Mt. Olympus in Bithnia 
(cmi of the eyntypss of A. erostiva) to represent A. suffr&tsecen* wars 
o1!mpic*zn, and referred the other A. erosulum syntyps (Peatalasea from 
calbali d4 in S.W. Anatolia) to 	tosoens.nautxioto. There 
are, however, no discernible differ'eno.s between these twe collections. 
Penal in ?ohThktoheff (1860) treat. A tqtuppp war. ri1 
Cleaenti (published in the same journal as A. .ro*g) as a synom 
of A, aipp.tre L. var. aitu1um (iectotyp.z CJ,e.snti from Mt. Olympua, 
also on. of the .yutyp.s of At jg!). Tbo inadequate description 
and inavailability of the typo material of A. tortuoson waro zmi1um do 
not permit the prssnt anther to accept this view. Eceever, it is 
certainly possible that the C1.ti 9wntype of Ac sr2en1 and the type 
of A. tortu*!M Tar. p*i1us represent one and the same plant. 
me/ 
407. 
The Sinterd.s opwimen from 4rmsis (No.2626) referred by e"u1nsr 
to A. IL4ffrut.eo.oa is correctly identified as A. ocbrol*ctu A. Sow  
is confined to now of the highest mountains in Western Anatolia, while 
A. oqbrolicum is a plant of hi# mountain steppi in the Armenian Blab-
IaM and Turkish Kurdistan. 
4u8. 
39, £,montp' Is., Sp. 11., & 650 (1753); Th'un. in Beil. JahrSeb. 
Iied.-øst. L.nd,-Iehrers, Wien.-I.ut., , 1 (1907). 
Kai to infra-siocifio taxa 
1. Si1iles orbicular or elliptic, I amargirisit., (295-) 3-4 x 2.5-3 m.; 
fruiting race... condensed, 5 on, long, rarely more; style. 2-2.3 
MM  long 	 subep. MLri&M (E) 
2. Stellate hair. on sepals ± appreesed; sterile shoots d.nad.y 
couferted on lignoes bas.; basal caulino leaves obovate-
epathulats, obtuse, (4-.) -io urn, wide 	 var. montamm (B) 
2. Stellate hairs on sepals with divergent furcate xWs at apex; 
sterile shoots few, arcuat.-a.onding; basal caul ins leaves linear, 
oblanceolats, acute, 1.5-3 (-4) se. wide 
3. Cauline leaveof bicoloured; indunentwn dense of 'djute silvery 
stellate hairs; pedicelu 2-4 urn, long, divergent or ascending 
var. mttjum (B,fl) 
3, Cauline leaves ooncolourcus; indurnentua sparse, &reeni.h of ± 
coarse stellate hairs; pedicela 5-10 mm. long, spreading to 
	
horizontal 	 var, mQlliactun (B) 
1. Silicules obovate, usually obtuse or sub.zmrginate, (3-.)  4-6 z 
2 .5-4 mm.; fruiting rsoe.se elongated, up to 15 cia, long; style. 
2.5-4 sio long 	 aubap. finlini (B) 
subape rnontaim * 
var. 2201 r11ffi  Jacq., Fl. Mast., , t. 37 (1773); R*ioh.nb., o. Ti. Germ. 
J9. 
& Helv., 2p p1. 199, f. 4274 (1837-1838); Jordan, Cbs. P1. buy., p1. 
i t f. F (1846); Busch  In TI. Cauc. Crit., 572 (1909); lyar. in Nags Bet. 
lap., 2At t. 1, f. 16 (1925);  P1. Poloska, , p1. 16 9 f. 4 (1927); Fl. 
Rsp. Pop. Rom., , p1. 57, f. 2 (1955); Hegi, Ill. Fl. mitt. ]ur. 94. 2, 
, (i), f. 166 9 168, P. 125, f. 10 (1960). 
m.' A. flezioau1. Jord., Cbs. P1. Nouv., 129 P. 1, f. 1 (1846)0 
var. gajmu Boise., Fl. Or., lo 274 (1867), wo, 
parte 
A. beugeejacun Jord. & Foarr., Brev. P1e nov., ftaa. 2, 10 (1868)1 
A brevifolium Jord. at Fotirr., cps cit., lit 
A. oolltcolum Rouy & Tone., Fl. de Fr., a 180 (1895), 
var. 	sct Hal., Conep, Ti. Ox., j, 95 (1900). 
ontanum eubap, nontnp proles ei nontanun Baung., op. ott. 
221 
eubep. jaeom (hal.) Hay, Prod. Ti. Pen. Bale., 
1. 433 (1925)i 
TyDes "He]veti&'. L1N No. 82812. This sheet is determined by Ljnn 
an 02 aontani"; he also wrote on the back of this sheet "Alyasun 
frutioo.ua Alyssum serpyllifolium Asin* e ibfrica & iforto Upeal. 185". 
The entry in kjnn'a htortu. Up.a1ienei, 185 (1748) "Habitat forte in 
Siberia, Mihi enine enata inter plantas ox sesinibu. Sibirioua" indicates 
that the As MgdgM in the Botanic Garden at Upanila sas groen from seed 
presumably initially sent to Livat by Amnen; it can be safely stated that 
these seeds were not collected in "Helvetia", bu r.ther' fro somewhere in 
Russia, thou* not necessarily from Siberia as it is understood today. The 
"R.lvetia" / 
410. 
"Helvetia" of species ?iantarum comes from the reference to Esuhineg 
Kistoria El—matann L 920 9 to 929 (1650-1651). There is another 
specimen of 	 in the Linneen herbarium, I... 7o. 828 1 14. 
ow.ver, it was not dterwined by I4vin4  as 49. rontanu and could not 
have served as the basis of the 1753  desoription, as it was not .et to 
Lirn4 by Allioni until 17570  Lirme did, however, recognise this specimen 
as A. raont'uum as shown from his writing on the back of this sheet, 
mzjjjjS suffz'u$jooeje difftiejs fouls punctatie eshinati&', a 
direct uotation froa Hortue Uea1ionsis. 185 (1748). 
Diatri&tiont Widespread in Central, To and S. 1uope, and 000asio117 
extending into We iarope and To Russia. 
Alpine and subalpine, among gravel and stones, 
vaz'. iymettium Boise., Fl. Or. It 274 (1867). 
.s A. mont'ua var. anwelifolUm Boise. in Ann. Sc. Yate s ear. 2, 
151 (1842), ncmennuduml 
A. montauu var. gouding Boise., Ti. Or., L 274 (1867)9 E2 
pareL 
A. ei'ruzmeri Jord. & burr., Drove 21. Nov., fame. 2 9 12 (1868)1 
A. De$rohY11ua Boise. & Te1dr. ox Nym., Canape Fl. SAro t It  56 
(188), iiro sn.t 
At, montaa* var. 	j]urn Hal., Conep. Fl. Or., , 95 (1900)1 
A. thosealum Halo loc. olt.L 
A. mont.aa .*bep. w—mUmmum proles hwile Baumg, 	i4. 71 
A, montam. mabepo wntwm proles laxuw Bsum., op. alt • 81 
ii 
Leototjps (Gree..)i Grasata. monte Hymetto, Anohez' 276 (orig. a—B, 
iso. G,X) 
Diatrjbutjons Greac. and the Aegean Island.. 
TIJRKET. ?311 Leebos (ed. Candargy in Ball. Soc. Dot 4, Fr., 	110 as 
A, mta'sms 	1898). 
Habitats Rare alpJzso Fl. Apr,-Jun, 
var. i1iaoulum Reichanb., Fl. G.z,n. Exc., 670 (1832)1 Bamg. in Boil, 
Za3ireab • Iied.-Oet • Lend .-Lehrer.. Vten.-Jeaat., 1.1b 26 as A, 'eisej 
(1908 ). 
4ni.: 4, montainsm var. ryetafljn Rejaheub., op. cit., 872. 
A. reis.ri Velen, in Sits. 3bm. Gesell., Wiassn., IL 9 (1893)1 
A-g montMa eubep. montyim proles rnolliusculua (Reich.nb.) 
Baumg. in Bail • Jairssb. lied .-O.t • L4n4.LIbrere, Wtsn.-aat,, 
Its 15 (1907)1 
A, mcnta subop. moat.rIvJ proles ramoei.ajsn B'umg., 22 , 211  
12t 
A • eontaiam sub.p. montgM probe 	J'uag., U. °tt., 199 
Types (Tugoelayia)s in Ilieatien, !E (holo. w). 
Dintribution, Yugoslavia, Ba1riao 
aubap. e1ini (Jord. & Foul?.) Schmid in Real, Ill. F].. Mitt. slur. 
(1) 9 451 (1919); Beumg. in Bail, ax'bresb. lied.-O.t. Imzsd.-Lehrr.. 
Wien.-l.iet., Mo 5 pro ei.oi*. (1908); 	Javoxka & Ceap., 	1*. ri • 
p1. 212, f. 1594 (1934); 	P1. Ukraine, 	,, 337, p1. 79 (195)j Fl. 1•p. 
pop 
412. 
Pop. Romp 	p1. 57, f. 3 (1955); Regi, Xli, P1. Mitt. 1ir., ad. 2, 4 
(i), 285P  f. 167 as At montanum var. argustaf3lium (1960). 
var. anj'.tUo1JM Esuff. in Verh. Zoo-Bot • Geseil., 
i (1858). 
A. montaMn var. dUbbn Heuff., be. cit. 
A. vaontaim. var* Ocomtatum fleuff., ].00. cit 
A t melbd Jord. Sc Pou1?. Bray, Pb. nov., faso. 2 9 8 (1868)1 
& orophilum 3ord. & Four., oi, 211  lit 
A. erigens Jord.. & Pourr,, o. cit. 91 
A. RjgMMM Jortt. & Fourr,, lea. pit. 
As- co111nw Jord. & Fourr.,loc._cit.t 
L. 	st±n JOXd. & Pou., 1OQ. ciit.t 
A, rhot1*ne Jd, Sc Fouz'z,, OD.. cit., 101 
A 	'qpiflum Jord.. & Fourr., lea. alt  
A. padma tax'uj* Rupr, in Men. Aod. So. Ptersb., 	(2), oar. 
7, 102 (1869)1 
L.prejl Hayek in Oat. Bat. Zeit, , 301 (1901)1 
A. m-ont- mm eubap • montanum probe e1ont Beua. in Bell. 
Jahzesb. Ni.d.-Cets, Lend.-Iehrere. Wi.n.-Ieuat., 34, ii (1907)1 
A t montw mibep • montarpv probes p1ueoazeaaer Rain. ax 
Baum., o. cit., 211 
yps (West aerw.*y)s in area is, sows Ithani iipas, Coblants, ax 
s.idnfl*ze rirten (hobo. P, n.y., isoo w). 
mstr1*ttions Wideaprad in Central, L, E. and I. 
UU12t  Sandy substrates, usually in lowland areas. 
1 
A. montanum is accepted as this l.atotype species of the gemia. (of. 
Hitchcock and Groan in the International Botanical Congress; , Cambridge 
(giath), Iomsnolatur.,171t1929 - 'The type-species of ALy.a m L. is 
probably A. ingamm, but as this is the type of Btero4 DC. which is 
regarded as a distinct germs, it is not & convenient standard.-species. 
Four species are common to A1ISI0TI Tourn. and ALropm L., namely 
A. spinosum, A. montayj 4. incarnam and A. hallzjfolium. As A. aDthO*UI 
and A. balUdfol1= 1 have been referred to Lobu]aria it seems desirable 
to choose A, 92gjgM as the standard species*". Apart from this reasons 
given by Hitchcock and Green for their choice of A. montnam as the 
ItRII491Itt species of Alymn, and analysis of the description of Alyssum 
in Genera P1antaum, ott. 59293 (1754) shove that A, nontanus fits the 
description better than any of the other taxa, in particular reference to 
the important character of filament teeth which Linnaeus stresses 
Ientjoujo notats" and "Essntialie character consitit in 
filamentin minorilusç1tp ixrppnban flneert. s),  thereby ez-
eluding, for the most part the other species. 
As A. aggIMS is riot known to occur in T!uzkq, a discussion of its 
WwiVW and infra-specific taza in postponed to a later date. The 
rropean specimens of A, montarma war. geait'iaa cited by Boisaier (Flora 
Orientalie) are referable to A. niont'r'am subep. noutuva. The Wiedana 
gatherings from the Enzin* region of N. Anatolia are identifiable as 
A, z'opena anbspe triohcstachymj likewise the BojAMM and GaiUardot 
oollectious from Ut • Cassius in Syria and Irnbanon, respectively. The 
Steven *pecimen from the Crimea in the Botasior Eerbrium under A. montnum 
414. 
in a fragment from the p.  collection of A. oay000sxpua. 
A. ochroleuoum was oonsiilered by Boissisr (1867) as a variety of A.montalm. 
t in the present study this tazon is treated as a distinct spesiss with 
closer affinity to& ertwinsoa* and 	 than to A. MgMmut 
40. & armuma 310isso, 71. Or., , 278 (1867); DWAW. in Bell. Jsbr.ab. 
lied.. -st. Land. Lehrere. Wiea.-lenst., , 13 (19 09) Sohisohr(n,  emd 
dseo. in Boll. Mame Georg., 18 (1922); Oroesh., no Ka*, ed. 2 9 As 
216 and 307 (1950). 
,, At &stani 	Thxpr. in M. Anad.. So. Peteb., ear. 7 1  
(2) 2 104 (1869)1 
A. t,!ta*c Boise* f. ar.w (Boise.) Buser in Boise., 
Suppi. 71. Oz., 52 (1888)1 
LectoMt (Puati, B IN Provo Agt'i) L in Armenia Tuzoica prop 
Bajasid (Douba7aztt), 	14093 (not 40) (orig. 0-3, iso. w,x,a). 
Ditrj.but ions Armenia, Turkish Kurdistan Cauoasus and rarely ax-. 
tending to )I.W. Anatolia* Map 16. 
1ntKzi. 13* Pray. 3am, About gBlfl, N.W. of Bolu s 1200 a. 18 May 
19589 	 15* Pray. Sinop, lyanot Zdan b81, 	37* Provo 
rzinoan, P1gln (Kamsity.), HooMdur da (part of Sern* da ni. Kemer-
kosp), 15 May 1890,  Sintenia 2281,; Pray. Twesli, U.mzr dat above 
Oyaalk, 2600 a., 16 Jul. 1957,  Awls 31137; ibid., 2100 a., 18 Jul. 
1957, 	3131,5; ibid., 2600 mee, 19 Jul. 1957, Bldg 313939 gra parts. 
i Provo Rnmrw4 Ersurua Calvert & Zoln"*b; ibid., Xhaeaankaly 
(jia1e), 3 Jul. 1916, 8spoinikov. 39*.  Provo Van, diet. Qavas, Arbon 
d.a, 3658 not  Davis 22883;. jj., diet. Gives, Arbon dat, 2353 a., 
15 Jul. 1951,4  Davis 22849 Jbid., Van, 2840 a., 12 Jim. 1889, 	em1*&ri 
. mo t nov. ri., ira.reit (Dozbayazit), Awthsx 2099; ibid., 
Ear-Bebu, 16-17 May 1916, 80hi&hJdy. Asia Mjaw', Ar' 251, K:urdistsn, 
1840, 21aggan mro--  varte. 09s Pray. Van, diet • çetak, Kavuaiap da 
(eliap de),/ 
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(ahp .de1), 300  ma , 23 Jul. 19%, 	23119. 
Habtatt A montene amd alpine species on limestone elopes and acre., 
mountain *ts a4 .dgss of rsoda; alt. 1200-3658 m. Fl. Msy4u1e 
Boiasior's description of this species was rather inadequate and it was 
not until this description, Schischkin' s emend.ed description and the 
original specimens of this species in the Boiaier Herbarium in Geneva Vero 
compared, thL the specific limits oould. be clefined with oartainty. The 
description and discussion of A. aimerium given by Baumgartner unfortunately 
is unreliable. He did not have a clear picture of A. ochroleuoum or A. 
arneaum and referred a specimen (Sin tenis 5615b) of the former to the 
latter. Though A. ochroleuoum and A. armenum somewhat resemble each other 
in habit and facies, there are a number of striking discontinuities which 
clearly distinguish them. The wings of the long filaments of A. arwenum 
are unequal in width, usually edentate and abruptly constricted at their 
apices; those of A. ochroleucum are of equal width and are always two or 
three—dentate at their apices. The cauline leaves of A. armenum are 
broadly oblanoeolate or obovate and those of the sterile shoots are as 
large or nearly twice as large as those of the fertile stems. A. 
oohroleuoum possesses very narrow linear—oblanceolate cauline leaves and 
those of the sterile shoots are usually smaller by half than those of the 
fertile stems. The densely pubescent styles of A. armenum are in contrast 
to the glabrous ones of A. och'o1euotw, Furthermore, as the specific 
epithet of A. oohroleuouni indicates, its flowers are pale and cream coloured, 
while those of A. amenum are always flavoua. 
The type material of A. dAghestanioum was kindly sent on loan from 
thai 
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the Leningrad Herbarium and agrees in all diagnostic ohataoters with the 
numerous collections of A. aimenuni from the Caucasus and Turkish Armenia. 
Both Baumgartner and ScMcbkiri correctly rizintained A. armenuri as distinct 
from A. tetrasternon a component of Sect. C1wnoseia1wn. Some workers (e.g. 
Boissier, 1867) confused A. az'menum and A. muelleri which grow sympatrically 
in Caucasia • A. muelleri can be easily distinguished by its totally 
different type of indtnentun, i.e. of many-rayed, cilvery lepidote or 




 4093 gathering is chosen as the leototype of A. armenum 
because the material in the Boissier Herbarium is mixed (the Bourgeau 
collection from Oernane is correotly referred to A. pseudo-mouradicum) 
and the Aucher specimen agrees with Boissier's somewhat fragmentary 
description. In the type description of A. ainenum Boissier cited the Auoher 
specimen as No. 4095; however, the specimen of this gathering in Boissier' a 
Herbarium and the duplicator; in all the other herbaria are distinctly 
labelled as No. 4093. 
,i8. 
41. A. oobroieuoin Boise. & Huet, Dia., 3 (5), 36 (1856); J'ord.. & 
Fourr., Bray. P1. Nov., faso. 2 9 12 (1868); Thzs.r in Doles. ,9tzppl. 
Ti. Ox'., 50 (1888). 
$ A. montages L. var. oohrolsucun (Boise. cf, Rust.) Boise., 
Ti. Or., .,, 275 (1867)1 
A. eontana L. eubipe moptamm praise grasown (Hal.) Bsusg, 
var. 2ohro1uou Bsuzg. in Bail. Jshraeb. !T1ed-Ot. Undo-
Lahrerso Wisb.-Nsuet., &4 (1907)1 
A montammm eubgp. mmtaM praise gramam var. oohroleueua 
f. simplex Baag., loo. At  
Tipu (Thr1ci, A 3s Prov. Breurum) S in Az'aeiia prop. Tortoum 
(Portun), (inter Lako, inter Brseroua it tapir, 1219-1521+ m.) Jun-1853 
Buet. (holo. 0-39 tee. G,W,E,1). 
Dietributons RAwdo to Eastern Turkey and Turkish Kurdistan* lap 16. 
IRT. A7s  Prove (paU, Arden (Torul) - Baahlisea, 30 Api'. 18909 
5interiis 2108 ibid., 0byans, 2 Jun. 1862 9 Bou'geu 37; ibid.., 
Aettakod (nz'. 0thnaane), 31 1ar,  20 Jun. 18949 Sintenis 5615b; ibid., 
Wang (Yank), 26 Wsy 1894, Slatmals 5615; ibid.., Karahisearteach (iii'. 
Yank), 26 Jun. 18949 Sintenis 5615a ioioo f. simplex W, iso. GI G-BB,K, 
). 37' I'rov. Ersincon g Beaharsek an the Euphrates (ni'. Avpin, 
Kana1i.-K.eh ), 9 May 1890 9, Sints4s 2206 (i ro parte. I plant of 
tjpe ooll.otion of A. £rop4I. 1 plant of A. oahralewni); Prov. 
'sinoan/E1a1i, 44n an Euphrates (ICese1is), Erseahevit dea, 1889, 
Sintanli 2628; Pray. Tunoeli, Mmziu' dad;  above Ovacik, 1900 me t 16 Jul. 
1957, Dsvis 31181g.; jbj4., 2700 a., 18 Jul. 19579 Davis 3121+9. 391Pray. 
19. 
Van, diet. (Jsvas, Ai4os dii, 2896 no t 36 Jul. 1951 2 AMU 2279 1i. 
14.waeteie slopes and sore" alt. 1219-2896  a, Fl. Ayr--Jun 
Both Boissier (1867) and Baumgartner (1907)  conclude that A. oohro-
leucum (originally described as a distinct species in 1856) was a variant 
of A, montanum meriting only varietal rank. A. ochro1ewini, however, is 
only remotely allied, to A. montanum and appears to be more closely related 
to A. armanum and A. artwinense. Its differing floral morpholor, flower 
colour, deciduous sepals, narrow linear-oblanceolate cauline loaves which 
increase in size upwards, very slender stems and an entirely Anatolian 
distribution (4. mont.rnim is not known to occur in Turkey) distinguish 
A. oohrolououm from A. montum • It is interesting to note that In the 
Supplement to Flora Orient4ie (1888), A. ocbroleuoua, as when it was 
originally described, is again treated as distinct from A. montanum. 
420. 
42. 	ax'tivduenae Buecb in 	1. Cauc. Orit., 	(4)9 5 (1909); Fl. 
URSS, 1345 (1939); N. in Anal. Acad. ROY* Pop. Rca. So"* tine 
Gee!. G.og. Biol., aer. A, mec. 39 , U, to 49 f. 2, Pig. 1 (1949); 
Groesh., Fl. Kavk. ed. 2, it 214 (1950). 
Syntjrpes: (Turkey, As Pxov. çoruh) $ Batum, &rtvin, props krdasaç, 
29 Jun. 1904, MikMilovaki 9; ibid., 15 May 1907 9 Womw  536; ibid., 
on river goruhs nr. 9oh, 2 Jun. 19079 oronov 535; ibid., ierta, su at Berta, 
NAY 1907 9 !oxonQY 534 (oz,ig. TB! n.y. or L. n.y.), 
]jjributiong A rare localised eMe5tc in the extreme N.E. corner of 
Lazietan. lap 15. 
A8  çoruli, Ax4vin- Ariazmi, 800 m., 26 Jun. 19579 
30060; ibid., 20 km. . of Artvin, 730 mot 10 Jul. 19599 Th*ber-iIomth 
16230; Jbid.., 7ria (S1 ry ), on coh river, 9 Jun. 1914, Tu*evicz 
717; ibid., ru. Ordahoch on Aver 90mb, 9 Jun.  19179 Turkevica  739; 
ibid., ni. Chedop ad Zon g 27 Jul. 1911, iorooy; ibid., ni. llolgmmj 
2 Jul. 1911, Vve4e, 4035; Prov. Izurum, Dist* Iepfr, Iapir—Iklzdezw, 
km. W.?T, of Ispir, 1200 mo t 9 Jul. 1959, Hzber-?Zoratla 16229. 
abitat z Steep igneous rook slopes, eruptive atone and river 
alt. 730-1200 m. Fl. May-Jun. 
Originally described in Sect • 0dontariteria and considered by 
NyrIdj as a component of his group 	iliore" in that section, this 
species with two ovules in each locule mast be referred to Sect. Alyssum, 
The reason for its application to Sect, Odontarrhena can be attributed 
to the fact that frequently only one of the ovulea in each locule develops 
into a mature seed; however, the other aborted ovule is always visible, 
being / 
421. 
beinG appres.ed to the ieplum. 
A. aa'twirisn is a very attractive species sympatric in the N.E. 
corner of Lazistan rith one of its closest allies, A. armenum. It can be 
easily dis -tinguished from its closest relatives, A. aimenum and A. ochrolsuc, 
by its very nnrrov1y linear, ash—coloured leaves, orbicular smaller fruits 
'ith a comparatively sparse lodumentum which appears punctate, shorter 
styles, pale lemon coloured petals, and tortuess slender stems. 
422. 
43. A moe11eadorfinu Aechus. am Beck in Ann. Jot., Hofza. Win g 
, 1731 t. 2, f. 5-7 (1887). 
' 	 10 aubep.ntIa praise aosU.ndo?tirsm (kickers. 
ox Beck) Bouac. in Boil. Jahrssb, Jjd.-Oet, LM.-Lmbrere. 
Wien.-N.aet., lb 20 (1907)1 
Types (!u4oslavia)s Rereosovinia, Tisanical, in ma sin calcaisis 
props Lonjioa, 500 m-9  Jun. 1885, Be* 28 (hole. P1W. n.y., iso. X,BU,E). 
Astribution and habitats Rare e4suio to Heroegovinia and Bosnia, 
confined to caloarsous eubstratsa; alt. 500 as Fl. Apr.-MVO 
42.. 
449 A trrzpj.Y.1en., Fl. ftlgo t 640 (1891) &bi., Suppl. Fl. 
ThUg., Ip 23 (189); Bwmo in 3e1l. Jahrsb. Ni.d..0.t. 14..L.hx.re. 
, 3 (1908); Tandas, 1%.lig. Form., 36 (1909); c, 
Prod. 21. Pen. s1o., It 435 (1925); Fl. Rep. flop. Rem., 3,, 343, p1. 
590 f. 2 (1955). no 6, rig. IA, Ic; fig. 13, to 
. tbUglam Velan., op. cit 40$ 
A. pummmok Form. in Vrh. 1st, V. 4im4 3,f, 89 (1897), 
A. acnits 	var. a1iQioae 2orm. in V. Nat. Vero Brnn, 
197 (1898)0 
A. miler Podop. in Yeri. ?oo-ot. 0.11., 2 630 (1902)1 
A. 	 y' ithc,tor;a Boxmn, in ng. Bot, Jahz'b., , 
353 (1924). 
.. ia1ictce (ram.) fly*, 2g, cit., 436. 
ynty?eat (Bu1ria)s in rmp..triaa oslidia oalosa'sia supra $t 4icfra, 
Stibrn.i (orig. PflC, Laoo 
'IgjUW&%I ktrsos1y dia3at, tholuding Rcuiani*, Bulgaria, N. 
Gre.os and ?u*q.104*arop. In Aelatie %ft4W fros!. Pu*q (Antalya) 
eastwards to the Ammis aM the nti-Thuri. Alee presnt In jimd 
Lebanon. M&p 166 
TUTt.Y. 1T': 	Pekirdaj, ThEir, Jun. 19079 jtbz'nl. tL2:): 
Pray. Iatmai1, iitanbu1-1Paatos g81, arezun.rah1ialye, . aid. of 
?.rko. gele, 50.60 m., 6 WY 19629 td1e (D. 34538); ibid., E. aid* 
of ?.*oe gele, 50.60 a., 8 hay 19629  Audlar (1). 34568).  C31 Pray. 
Antalya, nr. Antatys, Jul. 19619 4j P/50. C68 Prov. Adan&, diet. 
0sxd7e, Yarpa-.Y41pinez', 1300-1450 IK*# 27 Uay 19%9  Ibber-!Joz'ath 
13737/ 
13737; Prov. Hatay, diet. Bolen, Mna,sis, Xarllk tops above Soguk Oluk, 
1400 a., 24 Apr. 1957, iyjs 27111; ibid., Kay ck-Ii (nr. lotsobbel 
dad, E of iakeudsz'un), 20 Sept. 1879 Port 34; ibid., 13 Jun. 1884, 
PostPxov. 0asisnt.p/)Iaxw., Aintab (Gasisritep) - Ua.ra&i (Mara), 
Artrirhskoi are Uffodechakl.y (Ahl.r dali?), 914-1524 a., 12 Jul. 1865 9  
Hausa 	7ske 	 a 	-  	Prov. Adiyatman, 
Niarud ds', ni. K5aebta (Ktita), cUeti. ILarumet-(Il-Aais (Urfa-Malatya), 
1600.-2250 a., 12 Jul. 1910, Eant1e1.Mazzetti 2107. D6s ?rove Hatay, 
Cassius, (Akr da), May.3u1, 1846, Boissir ibid., 9 Jun.  18849 Port; 
ibid., 1219-1667 a-9 Hare&lian 31540 
Habitats Very variable, sand dunsa, sandy road banks; In Turkoyj, 
Syria and Lebanon most often in SgIMM macahie aM, Pirnis nim woods; 
alto ass level-914 (-1300-2250) a. Fl. May-Jun. 
The type descriptions of all the synonyms have been compared with 
the a1indant material of A. stribrnyi from the Balkans and Anatolia. 
The minor differences which appear to exist (at least in the descriptions) 
do not merit the establishment of specific or even infra-specific taxa. 
The type collections of A. mildearnmt A. thracicum and A. stribrnyi 
borrowed from Prag (PRO) are all conspecifia, and have no apparent 
diagnostic characters which could be used to separate than. The type 
description of A. mildeaznEn states that the major diagnostic character 
separating it from A. stribrnyi is the gradually attenuate and edentate 
condition of the wings of the long filaments. However, in approximately 
ten flowers examined from the type of A. mildeanurn, the long filaments 
were all dentate in a manner similar to A. stribmyi. 
Though/ 
Though A. thx,acioum was published at the same time as A. stribrny, 
and is possibly a more convenient name, the latter binomial is chosen as 
the correct one referring to this species because its description is very 
nnaoh more complete and emoting in detail than the description of A. 
thracioum. Without reference to the type material of A. thraoioum it 
would be impossible merely by reading the description to distinguish 
it from A. montanum or A. pilvinare. 
This species me collected in 1962 for the first time in Turkey-in-
Europe (Dudley $ D. 34558 & D. 34568). It is doubtful if the 5tibrn 
collection from Tekir is in fact the Tekirdaj in Turkey-in-Europej 
probably it is somewhere in Bulgaria near Stn1i..dr (most of his 
collections from TekinQ were labelled as coming from Rhodoato, the old 
name for Tekirda). A. stribrnyi had. been collected a number of times 
before in Asiatic Turkey, Syria and Lebanon, but the identification of 
these specimens has long been in doubt • Most of these gatherings were 
labelled .e A. montanum, which is not known to grow anywhere east of the 
Bosphorous. One of the original syntypes of A, praecox (uss1cneoht; 
Gaziantep-Mara) must be referred to A. stribrnyi • It is interesting 
that H ndel-azzastj determined his gathering of this taxon (Jo. 2107) 
as "A. stribrnyi ps 
The reasons for the extremely disjunct distribution of this 
species is not known, but it could be hypothesised that the present 
Asiatic stations represent points of survival of a onoe more widespread 
species. Possibly more intensive collecting will reveal more stations 
in Western and Mediterranean Anatolia. 
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45. A. idaeua Boise. & Reldr., Diagn. 2 (8), 35 ( 1849); Boisa., F. 
Or. 1 9 277 (1867); Raulin, Deec, Phys. Crete, 708 9  Atlas to 5 ( 1869); 
Hal., Consp. Fl. Or., 1 9 96 (1900); Baung. in Boil, Jahresb. Bied.-
Oat. Land.-Lehrere. Wien.-Neust., 	, 44 (1908); Hayek, Prod. F].. Pen. 
Bale. 1 9 431 (1925); Rech. fi].., Fl Aegea., 223 (1943). 
A. curetun Gandog. in Bull. Soc. B0t. Fr.,  64 9 121 (1917). 
A. id.aeum var. curetum (Oandog.) Hayek, loc. cit. 
Tipes (Crete): ad saxa cacuininum montis I (jae, 1829 mo t rarum, May 
1846 9 Heidreich (holo..G.-B, iso. W. OH). 
Distributions Rare endemic found only on Crete. 
Habitats Alpine, on calcareous rocks and scree; alt. 1829-2300 m. 
Fl. May-Jun. 
A., gNt2ft Is said to differ from 	in having larger bony.s 
which are more densely l.pidot. (not less densely lepidote as indicated 
by Ha* and R.ching.r), larger yellow petal, and ovate fruit with shorter 
styles. The onigira.. Oandcgsr collection of A g ! has been seen (o) 
and can be identified with no difficulty as 	 The differences 
which Gandoger pointed out are not significant when the whole pattern of 
variation for the species is considered, 
£ single specines (ni) of A. i4asm baa aimtely lipodote fruits, 
but as this condition occurs on only one specimen out of mW collected 
from Crete, fz'omal recognition do.s not seem Justifiable. 
A collection of 	in the Edinburt Herbarium is labelled as 
caning from the island of AMros (Wades). This is most probably an 
error. 
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ero, In Cz*te this sipins species Mpro,s at a minimmu altitude of 1829 
meter., while the hl&i..t point on Andros is only 1000 a. (i sheet of 
Viola fra'sn labelled in the sane handwriting as coming from Andrea, 
oonfirme the nsas this species is generally considered am endamic to 
alpine Crete.) 
Jsumgertn.r oonaidered the Baidsoci 154 collection from L6a.iti in 
Crete to represent 	 However, this pthering Is the typs of 
A. laasitjau*, a very distinct species more oloe.1.y allied to A. Skoi-
otio= than to 
4.69 A. mouradiourn Boiss. & Belot Diagn., 3 (6) 9 16 (1859); Beiss., 
Fl. Or., , 277 (1861); 	ig. in Boil-  Jarssb. li.d.-O.t. Land.- 
Lebrers. Visn.-i.ust., 1.6j 5 (1909). Pig* lA, no 
(Turkey, 32s Prove KtaIjs)t in region* alpine montis Ioursdda 
()urat dad)  Pbrygiae, 2400 a., 27 Jun. 1857, Balans (373) (hole. 0-B, is.. 
0). 
Distributions Dare but widely distributed in Anatolia from Murat dad  
in the Phrygian  steppe to the Cilician Tauras. This species is also 
present in Imbanon. Map  17. 
1URT. 32s Pzov. Wtahya t Murat dad, above Gediz, above Xesit segat, 
1900 no t  5 Jul. 1962, Davis 36792. Cl,s Prove Kopp # J.lib.1 d4, 
garea-Ermecak, 2020 rn. 1 10 Jun, 19489 TharberUorsth 8213 m'o e.r$.. 
C53 Prove Ipsi, Kagira, (nr. zt1.k), 700 a., 1895, SiShe 95 & 42; 
ibid., 4sil dspe are Djaipr Maedsn, 2700 a., Jun. 1912 9 USM, 250 
pro Pates ibid.., Belgar da, 1895, Sieke 4.50 in iar$.; Iaarian, 16 
Api. 19339 %fls 186; tbi4., Oo.1.k (Klek), 1000 a., 7 Apr. 193I9 
le 684; Prov. Adana, Zoytun, Iurt* dad (are Mans), 1667 a., 10 May 
19349 191 1030. 
Habitats Igneous slopes p limestone sores and chalk elapse of S. and 
8.L .xpomirs; often in association with Pima bruflas in Lebanon 
found in Ced.zø forest; alt. (700-) 1000-2700 a. Ti. Apr.-Jun. 
The tiftr.rno.a di.tl.i.g'i1ahitg this species from A. ZMIM are 
detailed in the discussion of that spocie. • Bw''tnsr did not rsoog-
ti... the distinctness of theme spocies due to th* lack of azffioitt 
sat isfaotozy/ 
429. 
satisfactory mtsri&lp and suggested that A#399ndicum be regerdad as a 
form of 
The 'Anchm, epsoimea (Io.7) from Ulu dai near Rirsa cited in P1or 
(1867) as A oiaadioum is correctly identified as A. erosulum 
(4. suffrut.scs*as) with densely pubs.oent ovaries, and lines i' aGate leaves 
with an lIi2mtum of large few-ray.d stellate hairs* No sp.oims. of 
A. moura4joa have been seen frou Ulu dat, one of the classical localities 
of A. eToeulum. 
P. H. Davis in 1962 9 recollected A-g- m-ouradlomm for the first time 
since the original Pa  IBM gathering, from the type 1ooa1iy (Murat taj), 
though aerous oclisot ions are known from the Cilioian Turus and the 
fcize.t in Lebanon (e.g. Blanch. Parrep &M and $.in.r$shs). 
430. 
47. A & hm4qajA Hayok in Beih. Bot., Centraib., , 279 (19 29). 
ZEP" tA. o]sswi*a Rsl. Consp. Fl. Or., ,, 91 (1900). 
$yntypeav (Greso.)s Thessalia Olyinpo,  in lockaren Fslsscbutt des 
höoh'tin RUchens (in glaa'sa izbi1i a'i, eubet. calo.o), 2600-2800 m. 
15-19 Jul. 1927,  Bendel-Maszdti (orig. W, iso. G,G-B3)i Schutt ober 
jri xaim, 2000-2800 rn., (eubet. oslo., 16 Jul. 1928), 	pwaki 
(orige w). 
Distribu-tiM mg habitats Rare alpine endemic on the calcareous rooks 
and acress of Me Olympus in Greece; alt, 2000-2800 as Fl • Jul. 
The type material of A. o1yxpioum (Bo'wil1*i and Sintenis 115) 
could not be traced in the Halosy Herbarium in Vienna. Thou A. 
olympicizn was described as pertaining to Sect • Odoritarrh, most of 
its description appeal's to fit the material of A. handelii and was 
collected from the same mountain in Thesealy to which A. hand.elii 
apparentl' is endemic. However, until such time as the type material 
of A. olyinpicuin is found, the epithet A. handelii is best retained. 
431. 
48. A. aur'antiacmai Boisa., Fl. Or., 276 (1867); Bag. in Boil. 
Jahresb. Iied-öst .-Land., Lehr.rs. tienJaat., Jrb 42 (1906). ?ig.2,.. 
2V (Turkey, C?: Prove Antalys): In regions alpine montis Akdsgh 
LyaIas, 5 Jul. 1860, Icurgeau 20 (holo. 0.-B, leo. G,W,K,E,) 
Distribution: Lnddo to . end S.. Anatolia. map 19. 
TUBIE!, Cl: Provo A.ydin, k.sOgO.is (Aydin dat)  above Thrallee (.ydin), 
Jun. 18429 Boissier. C38 Prove Isparta, diet* 2fltoUler, Dedegol daj We 
Cirque Anion 2200 a., 2 Aug. 19499 1*vi.  15995; ibid., above Oruz (}azi 
yayla, 2 Aug. 1949, 2200 m.p Davis 16044; Prove Antalya, Tahtali da 
above Kernsr, 2200 - 2300 a., 16 Aug. 19479 Data 14192 ; ibid., 2300m. 
10 Jul. 1949, Ivi. 15054; Beidagh (Bey dat), 8 Jul. 1883, Piohier 51. 
Lycia, Forbes 112. 
abitatz Alpine, mountain .oreen and cold I. slope.; alt. 2200-2300 
In. Fl. Jul.-Aug. 
This species and A. arrropbyllum are partially ainpatrio, but 
are easily distinguished from one another. The maller, much more 
pubescent 2ruite g the retuse and glabrous petals with entire claw margins, 
the short, basally oonnate short filament appendages, and the much smaller 
and narrowerp densely disposed (almost imbricated) oblanceolate leaves 
are characters diaguostic for A. aurantiaot. Boissier first identified 
the type collection of A. auxantiacum as A. 1.pidotuin, but later realized 
that they were speoifically distinct • A. aurantiacum has Maller fruits 
with much longer styles, and longer stems which are sprawling or decuabent. 
The sterns of A. lepidoturn are densely conferted, seldom more than 5 am-  
long. In addition, the apparently strigose indumentum on the sepals and 
pedioels, caused by the long divergent peripheral rays of large lepidote 
scales, does not occur in A. aurantiacum. 
432. 
190 A. aroh11um Schott & Mir. in &t. Bat. Woahbl. z (29), 229 
(1857); Boise., Fl. Or., ,, 278 (1867); Bau. in Bsil. Jahreab. Nisd.-
8mt.iad.4os&.rsre. if t-suut., M. 39 (1908). 
s A. vulf onlan  = B.xh. ox Wild * var. arby11um (Schott & Kr.) 
Final in Th4b*t.,  Asic Mm., Bat. 1 (3), 310 (1860) 9 pro partsl 
Syntjpeas (Pux4cq, C5s Prayo iei)s in ?auro Ciliciaep ad fodina. 
ftilgar-Magara (Bolkar da*)  (Mstdeeia and Xoaohan), 2134-2286 m. (2743-. 
3048 a.) Jul. 1853, KOtaChY 161 0 229, 124a, 182 (or'ig. W, iso. G, 0-3, x). 
Distributions lkdodo to Anatolia in the Iqoiau and Oilioian Taurus. 
Map 18. 
flET. 02* Provo Antalya, Elmali, 1200 a., 19 Apr. 1936, Pingall 
363. C31 Provo Antalya, Bozburn da, above Pozlu 9ukur yVla, 1900-
2110 a., 25 Jul. 1949,  1*vle  15632, GuI Prey. Ipel, dint Anamur, 
9air1u yay1a-.O1uak, w.IcArknhv1', 18 Aug. 19499  Davis 16293. 05* 
Pray. I019  Boulgar-Maclin, Jul., Aug. 1855, B&lanes 425 (169); ibid., 
Lysil dsp., Bulgar laden, 2700  no s Jul. 19129 Siehe 250 pro part e; 
ibid., Owag.iik peas, 1 mile N. of )lersin, Jul. 1909, Sjoho 240 pro parts; 
ibid., Bulgur dash, 1895,  Sieh. 450 pvc parto; ibid., learun, C)ysel dora, 
560-1700  a., Apr. 1895, Sishe 169. 
Habitats Mountain eozeoa; alt. (560-) 1900-3048 a. TI. Apr.-Jul. 
On the basis of its apathulate-obovate, often orbicular leaves, 
always lepidote inthiiantum, and sprawling nodose atenie, this species is 
most / 
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most closely allied to A. idasum from Crete and A. handelii from Mt. 
Olympia in Thessaly. A. arroyllum may be distinguished with ease 
from A. idseum by its much larger, densely pubescent fruits, and broadly 
spathu].ate petals hioh are constricted at the middle and furnished with 
wide dentioulate claws; from A. handelii it may be separated by its 
smaller asaymetrioally inflated fruits, wingless seeds and longer styles. 
A. arvrophyllum can be distinguished from its closest Anatolian relative 
A. praecox
, 
 and A. mouradioum by having larger densely pubescent fruits, 
condensed few.-fruited raoeaee, and a more satile decumbent habit. 
Baumgartner recognized the resemblance in faoies of A. arrophyllum, 
A. jdaeuzn. A. siaejotio, A. ouneifoliu, A. oviz'ense, eto. and hypo-
thesized that though now readily distinguished as distinct species 1, they 
all had a common ancestor vhioh is now ext i.ict • This precursor species, 
he continues, migrated from its point of origin (somethere in Central or 
Eastern Europe) and colonized the southern part of Europe and Mediterranean 
Anatolia. During this colonization, the populations became isolated from 
one another on high mountains; this altidudinal and geographical isolation 
being at present expressed by these readily distinguished vioaxiant species 
of alpine and restricted distributions. Though this in an interesting 
hypothesis Y&ioh may be oorrect, no available evidence appears to support 
it. It would be expected that if such an evolutionary method were correct, 
morphological specialization would follow the route of migration (Babcook, 
l9)7). However p no presently existing taxon appears to be more highly 
specialized in all characters than any other. 
434. 
50. A. prieoox Boise. & Bale in Boise., 710 Or., , 275 (1867). 
Key to varieties 
Flowers yellow; cowing on oaloareous or igneous substrates 
pra.00z 
Flower. whit.; growing in ealine habitats 	 alldflorma l () 
var. s.00x. Baumg in Bail • Jahrs.b. Nied.-Ost • 	..L.hrai'e.. 
Wien.-Neu.t., 1.61 3 (1909); BorEma., Symb. ad 71. Anat., 53 (1936); 
Dudley in Jot.. Roy. Bot. Gd. Bd. q & (2) 9 160 f. 33 (1962). 
.s A. R.&wj&Mgtam= ffausakn, & Bozx*. in Mitt. TWIre Var., 
4 (1904-1905), in q.I 
Leototypes (Turkey, C51 Prove I,e1)s Tazaro Ciliaioo circa 01&c 
boaJas (KtIlek bed) (Coteau cab, entour ad 1s village de Gu11&-
Bo8bas ad 10 liaise ba N. Tauxu.), 26 Jun. 1855, 1'ip. (orig. 0-3, 
tao. 0 9 E). 
Dietributiens Wesdo to Anatolia in the Ciltoina Taurus, Anams, 
Anti-Tzazus, Turkish Kurdistan and the Asnian Hiz1aM.. Map 17. 
1URT. A6s Pray. Mzasja, Ak ds, 16004900 a., 9 Jul. 1889 9  
orj1w 1512; ibi4., 23 May 1890, oxi"4flør 1942; tWA., at. 
%nndag, 1500-1600 a., 15 May 18909 Box'xuU.r 1944. 19s Pray. 
1ara/0ru2i, Ziyar.t Q  (Ta1Mian daj) Ardahan'Artvin, 2300 no t  
29 Jun. 1957, Duvie 30273. We Pray. Denisli 5 Mona. d4,  1700 ne t  
3 Jun. 1938, b.r.Uorath 54369 35s Pray. Iaya.ri, DWr daj at 
Alcoluk yayla above Kiags, 2000 a., 29 Jun. 1952, Davis 19450; ibid., 
?aoob dkgh (?) are Bkhyrs (Baki.r dad), Mt. Xasssa Ou&lu - 
435. 
maxi.e. (0thz. are Pa.), 1680 a., 15 May 1859 9 Thtso 95 
(orig. synt. CJ..B, iso. 0-a 9 xv M). B7s Pray. Tuno&i, foot of 
Munaur d.ag', above Ovacik, 2600 a-# 19 Jul. 1957 9  Davis 31393 Pro parts; 
Pray. L!alatya, !ahs da, Ialatya-Patrge, 34 . from  Ialatya,  1730  a., 
15 Jun. 1949, Thiber-lloratb 9472.  39* Prey. Biltie, Xare dad ni. 
Thtua, 2210 a., 28 Jun. 1954, Davis 22299; Prey. Vati, Gem., Arto. 
dais 2856 mop 14 Jul. 1954, Davis 22727; Pray. Van/Bilti., It. 10 ks. 
3.E, of P.11±, 2591 a., 8 Jul. 19%, Psvi. 22549. 05* Prov o I.1 9 It. 
nr. Ftndikpinar, (N. of Karsin), 1900 not !k 1440 06* Provo Eatay, 
t. Anamov 1906 9 Jlara&iian 383; ibid., ci. DdlL 1524-213 a., Jul. 
1908. Hara&ljan 2383; Provo Narap, Allisoher dh (Ahir dad), 17 Aug. 
1865, Rauaeaieoht. 
Eabitats Montane and alpine of roo)çy Igneous ad li*e..tons slopes 
and or. melting mow; alt. 1500-.2600 a. P1. Jurt.-Jul. 
The habit, fruit and leaf ihap, and iudumesttne of this species 
resembles that of A. so*u'adia*m. The., similarities caused Banagaitnsr 
to doubt the disoontinuities of the two tam. Howev.r, examination of 
s material than aumgartnsr had at his disposal groves that they are 
separate species, though closely allied. Bsuagartnsr claim, that many 
intermediates occur between the.e two species, but the present author 
has sean no specimen., thoui the two species frequently occur in the 
same locality, which could not be certainly identified as ose or the 
other. The aiwaje pubescent and usually larger fruit., pubescent styles, 
winged .e.da, larger petals with entire claw earidn., nearly twice as 
long/ 
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bug appendages of the short filiut, long filaiaents with wings of um-
equal width, and caulias leaves ihiah increase in ciii upwards, are some 
of the distinguishing characters of A, Praecox. 
It is Impossible to say whether all of R.obinger's (1959)  records of 
A, MIMM frcs Lebanon should be referred to that species or to 4 t, moura-. 
dioun. The ph t*paitha of SjWgfifix= No.6012 appear to have sparsely 
izibsaoeat fruits and styles, in which case this apeotis" should be ref err 
to A, 	oo& but this pubescent appearance my be a photographic artifact. 
A duplicate of Saw.lsson 16.2275, also cited by Resh1ngerr, has been examined 
(w) and because of its entirely glabrous fruits and style., and wingless 
seeds, can be idantified as As mouradioum. 
The Bale  =a gathering from the Cilician Gate is chosen as the leoto-
type of A. prasoox because it has never been confused with any other tann. 
The flowering KotmgbZ collection (No.95)9 though. correctly referred to 
A. Imanap was originally determined by Xotsd1W and by Boissier as A. mon- 
Bosch (1909) cited this Kotgft member in his enumeration of 
A t montanum specimens, not realising that it was a iyntype of A. prascox. 
The 	 specimen with densely pubescent fruits was also cited as a 
syntyp. of A. waswx by Boissier, but it does not fit his description of 
A. pr  aeooz and is correctly referred to A. stribr,ni. 
437. 
mi. albiflor= 1d1e.y, nEj  noy. Nap 17. 
A typo floribus albia .1 habitu ha1ohi10 differt. 
1t1RKT. 358 Pzov. Kiiebir, 5if.61, are  Iuar, aalt marsh in ions 
nearest lake, in etiff clay, leava 010CUlentr flower. iit•, 17 Jun. 
1951,.9 Davia 21793 (holo, E, iao. K, 	). 
This local and extrly halopbytio low altitude race  I&JOh  foed 
a large Population in the clay acne nearest the =all ealt lake, differs 
flvm the bih a1tidzde typical variety in poaesaaiog whito flower., a 
feature ori'-i].y noted on the label. However, flower colour does not 
nerve to distinguish the" varieties in the dried and mounted state. 
438. 
51. A. dennietellatu* tac11.y in Notes Roy. Bot. Gd. Ed., j (2), 1600 
f.3A (1962); Hal., 9upp2. Conap. Fl. Gr., 11 9 as A. aeoox (1908 ); 
ibid., L 12 as A. prasoox (1912); Say., Prod. £1. Pan* Balo., j 
435 as A. praeoox (1925); Raft. fil., Fl. Ae*, 224 as A. maecoz 
(1943); R.ohe fil. in Engl.. Bot. Jasrb., 	(3), 329 as A. zraeoox 
(1961). 
a_n-s A, praeco :tuct. 	r%eo. 1 non Boise. & Bal.I 
r,t,, (Greece): Euboea, prop* LIni, 18 Apr. 1902, Leonia 55 
(holo. 94Ea1.). 
Distribution, and habitats Lndemlo to Iabo.a on serpentine substrate; 
alt. 300-700 m. £1. Mar. - lay. 
439. 
52. A. let4dotu* Boise., Diagn., 1 (i), 73 (1842); 1'enz]. in Tciih., 
Asi. Mm., Bate , (3)9 307k Atlas p1. 17 (1860); Boise., Fl. Or., It 
276 (1867); Biva.g. in Bell. Jabiwb. Nied.-.89t. Land. Lehr.re. Wien. - 
Ieuet., 36 2 21 (1909). Fig. 1B, f,l. 
Leototypes (Turkey, C2, Prow. D.nizli)s Cad=* (Honas d4),  supra 
Ohøyra (Geira), Jun. 1842, Boisatex (orig. G-B. Inc. G,w,K,J). 
Distributions Very disjunct, rare endemic toS.W and Central Anatolia and 
Armenia • Map 18. 
TUBXET. B7; Prove Ersinoan, Ei'zinoan-Sivas, 27 km. 	of Erzincan, 
r. Befahiya, 1600 m., 7 Sept.  1957, ReGhI9= 15169. B8/9s Pray. 
Van/Bingbl Kardu.torw, Sohirwan ru. Karuy, 1219 me t  5 Oøt. 1859 9  
Keteohy 746. Cli Pray. Aydin, Uesogoeis (Aydin DaJJ),  above Thralles 
(Aydin), Jun. 1842, BoissilE.C2s Prow. Mu1a, Mugish ("a,) 1832 
Auoher 252 (not 299; orig. synt. 0-B, ieo.IC) ibid., UotohI4La), 18339 
Uontbret; Prove Aydth/Dsnisli, Baba d4 2200-2300 a., 24 Aug. 1950,  1v5s 
18391a. C3s Provo Antalya, Choi dagh (Geylk dat),  Jul. 1845, Heidretoli. 
Galatia, *andjulik-Del iktaah (?), 1849, Tobihatobeff 683 (fide Penal, loc. 
Habitats Limeetone core* and mountain steppe; alt • 1219-2300  m. Fl. 
Jun.-.Jul* 
By its contorted habit and small linear leaves A. lepidotum 
resembles A, propinguum which occurs in the same general area in S.W. 
Anatolia and again in Armenia. The broadly apathulate, retuse and deep 
yellow petals which are furnishd with widely dilated dentioulate claw 
margin., the very short etylea, the densely foliate stems, and the white 
dense / 
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dense fruit indumeahm composed of small lepidote hairs distinguish 
A, lepidoturn from A. propinquuin. The petals of the latter are narrow s 
obovate, entire and pale cream; its styles are very long, up to 5 sim. 
long; its etens, tiough conferted, are laxly foliate, and its fruits 
indtun.ntum is sparse and composed of large punctate l.piiot. scales. 
Boissiex' a specimen from Honas Q is chosen as the leototyp. of 
A. lepidotum in preference to Auoher a collection from Mudia  because, though 
in Flora Orientalis (1867) Boissier corrected the aamb.r of Auoh.r'8 
gathering to read No. 252, he had referred to it in the original descri-
ption of A. lepidoti as No. 299. Aucher's No.252 had also been previously 
described by Boissier in Ann. So. Nat., sex. IL 152 (1842) as A. 
at]anticum var. calycibus hispido lanatis. Pxrthennore, the Boissier 
gathering is provided with mature fruits as well as flowers, .rsaa the 
Aucher collection only has flowers. 
A. ]epidotum is indeed very rare and has only been collected ones 
since 183,  from near the type locality (Davis 18291a). Its distribution 
is rather anczuoloua, occurring on limestone sores in S.W. Anatolia and 
again in Armenia on mountain steppe, the localities being separated by a 
matter of approximately 900 km. 
441. 
53. A. 1aaaiti* Hal., Supple Conap. Fl. Qr., 10 (1908); He.yek, 
Prod. Ti. Pon. Bale., 1 432 (1925); Rech. file J'i. Asgasa, 223 (1943). 
, (Cret.)s in rup.atribue at. Lasazi, distr. Mirabello 
(Piiotoaetzios), 1 Jun., Jul. 1899 9 Baidaooi 154 (ho1o.o-Hal., iso. 
Q.-BB, w, c, x, ). The type citation covers two collections, that of 
1 Jun. from diat. Mirab.11e, and that of Jul. from diet. Phiotokastria.. 
Distribution and habtta$, Raze eMainia found only Crete. 
442. 
. At UbMiglicM Bois. & R34r., Dian., 2 (8),  35 (1849); 
Boise. j, Ti. Or. 1276 (1867); Iau1in, Dow. Pbo. Crets, 707 (1869); 
Eal., con". Ti. Or, , 96 (1900); B.ia. Bail. Jahresb. Tltsd..-st. 
Land.-Lehr.re. Wieti.Jsuet., 3.rb  45 (1908); Ryk, Profi. Fl. Pan Bela. 
432 (1925); Rech., fil. Ti. Aegaea, 223 (1943). 
V (Crete) $ in Uante Stra.vapodis oscine exoisleo jugi 
Si11ctotiai rate, (1981 n.), 10 Jul. 1846, fleidr.iah (15 09) (holo.G-B., 
ie04. E,W'41a1.) 
metributio!& e Kabit at' Rax Alpine disnic of oaleareous rooka 
and acre. In Crete; alt. 1981-23 00  m.F1. Juri.-3u1. 
443. 
55. A, pT'opjnQwm 1nmg. in Boil. Jabremb. Zied.-Oat. LaM.Imhr.rs. 
Wien.-Neust., ,, 22 ( 1909); Borom., Sjmb. Ti. at knit., 54 (1936), 
dseo. 
s (ThrEmy, B!, Pray. Erzincan)* Bacharsuck en upbrat 
03a0rsuk are Avsin, TGm1iy.Xemah), 9 May 1890, Sinteuis 2206 
(hole. I?. iso. W pro part., 1 plant of A. oahro1eicuin & 1 plant 
representing the type collection of A. propinotwyi). 
.stributjpns Rare endemic known from the type oolleotion from Be 
Anatolia, one collection from S.W. Anatolia and two ool1octioafrs. 
the CJilioian TeanLao, Map 19. 
TURT. C2t Prove MuLs, 3aadx'ae dads 2200.2300 m* j, 23 Jul. 1947, 
1vi.s 13537. C51 Prey. M-, Ala da, Tasipinax, 2400-2800 a., May 
1961, 2tgr 	Ala dad,  9.omstal, 2000 a., May 1961, Sohi.chtl. 
Eabitgs Alpine on sorees and gypeAm rook; alt. 2000-2800 a. Ti. 
L1a-Ju1, 
The arlgi"4 enterial used to oir.zaacribs this species h am not 
been seen. An attempt was made to find it in the Natural History Musuna 
In Vienna, where most of Beumgartnex' 'a Alyssum types are retained, but to 
no avail. Baumgsrtner states that the type collection is labelled an 
4, lepidotujas hoeever, the only specimen available from the Sjntenjs 
type sathering (w) is not so labelled and, in fact, is composed of di..-
oordamt elements, i..* one plant of A. a hrolsuV and one plant which 
exactly matches the description of A. 	 As Bomflfler cit.g 
the type specimen of A._px'opinqivam(labelled A. ieidotu*) and gives for 
it an amended description of the leave., it is swesumed that he axanined 
this/ 
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this mterial sithsr in Bsa']Jn or in the Hmi.skneoht H.rbsriu now in 
Recent collections of this ipsoisu from the Cilician Taurus have 
helped to fill in the large Ipp in Its distribution. It is possible 
that eventually A. ispidatum, which has a vory similar disjunct diatri-
bution, win also be fouz4 in the Cilioian or Anti-Taurus, 
445. 
56. 4. lanceolatm Bala€. in Jai2re.b. raiser Franz J0f... L,i 
On. Oberrealech., Raden bei. Wiea, Z 11 (19U)j Czern. in ?.d&. 
Rep. Sp. Nov., , 272 as A, iranioum (1930); ]tech. fil. in Ann. Nat. 
&s. Wien, Up 380 as A. ire.nica (191). 
* A. 
 
&Mnic= Csern. in Nat. S73t. Herb. Hart. Bate Rep. Rose., 
$ 31 (1921) - 	Raus.kn. ex *aag& 
L5.qrnbjeRmftg Reche fil. in Phyton, 1 54 (1951), 	sa 
z3v1 
A. IMbEMIAM Parsa, Fl. Iran, It 730 (1i), amen nay=1 
A. pereict auo$. per..,&on Boisderl 
4. iai.11.rj auci. pers., 	Boisder & Bthss* 
Ty'p, (Iran)s Tuierzjen, Mt. Kular b.i 0udan (Kopet dagh), 
2134 m., 28 Apr., 30 Kay 1898, Litwino 569 (halo. V, i.e. of  K, B). 
Distribution and Habitat: Rare ntontane species on serpentine and 
calcareous rocics in N. Iran and Atg'"i.tsn; alt. (1000..) 1700-3000 
(-.3900)m. Fl. Apx.-.Jun. 
At the sass time that Bsumgartner (1911) daeoribd this species he 
published the description of A t &D&gr Rua*n. ex Baang. A, leggg 
was based on a LiLwJM gathering (No.569) from Kopst-D. in Iran, and 
A. Jrardn was based on sight synt7pes oollectd by Strauss in Iran 
between the years 1897  and 19049 all of *iah were designated (In sxsioc.) 
by Eausa,ct as "A • iranicu". 
The later homon.ym, A. iraniam Casra. (1924), ua.i the I4twjno, 
No.569 as one of its myntypes. Though R.chinger (1951) realised that 
A. .iranio / 
/ 1 6-fjt • 
A. frjoti Cssrn. could not be applied beeauae of the earlier A, iranigam 
Eauelcn. ex Bau., he did not appreciate that the one of the iyntype of 
A. iraniom and the ho1otps of A. I 	-Iwtm were identical, and supplied 
the binomial A*ommJWkowdm to refer to Ceerniakouka' a species • Parsa 
supplied yet another nomen novum ( A* Obabadrux) for A. irwasm Czsrn. 
The other Ljtvjnow numbers (570 and 571) cited for A. trazia Ceern. have 
been seen in various herbaria (a,w) and fall into the range of jamm- 
Utum BWAR& 
In the absence of any material of A. psraiaims other then Aucher' a 
type gathering, it is preferable to maintain A. pezejaum and 
as distinct epoiea. The abundant material of 1, en.oJt*, 
especially the recent Hedge azA Isnilelbo collections from Af,niatan 
(1962) cannot be .uat.t with A. pea'si. The final decision of whether 
theee two tern are really distinct species will have to be delayed until 
additional collections from Central Iran can be evaluated and compared 
with the ant ezial known as A. lanoeclatum. 
447. 
57. 	-A-# Mrsi .oisn. in Attn. So. eat., ser. 2, IL 152 (1842) 
BOiBB., F].. Or., 1.$ 279 (1867) in Jar8b. lai..r Pi'.ni Joa.f- 
Len.-(inn. Oberresl3oh., Thad.n bel Wien, J& 15 (1911). 
: (Iran): Ian (Iafu}iatn), &W= & = 	 1089 (boJo. 0-B, iso. 0 9 W, 
Distz'j14ion; mown only by the type nolleotion frcm Central Iran. 
448. 
8. igngeI.Iori. Boise, & B&so in Ncuv. 	Soc. Nat. Nonce, 12, 12 
(1860); Bois., no Or., , 279 (1867) Bosch in 71.Oauo. Cx'it., 
(4), 582 (1909); Bswgo in Zshreeb. raiser Trans Josef-Lend.- b'uii. 
Oberrealach., BS4In bd Wien, JZ 13 (1911); Groeah., P1. Xavk, •d. 2, 
, 216, t.249 r8 (1950 ). 
.t A. haiasta*tum Avet. in Izvestia Akad. Isuk. Ai. 352, 11 (ii), 
93, f.i (1961). 
3yntipegi (Russian Armenia) t in den Vorberg.ri des Kisi1Aih bet 
Osenrin in der N1ie van Eriwan, 21 Apr. 18479 Thihse 93/I (orig. LE, 
photo. Z, tea. 0-B), (Iran): Gebirgebsi. 3esd (Dak balla) 24 Apr. 18499 
Ruhss 1358  (orlgo a-B, tea. Z)* 
atribut ici and habitat: Alpine and mxtano species on mountain 
ecrees in Russian Armenia, Caucasus, Assrbaijan and N. Iran; alt. 1981-. 
2800 ia, 71. Apr.-Mq. 
Specimens of this apeai.e have never been seen from Anatolia, 
though recorded by Boissier (1867), Busch (1909), Baumgartner (1911) and 
Groseheim (1950). All of the records of A • mueJieri from Anatolia (e.g. 
Boissier- Anchor 251) can be referred. to A. araenum. The easiest character 
to distinguish A. muelleri from A. armenum is the distinctive indumentum 
of eaoh. The silvery indumentum of A. muelleri is primarily composed of 
appreesed man-rayed lepidots or sublepidote hairs; that of A. armsnu.m 
is greenish or at the most greyish and composed of few-rayed, though often 
branched, stellate hairs which often appear atrigose on the pedicels. 
449. 
A. iziuslieri is usually a ooarser more robust plant with smaller floral parts 
and fruits than A. anenum. The petals of A. armenum are retuse, glabrous 
and flavoua; those of A. muelleri are entire, densely pubescent and pals 
creea. Another difference i8 the widely spreading, horizontal or deflezed 
pedioele of A. axmerumj those of A. mue].leri are strictly ascending, though 
sometimes divergent. 
In addition to the Aucher specimen, Boissier cites a Szowits 
gathering from "Anatolia"; however, the label on this material in the 
Boissier Herbarium in Geneva clearly indicates that this collection was 
made in Azerbaidjan not from Turkish Ainenia. The LAmge collections from 
Mt • Elbrus and ?rov, Klorasaan in Iran do not represent A. muelleri (as 
Boissier claims) but A. lanceolatum, 
The excellent illustrations accompanying the description of 
A. bajastanum pennit this binomial to be referred to A. muelleri. Numerous 
specimens of A. muelleri (E,IC) collected, from near the type locality of 
A. hajastar. un cannot be separated from it because of the continuity of their 
variation. 
550. 
59. A. iranioum !auaalui. ex Dowes. in Z*hr.sb. Ka$oez' Franz Joeipf-
Ltd..-uGyit. Obez'i.aleoh, Su dan bsi Wien, j, 9 (1911.); Bomm. jn 
Beth. Dote Centreib., , 303 (1910). 
%mo o , dimorheaepelnn 31,,r in Pal. Journ. Bot., Jar. sort AL' 171 
(1%8)t 
AP lanigerum DC. var. nV& Pax'as, F].., Ira s, It 721 (1951) t 
	
ftrn 	(iran), Su2tanabad ad Mantes Karagan, V& Guliava (In 
d.olivitibue niontie Kuh-.i-.Ou]iaas) 28 Apr. 1902, strw4w (orig. B, nova ) 
ibid., Kuh Nolcsch Kene, (uh Noah Kamer-Taahal, in modte Nogreh Ken.r), 
20-25 	, 18929 StEWas (orig. B n.y., iso. I, JE, 0-BB); ibid., in 
montibus Pefreach, 18979 Strauss (oxig. B., n.y.). Ksrmauaobah 
(Xerniansehah), in Mt. Changueohdsehiaa (argue&4e&iica.), 1 Apr.  19039  
9txsuae (orig. B., n.y.), ibid., ad Deoheffenabed (inter llflaws4 at 
Buructeohird), 7 Apr. 19031  Strauss (orig. B., nova); ibid., ad Sslth 
(S&me), 23 Apr. 1903, Strsø (orig. B.,n.v.); ibid., nit. Xuh Parikha 
(in montibus Ku i-Parikha), 11 Apr, 1904, Strauss (orig. B n.y., ieo.W); 
ibid., ad rupee pr. Bisitius (ad BisItun), 24 Jul. 1903, Straue (org. 
B, n.y.). 
str1butioiis $ria, Jordan, Israel, N.Iraq, N.Iran, and Afg'ar4etaza. 
R%bitw ts An Ireno-Turanian speots, found in Art bat eta Steppe, 
elevated pltesus, dry hills, bare chalk bills, gravelly banks, and 
mountain .oreee; alt. (610-) 1000-3048 (-.3658) a. Ti. Mar.-,Am. 
451. 
Before the type material of A. diaorjhoseialua was examined, the 
author entertained the possibility that this t axon vas a component of 
Sect. Gamosepalum the specific epithet dimor phosepalum refers to one of 
the major diagnostics of that section. However, the type material of 
A. dimorphosepalum kindly loaned by Professor Zohary, Department of 
Botany, Hebrew University, Jennialem y Israel, though resembling some 
species of Seat. Gawoeealn in certain features (i.e. having whitish 
flowers like those of A. tetrasteinon, A. lepidot—stellatum and A. 
papilagoniouzn) has ao , other characters d.tagnoatio for Sect • 3aiosea1um. 
A. djmorpho.e.lui conveniently agrees with the numerous gatherings of 
A. jranioum in morphology and distribution and must therefore be reduced 
to eynonyny. 
The sepals of A. dimorphosepaluiu, contrary to the specific epithet 
and description, are not truly dimorphic as they are in all components of 
Sect • Gaanoaepalum. That some of the calyces on some (but not all) of the 
type collections of A. d.inoroeepalum appear to be ooipoaad of unequal 
sepsis, is an artifact caused by the withering of the floral parts before 
the plants were collected.. The plants possessing these withered sepals 
were obviously growing in a very scorched environment. Additional 
collections from Syria and the Tranejordan (Davis 55789 6104a 9  5696 and 
9532) have normally developed and homomorphic sepsis. 
Pares applied the name A. lanigerum var. cans, following suggestion 
by i'urrill (1930),  to two gatherings of this species collected by Gillett—
Smith in Iran. Thoui very widespread in Iran, A._lanigerum is a component 
of Sect • Oclontarrhena • The plants comprising A • lanigerum var. nana are 
depauperats compared to the more robust plants from Syria and Lebanon, but 
are clearly comparable to those specimens of A • iranioum which Hausskn.oht 
collected from the same general area in Iran and labelled (in exsioo.)"A.elymaitioum? 
452. 
60. A. aizoides Boise. in Ann. Sc. Mat., ser. 29 fl, 153 (1842); 
Boise., Fl. Or., 1 1 277 (1867). Pig. 1A, 1; fig. 1B 9 m. 
Type: (Turkey, B7: Prov. Erzincan); Armenia (Monte 01ympo-Kei dad), 
Aucher 271 (bob. 0-B, iso. 0, K, BM). 
Distribution: Endemic to Turkey from the high mountains of the Pontus, 
from Central Anatolia, the Anti-Taurus and the Cilician Taurus. Map 19, 
TURKEY. A?: Prov. Giresun, Eribal, high pass S. of Tamdere, 2350  m., 
7 Jul. 1958, Huber-Morath 14809; ibid., Sebinkarahisar-Giresun, 2100 
m., 24 Jun. 1960. Stainton et. al. 5832. B4: Prov. Konya, Kulukessa 
(Kurthasanhi), 1000 m., 1853 9 Tchihatcheff 305 (fide Fenzl in Tchih., 
Asia Mm., Bot. 1 (3)9 314: 1860). B6t Prov. Kayseri, Pinarbasi, 
2000 m. 9 26 May 1960, Stainton et. al. 5166: ibid., Bakir dag above 
Akoluk yayla above Kisge, 2700  ra., 29 Jun. 1952 9 Davis 19654: Prov. 
Mara, dist. çardak, Bent da, 2900 mo p 26 Jul. 1952 9 Davis 20328: 
ibid., diet. Gksun, Binboa dad, on Isik dad,  2300-2600 m., 28 Aug. 
1947, Davis 1435a; & 14354b. C4z Prov. Antalya, E. side of Qeyik 
dad, 2286-2338 m., 3 Aug. 1947, Davis 14547; ibid., Ghei dagh (Geylk 
dad), 1829 in., 18459 Heldreich. C5z Prov. Iqel, Taurus above Mrein, 
Siehe 352. Cappadocia,  18349 Montbret 2347. 
Habitat: Alpine on exposed and windy summit ridges, rocky limestone 
slopes and igneous rocks; alt. 1829-2900  in., Fl. May-Jun. 
This spici.s belongs to The 008p1a of spois Inoluding Ag 
elleri. 4,oaIeDitosw. A. iwim, A t dofl.j and A 
'sbicth orphologioally link Seat. &MEN to Seat. 0awoaepa1a (of. The 
?axoaioinio / 
453. 
Taxonomic Position of the Sect • Gsealwn. p.a)o). 	 is often 
oontu. ad with the partiAlly aynpatrio A. boislleri • In addition to 
the characters stated in the ky distin'iiitg these two species, several 
other diagnostics are of value, .apsoia1],y for flowering material. The 
appendages of the short filanaant. of A. aSso.dee ar, brother and longer 
(up to 1 ma. long and 0.7 une wide), and are usually bidentst•. The 
appendages on the short filanente of A t bor*uzsllsri are very fluruw, 
always acute and only a. 095  un. long. The stellate hairs on the often 
entire petals of  almIdIS are abort-rayed and aenesd; those on the 
always bibbed or retuse petals of A. bOrI**aeUerI are at least twice as 
large and have spreading or aubez'eot rays causing the lemim of the petals 
to appear .ubstrioes. The dimorphic indumentwn on the sepsis and pidi-
cola of A. borzie1lert is generally more strongly developed with denser 
and longer furcate rays • The pediosis (nature or 1iture) of A. aioidec 
are all aproTisately the same length, but the lowermost ones of 4.born-
*e3jor, are 2 to 3 times longer than the upper ones. 
The Sintecia (Jo. 323) record of A., ainoidon(Brrm.rtner, 1909; 
&rnmllsr, 1936) is the type of A. h*rdi 	en* ney. in S.ct Gamoaepe3j. 
454. 
61. 	bor-mmellemmi Iauesb. ex Dgen in 8.t. Bot. Z.it., j& 108 
(1898); &ig. in Bell. Ja)n'.sbe, 	 Lend.-Johri.. Wi.n.-. 
N*w1., 1,6p 27 (1909); Dorme r Syb. .4 Fl. Anat., 54, to 2 (1936). 
A. bcriie11ri Hauaslcn. in 8at. Bot. Zait, Q, 211 & 393 
(1890), qgm 	MI 
Af dr% 	Hausalcn o  gp, cit., 393 (1890), 
A,draLfoisH'kn. & Bar=. in Bornm., ID. cit., 551 
Jeototes (Turk*y, 36. Prove Sly...) a Pontus ditionia Sivas in 
mont. Teohamlu-bel. (9amlibel dad), 1700 a., 31 Ur 1890, 1oi'11.r 
1698 (02,1g. JE, n.y., i.e. W, 0-BB, at). 
Distribitloau Endemic to The Central and I. Irano-Turanian region 
in Anatolia. May 180  
TI3BJET. A5a Prov o .aaaya, Sagan da (air. Aaaaja), 1500-1600 a. 
14,.18 May 1890,  13oi,ml).ar  1945  (orig. ejnt. J, n.y., lao. Tq C, 0-B39 
K, at); Ibid., Ak4ai  are Miasya, 1850-1900 a., 9 & 17 Aug. 1889, 
Borvler 1505 (orig. ayut. JE, n.y., iso. W, C-B, K, at). B6a Pray. 
Sivas, Ak dah two Karababa dad, 27 00 a., 1-2 Aug. 1889 9 Bozl1. 
104 (wig. ejait. & ho3o. A. drabifarain J, n.y., lee. W, 0); ibid., 
Techapail (epni), 2300 a., Jun. 1914 Sjteh. 423;  ibit., 0ró- Sivas, 
1 ka.  N. of Oth'dn, 1350 a., 28 Jun. 1950, thjb.r-Mora$h 11971. 
Babitat $ Marl and limestone acres and aaloar.ous steppe; alt. 
1500-2700 a, Fl. Lay.-Jun. 
45 :. 
In its liabit this species resembles A S oaesDitoeta but the latter 
may be distinded easily by its densely pubescent petal claws (net 
lsMna), hcxphio sepal Judwwwtum of lepidoto seal.., and an over-all 
ind*sntua of silvery spidote-peltate scales with very short peripheral 
mys (as Fig. 1L, a). The hairs of 4.. box.Ur6 thouak lepidote, are 
aiwsys provided with long peripheral ray. (as Fig. U, 1). 
The babi$ and facies of A borae11szj is also 'ri(l..r  to that of 
4, doier'fleri frcei Or.eo. .t4 Yugoslavia. The diff.rens.s separating 
these species is iaoiiaed in the foU owing teal.. 
4., bu.we11eri 
petals 	. long 
3el )-4.5  me long, ovate, with 
wide hyalinergina (0.4-0.6 .) 
lon fUeszts 3.5-4 en* long 
short filaments  3-3.5 mw . long, 
with short appendages (o.0.5 en.) 
ped.io.ls longer than sepsis 
Upper osuline loaves not strongly 
involuorste, 6-8 x 0.5-1. ura. 
4.. do.flsrj 
petals 8-10 en, long 
sepada 5-7 ene long, lano.olat., 
with narrow hyaline margins 
(0.1-0.3 en.) 
long filants 6-8 se long 
short filaments 5.'.6 ene long, with 
long appendages (e.2.i.3 a..) 
p.die.ls shorter than sepals 
upper oauline loaves jw.mineotly 
involuste, 10.-20 z 1-2 ene 
One at the r4Utypen of . OwmMellsa (.zil]er 1O4)  is also 
the type of A. drabifoziis. This specimen does not appear to differ from 
any of the other ntypo gatherings of 4. bor&elleri. 
o4zI] br 1698 was chosen as the 1 ectotype for this speeles because 
it is tbo only gathering among the original arsitypoo iblob has mstvre 
o 
fruits as well as flowers, and has never b.en confused with any other taxon 
as is the come with BoLLer 15. 
Schulz / 
456. 
SoIsils (1927) contended that the seeds of A. bori.11.ri do not 
produce a layer of mucilage in the presence of meter, a process which 
prevails in moat other speci.. of Sect. AlLesum (ala. Sect. Moaioouo 
Ssot • Psilonima and Sect. 0amo.ejs1*). H. claimed that instead of 
the expected atcilago formation, the seed surface we minutely papillose, 
and that the narrow wings on the seeds of A. borrieU.ri were also 
papillose-toothed. This minutely papillose condition of the seeds in not 
unexpected and is obvious in most 	iacl#'sg Sect. Odontarrh.na. 
The present author has •r 4 aid seeds of several recent gsth.rings as well 
as of the syntype collections of A. boyse)2..rl. for nwilaas production. 
All of the mature seeds not over 10 years of age produced a copious layer 
of mucilage when imnersed in wet.r. Those seed. which were 10 years of 
age or older exuded little or no mucilage, as we the case in most of the 
syntype material • The seeds of a duplicate specimen of 	4239 the 
collection which Schulz investigated, did not produce sq atoilage. It 
is suggested that the amount of mucilage produced is directly proportional 
to the age of the oolleotious and also the state of maturity of the seed.. 
Most of the seeds examined from 	423 were in fact tantum and could 
never have germinated. It wee often observed in the course of mucilage 
production, tt the visouous substance was exuded from the seed surface 
in linear chains, and caused the seeds, before the chains had coalesced, 
to appear ciliate. A ooupamblo appearance is seen by the growth of 
pr212çnis on an insect body. 
A Z 7 -, I 
62. &S. t&i4etm Heldr., in ached. herb. Graee. Namale (1897) 
Heldxeiah 1405 	in Vex. Zoo-Bet. Gea.i1., 	703 (1898)p Hal., 
Conap. Ti. ai'., Ij 96 (1900); 	in Bell. Jahxeeb. Ni.d.-8at. Land. - 
Ldu'ere. Wien.-taiaat., 36, 31, (19 09); R*yek, Prod.. Ti. Pi. Baic. L 
431 (1925). 
____s (Greece): Mt • Targsieua, in mamzo caouxdne iagioc Elias, 
2134 n. Aug. 1897, Reidreich 2405 (bob. W-al., iao. G, G-BB). 
Distab-Atom and Habitat: Baro monian epecica known only from the 
type location in the Peloponnese; alt. 2134. FLJim.-&ug. 
458. 
63. A. doerf].eri Degen in Danko Acad. Wiasmt. Wier, , 708, t.2 9 
t.54-f (1897); Deger in 8et. Bot. Zeit., Z  105 (1898); 	in 
Beil. Jahrssb. Nied.-st. LsndLebxers. Wier.-Neust., J& 29 (19 09); 
Hk, Prod. Flo, Pan. Bale., Is  431 (1925);  Schulz in Nat. Pflanzanit., 
17b, f. 299 (1936). 
bpes (Yugoslavia): in rupiu,n fissuria regionis altins alt. mantis 
Ro.ov. props Zbaaka Maodonis. cantrali., 25 Jun. 1891 	48 
(hole. Bp n.y., iso. W-"Bal., W,G.BB,K,1). 
Djstribution and habitats &4.mio to a few mountains in I1. Greece 
and 3. Tugoelavia. 71. Jun. 
459. 
64.. A- oaesi)itosr=9tig9 in bil. Jahre.b. Nied.-5at, I*n4.Lebr.i's. 
Tlien.-Nust., 16a 26 (1909). 
ype (Purlcey, B5# Pzov. Ni1e): Cappad.00ia, Ut ech .Ka*i-sIgh (l.i.ndis 
daj), ftw  Nig(i., 1300-1400 a., 44 Jun. 1898, Sth. 73  (holo. ?, iso. 
W I Of O..3B, DO. 
Djetrit*at joni n&aiiio to Me and Central Anatolia. Map 190 
TEM. 35* Provo Kayseri, Erd..ohias da8h (!z'oi.s dad),  May 1902 9 
Zadebour. 36: Prove Sivas, 0thn, 1400 a., 28 May 1960, Staigilon 0. al 
5227; ttid., 1219 m., 19 Jun. 1954, Dayls 21952; ibid., 	Sivas 
Mei pass at Bshramcah, 34 km. N. of 0z'n, 1 km. fxcan Bbrthi.lik, 1750 not 
28 Jun. 1953 3, Th1be ,_2z1th 11972. C5: Prove Mans, Ala dad, to 
s1ital, 1000-15OO rn., )r 19619 Soliieohtl. 
abtat 2 Limestone steppe and eroded calcareous shale; alt • 1000-
1750  m. VIO Ziay-Jun, 
The Taxonoajo Position of the Sect. Gamosepa]um, p.200 and Tables 
No. 59 6 and 7 point out that this species in Sect. Alyssum most closely 
appoaohea, in its morphology, Soot • Gamoaepajum. A. oseapitosum can 




(a) 3eri.s Gawosepalua 
65. A. tetretemon Boise. in Ann. So. 'eat., Sex'. 2, i7 153 (1842); 
Boise., Fl. Ox'., L 2 	(1867). 
A. tetrastemon var. oapatocioa Boise. in Ann. So. Nat., air. 
2 9 17, 153 (1842) - n var. oaDpadooi* Boise., Ti. Or., ly  
278 (1867)! 
T 	Ciliota, Akdagh, (nr. Pozanti ?),ye 	 , 	 b  
1837, AUOheZ' 279  (holo. (1-39 iso. G,ic). 
Dj.atril*ztion: Turkish endemic frem the Cilioian Taurus and Csnx'], 
Anatolia, Map 21. 
TURXET. B5s Prey. Tozat, Yosgat, Jun. 19609  Curtis 112. B6i Picy. 
Sivas, Sivae-Xayseri, Generok s  1400 a., 23 May 1960,  tainton at .1. 
5099. C48 Provo Kcya, E'asusk. 1400  in., Jul. 1872, Peyronin ?; Prey. 
Antalya, Taurus Mts., Gh.i Dagh (Gayik dad,) 1829 a., 8 Jul. 2848, 
Heldr&tch 1036. C5, Prov e Adana, Cilicia, Akdaèi (ni's Pozanti), 
Macher 270  (hole. vax • cappadocica 1842 9 G-B, iso. w,x,). Turkey, 
subalpine Anatolia, Jun. 1352 9 N69 1063. 
Habitat: Fallow fields, steppe, alpine ears.: alt. 1400 - 1829 w. 
Fl. may - Jun. 
Boiseter initially indicated that this species poeae.esd an aspect 
similar to that of A. allantign Deaf,; however, a closer affinity Is 
found within the natural species complex of Seat • Gainosepalum. The 
f.ur.s distinguishing this species from its closest ally, A. 1.pidoto- 
461. 
etsijatun are complete oonoresoence of the wings of the long filaments, 
larger sepale and petals, dimorphic indumentun on the inner surface of 
the sepal., and the larger leaves with an over-all sparser indintuau. 
With recerkabi. insight, Boissier (1867) observed that the faoi.s of 
A. tetrastenon resembled that of Ptilotrichum aaneeoene. The 
alligmeent of Pti1otrioun to Alyseum Is expanded earlier in this study 
(p.18) where Ptiloti'johum canesoens is regarded as a component of 
Ajseeum Seat. Alyssum. 
Judging from Boissier' e description, A* totrastemon was the first 
texan in Alyseun in which fusion of the long filaments was observed. 
This feature was donied later by Thzeer (1888 as A. a1.aam f. tetreatemon), 
1gen (1898 ) and Baumgartner (191115), but in all oases theee authors 
examined material other than A. tetraetamon. The cohering long filament., 
a character of major diagnostic value in all members of series Geaceepalum, 
are consistently present in this species. 
A • tetraatemon var • oappadooiaum (1842) was based on a different 
Auojiar inanber (270) but was probably collected at the now time and 
locality as the type of A. tetrastamon, Macher 279. It is conceivable 
that Boissier misread the numerials vkon he first examined the amt.rial, 
and in fact latex crossed out the 0 and replaced it with a 9. There is 
no doubt that the two LuchgE collections in the Boissier herbarium an 
oonepoifio. The record of A, tetrastemon (endemic entirely in Antolia) 
from Iran (Parse, 1951)  refers to the same species considered by Dsg.n 
(1898), i.e. A. iranioun in Sect. Alyasws. 
Baangnrtner (1911) correctly referred A. t,tra.t.mon var. latifoli.um  
(Boisuler, 1867) to A. eguterianua, a specie. in Series Libra with 
predominately lepidote indianentum and free filament.. 
462. 
(Bauacn. di êi,.) 1td1., oonbe nov.; 
sga in Notizbl. t. 4.r. s. 1.rtte-)sh1an, , (91), 109 as 
	
(1927); BoR.; 	b* ad fl. Mat., 58 as 0osis1an 
c1936). 
Rats 	'$jtL flj 	OJjLiPY 	& lJoraa. in %ttt. 
. Bat. Y., 119 73 (1897)t 
aaDab 000iino 3mmkmo v o. ott., 74* 
ilo3?iPflnn ePido$. t.)lati 	isn. di Boran. in Bocrn.., 
Lee RU P 
1.ni per.ozthile 	 on oauline leaves of oopiou.17 bi'anshsd 
stellats hairs, as 0.5 mme M•  MMdUM JM2M osii46en1, I .8-4 . 
long. 	 , hoeionta1 2.5-5 was long, o • 1 we dietant, appear- 
ing abstriase. toanxds INGIVall with h.t.rmiorio isdaneatan .lai.lu' 
to Vat on sepelss QMWAs not int2ate4 in fruit, 2.5-3.5 x 1-1.5 (-'2) 
am* # with $ tuft of slightly tuberculate, .laple or 2-3-fUroat. hairs 
(0.3.1 ans long) at, ap, and apWeansd stellate )ive evexalle Petals 
zstu.s, sparsely pubssoent. Lp Moments (293-) 34 ane long, 
sonnato for at least 3/4 their length, tree spies. 005-1 ane ls.ge 
rt ti'Nlat. 2.5-3 an.a long# with basal appendages 095 we long. 
P.tdn 1.5-2 an. long. $iliau1 3-34 (-'4) x 2-3 ("3.5) an., ebtuse 
or trunots, with 1spidote hairs 0.24.3 —. 4in., valves un.ial1y 
infiMad. 
-TM s (Ti*sy, */i 6s Prey. 3Lps)  s in Pento Matrsli is 
4ealivibas spe'iot. inter ans .t Ut. TyldiMagk (Tildis 4a), 
463. 
1300-100 m. 6 Jun. 1890, Bornir11er 1.671 (bob. .TF n.y., iso. O f  
O-.BB, K, 	
). 
Distribution: Purkih endtc from the central snd S. eteppe areas. 
Map 2].. 
PURY. B6t Pray. Sivas, 15 1o. S. of Sivas, arki1a-Tayseri, 15 
Jun. 1939, Reese; ibid., 0th'n, 1400 r., 28 May 1960, Staintonet.a1. 
5226; Pray. Mara/Miatya, Blbistan-1eM., 13 Jul. 1906, Post 91; 
Pray. Malatya/Sivas, 0e!rn - 1reride, 1524 m., 19 Jun. 1954, Davis 
21861 • B7 Pray. Erzincan, at Chs on the 1uphr", 1890, 
Sirrterds 2161 (ise. 2~Moseral%m cone, K). 
Pbitati tepI,e and o1oamcis bills; e.lt • 1300-1 52 . Fl. May-Jun. 
Thie species is rearded as the type species cf Sect. Oamceepalua 
and its typical series. The reasons for recognising Grnosea1uii a a 
section ritbdn Alyssum rather than as a distinct genus are exp1ain'd in 
the section entitled The Taxonomic Position of Sect. 0sr.nosea1un P. 
This species is easily separated from k . aplaoriic'rn, tith which 
it 1ms sometimes been confued, by its Merely retuse and sparsely pubes-
cent petals, shorter styles, more spreading usually horizontal pdicels, 
and few-fruit d condensed i'aoee. Considering the morphological expressions 
as a whole. A. 1ej4doto-stel1atn is more dwarf and caespitose when cci-
trasted with the erect, luxuriant an coarse appearance of most specimens 
of t. yaphlagonioum. 
Both species are endemic to Anatolia and overlap in pant of their 
ranges; A. lepidoto-steilatum appears better represented in the Eastern 
and South-astern steppe regions, whereas A. paphlagonicnzn exhibits a 
more / 
464. 
e westerly and northerly distribution pattom, aztendiig from sow 
stoppic enclaves In the likizI n• region of North-Central Anatolia to as 
far east as Prey. Oans (Sinte4. 3125 and Balls 1552). 
Sju1s (1930) oorr.otly redz*od Go.tps1isi oonfins (Used on 
Sintotha 2161) to mrnovqW under A, lepldoto-stsllabin. This collection 
aatehea A. 1spidoto-et*Uptu on all dzaracters exosyt the petals *ioh 
are nearly as large as the largest found in A. Daiib1agonio%I. o. 6 m. 
long. 
465. 
67. A. paph1aggnio 	(flaua*n.) Du41, coab. nov.; Sohuls in Notiabl. 
Bot. Gart. Mua. Borlin-Dahiarn, j9, (91) 9 109 as 	 ( 1927); 
Boxnm., 	b. ad P1. Mist., 59 as Gamoggalum ( 1936 ). 
ell., G osepaJtis paphiagordoum Hatsabi. in Mitt. IMr. Bot • Ver o t , 
2.19 7' (1897)t 
gWaasal-w al.yaeoidss Bausaka., op. cit., 75, pro parts ouoad 
plantsa Sipikorda a Sintosit. lectaznt 
P1nt perannial. In nettua on cauline leaves of sparingly branched 
stellate hairs, 0.5-u1 amo dies. Jruittng rsatee elongated, (2-) 5-7 on. 
long. Pedjoels aecauding or spreading, (1r) 7-9 =6 long, 2-5 mmo  
distaut, appearing atrigosa overall with heteromorphic lndumautua similar 
to that on sepsis. Spala inflated in fruit, 3.5-5 x 1.5-3 ia., with 
hat eroaoxhie indonta overall of strongly tubexoulate, simple or 2-3--
furoats hairs (0.5-1.5 mmo long), and apprsass& stellate hairs, hyaline 
margins 0.2-0.3 (-0.4) . wide. Petals biiob.d, densely pubsood3t. 
Long filaments 3.5-5 am, long, aom,ate for at liset j their length, free 
spines 1-2 mo long* 	qz't jit 3-3.5 ias long, with basal appendages 
1 isa. long. sty-leg 3 isa. long. Silioules  3.5-4,5 (-5) x 3-1 	., emar- 
ginate or truncate, with jopidote heirs 0.44 9 5 sao dias., valves :t 
squally inflated. 
1'.j•i (Turkey, A.4/5s Provo Xaetsaonu) $ Paphiagonims, diet. I(aatain-
bull., In mantosia etKpv a Ziseiltacha (riei1ie-K.tai1a) pr. l'oesia, 24 ?&ay, 
1892, WMawks 3865 (halo. JE n.y., too. 0-BB 9 It ). 
.strtbution RAsmic to the Central and I.LAnatolia. Map 20. 
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WIfxr. A4t  Praye çHri, at 9ankiri in the valley of öalrm.lrl i-dsrs, 
800-900 rn. 6-16 May, 2 Jul., 19291,  DormMller 13789. A7s Pray. 
(Jpan., 3ipikor-9e, 1372  m. 26 Jun. 1934, Me 1552. B68 Pray. 
Kayseri, Pinarba,i-Paaarviran, 15 km6 W. of Pinerbasi, 1540  m., 22 Jun. 
1951, uberhMarath 10989; Pray. Sivas, 30 kav S. of Sivas, Ulap-Malatys, 
17 Jim. 19393,  Reese.  B7z  Prove bminoan, 8ipikorda, 29 Jul. 1890, 
Sintenis 3125 (orig. synt. Gnosepa1urn aly'eeoides, J, n.ye iso. i). 
NJ. of Tzz 01U, 15 May 1951, BJ.rend 226. 
flabttats Vineyards, serpentine end. non-caloazeous sores, and !A 
steppe; alt. 800-1372 m. Fl. May-Jun. 
This species is partially eypatric with A. )opj4otc-st.l1stum and 
In addition to the differential oharacters cited in the discussion of 
that ep.oi.i possesses several other features .tch may be conveniently 
used. The sepals of A. RUU&  ,N=Lgft thaw a tendency to be aubinflated 
and are separable with difficulty at maturity. Thos. of A. lepidoto,-
stellatum do not illustrate &zW obvious inflation and are easily separa-
ted at maturity. As indicated in Tables 10.5  and 6 the inflation 
tendency places A. palaonioarn at a higher specialisation level than 
A. lepidoto-.stellatum. The over-all indumentum of A. vaphlaipAig= is 
composed of larger and coarser stellate hairs, and the floral parts are, 
on the average, larger than those of A. 1eDidot9-.teUatum; however, on 
individual specimens (Huber-Morat3a 10989) the range of variation is too 
great to allow these species to be safely distinguished on theae quanti-
tative Characters" 
A. paDhl*gonicu* / 
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A. 	1pnj 	&pp.m to hays an idaphic .frsnoi fOr s'ps- 
tins or igneous ubbl* ,  IhOrms 4. leiidoto-.t.11atum is confined almost 
itiz'.17 to calcareous soils. 
s of the specimens from Pxoy. Gth14ane ( 	1552) has a note on 
the label to the effect that the flowers are smt-.osntd. It is not 
kncn if this feature is shared b7 A, 1spi4cto-.tel1ati. 
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68.. A. thcs (Thiber-oratii & Reese) Thz&ley, cb. nov. 
i P$11otrjn tlyrnoDeH uber-Morath & Reese in Fedde. Rep. Bps 
nov., 24  40 (1943)$ 
i!: (?u2!kay, 05* ?iov. Ni41a); Cappadocisa, Steppe bei Bar, Vilajet 
Zfi, 10 Jun. 1937 9 	(bolo. Hub.-'Zor.). 
tbutos An Irazic-Turanian speoies ezzLimic to Central Anatolia, 
URXT. B41  Prov. An1ra, 45 km. S. of Ma, road to B1*, Beynam 
orn*ani, 19 May 1960 9 Xrazio.u; ibitl., 50 km. S.E. of Jpkia,  Be-nam 
Oxtsani, 1500  no# 2 May 1958, Wrkat 105354; Pray. Xonya, Cib-nbey1i-
rulu, 9 Ire. S. of Kulut 980 m., 1 Jun. 1956, Uubar.orath 13725. 05* 
Prov. Jibe,  Nike ukila, h1h  pass 45 Ire. frca Hièe,  1560 ii., 10 
Jun. , 1953, Uuber4oth 12816, 
BAbita: Steppe, y4oat fields, eruptive stcnsj in association with 
.zuza &Um alt • 980-1560 m. FL • Jun. 
As Boissier (1867) noted, a similarity exists in the habit and facies 
of Ptjlotrichurri canescene and Alyssum tetrastemon; likewise, Huber-Moratb 
makes a similar observation regarding Ptilotriohuza purireum frm Spain 
and his now taxon, P. thymops. It is interesting that both workers chose 
species of "Ptilotriohum" which can now be referred to Alyssum Sect • Alyssum 
(of. p 18 and Synopsis of the Genus Alyea= p. 181). The major feature 
of entire petals which Huber-Uorath uses to assign his new species to 
Ptilotrjolnan rather than to Gamoeapalum (bibbed petals, ficl. Raussknsoht $ 
1897) is only of differential value between species and cannot be used with 




Huber-Morath correctly point, out that Ptjlotrjchum thyops is 
closer mor1iologLcally to Gaisosepalum lepidoto-stellatum than any 
oriental species of "Ptiiotrichum", but that the connate sepal, and 
long filaments of the Gamosepalum were not found in Ptilotrichum 
thymope. Examination of the original material revealed that the 
fusion of the long filaments, the "pseudo-oounatiou" of the sepals and 
an indwsentum of few-rayed stellate hairs (not lepidote as indicated by 
Huber-Morsth) were consistent in A s th.imopa. Theee features ally it 
directly to the complex in Sect. Ganosepaium (Series Gamosapalum) 
containing A. teti'aatamon, A. lepidx,to-steflatiim. and A. paphiagonioum. 
A. thymope, which is partially sympatric in the Central Anatolian 
steppe with two of its closest allies, A. tetrastemnon and A. psphlagonicua, 
may be distinguished from these by the weakly dimorphic and sparse short-
rayed hairs on the sepal a, the obovat., glabrous and pale cream petals, 
and the very narrow linear-oblanceolato leaves, the uppermost not 
involuorate. The narrow wings of the long filaments of A. thymops ].d 
Huber-Morath to describe "stamina non alata"..."; however, these wings, 
- narrower than in any other species in Seat • Gamosepalum - are of 
further distinguiRhing value. 
It may be observed in Table. No. 5 and Jo. 6 that A. thymops is 
the most specialized representative of Series Ganosepalum and holds a 
comparable position of ad-vansnent to A. oorningii in Series Libra. 
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(4) Mwe QMtOSBPA1 
(b) 	Series Libra 
69. A. bwVALdgjEJMM N, no ex Bmg. in Jshreeb. faiser Frsas 
Joeef-Laed.-Oan. Oberresl.ah., Badea b.i Wiens, h& 16 (1911) Borsa. 
in D.ih. Bat. C.ntmlb., 2.9 186, t o 1 9 f. 1 (1914); BoulotnO7, no 
Lib. & Syria, p1. 38 9 t. 14 as £, tat toa (1930). 
As tetraztnon Boise. var. I-- tifo1i Bi, l. Or.,   , 278 
(1867)1 
As 1pic1ot*u eerti Post, 1 . 	Pal & '3- in ,, , , 85 (19321 
Baias. 
Leotoi: (Lebanon), Libanon, Deoh.b.1 Baxk, ad nivee, 2100 a. 
15 Jun. 19109 13or02E 11405 (orig. W. iso. at  K,  Imp  B). 
1sribit1.oiz 5, Anatolia, Syria, Lebanon, Israel and Iran. Map 21. 
TUBYET. 03, Provo Aatalla, Bez'ket daA (9alba]i dat) 1816 9 Pestalossa. 
04* Prove Konys, J.libel dads Kai a-Ermek, 2020 a., 10 Jun. 1948, 
Th.aber.-oi$h 8213 RM Ride . C53 Pray. Ad*i'a, distr. Karsiseli, NJ. 
of Pozanti, 	a, 9ulwr yaylaai 1750 a., 29 Jun. 1959 s, ber-Moratb 
16226. C6s Pzo'v. Urfa, Asir O.did, Bazijik (Bir.oik), 1524 a., 7 
Jun. 19349 Balls 1313; Pray. Hatay, ia-is dad, 1300-1400 a., 27 fty 
1956, XrsyA 119. 1)6$ Provo Hatay, Mt. Caøsius (Akra da), Jun. 1846, 
Doloder 
Limestone sores, subalpine regions and pastures; often in i-i nus 
ni'a wood.; alt. 1300-2100 no no lay-Jun. 
Designated as the type species of Series Libra, A. baumgartnerjnrni 
possesses the important features defining that natural oomplex. It nay 
be/ 
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be distinguished from Ag MIVUWSVJU thenit to be closely related and 
with which it is osatigmous, by the obtuse, oboveU or spathalate , s1ins 
leaves which are iwmd.sttl.y irr.oluorat., usually entire petals, wider 
byalinw s.p.1 mrgine and .1.s densely pubescent styles. 
Box Waller ol..i (in 2si.sr6508,) that no r.lationaad.p oxiaU 
between this species and 4. 	 This ocacspt is z'.J.ot.d by 
Benmrtasr and the present author. B.rtr hint., however, that 
the 4eh alpine A. 	 Y1%vAimw night be considered as an "soologioul 
vioarianto of the .entsn. or steppia As 	 similar to the 
relationship between A._ovireiws Kamm and A.. *ln&aia B.rnh en 
i11d. in Rasters Amps. It 1* obvious that thoui A. hetnermn'rna 
and A s 	 are both included in 8.ct, g&jgLepjLj& they represent 
different aorpho1oioal trend. (for s-imples fused long file'ts and an 
11  1- 
	of fewz'aysd stellate , hairs of the latter, versus free but ,4 
jao.it and often ovarlappiag lone tilesen$s, and an iM&aent of N1-r yed
lapideto or si&blpidnto hairs of the fozeer) Ibiah say be en1prsesed 
as natural WVUps or men., with the other components of the section. 
Tbo reduction of 4g jqjnMMM var. Jjgjj& .jW to @W=mM by 
aamrtaer is Juitifiett by comparison of one of no specimens of this 
variety (fioth) from the Boissier Earberium at Gomm with the type ccl.. 
1.ction of A. b,avrtnerjpi,m. It is necessary to point out that the 
Of As MANMEM (Boissier, 1867; from lit, Cassius: Post, 1890 9  
A. leiidotua (Poet, 1896 and 1932) and AL. ff'utu*ei. (?ristren, 384) 
are an referable as A. bmurtner1m. 
me osranos of A., kanamsdmn in Anatolia has act bun 
rmewiously/ 
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.vtoue1 recorded, but the oompari.on of the material cited with the 
type collection of this species indicates that th' are oon.p.oifio. 
Prof. 7ohary has assured the author that this species farum large and 
colourful populations on alpine seroms in Palestine and Lebanon. 
One collection from Anatolia (Thiber-oz'ath 16226) in indicated on 
Us label as having white flowers. This observation probably stans 
from the fact that upon drying the yellow flowers of m&M A1ism fad• 
to a whitish or crea tons. 
47 3* 
10. A ecrii Dudley, sp. nov. Fl. 7 Pig. 13, v. Map 21. 
* . • tetrtn 30is. 'var. A"A*dmx-%O= 3018. 9 Fl. Or., 10 
278 (18674 am ve oai,ai4oaiva bois. (1842)1 
At 121MWISM MRIM 	j 	 jØ 1$4 JQ$f..T4J%4... 
Oma. 0berea1eci., Baden b.i Viaxi, Jj 5 (1911)9 nm Boiva. 
(1842) 1 
£ffinid A. tton Bois aL Jutbitu .L1veo, i&uaanto .x 
toto f.re monciior?k&o pile stelIatis paoia r didt.e brevibut3, foliie 
hwAivlutie, r'aoecit oionti aaltitru.$i diffart, 
eaa pexenis, suberOCU vel pat ,nt* baai ii1timiioaa .1 iaffrut-
ioaii, 7-12 . aita, -10 (-15) . lata. ILaa$a ex toto irw.i.nto 
oinGrGo-cano a pi.lie waUatie dneia pinctatia smper etipitatie 
int.rduii rriafaI3te baei tubaroulati. 0.2-0.4 mmo latia radiis br.vibus 
Val loagia 510.adiatis crae.ivaoulis subersoti. (rare aipree.i.) 
ieqa1iae MIUMMOsis (hm lepidotia) ocumpoeito. Caulea fipriferi 
aeoe*iantes v.1 srsoti, 2-7 (.12) am. loogi* 34roa4 sterile. dons* 
Loliati, basi cauliwn f2orif.2on oofsrti, 1-3 ca. longi. Folia 
oaulium f1021f.z1v1l linearia, oblongs v.1 oblanceolata, acuta, 
3enem in petlol= att.nuata, 6-10 m. 1on, 1.5-2 (-'2.5) m. lata; 
mupariam longiora at latiora, ad margin.. mope euir.uts, non 
invo]uorata. P01 	u]1 et.rili* lin.ari-oblano.olsta, aouta v.1 
rare obtu.a, aoioulifo'Ms, subsuloata, 6-10 ms, Iona 095-1 (1.5) . 
lata, pius stellatia quam els fo]iorw* oauliwa floriferarm dsnsioribua 
at mLdoribuse Agng simplex, brvibas, sa.ps confartue, rare 
sUbaibellifonuis, post antba.ia 610etua ea.ps .oriib.a&a aaealis 
csqua1ibes / 
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*equalit*, 144 (-2.5) a. longue. Ndic.11i ei'eato-ten$.s, strioti, 
I#di, sibremarwip 3-6 mmo 1oni, id.1ie stellati. Azroatie ot 
subarectie eicut øeLa obsiti* Sa mla basi eubcoata, laztc.olats v.1 
ovata, aauta, 3-3.5 mm. 1on, 11.5 m. lata, Obscure peaudoconnata 
ob pLli3 iniartextis cohasrentia, facile eapaxabilia, extue iaisn.nto 
pUts steliatis appreceis et mi's aploen versus pius faroatis basi 
tuberoulatia radiiB delioatietdj4a aimatis ina,ivalibue sex'iceis 
spiee v.1 dense provi, intus pius stellatis radiie i.lioatulia 
inasqualibus sericeis obsita. Petala in 3i000 ps11id', late eyjatulata, 
retusa vol subratusa l  4.5-5.5 . 1oci, 1-1.5 mm. latat  infra oon.tri-
ot onen inedianan unguc alato (ala derrtiaulata 0.4-0.6 wo lata) snanita, 
servo nediano unuia pUts stellatia pez'ois rsdiie haud renosie proviso, 
FLamenta longs 34 nu lon8a, libm, contigua, bilatez'aliter anguet. 
arinta, 8uperne oensim contracta, basi v.1 stian ad nadiun raze 
oonniventia sod facile sepembilia pUts atsilatie parois miruti. 
provisa. ELIMLata h=21i (2.8-) 3-3.5 ue bugs, besi dents breviesiso 
0.2-0.3 Mma  bongo proviaa. gviaal diaa per loculum. Stylus rostratu* 
v.1 eutostretus, 1.5-2.5 (-3) mm. bogus, in &imidio inferiors pUtn 
stellatin sinutis nvltiradiatia paroo vol dense pro am* Siliculs 
uniasminate v.1 rare duo*eninata, oi'biaularia, ovata, trunatata vol 
aubunarginate, 3.5-4 uun, loni, 2.5-3.5  mme late, valvia oarti]agiseis 
aequaliter v.1 inaequalit.r inflatis indum.n$o can dens. vsetitis. 
Ran Immuturumnon alatucu. Ti. .t fr. Jun. 
TUIEZY. C,s Prov. Konya, Zwya to 1tanhtni on new road, 18 ails. 
fraa Kona, 1050  a. t  in sow anolos.d forestay plantation, eteppia 
haijitat / 
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habitat, pole lesion pellow flowers, mrop 16 Jun. 1962 9 affi  M (B. 35911) 
(hole. i). 311* Prey. Ank*i, Oiarrkale (?) bet Ra.sia**, Bergs Stapp 
Kotte 1165 (!). ]35t Prey. HiLke, Tuft bet, Ji•, 1100 ii., 4 Jun. 1898, 
31 k0 60 (vi, K, 111, (3-3 2 B).01+2 Prey. 	Stppen bei Divie (Karaauin - 
Er41i), 1300 u., Jun. 1906, Siehe 241 (3)j ibid., 5ara7nft, oiv*rt Stop 
ro1 Kecari, May 1505, Bsad (&JK as A. tetraeton). 052 Prey. Mans, 
Partie mip4rieure do in Vo134. du K eoh1.Tohai (Ksmu1i), 1490-1500 a., 
16 Jun. 1856, BaIEM 493 (holo. var. oa4ocic*sn 0867, 0.3, tao. 0 9 (R). 
Thbitati !ntire1y confined to the Cent:a1 Anatolian steppe; alt. 1050-
1500 M. 
A pningii vas first distinguished by Boissier (1867) as A. 
etraete 	var. 	adooi, 	and differentiated from the typical 
A. tstrzttnpn by possessing "..& pili osines 1oiidoti at pules easp 
r'losi", oontastet to "1.4 auffrut,soen.s ispidotun at iAs%a1)e1' 
brevite tetose-hirn. cawUbus humilibua...'. This nane is 
pro-dated by Boissier's (1842) A s tetraateaogt war. eappadoejea iioh 
was based on different materi1 and is obviously a aynavqm of As 
totrastanop sopsu stoto, 
The iMurnentun of A. coz"rdjigii in for the most part sionouterphic and 
appx'.ssod., and lepidotg in the lower portions of the plant. That of 
At t!jx_% .&m is drpiio and distinctly hirzt* and tosientose 
especially on the sepsis, pediaele, and upper stasis and leaves. 
Bsuaahrtn.r (19 ii .6) stated that the Jadvaentm difference did not 
ustify the fotion of a sew species. 3ow.ver, sainstiaa of all 
available 
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available material indicates that the tthent character is of 
C1T16 
 
differential value when combined with the other numerous 
and consistent diagnostic chareaters. 
In addition to the characters detailed by Baissi.r, 4, cortiin,i 
(Series &Ubm my be separated frou 	.trsstenon (Series 
Gtaoeelun), the tazen with which it Is most easily confused, by the 
closely ad4aont but free long filament. (rarely coherent at the 
.xtrene bane); the narrower osuline leaves which are not involucrat.; 
and the ma.q-frutted, elongate racenes. 
1nvtflhi' (1911:5 as Ag t.tra.$emou) indicated that from his 
point of view the recognition of 4 tptQ var. capix4ocimn senu 1867 
as a variety or species was unwarranted. This was a definite departure 
frua his views r.gard..ng Ag qMdjM (1907), and it would appear that 
he d.id not examine the floral structure of both species, in particular 
the filament.. In fact, he had only one collection of A t oorniragij 
(ip 60) at his disposal. The deviating morphological characters 
distinguishing A. oorniwd.i from A. terastemon are consistent in all 
the populations and gatherings which this author has •'w4  ne&_, and are 
of significant merit necessitating the satabli .hinent of a new binomial. 
The distribution and general ecology of As -9-groUgii and A. 
tetristesnon do not appear to be mutually exclusive, though they have 
never been found growing together. Both species probably represent 
branches from a Osnosepaloid ancestor within the perennials of Beat. 
Alyssum and close to A. iranioum. A. aizpiO, 4. bortmnielleri, A. 
2zL. AS  itit 
The 
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The pecifio qlthet of this now taon kencurs a frie*d aDd 
b.rtefaøtor, Me Nonoreble rstue Coming Il of ftlbanj, Yew York, lhome 
support and intere3t made the author-la investigations of Llissua at 
EdinburSt a reality, 
.78. 
71. ig glarhurem Dudley & fitiber-Merath, am, nov. P1. 8 & 9. Pig. 59  
13-26. Map 21. 
ShLU • ? 0.oeepalua a1.yseoj&es Rsua*n. ih Mitt. Thflr. Met • Var., 
75 (1897), pro parte (luold piantam Sind.aohsr a R,itex' leotam. 
Ossnoaspalum paphiagonicum swam Bornm., Symb., ad 71. Anat., 59 
(1936), pro parte uoa& plantsa Msaopqtmiam a Randei-Mazzitti 
leotaxn, non Hauaek 
Atfini. A. bornnieliezi Raua.lw. ix Dsgst (seat. A1.ye.z), 
Dot... (Sect. Aljsa*zn) it A. haxputiao Dudley (Sect. Gamoeepaium), eat a.b 
citha. .peai.bua habitu &tvereo, aipalis amguatioribua margins miaibranaoeo, 
appeattae filamsntorua brevium multo brsviore d.iffertp inmup.r a prim 
form equamorm ispidotorum, pitalis retu.is vii bilobatis reo.dit; a 
ssotado ft1ntie longia edentatia l unguibus pitalorum pius et.11atis 
pztOvisis div*rgitj a t.rtio indumte diverao, petalie majoribus, pus 
stellatta foxm foliorum distinguitur. 
H.rba prmia, &Lffratiooftp dense oseapitosa, pusill., avltiraieaaa, 
set .4 basim efolitata g (so) 10-20 cm* alt.s Plant& ax toto induniento 
d.o appreaeo oln.reo-srgenteo equaiaie minute punotati. ispidotie (0.2-) 
0.3-0.5 muo diame vestita, sat superne it in inarginibue (rare in peginia 
ambobu.) folioxw aipsriorum induniento ut in sepalis diniorpho obeita, 
pidicellis it eapalis pius atel].atia radiis longia earicea-villoda 
v.atifls. Caules floriferi ereato-aecendent.., pare* foliati, (2.5.) 
8-40 one longie zri*ii sterilis mimerosi, deteissime conferti, 
tentss, dense foliati, 192-5 cm. longi. Folia oauliuzn f1oriferora 
linenri-oblanoealata, easailia, acuta, (5-) 10-15 mu. longa, 1.5-2 
(2.5) / 
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(2.5) =no lata, so.ndentes, miperiolls s.nsla inor..aitia, post 
anthssin deaidua; sum& involucrata. Polio ciiaUii etsr11tu 
oblanosolats vol subapatula e, souta, (2-) 6-10 en. long.., 195-2  en. 
1st,,. Corynbi umbelliformea aapitsto-rotend&ti, oongseti, 1.5-2 one 
longi it isti, floril*zs 5-159 P.dioalU In atatu fz'uotifero 3-4,5 
(-6) eno longi, oxaasi, rigidi, asowdaitee vii eubborisont ales, 
indumsnto dizaorpho so sepalorm simili dense obtecti. 3 a1& azbp.r-
siatentia, apios cuoullats, inasqualia, scuta ip pseud000urtata4 (3.5..) 
4.5-595 =06 longs., (1.5-) 2-3 en. lat&, margins byslina angusta, 0.1-
0.2 en6 lata squamie 1.pid.otie teats in d14dio inferiors intertextio 
oortnsta, extue equssie lepidotis minut• punotatia argenti. 093-094 en6 
diemo apiosm versus indumento disorpho • pus stellatis basi tuber- 
culatie serias-villoeia radiie insequalibue longie pauois vii nuserosis 
0.5-1 enu longie squamis ispidotie cornpoeito, intus inthisente dimsrpho 
paroe vii dense obteots . puts stellatie radiis eeriests vald.e inasquali-
bus duobus longis antrorse spprse.ia it pills stelistis radiis sequalibua 
brevibus cospoeito. Potala eniphurea, 1s1e spatulats, retusa vol 
bilobats, (5.5-) 64 en. longs, 2.5-3  en6 lets; unguis ad medium 
aenst rictus she latia rnenbranaomis eseps int.grie, nervo mediano pills 
stollatis eublepidotis radila paucie v.1 multi* eubersotis dense v.1 
sparse obeito. Filaments lcnâ 4.5-595 (-6) en. longs, libra, non 
ocTinata sod varus oontigua, edentats, anguete bilateraliter slats, ad 
basis eenaim d ila'tta. A*snts brivIs 3-4.5 en. longs, lSU&  slats 
v.1 angustisslme slats ad basin appandic. brevissima 'sinuts proaditao 
Arthezas aurioulatse, sptoe aettas, 1 en* latgaso 	in statu 
truoflfero, / 
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frtif*ro, temde ad basin dilatatu., (26-) 33.5 (-4) us, 1wu., 
glsbsr v.1 in diaid.to inferica'e pilLs atellatIA rsdiin atbsreatii 
obsitu.. Ovula* dzs per 30ou1. $11i1s 4.s.insta, rare 
dzethsta, orbioularie v61 obovata, trstosts v*1 obstu..., (Ir') 5.5.5 
(4) molo 18e, 3.5.4.5 mme 1st.., valvis osrtilsglnda mdfeste 
i*z.lit.r inflatie Sn'.xto dome arta"m e aquis sppra..is 
iiite punotatis lpidntis v.1 ib14*tI.. uzltiradisfls 0.3-0.5 NE,  
diamo oossjto obsitis* §MM p&221do bz*a, in aqua mmifente 
11moxa 3.5-4 , 1p', 3 mu lotus, ala 	ats (0605-) 041-0.2 mu 
1st... Fl. Jw., fr. Jul. 
WT, 261 Proy, I1alst's, Ka]kssi1h%s1 Istlidi ob Awamdep  
1000.1050 mu t 28 Jun. 1953,  L%taikag, 11969 (hole. Hub. -oz., i.e. E.) 
261 Prov, Ma1sta, Mszgs1Igs1, 2 Im mtliah ob 1rsda, on d' 
Strasse naob 0Ur, 1090 a., 28 Inn. 1953, Huber-Mozath 11970 (Rub.-*Pro); 
j, Merg]hul nzdli&i ob tse Dart Darsids, 950-980 u.9 20 Inn. 
1949, Thber-a 	9252 (Hub.-or. ) p AM& q Ibbrs Darind&i it Zivak 
Aiatoh (Akadsg), 14 Inn. 1906, &A 52 (o-,V.D. 	as 
pb1mnn). 09, Prey. Hakdri, -- Bsstsbi3s (Dytp,sbsp) pops Ho., 
iad.i& (laftys) - Sattak (9st.k), 1650 a., 27 Jul. 19109 	1264 
as 000eexb 4784ui4). 
NORTMM ST$IAI Ds.art rir. Rubat Antar, 3 May, 19009 	(, an 
Puotz!irnll*M l,zd4et2-etollatnn). 
NOZIRM IRAQi W.k Hwgs bsi Dartidns Gban (Dir Oman) In 
Doeheb.1 AW.1at (24be1-'Aba1 Asic), 6(a) a., AMMA jØti (t, as 
.s*lu a1rssoidss). 
Idasetase and ir1 ledgss, stspps hillsldas and eor..p 
also 600-1650 a. 
m.I 
The closest ally to this new species within Sect. ovolSphIm is 
probably A. hpuiioi. A. sUlDhursam may be easily separated from it 
by the osaspitoee, deiias cushiam4oxiid.ng habit, broader and shorter 
leaves, Waller lepidote scales with longer peripheral rays on the 
sterile shoot leaves and fruits, larger and usually bibbed petals, and 
the nau'ewer wsubranous sepal mergins. In addition, the stellate hairs 
an the upper caulino leaves, pedicels and sepals often appear strigoss 
with long, unequal and spreading rays. This form of indumentum is 
shared with A, bonm*eflezj and 	 in Sect* klyeese, from 
which A. aul urmmi may be separated by the same characters which dis-
tinguish it from A. bar'putjou*. The edentate long filaments and 
presence of ind'entum on the petals are also of differential value in 
separating the new species from A. aizoides, 
C oneiderable difficulty was eqerilmoed in placing A. sulvhursum 
In the correct section duo to this superficial resemblance to some 
SPOOL" in Sect. 	 The problom was clarified by observation 
of the &iaorphio sepsis which are adherent, at least basally, b.oauas of 
Interlocking hati's, the copious indinientm an the isr aurfo. of tbe 
sepals, and the edentate , contiguous, but free, long filaments of Ap 
piure. The difficulty in sectional placement indicates that 
Seat* Gamosepalus is probably directly derived from Sect. Alyssum. 
Eaueaknsoht (1897) was bewildered by this resemblance of 
9osab to jInga and discussed it at lngth when he proposed the 
binomial Gamoeealus aj..yaaoid.es for a Re*rter collection from Sindjar 
In North Xraq. This collection (not seen) and that of 	elzstti 
('alLazzetti, / 
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(Handel-lLszzettit 1913 and 1or11r, 1936) certainly repreezt 
A aulithurs*i. This view is supported by the fact that A.. milur. 
is one of the to species in Sect. Gasspa1um (the other being A. 
bgartzerianisa) with an Anatolian and extraJnatolian distribution; 
specimens having been seen from L Syria and An far east as Twftnh 
Urdistan. 
The epsoif to epithet &&Midoa applied by Hausaknsoht in G-
sepalum may not be used for this new tan; C2yp2]. a3yaac14,a L. 
(1753) me transferred to ALys.w by Liunasus in 17590 
;33. 
720 A. barputicum D&dley, op. nov. P1. 10. Fig. 5 9 1-12. Map 20. 
A. aizoidea aenau Bsurng. in Jabxesb. Nied.-Oat. Land.- 
Lehrero. Wien.-Ieuet., 1& 24 (1909) at aenau Berm., Synib. 
ad. Fl. Anat. 54 (1936) - non Boise.! 
Affjr1js A. lyoaoriioo Schulz sod squsais lepidotio duplo minoribue, 
caulibua longioribue asoendentibus, foliie euroulorum atorilium anguetior-
ibus, sepalia baud inflatie minoribus, petalia minoribua indumento 
parcioi'e differt. 
Herbs, perennia e bazi xamoea suffrutiooaa. Planta ex tote equaaie 
appreasia deaoiformibua albo-lepidotia punctatia 0.2-0.3 . latia donee 
veatita. Caulee florifexi erecti v.1 arcuato-azoendentea, 5-11 am. 
longi. Surculi ateri]ea numeroei eoque oaeapitoai, fastigiati, aecendentee, 
1-4 cm. longi, dense foliati. Folia caulina sesailia, acuta; inferiors 
obovato-oblanceolata, a. 4 m. longs, 1-1.5 mm e lata; medians )inearia 
vel lineaxi-ouneata, a. 10 m. longs, 0.5-1 m. lata. Folia auxoulorum 
ateriLiuni lineari-oblanceolata, 5-10 mm. longs, 0.5-1 z. lata. Corymbi 
eiiaplioee vol pauci-ramosi, oongesti, rotundati, 1.3-1.5 (-2) cm. lati, 
foliia caulinia eunmzia eubinvoluorati. Ped.ioej]j sub-anthesi patentee 
vol ereoti, o. 5 mm. longi. Sepala persiatentia, pseudoconnata, 
aubcaxinata, eubina.qjzalitia, spice cuouflata, aouta, 2.5-4 mm. longs, 
1-1.5 mmo lata, margins hyalina equamia teats, in dlmidio inferiore ob 
indumento intertexto oohaerentia, extus dense lepidota, intus pus 
radiia valde inaequalibue duobue longis antroree appresais at pus etellatie 
radila aequalibue brevibus vest its. Petals lutes, obovata vol 
spatulata, 5-5.5 mm. longs, 2 mme lata, spice integra vel leviter retusa, 
unguis / 
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uziguis margins hyalina in parte superior. dilatata, 0.2-0.3 nan. lata, 
pills stellatia paucie obaitue. Filamenta longa c. 4 mane lon, libz'a, 
sod vexum oontigua, edentula, bilateraliter memb?ana000-marginkta, 
euperne aensim contracts. Filanenta bievia 3-3.5 ann. longa, basi 
appen&toe brevisaina praedita. Antherae 0.8-1 san. lonie. Ovarium 
orbiculare, 2 sm. lorigum, 1.5 mme latum, danae lepidoto-squainatum, 
apice emarginatum. 212 rectarif erae prcminentea, globosae. 
Stylus in statu florend.t 2.5-3 mmo longus ad basin dense lepidotus 
atiginate globoso capitato provisua. Ovu]ae duae per loculuxn, non 
marginata. Fiuptus ignotus • Fl • Mai. 
bDes Turkey, 371 Prov. E1zi, Armenia Turoica, Kharit (Haxput) in 
muno monte Kisil Dope, 10 May 1889, Sintenj.s 323 (holo. G, iso. 0-33 0 
w,E, all as A. aizoidee). 
A. 	iqM most closely resembles A. loni.im which is, 
however, widely separated from it geographically. The diagnostic 
characters separating these two are easily observed. A. ]soaonium 
has large and extremely inflated sepals enclosing the ovary or fruit 
(presumably of dispersal value); whereas those of A. hari*itioum are 
persistent but considerably smaller and never inflated. The petals 
and lepidote scales of both species are similar in form, but those of 
A. harpiticum are always smaller. The narrow, almost needle-like, 
involute leaves of A. hartic4m are unique in Sect. OamoseDalum. Similar 
leaves, however, are possessed by A. pinifg1ium (Sect. Odontax'rhena Subseot. 
Sainarif.ra), thereby providing an example of convergence in morphologically 
and taxonomically widely separated tars. 
Baumgartner / 
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Bumtner (1909*24)  erroneously thought the type collection of 
A. hariuti*n represented A. aisoidea in Sect. Alyssum. Unfortunately 
he did not xs$ine an.y additional material and did not know A. aizoids 
sensu etricto, but rather relied on Stapf'. det.rEtltion. Born11er 
(1936) repeated this error but stated "folia Uneari&', accordingly 
widening the specific limits of A s alzoidge. A. hArptioum is 
morphologically so distinct that it should never be confused with argr  
other species, even its closest ally. 
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73. A. niy*** 1adley, ep, nov. P.11. Map 20. 
Affinis A. harputioo Thadlej sod habitu valde diverso, talus 
latioribiaa, p.talis loiigioribu. St equamie 1.pidotis majorjias diff.rt. 
!2rk perennia, oa.apitosa, aontsrta, 3 ome alta, 5 cme late, 
radioe prinoipali longs. Plants ex toto fr'ummato an4f6st. albo-
argsnt.o squeals lepidotie aultiradiatis appressis dieciformibu. 
manifesto panotatie (o.i -) 0.2-04 (0.7) mm. diam.dsnes veetita. 
?olj.a imbriaata, stuawma veris inoreeointia, seesilia, acmta, squeal. 
lopidotie 0.4-0.5 mme dian. dense obteots; superiors involuorata, 
linearis, oblanaeolata v.1 epatulata, 10-15 ma. longs, 2-3 mm. late; 
infera lanoeoiata vel obovata, 7-10 mm. longs, 2-2.5 mm. late. 
Cor,iebj sinpiloss, ocoferil, uisbelliformss, 1-2 cm. lati at longi, 
floribue 8-15. Podia-Ili in atatu flor.nd.i aubhorizontales v.1 
divergeuites, int.rdmm d.tlexi, 3-4 mm* longi, induinento dsn.o squeaL. 
lepidotis 0.4-0.5 ma. diem. teoti. B,Daia lanaeolata vol elliptics, 
obtusa v.1 eubsonta, baai subsscaato-angslata, leviter dinorpha, 
pesudo-oonnat.a sod faaile separate, in diaiidio inferiors ob inde'to 
intertexto oohasr.ntia, psrsistmatia, (3-) 3.5-4.5 mm. longs, (1.5-) 
2.5-3 mm. late, margin. byalina 0.2-0.3 ma* late, extu. indumento &snao 
squeal. lepidotie 0.2-0.3 mm. dieme provisa, intus pilLs etellatis 
appreesis imiltfradiatia sublepidotie pare@ v.1 oopioes munita. 
epetulata, retusa vsi sub-retusa, rare integre, flays, 6.5-7 mm. longs, 
3-30 mm. late, in urue seneim attermata vii ad medium constricts 
margins unguia seeps denticulata, sqwmis 1.pidotis 0,1-0 93 mms latia in 
ungu. (rare in lamina) obeita. Pi1axa.nta1o, libra aid verum contigus, 
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later&xx amnino oonnivtia, aa ~pstlsslme bilateraL ttsi abs, ad basin 
1e'vitsi dilatata, edantata, 34-. la. T-4jammll brevia 2.5-3 we 
1asLa, ad basin levitsr dilatata, basi appios brsviselao proviss. 
1 m. lon., .pioe obtusee usi eubacutaa, ossesoti'vo prolangato 0.2.0.3 
• 1d• 21t ai'its., globosa., lobatas. Ovulse duas per 
loculun, ut videtziv .olun um Vol due. naturents. Styles in statu 
f1ort 22.5 (-3) — . longus, rigidue, ad basin di1.tatua, in dinidlo 
inferior. (rare ex tote) .aw'a4 s lepidotie dan.is poisus, itiat 
nagm globose, proviaua. Oiariuv orbinilato-evatun, a4oe seazgiaatun, 
1.5-2. 	. lespimp 1-2 mo latun, iaaaeeto danso albo agamais 1.pide$i. 
0.4-0.5 Mo di.a. provi.uai. Jzuois ignotu.. Fl. may. 
IM Turkq. 33, Preye 	iehir, distr. Sivrthiasz', normstltsh 
Von Take Pinar, Steppe auf K&1k P 18 May 1941. Roolmm (hole, Bisb.uu'Mor.). 
A detailed comparison of the epsote. in Seat. 0-mm- e1un shows 
that A. nivø. $ steppe plant of very limited range, in eoro1ogioa11y 
closest to 	 nivz deviates by Its extremely r.duosd 
habit but with a long tap root (A. MMUCm having a net root ejst.e), 
wider loaves and larger l.pidot. soalse. rus petale may also be utilised 
to distingni.i thu• epoisat A& MjnM has very large, usually retuse  
petals with the wings of the olaw frequently dentivAlatel A. bart*ti 
has .aller and entire petals and matire *law singso 
thfortumate1y the .p.oias is only kno i fron the type collection of 
one plant, but the ntufierous norpbologloal disoontimaities which distiagaish 
It from the other .p.oi.a in .Ot* asroaeie1t seke specific razE 
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ecIeeary. A. the author failed to re-discover this sp.ai.a in an 
area near the type locality, it may be assumed that A. niVOM is 
extremely rare. 
This species may be rsgerded as a stage in the same loul de sea 
evolutionary sequence (Series Li bra of Sect. Gamoiepal) as 
.arp2tiCua and which culminates with A. 3aonjx. 
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741 A. lycaonicuin (Schulz) Dudley, comb. nova; Bor'nm., Symb. ad Fl. 
Anat., 58 as Gamoeepalum (1936). 
Gainosepaluin lycaonicum Schulz in Notizbl, Bot. Gait, Mus. Berlin-
Dahlein, 10, (91)9 110 (1927)2 
Types (Turkey, B3 1 Prov. Konya): Wilajet Xonia, Steppe bei Ioraech 
(Korai) in Lykaonien, 1400 m., Jun. 1906, Siehe 274 (holo. B nova  iso. 
BV). 
Distribution: Rare Anatolian endemic, confined to the Konya steppe. 
Map 20. 
TURKEY. C4 s Prov • Ko nya, Karaman—Mut, 7 kin • S • of Karaman, 14 Jun. 
1950 9 Reese. C5 Pray. Konya, Ereli, 1900 (1906) 9 Siehe. 
Habitats Dry steppe; alt. 1400 m. Fl. Jun. 
The morphological discontinuities which define the limits of this 
species are of such significance that confusion with any other species 
should not ensue. The homomorphic indumentum of very large disciforni 
lepidote scales (up to 2 mm. in diam.), the extremely inflated and 
enveloping calyx, the erect and tall growth and the non—irivolucrate 
cauline leaves which decrease in size upwards are sufficient to clearly 
distinguish this species from its closest allies in Series Libra, namely 
A. harputicum and A. niveurn. The distribution of these species is 
completely allopatric. 
This was the first formally described Gamosepalugi with prominent 
yellow petals, the feature of whitish petals not being useful to define 
the genus (Schulz). However, A. baumgartnerianum (described as an 
Alyssum, Bornmflller ex Baumgartner; 1911),  which is designated by the 
present / 
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present author as the type species of Series Libra, also has yellow 
petals. 
Of all the species in Series Libra, A. lycaonicum has the largest 
floral parts and the largest lepidote scales. It is concluded from 
Table No. 6 that this species represents one of the most specialized 
members in the section. 
49]. 
(5) SECT. ODONTARRHiNA 
(1) Subaeot. Odontarrhena 
75. A. corsicum Duby in DC., Fl. Gail., ed. 2 9 1 9 34 (1828); Fiori & 
Paol., Ic. F].. ItaL., 1, 165, f. 1440  (1899); Nyr. in Bul. Grid. Bot. 
Cluj, j, 1 25, t. 3, f. 50, 51, t. 5, 1. 77, t. 8 9 f. 101 2 f. 10, to 10, 
f. 127 9 128 (1927);  Huber—Morath in Fedde Rep. Sp. Nov., 529 194 (1943); 
Ny3. in Anal. Jcad. Rep. Pop. Rom. Sec. tiin%e Geol. Geog. Biol., ser. 
A t memo 3, 1 9 85 (1949);  Contandr., Recher. Fl. End. Corse (Thses 
Facu1t So. Montpell.), 135 (1962). P1. 12. Fig. 1A, j; fig. 2 9 i. 
A. bertolonii Loic. 9 Nouv. Not., 28 (1827), non Desv.3 
Syntypest (Corslca)t in Corsica circa Baetia (orig. synt. 0—DC, iso. 
G—BR, GM, K, E). 
Distributions Native to S.W. Anatolia but naturalized in Corsica. 
There is one record from Crete (Mt. Ida, 1949 in., Boissier; fide Fenzl 
in Tchib., Asie Mm., Bot. 1 (3), 311 as A. elatuins 1860). Map 29. 
TURKEY. B].: Prov. Izmir, Derek6y (nr. Bergaina), 60 m., 18499 
Tohibatobeff 327 (fide Fenzl, l o co cit.). B2: Prove Ktahya, Tav9anhi-
Ing81 9 7 km. from Tavari1i, 800-900 in., 23 Jun. 1962, Dudley (D. 36148). 
C2: Prov. Burdur, Yeibova—Dcniz1i, Salda G1tt, 1100 in., 1 Jun. 1962, 
(D. 35305b); Ibid. high pass S. of DIrmil, 1380 in., 29 Jul. 
1948, Huber—Morath 9265; ibid., Kizi1hisar—Yei1ova, 68 km. to Denizli, 
1000 in., 16 Jun. 19549 Huber—Morath 12826; ibid. Korkuteli—Teffeni, 
52 km. from Korkutell, 1100 in., 31 May 1962, Dudley (D. 35282); Prov. 
Mu1a, Marmaris— Datça, nr. Hisar8nU, 10-20 km. from Marmaris, 5-60 in., 
6 Jun. 1962 9 Dudley (D. 35406); 	ibid., Mula—Marmaris, 36 km. to Iluglat 
IMPYA 
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20 in., 19 Jun. 1954 1 Buber—Morth 12827; ibid., Mu1aFethiye, 10 km. 
from Mu1a, 590 in., 29 May 1962 9 Dudley (D. 35131); ibid., 57 kin. S.E. 
of v41, 21 Jun. 19549 Huber—Morath 12828; ibid., Sandras dat,  above 
Ala, 1219 in., 23 Jul. 1947 ? Davis 13618; Prove Danish, ibid., çukur 
k6y, from Denizli to Ronas dad,  1100 in., 30 Jun. 1 9359 Reese; ibid., 
Denizli-Acipayam, Ronas da, 32 kin, from Aoipayam, 1220 in., 10 Jun. 1954, 
Huber—Morath 12825; ibid., Cadmi (Honaz da), Gheyra, 1842 9 Bolssier 
(orig. synt. A. elatuin, G—B). C3s Prove Antalya, Gages (xir. Kuinluca), 
Forbes 43. Carla, 1843 Pinard (orig. synt. A. elaturn, G—B; iso. W, 0 9  
K). 
Habitat: Forming large populations in disturbed and ruderal areas 
neglected fields, limestone and conglomerate cliffs, infrequently on 
serpentine and mica-sohist substrates; sometimes in Pinus brutia woods 
and Querous macchie; alt. (sea level-) 100-1380 in. Fl. May-Jul. 
A. corsioum is a member of a complex within the typical subsection of 
Soot. Odontarrhena. All the species included in this complex are fruticose 
perennials with glabrous or glaucous or rarely papillose fruits and bicolored 
or conoolorous apathulate-obovate or obcw&este sterile shoot leaves. The 
closest Anatolian ally within this group is A. masmwaoum, from which 
A. corsiotsa differs by having considerably smaller orbicular or obovate 
fruits, shorter styles, larger and more widely branched ooryraba, and an 
intensely silvery indumentus on the sterile shoot leaves composed of stellate 
hairs with many, long and branched rays (that of A. masmenaeum is of dull 
appearance formed from email lepidote scales). 
Boissier / 
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3oisaier (1849 and 1867) unfortunately included this species In 
A. e1at. Mwn  the original material of Ae OI&IWB was .ined, it 
was evident that three taxa were involved; A. ooxsjcan (inerd and 
Doissier fran Cans and Cd- tsi); A. j1pang=0 (ot by 13);  and 
A  ,P elat (Heidretch from Tuhensli), 	eoauae of this confusion it isa 
nea.asay to saa1.i a I sototype (H.ldreioh' • ap.oiman) & 	theby 
permitting the other specimens to be treated under their correct epithets. 
The obvious characters of A, elatuin not shared by 4, ogratown are the 
orenulate wing on the fruit, equally oorsprsesed fruit valves, and the 
fragile reflexed pedicela. The habit and stature of the two are similar, 
but A,, ooi 	flev.xw and sets fruit sppriwat sly a month earlier than 
4, elat. 
The reason, for Boissier' a exi'or are not clear. It is thoutt, 
hoeaver, that he was unwilling to aaaiii the epithet -22WM to wW 
plant found in Anatolia, yet the fact that he initially labelled the 
Pj.nard collection as 	 van. 2rianta1e !4• reveals that he 
recognised a definite similarity to the Corsican. plants, 
For =uW  years Auvpsan botanist i, Including iyiy (1927), contended 
that this species was a Corsican endemic. Evidence elucidated ty Euben-
Morstb (1, j.) and Contandniopoulos (Zo, oit.) oaks it clear that 
A. ooreica is actually (a6 a native) endemic to VYestern Anatolia and has 
become naturalised in Corios. A,. gorcicuz is abundant in extremely 
localised areas in the Valli at Fango on Corsica. Huber-srsth maintains 
that the ocourrenc. at this species in Corsica (olcoe , to the old shipping 
Port of Bastis), though of long naturalised duration, cannot be Interpreted 
as $ relicien. The wide distribution In Weotazit Anatolia and the 
localised distribution in Corsica 1a4 to the conclusion that A. ooz'doia 
as an Myontiv. in Corsica has not been able to extend bond the area 
wher. it first became established. In Anatolia the conditions for 
extension are more suitable; the author discovered this species as 
far north as Prov. Xtabya (iar D-3614) and south east Into Iqcia 
(Dudisy I). 35382), accordingly extending the range far bond that indi-
cated by HubexMOmth. In some areas of Caria, A. oorsioum is eqxretric, 
with A. gjtLma of Subesot. !w*rifera, but is nor. widespread. A. sari 
completely replaces 4, ooraic*aa on serpentine outcrops and in nontane or 
alpine areas. 
The chronceoms ocepisment of A,. ggMiaw is 16 (Contandriopoulos). 
This number and chromosome configuration which she illustrates are not 
unexpected in A3yem. 
In oonvereat ion Huben'-LDratIi has hypothe.ieed that A. corsigym was 
probably introduced Into Corsica (hence described as an andenia) in ship-
Monts of grain from Anatolia. Very large populations appearing as 
acres of golden yellow when in flower - attain the beat development an the 
lowland calcareous areas in the Cans which e way have produced gmin 
for .xp*rtaticn, but is no,, for the most part, abandoned to 
cgz'sioa. A similar example is pointed out by Centandriopoulos 
Cerastium illyric Ard. 	 Dssv.) is a nativ, plant of the 
Bellamy Western Anatolia and Crete. Recently it has been discovered 
in very localised populations near a sea part on Cor'doa. The Cretan 
records of A. o.jozn (Penal in Tohih., 1860 58 A. .]atta) and Cargetium 
tlljnicun / 
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]L1YrLI* are probably due ale. to 1ortaticm of the .s.te in ehivante 
of gralm. Diplotaxia ssag. (De11i.Th) Grodz., until recently knem 
anly from Port Juvazal nsai Montpellier an the mouth coast of Prance, 
furnishes a al*iiar example. J.harA4.s (1922) record.s this tan as 
000uxTixlg abundantly in Morocco and Cotñandriapoulos als4e that this 
Moroccan undisia was introduced to Port Amenal in wool ab1meuña. 
An interesting use of 	 was observed Just outside Mt'g1a. 
Thi inhabitant. were collecting large bundles of flowering A. ooreio 
iioh, they explained., would be used to food goats and to wake a "herb 
tieTM. 
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76. A. masmenaeum Boise., Diagn., 3 (5), 36 (1856); Boise., Fl. Or., 
1, 270 (1867); lyr. in Anal. Acad. Rep. Pop. 'Rom. Sec, 4tiinje leol. 
Geog. Biol., sere A t mom. 3, 1 9 86 9 t.l, f94, t.6, f.14,15 ( 1949). 
A. xotschyanwn Boise., lo c. cit. - pro syn. 
Types (Turkey,  C5: Prov. Adana): in regions montana auperiori montis 
Masmenendagh (Cappadocia, 'a 25 lieues 550 de Caare) 8 Aug., 7 Sept. 
1855, Balansa 430 (175) (holo. C—B, iso. G—BB, W, K, BM, OXF). 
Distributions A rare endemic known from only a few mountains in W. and 
S.W, Anatolia and Anti-Taurus. Map 23., 
TURKEY. Bis Prov. Izmir, Nif dag, 6 Jun. 1881, Luachan (fide Stapf, 
Fl. Lycien, Canon, Mesopot., 17: 1885). C2: Prov. Muila,  Sandras da, 
above Ala, 1219 rn., 22 Jul. 1947, Davis 13562;  Ibid., 2200 m., 23 Jul. 
1947, Davis 13538; ibid., 1219 m., 22 Jul. 19479 Davis 13617. C5 
Prov, Adana, Antitaurus, Masmutli dagh (Alad4), 2000 rn., Jul. 1913 9  
Siehe 578; ibid., N. of Souko1ik, Ala da, 1800 m. 5 23 Aug. 1958 9 
Varkgraf 1122. 
Habitats Confined to serpentine rocks and frequently associated with 
Pinus nigra; alt. 1219-2200 m. Fl. Jul.--Aug. 
Boissier allies this species to A. callichroum (A. constellatum 
vars confertum), differing from it by its larger fruits and narrowly 
winged seeds. An examination of all the species in Sect. Odontarrhena 
reveals a more obvious affinity with A. troodi from Cyprus. Both species 
have concolorous leaves with an induinentum of lepidote scales. The 
obtuse or truncate fruits of A. masmenaeum are considerably smaller 
than the acute or attenuate ones of A. troodi. A convenient disting-
uishing / 
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distinguishing character is the non-irivolucrate cauline leaves which 
decrease in size upwards in A. maemenaeum; the cauline leaves of A. troodi 
increase significantly in size upwards, the uppermost being conspicuously 
irivolucrate and suborbicular or spathulate. Coupled with the involucrate 
levee of A. troodi is the fact that the fruiting corymba are condensed 
and subumbellate, while those of A. maemenaeum are widely branched and 
open. 
Usually A. maa!nenaeum is a much larger plant than A. trood.i; 
however, one gathering (Davis 13538) from Sandras da shows that the 
stature of the plant may be reduced at high altitudes, and is almost 
identical, in this respect, With some of the larger apecimenta of A. troodi. 
The relationship of A. masmenaeum to A. coricum is discussed under 
the latter species. 
It is unfortunate that the type material of A. troodi var* 
continentia was destroyed at Berlin. Th& conclusion that Schu1'a variety 
is probably applicable to this species stems from a comparison of the 
varietal description with the description and specimens of A. masinenaeum. 
The classical localities for both taxa are identical. 
A. maamenaeum has a disjunct alpine distribution, a feature 
explained by a definite preference for serpentine outcrops. Its presence 
in the Anti-Taurus (Masaeneu - Masmutli dad),  the type locality, and then 
again on Sandras da in South West Anatolia (c. 800 kme away) is related 
to the similarity in the petrological composition of these mountains, at 
least towards the summits, Further collections from the mountains lying 
between these two will probably show that A. masinenaeum occurs on those 
of serpentine composition, but not on those composed of calcareous rocks. 
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770 	 1yr. in W. Grad. Bet. Cluj. , f. 2 (19); Jyz 
In Anal. Aaad. Rep. Pop. Row. Sea). ptiboe Osol. Geeg. Biol., ear. A l  
wee. 30  A 869 to 2, f. 6 (1%9); Obanit in K. Sea. Bet. Pr., j, 
5 (1952). 
, (yria or Turka, 06, Prey. Hatsy)s Byria g Anoher 268 (hole. 
FL. n.y., iso. øia, G,, Mo  oxr). 
Distributions %rria, ? and the Amems of Turkey. Uap 27, 
JIfL$I. 06s Pray. Hstq, Ilma dad (&na), WbertEdl ibid., Amanusp 
Thabertxst (rid. Goabsult, bc, cit.) 
lyarady (2949) reuly indicated a relative relatiip of this 
epecies to A. Coretzw. A. mwmanamm and A. libanotioum. The esuline 
and sterile shoot leaves of A. arrImem  are bicolored and siwilar in 
shapes while those of the above.wentiawad tars si. of different ahaps 
ant osnooboisus, or if bicolored are oblanoeolsts and the plant is 
biannial (A. libanotioum). In over-all facise A. SG&MM resembles 
A* disoolox ,  but the morphological discontinuities of sherter stature 
ant infloreaoences, smaller leaves and larger flowers clearly diet inguish 
the former. The long filament wings of A. mrrimmum are ocunate for 
j4 the length of the filament and have a free apex of only 0.3-0.5  ane, j 
those of At. Almoolor are oamat• only at the ban and are furnished with 
a relatively long free apex (1-1.5 an.). 
As the only material seen of A. riacum, the type collection, was in 
the flowering state, no comparison of the fruits could be mats, but the 
iture ovaries of this epsoiea do not show any tentsrioy to be rugoss 
or utipitate as is the case of A. discolor. 
Zen. / 
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Xon• of the spsoisns ailed by Oo'u1t were sun. It is kwm 
from other Auohr 001100tia that D*ah of the area he inOOrpOX&te& in 
"Syria" now bilesigs within the Turkiá bsmdaxy. Proa this fact wi& 
the ullutions he has mesm # Gombault presomse that A o MZEjjM is 
alpine or mantam wdseic to the Amuzw.e which has never been fowd in 
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78. A. troodi Boise. in Buser, Supple Ti. Or., 49 (1888); Huter in 
Ost. Bot. Zeit., ,, 260 (1904); Rolmboe, Studies on the Veg. of 
Cyprus, 89 9 f. 24 (1914); Schulz in Ped.de Rep. Sp, Nov., 33 t 183 (1933); 
Nyr. in Anal. Acad. Rep. Pop. Rome Sect. tiine Geol. ()eog. Biol., sere 
A, memo 3 1 1, 10, to 5, f. i t 2 ( 1 949). 
A. coriaceum Nyr. in Bul. Grid. Bot. Cluj, 9,  46 9 p1. 31 9 to 4 9 
f. 67 9 68, to 6 9 f. 559 to 8, f. 72-74 (1929)2 
Types (Cyprus): in monte Tood.os Cypri (Mt. Podromo, Toodos), 17 Jun, 
1880, Sintenis & Rigo 844 (holo. C-B, iso. (1, W, W-Ial., CR, K, BM). 
Distribution: Endemic to the Proodos mountains of Cyprus. 
Habitat: Serpentine acree, stony slopes and dry hillsides mostly of 
N. exposure; alt. (305-) 1500-2000 m. Ti. Apr.-Jul. 
When Nyr#ttiy described A. coriaceum he had not seen any type 
material of A. troodi, but he admitted that they were probably very 
closely related. After examining material of A. troodi, he concluded 
in 1949 (a view upheld here) that A. coriaceum was conspecific with that 
species, and that being the earlier binomial, A. troodi must be applied. 
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79. A. discolor Dudley & Huber-I. , orath, sp. nov. P1. 13 & 14. Pig. 8 9  
1-11. Map 23. 
,ttffjrds A. syriaco. Ny&., A. libanotico iiytfr. et A. chondrono 
Burtt, sed ab omnibus epeciebus habitu altiore et magis diffuso, inflor-
esoeritia maiore ramis longioribus divergentibus provisa, fouls inaioribus 
petiolatis longioribus, et fructibus late elli'pticis yel obovatis coriaceis 
rugosis glabris baai longe attenuatis stipitatis differt; in super a 
primo appendice diversa filamentae lorigas receclit; a secundo infloresoentia 
inagno (haud suboonferto) divergit; a tertio (cui probabiliter magie affinis) 
forma et amplitud.ine fructuuni distinguitur. 
i1anta perennia, pulchra, erecta, suffruticosa, supra basin 
aiultiramosa, rauiis tenuibus subflexuosis. Caulas floriferl erecti, 25-40 
cm. longi, parce foliati, basi flavescanti-rubri, piUs stellatis parcis 
multiradiatis radiis brevibus lnaequalibus tecti. Surculi steriles 
erecti, a basi lignosi caulium floriferoru.m ascendentes, basi efoliati, 
5-10 cm. longi, supra medium laxe foliati, indumento denso cano obtecti. 
Folia conspicue bicolorata; pagina superior atrovirens pius stellatis 
punctatle minutis appressis multiradiatis sparsis vestita; pagina 
inferior indumento denso albo-cano e pills etellatis 15-20 radiatis ten-
uibus delicatulis appressis punctatis 0.2-0.3 (0.4) mm. diam. composito 
vest3ta. Folia caulium floriferoruin divergentes rare eubhorizontales, 
superne sensim decrescentia; inferior obovata, spatulata, obtusa, (15-) 
20-35 mm. longa, (4-) 6-8 mm. lata, petiolis 5-10 mm. longis; superiora 
oblanceolata yel anguste obovata, breviter petiolata (7-) 8-10 (-15) mm. 
longa, 1-2 mm. lata; summa sub-bracteata, oblanceolata, acuta, 8-10 
(-15) / 
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(-15) mm. lon.ga, 1-1.5 mm. lata. Folia cauliwn sterilium stricte 
div'ergentia interdwi deflexa, obovata, spatulata, obtusa, 1-20 mm. 
longa, 3-5 (-6) mm. la-ta, petio].is 4-8 mm. longis. Col7abi 7-15 (-18) 
cm. al -ti et lati, e ramis multis rlivergentibus val striote ascertdentibus 
3-5 (-8) cm. longis compositi; inf'lorescentiae u].timae suburnbelliformes 
vel in statu fructifero elongatae. Pedicelli tenues saepe filiformes, 
divergentes, 4-6.5 mm. longi, pius stellatis appressis panctatia minutia 
multidadiatia valde parce muniti. Sepala membranacea, manifesto nervosis, 
lanceolata vel anguste ova-ta, basi subsaccata, obtusa, 3 mm. longa, 1 nm, 
lata, induinento pius stellatis paucissimis appressis vel subappressis 
punctatis minutia brevibus paucis vel multis c. 0.2 tnni. diam. radils 
saepe rainosis. Petals obovata, clavata, integz'a ye] emarginata vel 
subemarginata, 3.5-4 mm. longa, 1 mm. lata, glabra. Filamenta longa 
3-4 mm, long, haud alata, appendice unidentata 1-1.5 mm. longa, basi 
connata. Filaments brevia 2-2.5 (-3) mme longa, appendice libra 
line ari-lanceolata acuta vel minute bi-tri-dentata 1.5-2 mm. longa. 
Antherae 0.8-1 mm. longae, auriculatae, apice acutse vel subobtusae. 
Ovarium 1-1.5 isis. longum, 0.5-0.7 mm. latum, oblon,go-ellipticum, acutwn, 
gi abrum. Gi ardul ae I nco nepi cuac, minutae • Ovul a uria per lo oulum. 
Stylus erectus, tenuis, 2-2.5 (3) ram. longue, glaber, stigmata magno 
capitato 0.2-0.3 mm. diam. provisus. silicula late elliptica vel 
obovata (rare orbiculata) (5.5—) 6-6.5  mm-  longa, (2.7-) 3-4 mm. la-ta, 
basi longiseinie attenuata, stipite (0.5-) 1-1.5 mm.  longo, valvis 
coriaceis aequaliter inflatis glabrie manifeete rugosia prorainenter 




TURKEY. C3z Prove Antalya, Bucht von Adrasan an Sdfuss des Tabtali 
da (as "albali dat)  swisehen çirali und Finike, Macchia auf Kalk, 
0-300 in., 27 Mat 1950, Huber-Morath 11755  (holo. Hub.-Mor., iso. E), 
Us Prove Nu '1a, Maxmaris, 30 in., Pinetuni brutiae on serpentine, 24 Mar. 
1956 9 Davis 25246 (E); ibid., Hisarntt, Marmaris-Datça, 80-100 m., 
saxatile on dry sandstone rooks, uncommon, 6 Jun. 1962,  Dudley (D. 35410) 
(E); ibid., Mu1a-Marmaris, 5 km. from Marmarie on descent from high 
pass e 150-200 m., common, saxatile forming dense thick clumps on 
limestone cliffs and acrce, 5 Jun. 1962, Dudley (D. 35391)(E); ibid., 
hills on south aide of )Iarmaris village, 100 in., common forming dense 
clumps under Pinus brutia and Smilax, 7 Jun. 1962, Dudley (D. 35458) (E). 
Habitat: Rare endemic on serpentine, limestone and sandstone cliffs 
and scree; often associated with Pinus brutia and Smilax ; alt. 0-300 fl, 
A. discolor comes within the complex of species including A. corsicum, 
A. masmenaeum, A. syriaoum, A. troodi, A. libanoticum end A. chondrogynum, 
all of which have glabrous or papillose or glaucous fruits (never with 
an indumentum of stellate hairs) and usually broadly apathulate or 
obcuneate, often bicolored sterile shoot leaves. 
The new species differs from its allies, A. syriacum, A. 1ibt.noticum 
and A. chondrogynuin, by being a more spreading plant larger in all its 
parts, and by the broadly elliptic or obovate, rugose, basally long-
attenuate and stipitate fruits. Furthermore, A. discolor may be 
separated from A. syriacuni by the long basally connate appendage of the 
long / 
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long filaments; from A. libanoticurn by the many-branched carymb, the 
shape of the leaves and the life form (A. libanoticum being a biennial 
with oblanceolate leaves)i and from A. chondrogyriuii, to which it may 
be most closely related, by the shape and size of its fruits and the 
lack of any inumentum on the fruits (the fruits of A. chondrogynum 
being orbicular or oboordate with papillae on the valve surfaces). 
Recent collections (Dudley D. 35410) possess broadly elliptic and 
somawhat larger fruits than the obovate ones of the type material 
(1g. 8, 1 & 2). However, in all other characters, including those 
of the fruit, the new material corresponds completely with that of 
Huber-orath. The fact that the fruits of one recent collection 
(Pudley D. 35458)  match exactly those of the type collection, iwlicates 
that the fruit shape, especially, of this species issubject to marked 
fluctuation, even between populations in close proximity. 
This beautiful chameaphyte is endemic to only a few localities 
in S.W. Anatolia and exhibits a preference for calcareous situations 
and. low altitudes. One gathering (Davis 25246) indicates "serpentine", 
but it is notable that these specimens are poorly developed and somewhat 
depauperated compared to populations from calcareous substrates. Most 
of the plants which the author examined in the field formed large 
woody saxatile clumps on limestone cliffs near the sea or on calcareous 
rubble with Pinus brutia. 
) .. 
80. A. 1.ik"Lam War. in Thu. Gd. Bat. Clizj, , 839  f.1 (1938)1 
NfAro In Anal. Load.. Rep. Pop. Rem. Soot. tiix4. Goal. 3oog. Biol., 
ser. A, m. 39 1 86 (1949). 
v (Labauon)s Liberian, 1896 9 Pauu.s. Botros (holo. JE). 
Distribution and habitat i Lebanon. An addition to the type collection, 
Davis  5964 indicates that this species may grow on cliffs at an altitude 
of 457 meters and flowers in July. 
50 t:,. 
81. As  emoIi 	Nyn in Mule,  ()ziid,  Sot-, C1u3, 2 43 to 49 f. 709 71 9  
to 549 to 7 f. 69-71, to 9, f. 71 9  p1. 309 f. 293 (1929); lyar. in Anal. 
Load. Rep. Pop. Ram, Sect * tiiz4. God. G.og. Bid., sir. At m. 3, It 
92, to 69 f. 7 (1949). 
., A. eao11ki'uu, f. tyritoum Ny&. in Peddi Rep. Sp. Nov., lat 393 
(1930)1 
A. Moljb*p f. 91061MUM Nyr., pp, cit., 394. 
A. b1)r,piam Jyz. f. 	 op. cit., 394 & 395. 
yntyeas (Greeo.)s in suniiie saxosis Snolika distr. Konitza, 18 Jul. 
18969 Baldaao. 206 (orig. BP. n.y., iso. W-Hal, WU, Up ). (Albania). 
Maja Ramat  aerp.ntin, 1400 met 4 Jun, 1913, XOtix1izt (orig. BFIIJU, n.y.). 
Distribution and habttats Confined to serpentine in LW. Greece and 
Albania; alt. 2000-2338 a. Ti. Juno-Aug, 
This is another species to be inoludd in the complex containing 
A. ooz'aioun. A. masuenasum, A. ey,iacam. A. troodi. A. disoolor. 
A. ohondro&vm3m. A. oxvoart*m. A. libanotioum and A. b.rtolonii I)sev.; 
they all possess a frutioo.e habit s usually glabrous or glaucous or 
papillose fruits and obovate-apatbzlate leaves of the sterile shoots. 
NyiCrdy indicated in the description of this species that the 
inature fruits had sparsely dispersed stellate hairs. Kmm4nition of the 
type gathering and additional material reveals that this fiature Is by no 
means consist=* on individual plants or populations. Usually the sparse 
indintum, when pr..eit, is deciduous, causing the mature fruits to appear 
entirely glabrous, a situation accounting for A. mwllkmn var. glabrm. 
The' 
The forms of 4 	 ich Jtrdy later treated as varieties (191 9) 
do not represent constant patterns of variation, and are accordingly 
reduced to nor. 
A. kosa var* obovatifoiiu and A. baib4oaa f 
(1949 as variety) wer described from the same general restricted area 
near I*24a in Albania as At smoijkawgm f. g1sb. The  photgraphs, 
illustrations and desoript ions of these tara Indicate to the present 
author that the differential obaract era are not consistent with the unit. 
of A. bertolonU eubep. aoutarini Nytr. (4'b'Ib'micuz fb elatia Nyu. 
and A. koj&IMM var. trt Ny&.) and are beat treated as syncepw of 
A. saolikazu* 9.#M 1st. 
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82. A. qhpIP 	irtt in Km Ballo l 101, p1.I (1949). Fig. 1*, a. 
Type, (Cyprus), ldmaaeol district above Tea, 600 m. 10 Apr.1941 9  
Davis 3083 (holo. IC, iso, 360-,  is  Rub.-Mor.). 
Distribution and habitats &idemio to the 14'eeo1 district of Cyprus 
on opn ohaif hillsides, sompentine aczse, Mali frmation; often 
associatot with Puma brutia; .lt. 305410 a. Fl. ar.-4. 
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83. 	Am SEMBEEN Betas.  is  Bsl.,av',  3 (5)9 35 (1856); 	Boise., 71.. 
Or., j, 269 (1867); 	Itsr. in Anal. kited. Pep. Pep. Porn. a.e. ptiioe. 
Gee].. Geeg. 11IoL q sere At  m0m, 3, at  IN  t. 49 f.1, t.59 f.39 4 (1949)0 
, 	_su1oatjfrgna Rar. in Dial. (;rd. Dot. Cluj, 9, 47, p1. 32, 
t94 9 f. 65966, $.6, f. 569  t.8, f. 75 (1929)2 
M18 (Turku, C58 Prove Adana) s in retiona alpina infezjori rnortis 
-maldamt inter Taw= St urbarn Csesareaa (1 25 lisuss an 880 d 
Csard.), 8 Aug, 1855, blansa 427 (167) (holo. 0-S14 iso. at 1, C]H, r. 
a oxt). 
])jetributL*as Rare Anatolian indssio found malyijy  from the Anti-
Taurus and the Affifl5•  lap 23. 
1VWTs Pzov, Ttii', hf Digh (Idia), Losohan. (hole. A . euloati-
f11*uBe Ui). cs Prey. iAwa, Masseztli da (Ala da), 1800 a., Jul. 
1906, Si&iI 160. 06s Prey. Hatay, 	Mt., forest road from Ersin g  
1200 a., 14 Oct. 19579  KUm. 1418. 
Habitats Montane in woods, stoney elopes and cliffs; alt. 1200-
1800 a. Fl. Jul.-Aug. 
The leaf shape and oonoolorose ftllIeh gray 1Murnsuta of this 
species is reminiscent of A. sasusan with which it is aatrio in 
the Anti-Paurus. A. MgaMa may be distinguished from that specie. 
by its reduced grswth, smaller leave., narrower fruits, usually lorngsr 
styles, wingless seeds and an indumeritum of waller sublepidote hairs 
(those of A. 	ats* being prominently iarpidot.). 
A Saropean merbsr of this group in 3ubeeot. 
Mn 
5L s 
kan, has a '41 srgrowth fez's, 1'oad17 spsthulate_.aborbiculaie' 
prominently Inv 1uarate bicoloured leaves, winged aseds, and 000a.on-
$117 $ BP51'BS in sit on the $aeaturo fruits all characters vidoh 
clearly separate it from our Anatolian species. 
The typo material. of A. sulcattfrons WaCrp does not have sufficient 
correlated 	holeic.1 dtestttinuities to stable it to be separated 
fron A. g3ZqaAM Boiss. & Bal. The cauline leaves of Nyrddy' a taxon 
appear to thar.aae in size twarda, but are not pz'ea4nentl7 involuorate. 
This feature is not shared by the type or authentic matextal of 
A. oxcaxa and as it is not reinforced by wW diaiestio characters, 
the rso.tit ion of a distinct species is wtwz'stt&. The Iuochst 
record ( 6 Jun. 1881 ) of At 	iiasas from Nif dag (publith.d by 
Stapf, 1886) is probably based on the typo apocison of A. suloatifrons. 
never, the original sheet (uv) of this species is not furnished with 
sty data regarding the date .f collection. 
The vn7 disjunct distribution of Aoo= MM resembles that of 
A,. sastensons and is probably attributable to a similar prefersta. for 
serpentine substrates. 
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84. A. davisi*iia Ibdley, ID. zov. Fig. 4, 14-22. Map 23. 
Affinie As. siberioo Wild, sod in ocmias partibus m1re,  fi"uct-
ibis glabz'is, talus anguatoribu., lniivacmto foltorwa pauoiors disolmili 
diffort. 
Plants per.nrii., oa.spitoss, 4-10 cme alts et lata, in si000 
lutsocens, . best im1ti-ramosa aphylla, lignoss, rubra cicatrios prominenti 
foliorwa, ox tote indcmento vizssosnti vol oiner.o, • pills etollatis 
appreasis punotatis 4-6 radiatia radiis ramosis asqualibur 0.3-0.6 cme 
diam. camposito. Caulp. flox'itori t.aae, secoMantos vol orsoti, 4.8 cm, 
longi, paros foliati, ad basin efoliati, pus stollatis radii.t longis 
ramosis sparee vol dane. t.cti. Surauli ster11ss spioi dingo foliati, 0 
bast lignose caulium floriferorwa asoondontes q basi efolieti, 1-295 as. 
longi. FoiLs cauliun florl.4ferorum oblanasoists, obtusa vol subaouts, 
d000z'o.oentia m' "croun g post anthisim decidun, involuazata, mabplioata-
anloata, flsvo-viro.csntia, 7-10 cm. lange, 1-2 cm, lata. Foils surculorum 
stgdliug
, linsari-oblaucoolata vol spatulata; inforoza sup.riozibua 
lorigiora, 54 cm. longs, 1-1.3 cme lata; superiors dense lebriosta, 
3-5 cm. longs, 0.5-1 cm. Was Corvabi raaosi, parviflazi, 0. 2-5 cm* 
longi ct lativ rnialis striate aso.ndantibua vol patentibi., oorymbis 
sooundariis subumbelliforaibie • P.dioe]li toni., rigidi, divergent.s v.1 
boriacatsisa, rare dofl.xl, iMsz' so 1-2 mm. distanto., 3-4 mme langi, 
pills stellatis appruaie vol eubappresais paros vol oopiose pravisi. 
22.eLL dcidua, a.sbzanaoa, ad apioam carinstag encallata, ovata obtusa, 
1-195 cm. longs, 0,5-0.8 cm. late, angitsts llyalino-415zginats, pills 
stellatis spar. issini. provisa, bdals, in aLone surea q obovata, intogra 
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vol rotuas, in ungues sensia atter*ata, glabra vol solus in angus pus 
atollatie provisa, 2 	longs, 0.5-0.7 as. lets. Filaments 1on a. 1 ase 
longs, r.oruva; appendix bidsntata v.1 amita, inlimidio inferiors ad 
filamentus oonnats, spice libra, 0.3-095 us. longs. FJ..ntbp.yflg 
005-I as. JoWp z'eourva; appendix libra, laaoeolats, filanentun 
subsequamp apiss bidentata vol. souts, 0.2-0.3 as. lets. Anthem miaatas 
0.3-0.6 as. longie. Ovartum orbioulatum, asargln'4ia, 0 95-0.7 as. 1onaa 
at latus, glabrum sod minuts papilloews, translucess, subflavo-viride. 
G1ula. nactariferse oonapiouae, globosas. Ovula uns. per loculus. 
Sb1ua glaber, t.aais, zigidus, 0.5-1 ase lougus, stit. leviter dilatato 
provisue. 3111 =-I& ut videtux' unisasii4s, orbioulata, .asrgita, 2-3 ase 
longs at latall valvis aasbranac.is praminenter nervosis glabris lasvigstis 
valcie insequaliter inflatis. Semen taturws non alatum. Fl. Jun.-Jul. 
Chaiapbyts. 
TURKET. 32* Pxo'v. Zfttahya, Murat dad,  above Gediz, above Unit Segilt, 
1900 n. t rocky igseoua slope., flowers bright yellow, 5 Jul. 19629 Davis 
36799 (bole. Of ibid., Murat dad,  above G.dis, between Kesit Segt and 
fimamo 1400 m., on metamorphic rock., 5 Jul. 1962, Davis 36872 (E). 
A, daViB111UII dose not appear to be closely allied to any known specie. 
in Sootq 	rt.na although it resembles As sibiriota in the orbioular 
and extremely asyastriosily inflated fruit which has an S-shaped coat igurat ion 
in cross-seat ion. It differs strongly from that species and its closest 
allies, A. borseesnum and as oall-sam, In the reduced cushionforaing habit, 
the prominent lignoas base with copious and raised leaf soars, the much 
shorter / 
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shorter and fewer-.fuitd o.b, smaller and a1ya glabrous fruit, smaller 
and lln.ai' leave., 1neu$um composed of fe.-rs'd, minute and apse..ed 
stellate hire, and the yellowish-.en aspect of the plant. 
Furthermore, it is possible to aa.s that A. davisj.311! being a 
restricted endemic, has a preference for igneous or metamorphic substrate.; 
,bor.as A, jLb.&iok= is an extremely widespread and polymorphic taxnn 
usually found In oaleareous situations. 
This new species is named in honour of the collector, I. PJo Davis p  
oe. enway and careful attention as the author' a aaporviaor has alaya 
been inspiring. 
850 A faMacinurn 	in Mitt. Thth. Bot. Var., nor., 14_, 114 
(1893); Hal., Comp, Fl. Or,, It 92 (1900); J7r. in Nag. Bot, Lap., 
4,, to I t f. 27 as A. baldaceji (1925); Jyr, in Jotisbi. Bot, Girt. 
Na.. rlin..lbhlan, 14 634, f. 129 Jo. 3-6 (1932); Roth * ill, in Oat. 
Bot. Zeit., §AP 138 as A. ba1daooj (1935); Jy(r. in Anal. Acid. Rep, 
Pop. Ran. Sect. tiin'e Cool. Geog, Biol., aer. At aen. 3, j, 82 & 105 
as A. baldacoji (1949). 
,s A, bcldacoii Vierh. ax Ny'&. in Bolo Gr?d. Dot e Cluj, 1 123, p1' 
12 0 to 3, f. 54.56, to 5, f. 76 9 to 81 f. 98-100 9 t. 10, f. 125, 
126 (1927)1 
?y.s (Gz'.ec.) $ inter parent.. inter Pea,angsri at Ua1ekaai Jul 
1885 9 Raieneght (holo. JE, iso. w). 
Distribution and habitats Confined to serpentine in Greece and Crete. 
Fl. Jun. 
There has b.en ccneid.ersble doubt about the relationship of this 
species fran the time it was first described. Bwadmecht indicated that 
Ilk was a hybrid bet in 4, pl 	arxm Haus. (a nlnr variant of 
A. 	Waldat. & Lit.) and A. hs]4reiohi% Uswn. Ua1& thcuàt 	of 
It as a hybrid between A. ahaleidioi.mz  Janka, another minor variant of 
Ag 	 and A. hsldrsiahl(. H. had reduced A. oh1or12az 	to a nonm 
of A. baloj&ja, Jrdrd (1927) followed Hal osy's view but mdatalmd, 
A. o)i1arooarjn at specific rank. H. entertained the possibility that 
UALUelan might be a hybrid. b.twen A. ch1orooapsss and A. oi'ides 
Jyr., yet another minor variant of A. ajra3. At the ass. tin (1927) 
ha/ 
he described a new tazon from Crete as A. ba3d.aooij and ind' 	that 
It had leaves and a growth torn ijailar to 4. ohft].oidic. 
In 1930 Jy64 definitely states that A, fsllaoi'p'i. is angl to be 
regarded as a h.yid, but rather is a torn (not in the noesnolatural 
sense) of 4. beldreicUj with  9 . . Nteratologi.ch verMsrten ?rcht.n' 
He elsie. that 4, faflaol!pI1l is identiosi in all characters to 
4. beldr.ichii except the fruit; there being two type., a minor pro-
portion which aay be classified as typical A. hsldreiahjj, and a larger 
Proportion which are smaller, oblano.olat.-elliptio, atteimaste to the 
base and obtuse at the apex. In the second type the fruits have an 
•evate& centre similar to that found in A. he]drejchij and are covered 
with a thic indusentun and show a great similarity to those of A. Qbsl-
cidioum. A L41apimm could not have had a hybrid origin (he continues) 
from A. ahaloidjoun because the latter does not occur in the Pindus where 
A. fallacinun was first disooverd; now could he visualize a close 
relationchip with A • chlorocara • His argument states that the more 
numerous type of fruit show a pronounced deformity which is caused by 
the lack of seed produotion. In conclusion he casts doubt on his 
argument by pointing out that be had examined specimens of 4.  hs1dre1chjj 
in which normally developed and typical fruits nevertheless have undevel- 
oped and atrophied seeds. 
It is possible that the eollectioz*)ot A. fa)a4zu which Jyr&dy 
examined in the Himaaskn.cht herbarium were mixed, i.e • that fregeents of 
4, he]4re1ohii were placed inadvertently with the more copious material 
of A, fallaotnu. This is a plausible explanation, an the type gathering. 
Of/ 
of both specie. were collected in the awen general area and probably on 
the same day. Furthermore, he indicates a thL* In6vaentum on the 
atypieal but mare numerous fruits of this collection. On all the 
.psoia*ns of A. ihaldxdchjl that the present author has examinsi v the 
fruits are glabrous or rarely with a vsr' IjSM iz4umentua which more 
often than not is deciduous at maturity. The presenc e of Pubescence  
on the fruits of A. heidrelobji is a situation similar to that of 
A. maolik" and is not a constant character for any given plant or 
population* 
!hat is the reason for the infert I lity of the ocononer type of 
fruits? It can be claimed to be diie either to hybrid sterility, a 
suggestion of little promise, or to the fact that the two species In a 
mixed collection have a different flowering time so that the seeds would 
mature at different times • 	The inference Is that the infertile fruits 
are a reflection of Immaturity. Purthermors, why should A. hel4rejch5 
seneu striate have typica) normally developed fruits and undeveloped 
seeda, while the fruits of At Wjac&OM are deformed in a similar 
circumstance. 
Now let ta refer back to A. baldaooii. The description s original 
material and subsequent Greek gatherings (Rechinger, One, cited by 
lytr&y in 1949) of this species (fl6V*r with any fruits typical of 
A. beidreicKli) compare favourably with the description and type 
material of 	 The fruit shape and sine, and the a000mpsnii- 
tag ttck indumentum and floral parts are ident ical. This resemblance 
Indicates that the binomial. A. baldaooii (which is not a strict Cretan 
endenia) / 
7, 
nd.mic) and A. f'allaoirnaa apply to the earns tazon. 
The crux of the problem dose not iie in individual character 
expressions but rather in charsoer ocrrslat ion. and the aggregation 
Of .psoi.s into natural poup@ which give come idea of present affinities. 
It cannot be denied that A. tal1aojim superficially resembles A. held-. 
z'elahii in habit and leaf shape, but it may be conveniently distiniahad 
from the latter - apart from fruit shape and also by the ihi* fruit 
indirasatum of stellate hairs with branched rayw, rigid and spreading 
p.dioels, usually densely pubescent petals, stout and basally dilated 
styles, and the wide multi-dentioulate wing on the long filaments which 
In oonnate to the filament, for its satire length* 4 virtue of the 
21117 aornm'eesed fruit valves, p'm 4ulsaa fruits with proednant venation 
which appear flattened in cross-seat ion though often undulate, fragile 
and sigeoid pedicel., and above all the crertulate membx'ana wing an the 
fruits, A, heldrejchji in established as a component of Seat. Odontarrh.eia 
Sub.sct. 	Series 	 The fruit valves of A. fallao('m 
are strongly IggSH111 inflated amusing the inoQn.piouously veined, esooth 
margined fruit on rigid and divergent pedioels to appear strongly S-ehapd 
jg orose-isot ion (indicated by iyirr&y for A. baldaco ii), thereby lj_ 
sating inclusion in Subseot • Odoutarphens. 
Though iMiviz.1 plants from large interconnected populations 
recently aolleotsd in th6 Pii'i4wa (Davis in 1962) could as identified as 
A. gadoldlows  A. ohlorocara 	*n1dg and A. sarale senmi striotop 
the author a'e.s with Nyarady that A. fallaoinum is not the result of 
bybridisation between az- of these tarn. Also, none of the specimens of 
A. hldreiohii/ 
3. 
A. h.1&reick&ij oollsotM at ths saae time have fruit diaractere which 
are equatable to those of A. fs11acjn. It is uMr.too& then, that 
though AL tO-Uaai'.'m belongs to the assw section as all of the ta 
mentioned above, it in only remotely related. The binomial A. balda.00ii 
antidates A. AQUacip  m and imust be considered a 57w. 
;; n 
A.L 7. 
860 &* p iwinenia Ii&lr in Notes Roy. lot. Gd. Ed., ja (2), 162 1. p1. 
7 & f. 4 (1962). 
A • riodcpen3e Form. eubep, durj,tslla$ua Nyr. in !ia1. load. 
£bp. Pop. Ran. tiin$ Geol. 0409.  Biol., ear. A, men, 
39, JLP Ti (1949)t 
(Iraq); diet. Shd&IMULU& (Zurdi.t.rui), in ditione pagi Piu.jwin 
In aOntX*a danidatis, 1400-1600 a., .zpeotine, 19-20 Jun. 1937, 
ReinRez' tIl. 10446 (holo. , iso. ). 
3atriutio4a confined to No Izsq. 
Jabitat: Uontane ad on serpentine, S.ous eM metamorphic sores and 
rook often associated with Rnzu and 'eroue 1ibao$jm and Aeixagslusi 
alt. 1400.4600 as Ti. 1400-2600  m. Fl. Ar94un. 
87. A. c2nete11at Boise, in Aim. SC6 Nat., aer. 4, 3, 244 (1854); 
7siz1 in Tthlh., Aide Mm., Bot. I (3), 304. (1860); Boise., Fl. Or,, 
270 (1867);  Boulo j-, Pie Lib,, %'r., t.27, f.(1930 ). 
i A. oante11atum Tar. lepidotam Poet, Fl. Sore, Pal. & Sinai, 
.d. It  83 (1896)1 
Types (Tuita, 05s Prey. AAwa) z prove Flail da'i (Zisii de, & 
of Makt nr. Peziuti and Ak dat)  1800 a., 1853, Tchlhatoheff 682 
(hole. 0-B). 
Distributions The Iqoian and Ciliaian Taurus, the Anti-'Paurua and 
the Aiva of Anatolia Tu*iah  rurtlistan and N. Izq. Nov 23. 
VRETs Prey. Van, Warah-dtg (r.k 44) nr. Tan, 2500 a., 25 Jun. 
1899, EMpbur 161. C2s Piov. Bur&wl Taf.mi-Teilova, 9 miles 
frca ?efemd, 1100 a., 1 Tim. 1962, ftflar (D.35284); ibid, 
Koitüteli-'l'efaimi, 52 km. fto Xo*uteli, 1100 a., 31 hey 1962, 
(D. 35281). 05:  have Eatay, Poles da (ii'.inis dat, above Azans, 
1219 me , 4 Jul. 1868, Kotea3y 203 (orig. onto A. 9rloith.y11 C-B, Leo.. 
o-B, w); Lbid., Ut. Kescrilk above Areus, 934 a., Jul. 1862, Xotechi 
179. C6i Pray, Rata, Thoteohb.1 da (No of lekendertin), ii Sept. 
1884., Post 30 (hole. A. aoisteUati va. l.pidottu 04B is.. at) ibid., 
Sstkluk (3 km. We of B.]en), 15 Aug. 19299 Ma-m—we 20363 pro parts; 
ibid., Soguk Oluk, 700 a., 16 .Ttm. 19539 Llndbez 12830; Prey. Maz.., 
Akher dai (&M aa), 1529 a., Jul. 1907,  Hars&lian 1600* 
Rabitat hot*italn steppe and ngleat.& fields; *lt. 700-1829 
(-2503) a. Fl. Jun-Jul. 
51. 
This species has occasionally been confused with A. condensatum 
with which it is eympatric. The generally smaller and densely pibesoent 
fruits, cushion-forming, decumbent or procumbent and caespitoee habit, 
conferted sterile shoots, smaller linear-oblanceolate or obovate and 
acute leaves, and compact sparingly branched in.florescenoee distinguish 
the latter from A. oonstellatum. 
Poet states that his var. lepidotum differs from the typical form 
of A. constellatum by having smaller and more densely pubescent leaves. 
The holotype of this vari.ty, determined by Post's handwriting has, if 
anything, larger leaves than most material of A. oonotellatuzn collected 
in the Ainmi. As is the case with As virgatum var. mutabile (a synonym 
of A. cyprioum), larger leaves larger fruits and more robust rites can 
probably be attributed to a shaded environment. Though the iiinmentum 
on the lower surfaces of the sterile shoot leaves of var. lepidotum is 
slightly denser than expected, the Iumentum density is quite variable 
over the entire species range, but generally increases in density with 
altitude. A considerable variability prevails in fruit size and shape of 
this species, ranging from large narrowly elliptic and acute (Post 30; 
Dudley: D. 35284) to smaller obovate and obtuse or slightly emarginate 
(Kotachy 203 and 179). However, this variation is not constant in any 
given population or on many individual i i ual plants. There is, moreover, a 
tendency for the fruits to decrease in size at high altitudes. 
The only specimen referred to A. oonatellatum in Flora Orientalis 
which actually represents that species is ?chibatcheff' s from Kisil da 
in the Ciliojan Taurus. The Koteohy ezziacata (41  and 83) from the 
Cilician Gates have the diagnostics of A. Rionnanus in $ubsect • Compreesa, 
whith/ 
522. 
which is distinguished from A. oonet.11atum by having eomin"eesed fruits 
with narrow oremüste margins, pubescent petals, dense silvery indumentum  
on the leaves of the sterile shoots, and widely winged seeds (the used 
wing of A. constellattaa is usually two times narrower). The Hausskneoht 
gathering from Ssofdagh in the Amanus, also referred to A. constellatum 
by Nyrd.y (1949), on the basis of its floral structure and its dens., 
white oonooloroua indunentum of sublepidote hairs on the sterile shoot 
leaves should be referred to as A. murals eubep. aurale var. haradjianii. 
Though collected originally  in the Cilician Taurus and many times 
since in the Anti-Taurus and the Amanus, A. conatellatum has a very 
disjunct distribution. It was found for the first time in S.W. Anatolia 
by the author in 1962. In this area the very large populations were 
confined to an area of less than 50 square miles. The Turkish Kurdistan 
and N. Iraq populations appear to be similarily limited in extent. 
88. A.oa111chrour,Boias. & Belo t Diat., 3 (5), 34 (1856); Boise., P1. 
Or., j,  270 (1867); Iyi. in Anal. toad. Rep. Pop, Rci. 3eo. tiin. 
Goole 0.0g. Bid., aer. A t m. 3, ji 889  to It f. 39 to 6 0 f. 10, 11 
(1949); aLrtt in lee Ball., 101 as A. xthodoieras aibap. 
(1949). 
,t A, conste]jatum Boies* vare 2gaft&A Boise., 
0dontarrhen, bourj Joid. & Fourr., Baev. P1. Nov., faso. 
2, 4  (1868)1 
A. rho4oae Form. subep • 	 J1r. in Bal. Grid. Bat. 
Cluj, At  156 (19)1 
A. rhoopise subsp. bouxsi (Jord. & Pour?.) Nyr. in Anal. 
Aoe.d. Rep. Pop. Rcn. Sec). atiir4e Geol. 0.0g. Ikiol*p more A t 
ae,a. 3, ;j 77 (1949)1 
____ (1!urkV, C51 Pray. AAnn);  in regioa* montana superiori mantis 
Maena&da (me.  Ala dad) inter Taunn at Urbm Caesarean ('a 25 hazes 
du 880 Có.aid.), Au€., 7 Sept. 1857, Bahamas 432 (hole. 04, also hole. 
A. conetdflatum var. oonfert, Lao. G, Wt K, I, We 
iLatx'ibutioxts Edadc to Anatolia free the Cihician Taurus, the 1'a 
and .aates.rda into the Az"'4 an Hii1s&.. Map 249 
TtJ3ET. A8s Pray. 0tttaas, Berdak-Baibout (Btyart), 10 Jul • 18620 
Boureuu 38 (halo. Odant. 	P, n.y., Leo. N, i). A9i Provo 
Psur'um, Borasan.araurn, 1650 m., 7 Jul. 1957s, Davis 30757; Pray. 
Kare, Kara.aaus, 8 kme free lars, 1800 Mop 5 Jul. 1957, Davis 30592. 
B7: Prov. I'uncehi, Pilttnr-&elepur, 1950  mop 23 Jul. 19579  Davis 31588 ; 
ibid., 1900 a., 11 Jul. 1957,  ]vis 31002; Prey. z]azi4, 35  km. S.E. 
of/ 
of 1si1 30 Jun. 1950,  Reesea, C5, Prey. *ilipn, Solakli, Numtlidagh.  
(ru', Ala daj), 1900 in., Jul. 1906, SIWO 410 & Jul. 1913, 	543. 
C6  ?zov. 
I Hatay, Ka Pck-.Iku. (in,. XotscWwl ds, N. of Iskenderun) , 
20 Sept. 1884, Ppat, 
butane an dz7 Jr, facing igneous slop.m and many hillsides; 
alt. 1650-1950 in, ?1, Jul.-Aug. 
A. oaj.liohroua is a apeoiea distinct from A. conste11a. thou Ik 
partially qjmpatrio with it. As a second thait, Boissier In Fl ora 
0'iet1is treated th former as van. confertum of the latter. In 
addition to a more oonferted growth with slender, tortucee and reddish 
step A. janichroum differs strongly from A. g2n _pjqM#JuM in having 
manlier, ovate, obtuse and often glabresoent fruits, wingless seeds, 
1ler, pubescent aM generally soiarginate or r.tuse ptais, shorter 
pedicela, and a fan-shaped inflorescence with long arcuate-flezuoae branahee. 
The ba.iorqm of both A. rbo&op.nse eubepe 	 and mibsp. 
bouraud is O s boei. The type collections of Odont 
ourgaej and A. 2a1liohrom are morphologically inseparable, and must be 
treated as referring to the now species. Subsequent Armenian collections 
do not appear to possess any significant discontinuities to permit tazo-
nsmio separation from the A.1  Cilician and Anti-.?asrua gatherings. 
25. 
89. A. =rim= NJ". in Bal. Ord'd. Rot. GluJ, b 156, p1. 179 t.5, 
f4819 t.89 f.136-1 (1927); lar in An1  Load. Rsp. Pep, Ron. Se". 
tiins Goal. Goag. Biel., sor. A, non, 3 9 3, 42 (191+9); Bartt in raw 
Thall., 100 (1949). 
amgem Le y1.• ff 	 Or, j, 268 (1867), 
x'o p&rte anood. Aymm  garici* it Pinard lectatal 
A. ZLEffbe liar.  var. 	Nfar. in Rol. Gr&., Rot. Cluj. 
, 116 (1927)1 
(mez') Purea6 aubsp* MB&ISIN l$ax. in W. Grh.. 
Bat. Ciuj, 2 319 t.9, z.6 (1929)1 
A. SM%J~M f rig.ithm l$ar. in Anal. Load, Rep. Pop. Rom. 
5e4. VUU40 Geol. Gog. Biol., .er.A, mom. 39 J6 42 (1949)t 
var* ijnaxd lyar., op. cit., 90* 
A. 4oi N3aro var. glanaum N/ar., op. cit., 711 
s (rprua)i Trooda. G.birge, = dae Kloster ?rodditiaaw au 
Xalk-"Diabaa, 130 a., 11 Oct. 18939 	bii'ips (hole. IM9, n.y.). 
istxibQtjo,u Cyprus and S.L &natolia. ap 27. 
JRiE!r Prey. birdur, Pethiy.-Diziail, 1500 a., 9 Jima,  1948, Hubex- 
5722 (hole. 	 Hub.-lior); ibid., 6 kn . 
S. of Dirail, 1560 a., 28 Jim. 19489 Euber-Morath 9268 ibid. 5. of 
Dirnil, 1550 a., 29 Jun. 19480 biiJ 9266; 1bi4., Th,ilova-
Dmiieli, above 8a1da gMt 1100 a., 1 Jun. 1962, M&gZ (D.35304a & 
D. 35305); ibid., Totuiirii-Te.ilava, 8 ka. from Tepilova, 1150  a., 
1 Jun. 19629 adasy (D. 35283); ibid., Yo*ute1i-Pefni 9 52 km. from 
Korkuteli, 1100 m. 9 31 lay, 1962, ]zdlex' (D. 33280); Prey. D.'a'1i, 
Tavae-.Doniali / 
d • 
Tava.-D1s1i 800-900 m, 10 Jun. 1962 9  MqUer (D. 3555b). Cans, 18439 
P4 (orig. dyst. A# Mg2dn 	 0-44 bob. A. yjy 
gt van. pinaz'&t G, hobo. A. QbovLtua Wbap. N.MajileI, irno. (, K, 
a). 
Habitats Disturbed a1as, nglot.d fields, rsadeidae, dry hillsides, 
1ii.,et elopes wdecres, eaboarsous .tspp. often colonising asbestos 
mines; .It. (130-) 1100-1829 no no Am# — Jun. 
This species grows in the same arec of Anatcl1i. as A. hiber-morath, 
but rith its larr f1orl parts,, larger ovate or broadly elliptic fruit., 
wingless seeds, mmller spathulate or obcuneate, obtuse or truncate 
stcrile shoot leve, tnd denser, fruiioose and ouehion-forming habit 
cart easily be distinguished from the latter. The plants of 	huber- 
morathul a: 	uc'th taller., fewetictened and have long 11ner-oblanoeolate 
and acute sterile shoot leaves. 
The Pinrd gathering of A c7primp from Carla vma identified and 
cited by Boissier (1867) as A. a].pesti'e var. suffruteseen s v and duplicate 
specimens in different herbaria were later d.soribd by Nyr&y an 
A • ohovatut subap. ang'ilzt'un and A. vlrgatum var. pinardi • There is no 
doubt that this collection and many additional Anatolian gatherings, 
including A. filiforme var. glaucum, represent the taxori originally 
thought to be endemic to Cyprus. There are no evident morpholoioal 
dizsoontinuities iddeh can be used to separate the Turkish and Cyprian 
material. The variabilIty in stm length accounts for A. cyprloum f. 
ritdtuB, but this feature is apparently not associated with any 
population units in Oyz'ua or Turkey, and as it is not associated with 
any other / 
any other differential oha1otor2, it .i')e5 not warxunt taxonomio 
recognition. A. virg;ti yr.muab±1e decribsd from a tcy (so. 
703) specimen from Cypr, thoui ;rith longer leaves and a ta.11er stature 
than the typical A. oc'iour, gro.s with its floral and fruit morphology. 
A. rirgatujn var. !nhta1i1c3 can be regarded us merely a shade form of 
A. eyrictw (Thrtt, i49). Tho oeiest character to use to distinguish 
A. cy-'-icum frc I.. viratun, which doev not coo- in S.'. Anatolia or 
Cypru3, is the preenos of indurientum on the ovaries and fruits of the 
former; the ovaries and frui. t of tie k.tterspec-'es are a-I 7Luya glabrous. 
Refore Nyr(ys  oircuoription, A. oyricuin wars known to niany 
authors as A. conenatii (}'o2nlbo'3, 1914); however that eoioa doss 
not occur in Cyprus. Nyr€dy, in maintaining L. cyprioum a; strictly 
endemic to Cyprus, aw1ned several different and iaappropriate names to 
gatherings of this species from Anatolia. The praent author collected 
it from many new stnticris in 3.. Anatolia flL1 though its area of 
distribution in Turkey is relatively small,, a matter of apit.ly 
100 soiare ki1cnetors, populations are frequently quite lurge and primarily 
occupy nersctd 	;:Ind limestone banks surrounding lakes. 
52' 1 0 
909 A. huber-worthii Aid17 sp, nay. P1. 15. Fig. 7 9 7-18. UP 24. 
Affinis A. WlaclAo (A. b,ldscoii Yierb 1 ex Iyár.) et verosiniuiter 
7a1dst • & Kit • sansu A. ch1orooa*a flausskn. sod ab ambols*e 
babitu valite auffz'utioo.o, foliis caulium f.rtilium it sterilium r,*M feats 
pliostie it valde argenteis, fnactibua miribua elliptioia vii angus'te 
obovatis inthuento paroiore dittez't; a riore corjxnbin ultlmie umbell-
Uoxdbu.0 (hau4 elongatiii), pedioellie broviorlbuz t.iuioribus reoed.tt; 
a posteriore stylo teaiiore, aniiiibua aziguetiashe slat is (baud late 
alatis) divergit. 
Plants p.r.nn.ta, vald.s auffrutiaoea, a beat multiramasa. Caulee 
fJoz'ifsri sioti-sacendantea, parc. foliosi, 18-23 (-35) cm, alti, a bags 
rubro-puriizrei iMumento pares amnwo versus magia oonapicmo • Surouli 
sterilee dense foitati, erecti-aaoeudentes vii laze pat.ntes, 8-16 cm. 
longi. Volta oeult%a fiorifez'orwa lineari-oblanosolata, aenta v.1 
ubobtu.a, eubplioata, auloata, virescentia, post antheein decidus, 
10-15 ('.20) ma. longa, 1.5-2 ma. laM, Folia oauiium sterilium lineart-
oblanceolata, a,outa, subreourva, manifest. i1icato-eu1oata, (4-) 10-20 
(-.25) we iona, 1-10 (-2.5) ma, lata, indiaento dine lepidoto • pills 
albie argenteis itvit. punotatie 15-20 (-30) radiatis isilto remocia 0.4.. 
0.5 mae diem. ociaposito. Corvmbi conetrioti umbelliformea, (2.5-) 8-10 
cmo longi it lati, rilte atriots asoendentibus, floribus in sicon 
pallide flavis. 'edtoeUi in etatu fruotifero rigidi, divorg.ntea, 
asoendeatea, 2.5-4.5 mae longi in&tum.nto apeeso so fruatuwa situ 
± dense obteoti. Sepol4t 1-195 mt. longa, 0.5-0.8 m laM, mebranaoea, 
cua11ata, anguets ovata, obtuse, margin@ angueta hyalina, pilia atsilatie 
so2.ma 1-7 ,.m1ts. Petau 2-2.5 ma. longs, (0.5-) 0.6-0.7 mu. lata, 
olavats / 
529. 
o1avta v.1 obovata, iut.ra veX .arLnata, glabra veX raro 1.m(zia 
pilia at.11atie minuti. 1-3 munitao FilmevU Xon 2-2.5 m. 1on, 
&ppmndiois 1-1.5-plo longicral appendix bidesitata v.1 ad apio.m minute 
s&u1tidsrtat&, in d.l2sidio inferior, ad filamontum oonuata, pert. libra 
0.2-0.3 MM& longa. F11aenta bre'vis 1.-14 am& longa; appendix libra 
filaaeMum aubascjuan, apios souta veX bidanata. Anthare minutae l  
0.4-0.5 am. iongae • Ovarinz obovatun, obtuaia, 1-1.5 mme  1oim, 0.5... 
0.8 amo latiim, eursum aptoan dense piliferum. Glan&las minutae, haud 
oonspioua.. Stylu4 in etatu fructifaxo ternais, glab.r, 1.2-1.6 isae 
iouae, st1mto globoso proviaue. Qvula una per loou]wz&o S111au1a 
uniaednta, elltptioa vel angust. obovata, (2-) 3-3.5 (.4) am. longa, 
.t 1,5-2 am. 2ata, pall ido-viresoans, obtuss v.1 subacuta, valvie 
1aua1itex inflatis, indumento paroo apioam versus aegis oonspjao • piXie 
stellatis appr.aia minute punatati. 0.2-0.3 (-0.4) am. IFm. 4-8 radiatis 
aulto raniozia coapoeito obsitis. smada  (0.5-) 1-1.5 (-2) mm. long& at 
lata, pallide bruimea q enguste alata, .0.05-0.1 ame tiam, ri. Jun., fr. 
Jul. 
TURflT. C31 Pray. Antaj.ya, Antalya.4'inike, 1350 me , stony mound, 
flowers yellow, 26 Jul. 1960, Mum, 2rzao & I4411ffe 256 (halo. B 
Lao. K); ibid., diet. Kaaer, (Iqoia) between Ovacik yayla on ?.ks 
and sodut  ynyla r.ear çalbali At dominant on a.taaozphio slop.., 13 Jul. 
1949, AMU 15225 (E, K, at). C2, Prey. reniali (Carte), Su1an4e 
darai between Acipsyam and Abbe. Köy, 18 Jul. 1947, Ihyie 13461 (B, K, 
W); Prey. Bmr&wp Y.i1ova- ])enizli, 20 miles from Tci1ova, 900 ne t 
aerte scrub and neglected fields, coamon in one area, 1 Jun. 19629 
,-,O. 
d1*v (IL. 35324); ib14., (different plant than D. 35324), 1 d24y 
(D. 35325). 
It w!3.a obvious from the type material and additional collections 
that this constituted a hitherto unrecognized taxon. Its affinity with 
any species occurring in Turkey is diffioult to establish. Considering 
all specie. in Sect. 24oitarrhena, this new species is most closely allied 
to A. fall 3otr. a rare apeoiea found in Crete and Theasal.y • In its 
habit, A. hubez othU re.eabla. "A. ohlozoce.rum", a minor variant of 
A. .n'sls occurring In the Pindue region of I. Greece. 
A. hubor-rorath.ti deviates from the forsuentioned species by its 
such woodier habit, very silvery, Linear and always plionts leave., and 
xmialler usually narrowly elliptic fruits with a sparser idumentum. In 
addition, the new species may be differentiated from A. Wlaglnw by its 
umbellate ultimate fruiting branches and shorter more fragile pedicels; 
and from "At chloroart*im" by the slender and often curved styles, and 
v 	nari'ow need  wings. 
Some affinity In ezreaesd with A. a icum which also has alveys 
pliasto leaves and frequently similar fruit torn and inthimantume 
flow.vsr, the smaller .pathulLteobovate leave., usually larger euargir*te 
or truncate fruits with a denser tatumentum, larger petals, wingless 
soads and distinctly cushion-fuming type of gxvwth of A. c=rIM 
precludes a very close relationship with A. huber-norathji. 
The popilations of 4, bor-moratbii are f etjuenilyquit* large and 
show a preference for serpentine or metamorphic rubble, but are distributed 
over 
531. 
over a ro2atively 1iaited x'nge in S.f. Anatolia. 
It is with pl.aaure that this distinct spsoios is riaasd in hcnouz' 
of Dr. A. Thr—Morath a friend and untiring ,ark.r on Anatolian Flora, 
who put his voluxninous Al-vs 	collection at the author's disposal. 
532. 
91. _Aq e$OhY3 	bias. & 1susicn, in iiss., Ti. Or. , 273 (1867); 
Isr. in Ansi. Aced. Rep. Pop. Row. Seo$. atiii4 0001. 000g. PLO14, 
sort A, m. 39 1,  68, Pig. 3, 11 f49 t.5, f.20-22 (19I9), Pig.1A,f. 
-fts .111ua var, H!Wblm  Post, 71. Syr., Psi. & Siiai, 
ed. It 8; (1883): 
At gELophTlX _w 1, ptmctatum Nyar., bcp cit. 
f. hL&M Ir., 	. I 
ieototyp.i (Turkey, 06: Pi'ov. Narap) i in apziois mantis Berytdagh 
(Bsri$ ds), Cataoniae, 1829 a., 11 Aug. 1865 9 Js11,,e0ht (orig. 0-3, 
is*, JE, Z, a), 
metributic*u Amdedo to Anatolis from the Anti-Taurus and the 
Awanua. Map 24, 
B 6: Pray. VAIMM Doganpsbir, 1400 a., 9 Jun. 19609 8taint 
g 5478. c61 Pr'ov. sara, Kipu Oba&gh (s.i. of Msrs), 16-18 
Sept. 1884., 	ibid., AmarWick Owe (ur. Merap) 1800 a., 11 Jul. 
1865, !Iwae*neoht (orig. ynt. A. 0jJjy11 0-B, holo, f. mctatu 
& f. kUjM 33, ieo., 0-43, Fab.-Mom); ibid., Akar d!i (Abir d4), 
188e9, Post (orig. .7n*. vu. HmbLlUtu** G, Leo. ai). 
Eabitat' Rare mtans species; - Alto 1400-1829 a. 71. Jun. -Jul. 
The indumenti.ia which cuplet.ly covers the sterile shoots of the 
species is oowposed of the largest and one of the most unusual types of 
stellate hairs in the genus (Pig. lA, f). This white pannos.-tow.ntoee 
ind.wnentiau is unique in 	and precludss confusion of A. eriophyllum 
with any other species, that is if sterile shoots were collected. If 
sterile shoots are lacking, identification is facilitated by a number of 
other / 
other characters. Some of its diagnostics are its sparse and coarse 
stellate hairs (04-0.5 mm. diam.) with unequal and divergent rays on the 
often glabreacent fruit a, glabrous styles p lax and arcuate reddish stems, 
acute, linear-oblanceolate cauline leaves which decrease in size upwards, 
obtuse and ovate sepals, wingless seeds, and corab branches as long as 
the main rachia but terminating in subumbellate few-flowered ultimate 
infloresoenoes. 
As both of N%rddy' a forms of A. orioyllum are based on minor 
phenotypic variations with respect to the size and distribution of the 
stellate hairs on the tuits of duplicate specimens (in the Hsussbieoht 
Herbarium at Jena) of one of the original syntypes of A. eriophl, 
formal recognition is not justified. The sntypes of A. eriophy-llum war. 
umbellatum which are characterized by umbellate infloreacencea do not 
constitute a deviation from the normal range of expression in the species. 
Of the four specimens cited by Boissier as A. eriohyll, only 
two fit his description, i.ø. the Hausskn.oht gathering from Bent daI 
and his gathering from Bazardijick Owa. The Kotachy
, 
 specimen (No. 705) 
from Muip has a totally different type of indumentum on its sterile shoots 
to the white-pannose described for A. eriohyllum, and is correctly 
referred to A. filiforcie (not A. anatolioum as claimed by Nyrd.y, 1929); 
in a aiiilar me.nnen the lCot.aby gathering from Poles da# in the Amamas 
has the diagnostic characters of A. oonotellatum. It is interesting 
that Boissier prior to describing A. eniophyllum correctly identified 
the latter Kotsohy gathering as A. oonstell*tiva. 
Boissier claimed that A. eriophylluni was a biennial, a view which was 
followed by Post (1883; 1932). The only fact supporting this argument is 
that / 
that occasionally plants bearing only sterile shoots are found aeparate 
fran the fertile plants. However, many sterile shoots are also formed 
along the lower parts of the goody stock of the fertile specimens, 
showing that the latter are perennial plant a. The feature of separate 
sterile plants is quite oonnon in Soot. Odontarrhena (i.e. A. corsicum 
and A. oallioiuoum) and cannot be regarded as indicative of a biennial 
habit. These sterile plants should be considered as the juvenile paae of 
a perenniating plant which will later develops flowering stems. In large 
populations of A. corsioum in S.W. Anatolia, separate sterile plants 
were distributed around the parents (which also had a prolific develop-
ment of attached sterile shoots) in a pattern rniniecent of the distri-
bution of saplings around a seed tree, of Pinu. strobus. 
92. A. tortuoaza 11.114., Sp. PI, It 466 (1800); Ialdat. & lit., P1. 
Rai'. Hung., 	949 t,91 (1802); Sjbth. & Sudth q Ti. Or., , 21 9 t.623 
(1830); R.iohusib., Ia. Ti. O.rm. & Holy., 	p3.. 20, 
f.4276 (1837-1838);  Y.le,i., Ti. Poig., 37 (1891); awwh in TI. Cauc. 
Cz'it., 	(4), 558  (1909); Nr. in Pol. Ord.. lot. Clu3, 7, 128, t.11 9  
f.72-75, t.6, f.1-39 5-7, t.79 f.14, 649 t.9, f.1-11 9 13-17 mdo 
aabl3p., var. aM formea (1927); Nar. in Axial. Acad. Rep. Pop. Porn. 
Sao. tiine Gaol. Geog. Biol., ear. A, morn. 3 i 47 (1949); Groesh., 
Ti. la*., .4.. 29 jtp 213 (1950)1  lotovin Ti. I., $ 3339  p1,76 (1953); 
Ti. Rap. Pop. Born., } 3489 p1. 60 9  f'.3 (1955). 
, A. novu= Iinterl., md. Hart, lot. Peat., 11, f.6 (1788) - 
A. tor-knomm, var. arientsag ,  DC., Syat. Nat.,!, 3 (1821) 
O4.ontarrh 	tortuosa (Nub.) Rjar in Lsleb., Fl., Alt., , 
60 (1831)! 
L. var. majue Loch, 3ynop. Fl. I)eut., 582 (1836). 
J6 tortwwg~ var. s1ogtum Raff. In Vit. Zoo . -Boto Oseall., 
§, 56 (1858). 
A. alpeatre var. tavioa ?rautv. in loll. Soo. Nat • loec., , 
100 (1860)1 
,AL. ma2gwkro var. tortuos (1il11.) Fauzl In ?ahTh., Asia Mm., 
Pot. 1 No 301 (1860)1 
A. gndra aibep. 	 (wilid.) lymon, Conep. 771. lor., 
, 57 (1878)3 
A. kBEEgSagam Zap, in Paapra. 1'ds. L at.-Prsyr. Akad. 
1ej.t, Z 211 (1912). 
A. Sdgts.oui / 
536. 
A. ints.ctd. !yr. Thu. Gred. Bit. Ciuj. 7, 140 (1927)1 
A, tortuoea var. elonatm f. but Ir., op, cit., 131. 
A. tgEjggm var. 	f. ebtusetta Jr., OD. 91i. 132. 
Le tortua 	ibup. hotimUllum Nyr., bc. ott. 
? A. leEbMW sub. hsteropbyllus f. ggjaW N7x., boa. cit. 
A. tortuo aubep* hit MUM f. ogiaarpia It ygra q 
jtuoa aubep. h,terotpr11a f. pe4at Nyr., Op. cit. 1  133. 
it tortuoa aabep* bet s s11n f. anguatieøj.iqr Ij$z., boo. cit. 
A. tortuoøa f. gidgim  Iir'., GD. cit., 13O 
A. AwhWom f. il IftMIN N*r., LogL oft 
A. toxtuo 	f. 	ooieeiw Nyr., bc. cit. 
A.. to"wjM 1. psxatun4'ta Nyr., Loo, cit - 	srtot 
A. tartuo 	f. oto 	N$r., lao. oit. I 
A. t-gdMM f. obovatoaarp aubf. 4i"mzta, Iyr., op. cit., 131. 
4m toM, f. eb1jptj Iyr., leo0 at 
icc. cit. 
A. oltaorse N$r. subep. 	 Ny&. in Th1. GrLt. Bit. 
Clu.j, 2 23 (1929)1 
At  12CbM eubep. cetaca Kotev in Journ. meg. Bit. AN 
Ukrain (UBCR), (21-22), 238 (1939). 
? j. mymovodm SmIrno In Bill. Soc. Nat. Bieo. Biol., 	(5-6), 
116 (1939)0 
? A. diversicau].e admu t op. cit., 117. 
As MgMem (lyar.) Nyr.  In Anal. Aced.. Rep. Pop. Rae. S.a, 
tii4. Owl. Osog. Mel., oar. At cisu. 3, I, 57, t.51 f.3445 
(3.949)1 




Iyar* subspe aoaututia Iyr., op. cit. 74. 
., tortuoip mibsp. 1gatn (Reuff.) 1$r., op. cit. 49 
A. 1ganomp mbeq6 WSCUbXUM f• 	ate]aç 	I$r., 	. 
Ao to"wom subve btrop1v11it f. r1idia I7r., loo* cit. 
A. t211MGM SUboVe gggidatM i lAro m, We cit., 499 t.49 f.lO. 
A. sozjuqw 	bap. IVJM 1yr., o. cit., 501 
A* tortug 	atbape typjoua var. XIM Nyr., bc. cit. 
A. tOz'tuo 	ibap. typAgE var. Yum f. viridq 1Iyr., boa. cit. 
A. to?tuoazpi oubspe tmjmm varo Tax=- f. 	uat 	Ie., 
op. cit. 513 
A. tortumm aubspo tmiAm Tar. va 	f. 	triotu 	(Bye) 17r., 
loc. o4:t. 1 
A. tortuoai m1bep. ty'pjo 	Tar. yjM f. .r%aoiajsi 	(Ryi) 
Iax'., lao. cit. 
A. tortupsm subsp. VMiga var. vez'i 	f. athrottmd&t 	(Njaz) 
17r., icc. cit. 
A. tortuo 	abep. =oum var. XIM f. obovatooarp 	(Ny1) 
IyIr., g2# 4tp v 521 
A•r tertw!n aibap. IngM var. Y 	f. 	 gubf,, 
4y*t 	(iyait) 
A,. tMMVM aibap. bpi var. f 	f. *LUptio (N*) 
laot cit. 
tgjjVM vibept typjcu var* vzi f. xWgWLfM I  Wyr., 
2!.&t•P 53 
A. taXtso 	/ 
A • tortuosuia subap. t.ypioum var • 	noderatum (Ny&.) Nyr., 
be. cit. 
A. tox-tuoun subep. tyi,ioum var. sutinod.erattus f• duristellatum 
Nyar.) 100. cit. 
A. tortuosum eubapo typicuis var. sarepta. Nyr., loco cit. 
A. tortuosuin eubepe typioum var. sapepta. f. rbcnboideum (Jyr.) 
NyIr.) boc. cit. 
A, oretaceum (ICotov) Kótov in fl. Ukr., 51  333, p1. 77 (1953). 
Syntypee t (Hunry and Russia) $ in arenosie sterilissimi. Hungaria. 
(PR- Herb. Wa)4stein No. 502369), inqu. Sibiria (B, n.y.) 
Distribution: Widespread in E. and S.E. Europe, Crimea, Caucasus and 
Siberia. 
Habitat: Disturbed and ruderal areas p neglected fields, river banks, stony 
plains and mountain sore.; alt • 300-1500 m. Fl • Apr.-Jun. 
It is apparent that IyIrdjr' a many infra-speotfic taza of A. tortuosum 
are based on Individual and very variable oharacteru, shich show no gso- 
aphioa1 or morphological oorrelat ion and do not appear to have a popu-
lation basis. The type materials of A. Mantempai and A. osliseras 
subsp. rac.moaaa (later raised to specific levels 1949) are morphologically 
oontimoau.s With A. tortuomia from the typ localities  of the tao former 
tsxa. The description and daitribution of A. barzaema subip. aequiaoutua 
permit this name to be referred to A. tortuosum; likewise, the description 
and illustrations of A. IgEUgow subsp. Isrotgomm (raised to specific levels 
1953) allow it to be referred also to A. tor'tuoewi. The type descriptions 
of A • uuiopoth* and A. divereicaul* have been compared with material of 
A, tortuoguin / 
539. 
A. tgEISIM ooll.atM frm niar the t7pI localities of the to forsr 
tam. No apparent, ohmraotsr. .xi.t which would permit taxonoio 
separation, but due to the unavailability of their type epseiasna, 
i'odz aM A • diversicauls are provisionally put into the x7noqM 
of A. tortuom2m. Iulcyiski'e view (in Flora Polska, 3, 176* 1927) 
that A. boi,wtheniaa* is OW 1 I P.1 with A s tortuo*im is f011owed hare, 
540. 
93. 	on1tyl (Sou. & Lay.) Gr'oaah. & 8ohiak. jj 944, 21. 
Or. ftoic. 9  ?ranacancasia, Titus, 14 Jul. 1922, (r2au1si 
64; Iydr* in lkle bgd. Dot. Clizj, L 133 as 46 Uaft- mu var. 
1on4stv.iun. (1927); Nyth. in Anal. Ad. Rep. Pop. 2o. Soc. tiii4a 
0.01. Q.og. Dial., ear. A 1 *i. 39 b 54 as A. tortuosum var. 1ondity1ua 
(1949). 
$ A. toi'tuoeqn V1i11d. var. ar4iflorwn Rupr. in& Azad* , Impv 
So, 3t, Ptoreb, sere 79 jU (2) 9 99 (1869)t 
A. tortuoiin var, meyerjanun •R*ajn., op cit., 1001 
A, tortuoaina var. vfrideac 	Ru 1 	cit., 1001 
A. tortuowzin var. eoirwan.tau.n &ipr., op. cit., I 
A alea$re L. var. gggigWox Fedtsoh. in Bull. Herb. Boins., 
3., (10), 776 (1899). 
A. a*wl1if1j Deaf. var. 1onisty1* So, & lmv. in Lata. 
Hart. Patrop., 16.j 43 (1900) 1 
A, tortuoeum var. longiatylun (Sam. & Lay.) Busch in Fl. Cauc. 
Otit., , (4), 565 (1909)1 
A. onattqta1um Jyir. in Bul. GrIi, Dot. Cluj, 181P 97, f. 3, 
a. 8, to 4, f. 149 f. 5, no 5, 6 (1938)1 
$vntpss* (Russian xmenia) $ &**Me in ooUibua aicois Prop. Titus, 
5, 8 & 9 Jul. 1890 9 kajer & Levi' (orig. Fl, n.y., iso. 8 Jul. 0, a-u). 
metributions Qxlmea, Cauoaeua, Russian and zrkiah .&r!neia and 
Tranaoaapian. JkP 24. 
WRLx. 39* Pray. Van, dist. Baskelep lipiris aa1, 3200 m. 31 Jul. 
1954, Toyls 23703. *9* Pray. Erzuruzn, Am44 s, O1t (Oltu), 20 Jul. 
1903/ 
19039 5ui (orig. synt. A. cui.jpsta1um Ft n.y., Leo, c). 
abjtati Rocky metamorphic slopes; alt. 550..650 (-3200) m. P1. 
Apr*•-Zun, 
This species is very close to A. tortuosum in having similar shaped 
leaves and fruits, a bicolored indumentum and tortuose stems. A. longiatylum 
may be easily distinguished from A. tortuosum by its longer styles, larger 
and sparsely pubescent or glabrescent fruits, larger floral parts, wingless 
seeds, and stouter often woodier stock. 
The type specimens of the numerous varieties of A. tortuosum 
described by Rupreoht (1869) were kindly sent on loan from the Leningrad 
Herbarium, and show no differences which would allow separation from A. 
longistyluni. Though type material of A. alpestre var. goktchaioa has not 
been seen, its description and area of 000urenoe indicated that it can 
safely be referred to A. longistylum. One of the entypes (Sier & 
Levier 88, 5 Jul. 1890) of Ny(r.y's A. cuneipetalum is also a syntype of 
A. serpyllifoliuza var. 1onistylum (the baaicnm of A. longiatylum). 
Judging from the photograph (Njrdy, 1938) and a duplicate in the Deleasei't 
Herbarium in Geneva, the other syntype of A. cuneipetalum (Knig from 
Prey. Erzururn in Turkish Armenia not Prov. Kars) must also be referred 
to A. longistylum. 
The author has seen only two collections of this species from Eastern 
Turkey; one of the syntypes of A. owieipetalum and the subsequent Davis 
gathering from Turkish Kurdistan. However, the records of A. tortuosum 
and A. to"tuosum var. viridescee (Sohiechkjn; Sapoahnikpy) from Provinces 
Braurum, Kars and Ajri (Scbisohkin, 1929) can probably be safely referred 
4. 	A to 	/ . , 
A. longistylum; A. tortuosza senou. etricto, though knom from the eaae 
areas in the Cx'mea, Cauoaie and the ?zaaeoaepia as A. I",dotylum has 
never been seen from Turkey. 
/ 3*  
94. A. lanigetrum DC., 6yet. Jat, 29 306 (1821); Boiss., Fl. Or., it 
269 (1867). 
A. aerpjllifoliva Desv. var. longj.stylwn Boise. loc. cit., 
.-ziea Sonjer & Levier) 
A. decandolleum i7fr. in Bob. Grid. Bot. Cluj, 18, 87. Fig. 3, no 
2 9 4 (1938)1 
A. deeando11wa var. acutuisculum Nyi,., p. cit. t 88, f. 41 
A. deoando11um var. dons= Nyfr., be. cit.) 
A. decandlleum var. d.ensistollatum Ny. [ac. cit.! 
A. døcan&lleum var. obtusatum Nyr. boo. cit.! 
A. po].ycladurn Each. fib, in P1]yton, 1. 55 (1951) 1 
Type : (Iran): in Persia inter Kozanoia et Amadan, Olivier & Bruguiie 
(holo. F, iso. G-B). 
Distributions N. and Central Iraq, and Iran, Transcaspian and Afghanistan. 
Habitat: L4etaaorphio igneous dry elopes and sore.; often in Aatraitalus 
scrub; alt. (1400-) 2000-3338 in. Fl. May-Jul. 
The typ. material and descriptions of A. decandollaum and Its aimerons 
varieties do not appear to deviate from the normal range of variation in 
A. lnnjgern.  The floral parts, fruits and style. of all specimens 
determined by Nyir4y as A. d.oaMol.laua, which the present author has 
seen, correspond closely with the origimal type and recent gatherings of 
A. lanjerwa. A.. po1io1e 	is a more rsdudsd and slander .tid plant 
With enabler leaves than the typical A, 3.anierum, but Its floral parts, 
fruits and style., indxmentua, eta., are clearly idsntioal. The dwarf 
BMW h/ 
dwarf growth and smaller leaves of A po1io1atha are probably reflections 
of its high alpine station of up to 3400  meters. 
A. l*nigez'um is very polymorphic with respect to its habit, leaf 
shape and size, style leagth and indentua density, but the different 
expressions do not appear to be correlated in any given populations or 
. on individual plants. 
J'arI4y (1949) ocatends that A. 1ar49ei is synomoua with A L 
jonajst,lvn (A., tortuoaam var. 1onistr1un), but among m=V character., 
the easiest diagnostics separating the latter are its biooloured leaves, 
lanosolate and acute sepals, larger fruits which are evenly distributed 
for up to 8 cs, on the ultibs branches of the oorymb (the fruits of 
A. 1ig.xum being comforted and vuburabellate at the apices of the ulti-
mate corjmb branches), and considerably larger floral parts. 
The Reese gatherings from Anatolia identified by 1yrdy as 
dsoandollu* and recorded by Huber-Morsth (1943) oorrectly refer to 
A. i'aterj mibsp. i*terj. 
-, 
956 A. inflaturn Ny&ro in lulo Grà. Bat, Cluj, 2 439  to 5, f. 1139 t. 6 9 
f. 41, to 7, f. 50, 51 9 to 99 f.  54-58 (1929); Borrnn., Syrnb. ad Fl. .Anat., 
50 (1936); Nyr. in Anal. Acad. Rep, Pop. Born. Seo, tiii4e Geol. Geog. 
Bid., sex A., memo 39 , 44 (1949). 
S.vn*: A. pugiostylum Nyár. in Bul& Grii. Bot • Cluj, , 89, F. 3, no 3, 
t. 3 9 f. 8 (1938) — pro parte exol. p].antaaAucbr)ectamI 
A. inflaturn subap. jzgiosty1urn Ny(r., be. cit.- pro gyni 
A. Llecandolleuzn NLr.- pugiostylurn N7re, p. Oit.p 911 
A. pyuxadi Bor. & &auba in Fedde Rep. Sp. Nov., A2., 253, t. 328a 
(1940)1 
Leciotyipos (Izan) $ Julukti (Saratoa), ad fines Persias in schistosia 
inontituu (Regio Transoaspica, Aaohabud, Sulukifi), 2 Jul. 19 00, Sintenia 
841 (not 481) (orig. IVU, iso. !, G-33 9 X, 3K9 E). 
Distributions Iran and Transcaspian. 
Habitats N. facing igneous and metarphic slopes and acres, and river 
valleys; alt. 1100-2000 rn. (-2400)  rn. Fl.May-Jun, 
All of the q7ntypes of A. g1dostylum (Strauss) were loaned from  
the Hausekneoht Herbarium in Jena and agree with the diagnostic characters 
of the type niatezial and subsequent gatherings of the earlier described 
A. inflaturn. Nrdy himself doubted the advisability of establishing 
a now species on the basis of these specimens and labelled most of them 
in exaicoata as A. infLaturn subep. pugiostylum. He also pointed out in 
the discussion that the flowering specimens of A. pugiostylum were 
indistinguishable from A. inflatum and With the exception of possessing 
a branched and sprawling habit were also indistinguishable from A. 
obtusifolium / 
.1 	 I 
4, obtusifolium. The floral structures, indumeniwn and leaf shape and 
disposition of all the specimens of A. pigiostylum fall within the specific 
limits of k. inflatu,n. A duplicate of the Gauba (No. 1374) type of A. 
nyaradyi and its original description and accompanying photograph s have 
also been compared with the abundant material of A. inflaturi, with the 
result that it must be oorisidsród as synonymous* The type collection of 
A. nyaradd was collected, very near to the locality where the Sintsnie 841 
lectotype of A. inflatum was discovered. 
The Auchell  4093A specimen (G) which Nyr&y also cited as a syntyp. 
of A. puglostylum is correctly referred. to A. pateri eubep. pateri 
The Reese collections from Anatolia which were identified by Nyr&y and 
recorded. by Huber-JLoxaih (1943) do not represent A. inflatuzir, which is 
entirely confined to Iran and Russian Turkinenia, but rather are identified 
as A. pateri subap. pateri. 
The Sintenis gathering (841, not 481 as initially cited by Ny&d(dy) 
is chosen as the leototype of A. inflatum in preference to the Litwino, 
567 gathering, because in all herbaria where the latter collection has been 
seen, the depauperate specimens lack mature fruit, and are often mixed with 
plants of A. bracteatum. 
547. 
96. , 	er ?yr.in 1. Grid. Dot. Cluj, 2j 33, p1. 26b (1929). 
ry to eubapeoiee 
Apex of long filament appendage on1' coo, or twice dentate, or lees 
the 1 snth of filnent; petals + entire; styles glabrous 
rateri (?) 
Apex of long filament appendage prominently dentate usually filament 
length; petals i'etuse; styles sparsely pubescent 	protz'at (?) 
eubap. RL7tsxi. Nrzr. in Anal. Acad. Rep. Pop. Ron. S 	tilz4. eol. 
C.og. Bid., sere At men. 3, jo 75 & 79 (1949). 
Syn,t A. alpestre L. var. aurfruteicens Boles., P1. cr., jo 268 (1867)- 
Mg marte ciuoad2lantam Areum p Xot*cbi leotI 
A. subfasti Ziatm R7zfr e in Pule o4. Bot. Cluj, , 22 9, 24 1 26 9 
to 59 f. 1179 128 1 t. As f. 38, 39, to 7, f. 479 48, to 9, 
f. 50 (1927), DME mdum! 
A. Dateri var. &UMdqNMM Jyrq in Ikl o Gr&. Dot. Ciuj, 
it 339 p1. 26a, to 5.9 f. 1199 to 69 f. 379 t. 99 f. 51 (1929)1 
A. *teri var. zainoricaria t. wazzense Nyir., op. cit., 341 
A. p*ten'i eubep. swAaz'rosoraao* Iyr., bco cit., p1. 26 9 
to 99 f. 521 
At doibb Ij&. in bi. Gz'ii.Bot. Cluj, jk8j 89 (1938).- 
jeototyD $ (int, A4j5* ?zov. Ka.taaaoim)i Paphiagonis, Wilayet 
Kastenbuli, Toesia (T'o'a), in oollibua ad Saa1uo-Taceaae (nr. Dean), 
21 MAY 18929 Sinteni, 3863 (orig. CL n.y., Lao* G, To Kf )• 
matributi / 
I 
atribiou A pz'e4oairits1 Xra-'&ranian tar,n widespread In 
Central Anatolia* ap 25. 
?tET. A38 Rrov. Bolu, Ala 4,4, on Kartal tape, 2100-2200 no t 12 Jul. 
19629 Davis 37352;  Prove Ankarep J aW. of B.'pari, 4 kmo from Kura kB, 
28 ay 19571 Ihn 324. A41 Prey. 9ankirls  9rkiti, 800 not 5 Jun. 
19549 Davis 215; Prove Adcus t, 40 km. &. of gariciri s 1000 a* # 29 Jun. 
1958, ixtcat 10570; Pray. KastamonuAwkiri, Koohiasar, flkaa (ligna), 
1000 no r 23 Jun. 1929,  Boi-r-i1*11sr 13871. 23s Prey. A4o*ar.hiaaa', 
Denizli.-&&rdur, 10 km. from Dinar, 1000-1200 mop 10 Jun. 19629 çad1g 
(D. 35640); Pray. Konvat, Sultan da4 no Ikohir, 1900 n., 3 Jul. 1948, 
tbei-orth 9273; ibid., aia-oriaarii (Kora.i We  Ake1ir) ar. 
gagyfl, 1100 a. May 1902, 7odebour (orig. a,nt. A. pateri eubep, 
U, Leo. w). 248 Pray. Arkaxa, Azikzxap 870 us , 11 
Jul. 1939s  )öden  242;  ibid., ersfli Zoqhhivar, 137 km. from Aidrara, 
25 Aiw. 1953, ALmd 1425; Prov. X=Yav  CiMnb1i,  7  Jun.  1952, 
£*yjg 18637, B5s Pray. Jijde, Taspinar, foot of lama da, 15 Jun. 
1952, DavIs 18870 Pray. Nsv,diir, 0u1.bir Ievehiz, a. 12 kmo from 
a1.hir, 500 m., 2 Aug. 1956 0 LaciU 189; i'rOV. Kayseri# Kiags at 
'., foot of Bekir daig 3100 met 27 Jun. 1952,  Davis  19219;  S.bid., 
Soisa]y are Erdsoblas ds (raLyaa diii), 1400 a., Jun. 1902,  Zd.bour 
(halo. A. øtari var. w1norlogrikgm WU, Lao@ W)j ibid., mr. Arauum 
(Eroija. dad),  Zaah.jaanl. (aailar), 1358 Net 27 Har  18599  Kotaohi 
184 (orig. i'nt. A. alDastr. var. suifrutascen. 0-B, orig. ajnt. 
.t 	 21i varo ru oeor 	iv). B6s iVov. Xayersi, 5  km. W. of 
Inarbaai-. Paaoulran, 1540 a. 22 Jun. 1951, thab-orth 10992; Provo 
M1atya / 
Malatya, ].rend.e- Ak9adag, 1450-1480 no t 50 km. Be of Darende, 20 Jun. 
1949 9 Haber-Momth 9274; B7i Prove Erzincan, 30 km. • of Erzinoan, 1500, 
18 Jul. 1958,  Maxkgrat 109111. 39:  Pz'oy, Van, Game, Edzemit, 9 Jul. 19549 
Davis 22603; ibid., Van # 2840 me t 12 Jun., 1899 9 	 (hole. A. 
pateri 'var. mjnorioarpzm f. wane nse BRNU n.y., iso. o). 310: Prove ibi, 
Bayaz ir (Doubaazit), Aucher 4093A (orig. snt. A. iiostylum 0, is** 
(6-3, W, K, m). C3: Prove Antalya, LDrkut.1i-izi1oada, 4 miles from 
Korkutali, 1100 Me t  31 May 19629 Dadlev (D. 35251a); Pro'v. Konya, Behix-
Kony&, 13 km, from  Beyebir, 1100 a., 15 Jun. 1962, Dudley (D. 35847). Ci,, 
Prove Konya, Konya-Sultanhani, 18 km. from Konym, 1050 not 17 Jun. 1962 9 
Dudley (D. 35920).  C5: Prey. I,el, Owngolek pass, 1 mile W. of Mersin, 
1900 me t Jun. 1909, Sjehe 249 pro parts j Prove NiILs, Niis, 1100 net  3-6 
Jun. 1898,  Siehe 40 (orig. synt. A. pateri var. equarrosoramomm BUG n.y., 
iso. 0, B11 w); Pro',. Adan I Farash- Berelcetli (nr. Poaanti), 3000 a., 
Jul. 1911 0 Siehe 555. 
bitat: Disturbed and ruderal areas p cultivated fi.1&s and road.eid.•e, 
enclosed vineyards, serpentine and igneous earnes t gyps= and chalk hills 
and cliffs of SE., exposure, clay and sandy banks, Astmgalus steppe; often 
associated with Pinue brutia or P. nigi'a, Artemisia and Worcus 0000ifegj 
alt. 500-2200 (-2840) in. Fl. May-Jun. 
A. pateri is one of the coizioneat species of Alyssum which foras 
large matted populations in the Central and Eastern Anatolian steppe. In 
most herbaria gatherings of this species as well as A. oonclensatua are 
found under the name A. alpestre L. var. suffrutesoene Boise. 
Some difficulty may be experienced in distinguishing the partially 
s2npatrio / 
smpatric A. pateri from the very polymorphic and more widely distributed 
A. oondeuaatum (including A. vemistum). These species resemble each other 
in habit and general facies, but there are a number of diagnostics which 
allow specific distinction. The fertile stems of A. pateri are always 
copiously branched and sprawling or occasionally ascending; they are 
reddish and provided with a sparse and early deciduous indumentum. The 
fertile stems of A. oond.sneatum (especially subep* condensatum) are often 
dwarfed and oonierted., and are furnished with a dense white and persistent 
indumentum • The sparsely pubescent, greenish, and obtuse or anarginate 
or truncate fruits of A. pateri are ovate or narrowly obovate and smaller 
than most of the elliptic, densely pubescent fruits of A. condensatum. 
The fruits of A. oondensatum aubsp. flexibile, tacugh sparsely pubescent, 
are always twice as large as those of A. pateri and are attenuate at their 
apices. The styles and petals of A. pateri are emaller than their equiv-
alents on most specimens of A. condensatum. Some additional characters 
which can be used to distinguish A. pateri and A. oondensatua* are listed 
in the following table. 
A. pateri 
petals entire or retuse, truncate 
at apices 
seeds narrowly winged 
fruit indumentum of stellate hairs 
coarse 7-10 rays (often branched & 
appearing many—rayed) 
fertile stems homophyllous leaves 
evenly distributed 
A. condensatum 
petals always entire, rotund at 
apices 
seeds wingless 
fruit inthmientum of stellate hairs 
with slender 10-30 rays 
fertile stems heterophyllous, the 
emaller, often obtuse basal 
leaves densely aggregated into 
a distinct zone 
The original material of Nyrady' s subspecies, varieties and forms 
of 
551. 
A, patex'i has been carefully ernined., and it is concluded that the 
differences which are stated to separate these tam are merely expressions 
of the normal range of variation within populations and throughout the 
whole specific distribution. The one Anatolian specimen cited by NytrI&y 
as A. pugiostylum (Aucher 4093k) doss not have the diagnostics that the 
other syntypes of A. posty1um possess - thereby equating then with. 
inflatuin - but is rather correctly referred to the typical subspecies of 
A. petexi. 
The Callier gathering from the Crimea which Nyr&y sites as A. pateri 
(1929) is also referred (a duplicate in the Velenove)cy Herbarium in Prag) 
by him (1949) to A. grinteaoui, a synonym of A, tortuosum. Duplicates of 
this gathering in the Florence Herbarium, fiauselcneoht Herbarium in Jane 
and the Dole seert Herbarium in Geneva have been determined and cited by 
Nyrdy (1949) as A. tortuosum var. longistylumj a duplicate in the Degen 
Herbarium in Didapest is considered by Nythd.y as one of the sjntypes of 
A. venuatum var. nebrodensiforme. A. pateri is entirely confined to 
Anatolia, and accordingly Sintenis 3863 is chosen as its leototyp.. 
A brief explanation of Boissier's interpretation of A. alpentro , L.. 
in the Orient is in order. A. alpestre L. in the narrow sense (Linnaeus 
and Nyrdy) is an alpine restricted to the Central and Western Alps. 
None of the Greek and Asiatic material which Boissiar sites as varieties 
of A. alpeatre can be equated with the European taxon. The Boissier 
varieties (1867) have been used extensively (e.g. Poet, 1932) ae"duet—bin" 
categories for Oriental specimens in Sect • Od.ontarrhena which are not 
properly understood. Nythdr (1927%141+)  recognized that A. alpestre sensu 
strioto does not occur in the Orient and established several binomials 
which may be applied to the Oriental gatherings. However, whereas Boissier' s 
varieties / 
5 2. 
varieties are extremely conservative, usually including several distinct 
species, NyBrdy' s interpretation of the Oriental tam went to the opposite 
extreme • lot only lose Nyrdy divide species, such as A. pateri, into 
morphologically indistinguishable infra—ap.otfio t&xa, but he also separates 
as distinct species, gathering which are itorphologically  continuous (i.e. 
A. halaosyiP  A. eiirotiouin, A. lepiclulum and A. novakii are all synonyms 
of A. aibericum.). 
subep. prostratum (Syr.) Dudley, comb. & stat. nov.; Iyr. in Anal. Aced. 
Rep, Pop, Born. Sect. tiine Geol. Geog. Biol., ear. A, sea. 3, It 78 we 
species (1949). 
A. prostatun Boise. & Rust ex Nyr. in Bul. Grid. Bot • Cluj, j, 
98, fig. 3 9 no 5, fig. 5 9 n. 4s to 49 f.  4  (1938)1 
A. erzerumi Nyr., bc. cit. - pro aynot 
A. d,tvrikU. Nya'r., pp. cit., 93 9 fig. 3 9 a. 6 9 to 6 f. 9 (1938)1 
Types (Turkey, B8: Pray. Erzuz'um)s Armenia, Ciroa Erzerum, Apr. (j) 
Jun. 1853 (Bay1*zrt-1rzurum, Koahapinar, 1829-2134 ii.) Rust (halo. JE, is*. 
G, 0-B, W, GE, K, TM). 
Distribution: Replacing the t)rpioal subspecies in the Armenian Highlands. 
Map 25. 
JBT. *8: Provo Erurum, Erzurum- Izpir, Jun. 1853, Rust; ibid., Kop 
dad, 2896 rn., 9 Aug. 1962, Purse 3821a; Provo 0dmano, Vayuk d.ag' 
Bayburt, 1829 m. 9 19 Jul. 1934, Balls 1768; ibid., diet. Bayburt, 31 km. 
S.E. of 0rnane, 1500 rn., 15 Jul. 1958 9 Huber-Morath 14810. B7: Provo 
Sivas, Divriki (Divrii), 1000 a., Jun. 1893, Bornrnttlber  3247.  (hobo. At 
d.jvrikji JE n.v. t iso. a—); Provo Malatya, 1 km. from Salih1ifmms1iye, 
1350 a., 24 Jun. 1949 9 Huber-torath 9275; Provo Tunoeli, P1m1r, 1550 a. 
8 Jun. 1957 9 Davis 29280; Proy. Erzinoan, 27 km. W.N.W. or Erzincan-R.fahiye, 
1600 m-9  7 Sept. 1957, Rechinger 5141. B8: Pray. Irzuit, Pasinler-Horasan, 
ni. Aias river, 1700 in., 12 Jun. 1957 9 Davis 29449; ibid., diet. Erzur, 
Sari Ka pass, 2591 mo p 2 Jul. 1960, Purse & Synge 852. B9s Pray. Biltis, 
Biltis.J1"atvan, 1900 in. 30 Jun. 1954, Davis 23378. 
Habitat: Disturbed areas, corn fields gravelly plains and S. facing igneous 
and calcareous slopes and sorees; alt. 1350-2591 a. 71, Jun.-Jul. 
The/ 
The following specimens are intermediate betveen sub8pe pateri and 
aubep, ostrtum: 37s Prey. El&zig, above E1zid, W. of Hs.rput, 1400 m., 
6 Jun. 1957, ].vis 29173. C5: Pray. Adane., Maamitli dad,  (Ala dad, ni. 
Pozanti), S,I. of Bereketli, 2000 mot Jul. 1913, Slebs 527. 
This taxon was originally described by Nyar4y at specific level, 
but eminatiou of the type material, its duplicates and additional 
gatherings indicate that it has a marlimmi of three differential characters 
(see Key to subspecies) which can separate it from A. patex'i. Nyare(y 
himself stated that A. prostratum was closely allied to his A. patsri 
subep. squarrosoramo sum, now treated as a synonym of A, pateri eubsp. 
pateri. Subspecies proatmtwn replaces the typical subspecies in the 
Armenian Highlands, but their distributions overlap in Turkish Kurdistan. 
A few intermediates occur the eastern and south—eastern range of the 
typical subspecies. 
Nyar1d.y allies A. divTikii to the Iranian A. lanigsrua (. 
cteoandolleum). However, the indumentum flower and fruit morphology, of 
A. divrikii as described, and illustrated by Njri4, and e'ination of 
duplicate material, clearly allows this binomial to be treated as 
synonymous with A, pateri subap. prostrat. 
97. A. obtusifolium Stev. ex DC., $yst. Nat., 2, 305 (1821). 
Key to subspecies 
Plant large; fertile sterna stout, 15-40 cme long; petioles of lower 
cauline leaves 3-6 ma. long 	 obtusifoliurn (E, O) 
Plant dwarf; fertile sterna slender 10 cm. long or less; petioles of 
lower cailine leaves 1-2 m, long 	 helioscopioides (E) 
eubap. obtusifoliwn. Delea., Ia. Sol* P1., g, 12 9 p1. 38 (1823); Busch 
in Fl. Cauc. Cxit., 1 (4), 567 (1909); Ha7ek, Prod.. Fl. Pen. Bale., j, 
441 ( 1925); Nyr. in Thu. Grid. Bot. Cluj, , 15, to 4, f. 100, to 6, 
f. 48,•t. 79 f. 61-639  to 9 9 f. 679 p1. 22, f. 2 (1929);  Nyi&. in Anal. 
Acad.., Rep. Pop. Born. Sect Siin$ Geol. aeog. Biol., ser. A t main. 3, It 
33 & 39 to 59 f. 47 as A. tortuosum eubep. aawranicwn (1949);  Oxoash., 
Fl. Kavk., ad. 2, £' 214 (1950); 	Fl. Rep. Pop. Rorn., I p1. 60, f. 2 
( 1955). 
.: A. savranicum .And.rz. in Desser t Adden. & Corr. Enum. P1. Yolk. 
Pod.., 82 (1822)1 
A. alpestre L. var. obtusifoliuni (stev. ax DC), Fensi in Tohih., 
Asia Mm., Bot. a (3), 300 (1860)1 
A. alpastre subep. obtusifolium (Stay. ex DC.) Nyman, Consp, P2. 
Eur., •, 57 (1878)1 
A. tortuosum Willd., var. elongaturn Busch, op. cit., 5661 
A. tortuosum aubep. eawraxiicum (.And.ra.) Ny&. in Bul. Grid.. Bot. 
Cluj, j,  136, p1. IN to 6 9 f. 8, to 79 f.  9, to 99 f. 18 (1927)1 
A. transiens Nyr., op. cit., 160 & in Thai. Grd. Bot. Clixj, At 
152 / 
152, p1. 11 (1928) 
A. obtusifoliuin eubep. typicum NyIr. in BuL Grid. Bot. Cluj, 
$ 16 (1929)- pro parts excl. plantani AnatoliamZ 
Types (Russia- Crimea and Siberia): in Pauria merid.ionali st in 
Siberia, Steven (holo. H. n.y., iso. 0-DC, I, x:). 
Distributions Bulgaria, Romania, Crimea, Central Russia and the Caucasus. 
Habitats Riverbeds and disturbed areas; alt. 0-500 m. Fl. Jun.-Jul. 
subap. helio3oo'ioides )Ty6r., op. cit., 18; Rech. fil., Fl. Aegnea, 225 
( 191 3); Nyr. in Anal. Aced. Rep. Pop. Rom. Sect. Siine Geol. Oeog. Biol., 
ear. At mm. 39 lb 34.9 to 49 f. 102 9 1039 to  6 9  f. 47 (1949). 
Type s (Greece) * Macedonia, Insula Thasos, in saxoeie aridis et caloarei 
a, c. 700 in., Apr. 1909 9 Dimonie (holo. BPn.v., iso. WU, W,K, EKO B). 
Distribution and habitats Endemic to calcareous substrates on the Greek 
Island of Thasos; alt. 700 m. Fl. Apr. 
This species is not known to occur in Turkey; all Anatolian specimens 
recorded as A. obtusifoijum refer to other tam. Both the Ms'Lissa&iian 
and the Bo-41ler 1334 thsrings from Prey. Aqs which were cited by 
Nyrdy (1929) as A. obtusifp1ii 	absp. -t"10 -ftare correctly identified 
as A. sjbjzjai. Boiasitg'. (1867) 	 var. obovatum (including 
A. obtusifolium) includes WONT 284 from the Cilician Taurus and Boissiez 
from Itesogie. The former collection is a sjntyp. of A 4osnasz, and 
the latter refers to A • sibirioum. Tb. Ues .0 gsthWUM  cited by 
I7ri4 in Thzb-korath (1943) and lyatady (1949) as A. obtusifojium are 
*1.0/ 
557. 
also referred to A. sibirici, 
travelom has no discernible differences which would allow 
separation from A. obtusifo)ij in fact one of the syntypse of A , 
tanIms In re'es.utM in th. De Caolls Herbarium in Geneva as the 
tp of A, obitolii. Likewise, the authentic material of 
sawranicRu (w) has all the diagnostics of A. quiusifolika so hole-
type of A • obtusiolium subep. b.x4oum var, alpinm is morphologically 
similar to Anatolian and Caucasian gatherings of A, MdUmMao s
, 
 and is 
treated as synoiqnoua with that speci.s • Nydrddy' s A. obtusUolium 
aubsp. oordatocsrpum is correctly understood as a synoim at his 
earlier described . oalLMre 
Subspecies heliosooxiiol,üs is known only from one collection from 
Tha.so, but an the basis of its floral structure, leaf hiteraunorphy, 
eta., it appears to refer correctly to A. e1ttusitol1. Jyáridy'. 
plaoamstt of this taxon as a subspecies is provisionally accepted, until 
suck tins as mow* material is available from Thasos. 
98. A. gehamense Federov. in Not. Syst. Geog. Inst. Bot. Tibil., 
faso. 10, 65 9 f. 4 (1941); Groesh., Fl. Kavk., ad. 2 9 19 214 9 (1950); 
Nya'r. in Bul. Grad. Bot. Cluj, 7, 138 as A. tortuosum var. traiatvetteri 
(1927). 
A. alpestre L. var. microphylla sensu Prautv. in Acta Hort. 
Petrop., Z. 497 (1873) - non Meyerl 
A. tortuosum Willd. var. trautvetteri Busch. in Fl. Cauc. 
Crit., 3 (4), 565 (1909)1 
A. obtusifolium Stev. ex DC. subap. typicum Nyr. var. alpinuni 
Nya'r. in Bul. Grid. Bot. Cluj, 2' 179 to 59 f. 82 9 to 8 1 1. 117 
(1929) 
Ty: (Russian Armenia): crescit in regione alti-alpina in cacuininibue 
Montium Aghinaghanenaiuin (olium Gehameneium) in 1apiosis mobilibus 
(spitak), 23 Jul. 1938, Federov (bob. ERE n.y. iso. TBI n.y., photo L). 
Distribution: Endemic to Turkish and Russian Armenia. Map 25. 
TURKEY S A8, Prov. Trabzon, Messurach dagh (Meoraieair), 2591 n. 
2 Jul. 1933 9, Balls 444; ibid., Kara Xarya Dagh, 3505 m. 24 Jul. 1934, 
Balls 1313A. A?: Prov. Gmane, Chronidagh (nr. Cftmane), 13 Jun. 
1894, Sintenis  5922 (hobo. A. obtusifoliuin subep. typicum var. alpinwa 
WU, iso. W, 0, G-BB, K, EM). A9: Prov. Kars, Asehich dagh, 29 Jul. 
1871 9 Radde 426 & 428 (svnt. A. tortuosum var. trauvettri orig. L 
n.y., photo F). 
Habitat: Rare alpine of igneous slopes and limestone screes; alt. 
2591-3505 ni. Fl. Jun.-Jul. 
A/ 
A Radde collection (No. 428) of this taxon was determined and 
cited by Trautvetter (1873) as Odontarrhena alpestre var. microphylla. 
This combination was based on a misconception by Trautvettrr of Meyer's 
(1831) Odontarrhena miorophylla from the Altai. Busch (1909) recognised 
that Meyer's taxon and the Armenian and Caucasian high alpine plants 
were not conspecific and applied the name A. tortuosum var. trauvetteri 
to the latter. There is no doubt after comparing photographs (and 
type material when available) of Trauvetter's var. microph.ylla, Busch's 
var. trauvetteri, Nyrdy's A. obtusifolium subep. typicum var. alpinum 
and Federov's A. gehamense, that they all represent the same taxon and 
share morphological continuities which justify specific recognition. 
A. gehamense is a very distinct alpine which is easily distin-
guished from A. tortuosum (occurring at much lower altitudes in the 
Caucasus) by its larger floral parts, obtuse sepals with very wide 
hyaline margins, pale cream—coloured petals, densely foliate, short and 
procumbent stems, spathulate to orbicular or obcuneate, obtuse, greenish—
gray concolorous leaves, and prominently involucrate leaves which 
subtend a compact subumbellate corymb. 
A. dechyanurn Ny. (in Anal. Acad. Rep. Pop. Rom. Sec. tiine 
Geol. Geog. Biol., ser. Al mem. 3, 1, 17, tab. 4, f. 5, tab.  5, f. 99 
10: 1949) probably refers to this species. NyrIdy allies A. dechyanum 
to his A. obtusifolium subep. typicum var. alpinuni, a synonym of A. 
The distribution in Daghestan, and the leaf and fruit 
illustrations of A. deçhyanu.m correspond with those features of A. 
gehamense. 
56C. 
99. A. bracteatum Boise, & Bites in buy. M4mo Soc. Nat. Moso., 1 2p 18 
(1860); Boise., Fl. Or., , 267 (1867); Biasoh in Fl. Cauc. Crite s 	(li), 
558 (1909); Nyr. in Biti. Bot. Grá. Cluj, j,, 91 9  fig. 5, no 1, fig. 6 
(1938); Nyr. in Anal. Acad. Rep. Pop. Rom. Soo. Stiix4e Geol. Geog. 
Bid., sex. At  mem.  39 , 23, to 3, f.  3 (1949). 
S.z A# 	varc, typioum Iytr. in Buis GAL. Bot. Cluj, 18 
92 ( 1938 ). 
A. bracteatuin var. (tiseixnile Nyr., icc. cit. 
Byntjs (Caucasus) s am Fuss des Illanglidagh bei Nachitachewan, 21 
May 1847 0 Buhee (orig. C-B, iso. LE n.y., photo. E). (Iran), Persien 
(Ispahan), Micher 14011 (orig. 0-B, iso. W, 0 9  IC, &). 
Distribution and habitats Open rocky hillsides, dry steppe, river banks 
and schist substrates in N. and Central Iran and the Caucasus; alt. 900-
2896 m. Fl. Apr.-May. 
Though most specimens of this species have orbicular or epathulate-
obovato and obtuse leaves, some gatherings, including the original 
syntypo collected by .Thzhse near Naohitechevan, have broadly elliptic and 
subacute leaves. Formal recognition of this variation was proposed by 
Nydy as var. typioum and var. d.tesitaile; however, after comparing 
material identified by Ny(rdy in the Deleseert Herbarium in Geneva with 
all the available Persian collections, it is safer to treat these varieties 
as synonymous. Many specimens from ICazaldatan and Transcaucasia have 
been determined (3(, m, Ian) and cited by Groesheim (1953) as A. bracteatum. 
Grosaheim evidently did not recognise A. braoteatum in the sense of Boiguier 
and Biahee (or Busch, 1909), as most of the specimens which he identified 
as/ 
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as that species are referrable to A, tortuo, or in the case of some 
gatherings from N. Iran, to A. lan.igerum. 
56 . 
100. 	A. corymbosoides Form. in Verh. Nature Vex. BrlInn, 34 9 329 
(1895); Vandas Reliq. Form., 39 & 40 as A. tortuosum (1909); 
Bornm. in Engl. Bat. Jahrb., 2' 350 as A. rhodopense (1925); Ny&. 
in Bid. Gi4d. Bat. Cluj, it 1539 to 4, f. 97, 999 to 6 1 f. 23 9  249 
to 79 f. 26 9 27, to 8 9 f. 112, to 9, f. 36 9 37 9  120, 123 as 
A. rhodopense (1928). 
A. rhoclopense Form. in Deut. Rot. Monat, 16 9 20 (1898) & 
Form. in Verh. Nature Vex. BrQnn, 37 9 83 (1898). 
A. coryrnbosoidee f. ciliata Form. in Verh. Nature Vex. 
Brflnn, 38 9  72 (1899). 
A. vardarense Bornm., op. cit. - pro syn.2 
A. vranjanum Nyr. in Bul. Grd. Bat. Cluj, 1' 110 
to 4 1 f. 69, to 6 9 f. 67 9 to 8 0 f 95, to 10, f. 118 9 
Pie 59 f. 6 9 7 9 p1. 9, p1 . 4 9 f. 6, 3 (1927)1 
A. vranianwn var. typicum Nyr., op. cit., 1121 
A. vranjanum var. coinpactum Nyr., be. cit., p1. 4 9 f. 8-9, 
Pie 5 9  f. 8-10. 
A. vranjanum var. compactum f. rotundatum Nyr., loc. cit. 
A. rhodopense var. bellidius Nya'r. in Bul. Gr. Rot. Cluj, 
8 9 156, to 8 9 f. 112 9 119 (1928)1 
A. rhodopense f. angustum Nyr., bc* cit., to 8, f. lii. 
A. murals W. & K. subap. dramense Nyr. in Oat. Bot. Zeit., 
, 56 (1936)1 
A. rechingeri Nya'r. in Bul. 0rd. Bat. Cluj, 18 9 83, f. 3 
no 1, to 39 f. 7 (1938) & NyIr. in Engle Rot. Jahrb., §i9 
458 (1939)2 
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A. rechingeri var. rhodopensiforme Ny&. in Eng. Bot, Jahrb. 
at 459 ( 1 939) 2 
A. re chi ngeri—vranjanium Nyr., loc. cit.! 
A. vranjanium var, copactum f. durietellatum Nyr., lo c. cit.2 
A. alpestre L. eubsp. rhodopense (Form.) Stoj. & Steff. Fl. 
Bu].g., 553 (1948)1 
Type: (Yugoslavia): in collinis petrosis ad Demirkapu Korejani 
derveo et Balia, Vacedonia g IPormanek (halo. BRNM n.y.). 
Distribution and habitat: Disturbed areas, river banks and calcareous 
substrates In Yugoslavia, Greece, Bulgaria and Romania; alt. 60-800 in. 
Fl. May-Jun. 
That Formanek contrasted this species with Aurinia oarmboea Griseb. 
has no relevance to the fact that as a specific epithet, coryrabosoidea 
has priority over Formanek' a later rhodopense. The priority of A. 
corynibosoid.ee was realised, by Bornm1ler (boo. cit.) and Nyrdy (1928) 9 
but they both rejected this name in favour of A. rhod.openae because they 
considered the foiner inappropriate. 
The differences which Ny&dy atats to separate A. vranjanua 
(and its mnerouu infra-specific taxa) frcin A. corymbosoidee commonly 
occur throughout the range of the latter species. Nyrddy himself (1927) 
claims that they are very similar, and that var. oo,apaotum of A. vranjanum 
represents a transitional state, whose characters are closer to A. 
oorynibosoides than to A. vranjanumt A. murals subap. dramense is an 
example of the application of infra-opeciflo taxa to unrelated species, 
a phenainona which occurs frequently in Nyry' • analysis of Sect. 
Odontarrhena / 
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Odontarrliena. Subspecies th'ea.nee clearly possesses the diagnostics (in 
particular the very asymmetrically inflated fruits which are strongly 5-
shaped in cross-section) of A. rhodopense. A. yranjanas and A. rechingeri - 
all synonyms of A. corymbosoidea. A. reohineri is said to differ from 
A. oorymboeojd.g by being a taller plant, having larger infloreacenoes 
and brighter coloured petals. The stature of the plants of A. oorymboaoid.s 
is very variable and in apparently associated with altituainal diffsrerioes; 
likewise, infioresoence branching appears to increase at lower altitudes. 
Petal colour is often unreliable in herbarium specimens; deep yellow 
petals often retain their original colour when dried, but they may fads 
very pale, and sometimes appear whitish. The type localities of A. 
reohingerj (and its vare rbodoperisifoxme) and A. neirals subsp. dremense 
are all within an area in Greek Macedonia at the base of the Rhodope Mts. 
of approrim4ely )O square miles. Nyrdy's intermediate category, 
"A, reohingeri-vranianum sp, trans nov." also comes from the same area. 
A. rhodopense eubape armeniacum z 1928 (later as øubep. bourgaoi s 
1919) is based on the t -pe material of Odontarrhena bourgaei. Theee 
names are correctly treated as synonyms of A, oal1iohrou. Nyirty' $ 
A. rhodoenae subap. duristellatum (1949) frm Iraq has litt].e relationship 
to A. oorymboaoides which is confined to the Balkan Peninsula. The type 
of eubsp. thirieeiallattui together with numerous additional collections 
from N. Iraq were described by the present author as a now species, 
A. peniwineneje (1962). 
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101. A. borzaeanwn Nyr. in Bul. Grid. Bot. Cluj, 6, 90 (1926); 
Nya'r. in Bul. Grid. Bot. Cluj, 9v 	t. 4 9 f. 86 9 879 to 6, f. 29 9  
t. 7, f.  34-37, to 9, f. 44 9 45 9 to 2 (1929); Bornm., Symb. ad. Fl. 
Anat., 48 (1936); 1yar. in Anal. Acad., Rep. Pop. Rom. Sec. 31iir4e 
Geol. Geog. Biol., sex'. A, mets. 3, 1 9 74 ( 1 949); Fl. Rep. Pop. Rots., 
39 352, p1. 60, f. 1 (1955). 
A. mlcrocarpum Hausskn. & Bornm. in Mitt. Thtlr. Bot. Vex'., 
21, 3 (1905), pro parts puoad plantain a Bornm111er 4111 
lectam - non Visiani1 
A. alpestre L. subap. borzaeanum (Nya'r.) Stoj. & Steff., Fl. 
Buig., 531 (1948)2 
Type: (Romania): Dobrogea, distr. Conatana, in arenosis 
maritimie inter lacum Tuziaghiol et Pontuin Euxinum (Marea Neagra) 
props balneae Techirghiol at Movilla, c. 2-10 a., 2 Jul. 1923, Borza 
647a (bob. CL n.y., iso. G. V, K, BK, OX?, F). 
Distribution: Bulgaria, Romania and rarely in N.W. Anatolia. Map 25 , 
TURKEY. A2(A)j Prov. Bilecik, 200 a., 7 Jul.  1899, Bornm1ler 
4111 (orig. synt. A. microcarpum JZ n.y., iso. W. G); Ibid., 5 km. 
W. of BIlecik, 1 Jul. 1962, Davis 36363. B2: Prov. Ktahya, 
Eskiehir— Ketabya, 5 km. from Ktttahya, 900 in., 22 Jun. 1962, Dudley 
(D. 36090). 
Habitat: Coastal areas, limestone steppe; often in Pinus brutia 
woods; alt. 0-10 (-900) in. Fl. May—Jun. 
566. 
This species belongs to the saYrte complex of species, including 
A. callacrae, A. corymbosoirles and A. sibiricum sensu lato, whose 
fruits are very asymmetrically inflated and are strongly S—shaped in 
cross—section. 
i\. borzaeanum occurs only rarely in Anatolia, in north—west 
Bithyni. One of the specimens (ornm11er, 4110) cited as A.microcarpum 
is correctly referred to P. borzaeanuin, the other gatherings from 
Paph1gonia pertain to the closely allied A. siHricum. Though A. 
bor7aeannm occurs in the same area in Anatolia as the very common and 
widespread A. sibiricum, the former possesses a number of characters 
which clearly distinguish it from the latter. The uppermost prominently 
Involucrate leaves of A. boraeanum are persistent, while the bracteate 
ones of A. sibiricum are early deciduous, * The smaller fruits of A. 
borzaeanum have an irtdumentum of equal—rayed and appressed stellate 
hairs (measuring 0.2-0.4 mm. diam.), and the stellate hairs on its 
sterilp shoot leaves are appressed or subappreesed with short, equal 
and stiff rays. The indumentum on the fruits of A. sibiricuzn is 
composed of coarser stellate hairs with unequal and divergent rays 
(measuring up to 0.7 tam. diain.), and that on the leaves of its sterile 
shoots is often teentose with stellate hairs having long, unequal 
and sericeous rays, often up. to 1.5 mm. long. The appendages of the 
short filaments of A. borzaeanum are connate basally; those of A. 
sihiricum are always free. The habit of A. borzaeanum is also 
distinctive; its fertile stems are rigid and sparsely branched, and 
its inflorescence is sparingly branched and condensed, at most 5 cm. 
long / 
long. The fertiistems of A. sil-iricum are most often sprawling and 
copiously branched, Pnd its inflorescence is strongly branched, up to 
c. 10 C!fl. long. The upper portions of the stems and inflorescence of 
A. borzaeanum are whitish with a dense felty indimevituml this indumenturn 
if present on the stems of A. aibiricum Is deciduous in the fruiting 
state. 
One of the paratypes (yri&y 647d) of A. borzaeanum, cultivated 
from ssd collcted in the Dobrogea district of Rornania, is correctly 
referred to A. obtusifolium. The deecrption and distribution of 
A. borzaeanum subsp. aeguiscutum indicate that this name is probably 
synonymous with A. tortuosum, 
56. 
102. A. sibiricum Willd., Sp. P1., 1 (1), 465 (1800); Boiss., Fl. 
Or. ,1, 268 as A. alpestre var. minutiflorum (1867); Nyr. inNotizb. 
Dot. Gart. this. Berlin-Dablem, 11 9 631 9 f. 11 (1932); Schwarz in 
Fedde Rep. Sp. Nov., 36, 87 (1934); Nyr. in Anal. Acad. Rep. Pop. 
Rout. Sec. tiir4e Geol. 0.0g. Biol., ear. A. mein. 3 9 1, 35 & 36 as 
A. lepidulum (1949). 
A. rninutiflorum Boise., Diagn. 1 (1), 73 (1842)1 
A. alpestre L. var. minutiflorum (Boise.) Yenzl in Tchih., 
.Asie Mm., Dot. 1 (3) 9 299 (1860)2 
A. a1petre var. euffrutescena Boise., Fl. Or., 268 (1867)9 
pro parts I 
A. suffrutescens (Boise.) Hal., Conep. Fl. Gr., 1 9, 93 (1900). 
A. suffrutescens var. typicum Hal., l o c. cit.J 
A. suffrutescens var. epirotum 	Hal., l o c. cit..' 
A. ruicrocarpum Hausskn. & Bornm. in Mitt. ThUr. Bot. Ver., 
21 9 3 (1905), pro parte excl. plantain a Bornm1ler 4111 
lectam - non Visianil 
A. rnoritanum L. aubepo raontanum probes epii-otum 	(Hal.) 
Bauing. in Beil. Jahresb. Nied.-Ost. Land.-Lhrers. Wijen.-
Wien.-Neust., 349 8 (1907) 
A. epirotum 	(Hal.) Ny(r. in Bul. Grid. Dot. Cluj, 1' 13, 
t. 59 f. 120 9 121 9 to 6 9 f. 32, 33 9 to 9 9, f. 72 (1929)2 
A. novakii Nytr., OP. cit., 14. 
A. obtusifoliva Stev. ex DC. subap. typicuin Nyr., op. cit., 
16 / 
5 6Q. 
16 9 pro pane guoad plantam a Maniasidjian lectatn2 
A. balacayi Nyr., op. cit., 10 9 to 4, f. 88, 89, to 6 9 f.30 9 
31, to 7 9 f. 38, 40, to 9 9 f. 46 9 p1. 203 
A. halaceyi van. denaum Nyr., op. cit., 12, to 7, f. 391 
A. lepidulum Nyr., op. cit., 263 
A. lepidulum subsp. genuinum Nyar., op. cit., 28 9 p1. 24a, 
to 6 9 f. 50, 51 9 to 79 1. 65 9 to 9 9 f. 681 
A. lepithilum aubap. genuinum f. pauloasperum Ny&., bco cit., 
to 7 9 f. 673 
A. lepidulum subap. ggnuinum f. asperum Nyr., bco cit., to 59 
f. 1049 to 7, f. 683 
A. lepidulum subsp. congregatum Nyr., ]oco cit., p1. 24b, to 6, 
f. 52 9 to 9, f. 693 
A. lepiciulurn aubap4 congreatum f. minoristellatuxn Nya'r., qk. 
cit., 29, to 59 f. 1053 
A. lepidulum subape congpegatum f. rnaioniatellatuxn Ny'r., loc. 
cit., to 59 f. 106, 1073 
A. lepidulum subep. congregatum f. sip1icius 	loc. cit.! 
A. ]epidulurn eubap. vestlmentosua Nyar., bco cit., p1. 24c, 
to 5, f. 108, 109, to 6 9 f. 53 9 to 7 9 f. 66 9 to 9, f. 703 
A. lepiduluii subsp. geriulnuin f. scopaefonie N7&. in Anal. Acad. 
Rep. Pop. Rom. Sec. tiir4e Geol. Geog. Blob., sere A, me*. 
3 9  1, 38 
(949)1, 
A. tenderense ICotov in Fl. Ukr., 5 ,, 506 9 p1. 78, 78a (1953)1 
Type: / 
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Type: (Russia-Siberia): in Siberia, Richtscheid (?) (halo. B, 
photo. 3 sheets 1, Iso. G-DC). 
Distributions Albania, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Rornania, Turkey- 
in-Europe, Anatolia and Caucasus. 
TURKEY. A2(E): Prov. Istanbul, Serai-Ky, Friwaldaky. A2(A): Prov. 
Bilecik, Sakarya valley, Kttplf, Jun. 1960 9 Curtis 207; Ibid., Bilecik-
Pozaryeri, 400 n. 2 Jul. 1962, Davis 36440; Prov. Bursa, Mt. Olympo 
Bithynia (Ulu da), Jul. 18739 Pichler (holo. A. lepidulum subsp. 
congregatuni f. simplicius BUC n.y., iso. G, 0-B, W-Hal., }Iub.-Mor., .71 9 
W, Gil, BM; ibid., Burs a-Soukpinar, Soukpinar, 500-1000 a., 16 May 
1962 9 Dudley (D. 34749). A3: Prov. Adapazari, Doançay, 100 m. 
1 Jul. 1960 9 Davis 36326; Prov. Ankara, 10 km. W. of Beypazari, 2 km. 
W. of Zavije, 880 a., 26 May 1957, Khne 176A; Prov. Bolu, Nallihan- 
Mudurnu, 1200 a. ) 9 Jul. 1962, Davis 37060. A4: Pray. çankiri, çankiri, 
800-900 a., 3 Jun., 28 Jul. 1929 2 Bornrnttller 13864 (orig. synt. 
A. lepidulum subap. genuinum f. scopaeforme JE, n.y., iso. W, BM); 
Prov. çankiri, çankiri, 800 a., 5 Jun. 1954 9 Davis 21511 ; Prov. 
Kastamonu, Kastamonu, 1100 a., 9 Jun. 1954, Davis 21778; ibid., N. 
side of Ilgaz dad,  1500 m., 28 Jul. 1962 9 Davis 38282; Prov. Ankara, 
Ravil-ICalecik, 4 Jun. 1954, Davit; 21419. A5: Prov. Kastamonu, Tosya, 
13 Jun. 1892, Sintenis 3684 (holo. A. lepidulum subsp. congratum f. 
minoristellatum & f. maioristellatua B.P. n.y.,; orig. synt. A• 
microcarpum JE n.y., iso. Wu, W. G-BB, K, BM); Prov. Sinop, çangal 
dag above Gkcaegaç, 1100 a., 27 Jul. 1962 9 Davis 38258; Prov. 
Samsun g 30 km. W. of Samsun g 1891/92, Manissadjian 107b; Prov. 
Ainasya / 
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Amasya, Amaeya, 400-600 a., 5 Jun. 1889, Bornm11er 1334 (orig. synt. 
A. aicrocarpum JE n.y., iso. G—BB); ibid., Mersivan (Merzifon), 11 
Apr. 1891 9 Maniasadjian (orig. synt. A. obtuaifolium subap. typicum 
BRBU n.y., iso. ). Aôi Prov. Tokat, Tokat, Krichrigh dagh, 
Wiedemann. Bi, Prov. Ba:Iikesir, Mt. Ida (Kaz da), Mt. Szu—Sszu 
dagh, 27 Jul. 1883, Sintenis 430; Prov. Ismir, Siphylo (Manisa dad) 
900-1200 a., 10 Jun. 1906, Bornm'l1er 9089 (orig. synt. A. halacayl 
BP, n.y.; orig. synt. A. lepidulum gubep. genuinum f. pauloasperum 
BP n.y., iso. 0 9 K, BM, E); ibid., 18379 Aucher 253 (orig. synt. 
A. alpestre var. suffrutascena C—B, iso. G. x). B2: Prov. Bursa, 
Bursa—Kelea, 20 km. from Kelas, 1000 m., 17 May 1962, Dudley (D. 34785); 
Prov. Ktahya, diet. GecIiz, 4aphane daj above aphane, 1500 fl., 27 
Aug. 1950, Davis 18510, ibid., Kttayha—Tayan1i, lIJ  km. from Tav;anhi, 
800-900 a., 23 Jun. 1962, Dudley (D. 36112). B3* Prov. Eakeehir, 
Polatli—Sivrihlsar, 20-30 miles from Polatli, 1000 a., 21 Jun. 1962, 
Dudley (D. 36025); Prov. Ktahya, Eakiehir—Ktah,ya, 20 km. from 
Kfltahya, 800 a., 22 Jun. 1962, Dudley (D. 36079); Prov. Konya, 
Sultan dad,  Akacheker (Akehir), 1100-1200 1., 10 Jun. 1899 9 Bornml1er 
4109. B4i Prov. Ankara, Xavakli valley (Dikmen), 900 a., 13 Jun. 
1929, Bornra11er 13863 (orig. synt. A. lepidulum subap. genuinum 
f. acopaeforine JE n.y., iso. W, Kq BJ); ibid., diet. 49refli Kochhisar, 
16 km. S. of 4erefli Kochhiear—Aksaray, 930 a., 27 Jun. 1959, Huber-
Morath 16234; ibid. 9 1892, Bornrntller 3138 (orig. synt. A. lepidulum 
subap. genuinum f. asperum, BP n.y., iso. C. G—BB, W, K, BM, B). B5z 
Prov. Nev;ehir, Nevehir—?3rgt1p, 1200-1300 a., 22 Jun. 1952 9 Davis 
19129 / 
19129; Prov. Kayseri, Kayseri, 1250 a., 1 ,Jul. 1856 9 Balanea 492 
(orig. synt. A. alpestre var. zninutiflorum G-B). Bb; Prov. Sivas, 
Sivas, 1829 a., Jul. 1898 9 Maunsell. B8: Prov. Tunce]i, dist. 
PtilfimtZr, 2 km. S. of Mutri, 1260 a., 26 Jun. 1951, Reese. Cl; Prov. 
Aydin, Samaun daj above Priene, 700-900 a., 20 Aug. 1950 9 Davis 16362; 
ibid., Mesogis (Aydin dad) above Thralles (Aydin), Jun. 1842, 
Boissier (orig. synt. A. lepidulum eubsp. genuinum 1'. pauloasperum 
CL n.v. 9 iso. G, Vt, K, E); ibid., ui. Thralles (Aydin), Jun. 1842 9 
Boissier (halo. A. ainutifloru.ni G-B, iso. W GR)e C2* Pi'ov. Denizli, 
Boz da above Gay-ran yayla, 1829-2134 a., 16 Jul. 1947, Davis  13375; 
ibid., Tavas-Denizli, 15 miles from Denizli, 800 a. 9 10 Jun. 1962, 
Dudley (D. 355555); Ibid., N. face of Buba da, Honas dj, S. of 
Denizli-'Favas, 4 Jun. 1938 9 Huber-Morath (orig. synt. A. lepidulum 
subap. genuinum f. acopaeforine Hub.-Mor. iso. w); i4., Boldan, 
6 km. from Denizli, Jun. 1938, Huber-Morath 5575 (orig. synt. 
A. lepiduluta subap. genuinum f scopasforae Hub.-Mor.); Frov. 
Antalya, ni. Berdak (Bayat), Jun. 1864 9 Bourgeau 164 (orig. aynt. 
A. alpestre var. suffrutescens 0-B). C3; Prov. Burdur, nt. Bouldour 
(Burdur), May 1848), He1reich (orig. synt. A. alpestre var. suff-
rutescens 0-B, iso. BY); Prov. Konya, Beyehir-Konya, 28 miles from 
Bey;ehir, 1250  rn, 15 Jun. 1962, Dudley (D. 35860). C43 Prov. Konya, 
ni. Koriya, 12O(,m., May 1902, Zedebour (bob. A. lepidulum subsp. 
vestimentosum JU, iso. w). Turkey-in-Europe, 1844 9 Thirke; ib., 
1842, Gi-sebc'(orig. synt. A. alpestre var. euffrutescens 0-B, 
iso. K). (orig. synt. A. aipestre var. suffrutescens 0-B, iso. K). 
Habitat; / 
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Habitat! Disturbed and ruderal areas, salt and calcareous steppe, 
limestone, conglomerate and igneous ledges and acres, marl and gypsum 
hills of S. and S.W. exposure; often found in Artemisia and Atngalue 
steppe, Juniperus and Quercus scrub, and Pinus and Abies woodlands; 
alt. (100—) 700-2134 ri. Fl. May—Jul. 
Phis species belong to the same complex of species in Subsect. 
Odontarrhena as A. ca1iacr, A. borzaeanump A. cormbosoides, and A. 
euboueum, all with very aayrietrlcally inflated fruits which are 
strongly S—shaped in cross—section. A. sibiricum is one of the 
comonazt Oriental Alyssum species which is very polymorphic with 
respect to Its stature, size of infloreacnece, and leaf and fruit 
shape. The multiplicity of specific and infra—specific epithets (i.e. 
A. balacayl, A. lepidulum arid A. epirotum) are extremely artifical, 
being based on minor variations which occur uncorrelated and 
por!tea1ly throughout the whole specific range. Whenever possible 
the original material (or their duplicates) of Nyrdy's taxa have 
been carefully examined. with the resulting conclusion that their 
differential characters lack a population or even individual constancy 
or correlation which would justify taxonomic recognition. 
Schwarz (1934) correctly points out that the characters 
distinguishing A. halacnyi and A. lepidulum easily fall within the 
range of variation of Boissier's A. minutifloruin. A. minutiflorum 
(1842), considered by lPenzl  (1860) as a variety of A. minutifiorurn 
and maintained as such in Flora Orientalip, is con 3pecific with A. 
sibiricum. At aJpestre var. suffrutescena, though a "dustbin" group, 
contained / 
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contained a predominance of A. sibiricum, i.e. Grisebach, He]dreich 
from Greece, Fourgeau and I ucher. Ha1a'cy (1900) realized that 
Boissier's A. alpestre var. suffrutescena in the sense of the Greek 
collections (Heidreich) could not refer to A. alpestre sensu 3trlcto, 
and raised var. suf utseens to specific rank. This combination, 
however, cannot be used validly in Alyssum beceue of an earlier 
homonym A. surutecens PoiBs. (1867), which is a synonym of A. 
erosulum. fla.licsy considered that a Baldacci gathering from the 
Ecirus district in Western greece d1itzd from th3 nor1 expression 
of his A. stffrotesoens, and described it - v. epirotuin. The 
basis of this variety was taken up by Baumgartner (1907), who for 
some inexplicable reson considered this taxon as proles epiroticum 
of A. montanum in Sect. Alyssum. Ny1rdy (1949) raised var. e,irotum 
to specific rank. 
After examin ing the original types of A. sibiricum in the 
W111encw Herbarium in Perlin, Nyrdy (1932) discussed at great 
length the fact that Wilidenow's A. sibiricum was synonymous with A. 
lepidulum. He pointed out that Wilidenow's notation of an area of 
collection in Siberia is erroneous, and that the original specimens 
of A. sibiriews were probably collected from somewhere in Caucasia 
(or the Crimea or Ukraine). That the geographic citation accompany-
ing the description of A. sibiricum is erroneous does not affect the 
nomenclatural fact that the epithet sibiricuin pro-dates Nyra1y's 
lepidultim by 129 years1 
All / 
) ). 
All of the specimens cited as A. mioxocarpum senu Rausskn. & 
Bornm. are referred to A. sibirioum, except Bornml1er 4111 which is 
one of the rare Anatolian records of A. borzaeanum. The type material 
of the Ukrainian Pt, tenderense has not been seen, but its description 
and excellent illustrations leave no doubt that it is to be treated 
as a synonym of A. sibiricum. 
Careful study of large populations of P. sibiricum in Anatolia 
has rewaled its great morphological variabil5ty. Indivilual plants 
in these large populations can be identified as A. lepidulurn, A. 
minutiflorurn, A. halacsyi and A. epirotum, depending upon the stage 
of development attained, i.e. prior to flowering, flowering, fruiting, 
after seed dispersal or in the completely sterile and rosulate 
condition. Nyarady himself doubted the validity of the distinguishing 
characters of A. halacsyi when he (1949) transferred the Bornm1ler 
exsiccata (No. 9089) , which he treated as a syntype of A. halacayl 
(1929), to A. lepidulum subap. genuinum f. pauloaspexum. The major 
character which Nyrad.y uses to separate A. halacsyi from the closely 
allied taxa (see NyrIy's keys, 1929 and 1949) is the heterophyllous 
condition of its fertile stems. None of the original or duplicate 
pecimens of A. halacsyi possess a mane of basally aggregated "auline 
leaves as Ny&dy claims; however, the caulirie leaves of A. ,ibiricum 
sensu lato gradually increase in size upwards. 
57 1:. 
103. A. caliacrae Ny&. in 3u1. Grid. Bot. Cluj, 6, 92 (1926); 
Nya'r. in Bul. Grid. Bot, Cluj, 2 20 p1. 23 9 to 49 f. 90-92 9 959 96 9 
t. 6 9 f. 25-28, 34-369 to 7 9 f. 31-33 9 41-46 9 to 9 9 f. 40-43 9 47-49 
/ including all subsp., var. & formes (1929); Nyar. in Anal. Acad. 
Rep. Pop. Rom. Sec. 4tiinle Gaol. Geog. Biol., ser. A t inem. 3, 1, 
57 & 58 (1949); Fl. Rep. Pop. Born. 3 9 p1. 60 9 f. 4 as A. tortuosurn 
subsp. exiraium (1955). 
A. caliacrae var. typicum Nyi(r. in Bul. Grid. Bot. Cluj, 6, 
92 (1926)1 
A. caliacrae var. hurnerosuin Nya"r., op. cit., 93! 
A. caliacrae var. aubincisum Nyr., l o c. cit.! 
A. caliaorae var. subincisurn 1. apricuxn Nyr., lo c. cit.! 
A. exirnium Ny dr. , o p. cit., 901 
, A. tortuosurn Wilid. subep. exirniurn (Nyar.) Nyar. in Bul. Grad. 
Bot. Cluj, 1' 134 (1927)1 
, 
A. caliacrae subsp. racernosurn Nyar. f. 8nuosuni Nyar. In 
Bul. Grid. Bot. Cluj, 9 9 23 (1929). 
A. caliacrae var. yiiicuin f. extensurn Nyar., p. cit., 22. 
A. ca1iacre subap. prodari t. latirosulaturn Nyrr., boo. cit.! 
A. obtusifollum Stev. ex DCo subsp. cordatocarpurn Nyr., 
OP* cit., 179 to 6, f. 49 9 to 7, f. 64, to 9 9 f. 66! 
A. alpestre L. subsp. caliacrae (Nyr.) Stoj. & Steff., Fl. 
Bul., 530 (1948). 
. rdpestre subsp. calicrae var. typicum (Nyr.) Stoj. & 
Steff., loc. cit.! 
577. 
A. alpestre eubep. caliacrae var. prodani (Nya'r.) Stoj. & 
Steff., op. cit., 531 
A. alpestre subsp. obtusifoliuti (Stev. ex DC.) Nyme var. 
cordatocarpuin (NY" 	Stoj. & Steff., op. cit., 5302 
A. ciliacrae var. subincisum f. extensum (Ny&.) Nyr. in 
Anal. lead. Rep. Pop. Rom. Sec. tiine Geol. Geog. Biol., 
ear. A, memo 3, 1 9  58 (1949). 
A. caliaorae subap. prodani var. ainuosum (Nya'r.) Nyr., 
OP- cit.,  57. 
Lectotype, (Romania): Dobrogea, diet. Caliacra, in abruptis 
calcareous supra Pontum Euxinum (Marea Neagr) ad "Cupul Caliacra" 
versus vallam Bolata at etlam versus paguni Glaursuluciuc; alt. 
50-80 in., 28 Jun. 19229 Ny&y 648 (orig. CL n.y. iso. W, G, IC, BM, 
OXF, E). 
Distributions and habitat, Coastal areas and calcareous substrates 
along the Black Sea in Bulgaria, Romania and rarely in the Crimea; 
alt. 50-80 in. Fl. Jun.—Jul, 
It Is clear from a detailed examination of the ty'e material 
and additional patherine of A. caltacree that the many infra—specific 
taxa of this species created by NyIr4dy are not rorthy of tnomic 
recognition. The dIffarentIatin' "har'cters '!'ih nr sir to 
distinguish these taxa are infInite.mal and are expressions of the 
normal range of variation. The type materials of A. exlmium and A. 
obtusifolium subap. coj'datocaxpum were all collected from near the 
classical / 
573. 
claesiCal locality for A. ca1iacra nd have no diucotinuitieb which 
would permit taxonomic uepatioi. The type material of A. calicrae 
aub2p. raceuo2uli (later treated as a full species by Iydy;1949) 
has been et:i:ine (w) and must be treated ae a sjv-viorqm of A. tox'tosui. 
.1 
104. A. euboeum Hal., Con3p. Fl. Gr., 1, 93 (1900); Nyr. In Bul. 
Grid. Bot. Cluj, 9 , 49 9 to 59 f. 112 9 to 8 9 f. 76 9 to 10 9 f. 73 (1929); 
Rech. fl.]., F].. Aegeea, 226 (1943); Nyar. in Anal. Acad. Rep. Pop, 
Rom., Sec. 4tiinje Geol. Geog. Biol., sere A. rAem, 3, 1 9 44, to 59 
f. 29 9  30 (1949). 
Type s (Greece): In Euboea septentrionale pr. Mantudi, Oct. 1848 9  
Sartori (holo. w-ri.). 
Distribution and h ab itat: Rare endemic of Euboea, mainly on serpentine; 
alt. 550-1000 me  F].. May-Jun. 
105. At cond.nstua Boise. & Haueaku. in Boias., Fl. Or. 1 9 268 (1867). 
Key to subspecies 
Sepal. + persistent in fruit; induaentun on silicules whitish, dense, 
durable; styles + ubescent; petals + glabrous, (0.8—) 1-1.5 am. 
wide; iilicu1ea obtuse # truncate, or emarginate. 	 con ensatum 
Sepals early deciduous; indumentuin on ailiculee greenish, sparse, 
easily displaced; styles + glabrous; petals always pubescent, 1.5 
(-2) mm. wide; ailiculee obtuse or attenuate. 	 fleibj1e 
subap. conclensatum. Borna., Symb. ad Fl. Anat., 50 as A. pLannulo5um 
(1936); Burtt in Kew Bull. 99 (1949); Rech. fil. in Ark. F8r. Hot., 
, (1), 171 (1959). 
$ j, alpestre L. var. atf'fruteecena Boisa., bc. cit.- 
arte quoad p1antim Pisidiam a Heidretch lectam 
Odontarrbena lycia Jord. & Fourr., Brev. P1. Nov., faac. 2 9 
3 (].868): 
A. paunulsua Haueakn, & Bornm. in Mitt. ThUr. Bat. Ver., 
n.f., 209 2 ( 1905): 
A. venuatum Nyr. in Dial. GrsA Cluj, 9 . 36 0  to 59 1'. 114, 
t. 6 9 f 43 9 to 7 9 f. 54, to 99 f. 59 9 p1. 27 (1929)1 
A.g venustui* var. rosulatum Nyar., op. cit., 37 9 to 6 9 f. 44, 
to 7, f. 53, to 9 1 f 61 - po parte excl. plantam Siehe 
ectamJ 
A, venuettam var. nebrodenaifora. Nyar., opo cit., 39— Lo 
parts quo ad plant am Bourgesu lectam 
A. venuetum var. laziusculum Nyar., op. cit., 401 
A. 
1. 
A. venu8tum var. multicarpum Ny'., bco cit., to 59 f. 115 9  
to 7, f. 55, to 9, f. 60, p1. 282 
A t bornmuellerl. Rausskn. ax Degen X A, obtusifolium var. 
alpinum Nyr. in Bul. Grid. Bot. Cluj, 18 9 fig. 3 9 no 9 9 10 9  
t.f, f. 10 (1938): 
A. venustum var. typicum Nyfr, in Anal. Acad. Rep, Pop, Rout. 
Seel. tiine Gaol. Geog. Biol., aer. A ll utem. 3 1 9 60 ( 1 949).3 
A. vanustum var. rosulatunt f. acutum Nyr., op. cit., 612 
A. venuntum var. longiellipticua Nyr., b000 cit., to 59 f. 463 
A. venustum var. loniellipticum f. subbiacutum Nyat., bco cit., 
to 59 f. 45 
venustum var. spathulatunt Nyr., 	. cit., 62 
A. venuetum var. nummulariunt Nyr., bc, cit . ! 
A. condensatum var. parvifoliwn Nyr., ope cit., 73, to 2 9 fe 33 
Lectotype: (Turkey, C6* Prov. Gaziaritep), monte Karabiyuckle 
(Karabiyikli) inter lintab (Gaziantep) at Marach (Mara), 11 Jul. 1865 9  
Hausaknecht (orig. G—B, holo. P. venustum var. bongiellipticuin JE, iso. 
W). 
Distributions A widespread Central Anatolian species extending into 
Syria, Lebanon and N. Iraq. Map 26. 
TURKEY. A3s Prov. Ankara, 10 km. W. of Beypazari, 2 km. W of Zavije, 
880 ut., 26 May 19579 Khne 173; A5z Prov. Amasya, Amasya, 400-800 n. 5 
2 Jul. 1889, Bornm1ler 1335 (orig. synt. A. venustum var. rosulatuni 
CL n.y., iso. WtJ, W, K, BM); ibid., 500 a., 17 Jun. 1889 9 Bornmflller 
1334 (orig. synt. A. venustum var. rosulatuni BRNU, n.y.,; orig. synt. 
5&. 
A. venustutn var. tyPicum BIJC n.y., iso. W); ibid., Abadachi. clagh 
(nr. Axaasya) 1400-1500 a., 11-12 May 1890, BornmtLler 2884 (orig. synt. 
A. pannulosua JB n.y., iso. W, G—BB, K); ibid., Amasya, 400-600 a., 
26 May 1339, Bornmfl1er 1336 (holo. A. venustum var. nu!nmularium JE 
n.y., iso. W. G—BB). Bit Provo Balikesir, Pit. Ida (Kaz dat)  Szu- 
Sazu dagh, 27 Jun. 1883 9 Sinteriis 430 (holo. A. venustua var. xoeulatwa 
1'. acutuin WU, iso. IC, BM). B3: Provo Kenya, Ak8cheker (Akehir), 
100 a., 3 Jul. 1899 9 Bornmttller 4105. B51 Provo Kayseri, Everek 
(Develi), 1400 rn. Jun. 1902 9 Zedebour. B6, Provo Adana, dist. Feke, 
Bezoglan dag above Obruk ysyla, above Sairobeyli, 1900 m., 7 Jul. 1952 9 
Davis 19698; Provo Mara, distr. Gksun, Binboga dad,  on Isik da 
above Karli yayla, 2700 ii., 5 Jul. 1952 0 Davis 19986; Provo Sivas, 
Tacbamltt—Bel (çaalibel dad), Pokat—Sivag, 1700 a., 31 May, 7 Jun- 
1890 . Bornmtiller 1699 (orig. synt. A. pannulosua JE n.y., iso. w) ; 
Provo Malatya, Darende— Kayak Aghatch, 14 Jul. 1906, Post 292  pro 
parte. B7: Provo i:rzirzcan, Egin (Kemaliye), 13 May, 15 Jun. 18909 
Sintenis 2233 (orig. synt. A. venustum & var. typicum BUC n.y., iso. 
WU, W, G, K). B9z Provo Van, Tachatak (çatak), 10 Jun. 1893 9 
Maniasadjis 794 (orig. synt. A. venustum var. multicarpum BRNU n.y., 
iso. w). C2: Provo Denizli, Honz da above Denizli, 1700 n. 
3 Jun. 1938, Huber—Morath 5576; Provo Mu1a, Girdev da, S. side, 
2200 m-9 5 Aug. 1947, Davis 13853; Pray. Antalya, Mt. Elmali, 10 
May, 25 Jun. 1860 1, Bourgeau 28 (ho].o. Odontarrahena lycia P. n.y., 
orig. ziynt. A. venustua var. nebrodensiforme W, iso. G. K, E). C3z 




Burdur, 4 km. S. of Rurdur - Antalya, 1950 a., 10 Jun. 1938, Ruber-
Vorath 5581 (holo. A. venuetum var. !pathulatum Hub.-Mox.); ibid., 
Bu1dour (Burdur), 22 May 1845, Jun. 1846, 1!eldreieh (orig. synt. A. 
alpestre var. suffrutescens 0-B, iso. C, W, !); Prove Antalya, diet. 
Kemer, T-ihata].i dal, 2300 a., 10 Jul. 1 949, Davis 15054; ibid., 
Korkuteli-Kizilçadag, 10 miles enak-Yariske, 5 km. from Ermenek, 1220 a., 
12 Jun. 1950, Huber-Worath 11757; Pray. Içel, Mut-Kirobasi, 18 km. E. 
of Nut, 1270 a., 14 Jun. 1950 1, Tluber-Vorath 11758. C5: Prove Içel, 
Gfllekoghae (K'lek bog), 10 Jun. 1855, Balansa 426 (168) (holo. A. 
venustum var. laxiusculum W, iso. 0, C-B, K, BM); ibid., Bulgar 
K:etsohebele (nr. K1ek), 2734 me t 4 Jul. 1853 9 Kotschj 55a (orig. synt. 
A. venustum var. multicarpum W. iso. C-B); ibid., 01ek (Yilek), 18531 
Kotachy (67E) (orig. synt. A. venustum var. multicarpum !, iso. 0-B). 
C6: Prove Adana, diet. Osiaaniye, Yaglypinar Dazi. S. of Yarpuz, 
1750-1900  a., 1 Jul. 1959,  Huber-Morath 16233 pro parts; Prove Marail  
Akher dagh (hir dad)  1829 a., Jul. 1907, ilaradjian 1592; ibid., 
Mara - Zeytun, Jehan Kenpri, 762 a., 5 Sept. 1934, Balls; Prove 
Hatay, Vt. Amanus, Dt1df11, 1524-2051 a., Jul. 1908, Haradjian 2327; 
Prove Urfa, Birecik, 1676 a., 6 Sept. 1934, Balls 1003A. C7, Prove 
Adiyaaan, Malatya-Kjachta (TC.hta) nr. Varatschor, 1400-1500 a., 16 
Jul. 1910, Handel-Mazzett 2253. 
Habitat: Disturbed and ruderal areas, neglected fields, weathered 
limestone cliffs and sores, c1areous and Aetrsgalus stepe, chalk and 
gypsum hills, clay slopes, acid sandstone; often in Q.uercue scrub; 
alt. (400-) 1000-2700 (-3000) a. Fl. VV-Jul. 
Roohingep (1959) recognized that this is a very polymorphic species, 
especially with respect to its habit and stature, fruit and leaf shape, and 
overall indtsnentum density. Formal recognition of the variability of 
individual characters on individual specimens (and their duplicates) accounts 
for the many infra—specific names of A. venustum. 
Odontarrhena lyoja Jorii. & Parr,, as suggested by Burtt (1949) is 
aonapecifio with A. oondenaatum. Nyrdy (1929) considered a duplicate 
(BP) of the type collection of Odont. lycia (Bourgeau 28) as a component 
of his A. venustum var, aebi'od.ensifonne, but in 1949 he treated the 
holotype (P) of Jordan and Poureaiz' a taxon as representing A. venuetum 
var, Lypjouni and additional duplicates (P and 0) as A. venuatimi var. 
multioarpuxn. The Callier 20 gathering which NyrIdy cites (1929) as 
A, venuetum var, nebrodensjfo:rme is cited by him (1949) as A. gz'intesoui, 
a synonym of A. tortuosuiri. The Siberian gathering of A. venuetum var. 
laxiusoulum has not been seen but it is very doubtful that it can be 
referred to A. oondenaatii. A most probable assignment of this specimen 
would, be to A. tox"tuoaum. All of the specimens cited. as A. venustum var, 
rosulatum are oonspeoific with A. condeneatum subep. cogidensatum, except 
the Siehe 1434 gathering (BP), a duplicate of which (UW) Hyré4y cites 
as a syntype of A. filiforme. This mvnber, in fact, does refer to the 
latter species. 
Though Nyrdy did not recognize A. coadensatum in his work prior 
to 1949, he then constructed four varieties pertaining to that species. 
His A. oondensatum var. typioum is based on a Hausslcnecht gathering from 
Bent dai in the Anti—Taurus - cited by Boissier as A. oondensatum - 
but titis collection cannot be referred to the typical subspecies, and is 
identified / 
identified as subep. flexibile • The only Nyród.y variety of A. condensatum 
(1919) which refers to subep. condensatsn is var. pax'vifoliusi. This 
variety has a similar reduced growth form to many Anatolian gatherings of 
A • condensatuni which often have been designated as A. pannulo Bum. A. 
pannulos%m* was described by its authors as being in aloe, relationship to 
A. oondenaatum, but NmZy (1938) considered it to be the result of 
inter-sectional hybridization, between A. boziue1ler. (Sect. Alyssum) and 
A. ghense (Sect. Od.outara'hena Nyáriiy' s A. obtuaifolium mabsp. 
ypicum var.alpinu). Depauperate specimens of A. condensatun occur 
throughout the whole specific range, especially in sterile and high 
altitude habitats, and their specific separation as A. pannulosum is 
unwarranted. 
Burtt's selection (1949) of Aucher 266 as the leototype of A. 
aond.ensatws was an unsuitable choice and cannot be maintained; it refers 
to A. filiforme. This gathering does not fit the original description of 
A. oondensatu, nor does it morphologically correspond with any of the 
specimens of A. condeneatum (both subspecies) in the Boissier Herbarium 
in Geneva. From among these specimens, the liaus&cneoht collection from 
Mt • Kambiuok1e between Gaziantep and Mama is adopted as the 1.ctotype 
of the typical subspecies of A. cond.ensatum. This gathering was designated 
by Nyrdy (1949) as A. venustum var. longiellipticwn. 
ubsp. flexibile (Nyzr.) Dudley, 2tat. nov. 
Syn. x A. alpestro L. var. minutulum Fenzl in Tchib., Asia Min.,, 
ot. ]. (3), 303 (1860) - pro parte guoad plantam a Totaohy 
lectam! 
A. alpestre var. genuinum Bois., Fl. Or., 1, 268 (1867)! 
A. alpestrs var. suffrutescans Boiss., loc. cit. pro parte 
plaritam 2yrlam a Kotschy bectainl 
A. flexibile Nyr. in Bal. Grid. Pot. Cluj, 1 1579 p1. 15 9  
t. 5, f. 122, to 6 7 f. 21, to 7 9 f. 21 9 to 9, f. 33 (1927)1 
A. surculosum Schott & Ky. ex Nyr., op. cit., 150, to 7, 
f. 14, to 9, f. 26- pro parte puoad plantam Anatolicarn a 
Kotachy 1eotaz1 
A. venustum Nya'ra var. rosulatum Nyr. f. simplex Nyr. in 
Anal. Aced. Rep. Pop. Rom. Sec. tiine Geol. Geog. Biol., 
oar. A, memo 3 1 1 9 61 ( 1 949) -  Dro_parte guoad plantain a Siehe 
beet am I 
' A. con1ensatu Boiss. & Hausskn. var. tpicum Nyai., op. cit., 
72 9 to 2 9 f. 31 
A. conileneatum var. heterophyllurn Nyr., op. cit., 73. 
A. condenstum vr. flexibile (Ny&r.) Nyar.,boc. cit. 
Type: (Syria)* circa Zebdaine pro Damaecum q frequene inter saxa 
jugi, inter Bludam Pt H.bun, 1896 in., 17 Jun. 15559 Kotscby 147 (hobo. 
CL. n.y., orig. synt. A. a4etre var. suffrutescns G-B, Lao. W, K, 
B1). 
Distribution: In Anatolia from the Cilician Taurus, Anti-Taurus 
arid/ 
7. 
and rarely in Turkish Kurdistan. ilo fr3m Syria and Lebanon. Lp 26. 
TURKEY. B6: Prove Mara, dist. çardak, Bent dS, 2800 w., 26 Jul. 
1952 9 Davis 20347; ibid.,  2338-2743 m., Aug. 1865, Haussknecht (orig. 
synt. A. condeneatum 0-13, holo. A. coridensatum var. typicum JE, iso. i). 
B?: Prove Punceli, unzur da, above Ovacik, 2700 m., 17 Jul. 1957, 
Davis 3125C. B9: Pray. Vaxi, diet. 4atak p Kavuosahap dad, 3300 in. 
23 Jul. 1954, rvis 23119. C3z Pray. Antalya, Akseki-Bey;ehir, 10 
miles from Akeeki, 1400-1500 met 14 Jun. 1962, Dudley (D. 35823). CS: 
Prove Içei, Mersin,, 1913, Siehe 2040; ibid., Bulgar dagh, Gusguta 
valley (nr. Ktlekbot), 2508 in. t (2338 ra.), 26 Jun, 1553, Kotscby 10 
(orig. synt. A. eurculosum & A. alpeatre var. 1inutu1ua W, iso. G, 0-B, 
K); Pray. Ad.ana, Farasch-Bereketli (nr. Pozanti), 3000 m., Jul. 1909, 
Siehe 309 (orig. synt. P. venustuw var* roaulatwn f. simplex JE, iso. 
BU, E). C6s Pray. Adana, dist. Osmaniye, Yagerpinar Dazi, S. of Yarpuz, 
1750  m-1900 m., 1 Jul. 1959, iuber-Moratb 1s233 pro parte. Cgs Pray. 
Hakxi, Kara dat,  3500 m-9  16 Aug. 19549 Davis 24499. 
The following specimens are intermediate between subsp. coridensatum 
and subap. flexibile: B5:  Prove Kayseri, Bakir da, nr. Akoluk yayla 
above Kisge, 1900 m., 30 Jun. 1952 9 Davis 19370. B6, Prove Mara, 
Nunihak da, 2800 m., 17 Jun. 1960, Stinton et. al. 5658. 
Habitat: A montane and alpine taxon on limestone acres and slopes; 
often in Pinus nigra woods and Abies and Cedrus forests; alt. (1400-) 
200-3000 (3500) ii. Fl. Jun.-Jul. 
588. 
The Kotachy exoiooata (No. 10) which NyrIdy considered as a entype 
of A. suroulosum had been previously recognized by Fsnzl in Tobihatohff 
(1860) as a part of his polymorphic A. alpestre L. var. minutulum, and by 
Boissier as a component of his A. a]. pe at re var. 	 The other 
ayntype of A. suroulom.mi (htschukin from Siberia, in vi) and which 
Ny'r (191.9) names as A. suroulosum f. subterrenum is correctly 
identified. as A. obovatum (Meyer) Turcz. Xotsoby 147 9 the holotype of 
eubsp. flexibile (given fall specific rank in 1927 and varietal status 
under A. condensatum in 19)+9) ye referred by Boissier to his polymorphic 
Ujtt group, A. alpestre var. suifrutesoens. Nyrdy's A. condensatwi 
var. typiourn var. hetetophyllum and recombined var. flezibile all refer 
to subep. flexibile. The Sieb,e gathering cited as A. venuetum var. 
typioum f, simplex is correctly identified as A. oorad.ensati.un subep. 
f].exibile. The other specimen cited for f. simplex, a r1uplicate (P) of 
Callier 20 from the Crimea is equated by Nytr(dy to A. grintescui, a 
synonym of A t tortupsum. 
Subspecies flexibi].e is quite distinct in its typical expression 
from the typical subspecies, with which it is partially sympatrioi  but 
intennediates occur in the area of overlap. 
:9. 
106. A. filiforme Ny&. in Bul. Qr4. Bot. Cluj, Z 359 to 59 f. 799 
to 6 1 f. 40, to 7, f. 49 9 to 10, f. 53 (1929); Nyr. in Anal. Acad. Rep. 
Pop. Rain. Seo. tiir4e Ool. Geog. Biol., sere A m. 39 j, 71 (1949). 
Fig. 1B, p; fig. 2 1 J. 
A. anatoliotmi Huter in Ost. Bot. Zeit., 5AP 360 (1904)9 ncmsn 
ziud.um - non Hauseim. ex Njr. 
A. fjlifoliwn Nyr. in Bal. hh.. Bot. Cluj, 96 35 (1929) 9 
Pro syni 
A. filifolium f. perloagm Ny1r. 9 op. cit., 36, to 59 f. 116 
A. venustun Nyar. var. rocularn, op. cit., 35 - pro parte guoad 
plantazn a Sjehø lecta.ml 
A. fi1ifoiae var. typioum Nyr. in Anal. Acad.. Rep. Pop. Rum. 
Soot. tiine Geol. Geog. Dial., aer. A, mom. 39 j, 71 (1949)1 
? A. hausskneohtii Boise. f. gracile Nyr. op. cit., 40 (194.9). 
? A. haassknechtii f. macrooar 	Nyr., op. cit., 400 
yntypess (Turkey, B7: Provo E1zi): Armenia Turoica, Kharput (Harput), 
Sohuechnas (unaz— 11 1cm. MM. of E1ziI),  6 May, 8 Jun. 1889 9 Sintenie 
309 (orig. BEJCp n.y.; orig. synt. A. filiforme var. typiqua 33C n.y., iso. 
W, G, G—BB, K, N, s). (Turkey, C58  Provo 19i.1). Odlek tsp. (nr. 
Kilek), 1300 met 18959 Sieh.e  4.34 (orig. VU; orig. s3rnt. A. filiforme var. 
typioum & orig. synt. A. venustum var. rosulatum BBJ n.y., iso. 0. W O K, 
a, ). 
Distribution: Widespread in Central, S. and S.E. Anatolia. Map 27. 
TURKEY. B4: Provo Ankara, Ankara, Barbey. Us Pray. Malatya, ]rsnde-
.JCavak Aghatoh, llj. Jul. 1906, Post 292 pro part.. B6/7 s Provo Malatya, 
below Erhenek, Doda n.ehir—Pazaroik, 900 m., 10 May 1957 , Davis 27720. 
JJu. 
B7* Pray. Ersinoan, Keiy dat, above Ciin, 1700 a., 26 Jul. 1957, Davis 
31725; Prove Tunceli, above Selepur, 1500 m. p 23 Jul. 1957 9 Davis 31609; 
Pray. E1&zid, Madso-Eazaz' Old 1524  m. 22 Jun. 19549 Davis 22065; ibii., 
Keban Maaden (Ksban), 29 Apr, 1889, Sintenis 177 (orig. synt. of A. 
filiform. var. typicum JE n.y., i.o. s). 	B7/C81 Pray. Hardin, Diyarbakir, 
Maden-Er.ni, 1000 m., 2 Jun. 1957, Davis 29072. B8: Prove Mug, Muech 
(JLu), 1311 Met 9 Sept. 18599 Zotachy 750 (orig. synt. A. eriophy].lum 
0-B, iso. W, 0). 	B9: Pov. Van, Van., 1433 a., 15 Apr. 1898 9 Maunisil 
20. 05* Prove Konya,, Seyd.ifRkili, are Er.gli, 1524 a., 30 kay 19589 Brown 
374; Prove 1e1/ Adana, Karli Boghae (nr. Pozanti), 1896 9 Sighs 294. 
06: Prove Gaziantep, Ak-dagh (are Gaziantep), Macher 266 (Leototyp. 
A. contlensatum fide Bartts 1949 —nonDudley P.5O )NO. 105). 
Habitat: Limestone steppe, Be facing eroded shale and igneous slopes, 
stream banks and neglected fields; alt. 900-2000 a. Fl. May-Jul. 
A. fi1j1ora, belongs to th0 complex in Subesot • Odontarrhena in-
eluding A. anato1i, A. si,1xen,. and A. hau..b*ahti1,, whose oblong 
aM narrowly elliptic or conical fruit, are sysoietrically inflated. A 
bawd oro..-s.et ion of these fruits appears quadrangular or, in the case 
of A. hausknechtjj • orbiilar. 
A specimen. of Sighs 434 in the Herbarium of the University of Vienna 
In cited by Iyry as a syntyp of A • filiform; however, a duplicate 
of thi, gathering in the 1isaa of Natural History in Thadapsst is con-
sidered by him to refer to A. vsj1a 	vhr. ro.ulaW* (a MW=VQft of 
A 09-r4sneatw., eubip. ooMsnsatu). All duplicate, of this collection 
which/ 
which the present author has sxamin.d clearly represent A. filiformo. 
Because of Nyr&y' s mis-application of two specific epithets to the 
Sisho gathering, th.s Sintenis 309 from Harput is chosen as the isoto-
type of A. filifermsj furthermore, this msabsr has mature fruits as 
well an flowers. 
On the basis of its fruit and leaf shape and iniurentum, and its 
floral structure, the Eotsgk 750 syntyp. of At .rioh4lua is correctly 
referred to A. filiformo. The ammo morphological oontiadtiss are 
shared by the iynyp.  of A 	 (Aucher 266). This specimen, 
contrary to the conclusion of utt (1949)9 does not fit the origin&1 
circumscription of A oon4.i,att, and it does not have the characters 
which are diagnostic for the specimen, of A. ggaLensalm in the Boissier 
Herbarium in Gensva. A. fiLiforee var& glaum, based on the collections 
of Huber-Morath from S .W. Anatolia, has littie affinity' with A. fihif arms 
in the narrow sense, and in easily sitasted with A. cypx'imza. 
107. 	 Boise • & I.i..kn. in Baser, Sipp1 • Ti • Ox'., 49 
(1888); ifr. in Ac1. Aced. Rep. Pop. R. Seo. tiin$ Geol. Geog. 
B1.ol., serf A t 	. 39 19 97, t.3, f.29 t.6 9 f.18 (1949); Blakelo* 
in Kew Boll., 521 (1955). 
8n.i A. ozoarwn Boise. & Dal. var. kurdizm Boise., Ti. Or., 
It 269 (1867)1 
A s aguam—a-g- Velen. in Siteb. Böhm. Geassi. Visaen., 	12 
(1911) & in ?odd* Up. Sp. Nov. 13,v  25 (1915)1 
A. k*&ta (Boise.) lyr., op. alt., 
Types (Iraq); in cz'etaceia mantis Siedjar inter Zasuche at 7Hnj 
Nay 18679 Xaueeknsoht (halo. 0-39 iso. JE, N, 0-BB, K, at). 
Distribution and habitat Open hillside and limestone steppe in N. 
and Central Irai. alt • a. 1372 a. Fl • May-Jun. s des-
cribed from "Arabia, diets in" whioh is most probably equivalent to 
Amarak in Iraq, S. of Baghdad. 
The baaionya of Nyarády' a A. kurdiona is Boissier 's A, ozyoarsa 
var. kux'dicun. 	The type of this tawnt Kot.ir 337, has been compared 
with the type and sany subsequent gatherings of A. singareneq with the 
resulting oonoiusion that the characters deitinlrig A s kgdIcum fall well 
within the range of variation for A. 9LBSUMe Likewise, 
mot be treated as being synoxmoua (of. Rethinger in Bat. Not 	35i 
1962). 
The height of the stems of A. singarenee is very variable, and 
appears to dsp.4 upon the altitude at which the plants ax's growing. 
Because of this variation, which is apparently not correlated with a 
othsr/ 
other oharaat.rs, A. ethgarezie in p].aosd twiae in the LW to the 
azb.sot • OdOt&Trh • Dwarfed plants with many fertile .t.sa 
(such an ICotiohy 337) will oeme ait in the key nat.r 16b, *iis the  
taller form with f..r fertile stemis will oonv.ni.ntly kv7 cut under  
16a. 
The Field and I..w gathering frmn Imq which Iyady (1949) 
refers. to A. anatolio* is oorr.otly identified as A. singarejis.. 
. I. 
. As AgLWIM Eausakm. am Nyjr.jn :i1. 024k. Do. CIUJ- 
t.59 f.1fl, 6.6, f.46, t.79 f.56 1, t099f.62, 63, p1.29 (1929).
men rudmI By.n. A. 9ato1im vare t.4fo1i ly&., bc. ott. -  
A.&na 1j.pt f. roduquys Ny. in Anal. Acad. Rap. Pop. Ron. 
Smo. ftilnte Gaol. Oeog..Biol., ear. A, eme. 3, A 43 (1949)1 
yttypesi (?urk.y, B7;  Prey. Zrsincan)z XAn j (K*alty.).  Altikise 
(nr. Keraaliys), 29 Jun. 18909 Sintenis 2771  orig. BPU n.y., iso. W, 0 9 
0DB 9 K, Ji>; ibid.. 5nduk-11asobi (Saapuk - 4 km. U.W. of K6ta117O), 
6 Jun. 1890, Sjiteais 2512 (orig. BUC n.y., iso. 0, W, i) ibid., 
Salachift (Salihi, 10 km. N. of malty.),  in oollibua midis, 25 Jun.. 
1890 9 3intenii 2765 (orig. BUCn.v., holeo f. raduotum JE n.y., iso. a). 
Distrjbutios Central and E. Anatolia and the Anti-JPaurua. Map 27. 
TUJkXWT. 368 Prov. AA.n&, Madjiri (Saimba1i) srsk1i.aa, 9 Jul. 
1906, bA 281; Prey. Malatya, Dmnde-Kavak AChatch, 14 Jul. 1906, 
Poet 292 pro parts. Asia Minor, 1858, c!4hAtahaff. 
RAb jjat  Csloar.ous steppe • 11 • Jun.-Jule 
This species is similar in some morphological  expressio ns  as 
A • singarns, a native of Iraq; this similarity accounts for Nyrdy' s 
misidentifying at least one olleotton 'tald r$ J& from Iraq as 
A. anatoijous* Ikereas the fertile *tsuo of A. singarenieare often 
erect and tall, up to 60 cm., the sprawling fertile stem  of A, anatoltoum 
are rarely more than 25 cm. The dense, whitish iridumentum on the musher 
fruits of A s anatojioum is composed of appraised lepidots or sublepidots 
hairs which measure 0.2-093 mm. dine. The .t.11t• hairs on the larger 
fruits/ 
fruits of . siiir.i, are not lepidote, but are provided with branched 
and spreading or aubereot rays, and measure 0.4-065 (-0.6) me. dim. 
The sterile shoot. of A. snatolicum are always basally conferted, Un-
branched and li.i than 3 on. long. Those of A. minamMI are erect, 
often branched and up to 10 on. long. In addition, the glabrous style. 
of A. anato]icum are about half as long as the pubescent styles of As. 
sirrene.. 
The $intecis gathering (lto.309) from Harput which Huter (1904) 
cites an A. anatolia nossn riadum and which Nyárddy (1929 *42) clams 
not to have seen, is in fact r.fsx'red by Jyrid.y (1929*36) to A.jflior. 
This gathering is one of the two lyntyp.. of A. filiforno cited by 
and in chosen by the present author as the leototype of that 
species. A anstoUcum can be distinguished from A. tiUforme. its 
closest Anatolian ally, by ths densely oouferted basal caulins leaves, 
greenish and .psrs.ly pubescent fruits with coarse, few-rayed stellate 
haAi'5 measuring up to 0.8 me* diam., and the mealier and gradually 
attenuate petals (Jig. 1), ii) of the latter species. The oaulime 
leaves of 	anato1i&m are evenly distribatsd v its whitish-gray fruits 
are densely pubescent with delicate lepidote or subispidots hair. measur-
ing 0.2-0.3 mee diam., and its larger petals are abruptly constricted 
(ma in Fig. 13, b and e. 
A duplicate of the Sinte,ds 2765 qntyps of A. anatoucum in the 
Hau.sknaoht Herbarium in Jena was designated by 17r4 (1949) as 
fo reduotum; however, infrs.specifio ra 	such as this oa*mot be 
intain.d when the variation pattern is ex amined for the whole specific 
rang.. 
725. 
109. A. haucn.oiit1j Boise,, 71. Or., 1. 269 (1867); Jy&. in Anal. 
Load. Rap. Pop. Rem. So. VU109 0o1. G.og. Biol., more A, aw. 39 
, 40, t.49 f.8 9 t.5, f.23-28 (1949) Fig. 2, k. 
, At he  usneghtjj f• pAsinim ly&. .122.!_211. 
A haussIcnectLj f. normals Jy&., ba. cit.! 
!bp., (?uxk,y, 06s Prov. Mara)s in rup.stribua alpini. mantis 
Berytda (B.rit dad j , Cataoniae, 2844-3160 in., 10 Aug. 1865, Hsu.a*noh$ 
(holo. 0-14 Lao. I, 0, (.) 
Distributions 1ido to the Anti-Taurus. May 27. 
?URXT. B6, Pray. Malatya, Dareinds - avak Ahatah, 14 Jul. 1906, 
Post 292 =q parts; Pray. Mara, diet gardakp 3.rit o49 2800 in., 26 Jul. 
1952, Divia 20351; jbid.2896 in., 14 May 19349 Balls 1086. 
.k1t3is Alpine on limestone rooky slopes; alt • 2800-3160 a. 
Fl. May-Jun. 
This rare alpine species from the Anti-Taurus can be easily 
di at ingui shed. frun all other Anatolian Alysse by its conical, acute and 
shortly etipitate fruits, with basally inflated and saooate valves. The 
basal cross-sections of suoh fruits are orbicular, a fsature shared only 
by the globose and turgid fruits of A. fedtschenkoamia Busch from 
Siberia. 
N'(x'ády (1919) gives no information regarding the bases of his 
forms of A. hauseknechtii i.e. pusillum, normals, graoi].e and macrocarpum, 
but as he cites only the holotype of A. hausskneoht4, it is possible 
that all of his forms represent minor phenotypic variations in the sans 
gathering, analogous to his forms punctatum and hirtum of A. eriophyllum. 
However, the holotype of A. hauaaiechtii, its duplicates and additional 
material, / 
material, which the present author has seen, rarely have stems up to 8 cm. 
long (f. gracile ) or have manifestly corymbose inflorescences (f. maorocarp). 
These forms may be based on different material and might be oorr.ctly 
referred to A. filifoxma or A. anatoliollin. 
598. 
(5) SECT. 0D0R?ARu4EI!4 
(ii) Subasot. Compreasa 
(a) 	Series Ccmpre sea 
110. A. murals ValdM. & Kit., P1. Bar. Thing., It 59 t. 6 (1799). 
Key to infra-epeoifio tama 
1. Fertile stems stit, (1-) 1r10 (-15) in number, arcuate ascending 
to erect, rarely lax and sprawling, (10-) 30-50 (-60) cm. long; 
stellate hairs on silioules 0.2-0.5 (-1) mm. diem., dens.; short 
filament appendages free; seed wings 0,2-1 mm. wide 
bup. murals (E,?,O) 
2. Stellate hairs on ailioulee appressed, never strigose, 0.2-0.5 me 
diem., with slender, equal and prominently branched ray. (often 
appearing many-rayed); stellate hairs on vegetative parts 
similar, but slightly larger. 
3. Fertile stems arcuate asoending to erect, (15-) 30-50 (-60) cm. 
long; fruiting oor,mbe compound, (5-) 8-15 (-20) cm. long, 
or if simple then leaves of sterile shoots concolorous; upper 
oauline leaves not bract.ate, or if so then less than 10 x 2.5 
mm.; seed. wings 0.4-1  mm. wide. 
4. Indumentum on leaves of sterile shoots bicolored; loaves 
of sterile shoots 4. laxly distributed, flattened, mid-vein 
not depressed, (2-) 5-10 x 1-3 mm., rarely longer 
var. mural. (E,T,0) 
4. Ind*entum on leaves of sterile shoots cortoolorous; leaves 
of sterile shoots ± densely oongested,especia11y at apex, 
frequently mbp1ioate with mid-vein deeply depressed on 
upper / 
5)9. 
upper surface, 10-15 z 3-5 —e 	 var. bara&1j,'4i (T,o) 
3. Fertile stoms dwarfed, lax, sprawling, never more than 20 on. 
long; fruiting oor7mba sisple, (2-) 5-8 on. long; upper 
sailiae leaves laxly braotist•, 10-20 x 3-4 (-.5) me ; seed 
wings 0.2-0.3 me wii• 
	 var. a1i4'w (T,0) 
2. Stellate Miis on silionla appearing atrigos. 0.5-1 a# dt* 
with osaxse sparingly brsnkid, *ibereat and spreading rays; 
stellate hair, on vegetative parts 1-1.5 me Lisa., with unequal 
rays 	 'var. plahisri (E) 
1. Fertile stoma slsr4.r, brittle, 20-30 in ixamber, deounbeat or 
defl.x.d, 5-15  cm. lcvgj stellate hairs on silicmlsa 0.2 me Lisa., 
spars.; abort filazaeat appendage. connate for 	their length; 
e•.d wings at 0.2 am. dim. 	 subsp. stoianoffii (B) 
subup. *rsle. 
var.ME
-ale- Ram W R.iohsnb., Ia, 71. Germ. ii Hely., 2. to 20 9 f. 4277 
as A. grgest* & f. 4278 (1837-1838); Boiss., 71. Or., Ip 271 as 
(1867); Hal., Consp. 71. Gr., It  91 (1900); ]Mach in Ti. 
Cane. Crit., 3, (4), 568 (1909); 	Prod. Ti. Ian. Bale., 1,  440 
(1925); Wyar. in Mag. Bat, lap., 	to 1 9 f. 26 (1925);  Iyr. in Bul. 
Or%d. Bet. Cluj. It 419 p1. 1 9 2, to 5, f. 9-22, 25 9  t. 59 f. 9-20, to 6 9 
to 57-590 63-66, to 8, f. 77-819 109 9 118 1 to 10 9 f.74-92 md. iubap. 
var. & forms (1927); op. cit., 118, to 39 f. 47-499 to 59 f. 75, to 8, 
f. 97, 125, to 99 f. 122-124 a. A. obs1oi4ia& var..; O. ut., 120, 
to 8, f. 115, 131-133 9  To 1 as A. ch1ooaarpua & vex.; Iyr. in Anal. 
Aoa&./ 
600. 
Acad.. Rep. Pop, Rin. Sec4. tiiz4e 0.01. Geog. Biol. ser. A. MU. 39 1P 
108 (1949); Groash., no Kavk. ed.. 2 9 IU 214. 9 to 24 0 f. 5 (1950); FL. 
Rep. Pop. Rain., ,, 352, p1. 591 f. 1 (1955); Hegi, Ill. Ti. Xitt. Eux., 
ed.. 2 9 1L (1), 141 9 fig. 171, n. a—c (1960); Reche file in Engle Bot. 
Jabrb., 80, 330  (1961). Fig. 2 9, m. 
z A • Axjvnteum Vitti., Suinm. Plot 6 430 (1790), non Ailioni. 
A. aJ.peatxe L. var. mum].e (Wald..t. & Kit.) Wild., Sp. P1., 
(i), 462 (1800)1 
A. alpeatze var. e].atiue Kooh in Flom, 24 (2) 9 462 (1841)9 namen 
nnd.uin. 
Odontarrhena argeritea (Wittm.) liedeb., Fl. Ross., 1, 160 (1841). 
A. argentein Wittia. var. mural. (1dst. & Kit.) Griseb., Sp. 
Ti. Rum, & Bith., 1, 277 (1843)1 
A. trochooarpnn Fensl In Tohih., Asia Miii., Bot. 1 (3), 297 
(i86o)t 
A. mesopotamictsn Fens], op, cit., 3111 
0dontaepa nnua1ia (Waldat. & Kit.) Schur, Enum P1 • Trans., 
61 (1866)1 
.rgent.um Wittin. var. clu'ysanthum Boise., loco cit. - 
pro parts etci • plantam a Balansa 1eotau1 
0d.ontarriena rubricauli. Jord.. & Fourr., Brave P1. Nov., faeo. 
2 0 6 (1868)1 
Odontarrhena tmoloa Jord. & Faurr., o12. cit., 71 
Od.ontarrhena o].ypeolata Jord. & Fourr., loco oit.1 
A. murals var. riohenbacbianum Rzzpr. in KIiu. Acad. Imp. So. 
St. Ptersb. sex. 7 	(2), 101 (1869). 
601. 
A. ra1a 'ir. bteb.a'st.ini"mii &pr,, 1oo. cit. 
A. gWgWSM 	in Oat. Dot. Z.it, M 175 (1872)1 
At 	in Iitt • mt. Bat • Vii. 3=6  113 
(1893)1 
mbdMaMn ?oa. in V.it. XaWrovere  3rnn, fl 72 (1898). 
A. flre4l. Poi. 224..21.t.. 73. 
4 *2i var. I2L  Bosch,  2.2_ alt " 571$ 
var. variabil• N7r. in Bol. (hd. Dot* Cluj, j, 90 
(1926)2 
A • ovele var. 	f v bisagulare Iy(r,, loo, cit 2 
var. mtem Iyar., ha. cii I 
A. zrs10 var, rojU&S f. ypio%a N$rr,,  lao. cit. $ 
A, au'ale var. 	 1.pidooaxiu Nr,, icc. ait.& 
A. oz'p2vMde Janks ix Ijar, in Bil. 02. Bat. CluJ, L 85, 
to 3, fo 40-44, to 6, f. 609 to  8, f. 82, 839 to 10, f. 939 94 
(1927)1 
f. ERIMpft N1r., op. cit., 119$ 
As oba1aidjc f. $]pticu 1179?., 	 - Pro Dart. 
'L mm gaQ 8olailz var. Lu .qMW N7ar., no cit 9 88, to 10, 
f. 98, 99. 
4. mgMj&ft N$r.,  op. cit., 859 to 3, f. 32-399 to 8 9 f. 128-
130, to 109 f. 95-971 
Ao dacipiens N'tr., pp. At  73 ê 1139 to 5, f. 1-8, to  8, 
f. 93, 949 01. 30, f. 11 
A, o4or2carx. wbap. gxsal1. (Por,a,) Ilyar., ho • cit., to 8, 
f. 114,  1269  127. 
4, o1orocar / 
602. 
A, ob1orooarpi.un var. sube11iptouat Nyr., op. cit •, 121 9 p1. 
f. 5 9  p1. 5, f. 16, 17. 
A. 2MOtatum f. djvergena Ny(r., op. cit., 861 
A. murals sibep. cauoaeicuin Nyr., op. cit., 73 
At murale subsp. caucasicum var. rotundui 	(NTfr.)  Nyá'r., icc • cit • 1 
A. murale eubsp, c.auoa8loum var. rotwzdum f. typioum (Nyr.) Nyu. 
loc. oit.t 
A. murals subsp. o3uoasjcum vare rotund= f. iopidocarp.un (Nyr.) 
Ny&r., Lee. cit.1 
A. murals axbspe caucasicum var. rotunda f. lepidocarpum rnbf. 
d.eztuistllatum Nyr., op. cit., 74 
A. murals subcp* cauoasiouni var. petaboides Nyr., lee, cit. I 
A. murals subap.caucasicum var. etrictirainosua Nya'r., loc. eit.1 
A. murale subsp, caucasicum var. macrocarpim Jr., l oc. cit.1 
A. murals aubap, caucasicum var. oordatunz Nyár., boo. oit.I 
A. murals subsp. oaucaeioum var. equamatiatellatum Nyr., boo. cit.1 
A. murals subap. oauoasio*nn varo ecpRmatiate11atum f. petans 
Jyar., loc. cit.! 
A. murals aubap. cauca.cum var, vaxiabile (Nyr.) !iyar., op. cit., 
761 
A. murals subapo caucasicia vax, variabile f. genuimm Nyr., 
loc. cit.2 
A. murals eubape caucasioum var. 
10 
variabile f. gris.um Nyr., 
loc. oit.I 
A. murals subap, caucasicum var. variabile f. reiohenbaoktanwn 
(Thzpz.) Nyr., boo. oit.I 
603. 
,- 
A. marale uubsp • cauoaaiam var. variabile f. aerpentinum 17a2'., 
loc. cit.! 
A. imaie.]e aubap. oaucaaioum var. variabile f. elliptic= NyCr., 
loc. cit.! 
A. murals subep. ouoasicim var. variabile f. ananalum Nyar., 
loc. cit.! 
A. mu-ale var. aaorooarpum Poet, F]. Syr. Pa]. & Sinai, .d. 2, 
, 8 (1932 )1 
A. chalcedonicum Bauv. & Top* var. candilicium Buv. & Top. in 
Thü1. Soc. Dot. Genev., 28 9 134 (1938), noineri nudumi 
A. cbaboid.iciza var. •uboewn Beuv. & Top., op. cit., 1511 
A. murals var. 	 (Witta.) Beuv. & Pop., op. cit., 1341 
A. murals aubap, oauoasicum var. patena (Nyr.) Ny&. in Anal. 
Load. Rep, Pop. Rain. Boot. tiine Geol. Geog. Die]., ser. A, 
mein, 3, kv 112 (1949) 1  
A. imirabo aubap. caucasioum var. petaboidea f. rubricauls (Jord. 
& Fourr.) Nyr., op. cit., 1111 
A. niurale eubapo caucasioum var. petaloidsa f. stop pacsa Jy&., 
loc. cit. - pro eyn.1 
A. murals aubap. oauoasioum var. variabile f. olypeolatum (Jord. 
& Fourr.) Nfr., op. cit., 1151 
A. narabe aubap. oaucaeicum var. variabilo f. tmoleia (Jord. & 
Fourr.) Nyr., op. cit., 1161 
A. OaUOaBIOtUn (Nyar.) Nyr., op. cit., 1031 
Syntypea: (Rcania): in =aria vetuata. arois Devac in Transylvania 
at quo in rupibue apriois vicini BLnatus. (orig. PR, Herb. Waldstsin No. 
495746% / 
604. 
495746a, by & a; iso. CE, at). 
Distribution: Widespread in Central and S. &u'ope, Anatolia, Syria, 
Lebanon, N. Iraq, Oauoasue and Transoaspian. Nap 28. 
TURET. A3s Prov. Adapazari, Sakarya, 140 mo p 20 May 19509 liubr-
Morath 11756; Pray. Bolu, above Mudurnu, 1300 m., 9 Jul. 1962 9 Davis 
37094; Prove Ankara, 10 km. W. of Beypazari, Zavije-Topo köy, 1050 s., 
1 Jun. 1957, Kfibne 525 & 528. Ms Prov. Kaetaaomz, N. sid.. of Ilgas 
2200 m., 28 Jul. 1962, Davis 38406; ibid., karadsre-Dewrnds 
(1CtoiLk, Ilgaz dad), 14 Aug. 1892 , Sintenie 1967; ibid., ich.rech-0g1u 
(nr. Kasen), 15 Jul. 1862 9 Sintenis 4692 (orig. "nt. A. murale eubep. 
oauoasioum var. petaloidee NUp iso. O-BB); Prov. A,ekaia, diet. Ltei1çahm2 9  
60 km. W. of Ankara, 860 m. 18 Jun. 1955, Huber-Morath 13733. A7: Prov. 
0thntLane, A.ymane (nr. Elias dad),  10 Jul. 18949 Sizitenis 6219; Prov. 
rabzon, valley Kalanma dare, 30-200 m., 9 Jul. 1907 9 Handel-Mazetti 
340. ABs Prov, Erzuruzn, Erzurum-Tortum, 34 km. N.E. of Erzurum 2030 
mo p 16 Jul. 19559 Huber-Moxath 14812. 31: Prov. Balikesir, Mt. Ida 
(K.z daJ) ni. ICareikos, 25 Jul. 18839, Sintenia 225 & 225b; Prov. Ismir, 
Sipyli (Manisa dad), 200-300  m., 19-20 May 1906, Borz11.r 9087; ibid., 
Bergaaa, among ruins, 400 m., 21 lay 1962 9 Dudley (D. 34829 ibid., 
Tamanlar cia4, ibid., 600-700 mop 13-22 May 1906 Bornmtllar 9086. 32: 
Prov. Iriair/Maniea, Boo da (Thiolue), 27 Jul • 1854; and N. of Loucija 
ni. Imair, 21 May 1854, Balanaa 69 (bob. Odontar:rhena tmolea P. n.y., 
iso. 0-B, W, 0 9 1, at); Prov. &irea, Barea-K4199 9 20 km. from lelse, 
1000 ra., 17 May 1962 9 Dudlei (D. 34786); Prov. Kdtahya g Iutahya-
Tavanli, 10 km. before Tavanui, 800-900 a., 23 Jun. 1962 9 Dudley 
(D. 36111); ibid., Murat dat,  above Gediz at Mamn, 1400 a., 5 Jul-
1962/ 
605. 
1962 1p Davis 36689. 33: Prove Eeki,.hir, Sivrihi8ar, 1200-1300 m., 22 
Jun. 1962 Dud1gZ (D. 36026); Prove Afyonkarahissar, Afyon, 13 Jul. 19549 
2E! 5014; Provo Konya, Sultan da, Akeohehir (Akpehir), 1000 m., 13 
& 22 Jun. 18999 Bo.rI1ler 4108 (orig. synt. A. murals aubepo cauoaaioum 
v  petaloid.as 1J 9 iso. W, 09 0-10, K, E). 34*  Prove Ankara, Beyiaam, 
300 rn., 5 Jul. 1947, Davis 13026;  B5: Prove Kayseri, Au 	(7 lieusi 
55 Cear4e), 1390  Met Jul. 1856, Balansa 989 (bob. Od.ontarrhena 
olypeolata P. nov., iso. 0-B, a, w); ibid.., Erdachias clagh (Broiyas thA), 
Ali d4, 1300-1800 m., Jun., 13 Jul. 1902, Zedebour (orig. synt. A. 
aurale subap. oauoasiotnn var. petaloid.e WU, iso, w). B6t Prove Adana/ 
Mara, Had.jin (Saimbeyli)-Karakliaee, 9 Jul. 1906 9 Post 541. 37:  Pray. 
Tunoe].i, diet. PtCIMmx', Ptt1thnr, )+ km. from PU1thzr, 1580 m., 26 Jun. 
195]., Reese; Prove E1.zi, E1z4-Hazar  g8]., 1524 ni., 22 Jun. 1954, 
Davis 22084; Prove Ersinoan, Refabiye-Erzinoan, 1700 m., 26 Aug., 1957 9  
Davis 32692; ibid., IQmrput (Harput) Schuaoluia. (unas- 11 km. N.N.E. 
of ElEzi4), 8 Jun. 1889 9 Sintenia 616; We Pray. Brzurum., Ilioa-
Percan, 1900 w., 10 Jul. 1957, Davis 30909; ibid.., Erzurua ni. 
Majmauaour, 18539 Bust  696  (orig. synt • A. argente,= var. chry'santhtan 
06B, iso. a); Prove Bing1, Erainoan-Brzuximi, 54 km. Y.S.W. of Brauxum, 
- Tercan, 6 Sept. 1957, Rechinger 15096. 39: Pray. Biltis, Tatvan, 
30 km. from N*mt dad,  13 Jul. 1956, Birand 242. C2: Prove Biirthar, 
T.fenni-Dirmil, 9 Ion. train Tefenni, 1190 at., 26 Jun. 1948, ber-Morath 
9270; Pray. Denizli, Mndia_Kale, 20-30 km. from Kale, 900 a., 9 Jun. 
1962, Dudley (D. 355551); Prov. )tu1a/Anta1ya, FethiyeT1.a1i, 120 km. 
from Pethiye, past Kanova, are sti.4.n, 1250 at., 30 May  19629 Dudley 
(D. 35194) Pray. .Antalya, i1m1i,  17 May 1860, Bourgeau 25 (bob. 
Odontarziiena / 
Odontarrhena ru1xioau1e P., n.y., orig. synt • A • argntsum var. 
chrysantlun G-B, iso. W, 0, K, IM I, E). C3 9  Prov. Isparta, diet. Stga.r, 
Sarp dad above Kurdere, 1300 m., 28 Jul. 19499 Davis.  15834.;  Prey-
Antalya, d.ist. Kner, Ovacik-Teke dad,  nr. Boggle Cunasi yayla nr. çalbali 
dad, 1100-1300 m., 13 Jul. 19499 Davis 15228; ib49 9 Akeeki-B.y.hir, 
5 miles from Akse±, 1400 m., 14 Jun. 1962, Dudley (D. 35811). C5: Pi'ov. 
1901, Bulgar dagh, Qisel deppe, Ousguta valley (tire K1ek), 1829 a., 18539 
Kotso1124a (holo. A. troohocarpum (iso. 0-B). C6: Prov, Hatay, 
Belon g Aug. 1879 9 Post 1101; ibid., R. of Belon g 500-520 a., 15 Jun. 
1953, Huber-Uorath 12829; ibid., Amanue p Rarounie, 300-400 a., Jul. 
1916, Harad.jian 3127; C7: Prov. Urfa, Xt. Karad.sche Dagh (lCaracadzrj), 
10 Jun. 18419 Xotschy 154 (holo. A. mesopotamiam W, iso. 0-B). C8: 
Prov. Diyarbakir/Mardin, Diyarbakir-llardin, 1841 (1843), otechy 113. 
D6: Pxov. Hatay, Cassius (AkTS dad), 9 Jun. 1889, Post; ibid., Urdu, 
700-900 a . Dinsmore 20363. 
Habitat: Disturbed and rud.re1 areas, sea coasts, cultivated field., 
stream and clay banks p coarse turf, igneous, serpentine, volcanic, 
aetamoriio and limestone slopes and across of N. and N.. expo aure 
calcareous and Astra1ue steppe; often in Qwercus 0000if.a, . 
pubesoene and Juniperus scrub, Pinus brutia or P. nigra woods, and 
Cedrus and Abies forests; alt. (40-) 500-2300 m. fl. Apr.-Jul. 
Thte to the extreme pol,ymor*iea of As sarah. approxImately 40 
specific and infra.speoific epithets have been proposed for minor 
variations within the typical aibepecin.; houevei 9 when considered 
throu#out/ 
607. 
throughout the whole norbologicsl distribution pattern, A. surale seivas  
to represent one hi1y variable and actively evolving genetic unit. 
7ithn this species and excluding its typical expression, there are six 
reference points of variattoa, aorphologioslly and geographically 
correlated, which merit taxoio distinction. The following table 
details the diagnostic tharaoters and distribution of the recognised 
infra.speaifio tam. 
1 nibsp. 	ale' fertile etees few, ascending or lax; stellate hairs 
on fruits jt dense, 0.2-0.5 (.1) ene dian.; appendages of short file-
mints alwayw free; seed wings 0.2-1 en. with. Widespread in 
Central and 3. Irope, the Levant and extending as far east as Iraq., 
Cauoaais and Transoaspia. 
varo miralsi vegetative indumentum bioolomd with equal and 
short-rayed, appreesed stellate hairs, 0.2.0.5 ene dim.; seed 
wings 0.4.1 en* wide; leaves flat, midvein on upper surface 
not conspicuously depressed, uppermost cauline not buacteats or 
involuorate: distribution as eubepa a2rale. 
vare alDiIviz vegetative inthumentul 'bicolored, as on var. mimics 
seed wings 0.2-0.3 ene wide; leaves as on Yar. mix'ale, but 
uppea'.oet osuline brscteats and involuorat.. Anatolian fri the 
Cilioian Taurus to Lml stan and extending into Central Caucasus. 
a) war. iohleris vegetative iatunsntum bioolcursd with stellate 
hairs 1-165 en., lien, of Doers., long, etrigose and unequal rays; 
seed wings as on var. zuralsj leaves as an var. mura]e. Forming 
local popalatious in DalazrU j Romania, N. Greece and 7gDa1avia. 
608. 
var. haradjiMas vegetative indu.sntlR oonoolorous with 
appressed sa1'rsyed stellate hairs, 0.2-0.5 m. Aiaa,; seed 
wings as on vaxo mu  xalep laves frequently oornp1ioate, aid-
vein on upper surface oonspiiou.i7 depressed, uppermost caulins 
not braotaate or invaluorato. 1aa,  Syria and Lsb!!, 
2. subap. stoianoffiii fertile stemn many, decumbent or d.fl.x.d; 
stellate hairs on fruits sparse 0.2 mmo diam.; appendages of 
short filaments always connate to filait; seed winge c.092 m. 
dims. or less • Rare in Swsotbraos and the southern Rhodope 
Mountains. 
aetthinger (1961) r*..d that three "races" (or Sien) of 
_____ oøoux' on bAbose q namely A. chaloidia*1, A. ch1oroca-
and A. orqnides (he also tesigeat.d yet another, but without a 
specific epithet), but due to the presence of nwW intermediates 
he maintain" that foreni roognit ion could not be substantiated. 
lumexous collections from the Pindue in N. Gresce, especially 
those of Ivia in 1962 from large interconnected populations (see 
discussion under A. fallact't'"), show a similar pattern of varia- 
tion and occurrence of intermediates as in the Rsohirer gatherings 
from Ikbosa. &qhjB= (log. cit.) also suggests that for a 
moe.sful clarification of the bio togs' and mechanics of the 
variation within ti. A, suisals complex, cultivation and hybridi-
sation experiments combined with a thorough investigation of 
chromosome rumbers would be advantageous. 3owaver, for the 
purposes of identification, particularly herbarium specimens, the 
58117/ 
.e. 
ma specific and infrs-specific groups (or races) are treated her. 
an Iynsnma of A. *ara1.e sensu late. Xy&ThdJ (1927i70) suggests 
that Lt_ MM12 and the"splits" thich he described might be 
better considered as a "collectiv, species", and (1927 s8]) oontiaa.s 
that A. ohjoror, 	Alt A. or"v'(4ee. A. piobleri, A. 
dagenianum etc* are not very far differentiated from, and are phyla- 
genetically associated with Ag MMOQJ rH 	1Ø!9t0 These taza, 
because of their similarities, he visualises, could eventually be 
treated as subspecies • The present author takes an even more 
ooiw.rvative view, in the lit of the large amount of populational 
and individual variation, and reduced most of the tam considered as 
distinct by JyiSr4y, into the syz1onyn- of A eurale in the broad 
sense. The only tars retained at infra..apecifio rank are those 
which possess a constant population and geographical pattern of 
character differentiation. 
Jordan and Fourrenu' a Odontarrhen. rubx'ioaulis, 0, tmolen and 
0. olypeata (all transferred at on* tin, or another to Alyssum) are 
inseparable from one another and from the abundant $atherings of 
A. enrale from Europe and Anatolia* It was observed in large 
populations of A. wurale in W. Anatolia that different fertile stowai  
Of individual specimens (ad]ejr, D.348291; D.34884,  D,34786) could 
be identified as Octont. zubrioau1is. 0. taolia, and 09 clypeata, 
depending upon the chaps and size of fruits • Zven all the duplicates 
of the type of Odont • teal is (an.a 69) have very variabie fruit 
forms. Pend' a A. tr0000ar 	and A. meaopotamic are zaorphologically 
iistinguiahabls / 
610. 
jMlptjnei4 shabls and easily fit into Us variation patt.xn of 
A. Lra1e var, =Uvae which is widespread in Anatolia. The 
Bs3.anea gathering froa *zrat dat in Pkr74a, which Doiuinr di.* 
as A, ormontemp waro oreanthi. is correctly referred to AL 
vrtu. 
ull. 
var. pioiileri (Velen.) Dudley, stat. nov.; Nyar. in &tl. Grid. Bot. 
Cliij, 7, 83 9 t. 3, 1.  2310  24, 26-29 9 t. 6 9 f. 62, t. 8, f. 103, 113 pro 
species (1927); Hayek, Prod. Fl. Pen. Belo., , 440 pra epoiee (1925); 
Born . in Engl. Bot. Jahrb., Dj 349 pro species (1925); Njar. in 
Anal. Load. Rep. Pop. Run. Seo. §tiinle Gaol. Goog. Biol., ear. A, a. 
31 , 106 pro sp22ies (1949). 
.: A. piohiari Va].en., Fl. Beig., 38 (1891) 1 
A. murals f hirsutaia Vandas, R.1. Fo2mi., 38 (1909). 
A. murals f. et.11ulatum Borsa in Bol. aril. Bat. Cluj, , 60 
(1924.)! 
A. pichleri f. stellulatum (Borsa) NTr. in Bul. Ora' /d. Bat. Cluj, 
, 8 (1927)1 
A. murals subap. pichleri (Velen.)stc,j. & Staff., fl. Buig., 
530 (1948)1 
Type: (Bulgaria): in collibus a* Philippopolin (Plovdiv), 1890 1 
PloWer (holo. P1w). 
Distribution and Habitat: Rare on caloareous and siliaao•oue substrates 
in Yugoslavia, N. Greece, Bulgaria, Rasania and? Turkey-in--Europe; alt. 
(120-) 1,00-900 m. Fl. May-Jul. A number of speolmenE seen from the 
Dalmatian coast in Yugoslavia are intermediate with var. murals with 
regard to the size and form of the stellate hkirg. Map 28. 
? Turkey-in-Europe: Rumelia, Frild.s1 (W,E) 
612. 
Its indtinentmi of large and unequal, divergent rayed stellate hairs 
is the only character (Nyara4y, 1927:84) shich distinguished this taxon 
from the typioal expression of A. mural.. Specimens having an iratermdiate 
type of bfi.ii are 000n frcan the Dalmatian Coast. 
613. 
var. hamdiianii (Reoh. ru.) Dudley, comb. 4  state nov. 
$ A. constellatuza seasu 	in Anal. Aced. Rep. Pop. R. Seat. 
tuiz4e Gaol. (.og. Bic].., ser. A. mom. 39 1P 96 (1949) - non 
Boi ssier! 
A, )iaradjianii. Reche file in Ark. Fr Dot., sere 2, 	(1), 
172 (1959)1 
Types (Turkey, 3)6s Prove Hatay). Cassius (A)UM dad), 300-700  in., 
Jun. 1909, Hara&ian 3021 (hole. 0, iso. W, I, E). 
Distributions The Mnaiiue in S. Anatolia, Syria and Lebanon. Map 28. 
T1JR}CT. C6s Prey. Hatay, Soff dagh (Ssoff dagh-Sdf da, N. and of 
Kurt dag), 1106 in., 27 Jun. 1865 9 Hauseknecht (910); ibid.., sir. Belon g 
Mt. Apiech Oeyae (]z dad), 914 m, Jun. 1862, Kotachy 268; ibid., Hourd 
dad (sir. Belen) Kam da, 1219 in., Jun. 1862, Kotsoh.y 267.  D6z Prove 
Hatay, Cassius (Akra dad), 400-450 in., Jun. 1.09, Haradjian 3022; ibid., 
1300-1800 in., Jun. 1909 9 Raradiian 3129. 
Habitat: butane; alt. 300-13 00  (-180C) m. F].. May-Jun. 
The distinguishing characters of A. hara&jianii an, not of an order 
that would permit its taxonomic recognition above the rank of variety. 
The height of the fertile stems of the Haradjian gatheringsp which caused 
Roohinger (1959)  to interpret this taxon as intermediate between Iy1rdy's 
artificial categories llumi1iories" and "Elatiories", is not constant in 
the other specimens; often (for exampleg the Haueskneoht gathering from  
Ssoff dad in the Ainarius, cited by NyarLdys 19)+9 as the only specimen he 
had seen of A. constellatum). The plants may be as tall or taller than 
many collections of the typical variety. The small local populations of 
var. haradjianui, though constant in their morphology, are sympatnio in 
the Amanus and in montane Syria and Lebanon with var. murals. 
614. 
var. alpimm Boise • ox N3n(r. in Diii. 0z'd. Dot. Cluj, j, 83 (1938)  1 
: A. argenteum Witu. var. alpinum Bolos. ox P.nzl in Tobih., 
Asie tin., Dot. 1 (3), 296 (1860), nen tmduznl 
Odontarrhena d.epz'essa Jord. & Fourr., Drove P1. Joy., faac., 
2, 6 (1868)1 
? A. tortuosum Wild. var. tenuizsmea 114pr. in là. Acad. Imp. 
Be* St. Potemb., ear. 79 11 (2) 9 100 (1869). 
A. inuxale var. viride Nj. in Anal. Load. Rap. Pop. Rais. Sec, 
tiiz4. Geol. Geog. Biol., ear. At  men. 39 b 108 (1949)1 
A. alpinum (Nr.) Nyfr., op. cit., lOu.! 
A, mu.rale subep. alpinm (Boise.) 1Iyr. 9 op. cit., 1091 
Type: (Turkey, C5: Prove 19e1)s regions alpine thi Taurus; au-
dessus do Boulgauiiad.en (nr. ED].ek), 27 Aug. 1855, Balarisa 429 (not 
129) (holo. P n.v. # also holo. of Odontarrhena dapresaa & A. alpinum; 
iso. G-B, 0, IC, N, ). 
Distribution: Difftise fr*i the Cilician Taurus to I.E. Anatolia 
(Lasistan) and Central Caucasus. lap 28. 
TURKEY. A8: Proy. rzurum, ICop dad, 2338-2896 ii., 9 Aug. 1962, 
Furze 3811 and 3821b; Prove Rize, diet. Remsun, Ortaky-Cat, 2000 a., 
2 Sept. 1952, Davis 23,184; ibid., Djimil (Cimil), 2000-2032 a., Jul., 
Aug. 1866 9 Dalanea 47. 
Habitat: Montana confined to igneous and volcanic rook; alt. 
2000-2896 a., Fl. Jul-&ug. 
The differential characters which define this variety occur 
individually throughout the specific range; only a few and sporadic 
Anatolian / 
615. 
Anatolian (and Caucasian) populations have the oonsiet.ent correlation of 
d..rfer and lax stems, simple izfloreeoenoea, larger and bract sate upper 
cauline l&vea, and irrower seed wings. The type gathering of var. 
alpiruma (treated as a aubspeoiei of A. murals and also given full specific 
rank by Nyrd1y 194.9) is also the holotype of Odontarrisna dsprssea. 
Caucasian specimens determined by Busch as A. tortuosum var. 
tenuirsmmi Rupr. were loaned from the Leningrad Herbarium. They are 
morphologically conbinuous with the Lazistan gatherings of A. aural* 
var. ulpixwm. Busch (in Flora Cauc. Crit., 1 (4), 565: 1909) records 
the Thiprechi type, and cites the variety as growing in "Pontus lazicus" 
If precht's taxon is oon.speoific with A. murale var. alpinum as the 
earliest name at varietal rank var. teziuimm.um  should be applied to our 
Anatoliaxi material. However, as the present author has not examined 
the Rupreaht's type material, it some advisable to retain var. alpinum. 
616. 
subap. stoian offii (Ny.) Dudley, ocinb nova; Rech. fil •, fl. Aega.a, 
226 as A. deeniinum (1943); 	Ny6. in Anal. Aua4. Red. Pop. Rorn. S.c4. 
tiit4e Geol. Goog. Biol., ser. A, men. 3, l, 103 as A. dsganiamzm, pro  
exol, Syria & I.banon (1949); op. cit., 106 as subsp. of A. 
pich1ei. 
.: 	A. 	eeiantzi Nyzr. in Bul. 01$. Bot. CIuj, L 	87, t. 3, f" 45, 
46 (1927)! 
A. deeianum f. suboaespitoam Nyar., loo. cit.! 
4, piohieri subap. stoianoffii Jyfr. in Poddo Rep. Sp. Nov., 
, 395, t. 103, f. 3 (1930). 
!Jype: (Bulgaria): JLacedoaia bulgarica, in greinosis alpiriia sub 
oaouxnine Kalabak, in. Belasica, alt. o. 2000 so,, 20 Jul. 19200 Staganeff 
(holo. SQL, n.y.). 
Distribution and. habitats Muntane in grascy meadows on the N. Greek 
island of Samothrake and the S. Rhodope Mountains inBulgaria; alt. 
(600-) 1000-2000 m. Fl. Jun. Map 286 
Though the type of this subspecies has not been seen, its description 
and accompanying photograph of the type clearly establishes it as the same 
taxon which Ny.r.&y had previously regarded as A.degenianum. The specimens 
of A. degenianum cited by Ny'rdy (1949) from Lebanon, all refer to 
A. murals aubap.murals var. hardjianii. 
Map 28 was constructed before subap, stoianoffii was considered equiv-
alent to A. degeni'rnnn, and the "d' (referring to the epithet degenianum) 
should be regarded as indicating the distribution of subap. stoianoffii. 
617. 
III  Lima= Hal., Conep. Ti. h., , 93 (1900); Hay*, Pod. 71. 
Pen. Bela., 441 (1925); wain in 8.t. Bat. Zeit.; 21 198 (1925); 
Borne., pp. 01% p. 262 (1925);  1tyr. in Bel. Gr&. Bat. Cluj., b 98 
t.3, f.85  (1927);  1r. in Anal. Acad. Rep. Pop. Rain. sea. tiin). 
Geol. G.og. Biol., ser. At 	. 39 It 21 9 t4, f.11, t.5, f.439 44 (1949). 
* OdOgI&DIMdffuaa Tord. .t ?ourr., Br.v. P1 • Nov., faao. 29 
5 (1868)9 M renorel 
A. t'i1a v.i'. I&MM144M 1y&. in Bel. Ord. Bat. Cluj. 3, 
98 (1927). 
zv (Or.eoe)s. in Oyaladus Insula Penos (Tinos), Mt. Tsllrnla, 4 Jun. 
1851, artori 2873 (1608) (hole. W—Hal., too. N, at  B). 
Distribution and Habitat $ Montane species from the Cyclades and 
5. Greo.. Map 28. 
NyiCr"y cites the Heidreich 754 specimen (from Tenos in the 
Cyclades, not Attica as Claimed by Npir, in the Herbarium of the 
University of Vienna as one of the syntypes of 4, tesitmi var. 1anoeolat, 
and also cites duplicates of this gathering in the Herbarium of the 
University of Bucharest and the Kerner Herbarium in Vienna as representing 
the typical A. tenium. Odontarrhena diffusa Jord. & Fourr. and A. tenium 
are based on the same Sartori gathering; Jordan and Fourreau' s epithet 
cannot be applied to this species because of an earlier Alyssum d.itfuau 
(Tenors, 1815). 
Wein (100. cit.) claims that Deefontaine' a A].ssum paniculatum 
from Crete represents the same tazon as A. tsnium from Tenos. However, 
Bo-n lar (lea. cit.) points out that A. paniculatum is synonymous with 
A. oreticum. / 
618. 
A. creticuni. The typo material of A. pari=latum iE based on the same 
Tou.rnfort collection which Linnaeus used to define A. cretiow., (now 
Alyzaoi4es creticum). 	p1ioatea o the Tournefort gathering of Alyaum 
oretioui. labelled. " Llyaroides ftutoosuni cretioun, laucoji folio incano" 
in the British Uuaea have been ooipared with the description and figure 
of A-Lysswa paricu1atum. The present author contends, with Bori1ler, 
that Uaum panoulatuui is a eynonra of Alyssoid.s (Alyssum) ordloum. 
6]. 9. 
112. A. sulbspingiM ThLly in Notes Roy. Dot. Cd. st., 4 (2), 160, 
P1. 6 (1962). 
Pyp.i (Jardan)s south of Ba€b Iahtar, 6r 19559 Sullim 
SWTW 1726 (halo. E). 
Djatrjbutjo a liabjtss Rare on bare eaton known only tz'otn 
the type oolleetion in Jordan. Uap 280 
620. 
113. A. jkffigio= au'tt in Lsw i11., 100 9 p1. 3 (1949). 
i'yDSs (Cpru.)z flnzR p.inw1s, 3 May  19419  1*vis 3306 (hoio. 
, Lao. G.W. Wzb.-&or. z). 
Dtributto a4 hablitatsUsUmia ooLa.it to W. Cyprua on dta1]a-
g1tia rook, serpentine acre and associated with Piiiza bxutias alt. 
305 a. Fl. Iar.—pr. Map 250 
621. 
1140 A. cassius Boise., 1M.41. 9 2 (8), 34 (1849); Boise., Fl. Ox'., 19 
273 (1867); Bøuluj, 11. Lib., 37x.9 t.279 f.38 (1930); Jy&. in Anal. 
Aoad. Rep. Pop. Rcu. 3 0. tiiz4 Geol. Geog. Biol., more As mia. 3,  
107 (1949).  rig. 29 no 
.s A. Oaaei%Vax'. MagRgW Post., 11. Syr., Psi. & Sjait(, id. 1, 
84 (18901 
A. r4oj Jyfr. eubap. ex1anatwn Nyr. in a1. %do Dot. 
CluJ. Z 84 (1938)1 
T~Mjs (Prke, D6s Pray. Katsy)s in aie deraliotis .t oollibus ad 
raiees Jugi Caaii (Alm d4, 18469 Doissier (halo. 0-39 Leo., 0, 1, K, 
E). 
Distd'butjiMs The Amemm in S. Anatolia aM N. Syria. Map 25. 
Pu'i. C6: Px'ov. AAia,  Kasspligil A ".-O'1j., a. 980 a., 
b-?t 20; ibid., 0naniye, 15 Oat. 19579  !bae 1446 ibid., 
Oseabiye-Adana, Kamp limil, 980 a., 6 Jul. 19449 	 20; ibid., 
distr. Beh,e, Dildo]. dig, 400 =. j, 25 Aug. 19499 Awdre 16461; Prey. Ratsy, 
iiria Mt., 914 in.-2134 a., Aug. 1913 ifaradjian 4569; ibid., Waif.i.M1 
(Amsaas d4), 7 Jun. 1884, Pool ibid., ni. Delia, nr. Naoki.ilk, 549 a., 
22 Jul. 1862 9 Kotsobs 58; ibid., ffarunij. (Ai.is), 300-400 a., Jul. 
19119 Esra&lian 3627; ibid., Bityas, 3 Aug. 1880, Poet 11109; ibid., 
Xotsoh-b.1 da8k (*—. da., N. of Pi,jras), 457 a., 11 Sept. 1884, Post 
(hole. A. oaaaiwn vax'* oaneaoena. iso., Dli); ibid., Ammat  Jul. 1903, 
DMpart 259; ibId., Soukiuk 0 ka. N. Delia), 15 Aug. 1929 9  Dinemure 
20363 MR parts aM 20422; ibid., nr. Bel.n, 27 Feb. (?) 1865 9 ff*iva. 
kn.oht 80 (orig. nt • A. gio,rm mab.p • explanatus J!). 
Habitats / 
622. 
!kt Open and abftndone& V=Mj often in Qtaeroun earub and 
PI=W forests; alt. 300-914 (-2134) a. Fl. Jm.-Aztg. 
This very distinct species is confined entirely to the Aianua, 
extending as far south as the Syrian elopes of lit • Cassius (Akre dag), 
and is partially eympatric with A. cilioio and A. giosnanum. A. 
oaasitun is distinguished from those two species by its biennial habit 
(as shown by the lack of sterile shoots and one whorl of basal leaf 
soars), densely foliate stems, oboordats or broadly obovate and smooth 
margined fruits with sparse and coarse stellate haire g longer and rigid 
pedioels, and bicoloured loaves which abruptly decrease in size upwards 
(heterophyllous). In direct contradiction to the original descriptions 
of A. cassium and A. oilicioump it was found that the type and additional 
material of A. cassiwi always have entire petals, while those of A. 
cilicicum are more often retuse or emarginate. The inflorescence of 
A. caesium is compact with erect or ascending branches which seldom 
measure more than 6 om. long. The inflorescenoe of A. cilioioia is 
pariioulate and has arcuate-flexuose branches which measure 15-20 an. 
long. The characters distinguisMrig A, cassitsa from A, oilioioum and 
A. gioananum are also of value in separating the former from the very 
polymorphic A. mural.. 
Post's A. cassium var. canesoens does not possess any deviating 
characters sufficient to allow separation from the other collections of 
the species; likewise, the material oonztituting An giosnanum subsp. 
explanatwi is referrable -to A t cassiuni. 
The Biehe 626 gathering which Jy(r(dy (1949) refers to A. cassita 
623. 
was pevioulr (1927) conui.oi'vd bjr hiru as one of te ayatypea of 
A. ch&loid.icum var, a1itiui. The original aud mAy duplicates of this 
gathering have beea examined by the present author with the resulting 
conclusion that they zaat all be referred to A t cilicicuin. 
624. 
(5) SECT. ODTARA 
(ii) Subeest. Co'se 
(b) 	Series Crz1A$a 
1150 A. ot1101 	Belie. & Del., Tjegn, 3 (5), 34 (1856); 	Boise., P1. 
Or., b 273 (1867); 	Nyir. 	in Anal. Aowt. Rep. Pop. Ran. Sea. 	tli4e 
G.ol. 0.og. Dial., nez'. A, is. 3, 1p 80, t.6, t.1 (1949). 
A. ahLaloidiolu Za&a f. el1iptiun Njiz. in Del. Qz4t. Dot. 
Cluj. L 1191 t.8, f.125 (1927), m'o iartet 
As viridaNyIr., op. all  152, t.6 9 f.42, t.7, f.521 
s (Tuxc.r, 053 Pray. 1"1)t in hezbidi. value (Borda a) Ousel 
Ddrd WUD& Sadiahig in Cilioja 11ttorsli (4  lieu.. au 10 4. lemma), 
9 Jun., Sept. (2 Oct.) 1855 9 Balaym 435 (ito) (halo. G-B, iso. W, of 
K, J, OX?, Of 
r4.stjbutjon, Endemlo to the Cjljajan 'Daurua aM Aiii. !p 29. 
TURKEY. C5s Pray. 1id., Bizigar leaden above le6axa, 1895 9 SigM 626 
(ong. .'nt. A. g NQoi;Ucm f. eflixtian WU, Lao, 043 2 K, = 9 OX?, E); 
Pray. Rats.y, Amems Its. above Arsue (Araua), 180 m., 4 Jul. 1862 9 
Ko$eahy 178; ibid., above Arpto g leums 	1219 m ag 4 Jul. 18629  
Kotaoh 203 9 061 Pr'ov. Rata, Amms d4, BOOM (&bbs), 457-610 in., 
1900, Hamadlien 629; Ibid., Kurt w, 1891 9 Pont. Cilieisn Taurus, 18369 
Ko%ozy 120 (halo. A' vimid w). Cilicia, Bois.iez. 
ASMILI  Montane; alt. 457-1219  no Fl. Am.-Jul, 
625. 
A. oilioicin belongs to the same complex of species having arenulate 
fruit margins in Subseot. Campreesa as A. giosnanu, and is aympatrio with 
that species in the Ai?u,uC and the Ciuician Taurus. The petals and longer 
styles of A. cilicioum are glabrous, while those of A. giosnanum are  
always pubescent. A. oilicioum is also characterised as a perennial (not 
biennial as c1ainid by Boissier, 1856 and 1867) having erect or ascending 
sterile shoots the leaves of which are greenish, nwrowly oblanceolate 
and acute. The sterile shoots of A. giosnanum are oonfsrt.d or decumbent 
with silvery-whit., broadly obovate or apathulate leaves. The configuration 
of the wings of the long filaments of these two species is also strikingly 
different • The long filaments of A. oilioicwa have bilateral wings which 
are multid.entate at their apex and are connate only for o. j their length 
(as in Fig. 13 9 p). The wings of the long filaments of A. giosnanum are 
unilateral, multidentate at their apex and are connate for almost their 
entire length (Fig. 1B 9 q). 
Rmmination of the floral structure of the original material and 
duplicates of one of the ayntypes of A. chalcidioum var. ellipticum 
(Siehe 626) indicates that this gathering should be referred to A. 
oil icicum. The other Anatolian syntyps of A. ohalcidiotmi var. elliptioum 
(Andrasovezlçy 3179 collected in 1911) was not available, but nudging from 
its locality near Kon3a, it probably represents A. murale sensu lato, 
rather than A. cilicioum. 
The floral structure (the crenulate margin is easily observ.d on 
the immature fruits) of the holotyp. of A. virid.e agrees with that of 
A. oilioiotan. However, the single specimen on which the description of 
A. viride is based is very depauperate, a fact which accounts for the 
wide / 
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wide disarepenoy in stature between that taxon and most collections of 
A. oilicjoza. The Kotaobj 203 gathering from kagara dag' above Arsus in 
the Amamis has a habit similar to that of the type collection of A. 
virid.., but it also has the diagnostic floral and fruit characters of A. 
oil iciosn. 
The fruits of the holotype, its duplicates and additional material 
of A. ciliciotin have obvious oremalate margins; NyIrá4'e figure (191e9) 9  
preporting to be a fruit from the type gathering of A. ciuicicum, is 
inexplicable in that the margin of the fruit drawn is smooth and entire. 
Furthermore, the three filaments of A • virid.e drawn by Ny'rcty (1927) 
are all clearly short filaments. The present author has examined flowers 
from the type material of t at binomial and has found that its long 
filaments are all bilaterally winged and the wings are connate for a. 
their length. 
s A. cilicioum var. g.jel&di has the same type (Kot schy 
83a) as his A. giosnanum var. maiorioarpmi; both names are treated as 
synonms of A. giosnanuni. 
627. 
116. A. i.oananum Iy&. in ftlo Gri. Dot. Cluj, , 127, t.39 f.529 539 
t.5, f.78, t.8, f.102 9 t.10 9 f.129-132 (1927);  Ny& in Anal. Acad. Rap, 
POp. Boa. SO". tiin)i Gaol. Gaog. Bid., nar. A, man. 31 lo 95 (1949). 
rig* 1), qLf 
.s A. giosn'via var. m1orIguma Iy'dr., in Dol. Grid. Dote CliiJ, 
£ 127 (1921)1 
A. 011161*a Boise. & Dais 'var. iLiIkii Iyfr. in Anal. Load. 
Rap.P*p. Ron. S4, tiiU., Gaol. GaOi. Biol., eel1. A, aim. 3, 
,, 80 (1949)1 
(Ptutsy, C51 Prey. Ie1/*Auiia)s Asia Minor, Cilicia, in 
laid von Pjipw bztia wopa p4pm  Gioana, alt • cirea 1000 no t 1895 0  
687 (not 682) (orig. WU, iso. 0.-3 0 I, IN# OW, B). 
Distribution, S.W. and 8. Aiiatolia, priaaril7 from the Cilidan Taurus 
and 	Map 29. 
TURKEY. C2s Pray. 'uIa, Ta*nua near Trinali, Oct. 1841, forbm 183, 
C51 Prey. I,sl, 0011* (1001*) Bulger Mask s. 1219 a., 11 Jul. 1853, 
Kotichy 284 (orig. agat. CL. n.y. iso. V. I, ac); ibid., Kotsc* 83a 
(hole. A. 	var. g&WOUTM IV, boloo .\, cilicimim vex. molekil 
as Lao. at 30 K). C5, Pray. AdAUS9 841kuluk9 east of Posanti, ALL dagg 
1800 a., 23 Aug. 1958, Markgraf; Pray. l4d.,  Dalgar Usaden above MisS, 
1400 a., 1896 9 SLIM 626a. 06s Prey. Mara, Akher I 	(Abfr da4j o  1829 
Me t Jul. 1907, Haradjian 1399; Pray. Eata, 	 0aaanie- 
Zo*una1a, 1000 Mop 11 Oct. 1957, IMM 1394; ibid. diet. Bourn, below 
Belong 400 mop 23 Apr. 19579 DMIs 27013; ibid. ar. Egbea 	457.- 
1906, Rara&lian 609; ibid. Haruniji (Isroani.), 90-120 a., Jul. 1911, 
628. 
Hara&Uia 3627. In onte Tauxo, 1836, 	41 (orig. uynt. 
aeu 1st. G4, iso. G, I, I, IK9 oxF). 
Eabitst ca1oeaeous, serpentine and wetanurphio dry slops., and often 
MIM 	alt. (400-.) l000-1829m.Fl. (Apr.) 
Jul.-Oct. 
The loaslity where the leatotype of this species was collected lends 
its name as the specific epithet. The SlAt 681 (not 682 as indicated 
by i.yzy) gathering is chosen as the leototyps because both mature fruits 
and flower a are present on all speatnans ezinsd, and beaniee this 
gathering has never been d.esited an the type of ani other binanial or 
confused with wW other speciess Penal in ?whlh&taheff (1860) refers 
Kotsthr 284 (th. other syntyps of A. gios"s) to A. aonst.11atum; 
Boissier (1867) alt.s it as a species of A. a3estre var. obovatum. The 
holotypse (Kotachy 83a) of A. ai1ioia vare a.l.Ui and A. RiElggM  
var, niioriggMM are identioal • This gathering was collected in the 
sane area, at the Cilloisu Gates, as the XQUOY 284 syntype of As 4os-
yip. There are no visible differences between var. ,*iorioar* and 
the leatotypi or additional oolleations of A. gtosnai,un. The 
gathering (No.41) which Boissier cit.s as a syntypi of A. elatum and later 
referred to A. ggggtelLatum together with Kotecy 83 in Flora Orianta3j.s 
is oarr.otly identified as A. gioensxs'. 
On the beats of the floral structure, and the lent and fruit shape and 
indunentum if the type material of Xyaz'sdy' a A. glo.'"i, enbapo ixplanstun. 
We tenon is correctly referred to In the discussion aooan-
panying the deseript ion of this sub.psois, Nyiré4 (1938) doubts that it 
"ally/ 
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really should be referred to A. gioem,  and the reasons he gjysn 
substantiate the reduction of this subspecies to a .1nos  of A.oaastia. 
630. 
117. A. hold.reichii Haussb. in Mitt. Thdr. Bot. Vero, n.f., 1 (4), 
113 (1893); Hal., Conap. P]. h., , 92 (1900); Huter in Oat. Bot. Zeit., 
, 260 (1904); Ny€r. in &il. Grii. Bat. Cluj, 71 1179 t. 49 f.  57-59, t. 5, 
f. 74, t. 8 9  f. 969  t. 100 f. 119-121  (1927); Nyr. in Notiabi. Dot. Gart. 
*as. Berlin-Dah1, 11 (107) 9  6349  f. 12, No. 1-2 (1932); Nyi'r. in Anal. 
Acad.. Rep. Pop. Ram. Seo. tiine Geol. 0.og. Biol., sere A, a. 3 9 111 
81 (1949). 
Pja.: A. heldreiohii var. astrotriohooarpum Hauaekn. in ached.., Itar. 
Thesea]., Pindus Pymphaeue, Vitomo, 14 Jun. 1896 9 Sintenis 2181 
A. heldreiohui f. glabrum Ny&., be. oit.1 
Lectotype: (Greece): Pindua Pmpha.ua in valle aup.riori Penei circa 
Ma] akasi, 914-1067 m., substr. silic .-serp., 17-18  Jul. 1885 9  Hel dreich 
(orig. SE n.y., iso. Vi ?-Hal., G, G-BB, K, B). 
Distribution and habitat: Endemic in the Pindue region of N. Greece in 
woods and on serpentine and silicaceous schist; alt. 900-1700 m. Fl-
May-Jul. 
This species is the only European representative of the complex of 
Species having orenulate fruit margins in Subseot • Cocapreasa. 
The oacursnoe of a few stellate hairs on the fruits, especially 
when ijuature, is not associated with any other deviating character, nor 
is this feature correlated geographically or ecologically. Glabrous and 
sparsely pubescent fruits or ovaries are known to occur together on 
indiid.ua1 plants; a case similar to A. miolikanum. For this reason 
toxonamic recognition of astrotriohocar*i and glabrum as varieties or 
foma is not justified.. 
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118. AIMAPtum Boise. & Ieldr., Tagn., 2 (8), 33 (1849); Boise., Fl-  
Or., 1. 271 (1867) - o vsxte. 
Lectotypes (Turkey, C38 Prove Antalya) $ at rupee portus Toherali 
(çii'eli) (in osapie .t.rilibus wa pied don lontagnas, prbs du por'tu.), 
13 Isy 18459  Isidreich 620 (orig. 0-31, Lao. I, Rub.-Uoi., 0, 1, , OX?, B). 
Distribution, Emdonnic, to SW. Anatolia. lap 29. 
TIET. Cli Mtt1a, *axisaria-JL&iir, 9 km. fron Dat9a, ea level, 6 Jun. 
19629 DwIl.y (D.35431). C2: Prove iugia, raaris-Jtqa, 25-30 km. from 
liussreni, 250 a., 6 Jun. 1962 9 	(D.35424); ibid., diet. Marring 
Ordugek, 13 Jul. 1960 9 	 32. C3s Pray. Antalya, Tskirova bay, 
B. of Tehatli d4, 20 not  25  Nov  1950, Uuber.uorath 9874 Ibid., Adrasan 
bay, Girali-FinS.ke, 10 a., 27 ley 19509  Huber-Morath 9875. 
Habitat: Serpentine rubble aM outcrops r • sea coast, neglected and 
cultivated fields and AWrISM unoahi.; alt, sea level - 250 a. Ti. 
Apr.-Jul. 
This very distinctive species belongs to the species complex in 
Subesot. Coniiresea ino1u&4ig A. gioswiu. A. ciliojcu* A.laia 
and A. hsldxeiohii all with oramulate fruit margins (easily observed even 
on i=iature fruits). 	 is the only species in the subsection 
which oonmist.ntl.y has glabrous fruits, though the fruits of A. beidreichit 
from the Pii4us are more often glabrous than not. 
A lectotype bad to be chosen for this ep.oiss because of the discord-
ant elements in the Boissier H. sriiaa. Of the four gatherings cited, 
only the ifidreiab specimen (and its duplicates) from Taherali fit. 
Boissier's description (sec discussion under A. oora,iowi). The Boissier 
and/ 
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and Pinai'd gatherings from Carla and referred to A • ooreic, and the 
gj 	41 Is correctly identified as A. x1conanU (not as At oonato3.1a 
as indicated by Boistier in Flora Orintalia ) • Yurth.rmora, it is obvious 
that Bole ajar based ths description of A, slat= on the Hldrsiah gathering, 
for in the At Uposes the description is headed by "Alrasua 3atum Boles. at 
R.ldre in p1. Anat. axe. 1846k. 
•:;33. 
119. A. orenulatum Boise., Diagn., 2 (8), 33 (1849); Boise., Fl. Or., 
,271 (1867). Fig. 2, 0. 
Type: (Turkey, 16: Prey. Hatay): in collibus ad radices seridionales 
jugi. Caasii. (Akra dad)  in via inter Latakieh at Suadishp Jun. (May-Jul.) 
1846, Boissier (holo. 0-B). 
Distribution: Endemic to Mt. Cassius in the S. Amanus and. the adjacent 
part in N. Syria,, Map 29. 
'IURKEL I)6 Prove Hatay, Syria, Cassius, 1846, Pinard; ibid., above 
Wadi IGin4jl  (Cassius), 6 Jun. 1884, Post; ibid.., 1 mile S. of Urdu 
(yayigaa) 700-900 m., Dinnore 20363; ibid., 20 1cm. S. or Urdu (Yay1 daài), 
(700-) 800-900 m. 2 Jun. 1938 9 Dinsmore 20362. 
Habitat: Woodlands and dry roadsides; alt. 530-900 m. Fl. Jun. 
Of all the species in Subseot • Campreass having orenulate fruit 
margins, A. orenulatum, the type species of Sense Cenu1&, has the most 
prominent fruit wings. In addition to this feature and its biennial habit, 
A. crenu].atum is distinguished from A. cilicioum, which also grown in the 
Amanue, by the sparser and branched-rayed stellate hairs on its always 
orbioular fruits. The indnentum on the obovate or elliptic fruits of A. 
oilioicum is denser and is ocmiposed of stellate hairs which have fewer 
and unbranohed rays. In A. crenulatwa the ultimate inflorescences termin-
ating the paniolo branches are umbellate or subumbellate, while those of 
A. oilioioum are more elongate and its piedicels are spaced apart approx-
imately twice the distance between those of A. arenulatum. 
Boissier indicated that A. crenulatum was a woody plant provided 
with sterile shoots which had linear and densely ].pidote leaves. Neither 
the/ 
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the holotype of A. oremi].atum in the Boissier Herbarium in Geneva, nor any 
of its duplicates in other herbaria (nor any subsequent gatherings from Mt. 
Cassius and surrounding areas) have sterile shoots which would indicate a 
perennial habit. Boissier' a error stuns from his confusion with A. crenulatum, 
a flowering specimen of A. earjfezvi, which has a copious development of 
sterile shoots and vas collected at the sane time as the type of the former. 
The lack of any sterile shoot formation at the bane of the plants of A. 
orenulatz, and the presence of one whorl of basal leaf soars, leads the 
present author to assume that this species is a biennial. The only other 
true biennials in Alyssum are A. oassiun (as correctly indicated by Boissier) 
and A. wierbiokii. 
6 35. 
(5) S0T • 0DTAR& 
(iii) Subseot. 
120. A. f1oribunth 	Boise. & Bal., Diai., 3 (5)9 33 (1856); Boiss., 
Ti. Or. 9 Ip 272 (1867); Jj'tr. in Anal. Aoad. Rip. Pop. Ram. So$. 
tiSnt* Geol. Goog. Biol., aer. A, ml.. 39 L 82, t.49 f.12 9 t.6 9 f.2 1 
3 (1949). Fi. 2, p. 
ItWe s (Turkuy, 05. Pray. Ii)s in saitstoaia vallia Quasi dr 
*ia S.diobig in Cilicia littorali (b, 4 1iies NO Ii Maxima regione 
thaual upxioir), 20 Uey, 9 Jun. 1855, RUms 434 (iii) (hole. 0-3, 
iso. 0, 1, K, at, o.XT). 
DistrLbutjlMa Bar. endimic with a wide distribution in S • and W 
Anatolia. Map 31. 
TURIET. 32. Pray. Kta4a, ?avia1i... Ineg1, 15 km. from Tavan1i, 
2000 a,, 23 Jun. 1962 9 DgUer (D.36151). 05: Prov. iid.., Taurus, 
east of U1uki1a, 12 Jul. 1937, Reese. ON Prey. Bord.ur, high pass, 
6 km. Be of Dirndl, 1550  mop 29 Jun. 1948 3, absr-Math 9267. 05: Pray. 
MnY1k Rgion montagnezes vupri.ux, Maaaez da*, IL 25 lisa.. $30 di 
C4sar49 (Kayesri), 8 Aug., 6 Sept. 1855, Bij.psia 433 (in); ibid., 
Possnti, Be of Urb&in, 3oii, 900 a., 21 Aug. 19589 axkat 11250; 
Prey, Ice 1Mia, JuMiik bsn4, on the Aideps, 1200 a., Jul. 1912 9 Sidlis 
230. 
Nat Saxatile on weathered limestone aliffs, on sohist and eruptive 




Of all members of the 9mbseato Sarjfsra, this species has the 
smallest fruits, the shortest pidioele, the smallest floral parts and 
the largest, most oopioualy branched O*LJFWbS e The shape of the leaves 
of the sterile shoots in aiMlar to that of As 	 i ha.ver, 
the iMwueiitum on those of fiozibwu is strongly silvery only on 
the lower surface and greenish on the upper surface. The leaves of 
the sterile shoots of A. -rifsrnn are more or leew conooloraus, aM 
the more undulate fruits are at least twice as large as these of 
A. flori*udum. The obaxacteriatio linear-oblanomolate and acute 
leaves at the sterile shoots, the shorter styles and the mmller fruits 
clearly separate A. floribizMimi from As tra saX!arms and As Deltartoide., 
though the shape of the fruits of the., three allied species is similar. 
The author collected this species in its most westerly station in 
Proy. Xfltaiya (Phrygta) -ther. it formed a amll popilation of aatile, 
cu&itom-torufn, suftrutiooae plants on sheltered precipitous cliffs. 
637. 
121. A. trapezifoiin Bort. ax Nyar. in Anal. Aoad. Rep. Pop. Ram. Seel. 
tiine Gaol. Geog. Biol., ear. A, m. 39 , 839 to 1 9 f. 1 9 to 6, f. -6, 
(1949); Boise., R. Or., 1p 272 (1867), guoad plantam hybridam Xaema a 
1 ectam. 
? A. troodi Boise. var. continentis Schulz in Notisbi. Bot. Gait. 
Rue. Berlin-Dab1ern, 11 (105), 311 (1932). 
Type: (Turkey, C59 Prey. Adana): Masmeneudagh 580 do Csarée (Kayseri) 
(region montagneuse superieure du... á 25 liauee an sso...), 8 Aug. 18559 
Balansa 431 (i) (holo. TE, lao. 0.-B 9 a t OH, W, IC, But  OXF). 
Distriztion: Rare Anatolian endemic found only fram the type locality 
in the Cilician Taurus. Map 30. 
TURKEY. C58 Prov. Adana, Maaxzutli dagh taenu dad), S.E. of Bereketli, 
2000 m.,q Jul. 1912, Siehe 520. 
Habitat: Montana; alt. o. 2000 a. P1. Jul. 
The fruit shape of A. trapeziforme i similar to that of A. floribunda; 
in leaf shape and size, and the tendency of the fruit to dry reddish-purpls, 
it resamblos A. peltarioides. The considerably larger and more undulate fruits, 
the obovate or spathulate and obtuse or truncate sterile shoot leaves, the 
longer styles, and the type and density of the stellate hairs on the leaves 
of A. trapesiforne separate it without difficulty from A. floribundum.. 
From A. peltarjoicles, A. trapezlforme may be clearly distinguished by the 
broadly elliptic, acute or truncate fruits, the longer styles, and the long-
rayed, coarse stellate hairs on the leaves. 
Nyriy exrressed doubt as to the correct status of this taxon when he 
named the original material as A. peltarloidea eubep. trapeziforme. The 
morphological / 
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morphological cU.soontinuities se parating this species from all the others 
in the subsection are sufficient to allow the recognition at ep.oifio rank 
(Ny ~ry, 1949). It is sympatric with one of its allies, A. f1oribun4, 
it appears to be oonfined to a very limited rang.; it has been collected 
only twice, both times from the same mountain in the Anti—Taurus. 
6 39. 
122. A, peltavioiclea Boise. in Ann. So. Nat., sez. 2 9 IL 158 (18),2); 
Boise., Fl. Or., 2. 272 (1867); Tha80h in Fl. Cauc. Crit., 	(1), 572 
(1909); Nyr. in Anal. Aced. Rep. Pop. R. So. tiin• Geol. Geog. 
Biol., sr. A, gem. 3, 1 . 84 (1949); Groash., no Kavk., ed. 2, 	215 9  
to 24, f. 6 (1950). 
Key to - subspecies 
Fruiting oormbs condensed, subumbellate, few-fruited, not more than 5 Cm - 
long; fertile 8tnB congested or decumbent, 5-10 am. long 
peltarloides (i') 
Fruiting eormba widely spreading, many-fruited, always longer than 5 anol 
fertile stems arcuate-ascending or erect, 25-50 (-75) n-,  long 
viratiforme (T) 
eubapo pltarioides 
a.: A. peltarioides var. depreseum Nyi(r., loc. cit.1 
Type: (Turkey, B7: Prov. Erzinoan) s 01ypas Artiasnia. (Kepi dad) 
Auoher 286 (halo* 0-B, iso. G, K, mo  OX?). 
Distribution: Armenian Highlands, Turkish Kurdistan and the Anti-Taurus. 
Map 30. 
TURKEY. A8: Prov. Erzurum, Kop dad, 2338  m., 8 Aug. 1962,  Furze 3718. 
A9: ?rov. Kars, Aaohtoh.-A4. (north of uz1uoa), 29 Jul. 18719 Radde 422. 
A/B8: Prov, Brzunm, Erzurum-Bayburt, above Koohaponar, 1829-2134 m., 
Aug. 1853,  Rust. 35: Prov. Kayseri, Mt. region of Aslandach, 12 liues 
OSE Mt. Arg4 (Eroiyaa da), 5 Aug. 1856, Balansa 491. B7: Prov. 
Ersincan, Keohich dn.gh (Kei dad) 1834, $ontbret 2398; id., Sipikor da 
1524-1829 ni., 5 Jul. 1189, Sintenis 1260 (holeo var. depreeim JE, iso. 
a,' 
640. 
0, 0-a, W, GE, ); ibid., 1650 a., 26 Jun. 1934, Balls 1531. B8/9z 
Prov. Firsuram s, Emnma-Bayazit (Doibayaait), 77 1cm. from Ersurmo [opdagh, 
1930 in., 27 Jul.1956 9 Karamor4u 78. 391 Prov. Van, Baykal*, Ispiris dad, 
2300 a. 31 Jul. 19549 Davis 23184; ibid., 10 1cm. S.E. of Psili, 2591 a., 
8 Jul. 19549 Davj.s 22579; ilbid., Argos dais 3048 a., 14 Jul. 2954, Davis 
22731 • C9z Prov. H&cgri, ICarada. (north of 981einerik), 3580 a., 16 Aug. 
1954, Davis 24501.  09/10* Prov. RR3thri, Cilo Tap., 3100 a., 8 Aug. 1954, 
Davis 24082a-  
Habitats Alpine on sorees and rocky slopes of N. exposure nr. melting 
snow; alt. 2000-3580 in. Fl • Jun.-Sept. 
This species most clearly resembles A. virtum but may be distinguished 
by the broader, spathulate or obovate sterile shoot leaves, longer styles, 
often smaller fruits plus the characters detailed in the discussion under 
A. virgatum. Furthennore, the drf habit and geographical rang. of A. 
1terioidee aubsp. jnitarioides are additoaa1 differentiating features. 
Subepecific rank for the infra-epecific tarn of this species is 
warranted as the distinguishing characters are oonetant over the whole range 
of the species, coupled with altitud.inal and geographical preferences. The 
most westerly stations of the species are canposed entirely of subap. 
virgatj.foime; however, in some localities in the eastern part of the range, 
the two subspecies are sympatrio but are confined to different altitudes 
(intenia 3126 and Sintenis 1268 from Sipikor d4;  Auoh.r 286 and Davis 
31691 from Kei  dad)- The typical subspecies with a reduced habit is 
entirely alpine and has a later flowering period than eubap. virtiforas 
which often forms mature fruit as early as June. 
Thai 
641. 
The original Aucher cc] leotion ma,7 be ic.entified as var. depressia 
J7ao which acoording to the International Code (Article 261961) must be 
treated as a Won f the typical oubepecies. 
642. 
subap virgatiforme (Ny(r.) Dudley, state nov. 
PZn,: A. peltarioides var. virgtiforme Jy&. in At'1 • Acad.. Rep. Pop. 
Rom. Beo, tiizre Gaol. Geog. Bid., aer. A, main. 3, Ily 84 (1949). 
Leototype: (Turkey, B7: Prow. Erzincan): Sipikorda.gh, 28 Jul. 180, 
Sj.ntenis 3126 (orig. JE, iso. 09 0-33B 9 Wp Xv N, E). 
Distribution: N. Central and Central Anatolia, Armenian Hilands, Anti-
Taurus and Amanue. The most westerly stations of the species are composed 
entirely of aubap, virtiforrne, however, in the Armenian Migblais and the 
Anti-Taurus and two subspecies are broadly a.ympatric. Map 30. 
1URKEY9 14: Provo iaatainonu, Inebo1u-K1re, 914 in., 8 Jun. 1954 1, Davis 
21654. A1/5: Provo Kastamonu, Toasia (Toaya) nx. Schersoh-Oghla, 15 Jul. 
1892, Sintenis 4693.  k6z Prow. Sivas, fld.iadagh (Tildiz dad), Wiedemann 
46. A/B8: Provo Eizurwn, Baybirt-Ersurum, above Kochaponar, May 1853, 
. 37: Prow. Ptmcoll/Erzinaan, Pillthntr-S.lepur, 1950 in., 23 Jul. 1957, 
Davis 31589; Prow, Ersinoan, Keyip dag above Cumin, 2500-2600 a., 26 Jul. 1957, 
Davis 3674- B106$ Prow. Xara, Marapu.Elbis tan, 1829 m.9 May-Jun., 1865, 
Hausskneoht. C6: Provo Marap, Beryt Dagh (Bent 34), Jul. 18659 
Hausaknecht. C6: Provo Hatay, Ai'ns Mts., May 1892 0 Post. 
Habitat: N. facing igneous elopes; alt. 914-2600 a. This subspecies 
replaces the typical subspecies at lower altitudinal ranges. Fl • Jun.-Jul. 
643. 
123. A. vitua Ny&r. in Bol. Ord. Bat. CluJ. 7, 1159 p1. 10 9 t.4, 
f,60-62, t.6 0 f.61, t.8 9  f.92 (1927); Xytr. in Anal. Acad. Rep. Pop, 
Rom. Sec). tiin)•, 0.ol. Qeog. Biol., 'er. A, a. 3 g 10 89 (1949). 
,i A. argumtezm Vitta, var. obryeanth Boise., Fl. Or., It 271 
(1867), o part. quoa4 glasdam Thz, 	p Belønsa 1•tam! 
A.L viz'tua var. vall4iw' Nyár. in Bal. Ort. Bat. Cluj, 3. 
117, 91. 11 as subspo vallidiore and vex. y44q (1927)1 
s (Turkey, AA 61 Prey. 3ivaeftakat). Pontum australis in a. 
T-ObBAW-bal (çaalib.1 44)9 alt. 1600 no (1500  a.) 31 Mey (1 Jun.) 
1890, Boz'a#U1or 1947 (hole. CL n.y., iso. G-U, I, X, iii). 
Dietrjations BMSNIO to a fee mountain in North Central and 
Cintl Anatolia, Map 31. 
TJI. A43 Pray. 9AIllrillj, ai 	, 1524 m-r 9 Jun.  1954, 
Davis 21745; ibl4., 172 km. from kIfrIits, road N. of 9&Wdri g  29 Jun. 
1958, Narkaf 10587; Prey. Kaeteaoai, rn. KBr, 4 May 1892, Sintania 
3775 (ho).e. A. virtun var. 	NP n.y., i.e. 0-NB, N, !). A/B 61 
Prey. Sivaa/Tokat. diet.. Px'tova, 9ambel.t da4'  (çiulibel), Artava-
Yi1di.1i, 3 km. N. of hi& pass, 1450  rn., 25 Jun. 19559 Ruber-Morath 
13094, 22* Pr'ov. Ita1n, liourad. Dsgh (Burnt 44), 28 Jun. 1857, 
Balansa 1249 (372) (orig. ejut • of 4 prgezitaz var, C 2e4iflt. C-B, 
G, J) ibid., above Gods, Unit 25üt, 1900-2100 a., 5 Jul. 1962, 
vis 36841; Ibid., Eaxn, 1400 no t 5 Jul. 1962,-David 36685 
!!k1It Serpentine, j.ous and rntaaorjo slopes and erodad bs*.s 
Of W. .xpoiure, often in jrp nj'  wood* and QUMM eaxub; alt. 
1400-2100 no 11. Uy-4ul. 
A. virtusJ 
644. 
A. VirMftm may be oouaed with A. pelte.rigjdss uubape vfrgatj- 
or with Aj 1or17xxrv1 za. all of whiah are partially gympatrio. 
Tbo, congested basal esulins leaves, the mmller pliant, leaves, and 
the shortly brancisd infloresosnos of A. virta si.az'ly diut4neiiah 
It from its two closest allies. It may, additionally, be separated 
fri A • '1Oi'ibUnI* by the different trps and density of loaf iMsumtua, 
and the larger differently shaped fruit. 
Only one of the varieties (var. vaLAWn described by 1jr4 
represents true A. virgatum. The other varieties (var. mtabjlas 1927 
and var. pjnardjs 1949) have no relationship with Subseat. 
but on account of their j*abescent ovaries and other correlated 
cbaraoters can only be treated as aynoins of A. oypz'ja*m. Iyrdy 
allies varo valida to A, ubtuejfoj4uxn, a view sh.iah cannot be accepted 
wb.n the species of %bseet. Samarit.ra are regarded as forming a 
natural taxoio coup. 
The speciaena cited by Boissier comprising A • argent* var. ciri-
santhum are divisible into two uzwe]atsd species, A vi?tum and 
A. narale sensu 1st., tlia Balaxasa collection fra :hwat d4 re.aeating 
the former. 
645. 
124. k, cariotwi Dudley & Rubei'-oz'sth ep. nov. P1. • 16. Fig. 6 9 1-11. 
Map 31. 
Syn.: A. f1oriindwv Boise. & Bal • var. 14tifo1iu Nyr. in Anal • Acad. 
Rep. Pop. Ron. Seo. tiiv4. Geol. Qeog. Biol., ser. A. some 3, 
82 (1949)1 
Affinie A. psltarjojdi Boise. et A. trapezifoz'uii. Born. ax Nyar., s.d 
ab ambobue fructibag &isaimllibas leviter obeordatis Vol late obovatis, stylo 
longioi'e tenuiore, habitu magic rsmoeo eurculis sterilibus orsasioribus fore 
maioribue differt; ineuper a priore fruotu minus undulato obscure nervoso at 
reaulia oorrmbia longia rigid.ie asoen1eitibue minus laxia recedit; a 
posteriore forea pilorum stellatorum diseimile divergit. 
Frutex perermis, supra basin matiramosus, base lignosa ofoliata 3-13 
. alta. Planta ox toto (imprimis folia caulium sterilium) inthuuento albo-
argeviteo e pills atellatis redlie (10-) 15-25 (-.35) undulaus d.licatulis 
longis ye] brevib.ia aaope ramosis ocmposito dens. vestita. Caules florif.ri 
erocti-aoo.ndentes, e bani pares, ramosi, parse fo].lati, 17-30 (-37) om. alti, 
basi ubr-urparei, piUs stellatis appreasis multiradiatie superne dansior-
ibus tecti • 3urouli steriles ez'satl, • parts inferiore caulium floriferorum 
acoendentes, rare longiores caulibus floriteris (2.5-) 5-13 cm. alti (subindo 
railtiramoci at efoliati, remia 25-30 cm* altia), devise foliati# Folia caultum 
f]orfferorum anguate oblanceo].ata v.1 oblorigo-obovata, acuta v.1 obtuse, 
10-15 (-20) nra. longs, 1.5-2 (-3) mm. lata, petiolia 3-5 (-7) . lorigis; 
summa bad rann2lorum inflorescentia e bractoata, 7-10 (-15) mo longs, 1-2 
(-3) win. lata. Folia caulium ateriliuw bene evoluta bicolora, obovati-oblano-
eolata, spatulata, bad ouneata, obtuse vol rare eubacuta, (7-.) 10-20 . 
longs, (3-) 5-7 win. lata, petiolis 5-10 nra. longis; pagina superioris 
induwento 3-4-plo  minore so paginae inferioris et radlis paucioribus brev-
ioribua / 
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breviori!ms obteota. 	'ynbi magni, multftanoi, 5-10 (-15) am. alti et 
].ati, i'vii1js ultimis rigidie etriote asoendentib.is 5-10 (15) mm. 1nis 
ooz'ymbis ultimis umbslliformibus fruotibzs 14-10 (-15). PedJoelii fx'agiluiai, 
tonues, flexuosi, defled, (3-) 4-5 (-5.5)am. 1oni pius 2tellatia appressis 
ye]. aubappreseis 10-15-radiatin psuce vl dense obaiti. Sepala lanaeolata 
vol ovata, acuta, apice cuoullata, 2-2.5 mm. longa, (0.5-) 0.8-1 mm. lata, 
margine aagusta hyalina et pus atellatis nnzltiradiatia mdiie + brevibus 
parois vel oopiosio provisa. Petala obovata, spatulata, intea vol sub-
retusa, 3-3.5 mm. lortga, 1-1.5 mm.  lata, glabra vel rare in ungue pius 
atellatie psucis piovisa. Filamenta longa 2.5-3 mm. longa, ala unilaterali 
in dimidjo inferiore oonnata, apice libro 1-2-dentato 0.3-0.5 (0.7) mm. 
].ongo. Yilamenta brevia 2 ram, longa, appendice lata libra lariceolata vol 
oblancoolata acuta vol minute dentioulata, (1-) 1,5-2  (-2.5) mm. longs, 
0.4-0.5 mm.  lata praec3.ita. Ovula una per lecuiwn. Ovariwn 1-1.5 mm. longum, 
0.5-1 mm.  latum, glabrum, transparons, infirme obcortum, retusum, subflavo-
virtde. Glandulas rninutae. Stylus glabr, tenuis t inequliter ineertus, 
1-1.5 (-2) mm. longus. Silioula uni-duo-seminata, brunneo-.virid.ta, late 
obovate vol leviter oboordata, retusa v.1 rare trunoata, basi breve atten-
uata (5—) 6-7.5 (-8) mm. longs, 4.5-6 (-6.5) mm. lata, saepe pendula, 
margine paice papil].oaa imprimis apiosin verala, va].vis riabranaoeia glebris 
laevigatis bawl undulatia ad modita eubinflatis inoonapi cue nervosis • Samina 
in aqua limo.s, oblorigs apresaa, 2.5 mm. longs, 1.5 mm. isis, ala 0.1-0.2 
(-0.3) mm. lataJi. Apr.-Iun., fr. Jun--Jul- 
TURKEY. 02: Prov. Itu4 a, UuLa-Fethiye, Xa1ker81i linkee Ufer do. Jamlam 
9ay9 42 km. sd6stlioh Mu1a, 100 m. 9 20 Jun, 1954, Huber-Norath 12824 (bob. 
Rub*-Lor., lao. E); ibid.,  MuLa-Fethiye, route 6, 8 miles from Muga, 590 a., 
forming / 
4'i. 
fomir dense oo1nput clumps, common in roa.1siie scree and serpentine outcrops, 
29 May 1962, Dudley (D.  351321,  B); ibid., 25 miles from MuIJa, roadeid.se 
serpentine xre'', 70 in., 29 May 1962, Dudley (D. 35137 9 ); ibid., 
Ma1a-Jia :iris, Poterira macchie, 45 km • sdlioh MuI, 20 km. rrd1ich 1Lrmari s, 
40 m., 19 Jun. 1954, Huber-4lcrath 12823 (Hub.-Nor*, B); ibid., 20 km. from 
Maiaris, 60 iii., very dry roadside, and serpentine outcrops, foluing dense 
auffi'uticose, eaxatile, spreading clumps,, often leafless up to 2 ft.; 5 Jun. 
1962, Didley (D. 35390,  B); ibid., lam byurt1eri lc5ytl, 30 Apr. 1958, 
Kayacik & Yaltirik (B); jbid., Sandras d4',  above A41a  on serpentine, 1219 m. 
22 Jul. 1917, Davis 135 63 & 13621 (B); ibid., Mu4Ia-Fethiye,  rechteu Ufer doe 
NaLe.ci gay, L(acchie, 42 km. sffd.8atlich Mujla, 7 Jun. 19389 Huber-Morath 5149 
(synt. A. f1orindum f. latifoliuni Rub.--Nor.); ibid., Pinetun 116 I. 
ftd.stlioh Mudla,  6 km.  cb 081, 300 M-t 7 Jun.  19389  Huber-orath 5566 (synt. 
A. floribunda f. latifoliwa Rub.-Mor.); ibid.., ale-Tayas..etu]a, Pinu8 bnztia-
Wald., 47 km. roh Kale, 5 Jun. 19389 Huber-U.orath 5567 (ant. A. floribunlum f• 
1atifo1.uxn. Hub.-Lor.); ibid., Mudla-Kale, 33 km. from Mu4a, 900 UL., 
serpentine outcrops in c'.eep gorge, open Pinue nigra woods, 28 May 1962, Dudley  
(D- 35128 9 B); ibid., 30 km. fua Mu1a, 850-870  m., steepest descent on road, 
serpentine outcrops and scree,, dominant plant in shad.o of Pinus brutia-Pinus 
overlap, 28 May 1962, Dudley- (D. 35123, B); 	id., 30 miles from Mu1, c 25 
miles from Kale, 460 m., serpentine outcrops and scree, saxatile on cliffs and 
ledges, 9 Jun. 1962, Dudley- (D. 355311 B). 
Habitat: Samtile on serpentine outcrops, cliffs, ledges and sores; often in 
araun scrub and Pinus brutia or P. ni-a woods; alt. (40-) 100-900 (-1219) m. 
648. 
A. cariourn shows the closest affinity "ih I. pe1taz'iocLas and ! -
if one p, from which it is readily distinuished by it distinctive obcoate 
fruits, shorter styles, extrezialy voody aad branched. base (often loafleas from 
the base for a foot or more) as d. the dense cushion of sterils shoots (often 
3-4 feet across). 
The author hae observed. that -.. caricum =vwa with A. coraicum in the 
lowland areas of Caria in S.". Anatolia, but is restricted to serpentine outcrops 
and completely replaoz A. corsicui in montane and alpine regions. Whereas A. 
oarioi.uj has a very restricted distribution of about 100 square miles, A. corsicum 
has a much wider range in V!steru Anatolia and is primarily a plant of 
neglected fields and distizbed. areas. 
NynCd.y erroneeusly described this plant as a variety of A. floribund.um  
(var. latifolium) to which A. caricui is not closely allied, differing in the 
shape and inclumentuni of the leaves axid in the &trk1ngLy dissimilar fruits. 
649. 
125. A. pinifolium (N7) Dad14', oonb. nov.1 Sohuls in Nat. Pflaa-
senfea., 2J. 492 u 	 (1936). rig. 139 a, ia 
.s Tz'iDlopetalua Dinifoliva Iyr. in Meg. Bat. Lap., Z& 979 t.l, 
i'.l-14 (1925)! 
(Ptey, Al (A), Praye çanakkai.)z in monte Ulu Ma&prop. 
flenkoi (Eez3ky) Arntoliae, 24 Apr. 18839 sintenje 292 (hole. l)n.v., 
iso. G-.B, G, UI, W, I-Hal., x, at, E). 
Diutribirt ions An Anatolian eMo collected only t.ioe from the 
rdane11as • May 310 
TURK=. &1(A)s Proye çri,akkale, valley of Rhodium, Giaur Hisser 
(çi1rA1e3raa1i), Aj*'. 18569 Kirk (z). 
The decision to regard this taxon, originally described as the type 
of the monotypio gesm, Tx'l.plepetalua. as $ species of A1ys* eas 
difficult • Apart from the problem of assessing the value of the 
obaraotez"a used to delidt TritloDstalum in a generic and specific sense, 
Us material extant in the aerons herbaria visited consisted only of 
dnp3ioates of the type collection,, all without fruits. Unfortwntely, 
the only other collection C) made many years earlier was also in the 
flowering state. It was established by over-all reaqmblancez and floral 
mozIiolo, hosever, that PriDloDetalua f.11s within a natural species 
complex containing all the taza of Seat. 2ftVILM&M with indshieoent 
siioules and brittlep deflexed or sioid psdicsls. 
The characters distiniisbt 	pJjao1 ium from the other species 
of the complex are essentially those ehish characterized the genus 
PriDloDstmluias 1.9e. the oozeiat.nt presence of Nspaerojd  crystals" 
appearing/ 
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appearing an pellucid dots on the sepal., petals, filaants and ovary, 
the mival nsedl.-like e3nost cylindrical leaves, and the basal 
app.ndsgss on the petal. (giviM the name of the gems). 
Clearly A. lesbta*m with Its sanaroid 1Mt.o.nt fruits and 
frsgle sigecid p.dio.l. mat be oonaidar'ed in close relationship with 
such species as A., sa igu, A. p.ltaz'iojdes. A. thibex'tretti. etc. 
The fact that A* Ilp  .W&IM possesses consistently appesdaged petal, as 
noted origi1Ly by CaMarr 	... unitculats beat bialata', 
____ be igeo?.d when determining the fate of rrjploDe$allru. Without 
a doubt the wings or appsage. of A. 1esb1a ar. henologous with 
those of Triplopetalz. To consider WRjg2MkjM an a distinct gusus 
would defeat the i*zr,oe.s of the proposed natural grouping of absi0t. 
Sestrifem and would cause it to be separated from those species with 
which it is vary closely allied. Purthar, it would be equally unsatia. 
factory to regard A. lesbiawa as a species of ?riilopetalua. thoreby 
cleaving it from its closest .111... It is usoessary, then, to include 
?z'jplepetalum PWMIvA ,  in the complex of Seat. Odontari'hena - i.e. 
Subseot • Sarifera - which contain the closely allied A. leabiacum 
and A virgatum. The habit, petal shape and. pubescence, filament 
appendages, typm of stellate hair, and congestion of the lomw asuline 
leave, into a distinct 0 M shown by theee three species are remarkably 
a44 l. The leaves of A. WjEMM show a reseablanoe to those of 
A. plafo"M bat are broader and leas involute and cylindrical. 
Iyirdy oomnented that the siej*ls of 4reata are always covered 
with a dense indunsitun and that those of TrtPloDeta2um wore glabrous 
or/ 
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or almost entir*4 so. A1thoub the se1a of most species of ALUM 
are oovar*t with a sore or less tinas indum.utua, the sepal pzbssow.os 
of a zaiab.r of species in Subesot, logjElfM is often very spares. 
Njrd (1925 and 1927) further claim that the appendages on the petals 
of ?rip1o2etab are not a proliferation of the claw wargLne g a ntIm.non 
which a000unts for the occasional prudiwtion of appendages or teeth on 
petals In some species of Alyssum (i.e. A, boren,isum) and which he 
probaMy correctly considers an Natavi a , but originate as tdividus1 
vbioal laminae from the jjn'er .irfaos of the alas and are probably 
equivalent to the ligtile formetiom in some Catyoiby11aa* or BarrQg*osas 
carouse. A. the respective appendages are analogous structures, ALTgom 
and t'rinlpDdaiva ant represent different genera (tide $r&Iy). 
It is not the intention of the author to present cntogen.tio or 
hylogenetio arguments regerding the homoloff of petal appendages or the 
significance of orystals, but it is clear on the basis of the general 
resemblances listed, above, that Trilopeta1!m should be included in Alvssum. 
652. 
126. As memariferon oisa. & Emadme in Boise., Fl. Or., 1p 272 (1867); 
ookes, xc. P1., lap 621, t.1477 (1885); 1yr. in Anal. ow1. Rep- Pop. 
Rcia. Be"* •tiini Geol. 0.og. Biol., more A s m. 5, 10 t.6, f.12 9 13 
(1949). 
- i (Tu*ey, 061 Pray. Mars) $ in monte Berydai Catsoniae (Bent 
da), 1829.- 2338 in., 8 Aug. 18659 	3et (halo. 0.-B, iso., W, E, 1). 
Distributions Endemic 'to E. Anatolia, Anti.JPaurua, Ammxx and I. Srria, 
Jp 31. 
TURKB!. 87s Provo Ersinoan, Refahiye-frzmnoan, 1800 no t 26 Aug- 1957, 
Davis 32690;  Prove Puze1i, P11Lx, 1900 in., 18 Aug. 1961, REMMMUU 
2, 061 Pray. Hatay, Am,  Mte., forest road from Resin, 1200-1800 m,q 
13 Oct. 19570 bil 1415; ibid., valley of Dardakan (N. Of Iskendesun), 
11 Sept. 18879 	. 25; Pray. Mluin/Hatay, Boki, &'ai (Oseanlyi) - 
Oulesian, Aug. 19449 Birand; ibid. Ceyhan.-Oaniy.-Tsg1ip1nar, Be of 
Tarpas, 1430-1500 a., 1 Jul. 19599 3019ASMS 16225. 
Habitats In woodB and on ieous rocky elopes; alt. 1200-2338 m. 
11. All -Aug* 
Tba extremely large fruits, long padicele, abort styles, large seeds 
aind aonaoloroas plicate linear-oblazio.olste leaves of the sterile shoots 
of A. 	'Uerum are clear morphological discontinuities which die- 
tnutsh this species from its closest ally, A. peltazioides with which 
It is áca.timsa confused, espoially in the eastern part of it. range. 
With the large ."old fruit. A. gaWMmu n is oom of the most 
distinctive species of ALvism and is regerded as the type species of 
the subsection. It illustrates a eoou Anatolian pattern of dirtni-
bution, / 
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it ion, exteMing fron the Armenian Rigbiands disgo11y mouth-westwards 
into the Anti-.Taurua, the Asama and N. Syria. The eastern collestions 
(ivje 32690 and Kar"'ioglu 2) have smaller fruits (the smallest 
measuring 0. 7 x 7 .) than specimens from the Anti-Taurus and Amanus 
whose fruits measure o. 10-20 ene long and broad. This &1in4aMng size 
of the fruit may have some correlation with a change in habitat; yet v 
the other specific ahareorters remain unchanged. 
654. 
ZOO. 	. Fr., 	(192). 1iá• 7, 1-6. 
Tj; (Thrkey, Cs 1rov. Eatay). 	1' Au 	-d.eaus de 	r1&4 
Lc4a (holo* i, cAy.). 
Dibtr_ ntioxi; iaic iti 	tcliti from the AiiIki. 1aij 1. 
TURK. 	: Prov. Hatay, oucO1ouk (So1uk, 3 km. Ve of B.i.i), De1bee; 
ibid., Be1en-LkecAcJ.ru1A, i1+ Jul, iui, -Post. 
This end€iriio, ooziuid to the Amanus p occurs within tha range of A. 
wimariferuai  1t appears to be acre o1oe1y related to A. floribuncium. A. 
dubertretii is clearly di itd.heci tU eoiss by the preenoe of 
pubesoeiAce on the fruite, the ooncoLrous oblanceolate to obovate larger 
leaves, sxrser iiientum of longer and fewer rayed. aeliate hairs, and 
longer atyiss. 
The speoeue cited by Gombault, were not se%m; howtvor, the Poet 
seoiiaen fits the type description exactly. 
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128. 	esbiaci 	(Caiia. 	flu, Fl. Aeae, '26 (1943); Nyir. in 
Anal. Acad. Rep. Pop. Iaiu. 	tiit4e Gad. Geo. Dial., sero As memo 3 9  
1 	c 	 , 	.P 
•, .L, 	C I 
ontarAeaa l&ia.ca Cand.. in Bull. Soc. 	t. r., 	, 153 (1397) 
& irA Th. -i. 94n. 3ct., 11.0 t. 14 9 f. c-g (1899). 
Typo: (.&agean Llaaio, B).; Mytilera (Lesbos)); in rag. inf. at sup. 
micasohistica at oitioa Maleas O1nnpiaoque, Candargy (Candrgy' e types 
have not been located; 16a floh. flu., op. cit., 852). 
Distribution: Endaic to Losboc. Map 31. 
AEGEAN I S LANDS. Bi, lytilona (Lesbos), batieen AJassos and Magall. 
LiLmi, 200-300 m.0 18-24 May, 1934, Rchinger 5507;  ibid., Hagios Marina, 
Malea (ft. &aii), a. 200 m., 15-24 May, 1934,  Foohinr  5494. 
att: Iettrictad. to arpetine; alt. 200-300 m., Fl. May. 
Can 	distinguishes this species from A. elatuna, a species referred 
in this study to )ubiect. Ccicressa. An a motion of all the Odcntarrher.a 
indicates that the ta most closely allied, to A. lesbiacum are to be found. in 
9ubsect • Saaiarifera. The very short style and the orbicular or transversely 
elliptic and deeply waarginate fruits are clear-cut morphological discon-
tinuities separating A. losbiacuni from A. dubortretii and A • sanaarifern. 
The glabrous and much larger fruits and. the different filament configurations 
of the latter could not be oonfuied with those of A. lesbiacum. A. duber'tretii 
arid A. leabiacum are the only species in the subsection possessing iudumentum 
on the fruit; but the longer style, waller and differently shaped fruits and 




Th3 	: f 1 €•zr of A. 1ebiacua corsizteit1y have iatira1 
ditia1ata a n1aei or ws at tli9 base of 't 	 This is a fsaturs 
unique to Sub3eoi • &ir.rifer. and is present oiüy in this apoolea an1 A. 
piifiiu, frc*n which A. 1bio mai be distinguished hi the size and shape 
of its fruits, the lack of fnaation of crystals on the floral parts and the 
flat oblanceolato leaves (the lcve of A. Piaifoll -LLL being needle—like and 
strongly i(LV01UtU). 
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(1) Index to Genera, Sections, Subsections, Series and other 
Infra-generic groups 
A&yeeton (DC.) Don 184 
Sect. Disodontea Don 184 
klysaoidea Miller 12 
Alyssum L. 16 9 181 9 272 
Subgen. Aurinia (Desv.) Le Maout & Dec. 167 
Subgen. Meniocrus (Desv.) Le Maout & Dec. 182 
Sect. A&yateon DC. 184 
Sect. Alyssum 184 9  309 
Sect, Ariodontea DC. 167 
Sect. Aurinia (Desv.) Kock 167 
Sect. Chrysites Schulz 13 
Sect. Eualyssum Griseb. 184 
Sect. Qamosepalum (Hausekn.) Dudley  460 
Series GamoseRalum 188 9  460 
Series Libra Dudley  470 
Sect. Lobularia (Desy.) DC. 15 
Sect. Meriiocus (Desv.) Hook. 182 0  275 
Sect. Odontarrhena (Meyer) Hook. 191, 492 
Subsect. çompressa Dudley 194 2 598 
Series Compressa 194 9  598 
Series Crenulata Dudley 1949 624 
Subseot. Odontarrhen.a 191 9  492 
Subeect. Samarifera Dudley 1959 635 
Sect. / 
675. 
Sect. Psilonema (Meyer) Hook. 183, 296 
Sect. Ptilotrichum (Meyer) Hook. 184 
Sect. Scleroptychis Boise. 13 
Sect. Tetradenia (Spach) Dudley 16 9  190 
Anodontea (DC.) Don 167 
Atbysanthue greene 17 
Aurinia Deev-. 16 9 167 
Sect, Corloceratium Grlgeb. 167 
Sect. LeDtoceratiusn Griseb. 12 
Berteroa DC. 16 
Bornmuellera Hausskn. 15 
Buchingea Boise. & Hohen. 11 
Cistooarpiuzn Spach 12 
Clastopus Bunge & Boise. 12 
Clypeola I. 17 
ystoCarpum Spach emend. Hook 12 
Degenia Hayek 12 
Parsetia Turra 11 
Sect. Fibj.gi& (Medik) DC. 13 
Fibigia Medik. 13 
Gamosepalum Hmisskn. 16 9 181 
15 
Hormathophylla Cullen & Dudley 13 
Xonig Adana. 159 190 
Xoniga R. Br. 15 
Sect. / 
676. 
Sect. Ptilotrichv.m (Meyer) (Iriseb. 184 
Sect, Tetradenia Spach 190 
Lepidotrjchum Velen. & Bornm. 167 
Lobularia Desv. 15 
Lutzia Gaud. 13 
Meniocus Desv. 16, 181, 182 
Moenchia Roth. 184 
Octadenia R. Br. 15 
Oc1ontarrbeaa Meyer 16, 181 9 191 
Physoptychis Boise. 12 
Pi1onema Meyer 16 9 181 
Ptilotrichum Meyer 16 9 181 9 184 
Strausiella Rausekn. 12 
prjplopetalum Ny&r. 179 181 
Vesicaria Adana. 12 
677. 
(2) Index to Accepted Specific and Infra—specific Epithets 
ALYSSOIDES Miller 
creticum (L.) Me&ik. 	 13 
macrocarpum (Dc.) med. 	 13 
sinuatum (L.) Medik. 	 13 
utriculatum (L.) Medik. 	 13 
ALYSSUM 
aizoidea Boise. 1879 452 
akamasicuin Burtt 194 9  620 
alpeatre L. 193 
alyssoidea (L.) L. 183 9  296 
anatolicua Nyr. 193 9  594 
arenarium Loisel. 186 
argenteum Al]. • 194 
argyrophyllum Schott Sc Ky. 187 9  432 
armenum Boise. 186 9  415 
artwinenae Busch 106, 420 
atlanticum Deaf. 186 
aurantiacum Boise. 187 9  431 
aurenin (Penzl) Boise. 182, 282 
baicalicum Nyir. 193 
baumgaatnerianum Baumg. 189, 470 
bertolonil Desv. 192 
blepharocsrpum Dudley & Huber—Morath 183 9  291 




borzaeanuxn Nyar. 1939 565 
bracteatum Boise. & Buhee 193 9  560 
bulbotrichum Bau8ekn, & Bornm. 185 9  383 
caespitosum Reumg. 187 9  459 
cailacrae Ny&. 1939 576 
cai.11chroum Boise. & Bal. 192 9  523 
caJ.yoocarpum Rupr. 186, 398 
caneacene DC. 16 9 186 
cai'icum Dudley & Huber—Morath 195 9  645 
cassium Boise. 194 9  621 
oepha].ctes Boiss. 185 9  389 
chondrogynum Burtt 192 9  508 
cilicicum Boisa. & Bal. 194 9  624 
cochleattun Cosson & Dr. 190 
cond.ensatum Boise. & Hauaskn. 193, 580 
sub sp • 00 ndena atuin 580 
aubap. flexibila (Nyr.) Dudley 
couatellatwn Boise. 192 9  520 
contemptum Schott* & Ky. 185, 332 
corni ngii Dudley 189 9  473 
corsicurn Duby 192, 491 
corymboaoide 	Form. 1939 562 
crenu]atuxa Boise. 194 9  633 
cypricum Nyr. 1929 525 




damascenuxn Boise. & Gaul. 	 183 9 302 
daaycarpum Wilid. 	 16 9 183, 303 
var. dasycarpum 	 303 
var. minus Dudley 	 305 
davisianum Dudley 192, 511 
deneiatellatiirn Dudley 187 9 438 
desertorum Stapf 1859 309 
var. desertorum 309 
var. hima1ayeenais Dudley 312 
var. proatratum Dudley 312 
diffusum Pen. 186 
discolq 	Dudley & Huber—Morath 192 9 501 
doerfieri Degen 187 9  458 
dubertretii Gom. 195 9  654 
elatum Boise. & Heldr. 194 9  631 
eriophyllum Boise. & Hausekn. '92 9  532 
eroeu1u, Gennar & Peat. 186 9 405 
euboeum Hal. 1939 579 
fallacim= Hauaekn. 192 9  514 
fastigiat. Heywood 186 
fedtschenkoanum Busch 193 
filiforme Nyr. 1939 589 
fiacherianum DC. 186 
f1oribund 	Boise. & Ba].. 195 9 635 





var. ins gal o c arpum Hal. 
fragillimuiL (Bald.) Bech. fjl. 









beldrei cidi Haueskn. 
lieterotrichum Boise. 
homalocarpuxa (Fisch. & Iteyer) Boise. 
hirsutum Itarach—Bieb. 
var. caesPito8Unl Dudley 
var. hirsutum 
hubs i—mo rath.ii 
huetii Boise. 













193 9  558 











192 9  528 
285 
426 







lassiticwu Hal. 1879 441 
lenense Adams 186 
1epido4o—ste11atiim (Rausskn. & Bornm.) Dudley 16 9 188, 462 
lepidotum Boise. 187 9  439 
lesbiacum (Can.d.) Reoh. 	['ii. 195 9  655 
libanoticum Nyr. 192 9  505 
linifolium Wilid. 16 9  183 9  275 
var. euprewn (Freyn & Sint.) Dudley 277 
var. linifolium 275 
1onjst1um (50mm. & Lev.) Groash. & Schisob. 192, 540 
icaonicw 	(Schulz) Dudley 189 9  489 
macrocalyx Cosson & Bur. 185 
rnaoropodum Boise. & Bal. 185, 344 
var. heterotrichum Huber—lorath 345 
var. macropodum 344 
marginatwn Boise. 1, 342 
rnarkgafi I S chul a 192 
xnaamenauem Boise. 192, 496 
meniocoidea Boise. 183 9  279 
minus (L.) Rothin. 185, 347 
var. micranthum (Meyer) Dudley 	 357 
var. minus 	 348 
minuturn DC. 	 185 9 320 
moe11endorfiafl!i Aechers. 	 186 9 422 




aubap. me1inii (Jord. & Fourr.) Schmid. 
aubap. noitanu 
var. hymettium Boise, 
var* mont anum 
mouradicum Boise. & Ba].. 
muel].eri Boise. & Buhee 
!Ura1e Iald.at. & lit. 
subap. murals 
var. alpinum Ny(r. 
var. haradjianhi (Rech. file) Dudley 
Var. murals 
var. pichieri (Velen.) Dudley 
subp. atoianoffi (Nyr.) Dudley 
nebrodens Bin. 
nevadenae Ball med. 
nivsuin Dudley 
obovatum (Meyer) Turks. 
obtusifolium DC* 
subap. helioscopioides Nyir* 
aubep. obtusifo1i'* 
ochroleucum Boise. & Huet. 
ovirense Kerner 
Mcarpum Boise. & Ba].. 





























eubep. pateri 547 
eubep. prostratum (Ny(r.) Dudley 553 
pelta.d.oidee Boise. 195, 639 
aubap. peltarioides 639 
ubsp. virgatiforme (Nyr.) Dudley 642 
I!eujwinenBis Dudley 192, 519 
peraiowu Boise. 1879 447 
pinifolium (Nyar.) Dudley 16 9 195 9  649 
praecox Boise. & Bal. 1879 434 
var. albiflorum Dudley 437 
var. praecox 	 434 
opiAQuuzA Baumg. 	 187 9 443 
peeudo—mouradicum Bauzng. 	 186 9 401 
pulvinare Velen. 	 186 9 400 
urpureum Lag. & Rodr. 186 
XepenA Baumg. 186 9 390 
ubp. "pens 390 
eubap. trichostachyum 392 
var. stenophyllum Hal. 395 
var. trichostacbyum 392 
robertianum Gren. & 0odr. 1 92 
rostratum, Stay. 185, 343 
Bwnariferunl Boise. & Heusekn. 195 9 652 
8oardiaua Wetta. 186 






singarense Boise* & 1ausskn. 
amolikanum Nyr. 
amyrnaeum Meyer 





strigosum Ranks 4 Sal* 
subap. cedrorum (Schott & Ky.) 
subsp. strioaum 
stylai'e (Boise. & Bal.) Boise. 
subspinosum Dudley 
suiphureum Dudley & Huber—Morath 
Zyriacum Ny. 
szarabiacum NyS. 






thymops (Huber—Morath & Reese) Dudley 
toi'tuo sum / 
192 
193 9  568 
























tretpe iforw Ny&. 
trichootrum Dudley & Huber—Morath 
tr(,o&L Boiss* 







16, 1929 535 
1959 637 
185, 386 
192 9 500 
185, 315 
335 




17 ui11us (Hook.) Greene 
AURIiIiL Deev. 
cury1nboQa Orteeb. 
haimiful (Boiea.) Cullen & Dudley 
1uca1aea (Gu08.) loch 
etaea (Ard.) Schur 
zupetitri (Ten.) Cullen & Dudley 
aubap. cyc1ocarp (Boies.) Cullen & Dudley 
aubap. xpestriSL 
(L.) 1)esv. 
aubaj. rAega1oparD& (Hausskn.) Dudley 
,ubep. orientalis (Ard.) Dudley 
ubipe saxati1ts 















incana (L.) DC. 
	 16 
BORULLL1A Rausskn. 
baldaccil (Degen) Haywood 
	
15 
caa1ooioa (DC.) Cullen & Dudley 
	
15 
diekii (Hayek) Degen 
	
15 
t7uoi1ua (Reoh. ru.) Cullen & Dudley 	 16 
1abr*ccina (Boise. & Bal.) Cullen & Dudley 
	
15 
ruiphae a Hauaekn. 
	 15 














aogy -otjaca Turra 
	 1]. 
FIBIGIA L1d.ik. 
clype4a (L.) Kedik. 
	 13 
HORIAT1IOPHYLLA Cullen & Dudley 
oadevellianum (Pau) inet3. 
	 15 
ongicaule (Boise.) Cullen & Dudley 
	
15 
pArenaica (Lap.) Cullen Sc Dudley 
	
15 





EORMATHOPH11LA Cullen & Dudley 
apatbu1at (Wind.) Cullen & Dudley 	 15 
IIOBULIARIA Deav. 
rnariti 	(ii.) D6av. 	 15 
PHYSOPTYCIIIS Boies. 
uahai.odea (DC.) oieo. 	 12 
rxAu3IELLA hauakn. 
1 ur,i.rea (Bung*) Raueskn. 	 2 
APPEHDIX 
(1) ?tgure 
o. 4* k. b1epbaropapum & A. aviuianu*. 
5* A. bauticum & A. eu1phueum. 
61 A. caricum & A. tricbocertum. 
it A. duberiretii & A. Maber-.moratbii. 
8, A. dioolor. 
(2) Plates 
No. is Aurinia aaxatflis oubip. meia1ocapa. 
21 Airesuni blepberocsx,pum (holotype). 
 A.. etz'tgoeu,n .ubep. etztgoeua. 
 A. hrutun var. cmspjtou 	(holotype). 
5' A. trichooarui (holotype). 
61 A. etribrn.yi. 
 A. cornint (holotype). 
 A. puiphureum (holotype). 
9* A. sulhureum. 
lOt A. harputicua (holotyp.). 
11* A. z2iveua (holotyp.). 
12s A. oorsicum. 
13* Ae discolor (holotyp.). 
141 Ag discolor. 
151 A,hubsr—n*orathit (holotyp.). 
16, A. caricum (holotype). 
(3) 	Distribution Naps 
No. it Distribution of Auinia eaxatflig aubep. 
atLU1i / 
saratilia, :ubsp. orientalie k eubsp. 
megalocarpa. 
Turkish Distribution of Aurinia saxatilis 
subap. orientalis t subap. megalocarpa, 
intermediate; Auxinia rupestris aubap. 
cyolocarpLa & Aurinia uechtritziana. 
Distribution of Alyspwn linifolium var. 
]inifolium & var. opreum. 
4$ Oriental distribution of A. aureum A. 
meniocoides & A. heterotrichum. 
5: Turkish distribution of A. huetil, A. 
blepharocarpum & A. stylare. 
6* Distribution of A. fo1ioum var. fo]ioaurn, 
var. megalocarpum & A. strictum. 
7: Turkish distribution of A. fulveacena 
vare fulvescens, var. stellatooarpum, 
A. macropotham varo macropodum, var. 
beterotrichum & intermediate. 
8s Oriental distribution of A. amylnaeum & 
A. szowitsianum. 
9: Distribution of A. umbellatum & A. 
co nternp turn. 
10* Distribution of A. minus var. minus & var, 
ml cranthuin. 
11. Distribution of A. strigosum eubap. 
atigosUm, aubep. cedrorum & intermediates. 
12 / 
Distribution of A. hirsutum var. 
hirsutum, var. caespitosum & A. 
stapfi. 
Turkish Distribution of A. xanthocarpum, 
A. cephalotea, A. bulbotrichurn, & A. 
tn cho carpum. 
Distribution of A. repena subepe repens, 
subap. tnichostachynni van. tnicbostach.yum 
& subap, trichoatachyum van. atenophyllum. 
Turkish distribution of A. pseudo—inouradiouni, 
A. artwinenae & A. eroau1u. 
16 European and Turkish distribution of 
A. stnibrnyi, A. ochroleucum & A. armenuni. 
17: Turkish distribution of A. mouradicum, A. 
praecox van* praecox and van. albifloruni. 
18# Turkish distribution of A. argyrophylluni 
A. borrimuelleni & A. lepidotuin. 
Turkish distribution of A. aisoides, A. 
aurantiacum, A. caespitoswn & A. 
propi nguum. 
Turkish distribution of A.paph1agonicuni, 
A. thymops, A. lycaonicuin, A. harputicuni 
& A. niveuia. 
Turkish distribution of A. baumgartnenianum, 
A. corningii, A. lepidoto—atellatUm, A. 
!u1PbUi'um & A. tetrastemon. 
22 / 
22* IsoflOr of sect. Gamosepalum. 
23* Turkish distribution of A. davisianwn, 
A. dipoolor, A. constellatum, A. 
maamenaeum & A. oxTcarpum. 
Turkish distribution of A. callichroum, 
A. eriophyllum, A. buber—morathii & 
A. longistylum. 
European and Oriental distribution of 
A. borzaeanuxn, A. caesium, A. gehamense, 
A. paterl aubap. pateri, subap. 
prostatum & intermediates. 
Oriental distribution of A. conclensatum 
subap. condensatum, aubpe flexibile and 
intermediates. 
Turkish distribution of A. anatolicum, 
A. crioum, A. filiforme, A. haussknechtii 
& A. syriacum. 
28t European and Oriental distribution of 
A. murals subap. murale var. murale, 
var. pichlerii, var. baradjianil, var. 
alDinurn & subsp. sk)ijanofii, Also A. 
akainasicum, A. tenium & A. subepinosuin. 
29: Turkish distribution of A. coraloum, 
A. ore nul atum, A. cjl i ci c, A • giognanum 
& A._2iQum. 
30: Turkish distribution of A. trapeziforme, 
A. peltarioldee eubep. peltarloidee 
& eubep. vigatiforme. 
311 Turkish distribution of A. carioum, 
A. dubertretii, A. floribundum, L. 
leabiaoum, A. pinifolium, A. samariferum 
& A. virgatum. 
(4) Separate' of "Some New £Lyssa From the Near East". 
Pig. 4. A. b].epharooarpza (1-.13): 1) silicule (side view), X 6. 2-5) 
ilicu1es indicating variability of i__imentwa (face view), 
X 6. 6) seed., X 6. 7) sepsis, X 9. 8) long filaments, X 9. 
9) short filaments, X 9. 10) petal., X 9. 11 & 12) leaves of 
two different gatherings, X 2. 13)  .t.11ate hairs from upper 
surface of a leaf, X 40. 
A. davisiani (14-.22)s 14) ailicul. (face vi..), X 6. 
15) silicas (side view, X 6. 16) long filaments, X 9. 
17) short filaments, X 9. 18) petal, X 9. 19) sepal, X 9. 
20) cauline leaf, X 2. 21) stellate hairs from upper surface 
of a oauline leaf, X 40. 22) woody base of plant with a 
sterile shoot, X 1. 
Fig. 4 
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Fig. 5. A. ±w,rptieum (112) 1 1) silioule ('nnuture), X 9. 2) 
lepiciote hair from si1iouie X 40. 3) short filament, X 9. 
4) long filaments, X 9. 5) petal, X 9. 6) sepals, X 9. 
7) ventral surface of a sepal with stellate hairs, X 9. 8) 
stia, X 16. 9) sterile shoot, X 2. 10) lower oaulins 
leaves, X 2. ii) upper oaulin. leaf, X 2. 12) lepidoto 
scale from upper surface of a lower cauline lea!, X 40. 
A. aulphux'eia (13-26)s 13) ultimate inflor.so.no ., X 1. 
14) silioule (face view), X 6. 15) siliculs (aide view), 
X 6. 16) stellate baji' from silioule, x 40. 17) short 
filaments, X 9.  18) long filaments, X 9. 19) petal, X 9. 
20) sepals, X 9. 21) ventral surface of a sepal with 
stellate hairs, X 9. 22) tuberculate and divergent rayed 
stellate hair from apex of a sepal, 1 40. 23) sublepidoto 
stellate hair from exterior of a sepal, X 40. 24) seed, 
1 6. 25) sterile shoot, I 2. 26) caulin. leaf s I 2. 
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Fig. 5 
Fig. 6. A. oaz-icum (1-11): 1) ultimate inflorescence, X 1. 2) 
øilioule (face view), X 6. 3) ailioule (aid. view), X 6. 
4) seed, X 6. 5) long filaments, X 9. 6) short filaments, 
X 9. 7) petal, X 9. 8) sepals, X 9. 9) leaf of sterile 
shoot, X 2. 10) oauline leaf, X 2. ii) stellate hair from 
upper surface of a cauline leaf, X 40. 
A. trichocarpum (12-22): 12) silicule (face view), X 6. 
13) silioule (side view), X 6. 14) stellate hair from 
si].icule, X 40. 15) tuberculate hairs from allioulea, 
X 12. 16) seed, X 6. 17) long filaments, X 9. 18) short 
filaments, X 9. 19) petal, X 9. 20) sepal, X 9. 21) 
leaf, X 2. 22) stellate hairs from upper surface of a 









Fig. 7. A. dubertretii (1-6): 1) silioul. (face view), X 8. 2) 
ultimate fruiting branch, X 15. 3) stellate hairs fros 
silioule, X 125. 4) silioul• (aid. view), X 8. 5) oaulins 
leaf, X 3. 6) stellate hairs frc upper .urface of oau].ins 
leaf, X 95. 
A. huber-aiorathii (7-18): 7) sepal., X 14. 8) petals, X 10. 
9) short filaments, X 16. 10) long filaments, X 10. ii) 
silicul. (face view), X 9. 12) silioule (sid.. view), X 9. 
13) stellate hairs fran silioule, X 40. 14)  largest leaf 
of a sterile shoot, X 2. 15) medium leaf of a sterile shoot, 
X 2. 16) amallest leaf of a sterile shoot, X 209 17) stellate 
hair from upper surface of a leaf of a sterile shoot, X 20. 






Fig. 8. A. discolor (i—il): 1 & 2) silioules (face views), X 7. 3) 
silicule (side view), X 7. 4) sepal, X 9. 5) petals, X 9. 6) 
long filaments X 8. 7) short filaments, X 12. 8) cauline leaf 
(lower surface), X 2. 9) leaf of a sterile shoot (upper surface), 
K 3. 10) stellate hair from upper surface of cauline leaf, K 95. 
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Plate 1. Aurinla saxatills subap. megalocarpa (Hausskn.) Dudley, 
growing in the ruins of Priene. (Turkey, Cl: Prov. 
Aydin, Dud1ey, D. 34972a). 
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Plate 3. A. atrigosum Banks & Sal. subsp. strigosurn. growing in sand. 
dunes. (Turkey, Al: E, Prov. Istanbul, Dudley, D. 31669). 
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Plate Ii.. A. hirsutuiri var. caepitoeum Dudley, (holotype, Huber—Morath 
5150). 
Plate 5. A. trichocarpum Dudley & Huber—Morath, (holotype Huber-
Morath 9253). 
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Plate 6. A. stribrayl Velen., growing in sand dunes. (Turkey, 
Al: E, Prov. Istanbul, Dudley, D. 34558). 
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Plate 9. A. suiphureum Dudley & Huber—Morath, close—up of silicules, 
persistent sepals and a sterile shoot. (Turkey, C9: Prov. 
Hakri, Nbdlek 1264). 
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Plate 10. A. harputioun Dudley, (boiotype, Sintenis 323). 





Plate 11. A. -niveum Di.dUey, (holotype, Romleux). 
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Plato 12. A. corsicum Duby, growing in large masses in stony abandoned 
fields. (Turkey, C2: Prov. Mula, Dudley, D. 35131). 
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Plate 13. A. discolor Dudley & Huber-Morath, (holotype, Huber.-.Morath 
1755). 
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Plate 14, A. discolor Dudley & Htber—Morath, with mature fruit. 
(Turkey, C2: Prov. Mugla, Dudley, D. 35391). 
Plate 15. A. huber-uorathui Dudley, (holotype, Kh.ari et.al . 256). 
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Map 2. Diatbutioft of Aurinia in Turkey: o— Au. saxatilis subap. 
orientalisj h- Au. saxatilhs subsp. rne.1ocarpa; (o)-
inteiiedite Au. saxatilis subap. oriexrtalis & subsp. 
























































































UP 5, Diatx'iitioit in Turkey of: B-. 	 b-. A. blopharocazTm 
e- A. Btylars. 
Map 6. Oriental aM Maropean distribution of s f- A. folio s= var. 
folios; I- A. folos var. M..1ooarj*; S-. A. strioti.. 
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Map 6. 
Map 7. Distribution in Turkey of: F— A. fulveecens var. fulveecens; 
a— A. fulvesoens var. ste11atooarum; M— A. maoroodurn var. 
macropodum; Ii A. macropodum var. heterotrichuin; (h)- 
inteinediate A. macropod.uin var. maoropocIum & var. heterotrichum. 
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Map 9. Oriental and European distribution of: u- A. umbellatum; 
































Map 11. Oriental and European distribution of A. strigosuin aubep. 
strigosum & subep. oedrorum; (S )- intermediates between 
two subspecies. 
Map 12. Oriental and European distribution of: H— A. hirsuturn var. 









Map 13. Distribution in Turkey of: X— A. xanthooarpm; C— A. 



























































































Map 15. Distribution in Turkey of: p-  A. pseudo-inouradicum; 
a- A. artw1nense e- A. eroaulum. 
Map 16. Oriental and European distribution of S.- A. stribrnyi; 














Map 17. Distribution in Turkey of: m— A. mouradiounj P— A. praeoox 
var. praecox (P)— A. praecox var. albifloruxn. 
Map 18. Distribution in Turkey of: a— A. aryrophy11um; b— A. 

















Map 19. Distribution in Turkey of: A- A. aizoidj a.- A. auraritiacum; 
C-. A. oaespitosum; p- A. propinguum. 
Map 20. Distribution in Turkey of: p.- A. paphiagonioum; t- A. thyinops; 
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Map 21 • Distribution in Turkey of: b- A. baumgartnerianum; c- A. 
corningii; 1- A. 1 epidot o-st ellatum ; s-. A. sulphureum; 
t- A. tetrastemon. 
Map 22. Isof].or of the Sect. Gainosepaluni: 1- only one species 
occurring per square; 2- two species occurring per square; 
3- three species occurring per square; 5- five species 
occurring per square. Presumed centre of distribution in 
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Map 22. 
Map 23.  Distribution in Turkey of: D- A. davisianum; 1- A. discolor; 
C- A. coristellatuni; M- A. maanenaepj 0- A. oxycarpxn. 
Map 24. Distribution in Turkey of: C- A. oallichroum; e- A. eriophyllum; 
Ii- A. huber-mor6thii; L- A. longistylum. 
Map 23. 
Map 24. 
Map 25. Oriental and European distribution of: b- A. borzaanum; 
c- A. caesium; g- A. gehainense; P- A. pateri subep. pateri; 
pr- A. pateri subap. prostratum; (P)- intermediates between 
A. pateri subsp. pateri & subep. prostratum. 
Map 26, Distribution in the Orient of A. oondensatum: 1- subsp. 
oondensatj 2- aubep. f].exibile; 3— intermediates between 
subspecies. 
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Map 27. Distribution in Turkey: A- A. a.natolicuxn; C- A. oyprioum; 
f- A. fj.liforme; h- A. hausskneohtii; 5- A. syriacum. 
Map 28. Oriental and European distribution of A. murals subap. 
murals and related taxa: A- A. akainasicum; T- A. tenium; 
S- A. subspinosj d- A. murals subsp.stoianoffii; P- 
A. murals subep. murals var. pichieri; }i A. murals subap. 
murals var. haradjianiij AL- A. murale subsp. murals var. 
alpinuxn. 
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Map 28. 
Map 29. Distribution in Turkey of: A. corsioum; C— A. crenulatum; 
ci— A. cilicicurn; g— A. giosnanum; e— A. elatum. 
Map 30. Distribution in Turkey of: t— A. trapeziforme; p— 
A. peltarioldes subsp. petlarioid.es ; v— A. peltarioides 
subap. virgatiforme. 
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Map 30. 
Map 31. Distribution in Turkey of: C- A. caricum; D-. A. 
dubertretii; f- A. f].oribundum; L- A. lesbiacum; 
p- A. pinifolium; a- A. samariferum; v- A. virgtun. 
C4) Separate of " Some New A].yssa from the Near East". 
Extract from 
NOTES FROM THE 
ROYAL BOTANIC GARDEN 
EDINBURGH 
VOL. XXIV No. 2 
11 W- 
SOME NEW ALYSSA FROM THE NEAR EAST 
T. R. DUDLEY 
(University Department of Botany, Edinburgh) 
In the course of a study of this genus from Turkey, the author had 
occasion to examine much material from other areas in the Orient. The 
three new species and three new varieties described in this paper are the 
iirect conclusions of this auxiliary study of extra-Turkish material. 
Acknowledgement is especially due Dr. P. H. Davis for his advice and 
patience, and Miss Rosemary Smith for so skilfully executing the illustra-
tions. 
Sect. PSILONEMA (C. A. Meyer) Hooker flu. 
A. dasycarpum Steph. in Wilid. Sp. P1., 3(1), 469 (1800). 
var. dasycarpum (Fig. 1B) 
Syn.: Psilonema dasycarpum (Steph.) C. A. Meyer in Ledebour, Fl. Alt., 
3, 50 (1831)! 
Isotype—Russia: in Siberia ad Kamam et Volgam fluvium, Stephen 
(K !BM!). 
iar. minus Bomm. ex Dudley, var. nov. (Fig. IA). 
Syn.: A. dasycarpum Steph. var. minus Bornm. in exsicc. 
A typo caulibus valde reductis fragilihus e basi ramosis, caulibus 
floriferis arcuatis vel ascendentibus pumilis 25-5 cm. longis, corymbis 
paucifloris vix elongatis, foliis minutis orbiculato-spatulatis (nec oblance-
olato-obovatis) 2-3–plo minoribus 5-10 mm. longis 2-5 mm. latis, floribus 
et siliculis duplo minoribus recedit. Fl. Mar. 
I I 	I 
mi J1B 
FIG. I. Alyssum dasycarpum Steph. A, largest and smallest leaf of A. dasycarpum 
Steph. var. minus Bornm. ex Dudley. B, largest and smallest leaf of A. dasycarpum 
Steph. var. dasycarpum. 
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IRAN. Inter Ispahan et Hamadan, ad pagum Mohammedi, 1800 m., 17 
Mar. 1892, Born,nUller 2174 (holo. E, iso. K, BM, OXF, W, G). Inter 
Ispahan et Yesd ad Bambis, 1900 m., 26 Mar. 1892, Bornmüller 2173 (G). 
Ad Kom, 1100 m., 4 Mar. 1892, Bornmü/ler 2175 (E, K, BM, OXF, W, 
0). In collibus prope Dalechi, Mar. 1842, Kotschy 181 (K, BM, G-Herb. 
Boiss. as A. szowitsianum pro parte). In arid. collibus Uenak pr. 
Teheran, 24 Apr. 1843, Kotsehy 64 (W). Karawanseri. Kaswin, Iter Polak. 
30 Apr. 1892, Pichler (K, W, G). Hills south of Tabriz, 9 Apr. 1926, 
Gil/lw-Smith 1356 and 1381 (K); ibid., May 1927, Gilliat-Smith 1783 (K). 
SYRIA. Desert, Nebk to Quaryatein, 5 Apr. 1890, Post (BM). 
This variety was apparently growing under similar environmental 
conditions to A. desertorum var. prostratum in the same area of Iran, 
and accordingly the general comments given under the latter apply also 
to A. dasycarpum var. minus. 
Sect. ALYSSUM 
A. desertorum Stapf in Denksch. Math-Naturwiss. Classe Kaiser. Akad. 
Wissen., 51 (2), 34 (1886). 
var. desertorum (Fig. 2B) 
Syn.: A. minimum Wilid., Sp. P1.. 3 (1), 464 (1800) pro parte, non 
Linnaeus, Sp. P1., 2, 651 (1753)! 
A. vindobonense Beck, Fl. Nieder Osterr., 469 (1893). 
A. ,ninimoides Pau in Trab. Mus. Nat. Cienc. Nat. Madrid, ser. 
Bot., 14, 15 (1918)! 
A. deseriorum var. persicum Prodan in Contrib. Bot. Cluj, 1, 
(17), 4 (1930)! 
A. desertorum var. ponticum Prodan, op. cit., 4! 
A. desertorum var. rossicum Prodan. op. cit., 3! 
Syntype—Persia: in desertis prope Jelizabethpol. Iter Polak, 5 Apr. 
1882, Pichler (W!). 
var. himalayensis Dudley, var. nov. (Fig. 3C). 
Typo habitu et siliculorum forma similis, sed pius stellatis minutissimis 
appressis (radiis 6-10 (-12) aequalibus brevibus 02-03 mm. diam.) serie 
singula ad marginem siliculi distinguitur. Fl. Mar.-Apr.; fr. Apr.-Mai. 
TIBET. HUge! 1191 (holo W). 
TURKESTAN. 1871, Fedschenko (W). 
INDIA. Kashmir. Takht-i-Suliman Srinagar, 1704 m., 20 May 1940, 
Pinfold 101 (BM); Kashmir, Falconer 152 (W); in siccis ad surnm. mt . 
Kashmir, Jacquemont 168 and 398 (W); Kashmir, 21 Apr. 1848, Hooker 
fil. & Thomson (K). Himal. Bor. Occid., Jsed, 1219-1829 m., Hookerfil. & 
Thomson (E, BM); Himal. Bor. Occid.. Peshawin valley, 3-6 May 1848, 
Hookerj&'l. & Thomson (K): Himal. Bor. Occid. reg. temp. 1230-1845 m., 
Hooker fil. & Thomson (K, BM, W). 
All of the above-cited sheets were originally determined as A. minimum 
Willd., a synonym of A. desertorum Stapf. The typical, completely 
glabrous-fruited var. desertorum extends from Western Europe to the 
Balkans, Turkey, Caucasus, the Russian steppes. Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan 
and Pakistan. A closely related taxon found only in Afghanistan, A, 
afghanicum Rechinger fil. (A. turkestanicum Regel & Schmalh.?), has a 








Fio. 2. A, Alyssum desertorum Stapf var. prostration Dudley. Aa, lower leaves. Ab. 
upper leaves. Ac, stellate hairs of leaf (not to scale). B, A. desertorum Stapf var. 
desertorum. Ba, leaf. Bb, stellate hair of leaf (not to scale). 
dense to sparse indumentum of short, few-rayed stellate hairs similar to 
var. himalayensis, but on the entire surfaces of both fruit valves. The row 
of delicate stellate hairs along the fruit margin of var. himalayensis is the 
most distinctive feature of this easterly extension of A. desertorurn, and 
therefore morphologically links it to A. afghanicum. 
var. prostratum Dudley, var. nov. (Fig. 2A) 
Syn.: A. desertoru,n Stapf forma prostrata Bornm. in exsicc. 
A typo habitu pumilo procumbenti, pluriramoso, caulibus 1-2-6 cm. 
longis, foliis inferioribus longipetiolatis spatulatis acutis (8—) 10-20 mm. 
longis 25-3 mm. latis, superioribus angustis oblanceolatis 3-65 mm. 
longis 1-15 mm. latis, corymbis valde confertis, induniento per totam 
plantam denso cinereo e pius stellatis minoribus valde appressis composito, 
floribus et fructibus multo minoribus differt. Fl. Feb.—Mar.: fr. Mar.—
Apr. 
IRAN. Ad Teheran in desertis, c. 1200 m., 26 Feb. 1892, Bornmul/er 2170 
(holo E, iso. K, BM, OXF, W, G). 
IRAQ. Near Shahraban, S. of Jebel Hamour, on dunes of blown sand, 
11 Apr. 1957, Hunting Technical Services Ltd. 17(K). Mt. Elwend, 2153 m., 
1 Apr. 1929, Cowan & Darlington 373 (K). 39 miles west of Kermanshah, 
1384 m., 29 Mar. 1929, Cowan & Darlington 2623 (K). 39 miles east of 
Kermanshah, 1384 m., 29 Mar. 1929, Cowan & Darlington 2620 and 2612 
(K). Tak-i-Bustam, 1384 m., 27 Mar. 1929, Cowan & Darlington 2625 and 
505 (K). 
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ARMENIA. Prov. Erivan, on stony hillsides near Erivan, 27 Mar. 1910, 
Meyers 579 (K); Erivan in rup., 13 Apr. 1916, Schischkin (K). 
This variety of A. desertorum is associated with desert conditions and 
shows extreme vegetative reduction and a corresponding increase in the 
amount of indumentum. The latter gives the plant an ashy grey appearance, 
whereas the typical variety is greenish. Var. prostratun represents an 
ecological race, but whether its diagnostic characters are genetically 
controlled can only be settled by experimental cultivation. 
A. densistellatum Dudley, sp. nov. (Fig. 3A) 
A. praecox sensu Halácsy, Suppl. Consp. F!. Graec., 1, 9 (1908), 
descr. latin. Halácsy, Suppl. Consp. Fl. Graec., 2, 12 (1912). Hayek, 
Prodr. Fl. Penin. Balcan., 1, 435 (1925). Rechinger flu. Fl. Aegaea, 224 
(1943); Rechinger flu, in Bot. Jahrb., 80 (3), 329 (1961)-non A. praecox 
Boiss. Fl. Or., 1, 275 (1867). 
Affinis A. praecoci Boiss. sed indumento foliorum diverso, siliculis dense 
lepidoto-squamosis, seminibus apteris recedit. 
GREECE. Euboea: prope Limni, 18 Apr. 1902, Leonis 55 (holo. W-Herb. 
Hal. as A. montanuni var. graecurn, det. Baumg.); ibid., 28 Apr. 1902, 
Leonis 21 (W-Herb. Hal.); septentrionalis in saxosis ad litus a Limni 
meridiem versus, substr. serpentino, 28 Mai. 1955, Rechinger fil. 16593 
(W): septentrionalis in jugo inter Psachna et Achmet Aga (Prokopion) a 
Hagios septentrionem versus, substr. serpentino, c. 300-500 m., 27 Mai 
1955, Rechingerfil. 16512 (W, K); pr. Limni, serpentine, 300-700 m., 21 
Jul. 1956, Rechingerfil. 18236 (W. K); in cacumine Mt. Dirphys, 18 Mar. 
1910, Tuntas 925 (W-Herb. Hal.). 
The specimen chosen as holotype for this new species, in conjunction 
with the other Leonis sheet cited above, formed the basis of Halácsy's 
description. Superficially this taxon from Euboea resembles A. praecox 
Boiss. (originally described from the Cilician Taurus of Turkey) in habit 
and in the size and shape of leaves and fruit. The species name--densis-
te/latum—aptly applies to the indumentum of the fruit (Halácsy writes 
"siliculis ... lepidotis") which furnishes the major differential character 
between A. praecox Boiss. and the new species. The fruits of A. praecox 
bear sparse, few-rayed, and distinct stellate hairs (Boissier writes 
"siliculis glabrescentibus . . ."), rather than a dense indumentum of over-
lapping, lepidote stellate hairs. The seed of A. praecox may have a 
membranous wing of varying width, but that of A. densistellatuni is 
completely wingless, contrary to Halácsy's observation in his description. 
Another important difference between these two species illustrated in Fig. 
3A is the different form of the stellate hairs on the leaves. The larger stellate 
hair of A. densistellatum is coarse and strongly punctuate with a diameter 
of 07-1 mm. and fewer, longer branches, whereas the lepidote scale of 
A. praecox has many, short branches and a diameter of 03-04 mm. 
Sect. ODONTARRHENA (C. A. Meyer) Koch 
A. subspinosuifl Dudley, sp. nov. (P1. 6) 
Ab omnibus aliis speciebus in Sectione Odontarrhena ("Elatiores") 
habitu fruticoso rigido ramulis ultimis subspinosis facile distinguitur. Ut 
videtur affinis A. haradjianii Rechinger flu. et A. ,nurali W. & K. sed ab 
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PLATE 6. ,4lvssun, s,thspinosum Dudley, A, sepal. B. stellate hair on sepal (not to scale). 
C, petal. D
'
long stamen. E. short stamen. F, short stamen. G. fruit. H, stellate hair 
from fruit (not to scale). I, ultimate inflorescence in bud. 
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FIG. 3. Alyssum densistellatum Dudley, Aa, fruit, x 6. Ab, fruit, x 6. Ac, fruit stellate 
hair, .. 40. Ad, stellate hair of leaves on sterile shoot, / 40. B, A. praecox Boiss. 
Ba, fruit, x 6. Bb, fruit, x 6. Be, stellate hair of fruit, x 40. Bd, stellate hair of leaves 
on sterile shoots, 40. C, A. desertorum Stapf var. himalayensis Dudley. Ca, sepal, x 9. 
Cb, petal, ,c 18. Cc. fruit x 6. Cd, short stamens, x 14. Cc, long stamens, x 14. Cf, 
stellate hairs on leaf, x 40. 
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concoloribus, turionibus sterilibus ad basin caulium confertis, petalis 
glabris, ovulis apteris differt. 
Frutex c. 20 cm. alta, ramis stricte patentibus usque ad medium pius 
stellatis albo-argenteis vestitis. Planta ex toto indumento ± dense stellato 
pius appressis (9-) 15-20-radiatis (03-) 05-07 mm. diam. radiis ramosis 
obsita. Rarni penultimi 10-13 cm. longi flexuose angutati pius 
stellatis paucis parvis appressis subcanescenti-virides. Rami u!titni 1-3- 
2-5  cm. longi, divergentes subspinosi spiculo basi 1 mm. diam. apice 
04-05 mm. diam. terminati. Folia lurionum sterilium densissime dis-
posita, caulina laxa, sessilia, oblanceolata, acuta, (2-) 4-6 (-9) mm. longa, 
(05-) 1-2 mm. lata, omnia dense stellato-pilosa argentea vet folia superiora 
virescentia mox decidua. Corymbi simpliciter umbelliformes ad apices 
ramosum ultimorum dispositi e floribus pallidis minutis (5-) 10-15 
compositi. Pedice/li floriferi subdivergento-erecti, 2-25 mm. longi. 
Sepala 1- 5-2 mm. longa. 05-07 mm. lata, elliptica vet subobovata, obtusa, 
membranaceo-marginata, pills stellatis minutis parce obsita. Petala 
25-3 mm. longa, 07-1 mm. lata, clavato-spatulata, lamina rotundata, 
glabra, apice integra in sicco pallide fiava. Filainenta longa anguste 
bilateraliter alata, 2-25 mm. longa, appendice in parte inferiore connata, 
superne libra, acuta, 05-08 mm. longa. Filamenta ininora anguste alata, 
1-5-1-8 mm. longa, appendicibus 1-2-plo longiora; appendix libra, 
0-8-1- 5 mm. longa, acuta vel tridentata. Antherae luteae, 07-08 mm. 
Iongae. Ovariurn elliptico-ovatum, 1-15 mm. longum, 05-08 mm. 
latum, subinfiatum yel compressum, apice obtusum ye! acutum. Glandulae 
nectariferae minutae globosae. Stylus in statu florendi 06-I mm. longus 
ad basin pilis stellatis 1-4 minutis appressis obsitus, stigmate globoso 
capitato provisus. Or u/a una per loculum. Fructus in statu immaturo 
uniseminatus, 15-25 mm. longus, 1-15 mm. latus, ellipticus, apice 
obtusus vel subacutus, valvis aequalibus inflatis indumento e pius densis 
stellatis manifeste punctatis 03-04 mm. diam. radiis brevibus 7-10 
composito. Fl. Mai. 
JORDAN. South of Nagb Ishtar [Ashtar, 30 ° N, 35° 30' E], almost bare 
Ram sandstone, with Echiochilon fruticosum, 6 May 1955, Hunting Aero 
Survey 172b (holo. E). 
This distinctive woody chamaephyte from Jordan represents a line of 
extreme xeromorphic development not observed in Alyssum before, and 
is one of the very few perennial Saharo-Sindian representatives of the 
genus. A. spinosum L., which possesses a similar but more extreme branch-
thorned condition, was correctly transferred by Boissier (Voy. Bot. 
Espagne 2, 46, 1837) to Plilotrichum. The indumentum of A. haradjianii 
Rech. fil., which occurs farther north in Lebanon, Syria and the Amanus 
of Turkey, is similar to that of A. subspinosuni and indicates a close affinity. 
This is also true of the extremely widespread A. ,nurale W. & K. though the 
floral parts of the new species, especially the filament appendages and 
their teeth, are significantly different, as are the several other characters 
cited in the diagnosis which distinguish A. subspinosuin from its allies. 
A. penjwinensis Dudley, sp. nov. (Fl. 7, fig. 4) 
Syn.: A. rhodopense Form. ssp. duristellatum Nyárády, Synopsis 
Odontarrhenae in Anal. Acad. Repub. Popul. Romane Sect. 
5tinte Geogr. 5c. Biol., ser. A. 1, mem. 3, 77 (1949)! 
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FIG. 4. A/vssu,n penjwinensis Dudley, A, fruit, x 6. B, stellate hair of fruit, > 40. C, 
stellate hair of leaf on fertile stem, 	40. D. stellate hair on leaf of sterile stem, x 40. 
E, sepal, x 8. F, G, long stamens, x 12. H, I, short stamens, x 12. J, K, petals, x 9. 
Affinis A. constellalo Boiss. sed habitu diverso, foliis surculorum 
sterilium orbiculato-spatulatis dense argenteo-incanis, corymbis majoribus 
laxe pyramidalibus multo ramosis ramulis ultimis subascendentibus, 
pedicellis distantibus patentissimis, petalis sparse stellato-pilosis (nec 
glabris), siliculis compressis latius ellipticis, ovulis apteris differt. 
Herba perennis, suifrutescens, hemisphaerica, a basi multiramosa, 
18-25 cm. alta et lata. Caulesfioriferi stricti patentim ascendentes, a basi 
rubro-purpureo pius stellatis parcis tecti. Surculi steriles basales, insignes, 
breviter patentim rosuliferi. Folia cauliurnflor(ferorum virescentia, obovata 
yel oblanceolata, acuta, (10-) 15-20 mm. longa, (2-) 3-6 mm. lata, 
summuin versus sensim increscentia, pius paucis stellatis punctatis 
04-0'5 mm. diam. e radiis longis delicatis 4-6 compositis obsita. Folia 
surculorurn steriliurn crassa; inferiora oblanceolata, 10-20 mm. longa, 
4-7 mm. lata, pius stellatis ± parcis 04-0'5 mm. diam. 6-10-radiatis radiis 
ramosis; superiora obovato-spatulata, 5-10 mm. longa, 3-6 mm. lata, 
pius densis argenteo-lepidotis appressis manifeste punctatis 05-0'7 mm. 
diam. 10-20--radiatis radiis ramosis vestita. Corymbi laxi, magni, ob-
pyramidales, 7-10 cm. alti et lati, ramulis ultimis subhorizontalibus 
2'5-5 cm. longis. Pedicelli patentissimi ye! deflexi, 35-4'5 mm. longi, 
inter se 3-5 mm. distantes, indumento eo fructuum simili. Sepala sub-
persistentia, subcucullata, acuta, membranaceo-marginata, 2-25 mm. 
longa, 1-1 '5 mm, lata, ovata vel elliptica, pius stellatis parcis 4-6- 
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radiatis obsita. Petala obovato-clavata, 3-35 mm. longa, 1-15 mm. lata, 
apice rotundata, integra vel subretusa, pilis stellatis paucis e radiis 
brevibus 4-6-- compositis. Filamenta longa c. 2 mm. longa, appendice in 
dimidic inferiore connata superne bi-tridentata. Filamenta minora c. 
15 mm. longa, appendice 1-2-plo longiora; appendix libra, 07-15 mm. 
longa, minute vel grosse bidentata. Antherae 03-04 mm. longae. 
Ovariurn late ellipticum versus basin et apicem attenuatum, 2 mm. longum, 
1-l5 mm. latum, compressum, pius stellatis punctatis obsitum. Glandulae 
nectariferae minutae globosae. Stylus 1 P5-1 8 (-2) mm. longus, glaber, 
tenuis, stigmate capitato globoso provisus. Ovula una per loculum, 
aptera. Fructus ovatus ye! ellipticus, 4-45 mm. longus, 3 mm. latus, 
versum apicem et basin attenuatus, valvis aequalibus subinfiatis virescenti-
bus pilis stellatis punctatis asperrimis ye! subappressis 04-05 (-06) mm. 
diam. e radiis 4-8 (-10) compositis etiam ad marginem valvarum ± 
dense obtectis. Fl. Jun.-Jul; fr. Jul-Aug. 
N. IRAQ. Dist. Sulaimaniya (Kurdistan) in ditione pagi Penjwin in monti-
bus denudatis, 1400-1600 m., serpentino. 19-20 Jun. 1957, Rechingerfil. 
10446 (holo. W); Penjwin, 1550 m., stony mt. side, 20 Aug. 1953, Guest 
(Rustam) 12971 (K); Penjwin, 1280 m,, Rhus-Quercus forest on hillside, 
21 Jun. 1957, Rawi 22529 (K); Penjwin, 1600 m., 9 Jun. 1948, Rawi 12223 
(K); near Penjwin, Kajan Mt., serpentine, 1590 m., 21 Jun. 1957, Rawi 
2273 (K); Penjwin, 1600 m., 19 Jun. 1948, Rawi (K); Penjwin, 700 m., 
9 Jun. 1948, Rawi 12270 (K). Avroman Mt., north of Halabja (on Persian 
border), 1500-1830 m., 18 Jun. 1957, Rawi 22083 (K). Dist. Erbil 
(Kurdistan), Mons Helgurd (Arl Gird Dagh) ad confines Persiae. c. 
36 °  40'N, 44° 50'E, in valle supra pagum Nowanda, c. 2000-2600 m., 
10-14 Aug. 1957. Rechinger fit. 11361 (W); Arl Gird Dagh, Gasharm, 
1829 m., 21 Jul. 1932, Guest (Rustam) 2818 (K); valley east of Ar! Gird 
Dagh, 2100 m., Astragalus thorn cushion on igneous or metamorphic 
rock, Gillett 9502 (K). Erbil liwa, Mergadereija near Haji Omran, 1800-
1900 m., 21 Jun. 1947, Rawi 9145 (K); valley between Gundashar and 
Darbad, 1400 m., 25 Aug. 1948, Gillett 12402 (K). Gara Dagh, 1500-
1700 m., near Quercus libani, 26 Jun. 1947, Rawi 9263 (K). 
Blackelock in the Kew Bulletin 1955, p. 521, cites many of the specimens 
of A. penjwinensis under A. singarense. He points out, however, that 
"Gillett and Rawi's specimens are not a perfect match for Haussknecht's 
gathering which has a denser indumentum on all parts". His illustration 
of the fruit is definitely of A. singarense Boiss. & Hausskn. and could not 
be interpreted to represent A. penjwinensis. Earlier, in the enumeration 
of the Rustam herbarium (Kew Bulletin 1948, p.  384), Blackelock cited 
the sheets collected by Guest as "Alyssum sp.", and commented that the 
silicules resemble those of A. lanigerurn DC but the racemes are longer 
and more slender; he considered it to be probably a form of that species. 
This author feels that any affinity which A. pe,tjwinensis shows to A. 
lanigerurn or A. singarense is remote, even though the three species may 
occur in the same general area of northern Iraq. However, Nyãrády's 
conclusion of a close affinity to A. rhodopense Form. seems equally 
unlikely. Quite apart from morphological details, this theory is weakened 
by the fact that A. rhodopense, originally described from the Rhodope 
mountains of Bulgaria, has never been recorded east of the Bosphorus. 
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Examination of the holotype of A. rhodopense ssp. duristellatum from 
the Herb. Haussknecht in Jena (Mt. Avroman, 1580 m., July 1867, 
Haussknechi) has clearly indicated that Nyárády intended the subspecific 
name to be duriszellatwn not "duristellaiwn" which appeared in his 
Synopsis Odontarrhenae. Nyárády noted on his label that this was perhaps 
a separate species, but more material was needed. Haussknecht determined 
this specimen as "A. anatolicum mihi", which, however, was certainly 
not what he considered as A. anatolicum from Turkey, a name later 
validated by Nyárády. 
The collections from Iraq are all copiously branched from the base, have 
a lax obpyramidal inflorescence, and distinctive, silvery, rosulate sterile 
shoots, and clearly represent a new species in Section Odontarrhena. Its 
closest affinity is with A. constellaiwn Boiss. which occurs rarely in the 
same area and extends westwards to the Amanus and Cilician Taurus. 
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Title of Thesis Taxonomic_ Studiesinthe Cruciferasofthe Bear East 
The genus Alyssum L. is one of the largest groups of Cruciferous plants in 
the Near East. This thesis is principally a taxonomic survey of the species in 
Turkey and the closely allied ones in Europe and the rest of the Orient. The 
genus is divided into several convenient and natural groups which can serve ms 
the basis of further study. The sections recognized are Meniocus, Psilonemp, 
Alyssum, aEurLosepalum, Tetradenia and Odontari'hena. Two of theae sections, 
uO3O)&iuIn and Odontarrhen2. have been further subdivided into smaller and natural 
subsections' and/or series. 
It was necessary, subsidiary to the taxonomy of Alysourn, to examine carefully 
the generic limits within the Tribus Alysseae. An enumeration of the genera and 
a discussion of the differences between the tribal organization of Schulz (1936) 
and that of the present author is included. On the basis of its type species, the 
genus jtilotricbum Meyer is regarded as a synonym of Alyssum Sect. Alyssum. The 
components of Ptilotrichum have accordingly been distributed among other genera in 
the tribe. For example, Bornmuellera Rausskn. has been expanded to include species 
previously referred to Ptilotrichum. ?tilotrichum reverchonui Degen & lierv. and 
its allies have been placed in a new genus, llorraatbophylla Cullen and Dudley. It 
has been deduced that Aurinip Deav., long treated as a section of Alyssum, is 
better regarded as a distinct genus possessing numerous discontinuities allowing 
generic distinction from yseum; its systematics are treated in a separate sectio 
(section ix). Lepidotrichum Ve]en. & Bornni., which was previously a monotypic 
genus p has been referred to Aurinia. Nyre'dy's T'ip1opetalum and Haueeknecht's 
Gemoeeralum are both included in Alyewn, the former in Sect. Oiontarrhena Suboect. 
Samarifera, the latter forming a natural section closely allied to Sect. Aisssum. 
Alyssoidos Miller (gene cons*) has been expanded to contain several species which 
have previously considered as species of Alyssum. Leptoplax Schulz has no close 
relationship with any genus in Tribus Alyssese and has been transferred to Tribue 
Lunariese where its closest affinity is with Peltaria Jacq. Tables of data and a 
pictorialized representation of generic affinities accompany the Section on the 
Re—Organization of the Alyaeae (Section II), and support the conclusions contained 
therein. 
The monographic works on Alyssum of previous botanists (Boissier, Ienzl, 
Baumgartner and Nyrdy) are discussed and criticised. The material and methods 
employed for the accumulation of the data presented in this thesis are explained. 
An account of geographical distribution and endemism of Alyssum is given in 
Section V; this section primarily refers to the 87 species found in Turkey, of 
which 49 are strictly confined to that area. The closest affinities to the Turkish 
taxa are analysed section by section, and the conclusion is reached that Anatolia 
is the present centre of diversity and speciation for the genus. 
The taxonomic characters and their variability, used in this study to 
determine affinities and taxonomic limits, are discussed. Illustrations of types 
of hairs, petals, filaments, fruits, pedicels and styles accompany the discussion 
of taxonomic characters, as well as a floral diagram and views of a typical 
Alyssum flower. 
In the section on Biology, what is known about the pollination and breeding 
mechanisms as well as the chromosome numbers in Alyssum are detailed and discussed. 
Fruit and seed dispersal is fully reviewed p as well as some first—hand observations 
on the production of seed mucilage. 
The / 	 P.T.O. 
Use other side if necessary. 
The Synopsis of Alyspum (ection x) lists all the currently recognized specie 
of Alyssum (161 in number), and their respective placement in the presently 
recognized infra'-generic groups of Alyssum. Of the total number of species in 
yasum 128 - including 47 with entirely extra-Turkish distribution (but closely 
related to the 87 occurring in Turkey) - are keyed out in Section XII, and are 
included in the Section on systematic (section XIII). All of the species oocurrinj 
in this systematic section are accompanied by useful references, complete synonymy, 
specimen citations, and discussions, when applicable, of some important features 
relating to distribution, synonymy and relationships. From among the 87 species of 
Alyasu found in Turkey, 10 are new to science and have been described fully in 
Latin, and all but one have been illustrated and provided with photographs of their 
holotypee (see Appendix). Of the 16 subspecies reoognize! in the species of Alyssu 
in this study q 11 occur in Turkey and 4 are endemic to that area; of these 1 
subspecies, 4 are new combinations. Also of the 27 varieties, 22 occur in Turkey, 
but only 8 are endemics; of these 27 varieties 7 are new combinations and 2 are 
new to science. Approximately 50 binomials (including about 30 species recognized. 
by Nyrdy) have been reduced to synonymy in this study, and approximately 10 long-
ignored binomials have been re-instated within the genus. 
All of the species (and their infra-specific taxa) occurring in Turkey are 
furnished with distribution maps t with the exception of only a few very widespread 
European and Asiatic species. Additional photographs, primarily of habitats, have 
been included in the Appendix for species of Aurinia and Aljaeum when of particular 
interest and value to this study. 	 1. 
